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PREFACE. 

HE second volume of this catalogue describes the Greek papyri acquired by the Museum 

from the end of 1890 (where the first volume closed) to the middle of 1895, and gives 

the texts of all the more important documents of a non-literary character obtained within that 

period. The printing of it was begun in the middle of 1896, but was suspended early in 

1897, when twenty sheets had been finally printed off, in order to allow of more rapid progress 

with the edition of the odes of Bacchylides, published in that year. But for this delay, the 

volume would have appeared about a year earlier than the present date. 

As in the case of the first volume, it is accompanied by an atlas of facsimiles, in which 

is given a selection of the most important and best preserved papyri, especially those which, 

having precise dates, are of most value for palaeography. The number of plates is one hundred. 

and twenty-three, containing reproductions of one hundred and thirty-two papyri, ranging from 

the second century B.c. to the seventh of the Christian era. 

EDWARD J, L. SCOTT, 

Keeper of MSS. 

British Museum, 

August 25, 1898. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

HE present volume of the Catalogue of Papyri differs in some points of detail and 
arrangement from the first. The first volume dealt with the papyri acquired by the 

Museum up to the year 1890, and every such papyrus, with the exception of the merest scraps 

(and not excepting some even of them), was included in it, both in the texts and in the 

accompanying atlas of facsimiles. Since that date, however, the number of papyri discovered 

in Egypt has increased to such an extent that it is no longer either possible or desirable to 

publish the texts of all in full. In the present volume, therefore, which covers the acquisitions 

of the Museum from the beginning of 1891 to the middle of 1895, a selection has been 

made, and only the texts of the more perfect and important papyri are given in full. By 

way of compensation, however, the numerical table prefixed to the texts, which in the first 

volume gave merely the briefest possible description of each papyrus, has been enlarged into 

a full descriptive catalogue, so as to provide an adequate amount of information with regard 

to those papyri of which the full texts are not printed’. In all, about 410 papyri are included 

within the range of this volume; and the texts of 262 distinct documents are printed in full. 

A similar principle of selection has been applied to the facsimiles, the best and most important 

papyri only (especially those which have precise dates) being selected for reproduction. 
The scope of this volume has been determined, so far as the lower limit of time is 

concerned, by the date (May, 1895) at which the British Museum received its share of the 

Petrie Papyri. To have included descriptions of these (amounting to about 120 in all), together 

with the texts of those which have not hitherto been published, would have swelled considerably 

the size of a volume already much larger than its predecessor. The Petrie papyri, therefore, 

together with all subsequent acquisitions of the Museum, are excluded from its survey. 

It so happens, however, that nearly all the more important papyri acquired since the date at 

which it closes have already been published elsewhere; the Petrie Papyri in the two volumes 

edited by Prof. Mahaffy*, and a large proportion of the more recent acquisitions in the two 

volumes edited by Messrs. B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt*. With a few exceptions, therefore, 

all the Greek papyri in the British Museum are now accessible to scholars. 

1 Even in the case of papyri of which the texts are published _ libraries of the British Museum, Oxford, and Dublin, has been 
in full, the details relating to dimensions, character of hand- 
writing, &c., will be found in the numerical catalogue, not in 

the introductory notes prefixed to the texts. 
2 The Flinders Petrie Papyri, by. the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy, 

D.D., F.T.C.D. (Royal Irish Academy, Cunningham Memoirs, 
nos. viii. and ix). Two Parts, 1891 and 1893, with Appendix, 1894. 

A table showing the distribution of these papyri between the 

published in the Archaeological Report of the Egypt Exploration 
Fund for 1894-5, p. 55. 

8 An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment and other Greek Papyri, 
chiefly Ptolemaic (Greek Papyri 1), by B. P. Grenfell, M.A. 
(Oxford, 1896): Mew Classical Fragments and other Greek and 
Latin Papyri (Greek Papyri 11), by B. P. Grenfell, M.A. 
and A. S. Hunt, M.A. (Oxford, 1897). 



vi INTRODUCTION. 

In point of chronological distribution the papyri now published form a fitting supplement 

to those in vol. i, being strong in the periods where that was weak, and weak where that 
was strong. The first volume (apart from magical papyri, which stand by themselves) dealt 
mainly with the Ptolemaic and late Byzantine Periods, with only a few documents (though 

these were long and important ones) from the Roman period. The present volume, on the 
other hand, gives little from the Ptolemaic and late Byzantine periods, but has a long series 

of Roman documents (many of them precisely dated) ranging from B.c. IO to A.D. 275", 
while the early Byzantine period, which hitherto has contributed almost nothing to the stock 

of extant papyri, is represented by a large group of documents from the middle of the fourth 
century. It may be added that the gaps still remaining in the chronological sequence of the 

Museum papyri, namely the later part of the Ptolemaic period and the years about A.D. 300 

and 400, are to a considerable extent filled by the documents since acquired from Messrs. 

Grenfell, Hogarth, and Bevan, which have been published in the volumes of Messrs. Grenfell 

and Hunt. The periods as to which more light is still principally needed are the middle 

of the first century B.c. (with the transition from the Ptolemaic to the Roman period) and 

the fifth century of the Christian era. 

The same remarks apply to the purely palaeographical side of the subject, which is represented 
in the atlas of facsimiles by which this volume is accompanied. The atlas to the first volume 
contained 150 plates, giving facsimiles of 96 different documents, of which 48 belonged to the 
Ptolemaic period, 16 to the Roman (10 being magical papyri, which form, palaeographically 

as well as in content, a somewhat separate department), and 32 to the late Byzantine. The 
atlas to the present volume contains 123 plates, giving facsimiles of 132 different documents, 
of which 10 belong to the Ptolemaic period, 91 to the Roman, 27 to the early Byzantine 

(fourth century), and 3 to the late Byzantine. Nearly all the papyri now reproduced possess 
exact dates, and they may be regarded as providing a characteristic representation of the 

course of non-literary palaeography during the centuries over which they extend. 

The papyri of the Roman period were, for the most part, acquired before the introduction 

to vol. i was written, and the palaeographical conclusions derivable from them were utilized 
in the sketch of the history of Greek writing upon papyrus which is there given (pp. xi, xii). 
The fourth-century papyri, however, were acquired too late to be more than briefly alluded 

to in that place (p. xii, note); and to them attention may now be directed as the most novel 

portion of the present publication from the palaeographical point of view. Three of them 

have already been published by the Palaeographical Society; and two or three other documents 
of the period were previously known (see vol. i, p. xii); but the twenty-seven facsimiles now 

produced obviously place our knowledge on a much wider and sounder basis. The most 
marked feature which distinguishes the writing of this century from that of the Roman 
period is its great increase in size. The letters are larger, broader, and often thicker. 

Several of them, notably «x, 8, and in many cases o, stand out conspicuously by their size ; 

and the fondness for long projecting strokes in such letters as «, t, \, p, which characterizes 

the later Byzantine period, is found in many documents of the fourth century, especially those 

which make a greater attempt at elegance of writing (e.g. Papp. CCX XXII, CCX XXIV). 

* Most of these come from the great find made about 1892, _ has furnished thousands of papyri to the Berlin collection, while 

at or in the neighbourhood of Socnopaei Nesus (Dimeh), which many have found their way to Vienna, Geneva, and elsewhere. 
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The best hands of the period are showy and strongly marked; the worst are extremely 
coarse and ugly; while the average hand is rather large and thick, and wanting in grace 
and distinction. 

The texts have been grouped by subjects within each of the three great periods into 
which the administrative and palaeographical history of Greek Egypt is divided,—the 
Ptolemaic, the Roman, and the Byzantine. The system of classification will, it is hoped, be 

clear from the table of contents. The texts are printed in the same manner as in the first 

volume, with only the addition of dots beneath those letters which are doubtful or very 

imperfect in the originals. Since, however, some criticisms have been made upon the system 

of printing papyrus texts adopted in this catalogue, a few remarks upon the subject may be 

admitted. Prof. U. Wilcken!, who has every right to speak with authority in all matters 
connected with the publication of papyri, holds strongly that such texts should be edited in 
the same manner as literary texts, with accents, breathings, punctuation, and expansion of 
abbreviations and symbols. It is no doubt true, as Prof. Wilcken says, that by the introduction 

of capital initials for proper names and the separation of words the principle of an exact 

facsimile reproduction is abandoned, and it is therefore open to the editor to proceed yet 

further, and to add those aids to comprehension to which we are accustomed in ordinary 

Greek books. But it is equally true that Prof. Wilcken himself stops short of this standard, 

since he retains the arbitrary division of lines in the originals, and their faulty spelling and 

grammar. There are, in fact, two extremes—to print the text as nearly as possible like the 

original, without separation of words and without capital letters, or to print it as a continuous 

piece of Greek prose in the form with which we are most familiar, and which therefore offers 

least difficulty to the reader. No one proposes to adopt either extreme, and it only remains 

for editors to decide what compromise they will choose between exactness and familiarity. 

Prof. Wilcken draws his line nearer to one extreme, other editors draw theirs nearer to the 

other; and on the question of convenience there is something to be said on both sides. It 
is, in fact, a question of practice, not of principle; and the practice of editors has differed. 

The older editors, Forshall, Peyron, Reuvens, Letronne, and Brunet de Presle, followed the 

system adopted in the present catalogue, with or without the use of capitals for proper names; 

and of living scholars Prof. Mahaffy and Dr. Wessely have done the same. Prof. Wilcken 
and his colleagues in the production of the Berlin papyri have introduced accents, breathings, 

and punctuation, and expand abbreviations and symbols. Mr. Grenfell adopted the first 

system in his first volume, the second in his second and in the volume shared by him with 

Mr. Hunt. Prof. Nicole has expressed a preference for the first system in theory, but follows 

the second in practice in his edition of the Geneva papyri, on the ground that the loss of 

clearness inseparable from the system of reproduction in autograph instead of in print must 
be compensated in this way. 

Where practice is so divergent, and there is not as yet a sufficiently large number of 

persons engaged in the work to allow of a decisive preponderance of opinion on the one 

side or the other, each editor must be allowed to judge for himself what method is most 
convenient. To me personally the system adopted in this Catalogue seems preferable. 

1 See Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 1894, pp. 718, 719. 
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Abbreviations and symbols are no real difficulty to the student after a very short acquaintance 

with the subject, which is facilitated by the notes and indices; whereas the constant use of 

brackets, which the alternative system necessitates, is a continual eyesore. With regard to 

punctuation, if the document is clear it is unnecessary, if it is uncertain it imposes a certain 
interpretation on the reader; and in semi-illiterate documents, such as many of these are, it 

is often inapplicable except by violence. Least necessary of all is the introduction of accents 

and breathings into a class of writings which never possessed them. If such publications as 

these were intended for general reading, no doubt it would be necessary to edit them in a 
form approaching as nearly as possible that to which the general public is accustomed; but 

in volumes intended for specialists these additions appear unnecessary and, in cases of difficulty, 

are often misleading. In reading the Berlin texts it is often a real difficulty to detach the 

mind from the interpretation imposed by the punctuation and expansions adopted by the 

editors, so as to consider other possibilities. And where the subject-matter is so new as 
much of this is, it is surely wise to leave the fullest opportunity for reconsideration. 

In saying this, there is no sort of intention of censuring other editors, who, no doubt, 

find their own methods more convenient to themselves, but merely to maintain that the system 

here adopted is legitimate and, to some persons at least, more satisfactory. Another suggestion 

of Prof. Wilcken’s I have willingly adopted, with regard to the indication of passages which 

are mutilated in the papyrus. Letters lost through the mutilation of the papyrus are indicated 

by dots within square brackets, while letters which are illegible, though the papyrus is intact, 

are indicated by dots without brackets. The device, however, is not quite so simple and 

satisfactory as it sounds, since in many cases where the papyrus is intact the ink has wholly 

vanished, and in others the traces which are left are so slight as to be practically valueless. 

It does, however, show where there is some possibility that conjectures may be tested by 

remains of the original, and where there is none. 

The commentaries attached to the texts here published are not intended to be exhaustive. 

In some cases the full consideration of the materials offered by the papyri would require 

treatises of considerable length, in which the evidence of documents in other collections could 

be combined with that immediately under consideration; and the place for such treatises would 

seem to be in a separate publication rather than in a volume of texts. Many papyri, however, 
require but a few words of explanation or comment, not sufficient for a separate work; and 

such comments may be conveniently supplied in the form of notes accompanying the text. 

For the more important documents, too, something may be done in the way of preliminary 

discussion to pave the way for such fuller inquiry as may be found necessary. The first 

necessity in the present stage of our knowledge of the subject is the publication of texts ; 

but the next stage is that of provisional classification and explanation, and where this can 
be added without prejudice to the first, it will not, perhaps, be either unwelcome or valueless. 

In connexion with these commentaries it is advisable to mention that (as has already 

been stated in the Preface) the first 160 pages of the part of this volume devoted to the 

publication of texts had been printed off by about the beginning of 1897, and the matter 

contained in them is therefore independent of the recent discussions of the same or similar 

subjects by Mr. Grenfell and Dr. Meyer. It is necessary to. emphasize this, not in order to 

claim a priority or independence in which the reader will feel little interest, but simply to 
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account for a treatment of these subjects (the status of xérouxor, the meaning of émixpiots, 

the interpretation of customs-receipts and embankment-certificates) which takes no notice 
of materials and opinions which have been public property for a year or more. Some 
references to this new material will be found among the ‘Addenda et Corrigenda’ following 

the Introduction. 

In the present volume the editor has not had the advantage, which he enjoyed in part 

of its predecessor, of following in the footsteps of other workers. Practically all the texts 
here published make their appearance now for the first time! He has, however, been able 

to make use at times of the similar documents published in the excellent edition of the Berlin 

papyri by Prof. Wilcken, Dr. Krebs, and Dr. Viereck *, and occasional illustrations have been 

drawn from Mr. Grenfell’s papyri and from Dr. Wessely’s and Prof. Nicole’s incipient editions 

of the Rainer and Geneva collections. Nevertheless, it is highly probable that many openings 

have been left for corrections and additions, which the nature of the subject, growing as it is 

almost day by day, renders inevitable. mavrds eats tpoobetvar 7d éddetrov. 

PB. Ge Kz 

1 A few were published in facsimile, with provisional tran- 2 Aegyptische Urkunden aus den koniglichen Museen zu 

scripts, by the Palaeographical Society, and one (Pap. CCCCI) Berlin, Griechische Urkunden, vols. 1 and II (1892-1897). 
by Prof. Mahaffy. Cited in the following pages as ‘ Berl. Pap.’ 

u 
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Page 22, Pap. CCLVII, 1. 63. Lor AOnwuos read [T]adnpeos. 

Page 31, Pap. CCLVIII, 1.87. For VevoBacvos read VevoSacris. 

Pages 42-46. On xdroccoe and émixpiots cf P. Meyer, Phzlologus LVI. 2, pp. 193-216. Dr. Meyer's explanation of émixpioes (based 

upon the Berlin and Geneva papyri) differs from that offered here. He regards it as a list of persons liable to compulsory 

military service, compiled on the basis of the census (kar’ oixiavy dmoypapn) ; but against this view is to be set the fact 

(demonstrated by the list here printed) that boys of the age of fourteen or less were regularly placed upon the list, as 

well as old men of seventy (Berl. Pap. 115, col. ii. 1. 13). Dr. Meyer regards Acoypapovpevor as liable to émixpioes equally 

with xdrotkot. This view is based, naturally enough, on the phrase Aaoypadpovpevos émetxexpisévo>, which is found in the 

Berlin papyri; but this phrase (which is of rare occurrence, and of which a tentative explanation of a different kind is 

offered on p. 45) is more than counterbalanced by the express statement in Pap. CCLX, 1. 126, where a person is said 

amd aoypahias Kexwpioba Sid 75 emixexpicbOa. The subject is not free from obscurity, but the explanation offered here 

seems to suit the data better than Dr. Meyer’s. It may be noted that Berl. Pap. 562 contains, under the heading e& 

émixpicea@y vidy Katoikay, a reference to the case of a son of a kdroixos, who had been wrongly included in the Aaoypadia, 

but who attended at the e&éraois (cf Pap. CCLX, 1. 94) and secured the recognition of his claim, and so was able ca¢ew 

Ta mpos Tovs KaToikous Sikata. 

Page 53, Pap. CCLX, 1. 186. For @Aa[ros] read bido[ras]. 

Page 69, Pap. CLXX introd., l. 11. Sotas, son of Ptolemy, recurs in Papp. CCCXXXIX, CCCXL, CCCXLIII, dated in 

A.D. 179-188. It is therefore probable that the same person is intended in all these papyri. 

a 1.13. For oth read 8th. 

Page 83. On customs-receipts of the types here described cf Grenfell and Hunt, Greek Papyri Il. 78-84. One of the documents 

there printed (Pap. L, f. 2) seems to decide the question of the interpretation of the abbreviation rere* in favour of 

teréheotat. The sense, however, must be middle, equivalent to that assigned here to reréAexe. An exact parallel may be 

found in the use of psperprpeOa in the certificates given by the ovroddyo (pp. 88-95). So far as any special sense is to 

be ascribed to the middle in these formulas, it may be taken to be somewhat more general than the active: ‘has caused 

to be paid,’ ‘ have caused to be measured.’ 

Page 91, Pap. CCCCLXXI, ofe on 1.7. The various measures of capacity for solids mentioned in the papyri (apart from the 

artaba) are (1) pérpor Snpdcvoy Eeorcv, here and in Papp. CCCXLVI (a), (4), (c); CCXVII, 1.14; CCCLI,lL9; CLXXx, 

1. 19; and Berl. Pap. 67, |. 7, all being certificates from oiroAdyor; (2) pérpov Spduw rerpaxoivixoy, in Pap. CCCVIII, 1. 13; 

Berl. Papp. 86, l. 16; 290, 1.14; Rain. Corp. Papp. XXIV, 1.20; XXXI,115; XLV, 1. 21, all being covenants to pay 

(loans, leases, and the like); (3) pérpoy é£axoinkoy, in Papp. CCCCXXXVIII, 1.14; CCCXIV,1 11; CLVII (4), 1.8; 

Berl. Papp. 39, 1. 14; 227, 1. 12, all being leases or receipts; (4) pérpov réraproy Oc0d Zoxvoraiov, in Pap. CCXVI, 1. 10, 

a lease, apparently from priests; (5) wérpoy réraprov Geov ths kopns, in Berl. Pap. 538, 1. 13, a lease; (6) perpov exrov env 

Tis kopns, in Rain. Corp. Pap. XXXVIII, 1. 18, a lease; (7) pérpoy dydooy in Berl. Papp. 603, Il. 21, 39; 604, 1. 17, both 

leases, the produce to which the measure applies being in both cases dates and olives. Unfortunately the size of the 

artaba with which these measures are severally associated is nowhere given, and Pap. CCLXV, which gives the relative 

sizes of six artabas (including the artaba pérpm dpdéue), does not state the absolute size of any of them. M. Revillout 

(Mélanges sur la métrologie, l’économie politique et Uhistoire de l’anctenne Egypte, p. xxviii) identifies the pétpov 

é£axoiv.xov with the Egyptian measure known as sa, which is § of an artaba; while he regards the pérpov rerpaxoivxoy as 

the difference between this artaba of 36 choenices and the artaba of 4o choenices, of whose existence he finds evidence 

in a revised reading of Petrie Pap. II. xxv 4. (M. Revillout calls this measure a perpyrjs, having read the symbol in 

question as fi, but it is really the usual Ptolemaic symbol for dprdy.) Perhaps it is simpler merely to regard it as 7 of 

the larger artaba, without reference to the smaller artaba at all. The pérpov €xroy is probably the same as the pérpoy 

é£ayoimxov, being 4 of the artaba of 36 choenices, while the pérpov réraprov seems more likely to belong to the other 

standard, being 4 of the artaba of 4o choenices. The pérpov dydoov would be the half of this, and the pérpov eorsv, used 

in the certificates of the otroAdyo, is the measure of one féo7Tns, or sextarius, equal to half a choenix. These results 

b 2 
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agree with the evidence of Pap. CCLXV (see p. 258) in making the largest artaba that of the standard 8pdyq, but (if the 

identity there established between the artaba dpdu@ and the artaba pérpw opixd of Pap. CXXV be correct) they do not 

agree with the calculations of Prof. Hultsch, which give the artaba pérpw» gopixd a content of 68$ sextarii, or 347 

choenices. The question is, however, too large for discussion here, and must be left to metrologists. To complete the 

data it should be added that Pap. CXCIII (p. 120) appears to establish an artaba of 48 choenices, while the Revenue 

Papyrus (col. 39, 1. 4) mentions an artaba of 30 choenices, and Pap. DCXIII (Grenfell, Greek Papyri, 1. 18) one of 29 

choenices. Further data may be expected from the ostraka, but for these it is still necessary to await Prof. Wilcken’s 

often-announced edition. [The newly-published volume of Oxyrhynchus Papyri contains on p. 77 a table of weights and 

measures, among which is an artaba of 4o choenices, subdivided into ten pérpa (the pérpoy rerpaxoivikoy mentioned 

above), and a medimnus of 48 choenices, which corresponds to the artaba in Pap. CXCIII. A pérpov déxarov is also 

mentioned on p. 147.] 

Pages 103-106. For further examples of embankment-certificates cf. Grenfell and Hunt, of. c7t. 86-89. The local description 

év th ’Emayd6(@?), which occurs in Papp. CCCXXI (4), (c), CCCXXV (4), is also found in two of Messrs. Grenfell and 

Hunt's papyri. That the article is feminine and singular is shown by Pap. CCCXXV (4). A list of persons employed on 

the embankments (dmepyacapévey els ra youarixd pya) in the 31st year (of Commodus, = A.D. 190-391), with the periods 

of their employments (always five days), is contained in the first Greek papyrus discovered in Egypt in modern times 

(Schow, Charta Papyracea graece scripta Muset Borgiant Velitris, 1788). 

Page 104, Pap. CCCXVI a, 1. 3. For EvoeBous 2<Baor), read ZeBagr) EvoeBous. 

Page 111, Pap. CCXCVII 4, ll. 8,9. For cop[ns @]irwrepid: Ou[yarepe read kop[yn P]ewrepids Oe[ .. eee ee 

Page 114, Pap. CCCXLV, wo¢e on 1.3. Navaia occurs in 2 Macc. i. 13. It is the Greek name of the Babylonian goddess Nana 

or Nanai, who was identified with the Semitic Astarte and the Greek Aphrodite (cf Frazer's Pausanzas, ii. 129); but 

this further identification with the Egyptian Isis appears to have been hitherto unknown. 

Page 117, Pap. CCLYV, introd., 1.6. For ¢urnpa read (urnpa. 

Page 121,11. After d:yoinkoy add or dixourkia (cf. description of Pap. CCCLXXII). 

Page 125, Pap. CXCIV, 1. 21. Add mote, B° here and elsewhere in the papyrus stands for BouBdoros. 

Page 131, second note on \, 18. émioxeis appears as the word for an official survey of land for purposes of taxation in Berl. Pap. 563. 

Page 152, Pap. CCC, mote on 1. 11. Add at end, and ’AOnvateds 6 kai EptyOduos (Berl. Pap. 578, 1. 4). 

Page 159, Pap. CXCIX, 1. 10, TWaounris Kavverros occurs also in Berl. Pap. 10, in a list of officials of Socnopaei Nesus in A.D. 192. 

Page 160, Pap. CCXIII verso, introd. 1.7. or Mechier read Mecheir. 

Page 163, Pap. CCCCLIX. If this Sotas, son of Ptolemy, is the person mentioned in Papp. CLXX, CCCXXXIX, CCCXL, 

CCCXLIII, the date of this document will be the end of the second century. 

Page 164, Pap. CCCLIV, 1.1. For Tuppaviar read Tuppariar. 

Page 165, Pap. CCCLVII, introd., 1.2. Fox CCCCXLIV read CCCCXLV. The title otparnyés "Apowvoirov recurs in Berl. Pap. 

620, a petition (ascribed to the third century) from two persons who are described as xwpapxa@v xopns Kapavidos rou 

*Apowoirov vopod, the mention of the division being again omitted. 

Page 173, Pap. CCCXLII, note on 1.1. For éxarévrapxos read éxatovrapxns, in accordance with Pap. CCLX XVI, 1.1 (p. 149). 

Page 179, Pap. CLIV, 1.17. Hor Hpakdas read Kopag Ar’. 

Page 185. Add note to Pap. CCLXXXIX, 1. 35, yeywvertpar=yéyove cis pe, 

Page 188. Pap. CCCCXXXVIII should be dated a.p. 134. 

Page 190, Pap. CLXVIII, introd. 1. For vineyard vead oliveyard. 

Page 207, Pap. CLXXVIII, 1. 4. A omeipn mparn ’Anaynvev is mentioned in Berl. Pap. 462, 1. 5, which is of about the same date 

as this. 

Page 230, Pap. CCLIV verso, 1.12. For Kap[e°] read Kap[ns]. 

Pages 235, 236, Pap. CCLXVI, ll. 80, 122. For SapBour® read SaraBour®. 

Page 278, title. For CXLI read CCXLI. 

Page 321, Pap. CCCCLXXXI, introd. 1. 2. It is not this papyrus, but Pap. CCCCLXXXII (a Latin document), that was 

presented by Prof. Petrie. 
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ACQUIRED IN 1891-1895 '- 

TEXT. PLATE, 
CXXXIX. (a) Copy of receipt given by Chaeremon, son of Socrates [cf Pap. CLXIII], to Petaus, 

Petheus, and Marres, husbandmen, for the produce of the land which they hold from him, without 
prejudice to a debt of other produce due to him from Marres. Dated the 3oth Caesareius [=Mesoré] 
in the eighth year of the emperor Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus [= August 23, 
a.pD. 48]. 63in. x 5 in. Perfect; in a strongly marked semi-cursive hand of medium size. Printed, 
with facsimile, in Palacographical Society, Series u. pl. 144 (1891) . . ; ‘ : F . 200 15 

(4) Certificate granted to Panephremmis that he has worked on the embankments in Socnopaei Nesus for 
five days, beginning from the 15th Pauni in the eleventh year of the emperor Tiberius Claudius 
Caesar Augustus Germanicus [=June 10, a.p. 51]. 3 in. x 5} in. Perfect; in a medium-sized 
semi-cursive hand. j : ; : 2 : : . ‘ : : ; ‘ ; . 103 15 

CXL. Record of sale by Mysthes to a woman named Tesenuphis of arable land in the division of 
Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome. Dated in the reign of the emperor Vespasian [a.p. 69-79]. 
10 in. x 5 in. Mutilated; in a small, ornamental, semi-cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in 
Palaeographical Society, u. 144 (1891) . ; : ; : : : ‘ . , ; . 180 21 

CXLI. Record of sale by Didymus, also named Diodorus, son of Acusilatis, and Diodora his wife, to 
Miccalus, son of Ptolemaeus, of oliveyards near Karanis and Psenarpsenesis, in the division of 
Heracleides. Dated at Ptolemais Euergetis in the Arsinoite nome, on the gth Sotereius (=gth Pauni) 
in the seventh year of the emperor Domitianus Augustus Germanicus [=June 3, a.p. 88]. 34 in. x 
1 ft. 10 in. Imperfect; written in a large, carefully formed uncial hand, with cursive superscription. 
Printed, with facsimile, in Palacographical Society, u.146 (1891). ‘ : e : : . 181 31 

CXLII. Acknowledgement by Marcus Sempronius Gemellus, soldier in the third (Cyrenaica) legion, in 
the century of Pomponius Severus, of the repayment to him by Miccalus, son of Ptolemaeus, of a loan 
of 1240 drachmas; with autograph subscription by Gemellus. Dated at Karanis, in the division 
of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, on the 1st Peritius (=1st Choiach) in the fifteenth year of the 
emperor Domitianus Augustus Germanicus [=Nov. 27, a.p. 95]. 9% in.x 62 in. Nearly perfect; 
in a small cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Palaeographical Society, u. 147 (1891) 3 + 203 43 

CXLIII. Acknowledgement by Kephalas, son of Petosiris, of the repayment to him by Tapontos, 
daughter of Chaeremon and wife of Miccalus, son of Ptolemaeus, of the sum of 160 drachmas, 
being the final instalment of the earnest money for the purchase of some land; with autograph sub- 
scription by Kephalas. Dated at Karanis, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, the 
6th Artemisius (=6th Phamenoth) in the first year of the emperor Nerva Caesar Augustus 
=March 2, a.p. 97]. gin. x 44 in. Perfect; in a small cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, 

in Palacographical Society, u. 148 (4891) : : j e ‘ : ‘ s : : + 204 44 

CXLIV. Letter from Alexander to his master Athenodorus, complaining of having been left without 
either work or food for two days. First century (?). 6 in.x 4} in. Nearly perfect; in a medium- 
sized semi-cursive hand . ‘ ‘ ‘ ; ‘ ; ‘ ‘ 3 F 

CXLV. Portion of a private letter, consisting of two columns, of which the upper part is torn off. The 
second column is also badly rubbed. Second century. 4 in. x 11 in. Imperfect; in a rather 
rough semi-cursive hand : ; : ; : : : : : ; ‘ ; ‘ 

253 

1 The following descriptions are revised from those already published _ tions of Papp. CCCCLIX—CCCCLXXXIV, acquired since the date 
in the Catalogue of Additions to the Department of Manuscripts in the of that catalogue. 
British Museum, 1888-1893, pp- 396-459, with the addition of descrip- 
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CXLVI. Affidavit by Miccalus, son of Ptolemaeus, relating to the purchase of land in the village of 
Bacchias. Dated the r1th Pharmouthi in the sixth year of the emperor Vespasian [=April 6, 
A.D. 74]. Reference is also made to the second year of Galba. 9} in. x 4} in. eee 
rubbed; in a thin and very cursive hand ; : F , . 

CXLVII. Fragment containing portions of three short act spells. Second or third century. 
52 in. x 42 in. Imperfect, wanting the left-hand portion of the papyrus; in a rather square semi- 
cursive hand . : ‘ . ‘ . : ‘ : 

CXLVIII. Magical incantation, to secure a woman’s affections. Second or third century. g in. x5 in. 
Imperfect, nearly all the second column being lost; written in two columns, in a medium-sized rough 
uncial hand . ; ; ; : i ‘ : _ F : ‘ ‘ ; ‘ 

CXLIX. Will or conveyance, transferring property from Pete[such]us to his wife Tamystha and his 
sons and daughters, with conditions attached. The testator appears to have been a resident in 
Karanis [in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome]. First or second century. 44 in. x 
1 ft. 7 in. Imperfect and considerably mutilated; in a medium-sized semi-cursive hand . : 

CL. Fragment of legal testimony given by Claudius Theon, the purport of which is not preserved. The 
name Zoilus also occurs in the fragment. First or second century. 4 in. x 8 in. Imperfect, on 
the right-hand portion of a long and narrow strip being preserved; in a clear uncia] hand 

CLI. Receipt given by Didymus to Petheus zpeoBurepos for produce of oliveyards rented by the latter 
in Karanis and Psenarpsenesis [in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome]. Dated in 
the seventh year of an emperor whose name is mutilated beyond recognition. Second century. 
42 in. x 32 in. Imperfect; in a rough cursive hand ‘ : 

CLII. Portion of a contract, the exact description of which is lost. Dated in the month Caesareius 
= Mesoré] i in the third year of the emperors Antoninus and Verus [= sae A.D. a 12 in. x 
7% in. Much defaced; in a small, neat, semi-cursive hand . ‘ 3 3 ; 

CLIII. Receipt given by Sergidius, son of Dioscorus, a member of the body-guard of the Prefect of 
Egypt, for the repayment to him by Marianus, on behalf of Serenus, also named Ptolemaeus, of 
a deposit of rooo drachmas. Fourth century. 5 in. x 4 in. Imperfect; in a rough cursive 
hand ‘ ‘ : : : . : 

CLIV. Deed of sale by Heracleides, son of Petheus, to Philemon, son of Ptolemaeus, of part of a court 
in Karanis; with autograph signatures of the contracting parties. Dated at Karanis, in the division 
of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, the zoth Tubi in the 14th year of the emperor Nero Claudius 
Caesar Augustus Germanicus as Jan, 9, A.D. 68]. xr1hin. x 12} in. Nearly perfect; in a good- 
sized cursive hand : . i i J : : : 

CLV. Fragment of a medical treatise, apparently relating to operations of dentistry. Portions of five 
columns are preserved, but the remains of the first and last of these are very small. The beginning 
of a new section is marked near the bottom of the last column. First or second century. 11 in. x 
144 in. Much mutilated; in a small, neat uncial hand . : 
On the verso are remains of two columns of choliambic verse, with traces of a ‘third. The first 

column contains twenty lines, the second twenty-one, occupying barely half the height of the papyrus 
(f. the size of the columns in the Herodas papyrus, Pap. CXXXV). Much mutilated; in very 
rough uncials. Third century (?). Among the few complete verses are the following :— 

x S mW , 4 td 

ernv ExYS Tt, TavTa gor picwy wANpy’ 
mAovTowvTa yap oe xoi Geoi pidyoover 
mévyta 8 svtTa xy Texodoa peoncer. 

CLVI. List of names, followed by sums of money in drachmas (generally 4, 8, or 12); apparently 
a pay-sheet. Dated the 3oth Tubi [=Jan. 25] in the sixteenth year, but the emperor is not 
aed [possibly of Marcus Aurelius, =a.p. 176, more probably of Severus, =a.p, 208]. oe in. x 
Zin. Nearly perfect; ina medium-sized cursive hand . ‘ ; : . % 

CLVII. (a) Letter from a master to his Elsen, requiring them to make good an injury to a fellow- 
slave. Second century uh 3 in. x 3t in., of which about half is blank. sii in a thin semi- 
cursive hand 

(4) Receipt given by er to Revie 165 seadice of ind ae by the latter in Reranis [in the 
division of Heracleides in the Arsinotte nome]. Third century (?) 4 in. x 4in. Imperfect, the 
subscription of the recipient being almost wholly lost; in a rough semi-cursive hand 

CLVIII. (a) Fragment of a receipt. Dated in Phaophi in the third year of the emperor Traianus 
Hadrianus [=October, a.p. 118]. 5 in. x 34 in. Imperfect; in a cursive hand, with a small and 
very cursive subscription j ‘ ‘ ; 

TEXT. 

215 

318 

249 

255 

216 

PLATE. 

20 
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(2) Accompt, for the roth day. Third century (?). 3 in. x 42 in. Nearly perfect, but wanting the 
figures of the several payments; in a very cursive hand. The writing is at right angles to the 
fibres of the papyrus. : : : ; ; . : : . : : 

CLIX. Hesiod’s Theogonia; fragments, including portions of Il. 210-238, 260-270. The largest 
fragment measures 8 in. x 4% in., and contains the full height of a column, consisting of twenty-nine 
lines. Written in a large uncial hand, and with very black ink; a few corrections in fainter ink. 
Marks of punctuation are inserted by the first hand, other marks (accents, &c.) apparently by the 
second. Fourth or fifth century. Printed in the Revue de Philologie, xvi. pp. 181-183 (1892) 

CLX. Petition (?), apparently from Lucius Antonius; its purport is lost through the mutilation of the 
papyrus. Dated the rst Phamenoth [=Feb. 25] in the reign (the number of the year is lost) of 
the emperor [Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Augustus] Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus 
[Sarmaticus Germanicus Maximus, =a.p. 181-192]. Part of one broad column is preserved, with 
a small portion of another, apparently in a different hand. 84 in. x 12 in. Much mutilated; in 
a plain uncial hand of fair size 3 . 

CLXI. Fragment, apparently of a tax-register, containing a list of names followed by amounts of 
artabas of wheat. Portions of two columns. Second century. 74 in. x 7 in. Much mutilated; in 
a small, neat, cursive hand . . : ; F F ; ; j . ‘ ‘ ‘ 

On the verso are some remains of similar matter in a larger hand 

CLXII, a, 4,c. Three small, much mutilated fragments, from different documents. First and second 
centuries. 6 in. x 2}in., 4 in. x 19 in, and 33 in. x 23 in. . 

CLXIII. Proposal by Sambas and Neon, descendants of the Persian settlers in Egypt, to lease a 
vineyard in Karanis from Chaeremon, Orion, and Socrates, sons of Chaeremon. Dated at the 
beginning of the eighth year of the emperor Domitianus Augustus [=c7rc. September, a.p. 88]. 
i ss x 5 in. Imperfect at the right-hand edge and at the foot; written in a medium-sized cursive 

and . . : ‘ é f ; : 

CLXIV. Record of tax (?) paid by Zenas, son of Zenas; headed dé rdgews BaowA(ixfs). Second 
century. 8% in. x 54in. Perfect; in a rough cursive hand . j ; ‘ . : : ‘ 

CLXV. (a) Certificate granted to Paous, son of Satabous, of Socnopaei Nesus, of having worked the 
statutory five days [on the embankments]; signed by Dionysius. Dated the gth Caesareius 
=Mesoré] in the ninth year of the emperor Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus 
=August 2, a.p. 49]. 1$in. x 44 in. Perfect; in a very small cursive hand, with signature in 

large, rather rough uncials_ . ; i . 

(4) and (c) Similar certificates, with same date and signature, granted to Stotoétis, son of Panephrommis 
(sc), and Papais, son of Papais, both of Socnopaei Nesus. 2 in. x 5 in. and 12 in. x 53 in. 
Perfect . a : ; ; . ; . : ‘ : : ‘ 

CLXVI. (a) Tax-receipt for taxes to the amount of 12 drachmas, paid at Bacchias by Longinus, son 
of Heraclianus, to Aurelius Melas, secretary to the mpaxropes dpyupixév. Dated the 15th Thoth in 
the third year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Felix Pius Augustus [z.e. Elagabalus, 
=Sept.12, a.D. 219]. 2 in. x 43 in. Perfect; inasmall cursive hand. x ; ; ; 

(4) Certificate granted to Zosimus, son of Chaeremon, of having worked on the embankments at 
Philadelphia for five days in the twenty-sixth year, from the 13th to the 17th Pachon [= May 8-12, 
a.p. 186]. Dated in the twenty-sixth year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus 
[=a.D. 185-186]. rin, x 2}in. Perfect; in a small cursive hand, with abbreviations : : 

(c) Tax-receipt (?), granted to Chaeremon, son of Petheus. Dated the 29th Hadrianus [=Choiach] in 
the eighteenth year of the emperors Antoninus and Commodus [Dec. 25, a.p. 177]. 1 in. x 23 in. 
Perfect, but rather rubbed; in a very minute hand . : ‘ : ‘ ; ‘ 

CLXVII. Record of loan or sale (?), the parties being Julius Artemidorus and Aurelius Sempronius. 
Dated the 6th Thoth in the twenty-first year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Severus Antoninus 
Parthicus Maximus Britannicus Maximus Pius Augustus [7.e, Caracalla, =Sept. 3, a.p. 212]. 82 in. 
x 5 in. Imperfect, and in much faded ink; in a graceful semi-cursive hand . F : : ; 

CLXVIII. Lease of an oliveyard near Psenarpsenesis, taken for three years by Artemis, daughter 
of Ptolemaeus, from Petesuchus, son of Heracleides, and Apis, son of Nepheros. Dated the 25th 
Pharmouthi in the second year of the emperors Aurelius Antoninus and Verus [=April 20, a.p. 162]. 
8 in. x 54 in. Mutilated; in a rough semi-cursive hand ; ‘ c F , ; : 

CLXIX. Private letter from Apollinaria to her brother, thanking him for a gift of provisions and 
referring to family affairs. Third century (?). 8% in. x 4$ in. Mutilated; in a rough uncial hand 

TEXT. 

182 

116 

103 

103 

116 

106 

Igo 

XV 

PLATE. 

32 
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CLXX. Tax-receipt, given to Sotas, son of Ptolemaeus, for poll-tax to the amount of 20 drachmas for 
the preceding year. Dated the 8th Phamenoth in the fifteenth year of the emperor Aurelius Antoninus 
{= March 4, a.v. 175]. 4$ in. x 4} in. Slightly mutilated; in a very rough cursive hand 

CLXXI. (a) Receipt given by Orion, rpdxrwp ovrixéy for the village of Socnopaei Nesus, to Apunchis 
mpeoButepos, Son of Apunchis, for a portion of the value of his grass (yAwpa) for the fifth year. Dated 
the 25th Phamenoth in the fifth year of the emperor [Nerva] T'raianus Augustus Germanicus 
[= March a1, a.p. mas ae in. x a in., most being blank. eae peneet; in a small cursive 
hand . ‘ ; ‘ é : 

(4) Application by Antonia Nemesilla, daughter of Cronion, a veteran, to eels Reais sbdtecas of 
the Heracleopolite nome, for the opening and execution of the will of her husband, a soldier lately 
deceased. Dated in the reign of some emperors whose names are lost. Third century. 6}in. x 3 in. 
Nearly perfect ; in a clear, medium-sized semi-cursive hand . F : F : . . 

CLXXII. Receipt given by Heraclas, son of Petheus, for a sum of 220 drachmas, in part-repayment of 
a deposit made by his father. Dated the gth Phamenoth in the eighth las of the emperor Nerva 
Traianus Augustus Germanicus Dacicus [= March 5, a.p. 105]. 6 in. x 48 in., most mone blank ; 
in a rough, uneducated uncial hand. : F : ‘ . ; 

CLXXIII. Certificate, delivered to Claudius Julianus, Baowuxds ypaypareds of the division of Heracleides 
in the Arsinotte nome, by a woman named Thatres, a resident in the village of Karanis, of the 
death of her father (?) Satabous; delivered on her behalf by her kinsman and representative Mersis, 
on the 25th Choiach in the fifth year of the emperor Nerva Traianus [Augustus] Germanicus 
[= Dec. 21, a.p. ror}. With official subscriptions in different hands. 9g} in. x 3} in. Mutilated; 
Ina medium-sized semi-cursive hand : F : ‘ ; ‘ ‘ : 

CLXXIV. (a) and (3) Two fragments, apparently of a tax-register, containing statements of extents of 
land, calculated in dpovpar. Second ee ©) 48 in. x 24 in. and 5 in. x 24 in. Mutilated; in 
a small cursive hand F F 

(c) Small fragment, dated the 3oth (?) acvacig ie Thoth] i in ‘fhe elatich year ‘of an emperor whose name 
is almost entirely lost, apparently Antoninus, = Sept. 7 A.D. 144] From sais al Nesus. 
2in. x 14in. Imperfect; in a small cursive hand . 

(2) Fragment, apparently of a certificate for work upon the sibaalnedis in Senppael Nese but the 
name of the recipient and the date are mutilated. Second century. 3 in. x a in. Imperfect in 
a small cursive hand . : . . : : ‘ : ‘ . ' . 

CLXXV. (a) Fragment of register of corn-tax. First cee (? 5 in. x 5 in. Imperte ina bees 
semi-cursive hand ‘ i . 

(4) Fragment, perhaps of tax-register, with statements of & ene of Tai, Seen century 42 in. x 3} in. 
Imperfect; in semi-cursive hand . 3 

(c) Fragment of list of names, dated in the seventh year of the emperor [Tibe]rius [Clandius eee 
Augustus Germanicus, = a.p. 46-47]. 54in.x3in. Much mutilated; in a medium-sized cursive hand 

(@) Fragment, dated in the reign of the emperor Marcus Aurelius [a. p. a nas 5t in. x "4 in. Much 
mutilated; in a rough cursive hand 3 

(e) Fragment of account, with sums in drachmas, from Karanis Second aul @ 34 in. x 2 in, 
Imperfect ; in a rather rough semi-cursive hand. : ‘ : : : 

CLXXVI. Petition by Aurelius Lucretius to Aurelius Didymus eee of the division of Heracleides 
in the Arsinotte nome] dated in Pauni of the fourth year of the emperor Severus Alexander [Fins 
Felix] Augustus [=June, a.p. 225]. The purport of the petition is uncertain. 8} in. x 32 in. 
Much mutilated; ina rather large rough hand. ‘ ‘ ; j : 

CLXXVII. Petition by Versenuphis, living in the village of Bacchias, in the division of Heracleides in 
the Arsinotte nome, to Gaius Vitrasius Pollio [prefect of Egypt crc. a.p. 39], for assistance to recover 
property left to him and his brothers by their father, which had been seized by their elder married 
sister. A.D. 40-41. I1 in. x 62in. Nearly perfect : in a large, clear uncial hand. Printed, with 
facsimile, in Palaeographical Soctely, 1. 145 (1891) ; ‘ ; ; 

CLXXVIII. (a) Receipt, given by Petronia, daughter of Sarapia, to Julius Apollinarius, a soldier of the 
- first Apamean cohort, and in the century of Julianus, for 400 drachmas, in part repayment of the 
dowiy which she had brought him. Approved and signed on her behalf by her brother, Gaius 
Petronius Marcellus. Dated the roth Pharmouthi in the eighth year of the emperor Titus Aclius 
Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [= April 5, a.p. 145}. 9$in. x 42in. Perfect; in a rather 
rough semi-cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Palacographical Society, u. 149 (1891) 

(6) C One et of the above, in a similar but rather larger hand, ee the end of the subscription. 
oh in. x 42 in. Printed zbedem . . : , ; ; . : i ‘ . 

TEXT. 

69 

102 

175 

205 

66 

119 

174 

167 

207 

207 

PLATE. 

7I 

85 

14 

52 

52 
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CLXXIX. Portions of register of official | correspondence of the strategus of the Diospolite nome in the 
Thebaid (6 tod puxpod Avorodcirov rijs @nBaiSos otparnyds). Dates are preserved in the months 
Epeiph and Germaniceius [=Pachon] in the eleventh year of the emperor Traianus Hadrianus 
Augustus [= July and May, a.p. 127]. Two irregularly shaped fragments, 63 in. x 7 in. and 6 in. 
x 7% in. in extreme measurements. Very imperfect; in a neat, well-formed SeniaERe hand 

CLXXX. Portion of register of corn received by the ovroddyou of the village of Neilopolis; the last 
entry, which alone is complete, records the measuring of two amounts of corn in the store-house of the 
said village on account of the community of Socnopaei Nesus, dated the gth Pachon and the 
4th Pauni in the seventh year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander Pius Felix Augustus 
[=May 4 and 29, a.v. 228]. 12$in. x 528in. Imperfect at the beginning; in a rough cursive 
hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Palacographical Society, u. 150 (1891). : 

CLXXXI. Portions of tax-register, the amounts paid being generally 4, 8, or 12 drachmas. The scribe 
Apollonius makes formal oath of its accuracy. Dated in the month Neroneius Sebastus [ = Phar- 
mouthi] in the tenth year of the emperor Nero Claudius Augustus Germanicus [= April, a.p. 64]. 
Three fragments, measuring 5% in. x 3} in., 5 in. x 104 in., and 6 in. x a i aa in a 
medium-sized semi-cursive hand . f d : ‘ ‘ ’ 

CLXXXII. (a) Receipt for taxes paid by Panephremmis, son of Stotoétis, of the village of Socnopaei 
Nesus, on the 21st Tubi and the 27th Pachon in the second year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus Pius Felix Augustus [z.¢. Elagabalus, =Jan. 16 and ee 22, A.D. ano 82 in. x 2} in. 
Perfect ; in a very cursive hand, much abbreviated . 

(6) Extract from the fourth column of the census register for the Gventgathird year [of Anjontans Pius], 
relating to the village of Karanis, containing the household of Petheus, son of Isidorus. Made 
apparently on the occasion of his son, Isidorus, succeeding to his property, and evidently between 
A.D. 159-60 and a.p. 173-4, the date of the next census. 5 in. x 34 in. Imperfect, the lower 
portion of the papyrus being torn off; in a medium-sized cursive hand ‘ . : : 

CLXXXIII. Fragment, apparently of a private letter relating to money matters, almost illegible, owing 
to the dark colour of the Pee Second century (?). 4 in. x 5in. In a rather rough semi- 
cursive hand : i : : : . : 

CLXXXIV. Small eres, of a literary work, apparently a dialogue on ethics. Remains of two very 
narrow columns (containing only eleven or twelve letters in a line), Second or third century (?). 
53 in. x 43 in, including a very wide top margin, In a medium-sized, rather uneven uncial hand 

CLXXXV. Fragments, very much mutilated, of uncertain character. Second or third century. Of 
irregular shape, in a medium-sized semi-cursive hand. On the verso are a few illegible remains 
of writing 

CLXXXVI. Rec/o. Fragments, apparently of medical recipes. Second century (?). About 10 in. x 
10 in., but the exact relation of the fragments is not certain. Much mutilated; in a pong uncial 
hand . 

Verso. Remains of three fap on Ponce of a datos on the subject of on No apineiie ae is 
preserved. The chorus consisted of Corinthian maidens, and the names of Aegeus, Jason (who is 
one of the interlocutors), and Creon are mentioned, A change of speaker is indicated by a para- 
graphus. The rare word rugedév occurs in the fragments. Second or third bans Much 
mutilated; in a rough semi-cursive hand 

CLXXXVII. Recfo. Fragment of a literary work, describing the customs of some nation (perhaps 
the Spartans). Near the end of the fragment occurs the name of “HyjotAaos 6 Adxwy. Portions of 
two narrow columns are preserved, but “the second is almost entirely obliterated. Probably first or 
second century. 4} in. x 62in. Mutilated; in a large, finely formed uncial hand. Published in 
Revue de Philologie, xxi. 1 (1 897) 

Verso. Fragments of the Laches of Plato, pp. 181 = a. Portions of two columns are preserved, but 

only a few words are legible. Second century (?). Much mutilated; in a rather rough uncial hand . 

CLXXXVIII. List of names, each followed by the statement of a number of artabas of wheat; 

probably a register of seed-corn distributed to cultivators. Six columns remain, some mutilated. 

Early third century (?). 8iLin. x 1 ft. 8 in, Imperfect; in a rather rough semi-cursive hand . 

On the verso is another list of names, also followed by the statement of a number of artabas of 

wheat, and that again by the statement of a number of odx(xov). Probably third ee Imperfect ; 

ina rough sprawling hand . : : F ‘ . 

CLXXXIX. List of names, apparently those of the ofherals of a village, with ei the workmen 

under their direction. Second century. 44 in. x 2 ft. 2} in. sa the first — of the roll 

being lost; in a medium-sized cursive hand . pi r ; ‘ . 

Cc 

TEXT. 
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TEXT. PLATE. 
CXC. Letter from a person unnamed to Agrippinus, in answer to complaints made by the latter that 

nothing had been sent to him. A list of provisions is attached, which are stated to have been sent 
by the hand of Eutyches. Third century (?), 8} in. x 7} in. Slightly mutilated; in a rather rough 
semi-cursive hand ‘ . : . : . ; j . ‘ . : . ; » 253 

CXCI. Inventory given by Tertia Ancharenia to Julius Agrippianus, in connexion with a sale of the 
household goods and chattels formerly belonging to her deceased husband. Dated [apparently at 
Karanis, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinofte nome] in Epeiph [= July] in some year [the 
exact date is lost] of the emperor [Nerva Traianus] Germanicus Dacicus. Since Trajan only took 
the title of Dacicus at the end of a.p. 102, the date of the document falls between a.p, 103 and 
A.D. 117. 8} in. x 6 in. Imperfect, the left-hand portion of the papyrus being torn away; in a 
medium-sized semi-cursive hand, with rough subscription by Tertia Ancharenia. Printed, with 
facsimile, in Palaeographical Society, 1. 163 (1892) . ; : : F ‘ : ‘ . 264 46 

CXCII. Portion of an account, apparently official, consisting of lists of names, followed by amounts in 
arouras ; probably a register of corn-tax. In the course of it, reference is made to the thirty-second 
year Kaicoapos 6eod, ze. the deceased emperor Augustus [= a.p. 2-3], but the document may be 
several years later than this. First century, 114 in. x 16} in. Imperfect, being the end ofa roll; 
in a neat semi-cursive hand . : ‘ ‘ : 3 ; gee ee F ‘ i : . 222 

On the verso are some private accounts, bearing dates in the month Pachon [ = May], in a some- 
what similar but less ornamental hand : ; : : ; : : 

CXCIII. Portion of a register of corn-tax. First century. 10} in. x 1 ft. 9g in. Parts of three broad 
columns, mutilated ; in a rather ornamental semi-cursive hand. ‘ i 3 P ‘i F F 

On the verso are fragments of the accounts of a pawn-shop, with dates in the rqth and 15th 
years, but the emperor is not named. Second century (?) Mutilated; in a rough semi-cursive hand 245 

120 

CXCIV. Portion of a tax-register (apparently), consisting of names of persons and amounts of artabas 
of wheat. Part of it refers to the village of Neilopolis. First century. g}in. x 11 in. Imper- 
fect, containing three complete columns, and portions of two more; in a small cursive hand, some- 
what defaced : . ‘ ; ; : e . : . , : . : ‘i . 124 

On the verso is a portion of an account, closely resembling that on Pap. CXCIII. verso, and 
perhaps by the same hand. It bears a date in the fifteenth year of an unnamed emperor. Imperfect 

CXCV. Portion of a register of the taxes on vineyards, pleasure grounds, &c. Dated in the reign of the 
emperor Tiberius Caesar Augustus [a.p. 14-37]. Two fragments, ro} in. x 73 in., and 6 in. x 63 in., 
apparently from the same MS. Imperfect; in a good-sized semi-cursive hand, somewhat resembling 
that of Pap. CXXXI_. : : . : ‘ ‘ ‘ : : ‘ . ‘ . : 

On the verso of the larger fragment are some private accounts (?), mutilated and abounding in 
abbreviations. Second century . : . d : : : : . . 

127 

CXCVI. Record (probably from the tropvyparicpot of one of the officials concerned, apparently the 
strategus) of a dispute at law concerning money lent by Julius Agrippinus to Valerius Apolinarius 
(sc), with a schedule of the loans. One of the loans is stated to have been made in the second year 
of the deceased emperor Hadrian (cod “ASpravod), and it may consequently be inferred that the docu- 
ment itself belongs to the reign of Antoninus Pius [a.p. 138-161]. roin. x 15 in. Imperfect, 
consisting of two broad columns, the first mutilated; in a bold, well-formed cursive hand . F 4 152 50 

CXCVII. Record of amounts of corn delivered to the épyopvAakes on various days in the month Mesoré 
[=August], in the fourth year of an unnamed emperor. Second century. 83in. x 3} in. Much 
mutilated; ina rather rough cursive hand. ; ‘ : ; : i ; ; ‘ 3 

On the verso is a private letter, complaining of some injury done to the writer by a third party. 
Third century (?). Mutilated; in a rough semi-cursive hand . : . ; . 

100 

CXCVIII. Portion of a petition, addressed to the S:xavoddrys [of the province of Egypt] by a resident 
in the village of Karanis, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, apparently applying for 
restitution of the share due to him of the property of his father, Prodicus Gaius, the latter having died 
while his son was a minor, and his wife having taken as her second husband a soldier named Longinus. 
In the reign, and during the sole rule, of Marcus Aurelius, whose name occurs in the course of the 
document [a.p. 169-177]. 54 in. x5}in. Imperfect; in a rather curiously formed cursive hand . 172 70 

CXCIX. List of certain officials in the village of Socnopaei Nesus, including the zpecBvrepor, épxépodos, 
eipnvodtAaxes, and dvdAaxes. Each name is followed by the statement of a sum of money (800, 600 or 
300 drachmas). The list is repeated on the verso in a different hand, omitting the sums of money, 
but adding a heading which states that it is taken from the records in the public record-office. 
Dated in Thoth [=September] in the ninth year of an unnamed emperor. Late second century. 
63 in. x 4} in. Apparently nearly perfect; in a thin clear hand, that on the verso being larger and 
fainter 158 
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CC. List of names, followed by statements of arouras of land and artabas of wheat; perhaps a tax- 
assessment. Second century. 12 in. x 3} in. Imperfect; in a small cursive hand. F ‘ 

CCI. (a) Receipt for ddpos mpoBarixds, dated the 23rd Tubi in the 8th year of the emperor Traianus 
Ha[drianus] Augustus [ = Jan. 18, a.p. 124]; countersigned by Dioscorus. 42 in. x 12 in. Im- 
perfect, wanting the right-hand portion; written across the fibres of the papyrus in a small cursive 
hand, with abbreviations . A ? ‘ ‘ 

(4) Small fragment of no importance, formerly attached to the preceding fragment, but in a totally different 
hand. 4$in. x 2in.. : , ‘ ; ; ; . : F 

CCII. Statement of sums of money on loan (apparently), with the interest payable on them, which is at 
the rates (in different instances) of 1 dr., 1 dr. 3 obols, and r dr. 5 obols [=12, 18, and 22 per cent. 
per ann.|. Dated apparently in the reign of the emperor Traianus Caesar [a.p. 98-117]. 6 in. x 
4% in. Imperfect, wanting the left-hand portion: in a neat semi-cursive hand , : 

CCIII. Record of money paid by Gemella, apparently as a tax or licence in connexion with the business 
of weaving. These amounts are in nearly every case four drachmas, and the payments generally 
monthly. Dated in the third year of an unnamed emperor. Second or thirdcentury. 4% in. x 3% in. 
Perfect ; in a very rough hand . : , ‘ ‘ 

CCIV. Fragments of accounts. Sixth or seventh century. 7% in. x 3}in. Imperfect; in a small 
hand, much abbreviated. Opisthograph : : ; : ‘ : : : i i 

CCV. Portion of a tax- or property-register, relating in part to the village of Karanis. Probably second 
century; reference is made to the sixteenth year, but the emperors name is not given. 12 in. x 
10% in. Imperfect, with large lacunae; in a flowing cursive hand . 
On the verso are a few scraps of accounts, relating to wheat 

COVI. (a) Fragment of a document of uncertain character, including several proper names. Dated in 
the third year of the emperor N[fero Claudius Caesar] Augustus Germanicus [=a.p. 56-57]. 
4¢in. x 3 in. Imperfect; in a bold semi-cursive hand. ; F ‘ . : . , 

(4) List of names, followed by sums in drachmas and obols; perhaps a pay-sheet. Second century. 4 in. 
xX 3in. Imperfect; ina rough hand . : . : A : : ; P F : , 

(c) Customs-receipt for tax paid by Sarapion on three camels and a foal. Dated in Tubi of the 
seventeenth year of the emperor Aurelius Antoninus[= January, a.D.177]. 3in. x 2}in. Perfect; 
in a small cursive hand F : . . ; . ; . : . : : 

(d) Customs-receipt for tax paid by Nathras on two asses at the gate of Socnopaei Nesus. Dated the 
21st Epeiph of the ninth year of an unnamed emperor [perhaps Marcus Aurelius = 15 July, 
A.D. 169]. Second century. 2} in. x rf in. Perfect; in a rough hand. : ; . i 

CCVII. Portion of a contract (?). Second century. 5%in. x 74in. Imperfect and much defaced; in 
avery cursive hand. : : : : ; . : ‘ ‘ ; 

CCVIII. (a) Certificate of death, addressed to Herminus, Bacwdrrxds ypappareds of the division of 
Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, by Heron, son of Petesuches. Dated in Epeiph of the 
twenty-second year of the emperor Hadrianus [= July, a.p. 138], with a reference to the preceding 
census of the sixteenth year [a.D. 131-132]. N.B. Hadrian died on July ro, a.p. 138, but his 
death would not be known in Egypt till some days later. 8in. x 3 in. Partially defaced; in 
a small cursive hand . ; ; F . : : . ; ; : . ; : ‘ 

On the verso is a draft of a deed of sale, much defaced. Second century 

(b) Receipt, given by Sempronia Thaisarion, daughter (or wife) of Julius Longus, to a person whose name 
is lost. Second century. 3%in. x 3 in. Imperfect; in a medium-sized semi-cursive hand 

(c) Fragment of a literary work, consisting of a small portion of the feet of two columns, First century (?). 
33 in. x 3 in., more than half being blank; in a neat uncial hand, somewhat resembling that of the 
large Hyperides MS. (Papp. CVIII and CXV)_.. . : : : ‘ : . . : 

(¢d) Fragment of a contract relating to wheat, perhaps a lease of public land. The name of Antoninus 
Caesar is mentioned, so the document must belong to the reign of Antoninus Pius [a.p. 138-161] 
or Marcus Aurelius [a.p. 161-180], 6 in. x 4$in. Imperfect; in a thin cursive hand . 

CCIX. Sale by Pistois, prior (mpoecrws) of the monastery of Abba Cyrus, of one-third of a dwelling- 
house in Apollinopolis Magna, given to the monastery by Tachymia, daughter of Sansnotus ; 
with autograph subscriptions of Pistois and witnesses. Dated in the reign of the emperors 
[Heraclius and] Heraclius Junior Constantinus (‘Hpdkdewos véos Kwvorartivos), te. A.D. 613-641. 
2 ft. 92 in. x 9g in., written in one column across the breadth of the papyrus. Imperfect, wanting 
the beginning of the document and the right-hand ends of the lines throughout. Written in a well- 
formed, upright, semi-cursive hand. Published by B. P. Grenfell in Journal of Philology, xxii. 
279 ff. (1894) : ; : ‘ : é : ; F : : . : : : 
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CCX. Sale by John, son of PistoYs, dvayyéorys of the church of Apollo [7 e. of Apollinopolis], and 
Martha his mother, to Aurelius Victor, son of Daniel, and his wife Heraéis, of the half belonging 
to them of a house in Apollinopolis Magna; with autograph subscriptions of the vendors and 
witnesses. Dated the 8th Tubi in the 6th indiction, in the reign of the emperors Flavius 
Heraclius and Flavius Heraclius Junior Constantinus; the 6th indiction-year=a.p. 618-9 or 633-4, 
and the mention of Nicetas [the cousin of Heraclius] in combination with the emperors and 
almost on equal terms with them shows that the former date is to be preferred, since Nicetas 
died before a.p. 630. The date is consequently January 3, a.p. 619. 3 ft. 8 in. x 144 in., written 
in one column across the breadth of the papyrus. Imperfect, wanting the beginning; in a good- 
sized, upright, semi-cursive hand. Published by B. P. Grenfell in Journal of Philology, xxii. 
271 ff. (1894). : : é : : j ‘ é ; ‘ : ‘ : . : 

[Zhe greater part of this papyrus was presented by the Rev. A. C. Headlam in 1893, together with 
Papp. calla CCCCXLIX ; she rest had been acquired by the Museum previously by 
purchase. 

CCXI. Fragment bearing date the 2oth Thoth in the seventh(?) year of the emperors Publius 
[Licinius} Valerianus and Publius Licinius Valerianus [GalliJenus, Germanici Maximi Pii Felices, 
and Publius Licinius Cornelius Nobilissimus Caesar, Augusti [=September 17, a.p. 259; though 
the number of the year is uncertain, the title ‘Germanici’ shows that the date must be a.p. 257- 
259} 3 in. x 3 in. Imperfect, and much defaced except in the subscription, which is in a small, 
rough, cursive hand. Presented by Colonel John Evans . : ‘ i ; : 

CCXII. Two fragments of a document, of which little is left except some dates in the reign of the 
emperors Gaius [Julius Ve]rus Maximinus Pius [Felix Augustus] Germanicus Maximus [Dacicus 
Maximus] Sarmaticus Maximus and [Gaius] Julius Verus Maximus [Germanicus] Maximus Dacicus 
Maximus [Sarmaticus] Maximus Sanctissimus [Caesar Augustus] filius Augusti. As the title 
Dacicus was only assumed in a.p. 237, the date must be in June of that year. gin. x 24 in. 
Much mutilated; in a small cursive hand. ; ; ; ; : : : ‘ : , 

On the verso are remains of a literary work, apparently a homily, containing a quotation of 
Gen. xiv. 17 (é€9AGe . . . BacrAéws) in the Septuagint version; written in a thick semi-cursive hand. 
Third century. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ . . F 
Presented by Colonel John Evans. 

CCXIII. Fragment of an account, of uncertain character. Third century. 52%in. x 4}in. Imperfect; 
in a well-marked professional hand : . : 2 : : ; ; ; ; ; ‘ 

On the verso is a portion of an official letter, dated the 7th Mecheir in the second year of an 
unnamed emperor. Late third century (?) Imperfect, wanting the beginning; in a medium-sized 
semi-cursive hand . : ‘ ; : : ‘ , ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ : 
Presented by Colonel John Evans. 

CCXIV. Report by Aurelius Aretion of Memphis, steward of property formerly belonging to A[urelius ?] 
Anubas, but now to the treasury, to Aurelius Besarion, strategus of the nome [of Memphis ?], stating 
that a certain Patalas, a ship-builder, had broken into a vineyard of the emperor Aurelianus Augustus, 
and had damaged some trees there. In the reign of Aurelianus [=a.p. 270-275]. 7 in. x 33 in. 
Imperfect ; in a neat cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Palaeographical Society, ii. 164 (1892). 
Presented by Colonel John Evans . ; F ‘ : ; ‘ ; ‘ : 

CCXV. Fragment of papyrus, containing on the recfo a small portion of an account or register, and on 
the verso numerical figures and fractions, apparently denoting arouras. Each figure is checked off 
by a stroke above it, Second or third century(?). 4} in. x 3in. Imperfect; in a large hand. 
Presented by Colonel John Evans . 4 j : : : : 2 ‘ : 

CCXVI. Application made by Erieus, son of Erieus, of the village of Socnopaei Nesus in the division of 
Heracleides [in the Arsinotte nome], a descendant of the Persian settlers in Egypt, to Stotoétis, 
son of Apunchis, and Stotoétis, son of Stotoétis, for a sub-lease of a store-house (@ycavpds) and its 
appurtenances. Dated the 6th Germaniceius in the thirteenth year of the emperor Domitianus 
Germanicus [=April 31, a.p. 94]. 92in. x 5} in. Nearly perfect; in a very cursive hand. 
Printed, with facsimile, in Pal. Soc. il. 162 (1892). ; 5 : ‘ 

CCXVII. Certificate given by Sarapammon and his colleagues, ovroAdyou for the village of Heracleia, 
of wheat measured by them for the tenants (kAnpotyor) of the said village. Dated the 9th Pauni in 
the twenty-first year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Severus Antoninus Parthicus Maximus 
Britannicus Maximus Pius Augustus [June 3, a.p. 213]. 7} in. x 3} in. Perfect; in a rough 
cursive hand 4 ; : : . . : : ; 3 , ; ; : : 
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CCXVIII. Bond recording a loan of corn from Nechutes, a Persian rav xpooyp(adévrwv ?), to Phatres, 
son of Chensthotes, a Persian ris émvyovijs. Executed in the office of the agoranomus Ammonius 
in Pathyris, the 5th Phaophi in the seventh year of an unnamed king [probably Ptolemy Soter II, 
=Oct. 4, B.c. 111]. 8} in. x 5} in,, the lower half being blank. Nearly perfect; in a regular 
cursive hand ; : : ; : ‘ , ; : ‘ : 5 ‘ , 

[Papyr? CCXIX-CCXXVIII were extracted from the carlonnage of a mummy-case 
by the Rev. Greville J. Chester.| 

CCXIX. (2) Recto, Account for food and list of names. Second century p.c. Two fragments, 
2in. x 53 in., and r} in. x 44 in. Imperfect; in a rough semi-cursive hand : 

Verso. Portion of a will; the name of the testator is lost. Second century s.c. Imperfect; in a rough 
semi-cursive hand 7 i ; 3 ; 

(2) Zecto. List of names, much defaced. Second century B.c. 33 in. x 8 in. Imperfect; in a rough 
semi-cursive hand : ; : 

Verso. Will of Paniscus, also named Peteminis, executed at Itus in the Thebaid, in the office of the 
agoranomus Zenon. Second century p.c. Imperfect; in a rough semi-cursive hand 

CCXX. ecto. Petition, apparently from a woman named Theoxena, for redress of injuries. Dated 
(apparently at Itus in the Thebaid) the 8th Thoth in the thirty-eighth year [of Ptolemy Euergetes II, 
Sept. 5, B.c. 133]. A second column contains a contract of sale to Theoxena, which is perhaps 
connected with the subject of her petition. 11$in. x 12} in. Imperfect; the first column written 
in a neat cursive hand of moderate size, the second in large, coarse uncials 

Verso. Accounts and list of names, roughly written and much defaced. Second century B.c. 

CCXXI. Fragment of an account. Second century p.c. 6% in. x 4in. Written in a rather neat 
cursive hand ; : : 

COXXII. Fragments of a contract, of uncertain nature. Second century p.c. Three fragments, 
3¢ in. x 3 in., rin. x 14 in, 24 in. x 3 in. Written in a small, square, thick uncial hand : 

CCXXIII. Record of loans, with references to the fourth and sixth years [probably of Ptolemy Philo- 
metor, =B.c. 178-177 and176-175; possibly of Soter II, =3.c. 114-113 and 112-1]. 7 in. x 4 in. 
Imperfect, containing the upper left-hand portion of a column, with traces of a preceding column ; 
written in a graceful semi-cursive hand . ‘ : : : 5 

CCXXIV. Fragment of an account, in two columns. Second century p.c. 3% in. x 6 in. Written 
in a regular semi-cursive hand . : j : 

CCXXV. Contract for a loan of corn from Zenodorus to two persons whose names are lost. Dated in 
the month Athur in the fifty-third year [of Ptolemy Euergetes II, =Nov., p.c. 118]. Two fragments, 
42 in. x 22 in., and 3} in. x 12 in. Imperfect; in a thick semi-cursive hand : : ; 

CCXXVI. (a) Fragment of a letter or petition. Second century Bc. 2} in. x 2} in. Written in 
a fairly regular semi-cursive hand j , ; : : : : : 

(6) Fragment of a contract, probably a lease. Second century Bc. 2}in. x 3} in. Written in a rough 
semi-cursive hand : ; i ‘ : ‘ ‘ : 

CCXXVII. (a) Fragment of a receipt, dated in Pauni of the fourth year [probably of Ptolemy Philo- 
metor, =June, 8.c. 177]. 44 in. x 33 in. Written in a rough cursive hand. There is a little 
writing on the verso : 

(4) Fragment, perhaps of an official letter. Dated in the reign of Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, 
Océv "Emiavav, z.e. Ptolemy Philometor [p.c. 181-146]. 3}in. x 3fin. Written in a neat and 
regular semi-cursive hand 3 5 F ; : ' ; : 

CCXXVIII. Five small fragments of different documents, two containing references to the twenty- 
seventh and twenty-eighth years [probably of Philometor, =8.c. 155-154 and 154-153, possibly of 
Euergetes II, =p.c. 144-143 and 143-142]. 19 in. x 3 in; 2} in. x 22in.; 1$ in. x 3 in; 
34 in. x 2} in.; 2} in. x 2tin. Three have writing also on the verso . é : 

CCXXIX. Deed of sale whereby C. Fabullius Macer, ‘optio’ on the trireme Tigris in the Misenatian 
fleet, purchases a boy named Abbas or Eutyches ‘natione Transfluminianus,’ aged seven years, from 
Q. Julius Priscus, a soldier on the same vessel, for 200 denarii. C. Julius Antiochus, ‘ manipularis’ 
on the trireme Virtus, is named as ‘fideiussor, and there are three other witnesses. Dated at 
Seleucia Pieria, in the winter-quarters of the squadron, a. d. viiii, Kal. Jun. in the consulship of 
Q. Servilius Pudens and A. Fufidius Pollio [= May 24, a.p. 166]; with autograph signatures of the 
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parties and witnesses, whose seals are ranged along the top of the document. af, with 
a mutilated Greek subscription. The formula of the deed resembles that of the sales recorded in 
the wax-tablets of the year a.p. 156, found at Verespatak (C. Z. LZ. vol. iii), 1 ft. 2} in. x 109 in. 
Perfect; the body of the document in a large running hand, the signatures generally smaller. 
Printed, with facsimile, in Pad. Soe. ii. 190 (1894), and edited, with commentary, by E. M. Thompson 
in Archacologza, liv. 433-438 (1898) , é : ; ; ; ‘ ; . 

CCXXX. Psalter, imperfect, containing Psalms xii. (xi. in the Greek numbering) 7-xv. (xiv.) 4. Written 
stichometrically ; and a second hand has marked off the syllables (except in Ps. xv.) by a dot over 
the end of each, perhaps for the purpose of singing or reading in school. Late third or fourth 
century. roin. x 9} in. Imperfect and somewhat damaged; written in a well-formed uncial hand 
of good size. Published, with facsimile, in Atheneum, Sept. 8, 1894 ‘ : : : : : 

On the verso are some remains, apparently of a literary work, consisting of a column and a half of 
writing, followed by a blank space. ‘The syllables are separated by dots placed between them by the 
first hand, perhaps the same as that which has marked the syllables on the recto. Fourth century. 
Written in a rather rough uncial hand, of good size . 

[Papp. CCXXXI.-CCXLVIII. and CCCCIII-CCCCXVIII. all relate to the same person, Flavius 
Abinnaeus or Abinneos or Aminneos (the name is variously spelled), who is described as érapyos ethys 
(= praefectus alae) or xpaurdouros kdotpors (=praefectus castrorum) at Dionysias, in the Arsinoite 
nome, about the years a.p. 343-351. The other fourth-century documents adjoining these numbers 
probably belong to the same collection of official papers] ‘ : . . ‘ 

CCXXXI. Letters from Demetrius to Aminnaeus [=Abinnacus], prefect (mpairdouros), repeating an 
injunction already conveyed to him in another letter, to keep a watch for and impound all natron 
imported into Arsinoé ‘or elsewhere.’ Cvrc. a.v. 346. 11}in. x 7} in. Perfect; in a good-sized 
semi-cursive hand. : : . ; ‘ ; i ‘i . 

CCXXXII. Letter from Clematius to Abinnaeus, asking for favour to be shown to some friends of his. 
Circ. A.D. 346. 10%in, x 112in. Perfect; in a large semi-cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, 
in Pal. Soc. ii. 188 (1894). . 

CCXXXIII. Letter from Aurelius Eulogius, zpvrans representing (apomoArrevdpevos) the city of Arsinoé, 
to Flavius Abennaeus, expraefectus alae (dé éwdpxwv etAns), requesting him to secure a tax-collector’s 
post for Eulogius from the imperial court. Dated the 7th Mecheir in the year following the 
consulship of Flavius Leontius and Julius Salustius [=Feb. 1, a.p. 345. ro}in. x 7} in. Perfect ; 
in arather rough cursive hand. : : ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ é ; ; : ; 

CCOXXXIV. Letter ftom Flavius Macarius, procurator of the imperial property (éritporos Seomotikévy 
xtjcewv), to Flavius Aminneus [=Abinnaeus], prefect of the camp of Dionysias, conveying to him 
an order from Flavius Felicissimus, ‘comes et dux,’ requiring him, on pain of being reported for 
disaffection to the imperial house, to furnish soldiers to assist in the collection of the imperial dues. 
Circ. a.D. 350 [Felicissimus was Dux Aegypti in a.p. 350, but not before a.p. 346, nor after a.p. 355 |. 
1cZ in. x 6$in. Perfect; in a large semi-cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Pal. Soc. ii. 
189 (1894) : : : ; . F : 

CCXXXV. Letter from Eulogius yu(Afapyos), 2. e. tribunus militum, to his ‘master and patron,’ the 
prefect [z.e. Abinnaeus], reporting the execution of an order received from the latter to send some 
soldiers to the camp, and measures taken by him with reference to certain supplies of barley. Cirre. 
A.D. 346. rokin. x 4h in. Slightly defaced; in a rather rough cursive hand 

CCXXXVI. Letter from Aétius [gf Pap CCCCXIV] to his ‘lord and brother’ [Abinnaeus], reporting 
the despatch of certain supplies of corn, oil, hides, e/., and asking for orders with reference to some 
soldiers who had come to him. Curc. a.p. 346. of} in. x qin. Perfect; in a medium-sized 
cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Pal. Soc. ii. 190 (1894) 

CCXXXVII. Letter from Agathus, an inspector of supplies (d«rovdpios), to Abinneus, complaining of 
the vexatious interference of an official named Julianus, but asking that his requirements may be 
complied with. Czrc. a.p. 346. 10% in. x 32 in. Slightly defaced; in a medium-sized cursive 
hand . ; : : : . . . 

CCXXXVIII. Petition, addressed to Flavius Aminaeus [=Abinnaeus], prefect of the camp (apaurdéauros 
xdorpos) Of Dionysias, by Aurelius Aloteudius (?) asking for redress of injuries. Dated the 
6th Mesoré in the consulship of Constantius (for the fourth time) and Constans (for the third time), 
Augusti [= July 30, a.p. 346]. ro} in. x 72 in. Much defaced; in a rough cursive hand of 
medium size . : : . : ; : : é i . i 

CCXXXIX. Letter from Thareotes to his ‘master and patron,’ the prefect of the camp of Dionysias 
[z.e. Abinnaeus], commending to him his nephew Surion, and reporting other matters of private 
interest. Circ. a.D. 346. 1oin. x 6}in. Nearly perfect; in a rather large cursive hand 
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CCXL. Petition addressed to Flavius Abinneus, praefectus alae (érapyos elAys orpatiwrdv) in the camp 
of Dionysias, by Aurelia Ataris, daughter of a veteran soldier, holding land in the village of Hermo- 
polis, asking for redress of injuries. Dated on the third of the intercalated days following Mesoré in 
the consulship of Constantius (for the fourth time) and Constans (for the third time), Augusti 
[=August 26, a.p. 346]. 1oin. x 5h in. Perfect; ina fairly neat cursive hand . ‘ ; ; 

CCXLI. Copy of the preceding petition [Pap. CCXL], in a different hand, with some variations, and 
dated three days later (the 1st Thoth = Aug. 29). The emperor's name is wrongly written as 
Constantinus. ioin. x 54 in. Perfect; in a large, rough, cursive hand 

CCXLII. Petition addressed to Flavius [Abinnaeus], praefectus alae (érapxos e’Ans) at the camp of 
Dionysias, in the Arsinoite nome, by Aurelius Aboul, complaining of an attack on his flocks by 
certain individuals, headed by one of Abinnaeus’ soldiers. Dated the sth Epeiph in the consulship 
of Constantius [written Constantinus] for the fourth time and Constans for the third time [=June-29, 
A.D. 346]. 10 in, x 5+ in. Mutilated; in a rough cursive hand, much resembling that of 
Pap. CCXLI. : : ‘ 

CCXLIII. Letter from Apamius to his ‘beloved brother’ Aminneus [=Abinnaeus], asking for the 
prompt return of some camels which he had sent to the latter with a load of wine. Curc. a.D. 346. 
to} in. x 4in. Perfect; in a large, rough, semi-cursive hand, with uncial signature : : 

CCXLIV. Letter from Apollos to Abinneus, reporting the result of a visit to the latter’s steward in 
Alexandria, and enclosing the steward’s account. Crrc. a.D. 346. gin. x sin. Partly defaced ; 
in a rather large semi-cursive hand 2 : . : . 5 : : r 

CCXLV. Petition addressed to Flavius Abinnaeus, praefectus alae (érapyos «iAns orpatiwrév) in the 
-camp of Dionysias, by Flavius Priscus, a veteran, and Alia his wife, recounting some injuries and 
asking that their petition may be laid before the dux. Dated the 2gth Pauni in the consulship 
of Flavius Placidus and Flavius Romulus [=June 23, a.D. 343]. 9 in. x6 in. Mutilated; in a large, 
rough, cursive hand. : : ; ; é 3 5 é : : 

CCXLVI. Bond, addressed to Flavius Abinnaeus, prefect (apaimdouros) of the camp of Dionysias in the 
Arsinoite nome, whereby Aurelius Julius (MS. IovAus) makes himself surety for Ammonius (MS. 
Appovis), son of Soouk, of the village of Taurinum, and undertakes to produce him when required. 
Dated the 28th Mesoré in the consulship of Constantius (for the fourth time) and Constans (for the 
third time), Augusti [= August 21, a.p. 346]. 10} in. x 53. Perfect; in a rough, uneducated hand 

CCXLVII. Portion of an account, apparently a summary of a larger one. The name Abinnaeus 
occurs in it. Crrc. a.p. 346. 102in. x 53 in. Partly defaced; in a good-sized cursive hand 

CCXLVIII. Letter from Abinneos [= Abinnaeus] to three persons named Menas, Menas, and Apollon, 

the first being called his brother, asking them to settle an account due to himself and his son, the 
particulars of which are given. The money amounts are stated in talents and denarii. Cvrc. a.p. 
346. 1oin. x 7h in. Partly defaced; in a large rough hand 

CCXLIX. Account, headed 2yOecrs oivov, consisting of a list of names and the amounts (stated in 

arabia, and xepdyua) distributed to each. Some further details are added on the verso. Cure. 
a.D. 346. toin. x 8in. Perfect; in a rather rough cursive hand , 

CCL. List of names, headed Bpeovsov [= BpéBiov, brevium, or breve] «ry[volv, each name being 
followed by the figure u [= 1]; perhaps a list of cavalrymen, with the number of their horses. 
Fourth century. gin. x 4 in. Perfect; in a fair-sized semi-cursive hand 

CCLI. Deed of sale of some slaves from Aurelius Petrus and Aurelius Zenon, sons of Petrus, to 

Aurelia Nonna, also called Polyetion. Only the latter part of the deed remains, with the autograph 
attestations of the parties and witnesses. Fourth century, in the reign of Constantius and Constans 

[a.p. 337-350]. 13} in. x ro in., written in one column across the breadth of the papyrus. 
Imperfect ; in several different hands, including one in large, rough uncials. : 

CCLII. Account of allowances of water, entitled Bpeoviov [= BpeBrov, brevium, or breve] d8aros, consisting 

of a list of names followed by amounts stated in ééora. Cure. a.p. 346. I0in. x 3$in. Nearly 

perfect; in a sloping cursive hand of medium size . i ; 3 f : 

CCLIII. Portion of an account, consisting of proper names followed by amounts expressed in artabas. 

Circ. A.D. 346. tolin. x 8 in. Imperfect, consisting of two columns, with vestiges of a third; in 

a small cursive hand . ‘ : - vot . : ‘ ae, ; 

On the verso are two small accounts, one headed doyos xpiOjs. Second or third century 
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CCLIV. Account of daily issue of seed-corn in the villages of Cercesucha, Karanis, Bacchias, &c., from 
the 25th Athur to the 14th Mecheir in the eighteenth year of the emperor Hadrianus Caesar 
[= November 19—February 8, a.p. 133-134} 84 in. x 1 ft. ro in, Imperfect at the end, 
consisting of nine columns ; in a small cursive hand 

On the verso is a portion of a money-account, headed Werpomb ewe aud ‘B, " apparently 
a register of payments of the taxes on beer and palm-orchards. Second century. ADROSRNY 
complete ; in a small cursive hand. i j : ‘ . i ; ’ 

CCLV. Certificate given by Socmenis, son of Socmenis, and the rest of the elders of the village of 
Karfanis] for the twentieth year (of whom ten are mentioned by name), to Orion, son of Orion, one 
of their number, that they have appointed him their deputy to collect the beer-tax (ternpd) and sheep- 
tax (dpos rpoBérwv), and that he has collected them and paid them into the proper banks up to the 
month Phaophi, inclusive, in the twenty-first year of the emperor Hadrianus Caesar [= October, 
A.D. 136]. 82%in. x 4 in. Perfect; in a medium-sized cursive hand ‘ F . 

CCLVI. ecto. A composite roll, made out of several pieces of papyrus, originally distinct, and 
containing the following distinct documents :—(a) receipt given by a person described as pilot of 
a public vessel (kuBepvitys oxadys Sypooias), to Acusilatis, anole yor Synpocvos, for some corn, to be 
conveyed from the wharf of Ptolemais [in the Arsinoite nome] to Alexandria; dated the rst Athur 
in the second year of the emperor Tiberius Caesar Augustus [= October 28, A.D. 15]; mutilated, 
in a thick, well-marked uncial hand, with few ligatures F i . 

(2) An epigram of fourteen lines in elegiac metre, in honour of Augustus Gai is oe to as mi 
"Edevdépios, Gf C. LZ. G. 4715, Anth. Pal. suppl. Cougny, i. 159), relating to his entry into 
Egypt after the battle of Actium; mutilated, in a neat, well-marked uncial hand of the first half 
of the first century. Printed in Revue de Philologie, xix. 177 (1895). . 

(c) Document, in faint ink and considerably defaced, dated in the thirty-fifth a of Caesar [e é. ie 
Emperor Augustus, = a.p. 5-6], written in a rough semi-cursive hand 

(d) Order from Pnepheros, son of Themison, jyotpevos i iepéwy?], Ptolemaeus, tordpyys, fica Satdh 
Kopoypaypareds, and Ision, ypalppareds] yewpyév, to Acusilatis, servant of Priscus, one of the 
imperial slaves, ovroAdyos Syudovos, to pay over certain amounts of seed-corn from the produce of 
the preceding year to a number of dypdovoe yewpyoé, a schedule of whose names is appended; nearly 
perfect, in a neat cursive hand; the occurrence (twice) of the name Priscus connects the document 
with the one which follows, and shows that it must be of about the same date . 

(e) Written in the reverse direction to all the preceding, an order from Faustus, son(?) of Priscus, to 
Acusilatis, ovtoAdyos, to deliver to the dyudovor yewpyoé of the royal, sacred, and other land seed-corn 
from the produce of the preceding year, subject to the regulations of the strategus and BactAtkos 
yeapporeds : dated the 23rd Athur in the forty-first year of Caesar [= November 12 A.D. 11]; 
mutilated, in a rather large, well-marked semi-uncial hand . : 4 

The whole roll measures 11 in. in height and 4 ft. 2 in. in length, with detached ree representing 
about another foot, mostly blank; it has been somewhat mutilated by worms and rubbing. One 
cehis of the papyrus, in the middle of the roll, has been arranged in the reverse way to the rest, 
so that its verso side lies with the rec/o of the rest of the roll; the writing is continuous across the 
junctures of this cedés on both sides. ‘ ; : 3 : : 

Verso. The whole of the verso is occupied by the remains of orations, hitherto unknown, the author 
of which has not as yet been identified. The MS. is incomplete both at the beginning and at the 
end, but the remains, which occupy eight broad columns of small writing, with thirty-eight to 
forty-five lines to the column, include portions of at least three orations. The subject of the first 
appears to relate to a question of legitimacy (perhaps a gevias 8ixy), but the remains are small and 
much mutilated ; the second is a speech for the prosecution in an action for theft (xAomjjs dikn); the 
third is apparently a speech for the defence in an action for wrongful assumption of citizenship 
(Zevias dixy). The complete absence of names (so far as appears) suggests that the speeches are 
oratorical exercises rather than orations actually delivered. The MS. is much damaged throughout 
by scaling of the surface, as well as by worms, and continuous decipherment is impossible. Written 
in a small semi-cursive hand, with a few abbreviations; probably late first century 

CCLVII. Census-roll, containing list of names, with the father and mother of each individual, his age, 
and sometimes his occupation ; apparently a list of persons liable to the poll-tax in the fourteenth 
year of Domitian [= .p. 94-95], based on the last fourteen-yearly census, supplemented by 
subsequent returns of births and deaths. Both beginning and end of the roll are lost. Parts of 
nine columns are ee the number of names in each (where ascertainable) varying between 
forty and twenty-four. 134 in. x 5 ft. 8h in. Written on as es in a small, neat, gad 
cursive uncial, with some abbreviations . s 

There is a little demotic writing on the verso, apparently an "account. 
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TEXT. PLATE. 
CCLVIII. Census-roll, of the same nature and in the same hand as the preceding, and forming part of 

the same register. Both beginning and end of the roll are lost, but ten columns are preserved, all 
more or less damaged by rubbing and mutilation. 133 in. x 6 ft. $in.. i : : F , 28 

A small part of the verso is occupied by demotic writing, apparently an account . : 3 . 

CCLIX. Census-roll, of the same nature and in the same hand as the two preceding documents. 
A mention of the fourteenth year of the emperor Domitian [= a.p. 94-95] supplies a date for the whole 
register. References are made to the returns of the two preceding regular censuses, in the eighth 
year of Vespasian [= a.p. 75-76] and the ninth of Domitian [= a.p. 89-90]. The roll is imperfect 
at both beginning and end; the first part of it concludes the general census-return for the district 
(which is in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome), and the rest contains the names of 
persons coming under various extraordinary categories. Six columns are preserved, two being 
considerably mutilated. 133 in. x 3 ft. 74 in. : : ; : : : ‘ ; . 36 

The verso is occupied by demotic writing, apparently an account ys : é ; . 

CCLX. Returns relative to the poll-tax, prepared by Heracleides, dupoSdpyys, in the fifth year of the 
emperor Vespasian [= a.p. 72-73]. The first portion of the roll (originally consisting of twelve 
columns, of which only four remain) contained a list of adults, 173 in number, of ages varying ; 
between fourteen and eighty, with their names and parentage, and with references to the date at 
which they had undergone the process of éixpuous. The second portion contains the names of chil- 
dren under age, with the years in which their birth was registered, classified under the categories of 
kérorkot and Naoypaotpevor. References are made throughout to the last regular census (xar’ oixiay 
déroypapy), in the eighth year of Nero [= a.p. 61-62], and to the supplementary returns made since 
that date. Twelve columns remain, in fair condition, with part of a thirteenth, written in a neat 
semi-cursive hand of medium size, with wide spacing. 11in. x 9g ft.2in. . : i ‘ - 42 22-30 

The verso is occupied by demotic writing in very good condition, and there is also some similar 
writing on the recéo, in a few places written above the Greek . i : : ; ' 

CCLXI. Returns relative to the poll-tax, of the same nature as those contained in Pap. CCLX, by the 
same scribe, Heracleides, and of the same date. The greater part of the document relates to children 
under age (dmoAoyiopds ddydikwv). Portions of nineteen columns are preserved, but much muti- 
lated. «1 in. x 10 ft. 10 in, ‘ : . . ; ; 3 2 : : : 53 

The verso is occupied by demotic writing, and there is also a little demotic on the recéo 

CCLXII. Certificate of sale of a house and zpovjocov in the village of Socnopaei Nesus, in the division of 
Heracleides [in the Arsinotte nome], by Chaeremon, son of Herodes, prophet of the god Suchus, and 
his wife Themsais, to Satabous, son of Eriopsemis(?). Dated the 24th Athur in the forty-first year 
of Caesar [7.e. the emperor Augustus],=Nov. 20, a.p. 11. Greek and Demotic. The upper half of 
the papyrus is occupied by demotic writing, apparently a counterpart of the deed; then comes the 
date and an abstract of the document in Greek; then the text in Greek, and finally a line of demotic. 

The Greek is written in lines which run the entire length of the papyrus, except for a narrow margin 
at the beginning and a wide margin at the end. 11} in. x 2 ft.8 in. Somewhat rubbed and damaged 
by worms, otherwise complete ; written in an irregular semi-cursive hand 2 ‘ : : 176 1,8 

CCLXIII. Accounts of money transactions during part of the month Phaophi in the fourth year of the 

emperor Tiberius Caesar Augustus [= October, a.p. 17]; perhaps a bank-register, including records 

of contracts, loans, &c., entered into by clients of the bank, as well as statements of money received, 

In the latter class of entries the name of the party stands in the genitive, suggesting that the entries 

are of receipts, not expenditure ; but there are no headings or titles throughout. The beginning and 

end of the roll are lost, and both top and bottom have suffered by rubbing. There are remains of 

fifty columns, the last six being much defaced and partly covered by demotic writing. 63 in. x 

21 ft. 4in. Written in a small, thin, straggling cursive hand : F 

The verso is occupied by demotic writing, apparently accounts 

CCLXIV. List of names, for what purpose is uncertain. Written in fourteen narrow columns, in a very 

cursive and ill-formed hand of fair size. First century (?). 9 in. x 3 ft. 2fin. The writing is on 

the verso of the papyrus : ; : : ‘ i : ‘ ; ‘ j : ; : 

The recto is occupied by demotic writing, but there are traces of an underlying Greek writing, 

which has apparently been washed out : i ‘ ; 5 ‘ ; : ; ‘ : 

CCLXV. Rules for the conversion of artabas from one standard into another. The standards named 

are entitled Spduw, xadrkd, dvprutixG, Burirrov, Tdéddov, “Eppot. Portions of seven columns 

are preserved, but some of them are considerably damaged and the papyrus is in bad condition. 

At the beginning is a column of demotic writing. First century. 92 in. x 4 ft. Written in a 

good-sized semi-cursive hand : tomy AN art : : : F i : ‘ ; 

On the verso is a roughly written census-list, considerably defaced. Infants under fourteen years 

are included as well as adults. Portions of nine columns are preserved. First or second century. 

Written in a rough semi-cursive hand : : ‘ : ; ; : s : : 

d 
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CCLXVI. Accounts, of uncertain character, written on both sides of the papyrus. On the recto twenty- 
six columns are preserved, besides four which have been washed out to receive some demotic writing. 
On the verso the writing runs in the opposite direction to that on the rec/o; thirty-one columns are 
preserved, but six are so defaced as to be illegible. First or second century. Written in a small, 
neat cursive hand, and generally in good condition. 9} in. x 6 ft. 2 in. d . . 

CCLXVII. Register of land, containing statements of extents of land (calculated in arouras) assigned 
for sowing, woodland, uncultivated land, &c. Both beginning and end are lost, but twenty-one 
columns are preserved in whole or in part, though somewhat damaged by worms. Late first or second 
century ; the fourth and fifth years are referred to, but the emperor isnot named. 10? in. x 8 ft. 7 in. 

Written in a thin, straggling, ill-formed cursive hand. : : ‘ : : . . . 
The verso is entirely occupied by demotic writing, having the appearance of accounts . 

CCLXVIII. Tax-register or account, consisting of names of individuals followed by sums of money. 
Imperfect at beginning and end, but portions of twelve unusually tall columns remain, most of them 
nearly complete, though somewhat damaged by worms. First or early second century. 153 in. x 
3 ft. 74 in. Written in a very cursive hand of fair size, with abbreviations E : ; F 

On the verso is a little demotic writing ; : : , 

CCLXIX. Accounts, imperfect and much mutilated, written in a thin, straggling cursive hand. First 
century. 11 in. x 3 ft. rin. ‘ ‘ . i ; : : ; ; : : 

The verso is occupied by demotic writing in fair condition, and there is a little similar writing on 
the recto. ‘ ‘ : : ; : : ‘ ‘ 3 ' ‘ . . 

CCLXX. Fragment of an account relating to corn, much mutilated, written in a small cursive hand. 
First or second century. 11 in. x 2 ft. 7 in. 

The verso is occupied by demotic writing . 5 : . ‘ : ; é ‘ 

CCLXXI. Homer, Odyssey, Book II1; fragments, with scholia. The fragments include portions of the 
following lines :—III. 283-293, 319-327, 387-404, 422-497, the last forty lines being nearly complete. 
The title of the book is added at the end. The MS., when complete, must have formed a very hand- 
some roll, carefully written and with wide margins, Each column contained thirty-five or thirty-six lines, 
with margins from 2} to 28 inches at the top and bottom, and about 14 inches between the columns. 
Scholia, not very numerous but hitherto unknown, are written in the margins; among the authors 
quoted in them are Ammonius, Apion, and Herodorus. The text is written in a graceful and fairly 
large uncial hand (resembling that of Pap. CCCLIV), with a few accents and breathings, apparently 
by the first hand ; critical marks are also placed against certain lines. The date is probably about 
the beginning of the Christian era. The scholia are in a small cursive hand of the last half of the 
first century, or first half of the second. The papyrus is of good quality, about 13 inches in height, 
and each column occupied about 6% inches in width, including margin. Printed in Journal of 
Philology, vol. xxii. (1893); a partial facsimile in Pad, Soc. . 182 (1894). Some additional fragments 
are in the Rainer collection at Vienna, and have been published by Wessely (A@ittheclungen aus der 
Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, vi. 1894). With these additions, the lines wholly or 
partially preserved are III. 267-278, 283-294, 319-335, 352-366, 387-497 - : . : 3 

CCLXXII. Homer, /izad, fragment of Book IJ, containing portions of lines 129-150. Second or third 
century. 4in. x 14 in., from the top of a column, Written in a small, square uncial hand, without 
accents or breathings . . : 

CCLXXIII. Fragments of an unknown Epic. Forty-eight lines, forming the greater part of a column, 
are preserved in a state approaching completion, though only one line is actually perfect. There is 
also a considerable number of small fragments. The proper name occurring most often is Deriades 
(in spite of which the fragments do not belong to the Déonystaca); other names mentioned are 
Prothotis, Pylaon, Bombus, Peisinoiis, Damas, Second or third century. Written in a very 
small, slightly cursive, uncial hand, on both sides of the papyrus, whether in roll or book form 
cannot be certainly determined. The writing is damaged in several places 

CCLXXIV. Fragments of a literary work, unidentified, apparently a romance. The following 
sentence is a sample: konO[edlons dé ris Ocod daevavtilov] Aworddews, doeBdv [rAR]O0s ddvw 
éréorn, kal d[s] Sopxdda Kuvyyety eddov' Thy 6¢ 6 AbyE eyelpas évadrddpevos Td rropOuetov (MS. mpo0-) 
Trapwppucey. THs Oe evaddAoperyns epadpycev Kat Suecwoev. There are considerable remains of at least 
eight columns, each about 2$ inches in breadth, and containing about fifty lines. * Second century (?). 
Written in a small, regular uncial hand, fairly neat, but not ornamental . F . i , ‘ 

CCLXXV. Fragments of a literary work, unidentified; apparently a treatise on ethics, the subject of 
these fragments being éy«pdrea and dxpacic. Portions of at least six columns remain, written on 
both sides of papyrus of good quality and with wide margins; possibly in book form. Third 
century (?). Written in rather cursive uncials of moderate size and fairly ornamental F é 
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CCLXXVI. (a) Copy of a letter from Septeius Rufus (an epistrategus or higher official) to Locretius, 
éxatovtdpyns, forwarding to him the judgement delivered by him in the case of Satabous, son of Erieus, 
who was accused of having appropriated certain unoccupied lands. Dated the 6th Epeiph in the 
first year of the emperor Tiberius Caesar Augustus [=June 30, a.p. 15} z1in.x6in. Imperfect; 
in a semi-cursive hand ; i . ; . 

(2) Copy of the same letter as the preceding, but without the name of the writer. 8 in. x 4 in. Imperfect ; 
in a large semi-cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Pad, Soc. m. 183 (1894) : 

CCLXXVII. Acknowledgement by Panephrummis, son of Erieus, a descendant of the Persian settlers 
in Egypt, with the approval of Thases, daughter of Nesthnephis, his wife, of a loan of 642 drachmas 
of silver, bearing interest at the rate of 1 per cent. per month, from Stotoétis, son of Tesenuphis, to 
be repaid in twelve months. Dated at Socnopaei Nesus, in the division of Heracleides [in the 
Arsinotte nome], on the gth Mecheir in the ninth year of the emperor Tiberius Caesar Augustus 
[=Feb. 3, a.p. 23]. The document is written by Panephrummis, son of Papais, neither the borrower 
nor his wife being able to write. 10 in. x 44 in. Nearly perfect; in a semi-cursive hand 

CCLXXVITI. Portion of a contract, apparently a lease of imperial domain land from the agents of 
Probus Tyrannus, freedman (?) of the emperor. Dated in the fourth year of the emperor Gaius 
Caesar Augustus Germanicus [=a.p. 39-40]. 8} in. x 44 in. Imperfect and much defaced; 
in a small cursive hand ‘ ; ‘ : : : : ‘ ; : 

CCLXXIX. Record of sale by Erieus, son of Erieus, to Onnophris, son of Panephremmis, of an ass- 
colt. Dated at [? Neilo]polis, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, the 6th Mecheir 
in the twelfth year of the emperor Tiberius [Claudius] Caesar Augustus [Germanicus], = Jan. 31, 
A.D. 52. 5% in, x 2 in. Imperfect and defaced; in a small cursive hand ‘ ‘ ‘ ; ‘ 

CCLXXX. Notice of determination of tenancy of an oliveyard belonging to the imperial domain, 
addressed by E[rieus?], son of Satabous, of Socnopaei Nesus, to Epaphroditus, freedman (?) of 
Tiberius Claudius Felix. Dated in the month of Epeiph in the first year of the emperor Nero 
Claudius Caesar Augustus [=July, a.p. 55]. 7}in. x 54 in. Much mutilated; in a well-formed 
semi-cursive hand, with cursive subscription . ‘ ‘ ; é , 

CCLXXXI. Certificate addressed to Apunchis, son of Apunchis, and Stotoétis, son of Apunchis, 
wyovpevo Of the priests of Socnopaei Nesus, by Panephremaeus, son of Horus, a priest, reporting the 
death of his brother Harpagathes in the month Caesareius [= Mesoré] of the past year, the twelfth 
of the emperor Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus [= August, a.p. 66], The certificate 
was probably sent in during the following month, Thoth, in the thirteenth year of Nero [=Sept., 
A.D. 66]. 8in. x 34 in. Mutilated; in a delicate semi-cursive hand ; é : ; : 

CCLXXXII. Certificate by Dionysius, son of Eudaemon, of the sale of a she-ass to Satabous, son of 
Stotoétis. Dated in the Arsinoite nome, the 23rd Sebastus in the second year of the emperor Ves- 
pasianus Augustus [=Sept. 20, a.p. 69]. 82in. x 34 in. Mutilated at the end; in a cursive hand 

CCLXXXIII. Receipt for a loan or deposit given by Stotoétis, son of Paous, a descendant of the Persian 
settlers in Egypt, to the widow of a man named Papeis and her kinsman and guardian Tesenuphis. 
Dated at Socnopaei Nesus, on the roth Choiach in the first year of the emperor Domitianus 
Augustus Germanicus [= Dec. 6,a.p. 81]. 7in. x 54 in. Much mutilated; in a small cursive hand. 

CCLXXXIV. Fragment, apparently of a receipt or certificate in connexion with a sale of wheat. 
Dated in the reign of the emperor Domitianus [Augustus] Germanicus [a.p. 81-96], but the exact 
year is lost. 7 in. x 1Zin. Imperfect; in a small cursive hand ; : : : ‘ : 

CCLXXXV. Portion of a receipt for purchase-money of land. The names of the parties are mutilated ; 
the purchasers are priests of Socnopaeus. Dated the 21st Mecheir in the ninth year of the emperor 
Domitianus Augustus Germanicus [=Feb. 15, a.D. go}. 7} in. x 2 in. Imperfect; in a cursive hand 

CCLXXXVI. Proposal by Acusilatis, son of Maron, and three other persons, fullers, all descendants 
of the Persian settlers, for a lease of the laundry-work in Neilopolis and Socnopaei Nesus, from 
Satabous, son of Stotoétis, and another Satabous, yovpevor tepéwv, at a rent of 240 drachmas, 
for the current year, vz. the eighth year of the emperor Domitianus Augustus Germanicus 
[= aD. 88-89]. 7 in. x 4 in. Mutilated; in a cursive hand : P . 

CCLXXXVII. Receipt from Papus and Mystharion, sons of Alcimus, to Satabous, son of Stotoétis, 
for the price of some hay, probably by way of rent. Dated at Neilopolis, in the division of Hera- 
cleides in the Arsinofte nome, on the 28th Artemisius (=28th Phamenoth) in the ninth year of the 
emperor Domitianus Augustus Germanicus [= March 22, a.p. go]. 1roin. x 44in, Mutilated; in 
a cursive hand ‘ ; : j : F 
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CCLXXXVIII. Affidavit by Stotoétis junior, son of Panephremmis, of a division of property among his 
sons. Dated at [Socnopaei] Nesus, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinojte nome, on the 
1st Daisius (=1st Pharmouthi) in the ninth year of the emperor Domitianus Augustus Germanicus 
[= March 24, a.p. 90}. 4$in. x 10} in. Much mutilated; in a small cursive hand 

CCLXXXIX. Ratification by Chares, son of Situs, of the sale to Tamystha of a portion of the pro- 
perty inherited by himself and his sisters from their mother. Dated at Euhemeris, in the division of 
Themistus in the Arsinoite nome, on the 22nd Xandicus (=22nd Mecheir) in the tenth year of the 
emperor Do[mitianus] Augustus Germanicus [=Feb. 16, a.p. 91]. 11} in. x 5tin. Mutilated; 
in a very cursive hand, with autograph subscriptions of Chares and of Soterichus on behalf of 
Tamystha in rough cursive hands F i i 5 é i ‘ . : 

CCXC. Portion of a register of receipts by ovroAdyo. of the village of Apias (?) from various persons ; 
dated the 26th Epeiph in the fourth year of the emperor Dfomit]ianus Augustus Germanicus 
[=July 20, a.v. 85]. 8}in. x 4 in. Much mutilated; ina small cursive hand. . . 

CCXCI. Portion of a register of receipts by ovroAdyo. of Apias and other villages, dated in the sixth 
year of the emperor Nerva [Traianus] Augustus Germanicus Dacicus [=a.p. 102-3]. 9 in. x 6} in. 
Much mutilated ; in a very cursive hand : ‘ : , : ‘ ; : ‘ : 

CCXCII, Certificate of sale of a house, with receipt for the purchase-money, given by Taarpagathes, 
daughter of Petenuphis, to Stotoétis zpiros, son of Stotoétis, with subscription in a different hand on 
behalf of the vendor. Dated in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinofte nome, on the roth Gor- 
piaeus [=Epeiph] in the reign of the emperor Nerva Traianus Augustus Germanicus Dacicus. The 
exact place and year are lost, but the title ‘ Dacicus’ shows that it must belong to the years 103-117. 
g in. x 92 in. Imperfect; in a small thick cursive hand. At the foot is a line in demotic : 

CCXCIII. Partition of property in Dionysias, a village in the division of Themistus in the Arsinoite 
nome, between two women, Thermion and her daughter Thaisa. Dated the 29th Caesareius 
hey anes in the seventeenth year of the emperor [Nerva Traianus Augustus] Germanicus Dacicus 
= Aug. 22, ap. 114} gin. x 4in. Imperfect, the entire right-hand portion being lost; in a 

rather indistinctly formed semi-cursive hand of moderate size . é : : ‘ 4 : : 

CCXCIV. Portions of documents relating (apparently) to a question of inheritance, including extracts 
from the census of the seventh year of the emperor Traianus [=a.p. 103-104] and of the second year 
of the emperor Hadrianus Caesar [=a.p. 117-118]. Two columns and part of a third. Second 
century. 8 in. x 13 in. Imperfect, and much faded; in a cursive hand 

On the verso is some sort of register, in much-faded ink . . 

CCXCV. Receipt from Papeéis, xayndorpddos, of Dionysias, to Ptollis and his colleagues, ourodAdyor of 
the rorapyia of Dionysias, for the hire of his camels, engaged in conveying corn from the storehouses 
of the division to the appointed wharves. Dated in the second year of the emperor Hadrianus 
Caesar [apparently, but the name is abbreviated and mutilated; = a.p. 117-1183 possibly of Anto- 
ninus, =a.D. 138-139]. 4 in. x 34 in. Mutilated; in a thin cursive hand . ‘ : : 

CCXCVI. Receipt given by Satabous and his colleagues, tax-collectors (apdxropes dpyupixav), to Stotoéatis, 
son of Satabous, for the sum of 6 drachmas 4 obols for the maintenance of the embankments in 
Socnopaei Nesus. Dated the 9th Hadrianus [=Choiach] in the twenty-fourth year of the emperor 
Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [=Nov. 30, a.p. 160]. 6in. x 42in. Nearly 
perfect; in a rough cursive hand . j , : : ; : ; ‘ ‘ F $ 3 

CCXCVII. (a) Fragment of extract from census-registers of the ninth year of Domitian [=a.p. 89-90]; 
probably written between that date and a.p. 103-104, the date of the next census. 4in.x6in. Much 
mutilated; in a small cursive hand, much abbreviated . : : 

(4) Fragment of tax-register, containing record of réAos éyxvxduov on a house ; dated the 25th Choiach 
in the fourth year ofthe emperor Traianus Hadrianus Augustus [=Dec. 21, ap. 119]. 4 in. x 5 in. 
In a small, neat cursive hand. On the back is part of a red official stamp : 

CCXCVIII. Acknowledgement by Primus, son of Sambas, a descendant of the Persian settlers, of 
the receipt from Heracleides, son of Triadelphus, through the bank of Dionysius, of a deposit 
(wapa@yxn) of two thousand drachmas. Dated the 5th Gorpiaeus [ = Epeiph] in the eighth year of 
the emperor Traianus Hadrianus Augustus [=June 29, a.p. 124]. 8 in. x 5 in. Slightly mutilated 
and obliterated; in a semi-cursive hand. On the back a red official stamp ; : : : 

CCXCIX. Notice addressed to Dionysius and Theon, PiBr0diraxes eyxT#oewv of the Arsinoite nome, 
by Herodes, also named Petenephres, son of Petenephres, living in the street Bourdduoy, a priest of 
the god Suchus and the gods that share his temple, and his sister and wife, a priestess of the same 
deities, of the transfer of some property registered in their name. Dated the 29th Phaophi in the 
thirteenth year of the emperor Hadrianus [= Oct. 26, a.p. 128]. 6in. x 2}in. Mutilated; in 
a very cursive hand , F i a 
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CCC. Notice, addressed to Dionysius and Theon, BiBdro(pvAaxes) éyxrncewy of the Arsinotte nome, by 
Gaius Valerius Major, of the transfer of some land registered in his name to Heracleides, son of 
Diogenes. Dated the 7th Mecheir in the thirteenth year of the emperor Hadrianus Caesar [= Feb. 1, 
a.D. 129], 7$in x 32 in. Perfect; in a small and very cursive hand . ‘ ; ‘ ’ . 

CCCI. Portion of agreement, relating to a freight of merchandise, which the contracting party 
undertakes to deliver safely. As he makes oath by the fortune (réy) of the emperor Titus Aelius 
Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, the date must fall in the years a.p. 138-161. 4% in. x 4 in, 
Imperfect ; in a clear semi-cursive hand : ; ‘ : ‘ 

CCCII. (a) Receipt (?) relating to wine, dated in the fifth year of the emperor Antoninus Caesar 
[=a.p. 141-142]. 22in. x 22in. Much defaced; in a small cursive hand. 

(0) Fragment of record of work done by a female slave. Dated in the fifth year of the emperor Anto- 
ninus Caesar [=a.p. 141-142], 8 in. x 4 in. Imperfect; in a rough semi-cursive hand 

CCCIII. Receipt given by Dioscorus, son of Castor, son of Heracleides, living in the street of the goose- 
pens (ynvoBockiwv) in Heracleia, to Stotoétis, son of Horus, son of Tesenuphis, of the village of Socno- 
paei Nesus, for the payment of 148 drachmas, the price of an ass sold by the former to the latter. 
Dated at Heracleia, in the division of Themistus in the Arsinofte nome, on the 16th Caesareius 
(=16th Mesoré) in the fifth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius 
[=Aug. Io, a.p. 142]. The subscription of the borrower is written by the scribe Alcimus, who 
also wrote the body of the document, Dioscorus being unable to write. 8 in. x 4 in. Perfect; in 
a cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Pa/ Soc. u. 184 (1894) : : ; . : 

CCCIV. Certificate addressed to Sarapion, BacwsKds ypappared’s for the division of Heracleides in the 
Arsinoite nome, by Taouétis, daughter of Harpagathes, of the village of Socnopaei Nesus, that she 
has sold the five camels which she was returned as possessing in the previous year, and that for the 
current year she possesses none. Dated the 5th Mecheir in the seventh year of Antoninus Caesar 
[Jan. 31, 4.D. 144]. 54 in. x 3 in. Perfect; in a cursive hand 

CCCV. Receipt given by Ptolemaeus and his colleagues to Stotoétis, son of Horus, for the tax on an ass- 
colt. Dated the 6th Phaophi in the eighth year of the emperor Antoninus Caesar [=Oct. 3, 
a.pD. 144]. The writing is at right angles to the fibres of the papyrus. 3 in. x 4} in. Perfect; in 
a medium-sized very cursive hand ‘ i ? F ? ; ' ; F . ' 

CCCVI. Grant by Stotoétis, son of Stotoétis, a tax-collector (apaxrwp dpyupixav) of the village of Hera- 
cleia, in the division of Themistus in the Arsinoite nome, to Satornilus son of Apion, of the third 
share of the said office of tax-collector, for two years, at a salary of 252 drachmas per annum. 
Dated at Heracleia in the month Caesareius, on the fifth intercalated day (Katcapeiov *Erayopévwy €) 
in the eighth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [=Aug. 28, 
A.D. 145). 7 in. x 53 in. Nearly perfect; in a cursive hand ‘ : , : : : : 

CCCVII. Receipt for customs-tax, paid by Panuphis, on a camel and an ass passing the gate of Socno- 
paei Nesus with merchandise. Dated the 11th Thoth in the ninth year of the emperor Antoninus 
Caesar [=Sept. 8, a.p. 145] 22in. x 4 in. Perfect; in a very cursive hand, much abbreviated 

CCCVIII. Acknowledgement by Apollonius, son of Castor, living in the street of the Bithynians in 
Heracleia, a descendant of the Persian settlers in Egypt, of a loan of two hundred drachmas of silver 
and fifteen artabas of fine wheat from Stotoétis, son of Horus, a priest, to be repaid in nine months. 
Dated at Heracleia, in the division of Themistus in the Arsinoite nome, on the 16th Sebastus 
(=16th Thoth) in the ninth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius 
= Sept. 13, aD. 145] The subscription of the borrower is written by the scribe Alcimus [cf 

Pap. CCCIII], who wrote the body of the document, Apollonius being unable to write. 8 in. x 5 in. 

Perfect ; in a cursive hand : : ‘ ’ ‘ : : : : ‘ : . ; 

CCCIX. Return for camel-tax, made by Stotoétis, son of Stotoétis, of Socnopaei Nesus, to Archibius, 

strategus, and Heracleides, BacwArxds ypappareds, of the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, 

stating that of the four camels which he returned himself as possessing in the preceding year one has 

died, and that he consequently returns himself as possessing three for the current year; with official 

dockets. Dated the 3rd Mecheir in the ninth year of Antoninus Caesar [=Jan. 28, a.p. 146]. 

72 in. x 3 in. Nearly perfect; in a clear cursive hand ‘ ‘ : ‘ : F : ; 

CCOX. Acknowledgement by Papontos, also known as Sotis, a descendant of the Persian settlers in 

Egypt, of the village of Heracleia in the division of Themistus in the Arsinoite nome, of the receipt of 

a deposit (rapaOyjxy) of 82 drachmas from a woman named Arseis. Dated at Pelusium, in the division 

of Themistus, on the 11th Pharmouthi in the ninth year of theemperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus 

Antoninus Augustus Pius [=April 6, a.p. 146]. The document has been cancelled. 5 in. x 3$ in. 

Imperfect ; in a small cursive hand : . : : i . : : : : 
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CCCXI. Acknowledgement by Thaésis, daughter of Panephremmis, of the village of Socnopaei Nesus, 
a descendant of the Persian settlers in Egypt, of a loan of 1200 drachmas, at an interest of 1 per 
cent. per month, from Heracleia, daughter of Dioscorus ; with autograph subscription by Thaésis, 
Dated at Heracleia, in the division of Themistus in the Arsinotte nome, the 12th Xanthicus 
(=r1ath Mecheir) in the twelfth year of the emperor Titus Aclius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius 
[=Feb. 6, a.p. 149]. 8 in. x 11 in. Mutilated; written by the scribe Alcimus (cf Papp. CCCIII, 
CCCVIII) in a cursive hand with rough uncial subscription. At the foot is an official note of entry in 
the registry of Heracleia, and a red official stamp on the back j ; , : 

CCCXII. Receipt for 27 drachmas 5 obols 6 chalchi, paid by Panephremmis, son of Erieus, on account 
of @dpos mpoBarikds in Socnopaei Nesus for the current year. Dated the 4th Pharmouthi in the 
tenth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [= March 3am A.D. 14.7]. 
5 in. x 32 in. Perfect; in a small cursive hand : : ‘ F : ‘ 

CCCXIII. Certificate by Pasion, son of Phasis, of the sale of a she-ass to Stotoétis, son of Horus, for 
64 drachmas. Dated at Cercesucha, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome,’ the 
26th Daisius (=Pharmouthi) in the eleventh year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus 
Augustus Pius [=April 21, a.p. 148], 8hin. x 2}in. Perfect; the date and place ina clear semi- 
cursive, the body of the document in a very cursive hand f : 

CCCXIV. Proposal by Heracleides, son of Orion, son of Heracleides, living in the street of Phaiesus, 
a descendant of the Persian settlers in Egypt, to Stotoétis and Pacusis, sons of Apunchis, for a sub- 
lease for one year of seven arouras of public land leased by the latter from the village of Socnopaei 
Nesus, with engagements as to the cultivation of the same. Dated the 22nd Phaophi in the 
thirteenth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius = Oct. 19, 
A.D. 149]. 8£in. x 34 in. Nearly perfect; in a cramped cursive hand ‘ : : 

CCCXV. Certificate given by the ovroAdyo of the village of Bacchias of amounts of wheat measured by 
them in that village. Dated the 30th Pauni in the thirteenth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadri- 
anus Antoninus Augustus Pius [=June 24, a.p. 150]. 11 in. x 4 in, Slightly mutilated; in a clear 
cursive hand : ; j , : i : j ‘ ‘ F . 

CCCXVI. (a) Certificate that Stotoétis, son of Apunchis, worked the statutory five days on the embank- 
ments in the district of Bubastus, from the 28th Epeiph to the 2nd Mesoré in the sixteenth year of 
the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [= July ; 22-26, A.D. 153}. an xX 31n. 
Perfect; the date in a thin cursive hand, the rest in a square semi-cursive hand 7 

(4) Customs-receipt for épypodvdaxia paid by Pecusis on a freight of wine at the gate of Suen Keane 
Dated the 9th Thoth in the eighteenth year of the emperor Antoninus Caesar [= ae 6, A.D. 154) 
2in. x 24 in. Perfect; in a rough semi-cursive hand . : 

(c) Customs-receipt for épypoduAaxia paid by Erieus on an ass passing a eee se Boencdae: Nesus tk 
merchandise ; very illiterate and somewhat damaged. Dated the 11th Thoth in the ninth year of the 
emperor Antoninus Caesar [=Sept. 8, a.p. 145]. Perfect; in a thick rough hand 

CCCXVII. Record of payment by Anubion, son of Anubion, of Memphis, to Labots, son of Anubion, 
through the bank of Sarapion, son of Areius, formerly high-priest of the Hadrianeum in Memphis, of 
the residue of the price of a wAotov xorpyydv. Dated the 5th Thoth in the twentieth year of the 
emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius i= Pat 2,a.D. 156], 4} in. x 52 in. 
Imperfect, wanting lower portion; in a cursive hand ‘ ; ' ; : : 

CCCXVIII. Receipt for épyyodvAakia to the amount of 6 drachmas, given by Castor, pucbwris 
epnuopurakias Kal mapodiov, to Pecusis, of Socnopaei Nesus. Dated in the twentieth year of the 
emperor Antoninus Caesar [=a.p. 156-157]. 3% in. x 2in. Perfect; in a very cursive hand 

CCCXIX. Receipt for camel-tax, given by Terieos and his partners, tax-collectors (apdxropes), to Pacusis, 
son of Horus, of Socnopaei Nesus, Dated on the second of the intercalated days following Mesoré, in 
the twentieth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius {= Aug. 25, 
A.D. 157], 8in, x 3 in. Perfect; in a clear cursive hand : : 

CCCXX. Record of sale by Satabous, son of Satabous, of Socnopaei Nesus, to Satabous, son of Har- 
machis, of one of the three camels which he was returned as possessing in the previous (twentieth) 
year, the purchaser undertaking to include it in his return for the year then beginning. Dated in the 
twenty-first year of the emperor Titus Aclius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [= a.p. 157- 158} 
g in. x 34 in. Mutilated; in a very cursive hand . : , 4 : 5‘ : ‘ ‘ 

CCOXXI. (a) Certificate granted to Apunchis, son of Stotoétis, for five days’ work on the embankments 
from the 26th Athur in the twenty-first year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus 
Augustus Pius [=Nov. 22, a.p. 157]. Dated in the ene -first ae = A.D. rar tae 23 in. x 
3i in. Nearly perfect; in a square cursive hand . - . 
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(8) Similar certificate granted to Stotoétis, son of Panephremmis, for work from the rst to the 5th Epeiph 
in the twenty-second year of the same emperor [= June 25-29, a.D. 159]. 3 in. x 3in. Perfect; 
in an angular, irregular cursive hand, with official dockets ‘ ‘ F ‘ 

(c) Similar certificate granted to Stotoétis, son of Apunchis, of Socnopaei Nesus, for work from the roth 
to the 14th Athur in the twenty-second year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus 
Augustus Pius [=Nov. 6-10, a.p. 158]. Dated in the twenty-third year [=a.p. 159-160]. 3 in. x 
3 in. Perfect; in a cursive hand : ; ‘ . ; ‘ ; i : ‘ : 

CCCXXITI. List of names furnished by Aurelius Pouareus, cwuoypapparevs of Socnopaei Nesus, in con- 
nexion with an application for porters’ hire (apés dzafrnow opérpov) required on account of persons 
migrating to that place from the neighbouring village of Bacchias. Dated in the twenty-third year 
[probably of Caracalla, =a.p. 214-218}. 8in. x gin. Perfect; in a clear semi-cursive hand 

CCCXXITII. Receipt from the tax-collectors (apdxropes) to Ecusis, son of Horus, for two payments of 
the camel-tax due in Socnopaei Nesus for the preceding year. Dated the 3rd and 30th Phaophi in the 
twenty-fourth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius [Sept. 30 and 
Oct. 27, a.D. 160]. 84 in. x 33 in., half the papyrus being blank. Perfect ; in a cursive hand 

CCCXXIV. Copy of extracts from the public record office (8yuoota BiBdobyKn), containing the census 
lists of the sixteenth year of Hadrianus Caesar and of the ninth year of Antoninus Caesar, sent by 
Anicus, son of Chenthnouphis, to his sister Tamystha, as evidence that he is her brother. Dated the 
28th Phamenoth in the twenty-fourth year of Antoninus [March 24, ap. 161]. 9 in. x 6 in. 
Slightly mutilated; in a thin cursive hand, with subscription by Anicus in rough uncials 

CCCXXV. (a) Certificate granted to Sotas, a slave, of Socnopaei Nesus, for work on the embankments 
at Bubastus from the 13th to the 17th Mesoré in the first year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus and the emperor Lucius Aurelius Verus [=Aug. 6-10, a.p. 161]. 3 in. x 3 in. Nearly 
perfect; in a square semi-cursive hand . ‘ 7, ‘ , i : : 

(4) Certificate granted to Stotoétis, son of Apunchis, of Socnopaei Nesus, for work on the embankments 
from the roth to the r4th Athur in the first year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus and the 
emperor Lucius Aurelius Verus [=Nov. 6-10, a.p. 160]. Dated in the second year, = a.p. 161-2. 
3 in. x 3 in. Perfect; in a square semi-cursive hand : : : 

CCCXXVI. Fragment containing names of persons, two of whom are stated to have come of age 
(épnBevev) in the second year of the reigning emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus and the late 
emperor Verus [=a.p. 161-2] and the eleventh year of the late emperor Aelius Antoninus [=a.p. 
147-8]. The date must consequently be in the reign of the former and after the death of Verus 
[a.D. 169-180]. Part of the writing is parallel to the fibres of papyrus, and part at right angles to 
them. The latter part appears to contain a report by the two persons mentioned of the death of 
the father (?) of one of them, addressed rots émt tév dpyeiwy teraypévors. g in. X 6 in. Imperfect ; 
in a large semi-cursive hand . : : : . . : : : . : . 

CCCXXVII. Return made by Ecusis, son of Horus, living in the village of Socnopaei Nesus, in the 
division of Heracleides in the Arsinotte nome, to Hierax, strategus, and Timagenes, Baowdrkds 
ypapparevs, of the division, declaring that he still ‘possesses the camel which he was returned as 
possessing in the previous year. With official dockets. Dated the 3rd Mecheir in the second year of 
the emperors Antoninus and Verus [=Jan. 28, a.p. 162]. 5%in.x 3in. Perfect; in a cursive 
hand : . : ‘ 3 4 : ‘ 

CCCXXVIII. Return, addressed to Stephanus, strategus, and Zoilus, Bacidrxds ypapypareds, of the 

division of Heracleides in the Arsinotte nome, by Harpagathes, son of Satabous, of Socnopaei Nesus, 
stating that of the two camels and one foal returned by him as being in his possession in the previous 
year, one camel has been requisitioned for the imperial service on the caravan-route from Berenice ; 
consequently he returns himself as possessing two camels for the current year, and makes application 
for payment for the camel requisitioned. Sent in on the 4th Mecheir in the third year of Antoninus 
and Verus, Augusti [=Jan. 29, a.p. 163]. 8in. x 4in. Perfect; in a cursive hand, with several 
official notes and subscriptions . : : é F , : 

CCCOXXIX. Tax-receipt, the exact nature of which is doubtful, granted to Tesenuphis, son of Sambous, 
priest of the god Socnopaeus. Dated the 30th Mesoré (1) in the fourth year of the emperors Marcus 
Aurelius Antoninus and Lucius Aurelius Verus [=Aug. 23, 4.D. 164]. 4$in. x 4hin. Perfect; 
in-a very cursive hand : ' : . ; F : ‘ 

CCCXXX. Receipt, given by Abuthas, prcOwris eonpodrraxias kai mapodiov, to Charia, living at Dionysias, 

for a sum of thirty-two drachmas, paid for épywopvAaxia. Dated on the 8th Pachon in the fourth year 

of the Aurelii, Marcus and Verus, Caesares Augusti [=May 3, a.D. 164]. 3h in. x 3} in. Slightly 

mutilated ; in a rough cursive hand ; ‘ : : ; y . : i ; 
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TEXT. PLATE. 

CCCXXXI. Appointment of Cosmas to some office (perhaps the conveyance of corn to Alexandria) by 
Satyrus, son of Satyrus, of ‘the island’ [2 e. Socnopaei Nesus], dated the 4th Phaophi in the sixth 
year of Antoninus and Verus, Augusti [=Oct. 1, a.p. 165]. 9 in. x 22 in. Nearly perfect; in an 
almost illegible cursive hand ; ; ; : : , : ; : : 3 " - 154 65 

CCCXXXII. Record of repayment by Didymus son of Didymus, Tesenuphis son of Tesenuphis, another 
Tesenuphis son of Tesenuphis, Panephremis (sce) son of Stotoétis, and Pabous son of Satabous, 
to Claudianus, also called Serenus, son of Mysthes, of a debt of 1124 drachmas; with autograph 
receipt by Claudianus. Dated the 13th Thoth in the seventh year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus Augustus and the emperor Lucius Aurelius Verus Augustus [=Sept. ro, a.p. 166]. 
9 in. x 3 in. Perfect; in a cramped cursive hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Pad. Soc. 1. 184 (1894) 209 66 

CCCXXXIII. Copy of deed of sale whereby Tanephremmis, daughter of Stotoétis, and her daughters 
purchase from Pabous, her son, his third share in two female camels. Dated the 14th Phaophi in the 
seventh year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus and the emperor Lucius Aurelius 
Verus Augustus [=Oct. 11, a.p. 166], the payment being made through the bank of Dioxenus, 
also named Sarapion, at the Stoa Athene. 82 in. x 42 in. Nearly perfect; in a good-sized cursive 
hand . : : é , : : , ‘ : 199 67 

CCCXXXIV. Receipt given by Thases, daughter of Stotoétis, priestess, of the village of Socnopaei 
Nesus, and Thases, daughter of Horus, son of Panephrumis, to Taoues, daughter of Stotoétis, for the 
sum of fourteen silver drachmas, part-payment for a portion of a house in the village of Socnopaei 
Nesus. Dated at Neilopolis, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, on the 22nd 
Phaophi in the seventh year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus and the emperor 
Lucius Aurelius Verus Augustus [=Oct. 19, A.D. 166]. The subscriptions of both recipients 
are written (in a different hand from the body of the document) by Stotoétis, son of Tesenuphis. 
gin. x 6in. Nearly perfect: in a very cursive hand . : ; : ‘ : : ; . 211 68 

CCCXXXV. Lease by Pacusis son of Horus, Stotoétis son of Stotoétis, S:otoétis son of Erieus, Erieus 
son of Stotoétis, Stotoétis son of Stotoétis, and Stotoétis son of Harpagathes, the jyovpevor of the 
mevrapvaia of the god Socnopaeus, to Ammonaphis son of Papeis, a miller, of a mill belonging to the 
god in the village of Heracleia, for five years. Dated in the seventh year of ‘the emperors’ [either 
Marcus Aurelius and Verus,=a.p. 166-7, or Severus and Caracalla,=a.p. 198-9]. 12 in. x 4} in, 
much being blank. Perfect; in an irregular semi-cursive hand and a rather illiterate style, with two 
signatures in rough uncials . : . ‘ . ; : : . : : : ; . Igt 

CCCXXXVI. Loan by Pharion son of Didas, to Stotoétis son of Stotoétis, Alpait son of Erieus, Pecusis 
son of Stotoétis, Harpagathes son of Satabous, and Satabous son of Sa:abous, the last two being 
priests of the god [Socnopaeus] of the village of Socnopaei Nesus, of 400 drachmas at a drachma per 
mina per month interest [=12 per cent. per annum], to be repaid the following Mesoré [= August]. 
Dated the 22nd Phamenoth in the seventh year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus 
Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus Maximus and the emperor Lucius Aurelius Verus Augustus Arme- 
niacus Medicus Parthicus Maximus [= March 18, a.p, 167]. The document has been cancelled, 
presumably on the repayment of the loan. 84 in. x 54 in. Perfect; in a plain, rather square, 
cursive hand 221 69 

CCCXXXVII. Receipt for taxes to the amount of 6 drachmas 4 obols, paid by Stotoétis, son of Sata- 
bous, for embankment-maintenance, to Dioscorus and his partners, tax-collectors (apdxtopes dpyupixav) 
of the village of Socnopaei Nesus. Dated the 25th Mesoré in the eighth year of Antoninus and Verus, 
Augusti Armeniaci Medici Parthici Maximi [= Aug. 18, a.p. 168]. 4}in. x 4h in. Perfect; in 
a cursive hand. The writing is on the recéo side, but at right angles to the fibres of the papyrus =. ‘107 

CCCXXXVIII. Certificate by Tesenuphis, son of Satabous, of the village of Socnopaei Nesus, a priest 
of the god Socnopaeus, of the death of his kinsman Harpagathes, son of Satabous, of the same 
village, likewise a priest ; addressed to Pasion, xwpoypappare’s of the village. Dated the 15th Athur 
in the eleventh year of the emperor Aurelius Antoninus Caesar [=Nov. 11, a.p. 170]. 104 in. x 
3i in. Perfect; in a good-sized cursive hand : : F ; : ; ‘ : ‘ . 68 71 

CCCXXXIX. Certificate given by Eirenais and Phasis to Sotas,son of Ptolemaeus, of the sale to him of 
a she-ass and her foal, with receipt for the price, 160 drachmas. Dated the 29th Thoth in the 
twentieth year of the Aurelii, Antoninus and Commodus, Augusti [=Sept. 26, a.p. 179]. 8} in. x 
3 in. Perfect; in a cursive hand : ‘ : ; ; ; : : : : : ; 

CCCXL. Receipt for 20 dr. poll-tax (Aaoypadia) for the preceding year, paid to the collectors (apdxropes) 
by Solas, son of Ptolemaeus. Dated the 30th Thoth in the twentieth year of the Aurelii, Antoninus 
and Commodus, Augusti [=Sept. 27, a.p. 179} 2$in. x 4 in. Perfect; ina very cursive hand . 69 4? 



TABLE OF PAPYRI. 

CCCXLI. Letter from Theogiton, on behalf of his son Sotas, to Sotas son of Ptolemaeus, acknowledging 
the receipt of 104 drachmas, part-payment of a debt due to the said son Sotas, on a bond executed 
in the registry of Bubastus. Dated the sth Pharmouthi in the twenty-third year of the emperor 
pene oe Antoninus [= March 31, a.p. 183} gin. x 42 in. Perfect; in a large, rough 
cursive han . : ; ; E é . , : F ‘ : 

CCCxLIt. Petition by Pabous, son of Stotoétis, of the village of ee Nesus, to the local centurion 
(6 éri rémwy StaKeipevos Exarovrdpyys)s for redress of injuries done to him by Sempronius, elder 
(peo Burepos) of the village, and others. Dated the 27th Pauni in the twenty-fifth year Sale of 
Commodus,=June 21, a.p. 185]. gin. x 44 in. Nearly perfect; in a very cursive hand. 

CCCXLIII. Receipt given by Heron, son of Heron, to Sotas, son of Ptolemaeus, for a payment of 
200 drachmas on account. Dated on the 6th Pauni in the twenty-eighth year of the emperor 
Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Caesar [= wind 31, A.D. 188]. 8hin. x 2%in. Perfect; in a rough 
cursive hand ‘ : : ; ; ; : 3 . ; . . . 

CCCXLIV. Receipt given by Thases, daughter of Pacusis, to a woman whose name is lost. Dated at 
Ptolemais Euergetis in the Arsinoite nome, the 1st Pachon in the thirty-second year of the emperor 
Lucius Aelius Aurelius Commodus [Pius] Felix Augustus Armeniacus pane Par|thicus Sarma- 
ticus Germanicus Maximus [Britannicus,=April 26, a.p. 192], 1oin, x 4 in, Much mutilated; in 
a thick cursive hand . : : : : ; ; . ' 

CCCXLV. Return made to Harpocration, also called Hierax, Baowixds ypappareds of the division of 
Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, by Palemis, son of Apes (), and Heuremon, son of Chrates, mpec- 
Birepor tacropdpot of the temple in the village of Naban[a| of Isis Nanaea and Serapis and Harpo- 
crates and Suchus and the gods that share their temple, The return is a discharge of all taxes, and 
is described as ypapy ractoddpwy xai xepéov for the first year, then current, of the emperor Lucius 
Septimius Severus Pertinax Caesar [= June t to me 28, A.D. 193] 3h in. x 8h in. Perfect; in 
a rather thick, compressed, cursive hand : 3 : 5 : : 

CCCXLVI. (a) Certificate by Sarapion and the corn-collectors ian of the village of Neilopolis 
that they have measured three artabas of wheat for Anchupis, son of Pabous, of Socnopaei Nesus. 
Dated the 5th Pauni in the second year of the emperor Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax aes 
[=June 1, 4.p. 194]. 2hin, x 4 in, Perfect; in a cursive hand j ; 

(6) Similar certificate granted to Sotas, xactapxos (?) of Secnopaei Nesus, Dated the gth Pani [= June 5 
in the same year. 2}in, x 23 in. Perfect; inacursive hand . ; ' 

(c) Similar certificate granted to Anchupis, son of Pahous [as ina], Dated the es Pauni [= Jone 7] 
in the same year, 2in, x 4} in, Perfect; in a cursive hand : F 

CCCXLVII, Certificate of payments by Tesenuphis son of Pacusis, Stotoétis son of Onnophris, and 
the rest of the priests, for the purposes of poll-tax (Aaoypadia) and other charges for the current year. 
Dated the 13th Tubi in the ninth year of the emperors Lucius Septimius Severus Pius Pertinax and 
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Augusti, and Publius Septimius Geta Caesar Augustus [=Jan. 8, 
ap. 201]. 5 in. x rog in, Nearly perfect; written in two columns, in a very cursive hand of fair 
size. Printed, with facsimile, i in Pal. Soc. 1. 185 (1894) ‘ 

CCCXLVIII. Two receipts, one being a mere fragment; the other is given by Heron, son of Dioscorus, 
ex-Koopytys and Bovdcuris of Arsinoé to Lucius Septimius Aurelius Ptolemaeus. This is dated in the 
eleventh, and the other in the fourteenth year of the emperors Lucius Septimius Severus Pius Pertinax 
[Arabicus Adiabenicus] Parthicus Maximus, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Augusti, and Publius 
Septimius Geta Caesar Augustus [=a,p. 202-3 and 205-6]. 84 in. x 4 in. Imperfect, contain- 
ing portions of two columns; ina cursive hand. : ‘ ; : 

On the verso are some names and amounts of artabas of wheat : 

CCCXLIX. Return by the rpdxropes dépyupixav for the village of Socnopaei Nesus, stating their receipts 
at the close of each of the months Athur, Hadrianus [=Choiach], Tubi, Mecheir, Phamenoth, Phar- 
mouthi, Pachon, and Pauni, in the twentieth year of the emperors Marcus Aurelius Antoninus and 
Publius Septimius Geta, Britannici Maximi Pii Augusti [=Nov. 26, a.p. 211-June 24, A.D. ee 

4in, X gin, Slightly obliterated ; in a very cursive hand : ‘ : ‘ : 

CCCL. Proposal addressed to Monimus Gemellus, BacwAcxds ypappareds of the division of Heracleides 
in the Arsinoite nome, by Stotoétis son of Harpagathes and four others, of the village of Socnopaei 
Nesus, for a lease of 150 arouras of shore-land for the current year at a rent of two artabas of wheat 

per aroura; with autograph signatures. Dated the 3oth Phaophi in the twenty-first year of the 

emperor Marcus Aurelius Severus Antoninus Parthicus Maximus Britannicus Maximus Pius Augustus 

[=Oct. 27, a.D. 212} 7in. x 62in. Perfect; in a good-sized cursive hand ; two of the signatures 
in rough uncials . . ‘ i 
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CCCLI. Certificate given by Aurelius Harpalus and his colleagues, the ovroAdyor of the village of Neilo- 
polis [near Socnopaei Nesus, in the Arsinotte nome], of two amounts of wheat measured by them in 
the treasury (Oncavpds) of the village on the roth Pauni and the 9th Epeiph of the second year of the 
emperors Marcus Opilius (MS. Opellius) Severus Macrinus and Marcus Opilius Antoninus Diadu- 
menianus (MS. Diadomenianus) Felices Augusti [=June 4 and July 3, a.p. 218]. The document is 
written by Aurelius Neilammon, clerk to the ovroAdyou. 4} in. x 44 in. Perfect; in a rough cursive 
hand. The writing is on the prepared side of the papyrus, but at right angles to the fibres 

CCCLII. Certificate of tax-payments by the priests of Socnopaei Nesus on the 6th, gth, and roth Athur 
in the fourth year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius Felix Augustus [=Nov. 2, 5, and 6, 
AD. 220} 8}in. x 5 in., mostly blank. Perfect; in an extremely cursive hand ‘ : : 

CCCLIII. Portion of an annual return by the priests of Socnopaeus and the gods who share his temple, 
addressed to the BaoAixds ypayparevs, and dated the 30th Mesoré in [the fourth year of the emperor 
Ma)rcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius Felix and [Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexa]nder Caesar, Augusti 
[=Aug. 23, av. 221]. 72in. x 5h in. Imperfect; in a large and clearly-defined semi-cursive 
hand. Printed, with facsimile, in Pal. Soc. mu. 186 (1894) F : ; f 

CCCLIV. Petition addressed to Gaius Tyrrhanius [prefect of Egypt, B.c. 15, 10, or 7, cf. C. Z. G. 4923] 
by Satabous, son of Pisoi's, and Pisoi’s his son, agriculturists and tenants of public land, for redress 
of injuries done to them by two sons of Petosiris, both named Opis. End of first century B.c. 
131 in. x gin. Written very carefully, in a small, well-formed uncial hand, partly defaced by rubbing 

CCCLV. Portion of a document relating to the sale of certain arable land (yAot témor) by a rpopyrns. 
Early first century. r1rin. x 7 in. Imperfect; in a large semi-cursive hand 3 j : : 

CCCLVI. Letter from Procleius to Pecusis, asking him to send some drugs to him in Alexandria by the 
hand of his friend Sotas. First century. 74 in. x 4 in. Perfect; in a large semi-cursive hand 

CCCLVII. Petition addressed by Satabous, son of Erieus, of Socnopaei Nesus, in the division of Hera- 
cleides in the Arsinotte nome, to Dionysodorus, strategus [of the division; of Pap. CCCCXLV]. 
Reference is made to the first year of [Tibe]rius Caesar [=a.p. 14-15] as then current. 5 in. x 
7% in. Much mutilated; in a neat semi-cursive hand : ; : ‘ . : 

CCCLVIII. Petition for redress of injuries, addressed by Stotoétis, son of Stotoétis, of the village of 
Socnopaei [written Segnopaei] Nesus, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, to Deme- 
trius, also named Harpocration, strategus of the divisions of Themistus and Polemon, in the same 
nome. A reference to the prefect Munatius Felix shows the date to be czrc. a.D. 150. 53% in. x 9@ in. 
Nearly perfect ; in a good-sized semi-cursive hand : . i : ; . 

CCCLIX. Official regulations relating to mpdcodo. and ovrrages, one of them bearing the signature of 
Justus. Late first or second century. 5} in. x 8 in. Imperfect; in a well-formed semi-cursive 
hand . : ; ; F : : : 

CCCLX. Portion of a receipt given by Stotoétis, son of Stotoétis, to his five sisters for a sum of 
840 drachmas owed to him by his mother; in return for which he surrenders his share in a certain 
slave. Late first or second century; in the course of the document is a reference to the current 
month of Sebastus [=Thoth]. 74in. x 11} in. Imperfect, only the end being preserved; written 
in a good-sized cursive hand on a large sheet of papyrus i ; : : F 

CCCLXI. Fragment of a petition addressed to the Baotdixds ypappared’s of the division of Heracleides 
in the Arsinojte nome, relating to the lease of an oliveyard, which the petitioner wishes to repudiate. 
The petitioner belongs to the division of Polemon. Late first century. 7} in. x 2$in. Imperfect; 
in a small cursive hand ; : ‘ : : : 5 : . . : : : 

On the verso is part of a legal document, including headings such as wep) dSdérov mpouxds, repi 
papav yduwov, &c., with dates in the ninth and eighteenth year of the emperor Traianus Caesar 
oe p. 114-5]. Imperfect; in a small cursive hand . ‘ . 

CCCLXII. Fragment of receipt for part of the purchase-money of land, apparently in the division of 
Themistus in the Arsinoite nome. The names of the parties are lost. First or second century. 
6 in. x 3 in. Imperfect; in a large semi-cursive hand, with small cursive subscription 

CCCLXIII. Fraginent of a petition, apparently addressed to the Bacthixds ypaypareds of the division of 
Themistus, from two priests of Socnopaeus in the village of Pelusium, for redress of injuries relating 
to some live-stock. Late first or second century. 52 in. x 4 in. Imperfect; in a clear semi- 
cursive hand j . ‘ : 3 ; F : : 

CCCLXIV. Fragments of a census-roll, containing the names and ages of a considerable number of 
persons, most of whom bear the name of Stotoétis. From the mention of the 3rd, 4th, and sth vrai, 
as well as from the recurrence of the name Stotoétis, it appears that the list is of the priests of the 
wevragunia of the god Socnopaeus. Cf Berl. Pap. 406. One section is headed dad mpooyt( vopevwv) 
UB (Zrovs) dard aby Aikwv. Late first or second century. Imperfect; in a large semi-cursive hand on 
very white papyrus : ‘ F ‘ : : 
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CCCLXV. Portion of lease of land (a xdjpos karoucuxéds), apparently in Heracleia. Late first or second 
century. 4% in. x 3in. Imperfect; in a small cursive hand . ‘ 

CCCLXVI. Portion of agreement for the hire of a bull and a heifer by Theogiton, Papeis, and Pane- 
phremmis, descendants of the Persian settlers in Egypt, from Theogiton. Late first or second 
century. 6}in. x 3}in. Mutilated; in a small, very cursive hand 

CCCLXVII. (a) Receipt, given by Agathus Daemon, clerk to the zpdxropes curixdv of the village of 
Apias, to Parammon (?), for 14 artabas of wheat, as tax for the first year of an unnamed emperor. 
Second century. 3%in. x 2} in. Nearly perfect; in a small cursive hand 

(4) Fragment of a letter. Second century. 5 in. x 1}in. Imperfect ; in a small cursive hand 

CCCLXVIII. Certificate delivered by Stotoétis, son of Stotoétis, of the village of Socnopaei Nesus, to 
Flavius Apollonius, strategus, and Apollonius, BactArKds ypappareds, of the division of Heracleides 
in the Arsinoite nome, that he still has the camels which he returned as being in his possession for 
the previous year. Dated in the nineteenth year [of Commodus,=a.p. 178-9]. 84 in. x 2$ in. 
Mutilated; in a cursive hand ‘ : F : F : ‘ ‘ ; F ‘ : 

CCCLXIX. List of names, numbered in pairs. Late second century. 13}in. x 5 in. Perfect; in 
a thin cursive hand. : : : - ‘ : F : ‘ 

CCCLXX. Account of money (Adyos KAnpiwv) expended by Posis. in places named Tonalmeis (’) and 
Chesonomon. Second or third century. 9 in. x 53 in., much being left blank. Nearly perfect; in 
a rough cursive hand ; ; : ‘ é ‘ ‘ : : . : 

CCCLXXI. Memorandum of payment of an instalment of the price of a building (wipyos) containing 
a dye-house (Gadetov) and other apparatus (ypyoryjpia), situated in the street of the Bithynians [? in 
Heracleia, o£ Pap. CCCVIIT]. Headed zpo6eo(uia) Karcape’p [= Mesoré], and containing a mention 
of the fourteenth year. Probably late first century. 6 in. x 62 in. Imperfect; in a large fine semi- 
cursive hand : , i F : : ‘ 

CCCLXXII. Fragments of rules for calculating the charges upon land, divided into sections, each being 
headed by a name (in one case vavuov) and beginning with the formula &s det roujoa (cf Pap. 
CCLXV). The terms Sixourxias and zpoodiaypadopévwy occur, written at full length (cf p. 121). 
Unfortunately the document is very much mutilated, and no section is intact. Fragments of about 
seven columns are preserved, written in a large, well-formed, uncial hand. Second century 

CCCLXXIII. (a) Fragment of contract, probably of late first or second century, gin, x 4in, Very 
imperfect ; in a small, regular, cursive hand. On the verso is part of a red official stamp . ; ; 

(4) Fragment of contract, in a hand very similar to that just described, and of the same period; dated in the 
fourteenth year of an unnamed emperor. 73 in. x 13 in. On the verso is some much defaced writing 

CCCLXXIV. Fragment of tax-register, containing statements of land in arouras and of money in 
drachmas, obols, and chalchi, Second century, 5 in, x 2} in. Imperfect; in a small cursive 
hand . : ' i ‘ F ‘ ‘ ‘ : ‘ ‘ 

On the verso is a much defaced list of names. ; : ; ' 

CCCLXXV. Portion ofa will. Dated at Ptolemais Euergetis, on the second of the intercalated days 
following Mesoré [=Aug. 25] in the fourteenth (?) year; but the emperor’s name is lost, Second 
century. 6 in. x 4 in. Imperfect and much damaged; in a very small and very cursive hand 

CCCLXXVI. Certificate from Didymus to Ecusis, son of Horus, with reference to a census of live-stock 
in the division of Heracleides in the ArsinoYte nome, held by Theodorus, strategus of the division. 
Dated the zoth Mecheir in the twenty-second year [of Antoninus Pius= Feb, 14, a.p. 159]. 4 in. x 4 in. 
Mutilated ; in a cursive hand : j ; : : i ‘ : ‘ : : ‘ 

CCCLXXVII. Fragment of a letter, relating to money matters. Dated the 25th Pharmouthi 
[=April 20], but without the year. Second century. 7} in. x 4} in. Imperfect and much worm- 

eaten ; in a rough cursive hand : ; : : : : : : 

CCCLXXVIII. Memorandum of payment made by Stotoétis, son of Apunchis, of Socnopaei Nesus. 

Second century. 1} in. x 8in. Perfect; in a clear semi-cursive hand . . : : ‘ 

CCCLXXIX. Letter addressed to the dpyéhodos and elders of Heracleia, telling them not to give trouble 

at inconvenient times. Sealed with clay seal. Third century(?). 5% in. x 2$in., mostly blank. 

Perfect; in a straggling irregular hand . F : 3 : : ; ; , F F 

CCCLXXX. Receipt for taxes (dpiOunrixdy and vav¥Bvov) to the amount of 18 drachmas paid to Tryphon, 

mpdxrwp dpyvpixav for the village of Apias, by Stotoétis junior, son of Stotoétis. Dated the 

25th Epeiph [=July 19] in the fourth year of an unnamed emperor. Late second or third century. 

3 in. x 34 in. Perfect; in a rough but clear semi-cursive hand : A F . ; : 
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CCOLXXXI verso. Portion of a tax-register; only patt of one column preserved, which is numbered o¢ 
{=76]. Second century. 7 in. x 4} in. Imperfect; in a rather tough cursive hand of good size, 
with many symbols and contractions, On the recfo is another register, of about the same date, but 
very little of it is preserved. : : , . i ‘ : : : ‘ ‘ , 

CCCLXXXII. Four small fragments of different documents, First-second centuries. 4} in. x 2in; 
atin. x fin; 2in. x 1¢in.; 34in. x rpin.. : : : ; ' : : . 

CCCLXXXIII. Fragment of memorandum, apparently of land-tax (vavBiov édapav), headed Anppdrwv 
kwpov, for the seventh year. Third century. 4} in. x 64 in. Imperfect; in a large semi-cursive 
hand. On the verso, some writing in a small semi-cursive hand, probably of the second century 

CCCLEXXIV. Petition addressed to the prefect by a veteran soldier, asking for redress of an injury. 
At the top are some remains of a mutilated Latin inscription. Third century (?). 104 in. x 82 in. 
Much mutilated ; in a well-marked cursive hand of fair size. : ‘ i : : : : 

CCCLXXXV. Fragment of a legal or business document, with subscriptions in different hands. Late 
third or fourth century. g in. x 14 in. Imperfect; in an ornamental semi-cursive hand . 

CCCLXXXVI. Four minute documents, each about two inches square, all in the same hand, much 
blurred and blotted; apparently receipts for customs-tax paid at the gate of the village of Phil- 
(adelphia). Cf p. 83. Two have small clay seals, and the others retain traces of them, Second 
century ‘ ; ‘ i ; ' . . . . . 4 ‘ ‘ . . . 

CCCLXXXVII. List of names and occupations. Sixth or seventh century. 41 in. x 44 in, Imper- 
fect; ina rough cursive hand. ; . . . ' ' : : é : 5 ‘ 

CCCLXXXVIII. Fragment of document of religious nature, probably of the sixth century. 10 in. x 
4in. Much mutilated; in an uncial hand of Coptic type : i . ; : ; 

CCCLXXXIX. Fragment in large semi-cursive writing, apparently of the sixth century. 3% in. x 
72 in. . . ; 4 ; : . : : : ‘ ; ‘ : : : . 

CCCXC. Receipt given by Cosmas, son of Georgius, of Selé in the Arsinotte nome, to Johannes, 
tapotxdpios, of the city of Arsinoé, for the price of 80 xodpe of wine, to be delivered in Mesoré 
[= August] of the approaching fourth indiction. Sixth or seventh century. 3} in. x 13 in. Imper- 
fect ; in a sloping cursive hand. The writing is at right angles to the papyrus-fibres : : 

CCCXCI. Portion of a legal agreement relating to the joint occupation of a house by three persons, 
Theophilus, Naaroua, and Heracleides; written in very bad Greek. Sixth century(?). 414 in. x 
13 in. Imperfect and much damaged; in a thick semi-cursive hand. The writing is at right angles 
to the papyrus-fibres. . . : . : ; F ‘ : : . ; i 

CCCXCII. Receipt given by Alexas and Daniel, stewards (oixovdjor) of the monastery of Leucotius, to 
Heracleides, rpeoBurepos. The nature of the payment for which the receipt is given is uncertain, 
owing to mutilation of the papyrus. Dated the 14th Phamenoth [=March 10] of the ninth indic- 
tion. Sixth or seventh century. 6 in. x 62 in. Mutilated; in a rough square semi-cursive hand. 
The writing is parallel to the papyrus-fibres . . ; 3 

CCCXCIII. Receipt given by Callinicus to Johannes, Cvyoordrns, for various sums of money advanced 
by the latter. Dated the 14th Mesoré [=Aug. 7] in the fourth indiction. Sixth or seventh century. 
4in. x 134in. The writing is at right angles to the papyrus-fibres : : : 3 : 

CCCXCIV. Portion of a legal agreement between parties named Apphouas and Johannes, relating to 
a joint tenancy of a house. Sixthor seventh century. 8 in. x 124 in. Imperfect and damaged; in 
a sloping cursive hand of fair size. The writing is at right angles to the papyrus-fibres 

CCCXCV. Portion of an account relating to wine. Sixth or seventh century. 12 in. x 6 in. Imper- 
fect; in a rough semi-cursive hand. The writing is parallel to the papyrus-fibres 

CCCXCVI. Fragment of large document, apparently a petition, in very sloping cursive hand. It con- 
tains a reference to the Saracens, apparently as the persons against whom the complaint is made, 
or against whom protection is asked. Seventh century. 6} in. x g}in. Imperfect and damaged. 
The writing is at right angles to the papyrus-fibres ; ‘ . ‘ 

CCCXCVII-CCCC. Fragments. Sixth-seventh centuries : : , 

CCCCI. Petition addressed to Phommutis, cvyyerys and epistrategus and strategus of the Thebaid, by 
Apollonia, also named Senmuthis, and Aphrodisia, also named Tachratis, daughters of Druton, 
living in Pathyris, on behalf of themselves and their sisters [all of whom have both Greek and Egyp- 
tian names], asking for restitution of some land and other property inherited by them from their 
father, and wrongfully occupied by Ariston, son of Athenodotus. Crrc. 116-111 BC. 13+ in. x 
7% in. Nearly perfect; in a cursive hand of medium size 
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CCCCII. Portion of an account, apparently a register of land-tax. Dated in the twenty-ninth year, but 
without the name of the king; probably p.c. 153-2 or 142-1. 12}in. x 42in. Imperfect; in 
a rather small cursive hand , . 

On the verso is an inventory of various utensils, &c., of about the same date, but in a rougher hand 

CCCCIII. Petition, addressed to Flavius Abinnaeus, praefectus alae (2rapyos «tAys) in the camp at 
Dionysias, from Aurelia Maria, daughter- or (sister-) in-law of Abiar, a soldier quartered at Mem- 
phis under the prefect (zperdorros) Colluthus, complaining of a theft of some sheep and asking for 
redress. Dated the 11th Epeiph in the consulship of Constantius [MS. Constantinus] for the fourth 
time and Constans for the third time [= July 5, a.p. 346]. 1oin. x 52 in. Nearly perfect; in 
a thick medium-sized cursive hand 5 : : : ; . ; ; . : P : 

CCCCIV. Letter from Sarapion to his ‘lord and patron’ Abenneus [=Abinnaeus], the prefect, report- 
ing the completion of a work which had been entrusted to him, and inviting inspection of it; he 
concludes with several personal greetings to the members of Abinnaeus’ household. Curc. a.D. 346. 
of in. x 62in. Perfect; in a rather rapid cursive hand of medium size : ‘ 

Ccccv. Letter from Lupicinus (Aovummixwos) to his ‘brother’ Abinneus, calling his attention to a 
document (or documents) written by the d¢qixddtos of the ‘dux,’ Flavius Felicissimus [¢/ Pap. 
CCXXXIV]. Circ. a.v. 346. 5% in. x 4h in. Imperfect, wanting the conclusion of the document ; 
in a clear but rather irregular semi-cursive hand ‘ . . 

CCCCVI. Petition, addressed to Flavius Abinnaeus, praefectus alae (érapyos «fAys) in the camp of 
Dionysias, from Aurelia Maria, of the village of Hermopolis, complaining that her brother Onnophris 
had appropriated the goods left to her by their parents. Cuérc. a.v. 346. 5% in. x 44 in. Imperfect; 
in a thick rough hand i ‘ ‘ . . é ; . : : i ; ; é 

CCCCVII. Petition (the petitioner’s name is mutilated) addressed to Flavius Abinnaeus, praefectus alae 
(éapxos eiAys) in the camp of Dionysias, asking for the arrest of a certain person, who has stolen his 
pigs. Dated in the consulship of [Constantius] for the fourth time and [Constans] for the third 
[=a.p. 346]. o}in. x 32in. Imperfect, all the right-hand portion being lost; in a thick cursive 
hand of medium size ; ; : : ; : 

CCCCVIII. Letter from Chaeremon to his ‘ brother’ Abinnaeus, remonstrating with him for neglecting 
to punish the perpetrators of some outrage (apparently in the village of Theoxenis), stating that com- 
plaints of his conduct have been made to himself and to Atammon, the prefect (zpaurdcctos), and 
threatening to report the matter to the Dux. Circ. a.p. 346. r1oin. x 6in. Slightly mutilated at 
the beginning; in a medium-sized cursive hand . : : a 3 i , ‘ : 

CCCCIX. Letter from Jovinus to his ‘ brother’ Amenneos [=Abinnaeus], begging him, in concert with 
the apaimdattos, the rplyxey, the éxrovapios, and other officials, to send him the ten artabas of vegetable 
seed supplied to orphans (ras Tod Aaxavacreppov Tod dppavod dprdBas déxa), and concluding with 
greetings to his wife and children. Cure. a.p. 346. ro}in. x 3} in. Perfect; in a rather irregular 
cursive hand ; ‘ é ‘ 

CCCCX. Petition from the mother of Moses to her ‘master and patron the prefect’ [z. e. Abinnaeus], 
earnestly entreating him to send back her son Heron, who had apparently been impressed for a year's 
service. Curc. a.D. 346. 1r0fin. x 5 in. Nearly perfect; in a rough, illiterate hand, with many 
mistakes . ‘ ‘ . : . ‘ ‘ 

CCCCXI. Petition from Demetrius to his ‘ master and patron’ Ebennius [sze,=Abinnaeus], complaining 
of an assault committed on him by a soldier named Athenodorus, and begging that he may be sum- 
moned to the camp and punished. Crrc. a.v. 346. 1oin. x 4in. Nearly perfect; in a medium- 
sized cursive hand : : ; : ; . . : : : 

CCCCXII. Petition, addressed to Flavius Abinnaeus, exprotector and praefectus alae in the camp of 
Dionysias, from Aurelius Heron, of the village of Bernicis in the same nome [Arsinoé], com- 
plaining of a robbery with violence committed on him by one Euporus, of the village of Philagris in 
the same nome, and asking for redress. Dated the 17th Mecheir in the year after the consulship 
of Flavius Sergius and Nigrinianus [=Feb. 11, a.p. 351]. Slightly mutilated; in a large irregular 
hand . . . : 3 i ‘ ‘ : . . . . i : : ‘ ; 

CCCCXIII. Letter from Apamius [cf Pap. CCXLIII] to his ‘ beloved brother’ Aminneus [=Abin- 
naeus], sending him some hyena skins and asking for some nets to be sent to him to protect the 
growing crops from antelopes. Circ. a.p. 346. 10in. x 5 in. Nearly perfect; in a rough semi- 
cursive hand with large uncial signature , ‘ F ‘ i j : 

CCCOXIV. Letter from Aétis [? Aétius, ~ Pap. CCXXXVI] to his ‘lord and brother’ Abinnaeus, 
apologizing for his failure to deliver some fodder, and offering corn instead. Circ. a.D. 346. 
ro in. x 34 in. Perfect; in a thick, compressed, cursive hand F , 
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CCCCXV. Letter to Abinnaeus, calling his attention to some outrage that had been committed; the 
writer’s name and the exact purport of his letter are lost through mutilation of the Reis Cire 
A.D. 346. gin. x 3} in. Imperfect; in a large cursive hand 

CCCCXVI. Fragment of a letter from Sambas to Aminneus [=Abinnaeus], with reference to an 
expected visit from an imperial Notarius in connexion with the muster of recruits. Only the 
beginning is preserved. Circ. A.D. 346. 44 in. x at in. a ais in a large, rather rough, 
semi-cursive hand , F : . : : . . . 

CCCCXVII. Letter to Abinnaeus the prefect een from the bishop of Hermopolis, with 
reference to the desertion of a soldier named Paulus, for whom he begs forgiveness. Cure. a.D. a 
toin. xX 3 in. Perfect, but rather faded; in a medium-sized cursive hand 

CCCCXVIII. Letter from Apamius to Abinneas [= Abinnaeus], asking for an interview. Czrc. a.D. 350. 
to in. x 54 in. Somewhat mutilated and badly written; in an irregular cursive hand ; 

CCCCXIX. Petition from Flavius Agathus [to Abinnaeus?]. Dated in the consulship of Constantius 
for the fourth time and Constans for the third time [=a.p. 346]. 9} in. x 4 in. Considerably 
mutilated and faded; in a medium-sized cursive hand ‘ F : : : . 

CCCCXX. Fragment of petition, addressed to the prefect [zpemdauros, ? Abinnaeus] by Aurelius 
Theodorus. The purport is lost through mutilation. Dated the 24th Thoth in the consulship of 
Panis (?) Placitus [2 e. Placidus | and Flavius Fromollus [z.e. Romulus, = Sept. 21, a.D. 343]. 5 in. 
x 4h in. Imperfect; in a medium-sized cursive hand, rather faded F F : ‘ é 

CCCCXXI. Fragment of a letter or petition, probably one of the series addressed to Abinnaeus; written 
on the verso side of two scraps of papyrus, somewhat roughly joined together, on the recto of which 
are some mutilated remains of different writings, Czrc. a.p. 346. 7in. xX 5 in. Imperfect, only 
the latter part being preserved; in a large, thin, cursive hand . ; ‘ ; ; . ; 

CCCCXXII. Fragment of a letter, probably one of the series addressed to Abinnaeus, asking for the 
arrest of a certain person on a charge of camel-stealing. Only the last five lines are preserved. 
Cire. a.dD. 346. 4 in. x 7$in, Imperfect; in a large semi-cursive hand 

CCCCXXIII. Letter from a son to his father and mother. Dated in margin from Hermopolis, on the 
t5th Phamenoth [=March 11]. Fourth century. 10%in. x 64 in. Much defaced; in a large, 
rough cursive hand. On the versa is some more writing, apparently in the same hand 4 3 

CCCCXXIV. Letter or list, in writing of the fourth century, too much defaced for its a to be 
discovered. ro}in. x 22in. Much mutilated; in a rather large semi-cursive hand 

CCCCXXV. Fragment, apparently of a letter on private matters. Fourth century. 4} in. x 3 in. 
Imperfect, wanting the left-hand portion; in a large, rather irregular, semi-cursive hand : 

CCCCXXVI. Letter from Asclepiades to his employer, reporting some money-transactions, Fourth 
century (?). 82in. x 3 in. Mutilated; in a thick, uneducated, uncial hand , ; . 

CCCCXXVII. ecto, Corn-account, relating to Andromachis and Hermopolis. Parts of two columns 
are preserved, Fourth century. 9 in. x 6$in. Imperfect; in a rough semi-cursive hand 

Verso, Account of Dioscorus for corn in the month Mecheir; cancelled by lines drawn across it. Fourth 
century, Apparently nearly perfect; in a rough semi-cursive hand ; : ‘ : 

CCCCXXVITII. Account of corn purchased, consisting of a list of names followed by amounts stated in 
artabas of wheat and yérp(a?) Fourth century, 41in. x 4 in, Perfect; in a fairly regular, 
medium-sized hand. i ; : é : . F : ‘ : 5 , : : 

CCCCXXIX. Account of provisions received by Helené on behalf of her daughter Dexia, apparently 
on the occasion of various festivals. The items consist chiefly of wine, vegetables, and spices, The 
account is continued on the verso. Fourth century. roin, x 6in. Perfect; in a rough semi- 
cursive hand é . : : : : ; , ‘ ‘ ‘ : + 

CCCCXXX. Fragment of a corn-account, with amounts stated in artabas; portions of two columns 
remain. Fourth century, 9% in. x 7 in. Much mutilated; in a rather large semi-cursive hand 

CCCCXXXI. Short account, apparently of corn, calculated in artabas, Fourth century. 9} in. 
X 3} In., most being blank. Perfect; in a rather thick cursive hand : ' : ‘ 

CCCCXXXII. Short account of receipts or expenditure of corn. Fourth century. ro} in. x 3 in., 
most being blank. Perfect; in a rather small cursive hand ’ : : 3 . 
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CCCCXXXITI. Account of expenditure of money, calculated in drachmas. Fourth century. 8in. x 
11 in. Mutilated; written on both sides of the papyrus in a rough, uneducated, semi-cursive hand . 

CCCCXXXIV. Portion of a list of names, probably an account or pay-sheet. Fourth century. 7} in. 
x 22 in. Imperfect; in a cursive hand of medium size ; : ‘ F : : ‘ 

COCCXXXV. List of names, followed by amounts in perpyrad (?), perhaps a pay-sheet. Fourth 
century. r1o2in. x 6in. Mutilated; in a small cursive hand : ‘ ‘ 3 ‘ 3 

CCCCXXXVI. Two tax-receipts, dated in the first year of the emperor Titus Flavius Vespasianus 
Caesar [= either July 1-Aug. 28, a.p. 69, or June 23-Aug. 28, a.p. 79, in either case before the 
official style of the emperor had been fixed], with official subscriptions. 3 in. x 6 in. Slightly 
mutilated ; in a small and very cursive hand . ; : ‘ . : : ; ; 3 

CCCCXXXVII. Lease or agreement, apparently part of a register of such documents, dated the 
9th Phamenoth in the fifth year of the emperor Antoninus Caesar [=March 5, a.p. 142]. 8 in. x 
qiin. Much mutilated and defaced 5 in a semi-cursive hand of medium size . ‘ P : 

CCCCXXXVIII. Proposal for a lease of some corn-land in Cercesucha for the current year; the names 
of the parties are mutilated. The lessors are described as kAnpotxot, the lessees as residents in 
Karanis. Dated in the nineteenth year of the emperor Hadrianus Caesar [=a.D. 134-135]. 
4} in. x 32 in. Much mutilated; in a small cursive hand : : : : : : 

CCCCXXXIX. Certificate of corn measured by Orion, son of Ammonius, and his colleagues, ovroAdyot 
of Neilopolis. Dated in a year (the twentieth or later) of Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Augustus 
[=a.D. 181-189]. 52in. x 43 in. Much damaged; in a medium-sized cursive hand. The 
writing is at right angles to the fibres of the papyrus 

CCCCXL. Money-account, in drachmas and obols. Second century. 8}in. x 32 in. Written on 
the verso of a document of which only slight remains are preserved; much faded and rather 
mutilated; in a small cursive hand with many contractions : 

CCCCXLI. (a) Fragment of a contract. Second century. 5 in. x 2} in. Written in a very small 
cursive hand ‘ : : ; : : : i i : : . ; ‘ ; ; 

(6) Fragment of an account. Second century. 5% in. x 5} in. Written in a very small cursive hand, 
with abbreviations and symbols : ' : ; : 

CCCCXLII. Fragment of a legal document, apparently a receipt or a contract for a loan. Second 
century. 5%in. x 22in. Imperfect and much damaged; in a neat semi-cursive hand 

CCCCXLITII. List of names, with the number of camels (or asses) and foals in the possession of each. 
Second century. 3%in. x 2}in. Nearly perfect; in a small cursive hand 

CCCCXLIV. Large fragment, much mutilated and defaced, of uncertain character. Remains of five 
columns are visible. Second or third century. In very bad condition; written in a cursive hand of 
medium size ; 3 ; ‘ 

CCCCXLV. Petition, addressed to Dionysodorus, strategus of the Arsinoite nome [cé Pap. CCCLVII], 
from Psenatumis, son of Petesuches, of the village of Bacchias, cultivator of lands belonging to Julia 
Augusta [= Livia, wife of the emperor Augustus] and Germanicus Caesar, for redress of injuries. 
Circ. A.D. 14-15. 74 in. X 34 in. Mutilated; in a rather small cursive hand 

CCCCXLVI. List of names, without a heading to describe its object. Fourth century (?). ro in. x 
4 in., most being blank. Perfect; in a medium-sized cursive hand . ; F : : , : 

CCCCXLVII. Document of doubtful nature, owing to the extent of its mutilations. The name of 
Constantinople is mentioned, and the titles ‘comes limitis’ and ‘praefectus alae Dionusad{[is].’ 
Probably belongs to the correspondence of Abinnaeus (cf Papp. CCKXXI-CCXLVIII, CCCCIII- 
CCCCXVIII). Latin. Fourth century. 114 in. x 1 ft. 8} in. Much mutilated; in a large 
cursive hand ‘ : . ; . ‘ . : : . . : : : i : 

On the verso is a short account of expenditure of corn. Fourth century 

CCCCXLVIII. Portion of a deed of sale of a house or land in Apollinopolis Magna [cf Papp. CCIX, 
CCX]. Both beginning and end are lost, including the names of the parties. Early seventh 
century. 1 ft. 5in. x 13 in. Imperfect; in a good-sized cursive hand. Published by B. P. Grenfell 
in Journal of Philology, xxii. 277 (1894) ; : : : ; F Se : : 4 

On the verso is a deed in Coptic, mutilated at the beginning. It is the will of Victor, son of Daniel, 
and Heraei his wife, daughter of Zacharias [¢% Pap. CCX], by which they leave all their property to 
Teret and away from Zacharias. The relationships of these two latter are not expressed in the 
portion of the will preserved. Presented by the Rev. A, C. Headlam . 
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CCCCXLIX. Fragments of a deed of gift, probably in Apollinopolis Magna. Only a small portion of 
the document is preserved, with portions of the signatures of witnesses. One of the witnesses is 
described as dad rhs “ArdAdwvos dvw wédews, and also apparently as Ovydérnp Zavovdros [ef 
Pap. CCIX]. Early seventh century (?). Imperfect ; in a rough cursive hand of fair size. Presented 
by the Rev. A. C. Headlam . ‘ ; : : : . . i 2 

CCCCL. Receipt given by John, orémrys (?) of the church of St. Maria, to John Acveoyuirys, for 
materials for painting. Dated the zoth Choiach [= Dec. 16] in the third indiction. Sixth or 
seventh century. 3$in. x 4 in. Perfect; in a rough cursive hand , : ; 5 ‘ 

CCCCLI. Receipt given by Ptolemaeus and his colleagues, the tax-collectors of the village of 
Hera{cleia?], to Panephrumis, for 16 drachmas, paid as house-tax (dpiOuqrtixdv Kaz’ ofkor). Dated 
in the fourth year of the emperor Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax Augustus Pius [=a.p. 195-196]. 
4$ in. x 53in, Imperfect; in a very rough cursive hand. é i : ‘ ; . : 

CCCCLII. Copy of census-returns, addressed to [Aurelius Dionysius, strategus, and] Aurelius [Isidorus], 
also named Origenes, Bacidixds ypappareds of the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite nome, 
dated in the twenty-fifth year of the emperor Marcus Aurelius [Severus Antoninus, =a.p. 216-217]; 
the returns relate to the census of the preceding year[a.p. 215-216]. Reference is apparently made to 
the preceding census, [in the tenth year of the emperors Lucius Septimius] Severus Pius Pertinax and 
Marcus [Aurelius Severus Antoninus, = a.D. 201-202]. 74 in. x 5 in. Imperfect, wanting the left- 
hand portion; in a thin cursive hand . ; . : ‘ > - : z é ‘ z 

On the verso is a portion of a letter relating to a sale or lease of land, apparently near the village 
of Bubastus ; written in a large rough hand of the third or fourth century . ; ; . 

CCCCLIII. Letter from Marcus (name lost) to his son Sabinus, on private affairs. Fourth century. 
8 in. x 4in. Complete, but somewhat defaced; in a rather large, rough cursive hand F 

CCCCLIV. Fragments of documents of the fourth century: 

(2) Beginning of a letter from Ammonius to Zakaon, xaOapovpyés, 22 in. x 3 in. . : . 

(2) Beginning of a document, containing references to an Isidarus, son of Isidorus, and to the Athribite 
nome ; also to a yevyparoypados, 4} in. x 3f in, ‘ . ' . F . 

CCCCLV. Fragments of ecclesiastical writings, One of them contains a reference to 4 mpds @eooa- 
Aovixeis [émicroAn|. Sixth century (?), 3 in. x 22 in. and 44 in. x 7 in. Mutilated; in rough 
uncial hands; written on both sides. : : : ' 3 3 ‘ . ; : : 

CCCCLVI. Fragment of a compromissum, or settlement of a dispute, containing the signatures of the 
parties. Late sixth or seventh century. 3% in. x 3} in. Imperfect; in a sloping cursive hand, 
the signatures in various irregular hands ; ; ' . ’ . : ; . 

CCCCLVII. Fragments of miscellaneous documents. Sixth or seventh century. 4} in. x 6 in; 
82in. x 62in. . . ‘ : : , ‘i ; F ‘ , : ; : 

CCCCLVIII. Fragments of miscellaneous documents. Sixth or seventh century. 1% in. x 3+in.; 
4h in.x 52in.; 42 in. x 62in.; 44 in. x gin. , ' f F ; : ; ; 

CCCCLIX. (a) Vellum fragment, from the bottom of a leaf. Sixth century. 4} in. x 3 in. Written 
in a large uncial hand. Acquired with the following papyri . ; . ‘ ‘ : : : 

(4) Beginning of document addressed by Claudius Martialis and Serenus, son of Sarapion, to Sotas, son of 
Ptolemaeus, and Harmas, son of Panisneus, elders of the village, through the medium of Lucius 
Anubion, Bon6és. Second or third century. sin. x 52in. Written across the fibres of the 
papyrus, in a medium-sized, straggling hand : ; . . . ‘ 

CCCCLX. Note of payments on account of Aaoypadia and ¢épos BwuSv in the months Thoth— 
Hadrianus [Choiach] in the thirty-second year [of Commodus, = Sept.—Dec., a.p. 191}. 2} in. x 
7% in. Apparently imperfect; in a rather small cursive hand : : . . F 

CCCCLXI. Portion of a contract, executed by Aurelius Sarapion, son of Pasion. Dated in Phaophi 
[= October] in the reign of [Severus] Antoninus Caesar [a.p, 212-217]. 82in. x 5) in. Much 
mutilated; in a large, rough, cursive hand. ; ‘i . : ‘ i , . ‘ : 

CCCCLXII, Theological fragment. Sixth or seventh century. 47 in. x 3 in. Imperfect at top and 
right side; in a medium-sized minuscule hand ‘ : . ‘ : ; j 4 ; 

CCCCLXIII. Letter, of a religious character. Sixth or seventh century. ghin. x 42 in. Imperfect, 
wanting the right-hand portion; written across the fibres, in a sloping minuscule hand 

CCCCLXIV. Theological fragment, much mutilated. Sixth or seventh century. 73 in. x 5 in. 
Written across the fibres, in a sloping semi-cursive hand ‘ : 5 ; ; 
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CCCCLXV. Fragment of a petition or letter. Second or first century B.c. 13 in. x 5+ in. Very 
imperfect ; in a large cursive hand ‘ ‘ ; : : 

CCCCLXVI. Record of the sale of a she-ass by Petosiris, son of Clodius, to Patrophilon (?), son of 
Apunchis, for 160 drachmas. Dated at Cercesucha, in the division of Heracleides in the Arsinoite 
nome, the 28th Loius [= Pauni] in the sixth year of the emperor Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus 
Augustus Pius [= June 22, a.p. 143]. 8 in. x 22in. Perfect; the upper part in a rather square 
semi-cursive hand, the lower part in a very rapid cursive hand ; . . 

CCCCLXVII. Small fragment, dated the 2nd Pharmouthi in the reign of Antoninus and [Verus or 
Commodus, = March 28, a.p. 161-168 or 177-179]. 4% in. x 3 in. Much defaced; in a rough 
cursive hand : : F : ; ; 5 : ; : F : 

CCCCLXVIII. Record of payments of camel-tax by various persons, in the eighteenth year of an 
unnamed emperor. Second century. 82 in. x 3} in. Perfect; in a medium-sized cursive hand 

CCCCLXIX. (a) Customs-receipt for gpypodvAaxia, paid at the gate of Philadelphia on a freight of 
wheat. Dated the 29th Hadrianus |= Choiach] in the eighteenth year of Antoninus Caesar 
[= Dec. 25, a.p. 154]. With portion of clay seal, showing traces of a head and inscription. 
2y¢in. x 14 in. Perfect; in a very minute cursive hand : 

(4) Customs-receipt for duty paid by Anubion at the gate of Karanis on a freight of pulse being 
transported to Memphis. Dated the 30th Mecheir [= Feb. 24] in the fourth year of an unnamed 
emperor. Second century. 1% in. x 12 in. Perfect; written across the fibres of papyrus, in a very 
minute cursive hand . ‘ : é : 

CCCCLXX. Receipt given by Sarapion, son of Isidorus, to Antonius Tiberius, a veteran, for repay- 
ment of a loan made to the latter by the wife of the former. Dated the 13th Pachon in the eighth 
year of Antoninus and Verus, Augusti Armeniaci Medici Parthici Maximi [= May 8, a.p. 168]. 
8 in. x 4 in. Slightly mutilated; in a rough semi-cursive hand : ‘ 

CCCCLXXI. Certificate from Isidorus and the other ovroAdyox to Polion, of corn measured by them from 
the produce of the current year. Dated the 12th Epeiph in the twelfth year of Aurelius Antoninus 
Caesar [= July 6, a.p. 172]. 4}in. x 3 in. Perfect; in a thick cursive hand 

CCCCLXXII. Certificate from Orion, son of Apollonius, to Pacusis, of payment of a tax in respect 
of a calf taken for sacrifice. Dated the 3rd Pharmouthi in the twenty-eighth year of Aurelius Com- 
modus Antoninus Augustus Pius [= March 29, a.p. 188]. 2}in. x 4fin. Perfect; in a very 
cursive hand of medium size ; ; : : ‘ : 

CCCCLXXIII. Return by Sarapion, son of Ammonius (?), of the metropolis [7.e. Arsinoé], stating that 
he possesses a she-ass. Dated the 24th Phamenoth in the first year of Helveius [szc, for Publius | 
Helvius Pertinax Augustus [= March 20, a.p. 193] 32 in. x 3 in. Perfect; in a small, very 
cursive hand ; : ‘ ; : . 

CCCCLXXIV. Return, addressed by Apunchis, son of Apunchis, zpdxtwp oredarixod of the village of 

Socnopaei Nesus, to Demetrius, strategus of the division of Heracleides in the Arsinofte nome, of the 

sums received by him during the month of Mecheir [February] in the current year. Dated the 11th 

Phamenoth in the seventh year of the emperors [Lucius] Septimius Severus Pius [Pertinax] Arabicus 

Adiabenicus Parthicus [Medicus] and Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius [= March, a.p. 199]. 84 in. 

x 3 in. Nearly perfect; in a small cursive hand . . : : . ; . 3 ‘ 

CCCCLXXV. Receipt, addressed to the ovroddyo. of Bacchias by Chalelis, for corn paid as supplies in 

connexion with some work, in the twenty-fourth year of an unnamed emperor [either Commodus, 

= a.D. 183-184, or Caracalla, = a.p. 215-216]. Dated the roth Athur [= Nov. 15]. 4 in. x2 in. 

Perfect; in a rough cursive hand . ; : : : é ; : . . 

CCCCLXXVI. (a) Fragment of a census-return, made by Leontas, son of Chaeremon; from a 

reference to the preceding census of the ninth year, it appears that this return relates to the census of 

the seventh year of Trajan [= a.p. 103-104], so that it would have been written in the course of 

A.D. 10g. 2in. x 3$in. Imperfect; ina square uncial hand. : : 

(6) Fragment of a lease (?), dated the 2oth Hadrianus [= Choiach] in the fourteenth year of the emperors 

Lucius Septimius [Severus Pius] Pertinax [Arabicus Adiabenicus] Parthicus Maximus and [Marcus 

Aurelius] Antoninus Pius, [Augusti, and Publius] Septimius [Geta Caesar Augustus, = Dec. 16, 

A.D. a The name of Geta has been erased. 22in. x 1} in. Imperfect; in a small uncial 

hand . ‘ . F j : 

CCCCLXXVII. Receipt given by Aurelius Menas, zpdxrwp otepavixod of the village of Bacchias (?), to 

Horus, son of Heron, for the sum of 12 drachmas. Dated in the fourth year of Marcus Aurelius 

Antoninus Pius Felix Augustus [7.¢. Elagabalus, = a.p. 220-221]. 4 in. x 3 in., the greater part 

being blank. Perfect; in a small cursive hand, much abbreviated . ‘ ‘ ‘ , : 

f 

TEXT. 

81 

85 

212 

go 

82 

46 

107 

102 

61 

109 

xli 

PLATE. 

17 



xlii TABLE OF PAPYRI. 

CCCCLXXVIII. Receipt given by Julius Longinus and his partners, farmers of a tax connected with 
the property of the priests, to Stotoétis, a priest of Socnopaei Nesus, for 100 drachmas in respect of 
opos Bwuav. Late second or third century. 82in. x 34 in., most being blank. Nearly perfect; 
in a very rough cursive hand ‘ ‘ : ‘ ; ; ; ; i F ‘ ‘ 

CCCCLXXIX. Private letter from Tithioeis (?) to Eirenion, with a reference to some camels having 
been requisitioned by the prefect. Third century (?). 9 in. x 4 in. Nearly perfect; in a rather 
irregular cursive hand of medium size. : : F F . ; ‘ : : 5 . 

CCCCLXXX. Private letter from Clematius to his brother Sabinus, on money matters. Fourth century. 
ro} in. x 2$in. Nearly perfect, but faded; in a good-sized cursive hand 5 : , F 

CCCCLXXXI. Fragment of a Latin-Greek glossary, the Latin words being written in Greek characters. 
Fourth century. yin. x 4 in. Considerably damaged; written on both sides of coarse papyrus, 
in a medium-sized cursive hand ‘ : ; ‘ ‘ 

CCCCLXXXII. Latin papyrus; a.p. 130. 8 in. x 3} in. Presented by Prof. W. M. Flinders 
Petrie, D.C.L. . ‘ ‘ j j 5 ; ' ; ; ’ j : : 

CCCCLXXXIII. Perpetual lease (¢udvrevja) granted on behalf of the monastery of Abba Patois, in the 
Apollinopolite nome, by the prior Menas to John, son of Phoebammon, of 12} arouras of arable 
land and 5 arouras of uncultivated land, at an annual rent of 364% xepdria. The autograph signatures 
of the parties and witnesses are appended. Dated the 12th Mesoré in the sixth year of the emperor 
Flavius Heraclius, in his fifth consulship and the fifth indiction [= Aug. 5, a.p. 616]. 5 ft. 3 in. 
(originally 6 ft. 6 in., but 1 ft. 3 in. of blank papyrus has been cut off the bottom) x 1 ft. 2} in.; 
written in one column across the breadth of the papyrus. Perfect; in a large cursive hand, rather 
sloping . ‘ : ; : : ; ‘ 

CCCCLXXXIV. (a) Fragment of an account. Second century. 8 in. x 4} in. Mutilated and 
defaced ; in a medium-sized cursive hand ; ; i ; i : ‘ ‘ i ‘ 

(6) Fragment ofa deed. Sixth century. 44 in. x 23 in. Imperfect; in two hands, the first large and 
upright, the second small, more cursive, and slightly sloping . i . . : . : 

(c) Fragment, perhaps literary. Second century. 4% in. x 23 in. Mutilated; in a medium-sized semi- 
cursive hand ‘ : . : : : : : : i : i ‘ : i 

(@) Literary fragment, containing the beginnings (1~3 letters) of eighteen lines, apparently of iambic verse, 
with accents and square breathings. Traces of a preceding column are visible. Second century (?). 
5x in. x Zin. Ina large, thick, uncial hand : d : : eee ; 

(e) Literary fragment, containing the beginnings (1-8 letters) of fourteen lines of hexameter verse. 
Second century (?). 2}in. x 1in. Ina neat, square, uncial hand of small size ‘ : 

(7) Fragment of a contract, dated in the ninth year of an emperor whose name is lost. Second century. 
22 in. x 14 in. Imperfect; in a thin semi-cursive hand : 
Presented by Travers Smith, Esq. 

TEXT, 

II! 

255 

320 

321 

323 

PLATE. 

112-116 



TE TS: 

A. PTOLEMAIC PERIOD. 

PAPYRUS CCXIX.—end cent. B.c. 

HE papyri with which this volume opens (Papp. CCXIX-CCX XVIII) were extracted 

by the Rev. Greville J. Chester from the cartonnage of a mummy case acquired by him 

in Egypt during the winter of 1891-2. Their place of origin appears (from Pap. CCX1X 4, 
], 1) to be in the Thebaid, but cannot be fixed more definitely. They consist for the most part 

of fragments, from which not much can be learnt, but they are valuable as examples of the 

writing of the period to which they belong. Several of them bear dates, ranging from 178 

to 118 B.c., so that the whole group may be assigned to about the two middle quarters of the 

second century B.c. Until quite recently very few dated documents of this century have been 

known, with the exception of those from the Serapeum at Memphis (see vol. i. of this Ca¢alogue, 

pp. 1-43); but the papyri lately published by Mr. Grenfell (42 Alexandrian Erotic Fragment 

and other Greck Papyrt, chiefly Ptolemaic, Oxford, 18961), with others more recently obtained by 

him and Mr. Hogarth, have considerably extended our acquaintance with its palaeography. 
Mr. Grenfell’s and Mr. Hogarth’s papyri are now in the British Museum, but were acquired too 

late to be included in the present volume and the accompanying atlas of facsimiles, in which 

the Ptolemaic period is, in consequence, but slightly represented. Still, the specimens here given 

are palaeographically interesting, and contain several varieties of writing, from the small, 

square, almost uncial hand of Pap. CCXXII, to the thin, graceful semi-cursive of Pap. 
CCXXIII, and the more rapid cursive of some of the smaller fragments. 

The first number of the series includes two wills, written on similar papyrus and in similar 

hands. In each case the will is inscribed on the verso of the papyrus, while on the recto 

there is other writing, in a much more damaged condition. It is probable, therefore, that the 

fragments belonged originally to the same sheet of papyrus. Pap. CCXIX a consists of two 

fragments of a will, measuring together about 33 inches by 5} inches, with a blank space at 
both top and bottom. The name of the testator is lost, together with all the earlier part 
of the will. On the vecfo is an account for food and a list of names. Pap. CCXIX¢ contains 

the rather more complete will of Paniscus, also named Peteminis, apparently a resident in 

the Thebaid. The will is made in the presence of the dyopavduos. On the recto is a list 

of names, much defaced. The writing of both wills is a rather rough semi-cursive hand, 

with thick strokes. 

1 Quoted in the following pages as Greek Papyré, vol.i., Mr. Grenfell’s subsequent acquisitions (with those of Mr. Hogarth) being 

destined to form a second volume. 

II. B 



2 CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI. 

(2) 
Virso. 

. Joerpios rns pntpos pov Kav your . [. 

. Juas pov Amodkwoviw Tw Kat Suor[. . . 

. TpeloBurepw pov viw Tw ovtTe por ex Oal. 

_ ths yuvaixos pov n cvveyu Kata ovvyplapny . . 

5 . arho] Se oven Karaheura ovdev tov eplor vTapxovTev . . 

. . Sr Sapu paptupes Aokdynmiadys a7. . . 

. Trod]epatov Kar tav viwy taxropurbos Ad. . . 

. .Jypurou kk... [..- 
aie Apioravdpos told : 

IO ..] . Kuov Akapvay ov dvo0 twv TIz[odeparov . . . 

Line 3. wo: the form of the is remarkable. It is attached pov, for the name of the wife’s father may have been inserted too. 

to the w by a thick ligature, which gives it exactly the appear- Line 7. raxrojucdos: cf. Petrie Papyri ii. 47, 1. 29, and 

ance of a y. Mahaffy’s note. The exact size of the interval between this 

Oa....: : perhaps Gajoews. It is impossible to tell whether fragment and the next is uncertain. 

the name filled the whole lacuna before the words ris yuvaixds 

ecto. 

mept Seurvov Atohhwpos Kat Emyuayxou[. . 

turov ¥ kK / < w Kar Seumvov < ¥ Leia-6 

ehavov < p wow Bookw pw Z <wal.. 

/ < WE as Se ravta Syow Sed0[K . . 

5 codidurmos Suyswv muppil. .. .] . . Zyvovi. . 
Tlokewapyes BAidls ca ye ee ces Jadurn . [... 

[ee ed aOR ain A 

ee ee ]krns[. 
nig mala Mis |. Mos Anpr[zpio.. . 

10 .. .jrov Kp... . Aupos Bedworf. 

. .Joayovhk Apporios ade* Atovucrov [. . . 

. .Jookwrvors Tepuyerns Iowdwpos Tar. . . 

Line I. AmoAAwvos: the v rather resembles a y. 4: above this figure € seems to be written, perhaps as 
Line 2. For the explanation of symbols and abbreviations, a correction, corresponding to that in the price of beer. 

here and elsewhere, see the Index. Line 3. tds@ Booxw: the first word is rather doubtful. The p 
: corrected from xy. The price of beer, 4o drachmas for which follows has been corrected, apparently from x. 

a chous, seems very high. 

(4) : 
ae .]@ & Itw rns OnBados emt Zyvwvos [a}yopavopov tov 

. +. Tade Suefero vjyatvwy vowy Kav dpovev araKkos os Kau Tereuivis THS ETL 

Line 1. For the formula and phraseology of the will see no. 21. 

Petrie Papyri i, pp. 35-41, [33]-[61]. The statement of the date ev Irw: cf. Pap. CCXX. 18 ray é& "Irov orpariwrdy. The 
must have been much more brief than in the Petrie documents; _ place does not seem to be known. 
probably [érous x pyvds] 0, as in Grenfell’s Greek Papyrd, vol. i. 



PTOLEMAIC PERIOD. 3 

ee ee ee .» diye flu vroxhactws avaharavbos mratvtpoo” ep . [. .] 

Pai wie we Sees o]pParpors ws Se€vov retpypevos ovln um odbadpov Se 

5 Lépp en pev por CovT|, Kav vyratvovte Twv ewavtov Kupiov evar cay Se Te Tabla] 

LavOpwmwor kjararema Kar Sidope ta erBaddovra cus] pe ev Sv0 

seen e se lou orcas pytperns Kar tows adeddous . [. . . .Jowv wef. .] 

Ss AAce the Beans levee! eee | eet ae 
aa) RR BE Bee ar Gk wl oe wy as ala L cirg inks Sere eee a are eer ees 

DD 8 Pee la a Oe eae ] ous pot or. ..... THe aD 6% TP obs & aw 

Line 3. Jjye fde: a very odd way of writing [et]ueyéOys  «dacrés =‘ knock-kneed.’ 
HediXpws. Line 4. terpnuevos: perhaps for rerpappévos, which seems to 

umoxhaorws : so apparently the MS., presumably for émo- give a more intelligible sense. 

On the vecéo is a list of names, much defaced. 

PAPYRUS CCXXIIL.—cire. 178 B.c. (2) 

A PORTION of a record of loans, written in a graceful and delicate semi-cursive hand. 

Mention is made of the fourth and sixth years as dates at which the loans are to be 
repaid. These dates must be in the reign either of Philometor (=178-7 and 176-5 B.C.) 

or of Soter II (=114-3 and 112-1 8.c.). Of these the latter come nearer to those of some 
other papyri in this group whose dates can be fixed with certainty; but, on the other hand, 

the writing bears a strong resemblance to that of Pap. CCX XVII 4, which is dated in the 
reign of Philometor. This consideration seems on the whole to be decisive; for the greater 

regularity and firmness of the writing of the present document would seem to point to its 
being earlier than Pap. CCX XVII 4, and therefore to admit of its belonging to the early 
years of Philometor’s reign. The point is of some interest, since the hand approaches 

sufficiently to the literary type to make it of some value as a standard of comparison in 

estimating the dates of literary MSS. 

The papyrus measures 7 inches by 4 inches. There is a wide margin at the top and to 

the left, with traces of a preceding column. 

TlapavOns Veupwrvile .. . 

Turavov yy” tavadl. 

ews Tov ol def. oe 

eyAeheypevys . [. . 

5 -daZ7<Bdo repr xf . 

Apte.....€. 6 ewapor|. . 

Kata To £Z Tov mporeplo . 

Line 2. y¥: probably =yuvackes. part of it is a modification of an n, while the stroke above it 

Line 3. ©: there is a trace of ink before this letter, which indicates a fraction. The symbol <, for drachma, is written in 

suggests that perhaps is is the real reading; but the reference a shape resembling a Ptolemaic v. 

to the fourth year in 1. 9 makes this improbable. Line 7. 2 : apparently the symbol for }, as in the next line. 
Line 5. w: this symbol must evidently stand for $. The lower 

B 2 



4 CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI. 

<y Lu b¢ \B ad wy med’ [, . - 

nv der ev tor OL <[.. 

10 ab wv eyh[... 

JL opows dm .. [.. 

. -|tnovews tov vol. . 

. KX & dpearos of. . 

. .Jurov evros tepe [. . 

PAPYRUS CCXXVII, a and 6.—177 B.c. and 181-146 B.C. 

HE interest of these two documents lies in their dates. The first is dated in the 

month Pauni of the fourth year, probably of Philometor (z.¢. towards the end of the 

year 178-7 3.c.); cf Pap. CCXXIII. The document is a very short one, apparently 

a receipt, consisting of only four lines of writing, with two more of rough subscription. 

The second fragment is the only one in this group containing the name of the reigning 

sovereign. This is ‘Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, Oeot “Emudaveis, z.¢. Ptolemy 
Philometor, whose reign extended from 181 to 146 B.c. The precise number of the year 

is unfortunately lost. The writing is neat and regular, with widely spaced lines. The nature 
of the contents is doubtful, but it seems to be an official letter from a rowoypappareds in the 
Pathyrite nome. 

(2) 
.. «| Mav tov Ld [ 
. . «Jv Aoyos exer ey Oaucal. . 
.. « LJapamwvos tov Ayiddews [ 

... .)] tapavyowov eydoyns [ 

On the verso (but written along the fibres) is written in a different hand, 

@eppovbis AdeEar[Spov . . 

ee ee Anpntptos 

uBpikev avTnv 

And written across the fibres, in a different hand, 

|rayparos 

(4) 
[Blacthevorro[s Trode]uavov [tov Troepacov] 

[x]ac KNeorarpas Olewv] Em[daver . . 

Bp all ape uw Shey uTos ToToypapulpare . 

. tov Ila]Oupurov mpos Sc 

5 ...] Trodepauov rovg ...f[... 
.. Tlov mporodev er ..[.... 

. . « |wevos eXavovpytov ere 



PTOLEMAIC PERIOD. 5 

PAPYRUS CCXX.—133 B.c. 

HE appearance of this papyrus is somewhat extraordinary. On the vecfo there are 

remains of two columns; and of these the first is written in a rather neat, regular, 

medium-sized cursive hand, while the second is a very large, rough uncial of the most 
uneducated kind. The first column contains two documents, one being a petition for the 

redress of injuries, the exact nature of which cannot be ascertained, while the other is 

probably a letter from the person thus petitioned, in which the former is enclosed. Both 

are much mutilated. The second column contains a contract of sale with a woman named 

Theoxena, but again an unfortunate mutilation causes the loss of some of the details. If the 

name Theoxena is rightly restored in col. 1, 1. 17, both columns relate to the same transaction. 

At the foot of the first column is a date in the thirty-eighth year, which must be that of Euer- 
getes II, n.c. 133-2. As a monetary detail it is worth noticing that, in the clause providing 

for a penalty in case of non-fulfilment of the contract, while the compensation to the injured 

party is payable on the copper standard, the fine to the treasury has to be paid in silver. 

This is in accordance with the rule that at this period the use of the silver standard is 

nearly confined to the case of payments to the government (cf Grenfell, Revenue Laws, 

p. 210). 
On the verso are rough accounts and lists of names, very much defaced. 
The papyrus is divided into two fragments, the exact interval between which is doubtful. 

The first includes the bottom margin of the column. 

(Col. 1.) 
oe pee rT ena Sioa ae 

ere eee lik Sangh Lia ee sexes 

ee jor wupor [| op eas ees 

Oi Gs es | ose rome: Ota [ae soe ae 

ee ee | tupov umep [alprov.[...... 
re | = eyeor re pou yee oe 

Sah Bk ] . toapevos adda Yd (eae es] geu: Lb 

ca ee Jpowwy 4 kas ypa.....[..... Jar 

[oe wa Sle JOa refevrar por xerpoyplap ...... 
2 ewes Tlov Kepparoly] yevoudy ...... . .Jropeves thy Kara 

[ypadyny ?] tonoacar er... .. FO (cen ele ae eect J. s totapevos 

Rees Jerepa adianpara ow... .... . .\Ocamempaypevos 
ee Jacras ews Syhoow of... . ~~. . .Jeau peramep 

15 [bara] em. oe ka eravayxaca 7[nv Katayp|adny 7s 

eed molnoacOa wa w avtehyp[pevos ev |ruyer 

Line 16. wa @ avreAnppevos: cf. Pap. CCCCI. 1. 30, which shows that no word is required to complete the sense. There would, 

however, be a blank space before evruye. 
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. 1. -Jkautov ovr[raplovros tn Geolfevn . . . Z|nvevos tov 
... Jos tov e€ Infov] orparwroly ...... .Juaro dia tov 

Saw ie Dae we a OD Wile nee ue ea 

20; tunes fle: oc wy ee 5) PSUPOS: P[k 2 oa we x Je ovk ev 

os sr Oe oe www ue « ahret arevor Tye ee) a 
2s jov .. fa... empovov ew [..... . dann 

.. dir... . atov axohofws aus em... .. . Juv 
.. 0. Tepe Se TovTo avrov moynaau ie eo ey 

25 Lee. GUVKEXwpNuErNS auTn ove [.. 2... 

tov ever |rwros Lin OwG 

Line 17. The end of the line may perhaps be reconstructed __ the beginning of each line is small, as seems to be indicated by 
[emt Z]jve[v]os rod [dyopardpov, in which case the date of Pap. lines 12 and 15, then we must supply something like row [orpatn- 

CCXIX will be the same as that of this document. Cf alsothe yotvrjos. karrov at the beginning of the line may of course be 
mention of the place Itus in each. But if the amount lost at equally well read divisim, as kai Toi. 

ba Ae aa GS Jotpew orf. . . 
ee |. . KareEeXOn om a 

. J. . okay ex dvdrakys 
Tapactncer Oa, avtoly y 7] 

5 pepas eypadopevor | 
ep ov cay aipntar O[eo€e] 

va apxeiov Tept Tol vTwr] 

evilw|y Kat oowy edly. . 

EP Pliers || wid ae Eb Th be we 

10 list 45. dat ve |g: tame og [wes 

ko[. .Jros ov Kabard..... 
KaT .... ovupiKayv xp[..... 

War n Ocokeva yap [....... 

Krau eav Se pn Tapaoctnow 
15 fea avTov ev tats tprow [| 

Mepats amoretcw Ocokervy 

emi[tysjov xadkov Tahar[ra] 

Sexa Kar eg To BacwduiKov 

apyuptov Spaypuas exatov 

20 Kat To BhaBos Kar ewar Ta yet 

poypada KUPLa KQL ELVaL xp] 

aAYWylyLoVv 1 de XEtp node 

KUPLa E€OTW TAVTAKOU Ou 

eav emupe p|ntiau Pees aries 

Line 5. eypapopevoy: 2. e. éyypapdpevor. usually be made, amounting to about 10 per cent. (Grenfell 
Line 19. apyupiov Spaxpas exarov: taking the ratio of silver to of. cd#. p. 214). Cf. next papyrus, ll. 25, 26, where a penalty of 

copper as 120:1, this is equivalent to two talents on the copper 30 (copper) talents is accompanied by a fine of 200 (silver) 
standard, If actually paid in copper, an additional charge would _drachmas. 



PTOLEMAIC PERIOD. 7 

PAPYRUS CCXXII.—2nd cent. B.c. 

HERE are three fragments of this papyrus, written in a small, square, thick uncial 
hand, of some palaeographical interest, although there is nothing to fix its exact date. 

The contents are a contract of some kind, apparently a division of property. The names 
of Tryphon and Callicles appear in it. On the verso are some small remains of writing 

in a rough semi-cursive hand. 

(Col. 1.) 

ene iuoed ec a \ le a 

oo 4D EUS ns alas 
a) > Ph TOD 4 eu a [. 

is abrpor eas: fe [es 

5 coe .upes Weee ee owrd. . 

.. .Jovrav avrar Kar olf. . 

. .» ovp tow ewe. . perf. . 

. . .|ro . ewe 8 addov ka € . 

2» avlpamiver yaaa | es 
IO «| s HOM WOW . ge Lag 

..j. vav edew arodwol. . 

. .Jpior Tov pepiopov....[.. 

. jun arodan n py Tou. . 

. tar] Se Snploow|. amorfeacw ... 

15 : p| » VpPL@L F AL ies Be 

xl wae ea BRS a Cee 

. .| akyo.. .. OAAL. ws 

. .|s nwepas es [.... 

a) Oe Cds Sale oy 4c 

20 ~« @lpmeynple i a. 

(Col. 2.) 
. E|\Oovre axvpol. . 

. . .JAovptoy [. . . 

. . .Jos Tpvdavr [. . 

So Lao ts 

(Col. 3.) 
25 ta]\avra Tpiax[ovra Kau €] 

repas ets To Bacwhuxfov Spaxpas] 

Staxooias Kau pnOev yLooor eva Ta] 

wpodoynweva Kupia [.. . 
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kat Tpupwv opows . . Tov mpoet] 

30 pnevov pepiopov [. . . 
viov KadXukdelous . . « 

poe Cave [sc od cio See Te] 

Tpaxioxidtas [. . . . 

oratnpas [.... 

35 Kadduxdnp [. 

cew avtw [.... 

40 an ee 

PAPYRUS CCXXV.—118 B.c. 

HIS papyrus contains a portion of a contract for the loan of some corn. The lender's 

name is Zenodorus; those of the borrowers, two in number, one being a woman, are 

mutilated. The chief interest of the document lies in its date, which is in the month Athur 

of the fifty-third year. Only two of the Ptolemies reached this length of reign, viz. Philadelphus, 
the earlier years of whose reign were reckoned continuously with those of his father, and 

Euergetes II]. The alternative dates thus given are B.c. 271-0 and 118-7. There can be 

no doubt that the latter is the real date, not only from the handwriting, but from the dates 

of the other papyri in this group, notably CCX XVII 46. The date is therefore in the autumn 

of s.c. 118. For the restorations, cf Grenfell’s Greek Papyri, vol. i. nos, 20, 28, 31. 

The writing is a square, thick semi-cursive hand. There are some faint remains of writing 

on the verso. The two fragments are almost, if not quite, consecutive. 

(Frag. 1.) 

poaevs Tov anf... 

oewTos Kat Leuf. . . pera. 

Kuptov Tov eav7|ns . . 

pevov apdo[dov . . 
& mupwv aptiaBas .. . 

netoloy [...... . . To Se Savevov tovro] 
amotecatwoay [or Sedaveropevor tw Zyvo] 
Sopw ev pyr Amfedrawr . . 

Tov avtov Lvy Fe ra) 

10 TWvupov VEeov kal Oapov adoXov PETPOL at] 

Line 6. nuto\iwy: apparently this must indicate the rate of in Pachon, which can only be reconciled with this statement by 
interest, though in Mr. Grenfell’s documents such a rate is only reference to the vagaries of the Macedonian lunar calendar at 
stipulated for in case of failure to repay at the fixed date. this period. 

Line 8. AmweAAauw: loans of corn seem to be invariably repaid 
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KavTo Taped[npacw . 

[. .0 rov emoky[mropevov . . 

[rolis iors ar[yrwpaciw eav Se THY arodo] 

[ow] LY Trova| ow EV TM WPLOMLEVAL xXpovar| 

15 [alrorecalracay tw Znvodwupe . 

oval fuer lara gs 

(Frag. 2.) 

[y Se mpagis extw] Znvodup'w ex twv Sedavec] 
[wevwy Kar €€ elvos kau exac[Tov avrwy Kar €€ ov] 

20 [av awpynrar Kat elk Twy viralpyovTwy avrots| 

[ravrwy mpalocovr. Kablamep ey Siuxns] 

Eppias Kae Aq{. ne 

Lyy Adup ts 

Line II. xavror: so MS.=kai adrol, 

PAPYRUS CCXXVI. a and 4, 2nd cent. B.c. 

WO fragments, the first being of uncertain nature, and the second a bond or contract 
of some description. Neither is precisely dated. Both contain the ends of lines. 

(a) 
ee Tre 

. Tyv tper|Buvtepav pv 

... «| omws ouv av 

. 2 + luau pexpe Tov 
5 2. ba pe yever Oar 

. . .Jooes pou exaota 

. . vfroKepevor 

Cr 

: Tov | Se Nourwv avTov moder 

[rov . . . .Jyoopevoy Sedec0w oor 
ot eS clus Sv0 pepln] exer exao 

[ROSY wis An Sew SS | Kad nplov] eu per 

oe ee ee ae ]8 apdo[repor ete 

Saga BR. atl Ak aiodeets |v prcOoow Ka. . 

ee xerlpoypadov omotepos 

[Se avrov py] eppey [. . - 

Pe ee ee ee ee ee eS 
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PAPYRUS CCCCII.—152 or 141 B.c. 

()* the cto of this papyrus is inscribed an account. It is incomplete, and its purport 

is not clear, but it consists of names of persons followed apparently by areas of land and 

what may be statements of a rate of payment fer aroura. Hence it would seem to be 

a portion of a land-register for the purpose of taxation. The writing is of a very cursive 

character, and the papyrus is damaged in several places, so that the readings, especially of 

proper names, are often doubtful. The interpretation of some of the symbols is also 

questionable. 

The document is dated in the twenty-ninth year, which may be either of Philometor 
(153-2 B.c.) or Euergetes II (142-1 B.c.); and as the passages in which the year is mentioned 

appear to be retrospective summaries, the document must be placed at the end of one or 

other of these years. The difference between them is too slight to be distinguished on 

palaeographical grounds, and also too slight to be important. 
The document on the verso appears likewise to belong to the second century p.c., and 

to consist of an inventory of utensils, furniture, and the like. It is written in a rougher and 

rather less cursive hand than the recto. 

ow & £22 

TIkas Apatpeovs kar. . . evs Aptranoifos 

Sys bo ave7 [.. ] be rif 

Tlerevpis Mvyoapyxov [. .] “da yz[.. 

5 das Apxvyuos ar 8 4 yz ysifl . . 
eee eee 

@orons Az[pleovs x Hf... .. Oe wha se a. a |. 
ledce aow eet lo. ol. . Joes sttBuln] 

SapBabaros Muvaros ar § 4 yzy/[. . 
10 Tlayp* Tururos «, ode avt <g .. .. 

wraxis ApernOov avt <o.. yz /[.. 
woakis 6 Z Tlayp' bap . ov x, Vevol. . . 
Nexova kK . . vevs K) 016 av < cf... 

veou d xk xs¢/[... 

rs Thvous Ivapwros nd Tlopress[, 
TlawByxs Ip . . tos Kk Mowpis WV. . 

5 tue PY. ae 

i a er x” k) Nereaw . ns. [. . 

Line 3. 4 : =aroura, The origin of the symbol is the letters Line 10, ode: so MS., apparently, for of ddeAgoi. Cf 1. 13. 
up, very saree written, < : apparently the symbol for drachma. It resembles that 

4: =h In later papyri the angle becomes a rounded curve. used for aroura in this papyrus, but is more curved. 
Line 5. av: apparently for dvi, but the reading is not certain. Lines 18, 19. These two lines are partially washed out. 
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20 Erovs «0 mp? ui 

Erous «0 Tp° viy 

wy es To KL } hy zy. 

Erouvs KO... 

D5 es 

qyd ad ugO . 

Line 20. The following lines seem to be summaries of the account, written over some washed-out writing. The symbol in |. 22 is 
uncertain. 

The inventory on the verso is as follows. It appears to be complete, but several of the 
readings are doubtful, as also the interpretation of some of the abbreviated words. Some of 
the names of utensils are new. 

year 
orp” B 
TpooKed™ ry 

Kaha ¥ 
5 @ kacedurm dau 

gakkos ev wt Jap = 

pevdy[. . 

Aexavys yaw. . 

Tauvpea Cwor? a? B qi 9 

KaTopmd Xi” ev me B Bd 

Io vrodnpt pf acKos 

a* cakKos ev wt ofoma 

Kalva Kal TahaL ToTNpLoV 

vias ok... OV KOVOU 

wiov xur” mavdal. .. . 

15 Epia evtvdn 7” he 

COakkoTNpa Ev YL b pryatt 

vyViay TayeElo“ov TUppov 

Kat Lwopat Kava. Y 

a pw mad’ se 
20 otpoyy” B oma 8 

Line 2. orp’: presumably orpepara. ok... ov: perhaps SkvOixdv. 

Line 7. pevdn ..: added above the line; perhaps= Mendesian. Line 15. evruky: apparently a new word=a wrapper or rug, 

Line 8. ravpea (wor? : the plural (or fem.?) form of the first epsa being for épea. The whole thus means ‘a woollen rug of 
word seems to point toa word (worhpiov=(wornp for the second. thirty-five fleeces,’ which must have been a pretty large one. 
The symbols which follow are obscure. Line 16. plyae: 7.¢. piyaipa or pa xaupar, 

Line 9. xtA”: Z.@. xtAwrnp, SO in 1.24. The word occurs in Line 17. Avymav: soMS. The following word seems to be 
Hesychius, meaning a nosebag. The reading of the preceding unknown. The y may bead. 

word seems fairly clear in the MS., but not its meaning. Line 19. wad’: presumably mahad, but what a idpéioy may 
Line 13. vtAas: = vadas. The termination is irregular. be does not seem clear. Qu. a ‘sweater’? 

C2 
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paxatpar B omepartiKat 

adap” qt depu* ovodopov 

eyy’ Onn ror? Ky Ov’ 
Xhornp o€ts 

25 pedravdoxov Ank” B Evorp' 

X gaxkou Kevor B a. 

modes Khuys 8 
aywyes B ahaBacrpo’Oynkae 

aBat Tapwap .. K. £LvOS 
30 Keddu B vac” a> roses 

Kdwv” Topveutor a 

a* dNexav” yo a pels ep. . 

a® pt Kovdv 7 yoy 7x 

Line 21. ometpaytixat: a new word, which apparently either material, ‘earthenware.’ 
indicates a wavy blade, such as some daggers have, or else Line 28. aywyets: apparently in the sense of ‘ leading-rein.’ 
refers to the shape of the handle. Line 31. Apparently this line is to be read continuously with 

Line 22. The meaning of the symbol following opatpw(ryp?) the preceding ; but the figures at the end seem impossible, unless 
is doubtful. It can hardly be the numeral=goo. they represent prices instead of quantities. 

Line 24. ofts : it is not clear what this can mean, in conjunc- Line 33. uw! : =pla, the « being drawn through the pz. 
tion with yAwrjp: perhaps (cf L. and S., s.v.) it denotes the 

PAPYRUS CCCCI.—116-111 B.c. 

i document is a petition by two sisters for the restitution of property inherited by 
them from their father, and wrongfully occupied by another party. The principal 

petitioners are Apollonia, also named Senmuthis, and Aphrodisia, also named Tachratis, 
daughters of a man named Druton; and they petition on behalf of themselves and their 
three sisters, who likewise have both Greek and Egyptian names, Aristo-Senmonthis, Nicarion- 
Thermuthis, and Apollonia (junior) Senpelais. The petition is addressed to Phommutis 
(or Phommous, since there is nothing to show the correct form of the nominative), who is 
described as ovyyejs (an honorary title) and Epistrategus and Strategus of the Thebaid. 
The petitioners reside in Pathyris, on the west bank of the Nile, opposite Thebes; and 
their complaint is that Ariston, son of Athenodotus, has taken advantage of a breach of 
communications between the two sides of the river to occupy a vineyard belonging to them 
on the eastern bank. For this injury they demand redress and compensation. 

The petition bears no date, but the names mentioned in it enable us to connect it with 
several other extant documents. The Turin Papyri V, VI, and VII [ed. A. Peyron, 1826] 
are three drafts of a petition addressed to the same official, Phommutis ovuyyevrys Kat 
emotparnyos Kai otparyyos THs OnBaidSos, dated in the sixth year of an unnamed king, who 
can, however, only be Philometor (8.c. 176-5) or Soter II (s.c. 112-1); and the choice is 
finally determined by an inscription from Aswan, now in the British Museum, which contains 
a rescript addressed to Phommutis, and dated in the second year of Soter II (B.c. 116-5). 
This inscription has been recently published by Prof. Mahaffy (Hermathena, xxii. 273) and by 
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Strack (Ath. Mittheilungen, xx. 327). We cannot be certain how long Phommutis retained 
his office; but the present document may be safely dated about the years 116-111 B.C. 

The petitioners themselves reappear in some papyri acquired in Egypt by Mr. B. P. Grenfell 
in 1894-5, and now in the British Museum', One of these (now Brit. Mus. Pap. DCXVII) 

is the will of Druton, and in the course of it his daughters’ names are mentioned, as here, 

though only under their Greek forms. The will is dated in the forty-fourth year (sc. of 

Euergetes II), 2.¢ 127-6 3.c. Druton himself and his wife Apollonia are mentioned in 

several others of these papyri. 

The chief points of interest, in addition to the palaeographical value of an accurately 

dated document from the end of the second century B.c., are the titles of Phommutis (see 

note ad /oc.) and the passage in line 9, which seems to establish the distinction between the 
nomes entitled Tepi-O7Bas and Ia@vpirns, which was maintained by Droysen (De Lagidarum 
regno, in Kleine Schriften ii. 381) against the identification urged by A. Peyron (Papyrt Graect 

vregit Taurinensts muset Aegypii, part II, p. 27). From the palaeographical point of view, it is 

noticeable that the writing is at right angles to the fibres of the papyrus. The rule of recto 
and verso, though absolutely valid for the Roman period, seems to be liable to occasional 

exceptions in the Ptolemaic age. 
The text of this papyrus has been published, with a short commentary, by the Rev. J. P. 

Mahaffy (Hermathena, xxi. 251), to whom the first reading of some of the most difficult words 

is due. 

Doppovte OUVYEVEL KAL ETLOTPATYLYML KAL OTPATHLYWL 

Tys OnBaidos 
Kat 

Tlapa Amodhwras ths Serpovlews Kar Adpodioras 
Ts Kat Taxpatios aupotepwr Aputwvos bvyarepwr 

5 Kat[orjkovowy ev Taupe UTAPXOVTOS YLY TE KAL TALS 

eavTov adeddais Apioroe THL Kar Yevpovber kav Nixapior 

mu [kat] Oeppovde Kav Atohdoriat vewrepar THL Kar Levehady 

peplous] nuoovs Tw Tarpikav eyyatwv ovtav 6 ev TE ToL 

1 The texts of these are published in Mr. Grenfell’s Greek 

Papyré, vol. i. 

Line 1. On this combination of titles cf A. Peyron, Papyrt 

Graect regit Taurinensts musei Aegyptii, Part I, pp. 63-68. It 

recurs also in the Aswan inscription (see Introductory Note), ll. 

34, 49. It does not seem likely, however, that Peyron is correct in 

regarding the title of Epistrategus as honorary. It seems more 

probable that émorpdryyos is the efficient title, and that the 

title of orparnyés tis OnBaidos is a survival from the time when 

all upper Egypt was under a single officer of that rank, before 

the creation of the rank of epistrategus. In the lists of nomes 

in the Revenue Papyrus of Philadelphus (B.c. 259-8) the 

Thebaid ranks as a single nome, and no doubt had a strategus 

in charge of it, although the connexion between strategi and 

nomes is not so close in early Ptolemaic times as it became subse- 

quently. The strategus was probably not at first appointed in all 

cases to asingle nome, but was the military officer for a larger dis- 

trict; thus there is mention of an émorpdynyos kal orparnyos THs 

"Idiijs kal Epvdpas Oaddoons (C.1.G. ili. 4897 b), strategi some- 

times have the control of more than one nome (C.LG. iii. add. 

4910 b, 4930 d), and the name of the nome is generally not 

attached to the title of orparyyds in the Ptolemaic papyri, as 
it regularly is in Roman times. In course of time separate 
strategi were appointed to each nome, and the larger districts 
became émiorparnyiat. The strategus of the Thebaid was made 
an epistrategus, and for a time retained the joint title, although 
before the date of this papyrus subordinate strategi had been 
appointed to various nomes within the Thebaid. A later 
stage, perhaps not reached until the beginning of the Roman 
tule, is the absorption by the strategus of the functions of the 
éngtarns Tod vduov, when he becomes a purely civil magistrate. 
On the whole subject cf Franz in C.LG. ili. 291, 292. 

Line 5. Ma@uper: not mafovpet, as printed by M. Cf. Pap. 

CCXVIII, 1. 1. 
Line 6. eavrwy : =jpav adray. 

Lines 8, 9. ev re twt Tept-OnGas kat Tabvpirne: the re seems to 
show that two distinct nomes are spoken of; if they were to be 
identified, we should probably have ¢v ro I1.-0. r@ kai II. The 
omission of the article before Tuévpirn can be paralleled from 

many other passages. The close connexion between the two nomes 
appears again in Grenfell’s Greek Papyrz, vol. i. no. 10, 1.7, where 
mention is made of the dyopavopia rod Mept-O1,8as kal WaOupirov. 
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Tlep[t-O]n Bas kat Iabupurne opovws Se Kal TWY OLKETLKMVY OW 

10 pat[wv] ev ous Kau emt Tov Koydakos rns Apafuas Tov dndov 

pevo[v] Hafupurov vopov pepous 2 aro edadous apmehwvos 

apovpov BZ y ocov ay yu em TO TheLoY KaL TOV azo amn\twrou 

auTou Tapadeoov Kat PPEATWY KAL ETOLKLWY Kal Anvevos 

Kau yy[s] xepoou Kat adhys yys extos podoyias Kal Tw TUVKY 

15 PovTwy TAVTWY wY KEKpaTHKEV O TATHP HPwV 

ed ocov [mlepune xpovov nuwy Se pera THY EKELWOU 

[rehevtyv] tov dofmrov......... sd Apurroly A]Pnvodotou 

tov alo Altos mohews zs peyladns Buavorepov 

euBarlevjo[a]s ers ro Sy[Aovpevoly eSados Tov apzred[ w|vos 

20 KQaL ELS TA CDUVKUPOVTG [louvre €v TOLS TNS aperEras [k]arpous 

avTuroveirar adikws Tov emiBaddovTos yyy pepous Z 

KQL fLEpOS TL KATATEPUTEVKED ape, KATEYYWKOWS 

TOL yuvatKka’ Has ELWaL KGL ETEPWL TOTTWL KATOLKOVOAS 

Bn evxepas Suvacbar emPBarew emi THY THpaLvoperyV 

25 KTNOW d10 KaTamepevyviae €7l OE a€voupey EavV pawyTat PETA 

Tepiapevov avtoy emioxepacbar Kar cay nL a ypahopev eravay 

Kacal EKOTHVaL TOV Siacadovpevou nui pepous LZ TOU edadous Tov apte 

Awvos Kat TMV EV AVUTWL TEpuTEvLEvOV KQL TWV TT pOOKUpPOVT@V TOT MV 

Kat exret oat QA ATEVYVEKTAL e€ QAUTWOV YEVNPATA Tepe de ns 

30 

Line 9. roy: om. M. 
Lines 9,10. cwparey: itis not by any means certain that there 

is room for a numeral after this word, as stated by M. 
Line 10. KoyAaxos: mentioned in Turin Pap. VIII as a village 

on the eastern side of the Nile. The use of the name ’Apafia for 

this side of the river is mentioned by Strabo, xvii. 803 7 d€ peragv 
tov NeiAov kal tod "ApaBiov KéAmov ’ApaBia pev éori. Similarly 7 
AtBvn represents the western side; e.g. Pap. III. 1. q1. 

ApaBias: not ApaBios as M. This passage shows that part 
of the Pathyrite nome was on the eastern side of the river, just 
as part of the Peri-Theban nome was on the western side (Pap. 
IIT. Il. 41, 42 tis AcBuns rot Tepi-OnBas). 

Line 13. Anvwvos: the first letter is extremely doubtful. M. 

gives pnvovos,=sheepfold, but there is no trace of anything like 
the tail ofa p. Neither word is otherwise known to exist. 

Line 14. dodoytas: or dodortos—either a proper name or 
else corrupt. M. proposes gopodoyias, which occurs in the 
Revenue Papyrus. 

meron Kev] Bras SvaraBew prcoTovnpws w wpev avTerhypevat 

EUTUKXEL 

Line 17. A@nvodorov : so restored by M. 
Line 20. ev ros rns apecéias Karpois: the petitioners lived in 

Pathyris, on the western side of the river, while their property 
was on the Arabian or eastern side. The offender, Ariston, 
also lived on the eastern side, in Diospolis itself, and took 
advantage of a time when there was an interruption of commu- 
nication (dia) between the two sides, to turn the property to 
his own uses. There is nothing to show what occasioned this 
dméia. M. suggests that the death of Euergetes II may have 
led to disturbances. 

Line 23. yuvatxus : the s is added above the line. 
Line 24. emBarew : not euBadrev, as M. 
Line 25. The remaining lines are written in a more com- 

pressed and concise form than the rest, some of the letters, 
especially near the ends of lines, being scarcely formed at all. 

Line 28. kat rwy ev avrwr: not kat wy eavtot, as M. 

Line 29. exretcat: M. exresvat, which does not seem to make 
sense. 
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PAPYRUS CCXVIII.—u111 B.c. (?) 

HIS document is a record of a loan of 13} artabas of corn, advanced by Nechutes to 
Phatres. Both parties are described as of Persian descent, the former as Ilépons Tav 

Tporypapévrwv—a quite unfamiliar phrase—the latter as Iépons rijs émvyovas (see note on 
l. 3). The bond is executed in the office of the ayopavéuos, Ammonius, and is ratified by his 
name at the foot of it. The terms of the bond are simple and straightforward, without 
circumlocutions. The document is dated on the fifth of Phaophi (the month of sowing), and 
the loan is to be repaid in the month Pachon, seven months later, by which time the harvest 
would have been reaped. The year is the seventh of the reigning king, but his name is not 
mentioned, The handwriting appears to be of the latter part of the second century B.c., in 
which case it must belong to the year 111-110 Bc, in the reign of Ptolemy Soter II. 
There is no seventh year of a king ruling singly for a long period on either side of this date, 
the nearest being 175-4 B.c. (Philometor) and 75-4 (Auletes). 

The papyrus, which is of good quality, is very nearly perfect. 
cursive hand, less firm than the earlier Ptolemaic hands, and with lines inclining a little 
upwards. 

The writing is a flowing 

[eJrovs € awd € ev Tlabvper er Appoviov 

[a}yopavopov davecev Nexourns Ilereapol[. . .| 

Tlepons tov mpooyp Parpynt. Xevodwrov Tepo[n 7s] 

emuyovys & KL “yy ouy ToKw To Se davetov 
5 amodotw o Sebaverrpevos Neyournt ev [pve] 

Taywv [rov] € L vefov] x[abaplov amoxalbeo] 

TOLEVOV ELS OLKOY TpPOS avToV Tots LOLOLs ar[Ho] 

Paow MEeTPw wL KaL Tapendey cay Oe py 

vol. i. 10, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31; cfalso Brit. 

Mus. Pap. CCXIX 4, 1. 1, Turin Papp. IV.1. 2, XIII. 1. 6, Berl. 
Papp. 177, 1. 6, 193, 1. 11, and an article by Wessely, in the Rainer 
Mitthetlungen, v. 83. 

Line 3. tov mpooyp: i.e. rév mpooypapévtwv. The phrase does 
not occur elsewhere, though Hépone rijs émvyovns (1. 4) is common. 

Line 1. ev Taupe: Pathyris is stated in Smith’s Dict. of 
Greek and Roman Geography (ii. 1137) to be the western suburb 
of Thebes, on the opposite bank of the Nile to the main city; 
but it is not clear that this statement rests on any sufficient 
evidence. Ptolemy (iv. 5) mentions a Tathyris, which may be 
the same, as a peodyetos kopn in the neighbourhood of 6 Mépvor, 

intermediate between the Tentyrite and Hermonthite nomes. 
This Méurwy may be the quarter of Thebes known as the Mem- 
nonia, on the west bank of the river; and according to the ordinary 
interpretation of Turin Pap. VIII. ll. 7-9, the Memnonia are 
there described as being ris ArBuns rod Maéupirov. It is not clear, 
however, that this description applies to more than the villages 

named after the Memnonia, and in Brit. Mus. Pap. III part, at 
any rate, of the Memnonia is expressly said to be in the Peri-Theban 
nome. In any case, this passage would only show that part of 
the western suburb of Thebes was in the Pathyrite nome, not 
that Pathyris itself was such a suburb. A considerable number 
of Ptolemaic documents among Mr. Grenfell’s Greek Papyr? are 

dated at Pathyris, but they contain no evidence as to its exact site. 

Line 2. ayopavouou: this officer presided over dealings in the 

market, and is therefore an appropriate witness to such a trans- 

action as the present. Loans, sales, and wills were regularly 

executed in his office, as appears from Grenfell’s Greek Papyrt, 

The original Persians must have been a colony (probably of 
soldiers) introduced by the early Ptolemies into Egypt. Mépoans 
Tav mpocypapévray would then be a member of a second or 
supplementary colony, while II. trys émvyorvs means a descendant 
of the Persian settlers. This latter term lasts until the middle 
of the second century (cf Papp. CCCX, CCCXI, CCCXIV, and 

Berl. Pap. 290), but apparently not later. It is observable that 
both men appear to have fathers with Egyptian names, which 
makes the explanation of mporypapévrwy more difficult. Perhaps 
for a time the descendants of the original po sypapevres were 
kept distinct from the descendants of the original colony. 

Line 4. The symbols=133 artabas of wheat. The symbol for 
artaba is in an unusual form, no doubt originally developed from 
a (of the Ptolemaic shape), or ap, with a line above it. 

Lines 7, 8. avn\wpaow: this spelling of the word is regularly 
found in papyri of this period (see Grenfell’s Greek Papyrz, vol. i. 
passtii). 
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aToowow Ev TW WPLTLEVW YpoVw aro 

10 [Swloarw trapaxpywa nurovoy Tnv evopervny 

[ev] Tm ayopa tiuny yn Se mpakis eatw Nexorye 

[ex] tov Parpytos Kat ek TwY vTapxXoVYKeV 

avTw tavtwr Kabarep ey Suns 

App Kexp" 
Endorsed 

15 5' Nexouruv mpos Parpr[ra] 

£ “yy 

Line 11. Neyorne: so MS., for Neyourne. 

Line 12. umapyovyor: so MS., for trapxdytor. 
Line 14. xexp?: z.e. xeypsudrixa, the regular ward to indicate 

the official certificate of the agoranomus or his clerk; cf. Gren- 
fell’s Greek Papyrt, vol.i. passim. The ratification is in the same 

hand as the document itself, implying either that Ammonius 

wrote the whole, or (which is more probable) that the subscrip- 
tion, as well as the rest of the document, was written by a clerk 
in the ayopavopeioy, 

Line 15. 64: z.¢. ddaveor. 

Neyourv: so MS. 



B. ROMAN PERIOD. 

1. Zhe Census and Poll-tax. 

HE foundation of the whole administrative organization of Roman Egypt lies in the 

periodical census lists. That such lists must have existed was, of course, obvious 
a priori from the earliest times at which this organization began to be studied. A settled 

government must collect regular taxes; and a regular collection of taxes implies the existence 
of lists of persons liable to taxation. The details of the census-system in Egypt have, 

however, only been discovered within the last few years. The key to it was furnished by 

the Berlin papyri now in course of publication, notably those belonging to what is known as 

the Brugsch collection. Among the documents contained in the first three parts of the 

official publication (4egyptische Urkunden aus den kiniglichen Museen zu Berlin: Griechische 

Urkunden, Hft. 1-3) were several which related to the census; and interpretations of the 

principal facts to be learnt from them appeared almost simultaneously in the Classecal Review 
(March, 1893, vol. vii. p. 110), HYermes (April, 1893, vol. xxviii. p. 230), and Phzlologus (May, 

1893, vol. lii. p. 219), by the present writer, Wilcken, and Viereck respectively. The fullest 
statement of the details (with additional matter relating, not to the census, but to taxation) 

will be found in the two last-named articles. Further documents bearing on the same 
subject were included in later numbers of the Berlin publication, which confirmed the results 

thus obtained; and the nature of the census in Roman Egypt is now fairly clear. 

The official name of the census is kar’ oixiavy droypady, or house-to-house list. It was 

held every fourteen years, but the returns were sent in during the year following. That is, 

the last day of the census-year was apparently taken as the determining date, and in course 

of the following twelve-month each householder had to make out a return of his family and 

the residents in his house at that date. These returns seem, as a rule, not to have been 

sent in until near the end of the said twelve-month; which is at once a proof of the length 

of time allowed for the return, and of the tendency of human nature not to do to-day what 

can be put off till to-morrow. Thus in Berl. Pap. 116 the return sent in by the householder 
Ision for the kar’ oixiav droypady of the twenty-eighth year of Commodus (A.D. 187-8) is dated 

on the last day (Mecopy én[ayopuéver é]) of the twenty-ninth year, and among seventeen dated 

returns in the Berlin collection all except one bear dates in the last three months of the 

year, Pauni, Epeiph, and Mesore, the one exception being Pap. 26 (=447), which is dated on 

II, D 
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the 30th Athur. The returns are addressed sometimes to the orparyyds, Baothikos ypap- 

pateds, Kwpoypappareds, and haoypador xopns (Berl. Papp. 53, 59, 60, 95, 97, 447, 524), 

sometimes to the orparnyds, Baothikds ypappareds, and ypappareis pytpomddews (Berl. Papp. 

55, 182), and sometimes to only one of these officials separately, vz. to the orparyyds (Berl. 
Papp. 125, 137, 224, 410), Baowhixds ypappareds (Berl. Papp. 115, 116, 117, 122, 123, 126, 

138, 298, 302), kapoypappareds (Berl. Papp. 54, 58, 90), or the Naoypadou Kans (Berl. Papp. 

154, 225). Those in which the kopoypappareds or the haoypddor kduys appear are, of 

course, returns from villages; those in which the ypaypareis pytpotd\ews appear are, equally 

of course, from towns; but the orparyyds and the Bacihixds ypappareds received returns from 

both towns and villages. 

The substance of the return consists of a statement by the householder, first of the 

house or portion of a house owned by him (a common formula runs trdpye pou én” ddddov 

x oikia or pépos oikias, év 7 KarouKa), and secondly of the names and ages of himself and all 
the other residents in the house, whether children, slaves, or tenants; the whole concluding 

with the formal phrase, 81d émi8iSwp, and the date. The exact formula varies in different 
returns, but the substance is the same in all. Often a reference is made to the preceding 

census, either to mention the fact that the present return relates to the same house as that 
for which the writer made return on that occasion, or to notice the inclusion in the list of 

a child whose name did not appear in the previous list. 

The returns, when sent in, served several purposes. In the first place they appear to 

have been fastened together and numbered (Berl. Pap. 116 consists of two returns written 

in different hands, but fastened together and numbered respectively 62 and 63). Then 

a regular census list was prepared, omitting the formal declarations of the householder, and 

giving simply the names and ages of each individual (see Pap. CCCX XIV, which is a copy 

of the record of the kar’ oixiav dmoypady for a.p. 117-8, preserved in the Sypocia 
BiBdwOjxn). To this reference could be made when evidence was required as to a man’s 
family, slaves, or house property (/ Berl. Pap. 388, col. 2, 1. 19, é« tis Kar’ oixiay dsoypadys 
dmodeikvutat, Tivos éotly Soddos). Next, on the basis of this complete record of the population 
of the country, a list was drawn up of all those persons who were liable to the poll-tax. 
Of this we have evidence in Papp. CCLVII-CCLIX, which are actual portions of such 
a list. The information to be derived from it as to the nature of the poll-tax will be con- 
sidered below. Further, the census lists provided the material for the records relating to 
the éixpuois, or enrolment-lists of the privileged Greek xdrovxor, of which an interesting 
specimen occurs in Papp. CCLX, CCLXI. They must also have been of value for the 
purposes of the various other taxes, though no doubt special lists must have been required 
for each of these taxes separately. 

The fourteen-year period (the existence of which was unknown before the publication 
of the Berlin papyri) arises from the association of the census with the poll-tax, and proves 
the intimate connexion between the two from the first. Fourteen was the recognized age of 
puberty, and its connexion with the poll-tax in the neighbouring country of Syria is proved 
by Ulpian (Dig. L. 15, 3, quoted by Wilcken, Hermes, xxviii. 248), who states that men were 
liable to this tax from the age of fourteen to that of sixty-five, and women from twelve to 
sixty-five. That the upper limit was not the same in Egypt will be shown presently, but the 
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lower limit was so, and consequently the periodical census was held at intervals which insured 
that all children who had been born at the time of the last census should have reached the 

age at which they were liable to the poll-tax. 
The date at which the census was established cannot be fixed with certainty. No mention 

of it occurs in any of the Ptolemaic papyri, and the earliest census of which there is at present 
direct evidence is that of the eighth year of Nero (a.p. 61~2), to which reference is made in 
Papp. CCLX (Il. 79, 80) and CCLXI (ll. 31, 32). The same document, however, refers to 

a supplementary list made in the first year of Nero’s reign, which itself implies a then pre- 

existing list, which may be taken to be a census-list of a.p. 47-8. Further back than this 

date the evidence does not at present permit us to go; for the two dmoypadai of the years 
19 and 18 B.c., published in Grenfell’s Greek Papyri (vol. i. nos. 45 and 46), though containing 

a statement of the writers age and residence, do not appear to have anything to do with the 

census, but are annual returns for the purpose of a certain ovvraéis (whatever that may be), 

and perhaps concern only the Sypdovor yewpyot. Neither have we, on the other hand, 
any evidence as to the relation between this fourteen-year period under the Roman rule and 

the fifteen-year indiction-period which was established under the Byzantine regime in a.p. 

312-3 (see Catalogue, vol. i. p. 198). 

The British Museum possesses only one of the original returns for the Kaz’ oixiav dzo- 
ypady, vz. that contained in Pap. CCCCLX XVI a, with the possible addition of Pap. CCCCLII. 

All the rest that are at present known are at Berlin (Berl. Papp. 26, 53-55, 57-60, 90, 95, 97, 

115~120, 122, 123, 125-1317, 137, 138, 154, 182, 224, 225, 298, 302, 410, 447). On the other 

hand the Museum possesses two very long lists based upon the census (Papp. CCLVII- 

CCLIX and CCLX-CCLXI), and some smaller extracts from the official documents (Papp. 
CLX XXII 46, CCXCVII a, CCCXXIV, CCCLXIV). The texts of these, with the excep- 

tion of those which are too badly mutilated to be worth transcribing, are given in the present 

section of the Catalogue, and their particular nature is examined in the introductory notes to 

each of them. 

PAPYRUS CCLVIT—a.p. 94. 

HE three papyri which follow here (CCLVII-CCLIX), though distinct rolls, are evi- 

dently parts of the same record, and are written in one hand throughout. What they 

contain is, on the face of it, a simple list of names arranged by households, with a statement 

of the age of each person named, and sometimes of his occupation. The heading is lost, 

and there is nowhere a direct statement of its object; but it may be determined from internal 

evidence. The names are all of men; therefore it is plainly not a complete census-roll. 

The ages range from fourteen to sixty, so that the list excludes boys who have not attained 

the age of puberty, and old men who have ceased to be active. This practically reduces the 

alternatives to two; it may either be a list of persons liable to the poll-tax, or a military 

enrolment roll. The decision between these two is given by Pap. CCLIX, l. 61, where a 

summary of the total number of names is followed by a sum of drachmas. This can have 

De 
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nothing to do with a military enrolment list (in which, moreover, a statement of occupations 

would be out of place), and it remains to conclude that we have here a record of persons 

liable to the poll-tax. Some confirmation of this conclusion may be derived from the figures 

in the passage just referred to, The total number of men is given as 120, and the sum 

received from them as 4800 drachmas, or 40 drachmas per head. In Pap. COCXL there 

is a receipt for a sum of 20 drachmas paid on account of haoypadia in the year 179. 

Between the 20 drachmas there and the 40 in the present document there is an easy con- 

nexion, if it be supposed that some persons paid poll-tax at double the rate of the rest; and 

this hypothesis finds a confirmation in Pap. CCLXI, col. 1, where 330 persons pay at the rate 

of 20 drachmas per head, while three pay at the rate of 4o drachmas (see p. 53): 

If this conclusion be correct, that the present document is a list of persons liable to the 

poll-tax, two interesting results follow, as to the persons thus liable and the age during 

which the liability lasted. Wilcken, in his article on "Awoypadai (Hermes, XXvill. p. 248), 

made the reasonable suggestion that the practice in Egypt was the same as in Syria, where, 

as mentioned above, men were liable to the poll-tax between the ages of fourteen and sixty- 

five, and women from twelve to sixty-five. It would appear, however, from the present list 

that in Egypt only men were liable to the tax, and that the upper limit of age was sixty 

instead of sixty-five. It cannot be merely an accident that, in the whole of this long list, 

no person is included whose age exceeds sixty; and see Pap. CCLIX, |. 64, vmép 76 Léa, 

It will be observed also that most of the names are certainly Egyptian; a fact of which the 

bearing will be considered in the Introductory note to Pap. CCLX. 
The date of the list is given by Pap. CCLIX, 1. 54 (eis 75 WL avdroxpdtopos Kaivapos 

Aopuriavod S<Bactod Tepparxod), and 1. 179 (r@ eveorare SL), from which it appears that it 

belongs to the fourteenth year of Domitian=a.p. 94-5. No month in this year is mentioned 
later than Neos Sebastus (=Athur, Pap. CCLIX, ll. 79, 88), and the poll-tax roll would 

naturally be made up early in the year; so that the date may fairly be assigned to the end 
of A.D. 94. It will be observed that this is not one of the regular census-years; hence it is 

evident that the census-rolls, so far as concerned the purposes of the poll-tax, were brought 
up to date every year, as is only natural, by the inclusion of those who had just attained the 

age of fourteen and the removal of those who had died or reached the age of exemption at 

sixty-one. On the other hand, the fact that the poll-tax lists were originally based on the 
periodical census lists appears from the references made in Pap. CCLIX, 1. 76 ef seg. to the 

census lists for the years 61-2, 75-6, 89-90. 

The region to which the list relates would appear from Pap. CCLIX, 1. 35, to be in the 

division of Heracleides in the nome of Arsinoé; and it probably included several villages 

or small towns of moderate extent (see note on Pap. CCLIX, 1. 62). 
There is nothing to show the order of the three rolls with certainty, since the beginning 

and end of each of them is lost; but Pap. CCLIX contains the conclusion of the main list 

(which is followed by various supplementary categories), and is therefore placed last, while of 

the other two, which contain the main body of the list, Pap. CCLVII, has been put first as 

being the most perfect. The columns were originally numbered, but in no case has the 

number been clearly preserved: see note on Pap. CCLVIII, 1. 133. 

The rolls have been divided, since their acquisition by the Museum, for convenience of 
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mounting and reference; but the parts into which they are severally divided were originally 

contiguous. 

Papyrus CCLVII contains portions of nine columns, of which the first and the last are 

mere fragments. The columns were numbered, but in no case has the number been pre- 

served intact. The numbers seem, however, to have been in three figures (see note on 

1. 149), which shows that the record was a very extensive one, The numbers of names in 

the respective columns are 17, 40(?), 38, 38, 37, 35, 33, 24, 26(?), or a total of 288. There 

are no headings, nothing, in fact, but a list of names, arranged by households; and the only 

interesting points of detail relate to the occupations of the various individuals. 

(Col. 1.) 
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(Col. 2.) 
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Line 1. About ten lines are wanting from the top of the Line 17. About eleven lines are wanting from the bottom of 

column. ; the column. : 

Line 2. yep3: 7. @. yépdios, a weaver (not in Liddell and Scott). Line 29. wy: z.e. pntpds. The form in which this abbrevia- 

Line 11. dy7: 2.¢. Snpdows yewpyds. So frequently through- tion is written throughout the papyrus is noticeable. It rather 

out the MS., either in this or in more expanded forms; see resembles pp7. 

especially 1. 238. 
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Line 39. «5: z.e. iStov, and so gasstm. The exact form of the 
words preceding it varies. The full phrase is oikia i8ia or olxias 
pépos tScov, but it appears generally as ocxca 03 or ork 18, in the first 
place, and orkia pep? 19 or orxe pep? 18, in the second. It so 
happens that the papyrus is discoloured at every place where 

the phrase occurs, so that it is not always easy to determine the 
exact reading. 

Line 49. AAxkimo: there is a blank space, equal to about two 
letters, between the A and x. 

Line 51. mpocod(ov) yew(pyos) : this description does not seem 

to occur except in this MS., but the distinction between y7 
mpooddov and yy Snpocia appears, é.g., in Berl. Pap. 205. The 

meaning of y7 mpocddov=yf idtwriky is explained in the note on 
Pap. CCLVIg, 1. 2, below. 

Line 52. oxe(a) rov mat(pos) : the reason why the father’s name 
does not itself appear in the list is, no doubt, that he was over 

sixty, or was otherwise exempt from poll-tax. 

Line 58. of: z.¢. 6 Kal. 
Line 63. yu): Ze. yur. 
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(Col. 3.) 
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Line 69. The number of the column is obtained from the two fol- Line 79. 2: ze. iarns. 

lowing columns, but the first figure is lost in all ; cf note on I. 149. Line 94. mp: presumably mpoaddov yewyés, cf 1. 51. 

23 
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(Col. 4.) 
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Line 117. Mevwy? is twice corrected from Mapwv®, 
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Line 133. @rpe°: so MS., apparently, for @arpe:°. from the next letter. 
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Line 148. avrns: the « is separated by a considerable space 
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(Col. 5.) 
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[Orcxia] pep? 8 [Jef .... Js yuvai[x]os 

160 Mvo6als] Amo[AX” tov M]vo® pw Tapvo® rns Opoev’ yep? 

170 

175 

180 

185 

[Ocxva] Amvy[X] Ov Apdal? rolu Ov” pH @ance” trys TMererovx yep? 

ApmoX vos py Taappivor® trys Taover? yep? 

Ap[dlanfo]is addos vols] pa THs avTys 

[Ouca % Oj” Marlecews rov Keda® pH Hpat rys Amur? 

Lavor[ws] vos pH LapBovr’ tys Ivedep[wros] 

Hpas ahdos wos my THs av? yep? 

[Orxca] pep? 77 pn” Apewryns Gewr? Tov Ocwv wH Oarpe’ rhs Mererovx §[n7] 

[Orca pep? % Mamovrals Wlamov™ tov Tazov™ wn Apremir? rns Atpe? Sy[7] 

Wapis Aox[\ar’ tov arov™ wy OevarvyX rns Vapid? yep[?] 
[Alokhas vos pi OevamvyX trys Taxupr? yep? 

[A]tpys addos vos pH THs aurys 
Tlayipis Taveovews tov Test wy TamaX rns Hpaxd™ yep? 

Hpaxdns vos wy Hparhevas tys Aphanoews yep? 

Tlayipis addos vios pH THs aurTns yep? 

Orxra pep? & Apxwrdys Tavey® rov Avovrfor’] pH Taraxipe? tys Hpa* yep? 
Orxia pep? & Dacis Vays? tov bacan™ wy TLa]uvo® tys Mvo® yep? 

[Oxia] pep? & Atxpavns IlererouX tov Arxpav? wy Tamerwoo* trys Avoo* 8y7 

[e]rexouX wos pH Tefepwr’ ras Sap? dy? 

Lap® addos vos mH THs avTyns dyy 
Lapas addos wos ph THS avTns dy" 

Ouxia pep? v° TIrod\s TererovX tov [Ac]xpav? pH Tamer” rns Avoo* dy7 

IlererouX vios wi Tedepwr’ tuys Mvo® dn¥ 

MvoOas addos [vos wy THs avTys Sn" ye* 

Ouxra pep? & Hpaxdns Hpakd” tov Hpakd’ pi Oevoo rns Hpa* dy7 

Orxa pep? v Trohdus Hpakdn? tov Kapar? pa Tamroh* trys Avoo" 87 

Pacis vios wy Tedepwr’ tys Tlodkeuav’? dn? 

Tlod\ena@v addos vos ph THs avTns Sy" ye” 

25 

Line 149. A ligature joins the top of the ¢ to the preceding Line 180. dy": probably=Sdnywovpyds. It occurs too often 
letter, which must therefore be o or r rather than p, and probably 

the former, since the number at the head of col. 2 of Pap. CCLIX = yeapyds. 
begins with o. 

Il. E 

(f. J. 182, 193) to be a mistake or variant for dy’=8npdavos 
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(Col. 6.) 

[. 6] 
Oxia pep] & Avcorxovs H[pardy’ tov Kapar’ wy] Tamroh* tus Avoo* 8[77] os 

190 Kapas’ [wos py x oa = «a tlns Kadvu? dy? eee 
Avockous [addos vos py] Ty[s aluTys [ee] 

[Occra pep? ? SapP Qeov tov [see nee eae © vee ].° mms Opoe” pp f -) L.-J 

Orfkua pep? v] Nedepws Kapar? [..........06.% |x rns Nedepw™ [8]n* lhe Sond 

Oux[ua pep? & Mvobas Hpaxhy? [........00.% ] . . pHo™ rns Iavey? dy [. . .] 

195 Oftxva] pep? & Opoev? Amod* rou... .? ply Taluvo® rus Opoer? 847 4] 

[Orx]ia pep? & Hvedepws Opoer[? tov O]pcler? wH] Tavey® rns IIvedepo” .... Lf. .] 

[Oc]xca pep? % Amis Ov» tov Tereaphdyyloce” yy Tehepw™ rns An. . .] L»S 
[Oxia] pep?  ArSupos Mvafov rov Iamov™ wy Hpakd? rns Tere... .. ] Lyy 

[Ocxia] pep?  Tlereapovres Tereppy’ tov Tere? pq Oepp’? rns [Mapwvr’ yep? Lyuy 

200 [Ovkia] pep? 2 Mapwy Tlerepy’ rou Ierenowos pq Seppov® rns Mapwv’ ap? Ly 

[Ovxca tov] a7 Avovvors Tayvov' tov Avorvor? uy Taeprews tys Iaaur’ 57 Lys 

Tlayvov® wos uy Newecour’ tys Iayvov' Lue 

Mvo® Ilayvov® tov Avovvar’ wy Taepiews tns Taav™ 87 LAB 
[Orxca] Mapxov Ovadepiov Peotirovrov orpa™ 

205 Tlavo" Ilavot tov Opoev® pln] Tavey® rns Avov? dn7 LAC 

Opce[?] Tavo" rov Opoer wy Tavey® rns Avov® dy7 LAB 

Avov® adekdos py tas avtys 8y7 Lkn 
Ilavo" addos adedpos pH TNs avTys Sy7 Lk. 

Ouxt Tlarovay” Avoo* tov Tarovaurre wn Lonpews tns Sucour’ Sy¥ Lky 

210 Surows adeAdos my THS avTns Sy¥ L«d 

Orci d’ pep?  Nexdepos Eppa tov Nexdepw™ pH Taovr” tys Uavo" 8” L. 

Ouxt d’ pep? && Keda* Marovapare’ tov Trovhs? wy Taovew” tys Keda* 847 Ly. 
Oxia pep? % Aros Arouve” tov Arpe py Seppov® trys Arov LAy 

Tlayvov® adedgos py TNS avTns Lx 
215 Odxa] pep? Ten Aropve® tov Temupews pn” Neorvydewr[’] rns Mapper’ Ly 

Ilayvov® ade’ pntp? Tyas [av|rns LAL 
Atopveus vios Tem py” Geavo® rns Tavey® dn ye LKa 

Atpys Taxvov® tov Ten 2 Iovros rns Atpe’ Sno ‘yewp LK 

. upy' Mapxkov Avrwuov IpirKou 

220 Sap! IIvehepwros tov Ivepepwros py” Tred! ts Paci” Lve 
Owxe tov matpos Kpoxos Hyeu® tov SapBa p TaveBr? Tys Atopy? dn? Ley 

LapBas adeApos pyntp’ THs avrys Lra 
Kpoxos Sau® tov Hyeu? ph Topev™ rns Lapu*® Sypo ye Ly 
SapBas vos py” Tvepepw™ rns Ieoxa Le 

225 [Ovkia o]? pep? Mavo Avov tov Ivdad? wu” Olep]uov0: rys Opaevovg' Sn ye 

Line 204. The householder himself would be exempt from omitted at first. 
poll-tax in this instance as being a Roman. Cf. 1. 219. Line 225. Gcpyovd: 7.¢. Gepyovbapiov, but the colon which 

Line 221, TaveSy’: so MS., the y having been accidentally marks the abbreviation is noticeable. 



(Col. 7.) 

[x 
avoir :3' 5 ou e gad eae ] . tos tys Ow 
ar: eee eee ee eae ae ae ee ae a ee uTns on 

Olek yes Terkwowy sow Lae oo a ee a OES A wire Ries 

230 eapaa ew a4 Fines se aos Ln Nex|fepwros tr[s]..... mp[o|oo 
Oltxia .. Alvov? Eoo. puoo[..........5. ] rov SapBa [pq]..... a ee 

[Sa]uBas ade[Ados] pH tys avrr[s].. . 
Oxcla 2 Qurpapiow [yea cy es ee ee Jews 

Heete| py” =: 2.3'[so4 eax jareX pH Brrorlwevns tys]... . . 

235 Ovkia tys pytp® . acoeOnBa .... a. . avros py’ Oar... ... 2. ee. dew? 

Hpaxhys adeddlos] pntp’ Tys avrys 
Ouxva pep? & Tov matp? Hpakhy..... tov Hpakdnov [um] @arrov” trys Io... 

Avos adedpos pntp? Tys avtns Sno? yewpyos 

. us adeddo[s] pntp® Tns avtys Sypo yewpyos 

240 Of[txi] d pep? wa” Hpaxdys Tavo[“] tov Hpaxdyov pH... Bou” mys Appa’ 87 

Appors adehdos pln|rp? ns avtns Sypo yewpyos 

Tlerea . . .° adlehdos] pyrp® tys avrns Snpo ye 

Hpakdns a[\dos] adedgos pntp? tTns avrns Sy ye 

LapB[las] addo[s] adeAdos pytpl?] tys avrys Sy" ye 
245 Ouxt Mvo® Appa? tov... Oov pH Taove™ rns Xo . . Sypo yewp 

Opcevovdus [velos wn? . . . . a7 Ths AaBar™ Sypo yewpyos 

[Ovxi] d pep?  Hpakhys..... tov Hpakdy? pn Tanti? trys Ive  dypo’ 

Tacwwy adehpos pyz[p?] rns avrns Sy[po] yewp? 
Hpav Hpax{A7? tov] Macte[vos] wa Hpaxdov™ rns Tavopye® 

250 Ore] warp? IIroh\us .. 1... Ilavopyews gb” Oarpe? ths Qpov vd.” 

255 

260 

ROMAN PERIOD, 

Tlavey® adedgos [uyr]p? rns avrns yep? 
Ocki Tlopoats Topoa’ tov Tem pap B. . w7 tus Atodd® [mrpoloo® 

[Oc]xe pep?  Arpys Tavey® tov Opoedvov]dews 2 Tarwovt rns Taovry? dy? 
Ouxe pep? & Tlavop Tavey® tov [Opoe|voud® pn? Talowlov* rns Maou” dy7 

Ou y pepos & Opoevovdis [T]avey® tov Opcevovdews pu” Tarwov" tns Ta” 

Ouxe y pep? & Tavot ve” Tavey®] rov Opoevod p" Tarwov* trys Taou™ 

[Ocxe y] pep? «© Opos Mavey® tov Opcevovd 7 Tacwou* trys Maou" 

Ovxu y pepos v? Tokepwwv Todor] rov Mokewwr? 7 Oevav™ tys . . % 

MvoOys adehdos pntp® Tys avtns Snuo ye” 

Ouxe y pep? ok” Tavexdepal”] yuvaixos 

Tlereppov® Ivedlep]w tov Apxedn” wu” Geppov® trys 
. . xavact Snot 

(Col. 8.) 

265 

[. xa] 

Tvedepo[s] vifos] pytp® Tavex[deploros trys [. . Sopp . . dn? 

Orda] pep? KL... . [y]uvac* Avohdov? Azro* rov A[zo]\X” pntpos 

Tampag[ew|s z[ys] Tpageou dn? 
Line 253. Lé: the reading is doubtful. 

E 2 

Lye 

LKB 

Lk 
Lid 

Lra 

Le 

Lf 

Lup 
LXO 

LAC 

LvS 

LKo 

L»S 

LA» 

L«B 

Lif 
Lil 

Lvé 

LKC 

Lyd 

LAs 

Lis 

LKy 

L«B 

Lig 

Le 
Ly 

Lug 
Lua 

Ly 
Lyy 

Ly@ 

Lira 

LKn 

LE 

27 
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Orx{ta] prep? & Aoyytvos of Amohh® Azro® pun” Tamplagew]|s rns Tlpag® 87 Luy 

Ofna] Tarpag yu) Tavvevs Ovvadpeo[s] tov Or[va]ppe” p” Taxpe’ 

ans] Ilevov [1]8v0s Lys 

270 Tlereapypas vos py Tampal é] ms P[ir]aderd? yep? LKo 

Voovevs of Tpiadedd? addos vols] ew” Ts av" m™po° L«B 

Tereacus Avov® Tamov? wp”... . oyKe ts Tereaot dy? Lvd 

AvovBiev adedpos pntp’ Ts autys Snpo ye Lug 

[Or]xva Tarov Oxraov Yeounpov 

275 Pacis Tavopyews Tov Tlavey® pn Tarrxios tns lovwy” Lx 

Tlereppovbis adedkpos pytp® THS avTyS dno Ye LB 

[Orxia] pep? & Apdar[o‘] Ipageou rov [Mpalfeou pw? Taappivot ts Opo* Lyy 

Apdanots vos gh” Iaapoutos tys Hparos Sno ve LAB 

[Orca] Ayxacrous tov Voovews 

280 Nexdepws Naviwvos Tov A[tovuovov 2 S[evarvyx ys Ne‘ LAC 

[Ova v? O]puwy Tere... . X tov Opiwovos p? Tavey® rns Oeor' Syuo ye” Lve 

Tlavey® vos pw” Koddav6[ou]s tns Koddov® dno ye* LrB 

Our{ea] . . . . ov Av... Bynoa™ rou Av. . ov” p? 2«BOuv? Ts AmroAd” Lye 

o[vvo]aca Kowol”] Nixootparns tns Hpaxheidou 

285 Keda* Hparos tov Kepa* py” Tedepwtos tas Amuy* dn? Lis 

ovvfoulxe Amep? Exrwp ....---- # tov Mvobov p! Taexropioos 

ts Exropos av* Lyy 

Oux{t] Aoverov Keda® Kefha* tov Vevo® 7 Tacovyapi’ Tys Zw" L«6d 

WleoBaaris adehpos pytp? THS avTns Lka 

290 Ox] d pep? & Tevey® Opov rov Marley}? p? Tavervews ts Hovva" Lea 

O[txva I]vedepws Tlrohewavov tov IlerecouX pw” Tamovwy? tys Iov® LAs 

O[txca] pep? rns wn” Pacis Kaddrov rolv] Sayfa pw” Amo* rns Ivepe L»AB 

O[txua pelp?  Tlavey® Epuyews tov Epvye” p” Oanoe” 7s 

Tlavey® Snuo yew Lud 

295 ovvrloixia] Avdupov rou Kk). . peddou 

Line 287. avd: presumably avAnras. second is almost illegible on account of an ink-blot. 

Line 290, Ievey8: so MS., probably an error for Mavéy(aats). Line 295. Part of the left-hand side of the next column is 
xa is corrected from x6. preserved, but in a much mutilated condition, so as not to be 

Line 292. A®: the first figure is corrected from x, and the — worth printing. 

PAPYRUS CCLVIII. 

HIS roll, in its present mutilated state, contains portions of ten columns, of which the first 

is represented by the merest fragment, while the second is too much damaged to be 
worth printing. The number of names in the respective columns (beginning with the second) 
is 29 (?), 28, 28, 27, 27, 29, 31, 35, 31 (?)—a total of 265. The character of the contents is 

exactly the same as those of the roll first given. Some of the descriptions of the professions 



ROMAN PERIOD. 29 

are given in less abbreviated form, which perhaps favours the suggestion (see note on 1. 133) 
that originally this roll preceded Pap. CCLVII. 

(Col. 3.) 

a eee LrB 
[Ocxva] Tazovrwros Opf... .. LxB 

. Sav . . Swvos tov [.. . Lra 

BEpos . orxilas Adpodirys trys [. . 

5 .. ov Atodd@nov tov... .|o Lat 

TITo\\ewaros mpe® v[uos . . . Lk 

SapBas Iareros rov..[.... Les 
Ouctas xo’ Nee’... |. x Lye 

IIto\dts Amuwv’ tov Hpakdeidov pw)... . Ooty 

10 Amas vos ntpos Koddov? [. . . . LKB 

Ouxas wdias Ko! 

TIrohvas Tiyoker’ tov IrohNepatolv pw? . . . aoe 

Tywokevos vios pntp® Iroddepfauas . . . Liy 

Amroh\\wvios addos vios pyTp® [. . . LKa 

15 Oewv adeAgos Trohdepavov pl? . . . Lys 

Typokevos vios Oewvos pH Oaf... . Les 

. ov Nexd® Awo® tov Nexp® py Xpvof. . . LvO 

Avodotos vos pi Tacopav trys [. . . L«B 
Dicis addos vos pytpos Ts alvrys | Lue 

20 Ocwv adeid® Nexdepav™ pytpos [. . . Lyva 

Atpns vios Sewvos pntpos Od. . . LKe 
Aetos ahdos vos pntpos tys [avrys | Lid 

Avodoros Meyxew® tov Avodorov [wa .... 2... .Jwvos Lka 

Otxias 4 pepos Avov tov IIvedepwros 

25 Akovatha? Axovot tov Evpupax [wa . . .Je trys Onde&er[e]? Ly 
Ilefevs Sucovros tov efews pp... .. ao" Sn? Lud 
. . « Tleyous Amodd® tov Tereoofv]X [uy]... k . . Tns Apmano' Lea 

Orxias & Xarpypovos tov Uw. . 
Qpos vios mH Tonpews THs Oprwvos LK 

30 Ovvwdpis addos vos pH [THs av]rns Lx 
. avwv addos wos [uy THs] avTys Lk 

pepos ovxias v? Kaparos rov [..... Jos 
Stpatwy vios pytpos Kol... .. Ts] Io S]wp? LN 

(Col. 4.) 
. tIns TerecovX yep? LyO 

35 Taf. . .. «] Hpae® rns Trokde# Len 

rh he oa) «a weow L«B 

eds oe 4) ea era Lire 

Line 34. The greater part of the first half of this column is lost, and the surface of the rest is so damaged as often to be illegible. 
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OUR wee ae ] 
viol s Lr 

40 ee (ae ...] ts Merauo . . ot Lka 

som De 2a] a ot Ove a xT Lye 

pallets Som ee Lx 

TIrokdts Medol. . . Ld 

nn eae . .jKae ovat ye” Ly 

45 [ COE Ga. 8a es LB 

Tae . ovjo* ye” LAC 

of Lats . . TIns Thovape’ Lyn 

[ L«B 

50 . +» Gras viog [. . . .|pou LAC 

[Ke]fados mp vluos pp... ..- ] 77 Trokka over? Lye 

Sopre wes (se. w ee ae ee es |ypeov LKe 

[KedloAlole e Dtly. ene ea ee ees ] w" Tareyp? 7” Iro* ovot Ly\> 

Ome) 2 a6 %4 Eder[ys] 

55 Hpa* Apzano* tov Hpol[* pH] Edevns rns Pidnpov? Sn oa ws LAn 

... Apmanot tov Hpakh? pH Edevns tyns Pidyp? one? ye” LAB 

ee ee Aptano' tov Hpa[k]\aros pH Eder? tus Didnt dn? LK 

[A]pnous adehgos pntpos ys avrqs Sy? Le 
Ouxvas [. . .] Aokdnmadys Tar . . tov THrodkemarov ph Oeppov® 

60 Tns Amrohdov’ ypappa™ ye” ovo* Lye 

TlroAdts Ived tov ... . py Tavpews trys Tarpou[e"] ee 

Tarpouis] a[dekdos] pytpos rns alv]rys Lia 

©... yvifs] ® . . quos tolv. . JX py” Taapew™ 77 AdeE . . . ovat ot LB 

TirodAas [wos] pn”... .. ov? Tys Sapa? L«B 

65 M[ap]px[s] M[appe]iovs tov Map[pe’ pj Sepp? tys Tac ovo* y* LKe 

(Col. 5-) 

ee Jao « pews ns Brp* az, « « oer 

le se Ge eke adedpos pntpos THs av|rns [ieee al 
[Orca 

70 wee af. . § THS Axovot [L . .] 
cae eS adhos] vios pntpos THS avTns eran 

(ot. ee ]s 

Si Re dies te wie es ros pentpos Oano* tys Iovw[vos . . . capone 

Line 44. ovo ye”: apparently=ovcias yewpyds, of. 1.46. The The office does not seem to be mentioned except in this docu- 

meaning of the phrase is not clear; perhaps ‘cultivator of his ment; cf 1. 85, also 1. 94, where a drpocias ovcias ypapparevs 
own land,’ z. e. yeoman. seems to be mentioned. 

Line 55. dn* ot: cf 1. 96. The end of the description is Line 66. There are traces of a number at the head of this 

uncertain: it resembles wep. column, but the letters are illegible. 
Line 60. ypappaT ye" ovot: Zé. ypampareds yewpyav ovcias. 
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Ciniers [asia ya es aes kee els Js kat twr adehdav 
[5 rk! ae ee eee eee Jros pytpos Seyabios rns Lara? Sy[w’ y* i cal 

dl ME AOS “Ol |e kia aia gi ease ] tov Xwadevovs pH Hpakd? rns Hpa* [. . . Eas] 

Penis Ow aes seas tlov Amohhow? pH TaaoBe’ trys Xa. . [. . ee | 

rol One kakoe awe we ].. . ovoos rns Tarpous L[. =] 
NGO) g. alee cade Sansa pl! Taveov’ trys Tatpous L,. <l 

80 [| eae ae adehpos pntplos Tys avTys Lf. .] 
DNS sh ie sey ch ras es a ae Ss A}rohdau? pntp? TaapBar® rns. . . dy? Lis «4 

Slee ee wae eke LA] Sevapovrios tys ApBaHov [i al 

ge nana adehpos plntpos Tys aurys L[. .] 
Ds ae ae eee eer ere ] Amo” 27 Oeppov® tys Ilazo" Ch] 

85 Del veacgrlal gees DR ee ] p? Tacovyw® tys Xevtos ovo ye” y? Ly. 

Lrpatwv vos py[tpos Amloh\Awvias ths VevoF® Lia 

WevoBacvos [addo]s vios pH THs avTys LK 
TIrod[A]as addos [unrloos tys avrys Lke 

Ok] *] loyvpiay Kamirev® tov [Ioxv]piwv? pa Urode 7? Treo” mpa* ap? Kol] ri 

90 [Ovna] . 7 . . povicly tov Iodd[enaco |v 
Kegadas Kepadatos [tov . . .Jaopow? bw” Swota™ 77 Nixodaov bs 

N[exo]Afao]s adeddos [nu ry] avrys [L]\< 
TI7od[A]euatos a[ddos aSekfos pntp® tys avr” LB 

O[Me6! Sapte 3 eiae ee Keda[dar’] tov Tarp? pu? Oav? 77 Tare’ 8” ovat y? Lyd 

| a sr re vewtepos Kedadaros tov Harpov' mw” Oav® 77 Tarp? 

Sn oTodo? Ly 

Spo a eS II7o* tov Haru? pn... wok t° THs Avoxetous La 

Ouxia . . . Tos Tov IToddeatov , 

... | Tarp? rov Tarp? [n]y Appar? trys Opoev® ep? Lyd 

(Col. 6.) 
TOO Leal 

.. .Inp® Tas Lot yx ova er 

i aon a Js vios pyrp® [. . . LKé 

ise als ]s Kedadwvos [Tov . . . 2 TS] Sox” Kv? Lyy 

ee ae ] vios pyntpos TacovX zn . . LB 

POS: $<) easre«s ] Troddepau? zlov] K[e]para” pH ano! trys App” 

bd ete ae ale Jooux tov ro* py... . 777 Mev. . dy ot THs" oe 

by Aveo era's ad|eddos pytpos THs avtyns 6n7 Kat ovot Kop? 

ere ee addo]s adeddos py Tys [avT]ys 

ee er Ad]e€av8p° tov Ie7]e . . . . wo? 207 77 Kopa* 

PRO = ore vx | eae ee TOG 2 ae Red a os ano ..sS 

Line 89. mpat apY KoH : 2. e. mpdxrawp dpyuptxéy kepns, an official Line 106. 8 of tryst: 2.€. Snpdavos oitoddyos THs kopys. The 

frequently mentioned in the taxation records. reading rns is, however, doubtful. 

Line 94. 57 ovat yp: see note on 1. 60. Line 107. kat ovot: perhaps=kal ovalas (yewpyds), but the addi- 

Line 96. dSyH# otrodoY: 2.€. Snudotos atroAdyos, frequently men- tion of kapuns makes this doubtful. The title of a village official 

tioned in taxation records. is wanted; cf 1. 129. 
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Kepaas Ade€aros rou Her[e . . . .Joy wi Sonp® Ts Kopa* 87 

. « .Jevs AdeEaros tov Ierea .. . - pn Lonp® Ts Kopa* Logis 

...] Keffadals Kepadaros tov... . [1%] Trodewas 87 Lpa 

. . 84 aderd? Amodhwrios . . . os Tov Oprwy® p7 Tadva™ 77 Azo* Lys 

as . . Bas adekfos pytpos tr[s avrys] Ly 

.. « «|ns TIrokeparov tov pl... rca eae .] Swovxtos Lk 

.. . Bor Operros rov Npiro[s pH . . . THIJS Hpaxd” [dy" ye? Ly 

.. J. us apf adedpos pr[rpols 7s alurn]s Lia 

Nex|¢epws Akews Tou... b py Ta... [tIns Ne[kpep”] Lys 

[20:0 BL |. wios pytp® rv...» tys Iamovrwros Ld 

.. jis A... ous rou Lvep® pi Tapvobas trys Nexdepav™ LAB 

..  «povfis adekpos pytp’ THs avTyS LO 

Tat |uovs Tarpovros tolu] . . . pepwros p.” Sonpews 

ms Sa..0.. On? LAC 

125 [Ocka tov] 7a Hpaxdys Marpou" [rolu Ma[r]wow" pw” Tevay™ 7” Avov® 87 Ly 

[O|copams adeddos plntplos THs a op? dn? Lua 

[Orxcas .] repos AvovBiwvo[s O]o[o]pamos 

[Tro]\\as Iroddwvos z[ov] . . . . pytpos Seppov® rs Av[ov*] 

SypoY kat ovfow. . .] Kop? LKé 

130 . . ewos Tiro® tov Amokh . . . . pi Sutos THs Awod 

[Orca Tarjwvos tov Tarer[?] 

. Ajupov’ tov Tatwvos [uw]... as tas Avovvat A ee 

(Col. 7.) 

pS 
1. 2. + aded|hos pytpos THs avTys (aa 

($6 j§ .£& awa oars Js tT... Tavervews le eal 

were ease eae & ] gov rou, « « pyrpos Ta. . [.. Lre 

2. Aptos Tov Iac[wwlvos pytpos Oeppuov® ty[s Trodhe]uarov Lke 

[Orxca] pepols .] Apporov tov Iroh\epa1ov 

. . pabns vios pytpos Oaicapiov tys . ev. . Mev” Ley 

140 [Orxa] Aovewov O..... tov P'pov otpatiwtou 

. as Ilererovyov [tov]. . ywzos p” AmANoL[v]? tys Evpyny? dy" [olyn* Lye 

@cwv IIToh\Avwyos Tov Bewvos pH Oevay? ths Mehapyv4 Lys 

[TIrJo\\uwy vos pytpos Xaplejros tys Apewrov Ly 

.... 1S adhos vilos] pntpos THs aurns Ley 

145 . . vnows Kederys [tov] Op? wy Tedopal[tlos tys Nedepwros rapiX.... Ly 

... ots vos plytplos Oevapovrios tys Ovvadpr” Lka 

Ilereevs Oaprolvos tlov Iereapn? py Taovvedp? 7? AmvyX dn? kar tapiX LAO 

Line 133. #O: the reading is not certain, and it is difficult to Sy ond: Snpdoros dvydarns. 

reconcile it with the traces in 1. 66, where the column number Line 145. tapt*: rapeyeurns. The words lost after this may 

ought to be »®. If it is correct, it shows that Pap. CCLVIII be [ka 8]nY, cf 1.147. Ina village the profession of rapiyeuris 

originally preceded CCLVII. would probably not provide sufficient occupation by itself. 
Line 141. AwAAa@v9: so MS., or AmAdov®. 
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. gapios Ayyop[eo]v tov TIroh\ep[asov] rov Ayx[olpe’ pw? Supas tns. a Lra 

... Aas Ayyvol. . . tov] Trod\Neparov pH Tar... tys Opov Lee 

150 [Oras]  . pepos Tf... . 2... che pay eee a es Tns Ovv® ovat ye” Lira 

[O}ix{cJas  Ocppovb[apiov ty]s Ioaxews 

..«. HerevouX rolv..... ] pa Tapvobas rns Atav Lf. .] 

MvoOas Tarpovir[os tolv Trokeuou’ xx Taopoews tys Muobov Lpa 

[O] @ Troddas Tro[Ad]wv? tov Ov» pH Leyabwos rys Trodepasov Lys 

155 [. pep}? Oct & Apmanot Apranf[o‘} tov Aprano pn Taair? [trys] Tarp? ovo! ye” LKB 

Ilatpous adehpos pytpos Ths a Lxe 
Ou! PF Bewv Akovot Tolv Olewvos pH Irodepas rns Hpaxhy? ovat ye" LrB 

®cwv Atohhwriov Tov Bewvos pH [Tlapva® rns Yap? LKB 

@iyporv Ioaro[s] tov Tarp? pH Oanot rns Piryp? ep? Les 

160 Am... os Atovvat tov Tarp’ pw? Tasov™ rns Opoev® Sn? . . . LyB 

. wdas vios p[yT]p? SapBov" rns Yoxpnvr’ Lue 

[Or]xvas uf®] Aovavas . . odtddas 
Irokdas Tartpolvtlos rov Meropa) py Taapdact 77 Tro* 87 yf Kar ot Lyn 

Tlkounpts Ovvwdpios tov Tdovnpt’ pi Sano tys Ovv” dy? Lr 

165 TIro\das ade[Ados] pntpos Tys avTyns Lra 

Tlarp? add? ade[Adlos pntpos Ts & LKO 

Col. 8. ( ) = 

MO Sanwa eta Gnd bb domed ] rwvos tys Bepa... [. . ae 

wile as an) Ae [eae eee ea ee aw aw « jaras ays Haverveo[ros Bee 

ey: er ee a a ee ee eee oe Jay tins] SaraBouros Ts yea 

TIro\Nas a[Seddos pyntplos tys [avrns ie 

Kovvapos vewteplos ... 1. ss ] tov Kovva[pov py] Ocpy? trys... rl 

IIvod\Xas adeddos pytpos THs avTys Lr 

Kefahas ahdos adehos pytpos THs avTns Ley 

175 Mapav addos pyTpos THs auTns L[«]é 

os aeiatce addos adehdos pntpos ans alurns Bh ing 

a ee ae Atiwv® tov Kovvapov py Oeppov? 77... 6.0. . Lys 

. . « [a]Serpos pyrpos TaapBad . . rns Marpov[ir’] 

. s addos pyTpos THS avTNS 

180 [Orcas] pep? . & Amohhwvios OQpov tou Apewrou [un] Epseos 77 Azro* Sy ovat 

[Orcas] pepos . ? [Q]pos Apeo[zjov tov Opov pi Olepyov}?? 77 Amodd® [dy]? ovo . . 

Opos vios Tov Opov pH Sanovos THs Mvofov j 

Mvobas adehfos pytpos THs avTyS 
pep? . ov}* [ec Muodas TIrodNepa? tov Trohdepau? x) Taoviro ... 77 Mv? ee 

185 Ofucia] sacs sess pi Suoou™ Tou... * pw? Oevap? 77... . ot orf] LA 

Tarpoui[s Ta rpo[vir jos tov Tate? wy Tararp? 77 Serow™ te fy 

Line 180, 8;# ovot: the second word must plainly represent some official here, dy" standing for dyudovos, Cf. ll. 274, 275. 

Line 186. te: fepevs. 

II. 
F 
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d pepos Ort Tavpews pytpos 
Ilouvnpis Optros tov Tovnpios py Tavpews tos Harp? Lyd 

Tlatpours adeAos pyntpos TS auTyns L.. 
190 Ovvedpis Tlounpi’ tov Hovnpw’ pH Uroddepas trys Tavwv? Lif 

Ouxvas 2 Hpakdns . . vrov rov Hpakd? my Urodeuas trys Tamov™ 8y¥ ae: 

Tlarovrws adehhos pytpos THs avTys L [.]0 

Evodifos] adhos a THs avTys L[. .] 
Ouxas v° Tererovyos . . worntos tou TerecouX 2 Tarewoowe? 77... ou LAy 

MOG. Sk Bee ea aie acwtos Tov Iereoou}< 7 Oayot 77 Iro* err 

Orxias u& Opov tov Tamovrwros 

Tlamovrws vios py Tev..... 7” Ioyupar? Lr 

Nexdepaus Ocogud’ tov Nexdepavros pn Nepepowou" 7” IererouX ova’ ye” Lva 

Ocopiras vos py Oeppov®? rns VevoF 

200 IlererouX adap? Nexdepavtos wy [t]ns avrys ovo’ yewp? 

(Col. 9.) 
[ J 

(elea[os|, wepiBehkor Lepl yey 4 ede ea ea we ms ou 1° 

«4 gt dere gow [os eee eee ee Hs |e? ts Nexd® 8y{7) [ia cal 
pepos oifx'] Nexdepavs Terero[vX tov... . 2... eee Jos tns Nexgepavtos [.. .] 

205 pepos ot [rou] warp? Ilary® Srorontios [rov...... pH TIrlohdenas mys Avdvpov [. . .] 

He[pos or]... us Ovvadpuos tov Opov [pntpols Texpnuros tys Troddepau? uf Sy7 Lyf.) 

Ovvadpis vios pytpos Leyal[ Mos] rns Opoevou Lk 

peplos ovx]as ° Trokdas Ovvwdpios tov Qpov pH Texpunutos uf dy? LAn 

Oxia | Hrokdas Baoc[iros tlov Iarpotios pytpos Taopoews 77 Tro%* LAS 

210 [W]evoBaoris adehpos puntpos THs avrys Lyy 

II... ¢ Nexdepavros tov Ieferitos pn Xvpovbios 77 Hpa* Lk 

pep’ ot  TIto\has Appato[s tov] Appaos pH. . v rns MuoOov i Lea 
pepos ov ° [SeluOys Tarp? zfov]........ ov pH... THS Aptana i LKd 

. BLepos] ovxuas v SenOys..... [rTlov Tlatpouros pa App” 77 Mv? uf Sot 6° LO 
215 Ou! v? Troddeuanos aps [A ]rpevous tov Irohdep[atov] a [T]acov* 77 Tro Apr? = Lua 

Qpos adekpos pntpos THs avTns L«O 
TIro\epatos ahdos adehdos pa[tpl? trys avrns Lxe 
Yurous adhos aded[Hos pytlpos [7ys] avrys Lka 

(Get) ef Muatag Ae 6945.4. ea ce wy Be iw a a vy a? 2 re Ly 
220 O[t"] . . pweppovs..... S peyadou 

Kuadys Iarpolvrlos tov Ilaveywrov pi Loipews 7? LaraF $c 
TItohdas Eppovos tou Tey . . wy. p . . outros tns Apdhana Sn? LvB 
Eppov wos [uytlpos TavovBuawys ts AvooKopou Len 
Ilavrovtws ahdos vios pyTpos THs auTns Lk 

225 AxAMov .. Y . vrovoos tov Ie. corns pm Oeppov® 77 Sw™ ovo- ye” Lye 

Lines 202-3. These lines are written in a different hand. yeopyds. Cf, 208. 
Line 206. «¢ dn”: this shows that it was possible to com- Line 214. c€ Sot 60: 7. ¢, iepeds ZSoxvoraiov Oeod. 

bine the functions of a priest with the profession of a Snpéctos Line 215. v€ Apo ; 7. e. iepeds ‘Apmoxpdrov. 



230 

235 

240 
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Axtdwv [vios] wntpos Taait . . . [rns Apmanouos 
Tlavexwr[os] . . . covaos tov Ie . corns pip Tapvo® ep? 

SevOns Havexwrov tov @o .. w . pH Beppov® rns Tamov™ 

Orxia  Hpakdys A... . os tov Tazpoufir’ um] Gepy’ rns Ovnot yep? 

[Oux]ias TIroANeparov tov Tarp? 

lary wp* vos wy Tamereo* [ys] Yoxpnvios 
Tlazp’ o* Ievrovs B addos wos pytpos tys & 

Mapov Tarp” tov Wary? py T...... s 7™s Map® 877 

Tlatp? of Ievfuevs mp* vos pH [Ta}ratpour’ 77 Keda* 
Tlatpovis v€ addos vios py[ tp] tys avrns 

Amrohdwvios Trohdepau? rou N[. . .Javros pa Bu? 77 Kepat 

. pepos Orxras Tapvobas yvvaikos 

Tlamov™ v§ Kiapvous tov Iamrovrwros py Tepepwros 7? Iu. * dn? x,’ 

Ilarovras vios wy Tapvobas [rns] Trod\deuasov 

. «+» Aws addos vios pytp® THs [av]ryns 

(Col. ro.) 

245 

250 

255 

260 

265 

[ .] 

Ov|vadpis Taro[yrwros . . . . 

[Mepos Or]xuas Neue... 2... 
. as Trod\depafiov. . 2... 

O[uxvas] oo Appavouros... wvros[...... 
[Oux]uas Tlererovyouv Apma[....... 

Tla]rpous adekd[os w|ntplos rns avurys 
[Oc*] plep?] Wacvwy Operos [....... 

Opes vios pyltpos] 2. ... L.-.- 
wy eco Kak OF ecw a bk sees 

. epetos Mapwrfos]....[... 
ee ere ere ee ae 

[Ouxva tov] 7a” Drov rod... .. eee re ee 

Hpakhys Avo[via |i? rou. a 6 se es pn TepoBao7...... 

Avo[yvotos Iro]\Aepavov tov [Avovovov py [........ 

IIrohvas ade\[hos py|rpos tns aus 

Atos addos adeddos [t|ntpos tys [avr]ns 
Sucois addos adehfos pytTpos THS auTyS 

Hpaxdns @aoc[iro|s tov Hpaxhnov pn Topestos 7” [a cs 

Ok & Anpas Anuatros tov Anuatos pH Tvedepwros 77 [. . . 

Aptoxpas Apzoxpatos vou IL... ° 4H Oeppov? tys Geo? yep® 

Oficina]  . . wou... Khavéd.ov 

Ayxopyspos Tvepepwros Tov . . eyp? pi Tabairos tTns Yurour[os 

ApaBas adekdos pytpos THS auTyS 
E 2 

LKC 

. . . F 

. 

. . . . . . . & . . . . . . 

. uae ° * 

ee 

(eee 

35 
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O[txua] Anpntpovtos yuvaikos 

Opoer’ mp® Toft]? rou Ipfo]kruov py Ameo rns ApBarBov ep? a are 

Tarp? vios pytpos Ax[pntplovros trys Tohvdeuxous [u . . 

O[uccJa 2 Trodkas Hpardy? tov Qpov pH . . yxtos ts Hroddaros yep’ L{.] 

270 [pepos .] ovxras o Apremidwp? A[pr]eutdwp? tov Vevo® pH Tacev™ 77 Harp? ovat ye” Lx{.] 

Tarp? adekdhos pntpos THs avrys Lx{.] 

Tvedepws Vevo® z[ov] Vevo? wy Nedepaov* 77 Nedepw” ovo" yewp? uf. .] 

Orxvas Iowwpas tus Ax[ov]oraov 

Ovnomos A[y]vopyudews tov Avveovs pH Taopoews 77 II 8? ovo" [L..] 

275 Orxia & Ivedepws Ayxopidews tov Avv]eovs pj Taoporews ts Ivedt dy* ovo' (are 

Lines 273-5. A little demotic writing is written over these lines. 

PAPYRUS CCLIX. 

HE mutilation of this roll is the more to be regretted, because it is from this that 
nearly all the evidence as to the date and character of the entire record is derived. 

A section of the general list ends with the summary of results in ll. 61-65, and the rest of 
the document is occupied with supplementary lists of persons whose names, for various 

reasons, do not appear in the general record. Unfortunately the headings of these supple- 
mentary categories are all more or less mutilated, but it is clear that they consist of 
persons who have ceased to be liable to the tax, either from having reached the age of 
exemption or by death. 

Portions of six columns are preserved. 

(Col. 1.) 
1. Epylarns [ scab Sal 
Serer s Jpov [ 

esa WOls ss) TmeB. a Ye p.a- a) oe POS Ly 

... nveav adedd[os pn|rpos rns aurys Luy 
5 [Orx]ias b d pepos...... ns IveBoniros 

Zoxuynvis Opov zlov . . . .|ros wip Lonpews trys Soxuyvros [ye]lwp? Lvd 
Lolklunvis vos py... pews THs UveBoniros ye” Le 

. 1. . addXos [wos] pytpos THs avrns epyarns L«B 
. ¢ addos [wos uA] THs avrns epyarys Lk 

10 Ov & Opos [O]vvadpro[s tov] Qpov pH Tavpews rns Opov epyarys Ly 
Ovvedpis vos [untp®] Tepepwros trys Tavot EpyaTns Ley 

Oxia & M[alé[wouv] orpariwrov ovros em Levys 
eee Javor [rou] Terepernovos pj Avoyendos [ns] Xarpyy” ep? Ld 

[Oux]as Kor avdns Kale ere]pa ouxfor]e? Soxpynvios marpos 
iy TI[. . . .Jovs Soxp[nvvos] tov I[ve py Tacoxm” rns Teravros lee & DP. .] 
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[O]} & Kar [avr}ys Ive? [Iv]eBoniros tov Sonu? p? Oca . . ros 77 Tavo['] d8y% Ly . 
[Ovxva] v «fae av]dys cau wp. [... Ju? Mex” tov Sony” yw Tapvo® 7? Mu & OL. 

[. . . WveBnows . . . tov TveBnowos pH Tepepw” 77 Avd[. . .] uf iy Pee 
[Ora] 2 Kaw alv]Ans B rov [.. .] Ileravs Teoev® tov Heravros Oba sl PP ee eel b [ecel 

20 TIveBonis a[Sehpos] mH rns avrys tc epya™ L[. J Suvoixia Hpaidos z[7s] IITohepav? 7° kK, SapBa 
Duis Aptana [rov]..7... BH lowros tr[s].. Tox ...... 08 epya” Lut 
Ilaverovatis M ... . tov MuoOov Hy Tanowols 77 ee [nw epya” Lky 

[Orxva xJau av* Ovaraol.. .] Lave Hen rov Aptana pH Ta[vlo* ry[s] avot mpoco® Ly . 
25 [O}: Kau avdns Hebe” [Te]Oews tov Mave BH Tavo- tas Lox pn or}xodou? Kar yewp? [L . .] 

Ov! ? Ovvadpros aLov O}r[*] . . Kpns Mvobov tov Ovvad[oros 7]... 77 Sony? ep[7] [L . .] 
Out & TveBonis Ur[eBo" tov] Tve® Bi Tavot 77 Tem Snuo ye”) if < 

IIvedepws a[ded]hos pytpos rns auTys ep? ae 
[Oc] @ @acwros mys... Aprano Aptano* tov Mvo® gw lov... 77 ApioX ep? Ley 

30 Opos aded¢[os] KYTPOS THS avTNS Epya™ L : : 
Ovk 8 \L repos Ovr[? . .Jerenot tov Loxunu’? gw” Oanot 77 N . . o) ep? LvB 

IIazros vos py Axovows Ts AtooKopov epya™ Lk 
Ou! \_ pepos Tavo .. 2 Avdpovs Av’ rov Terex Bb” Taovy’ 77? Hpa* ep? Ly 

Tlavoupes [vios] nw? Tavot rns Tavot Ld 
35 Kav tay ev erepars K[wpais] . . . y! Hpard{e]}dov pepe? Birwrepid? 

Ou’ rou ma” IIvefepws ....... tov Qpov pl Tedf 77... . ev? yewp? Ly 

(Col. 2.) 

AO: erate een Jen . os rou M.. . ov pap SapBoluros 77 . 
[Oct .. . .] Avda tov Mapwvos 

++ + NYOS LoKunvios Tov MuoOov pH LapBovros rys Of. . . .] te Le 
[wep]os ora v Kae avrys pepovar 

[Sox ]unus Ovvadpios tov Pacitos pH Oanoros [77] Ovyx 87 Lya 
45 [Ovpadpis wos pH TameBews rns Ovvadp[ios yewlpyos Lk 

. opts Ovvwdpios tov Pacitos pH Oan[ovos 77] Oc... .. LKC 

[Out . wlepos Kae avdns Tlerexovyov kat twv aderdov 

Ilererouxos Ovvwppios Tov Loxpynw’ wy Tarrerewov" 77 Toure? [87] -y* Ly 

[Op]oevoudis adehfos pytpos SapBovros tys Avovvar? e& Sy7 LK0 

50 [Sox]unvis addos adedgos pH Ths av7[ns] a . 77 uf Syy Lxd 
[IT]ereoovyos addos adeddos [nH] THs avrys i Lea 

Line 21. TroNeparo 7° kx) ZauBa: these words are added in xxvii. (3) 61.1). 
a different hand. Line 43. The last word in this line seems to have been 

Line 35. S:Awrepido(s) : Philoteris appears as a village in the added subsequently, though apparently in the same hand. 
nome of Arsinoé in taxing accounts of the third cent. B.C. Line 50, a. 7": perhaps an erroneous repetition of aurys. 
(Petrie Papyrd II, xxviii. col. 5, 1. 4, col. 6, 1. 20, col. 9, 1. 1, and 
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Ov... [r]a™ Soxpl7] Mv? rov Pano pH Lonp® mys ...* epyarns Lx 

oe aaeews J. aw pig 

Ipooy! es To wSL avroxparopos Kaualpos Ao|uitiavou YeBaarov 

55 [Leplzanxov aro adydicwy Twy emucekpipevwy Tpos TO OL LO 

kav To WL Tou WL mpoo® ecw ov dia guvKepa® edo? 8 

ONpos Soxpnvios tov Qpov pytpos Tavpews Ts TIve® 

.. os [. .]kpuniros tov Ive® pntpos Se . terovl. . . mls Am. .Jaros 

[Tv]epepws Zwidov rov Apmanowos pH Taxvyiros 77 Tlvedepw” 

60 ..[.. S]rotontios tov So* rou [Ive pi AdpoS' 77 Amohdwnov fod 8 

ee on (warJ) av’ px aa] <[p] <8 mp’ <7 oupBo* <v /<€py 

a «0 poe 

UY 2s vay es ama ror vxyL Op? ar xK0 

uTrep To cr Léa € 

65 [re]re wyh B Jav? yds 

Kata. . yov  tpoonyper? Tere [pera] rov KaTaX twv ho? y 

Ka Tole] ‘yl evtos Xovax u. TuBu. . Mexerp € 

(Col. 3.) 

bhi ds. GS Jo 
...| ovv &e rofs.... 

70 . . . .] avroxparop[os Katrapos Aopuriavov] 

[=<Bacrov Teppavcov . . 
Kae Tae eye a bc ee es « |kewpevas ETLKPLO LS ‘T . 

tlyL L&a ov es To tel Laws 

pe oile< a] 

Kar Sueotrappeva Sia Twv Tov vyL evkedadar” Kat Kar avdpa 

ev ehagowpat. 70 oywr 

Line 53. This line seems to have been erased, and partially 
re-written by another hand. It is separated by a short interval 
from the line which follows. av?=dvdpes, and is followed by 
a number which can be read with the help of the total in 1. 61. 

Line 54. Evidently a new section of the return begins here, 
and the rest of the roll is occupied by various supplementary 

categories. 
Line 55. mpos ro OL L@: z.¢. those who were entered as being 

nine years old in the ninth year of Domitian (A.D. 89-90, 
the date of the last regular census), and who are consequently 
fourteen years old in the (current) fourteenth year. The reason 
for placing them in a separate category is perhaps that they are 
hot actually fourteen yet, but will reach that age in the course s 

® o*" of the current year. 
Line 56. mpooB : probably =mpooBeBAnpévor. 
Line 60, 0+): 2. ¢. of mdyres. 
Line 61. mp°: z.¢., according to Wilcken’s explanation, mpoo- 

Suaypapdépeva, meaning additional charges, presumably for the 
expenses of collection. aipuBoda=certificates. 

Line 62. A space of about 1} inches separates this new section 
of the return from the preceding line. It is unfortunate that 

some of the words of the summary which follows are illegible, 
the ink having almost entirely disappeared though the papyrus 

is intact. It is clear that the total given in 1. 65 does not 
apply to the whole of the preceding rolls, since the names con- 
tained in the columns now surviving amount to 595, and the 
column numeration shows that they are only a small proportion 
of the whole list. Presumably the total is for one village. 
A sum of 636 adult males between the ages of fourteen and 
sixty may be taken as representing a population of about 2,000. 

Line 63. .... av: perhaps [ovvy]oap. 
eis ana”: z.é. liable to the demand (dmatrnots) for the tax. 

Line 64. The five persons here mentioned as having passed 
the age of sixty-one are presumably the five who are more fully 

described in Il. 75-91. 
Line 66. p’ mpoonypev®: the mark of abbreviation after » is 

extremely faint, but seems to exist. The word will then be 
perampoonypevor, meaning those whose names have been given in 

since the closing of the lists. 
Line 68. The top of this column is mutilated, and the ink on 

the whole left-hand portion is very faint. In consequence, the 

explanation of some passages remains uncertain. 
Line 74. ev ckKagowpart 76: the same entry recurs in 1.130; év 

éhagodpare seems to mean that these names have to be deducted 

from the lists, but the meaning of 74 is not clear. The disin each 
case written in very cursive fashion, and may be an abbreviation. 
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[5 BAe as wv Opoer® tov Kopovos uy Tafavtos trys Ten dye’ y 
[nL] Beov Oveoracvavov Ko* 6 Luy ovdy xe [S]eEvwe 
OL Aopurvavov Ko* « Lvl avtiyipt SeEvar 

i Bees ts Ovvwdpuios tov Apoaitos pH Tapoum tas Avodwp° of tere* 
[Ne® S]e xa €€ v) Qp® tov Op? tov Oww® .. . . 7 

80 nL Ocov Overmaciav’ Ko* Kl Luy ->- tpaX e€ apio™ OL Aopi™ xo* pe 
Lyf ovd Kaprw dew virtiw 

..vop Xata® tov Opce” py Lonpews TNS Tlero® nL Oe? Oveomaciav’ Ko* Bs Lyy 

OL Aopu? Ko* v Lut o[vin .. .Jevr?.. 
bs Se Cag ire apne. - + -7 Tov Zara? py ano’ tys Ieb[e]lws 

85 OL Oeov Oveoraciavov Ko €6 Lyy ov capo Seba 
OL Aopuriav? Ko* pd Lyf ov? .. . SeEvar 

[Klactwp Kacrwpos tov eravros pa Sevpov? rns Seva... s 
[ve]re SL N[e]? De®. . €€ vw Mame” rov Hameros . . . ovs 

[n]L Nepwvos xo Ky pw? Tavot mo™ LKO -- avtiX Sefvon 
90 [n]L Ocov Oveorract Ko* vO Luy = Kaprw defo 

[OL Aop|riav? Lys aver € 
TletJekeurnxor [JL ple]ra tov xaraX tov oY xo [. . .]. . Mex 
le F J Tlayov TO Tw auvTw vyL avelnuyvopn? a[. . | feta Soda B.S 

K[. .] . . & edkaclowpart] oy! 

95 ev BL pl] tov [ka}raX tov hoywy Kailoa]pew xd 
Opoevovdus [Ta]revros rov AmvyX pH SeyalG° 77 Olpcev? LpO 
Opcevovd[is] Appyaios tov Opoev® pH T . [le al wa woe sre” ¥ Lyva 

Emayope’ & Muobas Muobov rov Aprepov’ [. . . .] Ley /y 
Kae tau vyL pnve Aopitiavar 6 

100 Aokas Iereaovyou rov Aokd* py Geppor[’] 7? Eptews Lvd /a 
[ka]. Adup . 4 peta Tov yvo® nuew meprewat ov* . . wyL . eras ex? 

. marl. . .] Ta avtw vyL avedyp [J 

J... . Tov Ovvadpios pa [. . . -Jpeppe? 77 lady Les 

Ja..@ are av ro [| 

Line 75. The names which follow are those of men who at 
the time of the last census were fifty-seven years old, and who 
consequently reached the age of sixty-one in the thirteenth year 
of Domitian. Two of them (ll. 78, 88) had since died. Refer- 
ences are given to the columns of the two last census-lists, in 
A.D. 75-6 and 89-90, in which their names occur, and to the 
distinguishing marks by which they are there described. 

Line 77. >: = ovA7. 

Line 79. For the restoration see 1. 88. 
e£ uv): é& tropynparos, cf. note on |. 132. 

Line 85. 6L: a mistake for nL. 
Line 88, Ne 3e8 : 2. ¢. the month Neds SeBacrés (= Athur). 

Line 89. [n]L: the slight visible traces resemble @ rather than 
n, but the census of Nero’s reign must have been in the eighth 

year = A.D. 61-2. 

Line 91. vg: so, apparently, for v¢. 

Line 92. A new section begins here, containing the names of 
those persons who had died at the end of the twelfth and in the 
thirteenth years, and whose names consequently disappeared 
from the roll. 

Line 95. Katoapero= Mesoré, the last month of the year, which 
explains why these names had come in pera rév karaywpiopor 
Tav Adyar. 

Line 99. pyve Aopurtavor: presumably =Phaophi, Domitian 
having given his name to the month of October (Suet. Dom. 13). 
The name does not seem to occur elsewhere among the papyri 
yet published. 

Line 100, Acxas : probably a scribe’s error for AckXas. 
Line 104. to“: =76 kar’ divSpa. 
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(Col. 4.) 

105 .. es av, aie Lis 

gOS 6 oe -w8 (ole Thor's 0: fe ew a eae a ] LAC 

. gis Tle... .. 700 Dale ean eae ] Lyy 

.. Ts Aplov tov] Qpov pH [L.-- ee eee eee eee ]depo” Lue 

ee eee . 2... toLv] Zorrov plp..... .) Hs Amvo[p]? Lk 

110 [Sap]las Saparos tov Ovvwdpios wp? N... . as 7S Tapa? LAS 

5 Y 
TuBi .. . . vns SaraB? rov Mame’ py Lrorontos trys Ape’ Lys 

Ayyopysdos ereovros tov Muofov py OavBatos Len 

Tasovp’ Tavot rov Ilaro" pH Lonpews Tns AmohAwrr? LX» 

115 AvovBas Qpov tov Meyxevovs pH Tedepwros tas Ayxopyge” Lye 

Tecevoudis Npov tov Meyyeouvs pH Tefepwros tys Ay* LrC 

Opcevovdis Opaerfoluduos tov Haecve” py Tavpews LO /s 

Meyxetp = Epuevs Epteos tov N[. . . .) wa Leyabios rns Qpou Lra 

xB Opcevovdis Qpolv] tov Tamov™ py... . THS LwxKparous Lys 

120 KS Opoevovdis Taov™ tov Tarov™ pH Taopoews ts Opoev” LAS 

xe Epvevs Ilamov™ tov Epteos pH Taveppecpe’ 77 Taveppeppe’” Lx 

x Tames Sara® rov Marevtos pH Taowouxios LNO 

X Ozevpis Ilamevros [tov Orlevpu? wy Taxkavyos 77... . Lun 

Qpos tp Mapoew’ [rlov Qpov pw? Lo? ry [. . .] Lire 

125 iG /« Tere wv yrou? Tar vy ar[dpes tly 

Kavomov yop? exop[....- alvadap? reredev7[n]* [ro vy|L 

[Aopu}reavov Kacapos tov [kupiov] pe Tov Katax{wlpip[ov rev oY] 

to[v alurov wyL daoypt ef... .. - ] avehnud? xa. . ov SL] yvaln] /e 

ee ews gav e&ns emvyp? Ke... .|nv de hutnv nye . vay 

130 evjrav? ev ehacoo[pare] 70 pyre] Elme]d 

Opoevoudis ... v[. eo... Jorav? pH Taayxopip[pleo[s] LAC 

€€ um[or gla, Se Javos / a 

Line 111. y——: ze. yiverat, generally expressed by a simple Line 127. pe tov karaxwpipoyv: so MS., apparently, for pera rov 

straight line. In thiscase the line is a continuation of a roughly xarayopiopdy. 
formed y. The total of seven is obtained by the inclusion of 
the person mentioned in 1. 100, the one named in 1. 103 having 
apparently been subsequently reported to be alive (7epteivar). 

Line 125. The total of twenty is the sum of the totals given 
in ll. 111, 117, and 125, z.e. for the first six months of the 
thirteenth year. Of these the first seven had been reported in 
time to be included in the Aaoypadia for the thirteenth year, 

which was presumably made up, like the present one, about 
Athur or Choiach ; but the remaining thirteen fall into the list, 

now being compiled, of deaths in the thirteenth year. 
Line 126. Kavomoy yvou?: apparently=correction, or supple- 

ment, of the list, giving the names of those who had died at the 
end of the thirteenth or beginning of the fourteenth year, and 
whose names had been reported between the date of the nominal 
closing of the lists, and that at which this roll was actually com- 

piled. But the mutilation of the papyrus leaves the exact 
restoration of the passage doubtful. 

Line 132. e€ vro#: 2. @. e& bropynuatos, a word used to signify 
notifications of births or deaths sent in by the parties concerned 
to the officials; cf Pap. CCLX. 1. 81. A number of entries 
follow to which this phrase is prefixed, forming a list of persons 
whose names are to be struck off the poll-tax record on account 
of death, the name of the relative reporting the death being 
added in each case. Specimens of such notifications of death, 
accompanied by a request that the name of the deceased may 
be entered éy rj ray rereXeurnkdray Td€et, may be seen in Papp. 
CLXXIII, CCVIII a, CCLXXXI, CCCXXXVII. The list 
begins with the last two months of the thirteenth year, Epeiph 

and Mesoré, and then proceeds to the fourteenth year. Those 
of the preceding year, referred to in ll. 92-125, had presumably 

been embodied in a list and verified ; but for those which follow 

here the only evidence of their death consisted of the trouynpara 
of their relatives. 
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* -Kaliojape Ka 

. . . woupis Avodwp[ov tov Telrerovyou py Oa...” rs Ar 

135 e[€ vro} Arf... .] adecd? /a /B 

[ron] rey. 40" <0e (ws ace ea Jov opoiws tov ofito..... 
[. . .] opo*® currhedoy [.. 2.2...  evravda df... 2. . Jopol. . .]\a 

Teppavixel[e . .] 

Ovvwdpis vs Ap. [...... ]reBoe’? pw” Oanot [ 

140 e€ uro" Of. . . .] adedd” 

(Col. 5.) 
[three lines wanting. ] 

ETE <s CRO. eee eed 

145 [e]& vroprfnua™..... 
ie Aolouleus Tears ee lovee ee ee SSRs Oo ae Ses Jepi? .. 

ef Oroequa’ wou (ses see ea kas ] tov Nedepol. . . 
ka... . os Ilameros tov Ian[... 1... . bly Taopoews 77 [.. . 

e€ vio" Swpait? Iametos . . . . ous 

150 KB Opoevovdis Tewros tov A... . Tov p” Bal... 

e€ vio" Tewros tov Tewy...... Yb 

Ke Iavedpeuts YatraBovros tov [Iave]ppeuplios pp. . . 

e€ viro" Tare” [ad]edd[°] 
Lara® Sw™ tov Arpeovs wy... . Hos rr7[s . 

ros e€ vmo* Paci” rou [.. . 

X[. . Js Hporesovs rov Ap... [.. 

e€ vio" MuoOov [. . . 

. ¢ Ilexvowos rou [... 2. 
e€ umo Tame rvs [.. . 

160 . . pas Nefepwros Tov. ....... poy Tae as we eee 

e€ uTo" Ayylolpludeas . . . 

165. yews pre? nov 0. os [. a. 
e€ uo". . 

. veos TOLU . 
ef wma” [ee ws es ] rou [ 

Amod)\wrios Zo[isov tlov Amfohdkwvov .. . . 

170 e€ utroM [. a 

ree s IIro\Mwrfos Tou... 

e€ urot . . . . Tov Piddf.. . 

Line 136. ews x.r.A.: perhaps éws [katax(wpiopdr) Tov Adylov. 

Line 138. Teppavtxat: Domitian had given this name to the month of September, or (in Egypt) Thouth (Suet. Dow. 13). 

1. G 

Al 
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pad Iamevros [rou] .. x . os pH TL ee 

ea os tov [. 

195 2 FG S ee Sw ES @ 

«else 6 ea [eee Yale 

saon BeBaast| ov) vx« [-sne4 a 

SPOS Dew | yw ears 

yu” Tau eveotote dL [ 

(Col. 6.) 
[about ten lines wanting.] 

190 em. to avto av[®] x{[. . 
wv oporoyor av® x[. . 

. evs Bewvos Tov Kedaholvos ; 

Ke]dakov Oewvos tov Kedahwv[os . . . 

K]epadov @ewvos Tov Paro? [.. . . 

195 .. ger? adeddos pip THS [avTys 
2.2 Ds. addos pH TS avtyls 

rea us Ovvedpios tov Kedaldwvos . . 

ietie at ] . dus adekgos pa [. . - 

. . . . . . . . ‘< . 

eae aa ]... vos tov [Ke]ga[kwvos ..... 

BO gaa Jo... os rou [Kelpu ply... .. 

piel aren adleddos wy. [. . - 

Lines 190, 191. The numeral may in each case be } instead Line 201. This ends the connected portion of the MS. There 

of x. The context is too much mutilated to show what total is are besides two small fragments containing portions of names, 

intended. but their position is uncertain. 
Line 194. @udov?: perhaps a slip of the pen for Keadwyr®. 

PAPYRUS CCLX.—a.p. 72-3. 

HE document which follows, contained in Papyri CCLX and CCLXI, is, on the face of 

it, connected with the census, though it differs in several interesting respects from that 

which has just been given. In date it is somewhat earlier, belonging to the fifth year of 
Vespasian (=a.D. 72-3). It consists of returns made by Heracleides, the dudoddépyns of 

a street named ’Avo\\@viov TapeuBody, which is known from other papyri as a street in the 

town of Arsinoé (see note on |. 75). The return is divided into four distinct portions, 

indicated by the headings prefixed to the three last of them. The first (Pap. CCLX, lines 

1-75) is a list of adult males, whose ages range between fourteen and eighty, the elder of 

them being stated to be included by virtue of an express order of the Prefect. The 
beginning of this list is lost, to the extent of eight columns; four columns are preserved, and 
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are followed by a summary of the whole twelve, which contained in all 173 names. The 

special feature of this list, which differentiates it from that contained in Papp. CCLVII-CCLIX, 
is that to the name of each person is appended the statement of his having passed through 

the process of émixpiois in a certain year. Seventy-three of them are noted as émuxpiévtes 

in the first year of Nero (a.p. 54-5), and the rest of them in various years since that date. 

The meaning of this formula must be considered later. 

The three remaining sections contain the namés of boys below the age of fourteen, 
divided into three categories. The first (Pap. CCLX, lines 76-195) consists of boys described 

as xdrouxo, and is incomplete at the end. The second (Pap. CCLXI, lines 28-244) consists 
of boys described as haoypadovpevor, and is complete except for local mutilations, which are, 

unfortunately, considerable. The third (Pap. CCLXI, lines 245-277) consists of boys from 

either of these two categories, whose births had only been reported during the current year, 

being thus supplementary to the two preceding lists. It is incomplete at the end. In 

addition, there are two columns which now stand at the beginning of Pap. CCLXI, but 
which are out of their proper place. These two columns contain estimates of sums of money 

payable by certain people who have been enumerated. 
The interest, and also the interpretation, of the papyrus turn on the explanation of the 

word émixpiois and the distinction between kdroixou and Aaoypadovpevor. *Erixpiors is defined 
by Wilcken (Hermes xxviii. 250) as an examination of persons liable to military service by 
the highest officials, such as (in some cases certainly) the Prefect. The purely military sense 

of the term appears in such documents as the Berlin Papyri 142 and 1431, where a soldier 

émixpiverat into a specified regiment. But this does not seem to exhaust its meaning, nor to 

explain all the passages in which it occurs. For instance, in Berl. Pap. 324, a woman reports 

to the ex-gymnasiarch employed apds 77 émxpioe that two of her slaves, having reached the 
ages of fourteen and eleven respectively, are now required émixpifjvar (SovAwy pov . 

dperdvrav emixpiOnvar Kata Ta Kehevobévra), and she accordingly records their names, with 

references to the last kar oixiav dmoypady in which they had been included. So also in 

Geneva Pap. 18 (ed. Nicole) the parents of a boy send in his name to the official in charge 

of the émixpuots (&yopavopyncarte Kal yupvaciapxyoavtt, dvTe mpos 7H émixpice) saying that he 

will be thirteen in the current year and ought to be enrolled (tpooBd[vros eis] vy’ eros To 
‘eveotart ere Kal ddidovtos emixpiOjvac). It is clear that boys of fourteen, thirteen, and eleven 

could not be intended for military service; and the inclusion of such boys in the émixpuccs is 

confirmed by the present document, in which (putting aside the general ézixpiows of the first 

year of Nero) each person is returned as emixpiHeis in the year at which he reached the age 

of fourteen, or, in some cases, that of ten or eleven. Moreover, persons engaged in civil 

occupations are described in the census returns as émuxexpyévor: e.g. Berl. Papp. 116, col. ii. 

1. 18 Kdrouxos émuxexpyevos épyarys (where the person thus described is only seventeen years 

old, and therefore cannot be supposed to have passed through a term of military service, as 

might be the case with the old man of seventy who is likewise described as émuxexpiévos in 

Berl. Pap. 115, col. ii. 1. 13), 118, col. iti, 1. 7 [iwarvolrhirns Naoypadovpevos emKexpiyévos, and 

137, 1. 10 iSiudrns Laoypadovpevos mixexpysévos. Further, the number of persons recorded as 

1 gg. Pap. 142: émexpin “Ioidwpos Teppavow ind Upi(o)xou adh iB &x omeipys B Otdmia(s) immeds tUppys ArodNwaplov tnd 

éndpxov kddons ’AdeLavdpivys yb ’Avrwv(ev od Katoupos rot xupiov "lo wapov. 

G 2 
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énixpiévres in the present document (173 in a single street of a single town in Egypt) is 

much too great to represent persons actually required for military service. 

But if the limitation of the term to simple military service appears to be inconsistent 

with the da/a, it is still difficult, in the present fragmentary condition of our materials, to say 

exactly what the meaning of the phrase is. It is evidently a form of enrolment, which those 

who were liable to it underwent at the age of fourteen or, in some cases, between that age 

and ten. It stands in some definite relation to the Kar’ olxiay dwoypady, to which reference 

is made in the present document and in Berl. Pap. 324, while in Berl. Pap. 484 the phrase 

enikpiois Kar’ oixiay dmoypapys appears. It is not, however, a process which is completed 

once and for all at the age of fourteen; for Berl. Papp. 113 and 265 (both entitled & 

répov émxpioewy of the Prefect) record the appearance for this purpose of veterans who have 

received Roman citizenship, of freedmen, slaves, and others (€repor) before the Prefect 

(wapeyévovro mpds émixpicw). One important fact to be noted in the present document is that 
the names of the persons recorded as émxpiévres are all Greek; a fact which at once marks 

off this list from that contained in Papp. CCLVII-CCLIX. Of course native Egyptians 

often bore Greek names, so that where a Greek name stands by itself it is not safe to affirm 

that the bearer of it was a Greek; but when a long list of names is entirely Greek it is safe 

to conclude that the list in question is confined to persons of Greek birth. This applies 

equally to the slaves mentioned in Berl. Pap. 324, whose names are Bacchylus, Chiliarchus, 

and Thallus. 

*Ezixptots would consequently appear to be a process whereby certain persons of Greek 

birth were marked off from the rest of the population for some purpose or purposes connected 

with the census. And here the document before us seems to throw some light on the question. 

The list of adults, each of whom is marked as émuxpuOeis, is followed by a list of ddrduxes, 
divided into two categories, xdrouxot and \aoypapovpevor. These terms likewise appear frequently 
in the census-returns, the householder generally describing himself as belonging to one or 

the other class. The distinction is given by the meaning of the latter term. Aaoypadov- 
pevos means ‘paying poll-tax’ (Aaoypadia), and it may therefore be safely concluded that the 
Kdtovxot did not pay poll-tax. The express distinction drawn between the two classes in the 

present document confirms what was probable before (cf. Wilcken, Hermes xxviii. 249). The 
KaTovkot were thus a privileged class, exempt from the payment of poll-tax; and in the present 

document the term émixpuovs is applied to the transference of an individual from the X\aoypadov- 

pevot to the xarouxo. This is in lines 124 ff., where a boy is said to be transferred évOd8e 

(z.e. to the list of kdrowkor) dd vidv Kaoypadoupévar, éri T@ Tov TovToU Tatépa ad haoypadias 
Kexwptobar dia Td emixexpiocba To at Oveomacavod : and since the same boy is described, a few 

lines further on (1. 136) as vids xaroikov, there is no doubt that his father, by this process of 

érixpiots, had become a full Kdrouxos. 

This connexion between the status of xdérouos and the term émixpiois is in harmony 
with the technical military use of the latter word, because the xkdrovot were originally 

a military class. The term is originally applied to the Greek mercenaries serving in the 

armies of the Ptolemies, who were rewarded by grants of land in Egypt (cf Polybius v. 65, 

Droysen de Lagidarum regno in Kleine Schriften ii. 375-7, with Wilcken’s notes, and C/G. 

iii. p. 287). The condition of these grants of land was, no doubt, continued liability to 
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military service (cf Wilcken, Gott. gelehrt. Anzeiger, 1895, p. 132, as against Mahaffy’s view 
that the soldiers settled in the Fayuim were veterans), which might well be accompanied by 
freedom from the poll-tax (cf Droysen, of. c7t., p. 395, where it is argued that Greek soldiers, 
at any rate, if not all Greeks, were free from this tax); and (since the descendants of xdrovkoe 
were themselves xdroixot, as appears from the present document) the existence of this privi- 
leged class may easily have lasted on into Roman times!. Probably the liability to military 

service still existed nominally, and entry to the class of xdérovxou was still by the process of 
émixpiois: but we have seen above that neither term implies actual military service on the 

part of the person to whom it is applied. Special revisions of the list of privileged persons 

were probably made from time to time, as on the occasions to which Berl. Papp. 113, 265 
(referred to above) relate, and (to judge from the present document) in the first year of Nero. 

Individual applications for inclusion in the list were apparently dealt with by the Prefect (cf 
Berl. Pap. 447, 1. 21 émucexpiynévy bd . . . yepovedoartos). 

One phrase still stands in the way of this explanation of émixpuois, vz. the description 

of certain individuals in the census-returns as haoypadovpevor émixexpysévor (Berl. Papp. 118, 
col. iii. 1. 8 and 137, 1. 10, quoted above). The incompleteness of our information on the 
subject precludes an absolutely certain explanation of this phrase, but it may be suggested 
that it describes the status of a person such as the one mentioned above, who belonged to 

the class of Aaoypadovpevor at the time of the last kav’ olxiay dmoypady, but had since been 

transferred to the class of kdrouxot. The whole arrangement of these lists shows the extreme 

care with which each entry of an individual's name was connected with the entries in 

preceding lists, and this would account for the persons in question not being simply described 

as xdrouxot. But in the absence of fuller information this explanation must be regarded as 

only tentative. 

The document immediately before us (Papp. CCLX, CCLXI) must, then, be regarded 

as a list relating to the poll-tax, similar in nature, though not in detail, to that which 

precedes it (Papp. CCLVII-CCLIX). Each year, it would seem, it was the duty of the 

dpdoddpyns in each street of a town (and probably of the cwpoypapmareds in each village) to 
draw up a list, based ultimately on the last xar’ oixiay doypady, accounting for all the males 
in his district. The list would be divided into several categories. The chief of these would 

contain the names of those adult males who were liable to the poll-tax, as in Papp. CCLVII- 
CCLIX. Another would contain those privileged persons who were xdrovxo., as in the first 

section of Pap. CCLX, with minute details as to their first appearance in the privileged list. 

Others would contain the children under age, whether xaroixot or Naoypadovpevor, as in the 
latter part of Pap. CCLX and all except the first two columns of Pap. CCLXI. It may be 

observed that these two misplaced columns confirm the proof that this list is connected with 

the poll-tax, and also the suggestion made in the Introductory Note on p. 20 that some persons 

paid poll-tax at a double rate; for it estimates the receipts from some persons at the rate 

of 20 drachmas each, and from others at 40. The minuteness with which the age, birth, date 

of registration, &c., of each individual is noted, among both the adults and the ddyj\uxes, shows 

1 It may be only a coincidence, but is worth observing, that encampment, the occupants of which may have received grants 

the street to which this papyrus relates, and which contained of land in the neighbourhood. The Geneva Pap. 18, referred 
a considerable number of kdrotkot, is named ’AmoAd@viov Tlapeu- to above, chances also to be from the same place. 

Body, which is probably a reminiscence of a former military 
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the extreme care with which each person was followed and accounted for from census 

to census. 

The arrangement of the first section of the papyrus before us calls for some explanation. 

The point of departure is the émixpiois of the first year of Nero (a.p. 54-5). Why this date 

was chosen we cannot tell, but can only surmise that a special review of the privileged lists 

was made at the beginning of that reign. All persons who were over fourteen at that date 
(and consequently thirty-two and upwards at the date of the present list) appear simply with 

the note émix(piBets) at. In the case of those who had not reached the age of fourteen in 

A.D. 54-5, the year at which they reached that age is stated; eg. emu® ev wd! d+ (= érucpibeis 
év tecoapaxaidexérais to 5 ere Népwvos). Further, at the time of the regular census (kar 

olxiav dtoypady) in the eighth year of Nero (the returns for which would be made in the 
ninth year, see p. 17), not only boys of fourteen were included among the émuxexpipévor, but 
all of ten years or more. Consequently those who were between the ages of ten and four- 

teen in A.b. 62-3 have a double date, vzz. that of the census and of their attaining the age 

of fourteen; e.g. em* Ob St Bb (=érixpibels TO O eran Népwvos Kal év reaoapaxaidekcrais TH 

9G} ere). There are, however, also some boys who were entered at the age of ten or eleven 

in other years (see ll. 9, 16), and the explanation of this is doubtful. It will have been 
observed that in Berl. Pap. 324, quoted above, two slaves are simultaneously returned for 

érixpiois, One of whom has reached the age of fourteen, while the other is only eleven. 

Some other details which are not clear at first sight are considered in the notes. 
Palaeographically this papyrus is interesting, as containing a dated example of a fine hand, 

carefully written, and approaching the literary type. The verso of the papyrus was subse- 

quently used for demotic writing, apparently of the nature of accounts, and in some places 
demotic writing appears on the vec/o, either in the margins or (occasionally) above the Greek. 

(Col. 1.) 

Ori Tapvobas Arodh wr]? Ato\hwrov z[ov] An[o\Aw}ov pon Tapvo® emc* ev St & LK 

Opvyevns adehdos pn tys avty[s em]i ev ot Les 
Ovxt Axovorha’ Hpwv Xaupyy? tov Arolylerlovs pwn . .Judawys eme* at Lyy 

. .Jv adedpos pn tys avtys em ev dt BE Lra 
5 wo]... en AcfSupns e® at LAS 

. adehgos pn] THs avurns [em] Ob vd yt LKe 

# all Soy Ree Wace ascce BN Odixrat eme* (B“ Oveo) ev dt & Lue 
..] . tov Aproyparw” [un Ped]ovp® eme* at Lua 

- J]... eme® at (Olver? ev amt tb Bt id Lis 
10 oe)... em! (BO Ove) ev id & Lue 

Line 1. py: =pyrpés. There is no mark of abbreviation in (in the second year, not the first, because Vespasian’s first year this word throughout the papyrus. according to the Egyptian mode of reckoning, lasted only two 
Line 6. em 64 vst nL: this person was born in A.D. 47-8, and months), and entered as having attained the age of fourteen in 

consequently was fourteen in A.D. 61-2, the year to which the the fourth year. ev is written above the line, and so again 
census related, though the returns were made in the following in ll. 10, 17. 
year. Hence the meaning is: ‘entered in the ninth year as Line 9. ev at: probably = év dmovaia, of. |. 28. He was ten 
being fourteen in the eighth year.’ in the twelfth year of Nero, fourteen in the third of Vespasian 

Line 7. erut (84 Ovec)) ev dL 64: = entered (as being over and had been first enrolled in the first year of Vespasian. while 
ten) in the enrolment held at the beginning of Vespasian’s reign absent from Egypt. 
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. .] tov Apfrolyplarc? [un]... .. . emu at Lia 
a] eS 0B ees BN... No’ Tys* Tapvo® em at LrY 
. adlehpos pm [rns aury]s eme® 6 iSt yt Lx6 

Jor’? Akovot 7. . wy? Hn Eppuovys em* ab LéB 
15 .y Axovoil] rov!. 2. 0. . a. wov pn Apporias em at Lys 

AD aac ea 7™s Uro* eme* vat wt ab Oveo? Lin 

(Col. 2.) 
Atro\hwvios 0 Kat Apmroxpas adhos jn Tys avrns eme* (BL Over) ev St 5 Lue 

Ovxt Hpwy? tov" Texvor® Kopwv Aida tov Awdwp’ yn Pirovp’ em* at LvB 
Avdas vos py Ade€ouros emu® ev iS st Lxl 

20 Ilucwv addos vos pn THs auTyns eme* Ob Ld LBt Lea 
Hpev Adar tov Aodwpov py Pirovpevns emt at Lys 

tered OL Emu 

Awdas Avdau tov fee Hn Pirovpevys emi* at Ly 

Appovios Avodwp® tov" Tuewv® rov Adar tov Avodwp” un Hpaidos em* at LAS 

Avodwpos o Kat Tucwy adeddos py tys avTns emu® Ob ev wy yt LKd 

25 Out Aerrw® Tarpiwy Hpaxded? tov Tarn pn Pidapi? em* at Lun 

Hparhedns o Kat Ovnoios vios pn Tacev® tys SapBar em® 6 18 Bb Lea 

[Ocxt] v? Avodwpo[s] Avov tov Arodwpov pn Erpnvys emu® at LuB 
[Oc]xt Avdupns Qpryerns Opryer® tov Seu .. [wn] Apevas tys Amv” eme* ab Oveo? ev am Lud 

Avatroypadot opowws 

30 [Oc]xt Tareroorp[ios] Hpaxhedns Wayxpatous tov [OA}uum’ pn Tarempr? em at LvB 

Lwras vios wn Xapitvov tys Xarpevtos eme* at Oveo) vd & Lud 

Ilayxpatyns Iayxparovs tov Odvpm’ pn Tarremipe’ em* at Lya 

(Col. 3.) 
Odvprros Odvptrov tov Tay[k]parovs yn Tapvobas em* at L\y 

Ouxt & Mapiwy Avovvorov tov Ioxup[iwlvos py Avdupys eme* at LvS 

35 Oxt Hpakdredas tys Aptoypatiwvos 

Aokhymiadns Ack\nmad? tov Aokdnmad? wn Hpakdevas em® at Lr» 

Line 11. Lda: as this person is said to have been émixpibeis al, 

he must have been fourteen in the course of A. D. 54-5, but at the 
beginning of A.D. 72-3 he was still only thirty-one. As Nero’s 
first year did not begin till the middle of October, the returns 
would be made out at a relatively later period of the year than 
those for the fifth year of Vespasian, which began on August 29. 

Line 12. rns: = ris kal, of. ll. 15, 18, 23, 42, &c. 
Line 13. Lxé: at first sight this is inconsistent with ]. 6, where 

a person similarly described as éemixpibe's 6b dt nt is returned 
as being twenty-five years of age. Both evidently reached the 
age of fourteen in the eighth year of Nero, z.e. in the course of 
A.D. 61-2, and both consequently reached the age of twenty-five 

in the course of A.D. 72-3; but in the early months of that 

year, when this return was probably made up, one of them 

might be twenty-five and the other still twenty-four. 
Line 20. em 6 dt (BL: see Introductory Note. 

Line 22. rereA 54 Emih: this note has been added above the 
line in a different hand. This seems to show that the present 
list was made up quite early in the fifth year of Vespasian, 
since a death which occurred more than a month before the 
end of the fourth year had not been reported when it was first 
compiled. 

Line 24. This person was only thirteen in the census-year 
61-2 (eighth of Nero), but was fourteen in the ninth year, when 
the census-rolls were made up. The entry consequently means 
‘entered in the ninth year as thirteen years old in the eighth 
year.’ 

Line 28. This person had evidently escaped numeration in 
Nero’s reign, probably through being absent from Egypt, and 
was first entered in the first year of Vespasian, 

Line 29. avaroypidot: presumab.y = ‘not included in the last 
kat’ viklay droypap;.’ 
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NiBouras NuBourov tov Eppiov py lowwpas ev Andefav® emt” pera to at Léy 

Ave yevap® ror at Sia To evar [e]§w oprwy Avyumrou ev pev TnL Irahva 

Avoyevns Avoyevous Tov Avoyev’ Sapamiados atapac” 

Sapariov Evyepov tov Saplam]|” pn Appwvias amapao” 

TIrodewatos Anuntp.’? Tov [Tl ]rokewar? py Tapvo® aap 

ev tne Ivdiene Taw o* Avodwp® Hpaxhe’ Tov Avodwp? py Appovi amap* 

40 

Kae S{cJa tpooypadov aveA]nupPnoav axohovfws tows vo Tov yyepovos 

Kexpysevors amo uTept Kpilevta[y] ovvroyiler Par amo pev Tv Els TO 

45 yb heouroypadnuevwv aro Twv eutpoobery Xpovwr 

AmrohNwvios Hpaxded? rov Hpaxderd? py Zoid? ee* at Los 

Arokhwrios Trodepou® tov Trodepwou? on Hpaxhevas emu at Loe 

Tlakapndns THatapyd’ rov Amod\kwr’ pon Tasemipios emi at Lo 

(Col. 4.) 

Mapwv Mapwvos tov Apmoxpatimvos pn Iovdwpas em at Lod 

50 Troheparos Trohepau’ tov Irohewavov pn Tapvobas em ae Lo 

TIrodeuatos Urohepou? tov Hpaxherd? wn Tupavvidos em at LE 

Amod\oros Amod\dw’ tov ATtohhwu? pn Oaroapiov em at Léc 

Tlrodepatos Irodeuau? tov Lapam” py Oacwros em* at L&e 

Muobapiwy LapBar tov Ioy[up]® wn Amoddovas em* at Lée 

55 Emipayos Emipayouv tov Extpayou py Iovdwpas em* at Loy 

Tpudwv Tpvgov? rou A... ... pn Tapvobas em at Lée 

Ka amo ehacowparos ot 

IIrodeatos Modnovs tov IIro[A]enorov un Apmoxpatiaiv? em" at Léy 

Axovothaos LapBat tov Akovothaov pn Topevtos em’ at Léy 

60 Eoynkws Ade€avdpewr voderrecav 
Nuxavwp o kat Lazzos Hpakdedov tov Hpakde? pn Muprti® em* a’ 

Line 37. pera ro at: he should have been registered in the 

first year of Nero, but was omitted and added in a supple- 

mentary list. 
Line 38. ave): = dvemixpirot. 
Line 39. amapaoT: apparently connected with mapdoracts, 

implying that they had been entered on the list without appear- 

ing in person; cf note on 1. 128. It will be observed that here 
it is used of those in foreign parts. 

Line 42. ev rye Ivdtxme: this representative of Graeco-Egyptian 
commerce with the East is worth noticing (ff Plin. M. A. 

vi. 26). 
Line 43. Here follows a list of persons ‘over age’ whose 

names are added to the list in accordance with some decision 
of the Prefect, the exact nature of which is not stated. Their 

ages range from sixty-three to eighty, yet persons of sixty-two, 
sixty-three, and sixty-six have already appeared in the main 
body of the list (Il. 14, 37, 39). As the xéroika: were not liable to 
the poll-tax, there was no occasion to draw the line at sixty, as 

L 
Lyy 

in the case of the Aaoypadovpevor in Papp. CCLVII-CCLIX. 
Line 44. umept: = tmép éros, or an adjective formed from these 

words, meaning ‘ superannuated.’ 

Line 45. NeAouroypadnpevor: they had been omitted from the 
list in the third year, being believed not to be required, as being 
past the age with which the tax-collector was concerned, but are 
now included once more on account of the Prefect’s decision. 

Their ages are written in a different hand; probably they were 
not ascertainable at the moment, as they did not appear in the 
previous list, and had to be inserted subsequently. 

Line 57. azo eXacowparos ol; these had been omitted from the 
list the fourth year, as being over sixty-one (cf Pap. CCLIX. 
1. 64). 

Line 60, eynxws : the reading is made certain by the repeti- 
tion in 1. 74. This citizen of Alexandria is classed with those 

exempt from the tax. From Josephus (Bel/. Jud. ii. 16) it is 
known that the Alexandrians were exempt from poll-tax, 

Line 61. vy: corrected from vf. 
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(Col. 5.) 

65 

7O 

Twovd ov mpo* 

(ve Le us UG LE LO LO IG LS 18 La ta) av poy 

wv 

em" at oy Kar peta to at B /oe BLL yt y & y /a 

ey sty & B caw ov em* ror 6 c& apdorep® 

Tov yovs ao uO yt 8 Kat amo mpogy A St nb a /e 

Ma th @ wt 8 1B 0 uy & a TadBae 8 

at Oveo) € kat amo aap! redewy emi* tar a~ at a /n 

o& B Bid y Bid & 6d & C/prd 

ave e€wu optwv Avyutrov ev Irahva y 

ev Ivduxne a /6 
umep' Kpifevtes cvvhoyileo® rar ap[i"] vy 

49 

Kau ev umept & a ecxn® AheEav’ mo* [a] /te 

75 a 

(Col. 6.) 
Ilapa Hpaxdedov appodapyou Amodd” Tap 
aTohoyirpos apntKov viwy KaTOLK@Y 

TOU et QUTOKPaTOpos KaLOapos Oveo7ractavov 

Y<Bacrov tov dia THs [klar ovKay aroypadys 
80 Tov yt Nepwvos avalyley[plappevwr Bt 

peypt ab eravaKkemevwy Kat Tw amo Ot 
pexpt St Overtacavov 8. vropvypatev 
onpavlevtwy envyeyevyyo bau 

E[tJvar de 

Line 62. Here follows a summary of the preceding columns, 
giving the numbers of persons émxpiOevres in each year since 

the first of Nero. 
Line 63. From this enumeration it appears that eight columns 

are missing from the beginning of this roll. The last 1d should 

be te. 
Lines 66, 67. In the eighth year there was no émixpiots, on 

account of its being the census year, but in the ninth year 
(when the census-returns were actually sent in, see p. 17) four 
youths were returned as having reached the age of fourteen in 
the eighth year, besides one whose name was added in a sup- 

plementary list, giving a total of five for the eighth year. 
Line 68. FadSar: or TadBn, ae and 7n being sometimes indis- 

tinguishable in this hand; but a is certainly read in CCLXI. 
ll. 204, 206, and better represents the Latin -ae. Cf Aida, 

SdpBa as genitives of Aiéas and 2dyuBas. 

Line 69. amo azapt redevwy: for the explanation of azapl, see 
note on].128. The present phrase may be explained as =‘ from 
the adults enrolled in absence in the same first year (of 
Vespasian),’ and the person so described is, no doubt, the one 

mentioned in |. 28, where see note. 
a~: = aire. Cf note on Pap. CCLXI. 1. 145. 

Line 70. dt BL: 7.2. those who attained the age of fourteen in 

the second year of Vespasian. 
Line 74. ev umepl cL a: this person’s name does not appear 

II. 

in the preceding column, as from his position in the enumera- 
tion here one would expect. He may have been mentioned in 
the earlier columns. 

Line 76. Here begins a new section of the register, namely the 
list of boys under the age of fourteen, which consequently con- 
sists of those who at the census of A. D. 61-2 (eighth of Nero) were 
returned as of two years old and under (Il. 80, 81), and those 

whose births had been reported since that date (Il. 81-83). The 
list begins with those who had reached the age of thirteen in the 
fifth year of Vespasian. Reports of births were not necessarily 
made in the same year; on the contrary they are often stated 

to have been made several years afterwards, e.g. in 1.152 as 
much as six years. 

Aro\d® Ilapé: 2. @. "AmroANwviou TapepSodjs, a street in Arsinoé 
(see Berl. Pap. 79, ll. 6, 13, and 116, col. 2, 1. 9). So also in 
Pap. CCLXI. Il. 28, 245, where the same heading recurs. 

Line 77. xaroixwy: the distinction between the classes of 
kdrotkot and Aaoypahovperor, which is established by the com- 
parison of this passage with Pap. CCLXI. 1. 29, is also illus- 
trated by several of the Berlin census-returns, in which the 
householder returns himself either as xdrotxos (e.g. Berl. Pap. 
55, col. 3) or Aaoypadoupevos (e.g. Berl. Pap. 115). 

Lines 79, 80. tys Kar otktay amoypadys tov nt Nepwvos: this is 
the earliest kar oikiay amoypapy of which a direct mention has 
yet been found. 
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85 uy’ € 

cow o1 bia cvr{Ke}pa* y* avayeyp’ Blt} 

GREEK PAPYRI. 

€ 

per[a Tov]s ter[e]* Tou pev vat ews Mex 
Ouxi © pS Ap[polias Atoka’ Acovid? Tov 

Axovot* 7°" Mvofov pn Hpovs tys* Adpod" ~~ a. 

90 Kau tar oBt peta tov Katax® Tov doywr 

Out Iovwv® IoSwp’ Iowdap? 7° Avovvow? py Pdov" wR 

(Col. 7.) 

[A Jourrou y 
wv o onpav® emuxexpio® Tar y 

VIO TOV TpoKEXipLopS KaL EME THS ELETATEWS 

95 
a{reypa|d[y] tar 6 Nepwvos 

eEnrlacp® ewar vos Katoukov ov 7 pentr[p] 

O[ic]e Sapariwv’ Ocov Sapam” 7” Kpovnr” [rov*] 
@ SP ee eas ee as tns IIro* 

ta. & Overraciavov onpav® emuKe|k pro? 

100. ey rows] & Bt 8 pytpos anfolyeyp™ 

Ouxlt SapBaros loyvpiwy Xarpynmovos 7°. . B -FXUP PY 
pn Ioxupaw" ry[s H]paor[e]” 

i. 

[on]ualy"] exe® rar & pera tov xalrlaxwp[io"] toy ho[yov] 

[u7o tTlwv mpoKexipiop® €€ apdotepwr Tw 

105 . amo ut ot 
yolve} 

[O}ixt Evayyen? TloAvdev* Evayyed? tov TloA[vdev"] 

pn lowepas 

ny n—— Oo 

(Col. 8.) 

Bee 
Evow ov dia ocvveeda® yb avayeypt atix y 

amap' a vios Tov exyn® A[de€avd]pe” aap’ a 

——’ amo et 

tot 6 ews Meyxeip amapt [. . 

Oixt... 

Line 86. Blixo = dterexoi, boys of two years old; cf. |. 110. 

Line 87. pera rovs rereA(eurnkoras) : in spite of the accusative, 
this plainly means ‘including those who have since died,’ whose 

names follow. There were five boys born in the sixth year, but 
two of them had since died. Their names are still kept on the 

list in order that all whose names appeared in the census of the 

eighth year may be accounted for. 
Line 88. (pe: 2.¢. €Bdopuov pépos. 

Line 89. 1%: z.é. Tod kai. 
Line 90. z.e. died in the twelfth year of Nero (A.D. 65-6), 

but reported after the closing of the lists for that year. 
Line 92. Aowrot: ze. there remain three to be accounted for 

of the five mentioned in 1. 86. 
Line 94. emt tys eferagews k.r.A.: in 1. 104 we have, instead of 

adape” IIroheuar? [. . . 

pleh[a tous rere*] 

this phrase, ¢& duporépwr ray yovewy. The difference apparently 
is that, if a child were certified by both his parents (cf 1. 66), 

his claim as a kdrotxos was admitted; but if his parents were 

dead, an inquiry had to be held before he could be enrolled in 

this privileged class. 
Lines 99, 100. Apparently = returned in the fourth year of 

Vespasian as having passed the émixpsois at the age of ten in the 

second year. He would consequently be thirteen in the fifth 
year. The father was dead, but the mother’s name appeared in 

the census-returns of the ninth year: cf Il. 96, 133. 
Line 109. The next group is of those who are now twelve 

years old, and who at the time of the census of the eighth year 

of Nero were one year old. 
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115 Any . . tos THs [. . 

Kat Tor y Overraciavov pera [rov] katay® Twy ov 

Ouxt Hpa* Hpakdas 3. . 

by Hpakhas ~~ B 

peered? eee ] tov Avdat 

Kat Tov Ova ypadns Poplar pera tous Adelav? rerayps 
120 wor Tov exynKotos Ahegfav}’ [wo ... . amoKex® els T7 Lovay 

Hpakhedyns Nixav? [roju U[ammoly tov Hpa* 
pn Lapamados [ry]s . . 
——— 

(Col. 9.) 

. voou “a 

[Kar amo wor [Alao[y]padoupevov evOade perarer® 
125 TWL & OveoTactiavov emt Twt TOV TOUVTOU TATEPa 

amo haoypadias Kexopiofar Sia To emKexprobat 

tot at Oveo[racijavov v0 Tw T poKextplo-p® 

. amjapacratiov . . apys guvroyil? rar aprOwou 

Orxt Acdupns [Optlyerys Opryevovs tov Opvyevous 

130 pn [Avdv! rns Hpa*] “a 
pa 

ov €uot] raft] d¢ onwar® emiexpio® 

[SMC] wyrpos afmoyeylpayl#] afar] 6 [Neploves 
Ouxe Mvo bap[” A]todwpos Adar [7° ; . Los By Adpo? 

[en] Avdupapiou ™s Apranow” 

——— B 

Oxi y pS Appolw’] Hp[a]khedns Hpaxhe® rov Hpaxdedov 

AhXos opowws onuar® ewat vios Kalroli* ov o« yovers 

ovk eer ev aroyp' [O]+ Nepwros dia to Tov matepa ev Tous 

140 

9 Se pntnp eotw pr? wntpo 
emtoous em[e|kexp[io®] tar ab Oveoraciavov viKotederats 

Ouxi Avdv! Apryevns Apryevous tov Opi? ply] Alidv" rns] Hpa* ~~ a 
-—— od Yy 

(Col. 10.) 

Kae ov dua ypadys emuyeyerynp® ave tor vat 

WS ETLyEeyevV” ToLS UTOyeypapp® ETETL 145 
Line 119. Pwpatwy «.7.A.: both the letters read and those con- 

jectured are doubtful. If correct, the meaning is that the son of 
the man who had acquired the Alexandrian citizenship, and 
had since returned to his own country, should be reckoned an 

Alexandrian. 
Lines 120, 121. Cf ll. 60, 61. 
Line 126. emxexpicOa : the word here plainly means that the 

father had been transferred from the category of Aaoypapovpevar 
to that of kérotxor, and his son is consequently transferred also. 
The father is now, apparently, dead, since the mother is named 

as householder. 
Line 128. . . amapacratiov . . ays: perhaps 6: drapactariov 

yeadis, signifying an affidavit certifying and explaining the 
person’s absence. It may well be that a man could be entered 

on the list of em«piOévres without appearing in person before the 
officials (ot mpoxexetpiopévot) who superintended it, if he could send 
a certificate to account for his absence. This will explain the 
otherwise obscure abbreviation amap-, which occurs several 
times in this document. 

Lines 138-142. It will be observed that this entry relates to 
the same person as ll. 124-129. 

Line 140. emtdovs: so MS., apparently, but no explanation 
offers itself. The meaning of the whole passage apparently is 
that the parents’ names did not appear among the «drocko: in the 
droypady of the eighth year of Nero, because the father was only 
made a kdrockos on the occasion of the celebration of Vespasian’s 
victory (so, presumably, vixoréAecar). 

Line 141. ev’: = éeyyevns, if the reading is correct. 

H 2 
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L 6 L onpav’ emuyey® Tar t 
be kat ewar ets To €& ‘i 

Amohdwrios v& Kepadr” 7” EvBov* pn Iodolpjas 

Iayxparns Swrov tov UayKpa” wn Iowwpas 

L 

TWL MEV LU 

150 Kat tw tyt onpav® emuys Tor a™ & 

IowSwpos Tro tov Tto* pn Xatpov” 77 MvaGapr” 

[kav] tor at Oveo? onpar® em Tor a~ 
Hpaxhedys Amiwv® 7° Hpaxded’ pun Trokep[aras] 

— ery t 8 

155 K[a] rw wat emvyeyerv? Kau ovres ecs to [et ‘O] 

Ovnoysos Aokhyma® tov Aokdymia> pn Tacov® 

Znvav AmohX” tou Amohhov? py Ato... as 

Ts" IoWwpas 
L 6 € = L Kat Tor UB onpav® emus Two. a La 

160 Mucbapiev SuSnp® 7° Swxpar’ wn Tapvo® 
Evpypoly] . [. . . -Aodanov pn Saparrov[rlos 

(Col. 11.) 
Hpakhedns Avdar tov Hpaxded? 7% M .. . at? pn Amohhwvapiou 

Tys* Lehnvys a. 

—— emy* Tor wat € 

165 Kat Tor Bb emvyt Kau ovtes ets To & y am’ € 

peta Tov Tete’ Tar at Oveomaciavov 

AckhymaS? Sapam” tov Aokdymals’] pn Adpodurns ——a 

Ou Xourroe 5 

wv 
170 Oc onpav® tar [al emyeyed” tor ob} 

cov ..... Bvwrfo|s EvBifov tov] Sapamuwvos 

py Age we es « ] 

@paxioly Ardour tov Avdfar py]... . tas 

Avtvyovo[s] Avruy’ tov [Avt]vy® [un Acldupns (~~ y) 

175 Kaw row BY [Ovleoracrarfov anlar [erliys tw Bt 
Empayo[s] Exiaxouv tov Emplayov] py Sapamov™ ty Hpa* 

es 
(Col, 12.) 

Kat tole wy emf Kar ovtes evs To et 'C 

pera tov ter * tor at Oveo 

180 [Aokdyma} Sapam” tov Ackhymad? py Adpodi” [a] 

K[a tar BI Overraciavov ews Mex 

.. . .|ruay 0 K Modns Azo* rou Iro* py Ed. . 

a B 

Line 152. In this case there seeins to have been an interval 1.167. As he cannot have been born in both the twelfth and 

of six years between the birth and its notification. thirteenth years, there must be a mistake in one entry or the 
Line 179. This is the same boy who was mentioned in other. 
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Ou rov rox [a} TadBar onpav® envy tox ryt 
185 Tioo[y A]upor[e? tov Awodep? r Tucwv? wn Edevys 

Biro[tos . . .Jp . . . Tov Piiwrov pn Biro[v“] 

a Bp 
Kaw tou at TadBar onpar® envy’ tor & at 

Azo [.] pera tov rere tax Bi 
190 pera tlov] Karaywpio* tw do? 

A[iSas] AcSar [77] Hparded? py Arrodd® 7 [.Juens 
A... as Trodewau? tov Avdpeov pm Sapatrov™ 

2B 
(Col. 13,) 

Karadev ta 
195 wv evo ot onpav® [. . . 

Of the rest of the column only a few scattered letters remain. 

PAPYRUS CCLAL 

S stated above, this papyrus is a continuation of the preceding one. It has, however, 

suffered more severely. It is imperfect at both ends, and is badly mutilated through- 

out. Moreover, it is evident that the first two columns are out of place. By a piece of 

good fortune, this fact is made certain by the preservation of the column-numbering in several 

places. The first two columns are numbered da and AB, whereas the fourth is numbered B 

and the rest follow that in orderly succession. It is clear, therefore, that the section which 

begins on col. 3 was originally the commencement of a new roll. Whether the first two 

columns were the 31st and 32nd of the same roll, or of another, cannot now be determined. 

They are in the same hand as the rest of this papyrus and Pap. CCLX, so that there need 

be no doubt that they belong at least to the same annual return. They belong, also, to the 
end either of the whole return or of a section of it, and contain a summary of the pecuniary 

results for one apdodov, 7.2. of the proceeds of the poll-tax, for the purpose of which the return 

was made out. The sums of money levied agree with what has been said in the Introductory 

Note to Pap. CCLVII. Out of a total population of 385 persons, 330 are charged at the 

rate of 20 drachmas per head, which is exactly the amount paid for haoypadia in Papp. 
CLXX and CCCXL; three pay at the rate of 40 drachmas, which is the rate stated in 
Pap. CCLIX ; five, who have died within the year, are charged 10 drachmas each, or half-price ; 

and forty-seven are stated to be altogether exempt. It seems very probable that the distinction 

between the payments of 20 and 4o drachmas corresponds to the distinction between Greeks 

and Egyptians. The scanty fragments of names in the first column of the present papyrus 
give no certain indication; but the persons enumerated in Papp. CCLVII-CCLIX, who pay 

40 drachmas, are certainly Egyptians, and the tax-payer in Papp. CLXX and CCCXL, who 

pays 20 drachmas, certainly has a Greek name. In this case we should have a system which 
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has, at least, probability in its favour. Greeks who were xdro.xot (and, no doubt, all Romans 

and Alexandrians) paid no poll-tax; Greeks who were not xdéroixoe paid 20 drachmas apiece ; 

and Egyptians paid 40 drachmas. 

(Col. 1.) 
ha 

av? ps 

| ae ee 

|Xapiriov tys Akovow rout Lapamimvos 

5 Jad? trys IIr0* Kouwwre* LrXy 

|~a 
Le av? pl 

[av < x] < Tye 

] . . eme tov apdo® ted? Ty p< 
ste) Jror 8 ot Kae evofe .] Lex? av? y 

].. Tov Kacropos py Seppov® trys Ioyupe® Ly 

vios | pn Adpodovtos LKd 
tlov K[ac}ropos pn Geppov® rns Am” L«O 

Jaw? y av<p <pk 

(Col. 2.) 

5 dB 
I“ emt to avro tov apdo® e€ av? tre Ra <[Wo] 

GV 

y av rh Aa <x [av] y [< ]px 

rer? ave <v 7 Ka <}yo 
20 Nourrou av? pl [ar ]e* 

a ease a: OPEL 

p oe | ae ee ] <8 

Pr oe peek 

22. 6 eas J opows <yfa....<. 

ee ] opowws <a—\_ mp? x’ ~~ [< a—o]y’ 

.. Katakex” Kkup~ dt Ayafov dy Bv? .. 1... ye 

Line 1. Aa: on the column numeration, see Introductory Note. 

Line 9. redo: reAovpvres. 
Line 16. The symbol representing a talent is written in a form 

resembling a é with a rather broad top. It is a direct develop- 
ment from the symbol A, found in Ptolemaic papyri, but is 

formed without lifting the pen, so that the horizontal stroke 

is attached to the angular one, and the right-hand stroke of the 
latter is prolonged in a sort of flourish. 

Line 19. tereA x.7.d.: five persons who had died during the 

A) 

year paid 50 drachmas, at the rate of 10 drachmas each, or half 
the usual amount. 

Line 20. avd pw areA: these forty-seven persons (who have 

nothing to do with those mentioned in 1. 8) are no doubt the 
«drovkor resident in the street to which this summary relates, and 
are therefore dredeis. 

Line 21. The following lines are much defaced through damage 
to the surface of the papyrus. 

Line 27. Written in a very cursive hand. 
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(Col. 3.) 

PERIOD. 55 

Tlapa Hpakdedov apdloldapyov Amodd” Tap 

Atodoyiopos adyixay viwv [A]aloy]padoupevar 
30 Tov QUTOKPATOPOS KALTAPOS Oveotaciavou 

YeBacrov trav [dla rns Kar ovKvay atoypad[y|s 

tov yb Nepwvos avaydy|paypevov 

pexpe at eravakeperlov Kar Tlov 

Bb 

amo Ot 

pexpt 8 Oveoraciavov 8. vropvnpatwv 

35 onpavlevtwy emvyeyevvyo bau 

ewat Oe 
wt 

Evow ov dia [ov|pkedarawcews [n'] avayeyp™ Bix? v 

Kat amo almapjac” vatepov ex? [rar] O ty B ~~ 10 
40 p,- al ~~ ]k amapac” arf’) = pera tous 

vaotepov ax? ror O ty Bo 8 arf] 48 
peta Tous TeTehev™ 

Tor pev no peta TOV KaTay” TwY hoywy 

(Col. 4.) 

45 ao” amapao” 
B 

Taciwy Avodwp? tolv . .javov wy Edevys ~~ a 
Kat tau 6 pera tov Katax” Tov oywr ELK? 

Avovvatos AvooKop’ Tov .. . pn TacovX ee a 

Kae toe t& ews Mexeup «|i ux? 

50 Padets Hevenovos [. . . .]rovyapi’ a 

Kau tau vat ews Mexlep......- ] 
Sapamas Sov' Oaol...].. 
Hpaxdedys [. . .Jrev . . . wn Lap? £ 

i ea 

55 Kat tov wempal“] Ahe€.. . Tau th Ux? 

Oxi Amodd® Eadpodiros S[olv* Amodhwr[vov 7°] Amo’ “a 

Kau tous es yt yt pera tO... ex]? 

IIpos 7’ & LS amo atapao” kK . . 6 ave tor. L Tov... 

Orci SapBar UWereppov’ . . lowwpas 

60 Ovxit Mvobapr” Hpaxhas SapBar [7°] Hpa* py Saparov™ 

eae 

(Col. 5.) 
Y 

T]pos to & te opowws [. . .] a pos 7 

Lines 28-35. See the parallel passage in Pap. CCLX. Il. 76-83. 

Line 39. etx?: the meaning of this abbreviation, which recurs 

several times, is obscure. 
Line 40. ws~: perhaps = pera. 

Line 44. 8: evidently a fresh numeration of columns began 
with col. 3; see Introductory Note. 

Line 45. ac: the interpretation is uncertain. 
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Iovdwpos Awov .. . at py eae 

65 ea ae 

Ge TOS ec a sce], 

Be eee eee Gln pot rane... 

ego te 5 te ee eee ae 

Li .. 

70 Ouxt] Hpaliner]S? H[paxderldys Hpal. . 

ler erase uel 4 |) nec a ov... . apt 

lee Bim “hide Oh ap Beg aaa Tle|reppov’ . . Epa. . 

peo eae a ea ] Sovdos avrov 

Ort Anumree «| Kaw e [e+ aca ee- |nav 7 py wae eae 

75... ao* Hpalkdeldns Hparde[Sov] tov [Hpalkded? py Hpaxdovros 

(Mevedaos If. .|eAf.. . . | re [ewe es vos pn Anpyt[pra]s) 

Tlavurkos . . . . atos tov Tamox[oly pn Oatraros 

(Col. 6.) 

a alec” Oo rial sss 

80 .. .Jov tov Epparos [... 
. .Javrov [. . .Jodaf. . 

Ler eal 
Ler iL 

vere] aes de? () Appar tov 

83 2 «) <i? [ 

Br 

go [Eto]. ot dia cuvKedadale” yt i at eux? ¢ 

ato atapac” vorepoly eux? tor O} a _—~C 

“ aro Bt pera [tov rere* to] 0 a“ amo 9 

(Col. 7.) 
Le] 

. .Jao* 

65 «.] a «40s 

. . Nledepwros 

pole ameraes 

Line 93. Much of this column is lost, and the surface of the rest so much damaged that it is impossible even to be certain 

where writing has been. 
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. .Sov* Sapamvos [ 
Laas 

ov es ro O redew [ ]6 
wv To” 

105 ao" Gewy Evpnufolvos ov [. . . .Jovols] un Anuyrpias 
Axovav’ Tifovriwy® z[ov A]}kovo? pn Sacaros 

BB 
(Col. 8.) 

a 
pera tov rere [ror . L pera tov klaray® tov doywr 

IIo ]. . Qamo[. . Sop aurns ero 
To. at Kat pera Tov Karax” twv oylwy 

ee oe ack Shy OR SF Didovp!§ “a 
tet fo Pere a see ke ec san e's Sow J... Aoyou 
2 an ia ae Se eae ae Par ] aap Ka. ° [ 

115 Ava[s . . 

aor + = | 

Tro maf 

at 
D2 Need or af 

(Col. 9.) 

125 [¢] 
LB ao* 

] rov Apewov py Hrodepas “a -~“y 

{Pee 

] AMapvs Sov* Adar tov Hpa* “a 

[about 11 lines lost, only a few letters remaining. 

(Col. 10.) 

[n] 
Kat tau ab Oveoraciavov ato & Kal 

gvy Tow Tatpact ev opo* aver* [ 

. Hpaxdyns Hpaxhe’ 

145 Hpaxredys Aro\kwnov ~~ B 

Line 103. oA: 2. é. of Aourol. of the lower part of the column. 
Line 108. The papyrus is broken down the centre of this Line 125. The papyrus has been broken and rejoined at this 

column, and in mounting it the right-hand portion has been place, thus destroying the left-hand part of the column, as well 
placed a line too high. Only the very slightest traces are left as nearly all the lower portion of it. 

II. ag 
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oO TWL ot onpav? emuyey* TOL a 6p 

Io[x]vpiav Opryevovs tov Apavios 7 A[ 

pn Adpodovtos Pe a 

od (y] 
GO eis | kl le ewe ara Se 1B 

wis eee ]. . aov py Tapvoblas] 
]. . rov Adpoldioriov pn Tapvobas 

al (8) 
ato C 

155 [pera tov] rere’ tar Bt Nepwvos 

Jopor [. 2... ] Eppovns ~~ a 

v py Taoovx “a ~~ B 

Q@vV 

o [ar] Bt onpar® emuyey Tw a La 

Orci Sadadlolv Yadaras o ky 

L 

Bavor[tJov Ladadov tov 

Axovov pn Iodwpas [. . .Ja . Tox 

165 Kou roe uy onpav® emfy] [raw a va'] 

alm[o So}* Karo! 

Oki. . .juBu. rou Eke€ . . 
Kat . . os addos 

PoiBos addos 

190 [ook -w wee | 
av[. .]s ave 

ls Ge RAR evs Hpakdevov 

(Col, 2,) 

K) Kepdwv Ad 

o tw Bt onpuav® [emyey*] Tar a oft 

175 Nixnopos Sov Ad. . .las tys Tpudwyos “a 

Kat tau tyt onpav® en[uy®] tar a 1B ao* 
Piiwras Hpwv? clov . . 

Ouxt EvOyr[n]s ths NI. 

Kat [aro Sov}\ Karo' 

. .Jov py Lornpe rns Prorov ~~ a 

. lov Eradgpo? dov* avrns “a ~~ B 

180 ONE en org | oa le eae te Jos Sov* EvBiov rov* Al. . 
Spy? Nuol. «oe ee so lov? tov EvBv? tov... 

Kav car] at [Oveoraciavov o|npav? envy tor 1B 

Avod[wpos| Tof. ... . ] rov Hpwvos pn Sapar..... ona. . -~a 

Line 146. @: = adré, and so frequently elsewhere. The rived from a followed by a sign of abbreviation, a) and with 

symbol for airdés and its cases, which appears in other papyri a horizontal line above it, as here. 
(e.g. Pap. CXXXI, of vol. i. of this Catalogue, p. 170), is de- 
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Kat azo Sov* Katol'] 

185 Zapamiov Sov [. . .Jwpas rns Amodwviov oF tay 8 
Kat [ro BE [on]ufav® ey] ror oBt 

Awsdelpos .. . . tov] Mucbou py Anpa 77 [. . jr a 
2 

(Col. 13.) 

[va] 
190 [st] e 

[Oe] ev raw vy onpaly”] emfy] row [4] vy 
Olixt TerecouX HparherS.” TerecouXx a[ov H]pa[xd]e® wy M... ° ays Ac]Sve 

Hpaxhedns MvoGa[prjorios rov] H[palcdewSou . . ol ie a S68 
Kat tat at Oveomac.avov [o}y[p Jar? exvy® [rau a vy} 

195 BRQUOS ge 4 wa es ro[v Hpax]Aed? jur[, 
Avodwpos Ievo [...... 
Xatpynpov Avode[pov tov]... [ 

Kau tow y* op" ona? envy’ tor & [vy] 
Hpaxrhedyns Atvogvdo . me ry re 

200 Kae rou d op? onpav® emjuyf tov & [uy] 
IowWepos IoBwpov [rov IJowwpoly pn... .] rns Tatou 

- ae [ 

[Oc ev] rou at TadBar onparl®] en[uy'] ror & [at TarBac] 
205 Anpntpios Adpodictov tov Dacezlos wy... Ti) Amodd? 

(Col. 14.) 

[8] 
[Kar rou at Oveoraciavov] onpav’ emy® ror & [a}t TadBar 

Siete emer ] tov Azo* pn Icapovu" ty[s] . . .vor” 

[Kae ror BY op? onpar*) emuy rar a at Ta[ABar] 

210 beg eats Jwpov tov Avda 

[ ¢] Y 
[Oc ev tor BY Overraciavov] onuar® [mys ror at] 

pode teu Jov wn Aptoypatiaw" 77 . 

215 [Kae rou y+ op?] onwav® ery? tar [a] at 

ca aaes tlov Mapavos pln] Tagovx [77] Azo* 
a al dees \° tov Tlodvdev* ply... . .] rs Todv? 

[y'] & 4 
[Ox ev] role y' Oveoraciavov oy |war® envy’ tar BL Sov* x]ar® 

220 jy’ tov Avtuy’ tov Avry,] “a 

Line 204. TakSa: the termination is clear; and so again in _ tion, the first year of Vespasian is taken as covering the whole 
1, 206. of the year 68-9, which was really divided between Galba, 

Line 213. It will be seen t!:1t, for the purposes ofthisenumera- Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian. 

I 2 
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(Col, 1.) 
[-y] 

Kae tar St onpar? envyey tor BY [Ove]lorac[tavov] 

Eppys Sov* [AcloSwpov rou Adar 

AiSas Tleve . . tov Hacvros pn Hpwrtos rns Taf. . .] 

225 Sar Be 

[e+ Bt € wv 

[Oc ey rox yt Ovfeomacavov o[npav]? emuy® tar av y* 

la? wer Se a wx ooo oes ] Wro* pal. . .] rns Xe . 

2) lage cn eee Beem ] rov Piioxfov pn. . - 

230 Kat tor 8 onpav® [ems] ra a y* 
ADTOUD ac dod aS ofov pln... 

Evpynpoly ..... J... . tos py [ . « thys Aoxpl. - 

Tlacwwv Hpalkde]dfov tov]... .. pn [ 

sO 

235 [O ev rar St ofnpar®] envy [rar a 5] 

Neots cs [aw 

(Col. 16.) 
[8] 
] ey Atoddwr rns Todvdevk? 

] en Eviamonsdos rns Mazov 

240 ] éy 

, leyey =) 
[igh es. gal 

Laer 

b Le ee OUEOF a 3 id hh Bek SS. 8 

(Col. 17.) 

245 [+e] 
Tlapa Hpaxdedou [ap]podapxov Allodd” Tap* 

ypadnt Tw Tar & avToKpaTopos Katoapos 

Overraciavov Y<Balorov] onpavbevtwr 

dc vropynpatwv emuyeyevyno Oar Tous 

250 viTroyeypappevols ETECL 

Line 237. The left-hand part of the column is lost, another at the extreme edge of it there are a few letters. 
piece of papyrus, containing demotic writing, having been pasted 

over it. 
Line 239. This line is followed by a blank space of about an 

inch, after which appears the numeral éy. 

Line 241. Evidently we have here a summary of the totals 
previously enumerated under each year. 

Line 244. This line is separated by a considerable space from 

that which precedes it, and there is no trace of any line below 

it in this column. The papyrus is broken after this column, but 

hand edge of the piece of papyrus containing col. 17 there are 

also remains of some small cursive writing, and a rough bracket 
enclosing the whole of it appears to correspond with a similar 
bracket enclosing the writing on this piece of papyrus. It is 
not likely, moreover, that anything more than this obviously 

supplementary matter intervened between columns 16 and 17, 

since one section ends with the summary in the former, while 
the heading of col. 17 introduces a new one. 
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Amro pev viwv aloypa)dfoupevwr] 
ToL ev uy 

Aupos Sapfl... 2... 
Hparhe[. . . 

255 oe ee a 

Kat tou ot TadBlar onuar® rlou d¢ [wera tov xaj}ray” twv dot 
Zatupos Swoif,... .. ] vo [ 

Jamon, 
Enixpamm[s ... 2... tolv Em[kpatouvs pn] 

260 Tvedlepwros tys . . tol. . 
(K) ov raw ¢ opoliws oy ]nar*) 

Tlereppovtiwr [= ]apami{wvos 

oe 

(Col. 18.) 

a 
265 Kat tar ab Overraciavjov opoiws 

(ov onpar? 8+ pera rol Katlaywpirp? Twv doywr) 
Hpaxdedns Hpa* +’ [Hpal}* py Edevys [rns] Hola} 
Tla[veloxos Ilarov rolv Slwxpar? py [.... . 

Afod]apos [Avod]wp[ov 7°] Mapwvos py Ev. . [ 

270 Kat rou [Bt opows] 

(Lou onpav] 8+ pera rov [karax]opio[pov twv] doywr) 

lesiat arse ek Jovyou 7’ Epl 
Ts Sag uis es ee dy ee irae as | are oe | 

(Kae raw [y]}+ [oprowws)] 
avn Atos Dene cae «oad [ 

Tys* Avyoupl. . . 

TIlvpa...w... oda 

ae i] 

Of col. 19 only the first letters of a few lines remain, including kaw tar 8... . followed 

by three entries, and kat rar ¢ . . . . followed by two. The rest of the column appears to 

be blank, with the exception of a line or two at the bottom. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXVI a.—a.p. 105 (?). 

HIS is a small fragment of a house-holder’s census-return, similar to those preserved in 
the Berlin collection (see p. 19). The first line contains a reference to the census 

of the ninth year, probably of Domitian (=a.p. 89-90); but the context seems to show 

that this is not the census to which the return itself relates, but the preceding one, to which 
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reference was regularly made, as appears from the Berlin papyri above referred to. The 
census for which the return was required would then be that of the seventh year of Trajan 

(A.D. 103-4), and the return itself would have been made about the middle of a.D. 105. 

There was also a census in the ninth year of Antoninus Pius, which would place the present 

document in the year 161, but the character of the hand distinctly favours the earlier date. 

ee ee ]r tov OL [Kar ou] azoyp) 

[areypayapy|y Acovras Xatpnpovos 
PROM! os. eee Jovos pytpos Geppovbapiov] 

[ages ae eae Jwvos wiwrys daLoyp)] Lk. 

5 [kat tyv avjrov yuvatxa ovoa[y] avrov 
[kat opolratpioy Kat opopnTpLov 
[adekdnv] Bacay Lin car e€ apdo 
[repwr] viov @coyerrova ply] ava 

[yeypap|uevov ev muyeyeryvypevors] 

PAPYRUS CLXXXII 0.—a.pD. 162-175. 

“THE following is an extract from the fourth column of the list, prepared by the \aoypadou, 
4 of the census of the twenty-third year of Antoninus Pius (a. D. 159-160) for the village 

of Karanis, which was in the division of Heracleides in the nome of Arsinoé. The original 

return was made by the head of the family, Petheus, then aged seventy-three, but as the 

house to which it relates is now stated to be the property of his son, Isidorus, it is probable 

that the old man was dead, and it is not unlikely that the present copy of the census-record 

was required in connexion with the succession of the son to the property. The date of the 

document must be after the year 160-1, since the census-returns were never completed until 
the end of the year following the nominal census-year (see p. 17); and as the preparation 

of the official lists would occupy some months after that date, it may be assumed that they 

would hardly be available for reference until the beginning of a.p. 162. On the other hand, 

it must be earlier than the time when the returns for the following census would be similarly 
available, vz. about the end of a.p. 175. Only the upper part of the papyrus has been 
preserved. 

e€ amoypadys KyS Kopns KapS 

tafw haoypadwr Kor § 

OLKLO K) ETEPA OLKO) EV ETE 

pos Toros Iovdwpov vwov 

5 e€ UTOPLVYLATOS TOU TATPOS 

Line 1. xyS: the latter symbol is a variant for L, the more 

common sign for éros and its cases. At the end of the line 
the same symbol is employed as a simple sign of abbreviation. 
There can be no doubt that the twenty-third year here men- 

tioned is that of Antoninus Pius, since that is the only twenty- 

third regnal year which is also a census-year. 

Line 2. rafw: the accusative stands without construction for 
kara taéuy, 

Line 3. otko): olxémeda. 
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Tlefews 

Tlefevs Iowdwpov tov Iefews 
bntpos Taipovfov Loy 

Iowepos vos pn” Aderros 

10 adeddys IeBews Ly 

Nuvvapos o x) Ttohewatos 

vios Iowdwpov pa Taovy® 

pews ade tatpos LB aon- 
@artepas Aides adeddys Iebe 

is els Ges Jaonpos 

le cal sac aceoe ee Olvy apdo7 

Line 10, adeAdns: cf. 1.13. It will be observed that both Petheus and Isidorus married their sisters. 
Line 13. aon—: donuos, cf. 1. 15. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXIV.—a.p. 161. 

HIS is another copy of a census-list, or, more accurately, it is a copy of two extracts 

from such lists, preserved in the Sypooia BiBdwobyKy of the town to which they relate, 

for the sixteenth year of the emperor Hadrian (=a.p. 131-2), and the ninth year of 

Antoninus Pius (=a. pD. 145-6). The exact locality is not stated, as in the preceding instance, 

but it was in the nome of Prosopis, in the Delta. The copy is sent by Anicus, son of 

Chenthnouphis (the name is variously spelt), to his sister Tamystha or Thamistis, with 

a letter stating that the original documents will be produced at the proper time to prove 

their relationship. The persons included in the lists number thirty-one, and extend over 

six generations. This letter, which follows the copy of the census-lists in rough uncials, is 

dated in the twenty-fourth year of Antoninus, on the 28th Phamenoth (= March 24, a. D. 161). 

At that date Antoninus had been dead seventeen days, but the fact might easily be still 

unknown in parts of Egypt. Another census-year had then just passed (the twenty-third year 

of the reign), but the returns for that year would not be available for reference yet, and indeed 
would not yet have been sent in. The two censuses referred to were, therefore, the only two 
available for the purpose. 

alvt}ypadov e€ [av]rvypadov xo[h . .]. [. .]00 ex 
Snpootas BuB* > ]S Adptavou Kai[oapos Tlov KUpLOU 

[«]ar [o]ixvar [a }roypa, exdnp[ ¢ ]OLec]ons ev Tole] IIpoow 

nen B toH Tare ppovb}s Avexfov . .] ye” ade eun 

5 Iabeppoviis [Av]icov tov Tal ep |uovOtos 
pH Saceitos pera*® Lyl 

@avevtivy TiHoevabypews Tov Eptanoews 

Line 4. 8 ror: 2. apparently, the second volume of the the accusative has been written for the nominative through a too 

returns relating to the Prosopite nome. C7 1. 26. hasty copying of the original return, in which the head of the 
Line 6. pera: probably peraddexds, as in 1. 27,=peraddeuryjs. household mentions the names of the inmates of his house in 

Line 7. @aveurw: the reading is rather doubtful. Apparently the accusative. 
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n Lyelyn Ganolis] » Ovyar{np] 
Avikos 0 adedhos TwY avTwy ‘yovewy 

10 @evOvoumis Avikov tov Iafeppovbiov 

7 Oaceros Eptanous Lpe 

Anpytpous Lwrypryov n yuryn py Oaproris 

Oapioris n Ovyaryp L 
Avixos 0 adeAdos Tay avtwy yove” adn Le 

15 Epz[anov]s Avixkov tov Iabepnovbov 

eee ee ] eq Oacerros Eptanowos LuB 
ere ee Jeons Qpov yn yun pH Teptias Karur” L«é 

[Av]-xo[s] vos e€ apdorepwr yovewy Lk 

Oaces n adehon Tay avTwy yove” 

20 Teptias adn adehpn 
Ly 
LS 

HavrBevs Avixov tov Tafeppovews prpos 
Oacetos Eptranotos LAn 

Ganors y yurn wy GavBaoris Tvecvnovs Lea 

[Av]ixos wos e€ avdotepwr yovewy adn* Ld 

25 oplolws OS Avrwrwwov Katoapos tov Kuptov ek TNS aT BuBXw0? 

[x]o* 2[. .Jro“ Xevrpoudis Avixov tov afeppovbtos 

HH Oao[elros Eptanovos peradixos LvB Avixos o vtos 

py Anpytpovtos LoTnptyov Lk Oaportis y adeddn 

TOY AUTWY YOvEwY Lkd ANIKOC XENONOYOIOC TH OMOM 

30 HTPIW MOY AAEAQH TAMYCOA ATTATOPI XAIPEIN ANA 

AEAWKA CO! TA TIROKIMENA ANTIFPADA TWN A 
TIOFPADWN WN ETMAEIZW TA ICA EN KATAXWPI 
CMW OT[O]TAN XPEIA HN €IC ATIOAEIZIN TOY EINAI ME 
[O]MOMHT|PION COY AAEAG[O]N LKA ANTWNINOY TOY KYPIOY 

35 [pJAMEN[WO] KH 

On the verso is endorsed the name of the writer: 

Avixos Kev@vova{[tos| 

Line 10. GevOvoumis : the variations in the Greek translitera- 
tions of Egyptian names are well shown in this papyrus, as this 
individual reappears as Xevrpoudis in 1. 26, XevOvovgis in 1. 29, 
and Kevvoumes on the verso. Similarly the daughter’s name is 
Caprores in ll. 13 and 28, but TapvoGa in 1. 30. 

Line 11. Lye: the number has been added in different ink, 
but since the age of this person at the time of the next census is 
given as fifty-two (1. 27), the number here inserted should be 
thirty-eight. 

Line 13. L: the number is omitted. From 1. 29 it appears 
that she would have been ten at this time. 

Line 17. Teprias Kamer” Ld: added in a different hand ; but 
the age cannot be correct, if she had a son aged twenty, as stated 

in the next line. 
Line 30. amaropt: in ll. 12 and 19 Thamistis is returned as 

being own sister to Anicus, not merely half-sister ; but it is very 
natural that Chenthnouphis and Demetrous, when making out 
their census returns, should not care to record the fact that the 

latter had had a child for whom no father was forthcoming, and 

should therefore return Thamistis as daughter to them both. 
The alternative, that Tamystha here is not the same as Thamistis 
there, is not probable, since in that case Tamystha does not 
appear in the census returns at all, and consequently they 
would fail of their purpose, which is to prove the relationship 

between her and Anicus. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCLII—a.p. 216-7. 

HE following is either a census-return, or a copy of such a return, for the purposes of 

the kar’ oixiay dmoypady of the twenty-fourth year of Caracalla. It is dated, as usual, 
in the following year. If it is an actual return, the preliminary formula is different from that 
usually given, and it would even appear from line 2 that it is a return made under protest. 

In that case the writer has prefixed his protest, and then makes his return in the ordinary 
form. At the end of the document is a reference (as often in such returns) to the previous 

census in the tenth year of the joint rule of Severus and Caracalla. The left-hand portion 

of the papyrus (a portion of some considerable extent) is lost, and the surface of the rest 

has suffered in some places. 

JG ore) ees nv .. [Ap|rayans vepea tor avtwv Dewy 

Jo dudaxliry] 2 2... v Noywy avayKaiws emvdu 

[Sep] 

[Avpy\tw Atovyoww o7p) kat] AvpndiLw Iov]8lwpw T]o Kar Apryer Bao’ yp, Apo’ Hpak* pepidos 
5 Ape: orcs ge Pe dock ee ae la ae a IlaBovros tov Iavop.ews 

N6OS TOU mn ee ale Kat €€ apdporepwy avtwy Texva 
Juve marpix[or Ka}, pntpixo x) Ldi0t Lke Mapxov Aupndtov 

[Seounpov Avrwrwov  «.7.d.] 

Negi Po cige daraig a4 HH Oarpytos tys Tlaxvoea[s] vepews 
10  Xa[raB]ovros tov Iavoprews py Taontos Lis aon” 

] Gacnros [rns LJaraBouros Ly vrapxe de nuwew ev TH 

er Aovxiov Yerrisjov Leovnpov [Ev]ocBous Teptwakos kav Mapxov 

[Aupy\wov Avrwrivov EvoeBous SeBacror] 

Line 4. For the names see Berl. Pap. 266, 1. 1, which supple- break in the return is not clear. 
ments and is in return supplemented by this document. Line 12. The supplement may be kar oik) amoyp) rov th x.r.d. 5 

Line 8. The end of this line is blank; but the reason for this but the formula is not quite the usual one. 

2. Death Certificates. 

PAPYRUS CCLXXXI.—a.p. 66, 

ONNECTED with the census-returns are the certificates (Wroyvypara) of death sent in by 
the nearest surviving relative of the deceased, with the view of having the name of the 

deceased struck off the official lists and entered in the record which was kept (probably until 

the next fourteen-yearly census) of those who had died. The certificates are addressed 

to the BaowsKds ypappareds, the Kopoypapparevs, or (in the case of a priest) to the 

Hyovpevor iepéwv. 

The first in point of date is the certificate of the death of a priest of Socnopaei Nesus, 

in the last month of the twelfth year of Nero (=August, a.p. 66). It was reported in the 

I. K 
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succeeding year, probably near the beginning of it. The papyrus is somewhat mutilated, but 

every word can be restored. 

Amvyyxe [A]rvyxews Kau Sro[tont |: 

Amvyyews nyoupevois ue pewr] 

LoKxovorratov Nyoov 

Tlapa Tarle]ppeuarov tov Opolv tov Apra] 

5 yabou pa[tplos Tavedpepasov trys [Apmayafov] 

tepews aw] amo trys Loxvorraluov Nycov] 
o oporarp[ios] Kar opopnrpifos] pov] 
adehgos Aprayaby[s] Qpov [rov Aptaya.] 

fov pyntpos Tavedpeup[rov] ty [Apra] 

10 yabov [vepev]s avaypadoper[os emu 7s] 

Tpokmerns Kouns eredrev7[noer | 

tat Karoapem pyre tov dehydvOo[ros] 

iBL Nepwvos Kiavdiov Katoapos SeBalorov] 

[T']eppavixov [avroxp]ztopos 10 emdudope 
15 To vmopvyn" ows avevexOn ev [rors] 

reredeuTy| Ko Jou 

PAPYRUS CLXXIII.—a.p. ror. 

ERTIFICATE of the death of a man named Satabous, of the village of Karanis in 

the Heracleides division. The certificate is made by a woman, the wife or daughter of 

the deceased, through a kinsman, her legal representative (kv¥ptos). 

Kvavodiwt Iovhiavele Bao yp] 

Apo Hparhed? jue pidos | 

Tlapa @arpewovs [........ 

Lapamiwvos twv [aro Kons] 
5 Kapavidos tys arv[tns peptoos] 

peTa Kuptov Tov avylyevous pov] 

Mepowos tov Amvyydos..... ] 

pov YaraPouvs [....... 

[rolv I[e]reevoov [.. . . .. . 

10 avayeypaper[os €7Tt Ts | 

Tpokemerns Kop-l ys] 

ereMeuTyoe Tor Xr[ ax] 

enue Tov everral tos | 

eL avroxparop[os] Kail oapos] 

15 Nepova Tpatavov >[¢Bacrov] 

Teppavixov dt0 [agi 7a] 

Line 4. Sapamtovos: the name has been inserted in a different hand. 
Line 7. Supply 6 dvjp or 6 marip. 
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[ynvas alurov ev tous [7]e7[edevry] 

Kool 

20 yparbapevov [ 

dias pos bw. . [ 

arpy. ayopal 
pe 4 thoes [ 
pn Ke Xodak 

25 Ava Mepouos tov [Amvyxews] 

Xvak Ke 

Line 19. Six lines of mutilated official subscriptions follow, in a thin and faint hand. 
Line 25. This line and the next are in a third hand. 

PAPYRUS CCVIII a.—a.v. 138. 

C ERTIFICATE of the death of an inhabitant of Arsinoé, in July of the twenty-second 

7 year of Hadrian. The certificate is made by the brother of the deceased. A reference 

is made to the last census, in the sixteenth year of Hadrian. At the top of the papyrus are 

three rubbed and illegible lines of official dockets, not here transcribed. At the end there 

are seven similar lines, of which nothing is legible except a repetition of the date, Lx8 
“Adpiavod Katoapos tov kupiov. 

[E]om[ Jor Baor yp, 
Apot Hpak pepidsos 

[II ]apa Hpwvos tov Ilere 
govxov tov Ornoyov 

5 untpos Odevns amehe[v*] 
Hpavos tov Adpoderotov 

avayp) et ap.podov Xnvo 

Bookwwv tpwtov d.... 

. pou... Tpos To iol 

10 Adpiavov Katoapos tov Kupiov 

KAT OLKLAY amroyp,..... [o opo] 

LnTpios pov adeddos 
ABackattos ameevO— 

Tov mpoyeyp) Hpwvos 

15 Aaoyp, ert Tov avTov apd’ 

eTedeuTy| ev TO) evelora 

Te pyve Erep tov KBL 

Line 1. Eppewou: cf Berl. Pap. 352, 1. 3, of the year preceding Berlin papyri, according to Wilcken, the name is XyvoBockar, 

this. but the British Museum papyri have XyvoBvckiwr. 

Line 7. XyvoBocxtwy mpwreav: a street in Arsinoé, cf Papp. Line17. Erep rou x8L: Hadrian died on 16th Epeiph(=Juty 10) 

CCCIII. 1. 9; CXCVI. 1. 39; Berl. Pap. 136, lL. 6. A street inthis year. The document must have been written before this 

XnvoBorxay érépwy is mentioned in Berl. Pap. 138, 1.16. In the event, or at any rate before the news of it reached Egypt. 

K 2 
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[ASpia]vov K[aurap]os tov xvpifov] 

[SrJo emdidwpe orws Ta 

20 [yxOn ev Tye Tw] TeTeMevKN 

[korwy] Taker 

PAPYRUS CCCXXXVIII.—a.p. 170. 

ERTIFICATE of the death ofa priest of the god Socnopaeus. The deceased was a minor, 
and the person making the certificate, who is likewise a priest, describes him as simply 

his kinsman, without further particularizing the relationship. It will be observed that the 

certificate is addressed to the kwpoypaupareds, not, as in Pap. CCLXXXI, to the yyovperor 
tep€wv. The document is quite perfect, and is dated the 15th Athur (= November 11) in 

the eleventh year of Marcus Aurelius. 

Tlacwwy Kwpoyp) 

Loxvo) Nnoov 

Ilapa Terevoudews 

Yara® amo Kopns 

5 Loxvo’ Nnoov ctepews 

€ dv’ Yoxvotratou 
Geov peyahov peyadouv 

o ovvyerns pou Apa 

yabns Sata® tov Yara 

10 Bovros wy Epuevs 

amo THS avTnS 

Kapns tepevs € pu* 

Tov avtov Beov ady* 

ereMeuTQTEV TH Pawdr 

15 fenve Tov EverTwTos 

vaS Av[p|ywov Avro” 
Kaioapos tov Kuptov 

dio emididaper Kar abi 

Taynvat avTouv 

20 TO ovoma Ev TH TwY 

TETENEUTNKOTOV 

TAEEL 

Tlacwwv Kopoyp, eaxov 

Toutov To wor es e€erao[ww] 

25 Lia AvAnptov Avrwrivov 

Kaicapos tov Kupiov Adup te 

Line 6. € dvd: méumrns hudns. The priests of Socnopaeus Lines 23-26. These lines are written in a different hand 
were divided into five tribes, as appears from frequent mentions and ink. 
in these papyri and in those at Berlin. Line 25. AvAnpiov: so MS., by a curious slip of the pen. 

Line 13. adn: agpaMeé. 
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3. Taxation. 

PAPYRUS CLXX.—a.p. 175. 

HE section relating to taxation is the largest (in point of numbers) among the documents 
relating to Roman Egypt in the present volume, and the first place in it may naturally 

be given to those which deal with the \aoypadiéa, or poll-tax, of which much has already been 
said in connexion with the census-lists. The two documents which follow are receipts for 

poll-tax paid by individuals, in both cases to the amount of 20 drachmas (see p. 53); while 

two more contain the records of larger totals paid or received in respect of poll-tax and other 

taxes over certain periods of time. 

The two receipts (Papp. CLXX and CCCXL) are both for sums of 20 drachmas paid 

in respect of poll-tax by Sotas, son of Ptolemy, the first in the fifteenth year of Marcus Aurelius, 

the other in the twentieth year of the same emperor, then ruling jointly with Commodus. 

It is impossible to say for certain whether the tax-payer is the same person in each case, 

though the name is the same. In Pap. CLXX the tax is due in respect of the poll-tax for 
the fourteenth year (A.D. 173-4) but is actually paid on the 9th Phamenoth in the following 

year (= March 5, a.p. 175). There appears also to be an allusion to the ensuing sixteenth year, 

but the mutilated state of the papyrus and the extremely cursive character of the writing make 

the exact sense doubtful. 

Etous te Avpndtov Arta) 
Katoapos tov kv’ 

@act ha... Papl[e}vwI 7 

Seras Irodkewarov . 

5 otahtBaug~ da? OS p.. 

<euoot /<Kk m/ x Sexa 
Kat isS emt ha... Havre] Ky 

ono a? usS Kry 

4 oe K 

Line 3. The readings in this line are very doubtful. One Line 6. 1/ x dexa: this is legible and intelligible only by help 
would expect to find the day of the month and the name of the of the next papyrus, |. 3, where see note. 

tax-collector, and accordingly one would like to read Naoyp(a¢gos). Lines 7-9. The readings in these lines are doubtful, the 
This may be in fact the word intended, as in the next papyrus, papyrus being damaged. They appear to relate to a payment 

1.2; but the very cursive characters do not accommodate them- _ for the sixteenth year. 

selves to the latter part of this reading. 

PAPYRUS CCCXL.—a.p. 179. 

HIS receipt, as stated above, is for the poll-tax of the nineteenth year of Marcus Aurelius 

and Commodus, but is dated on the last day of the first month of the following year 

(Sept. 27, a.D. 179). The formula is rather different from that of the preceding document. 
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The name and designation of the tax-collector are doubtful, owing to the very cursive character 

of the writing and the obliteration of some letters in the first line. 

du) dua Te. . . ous em’ Evropiwy® mpak 

Bov? Swras Iroheparov aoyp) 

OL < exoow / <Kk Tpo x) oo 
de® Lk Avpyuwy Avrwv’ 

5 Kat Koppodov twv Kv? YeBacrwy 

Owd d/ 

Line 1. 6: dypayev. The rest of the line contains the be supplied after mpdk(ropos). The first letter might also 

name of the tax-collector. beak. 
Line 2. Bov7: perhaps the name of the village to which Lines 3, 4. mpo x) oBo de": 2... mpoodiaypdpovra yadkod dBodot 

the tax-collector was appointed. In this case dpyupexav must déka. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLX.—a.p, for. 

HIS short document contains an estimate of sums paid in the first four months of the 

thirty-second year of Commodus (=Sept.—Dec., a. p. 191) in respect of Aaoypadia and 

dopos Bapav. No names are attached to it, but it may be presumed to be a suinmary prepared 

by the apdxropes dpyupixav, who collected the money and paid it into the dypoota tparefa. 
Or, since the ddpos Bopav was a tax paid by priests, it may be, like the next document, 

a statement of the sums paid by the college of priests of a particular temple-—probably that of 

Socnopaeus. 

apiunoews Ow Dawdi ato xataBohys 

ABS <q haoyp, <T&n—o/ 

gopov Bopwy < pki<k Bot <ta-—o/ ... 
Advp ASpiavov daoyp, < oF o/ 

5 dopov Bopwv <T pk<iB Bot <sfo/ 

Line 2. ABS: Commodus is the only emperor after Augustus 
whose regnal years reach this total, being reckoned continuously 
with those of Marcus Aurelius. 

Line 3. Bowwv: 2.2. Bwpaov. Cf Berl. Pap. 199, 1.13, 202, 1. 1, 
where the same tax is mentioned, with the same spelling ; also 

Pap. CCCCLXXVIII. 
pké: the exact explanation of this group of figures is uncer- 

tain, but its meaning is clear. It is a charge of 4 per cent., 

producing 20 drachmas on a sum of 500, just as in |. 5, where pt 
stands alone without the 4, it produces 12 drachmas on 300. 
The meaning of the abbreviation Bol is uncertain, but this 
charge too is proportionate to the amount of the dépos Bapor. 

The characters undeciphered at the end of ll. 3 and 5 are the 

same in each case. 
Line 4. Adpavov :=Choiach; cf Pap. CCCXLIX. L. 7. 

PAPYRUS CCCXLVII.—a.p. 201. 

HE following document is a statement of the sums paid by the priests of a temple in 

respect of various taxes in the ninth year of the emperor Septimius Severus, then ruling 
jointly with Caracalla and Geta (a. p. 201). It should be compared with the similar temple- 
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accounts contained in the Berlin Papyri 1, 337 (these two being contiguous portions of the same 

document) and 199, nearly every phrase of it recurring in one or other of these papyri. The 

details are given in the notes. The taxes to which the priests are here stated to be liable are 

the Naoypadia (chargeable, apparently, only on the number of priests in excess of a fixed 

maximum) and the rédos @viwv, besides a certain sum paid to the epistrategus for some 
unspecified purpose, and another payment to the xwpoypappareds for charitable uses. There 

is also a sum of 5500 drachmas, the object of which remains uncertain, owing to the mutilation 

of the papyrus. 

Col, t; 
: Erovs 6” Aovkiov Lemrtipov Leounpov EvoeBovs 

Ileptwakos x, Mapkouv Avpndtov Avtwvwov EvaeBous 

YeBactav x, Ilovmwov Lemriwrov Tera 

Katoapos YeBaorov Trib}. wv ape? Adptavou 

5 Sdveyp, Texevoudis Taxvoews x, Stotontis 

Ovvwdppews kK, ot dow vepers Kaoyp, TwY viTEP 

aipovvtTwy tov aptOuo Tav vepewy OS 

[re]rpaxootas eBdounkovta enta / < vol 

(Col, 2.) 
tehous Ourwy OS <exatov oydon 

10 Kovta tevre / < pe 

UTOKEL ETLOTP) <TplaKOTLAS ELKOGL 

oKtw x’ / <TKy x’ 

diravl[ plo, Kkoulolyp, < exatov 

eBdopnkovta texoa[pas] F / < podf 

15 of. . .]r vepew. 

mevrakooias / < ed 

< [7] vrak aXe] 1S 

Line 3. Tera: this name has been subsequently washed out, 
as is not unfrequently the case. It is to be observed that Geta, 
though separated from the other two, yet has the title Augustus 

as well as that of Caesar. 
Line 4. Adpiavov: see note on the preceding papyrus, 1. 4. 

The reading ap. is a little doubtful, but the sense no doubt is 
that the return, which is made on the 13th Tubi, relates to the 
preceding month of Hadrianus or Choiach. 

Lines 6, 7. Aaoyp(agias) Tov vmepapovyvt@y tov apiOyo(y) tev 
tcpewv: cf. Berl. Pap. 1, 1.15, imep émxepadiou trav imepatpdvtav 
iepéwv. Apparently a certain number of priests were allowed 

to each temple, free of poll-tax; but for all in excess of that 

number the tax had to be paid. 
Line 9. reAovs buiwy: cf. Berl. Pap. 199 verso, 1. I (as corrected 

by Wilcken in Appendix), réXos Oviwv: also Berl. Pap. 337 (part 
of the same document as Pap. I), L. 11, tmep [réAov]s Buca. 

Line 10. After each statement of the number the figures fu/ 

were originally written, but have been struck out. 
Line 11. vmoxer(pevov) emortp(arnyw): cf. Berl. Pap. 337, L 18, 

Urep bmoKetpevou emiarpaTiye. 
Line 13. pidavOpw(mov) Keopoyp(aupate): cf Berl. Pap. 337, 

lL. 9, dmoxeypévov kopoypappar(et), and 199 verso, 1. 7, didav- 
Opamov kepoyp(apparéws), where perhaps read kwpoyp(apparet). 

PAPYRUS CCCIV.—a.p. 144. 

LOSELY analogous to the census and the accompanying poll-tax are the annual returns 

of live stock and the taxes levied thereon. The only difference is that, instead of 

a fourteen-yearly census, with an annual revision of the poll-tax list, the return of live-stock was 
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annual, and (unlike the census-return) was made in the course of the year to which it related. 
Every year each person that owned camels or asses or goats or sheep, or (probably) any other 

kind of profitable live-stock, was required to send in a statement of the number of each kind 
possessed by him. The form of the return consists regularly of a reference to the number 
of animals mentioned in the previous year’s return, with a statement either that he has them 
still, or, if not, that he has bought or sold so many, or that so many have been born or died. 

Thus a continuity of record is preserved from year to year. The return is regularly addressed 
to the strategus and Baowixds ypappareds of the nome, and generally exhibits the dockets of 

several officials. In the specimen which follows, the part of the papyrus which contained the 
official dockets has been torn off, leaving only a slight trace to show that such dockets once 
existed; but the return itself is perfect and is clearly written in a small cursive hand. It is 
addressed to the Bacwdikds ypappareds alone. It relates to the seventh year of Antoninus Pius 

(= A.D. 143-4), and is dated on the 5th Mecheir of that year (= Jan. 31, a.p. 144). The 

person making the return is a woman, Taouetis, of the village of Socnopaei Nesus, and she 

reports that she has sold all the camels which she had returned herself as possessing in the 
previous year. Similar documents will be found in the Berlin Papyri 51, 52, 133, 352-5, 357; 

358, 421. Cf. also Pap. CCCXX, where, in a sale of a camel, the obligation of recording the 

sale in the daoypady of the current year is recognized by the vendor. 

Lapamiwve Bao yp, Apot Hpa* 

pepidos : 

Tapa Taovntios tys Aptraya 

Oov ato Kwpns Soxvoratov 

5 Nyoov peta Kuptov tov ovvye 

vous Srorontios Tou Yrotoyte 
os ovs ameypapayny Tw due 

AndvOore sl AvTwvewov 

Katoapos Tov Kvptov Kapn ous 

10 mTevTe Tempaka Tw diedy 

AvOore pynve TuvBu Apraya 

6 XataBovtos ato Tns Ka 

Kapydous Tpets Kat LataBou 

Tt LataBovros opowws aro 

15 TNS KwpNs TOUS holt, Ka 

pendous Svo eer ovy ovK exw 

ETEPoUS Kapyous ETLOLOW 

Line 1. Zapamww: the Berl. Papp. 51, §2 (as corrected in the certainly sometimes served longer; é.g. Harpocration, 6 kal 
Appendix, p. 354), which are similar returns of live-stock, show 
this Sarapion to have served as BactAtkés ypappareds from the 

year 142-3 to 144-5. There is also a Sarapion mentioned as 
holding this office in A.D. 140-1 (Berl. Papp. 353-5, 357), and 
there is no sufficient reason for doubting that it is the same 

person. The strategus normally held office for three years 
(though here too there is evidence of exceptions, c/ Brit. Mus. 
Pap. CCCCLXXIV with Berl. Pap. 139), but the ypappareis 

Hierax, appears in A. D. 188-9 (Berl. Papp. 60, 115-117, 126, 138), 
189-90 or later (Berl. Pap. 433) and 192-3 (Brit. Mus. Pap. 

CCCXLYV), and Timagenes in A. D. 158-9 and 161-2 (Brit. Mus. 
Papp. CCCLXXVI, CCCXXVII, cf Berl. Papp. 16, 524). 

Line 5. pera xuptov: when a woman appears as a party in any 
business transaction, her name is regularly accompanied by 

that of a relative who acts as her «iptos, except in the case of 
Romans (see Pap. CLXXI 4). 



Line 20. Meyetp €: it is noticeable that in every case in which 
the precise date of the return is preserved, it falls within the 

20 
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pu Tov atohoytopov LC 

Avtwvewov Katoapos 

Tov kuptov Meyxeip € 

first days of Mecheir, viz. the 3rd (Brit. Mus. Papp. CCCIX, period of the year. 

CCCXXVII, Berl. Pap. 352), 4th (Brit. Mus. Pap. CCCXXVIII), 

PAPYRUS CCCTX.—A.m 146. 

HE following return agrees in formula with that which has just been given, except that it is 

addressed to the strategus as well as the Baowduxds ypappareds. It relates to the ninth 

year of Antoninus Pius, and was sent in on the 3rd Mecheir of that year (= Jan. 28, a. p. 146). 

At the foot of the document are appended the official dockets, written in very cursive hands 

and somewhat blotted and mutilated. 

Line 14. mapa: this confirms Viereck’s original reading in 

Berl. Pap. 52, as against Wilcken’s correction Sap(amiwn) in 

Io 

a) 

20 

Kap 7 
ApxiBio orp, Kk Hpakhedn 

Bact yp, Apot Hpa* pepidos 

Ilapa Xroroytis tov SroToy 

tilos tTlov Srorontios alzo] Kwpns 

Lo[k|voratov Nyoov ad wv 

ameyp, To due nL Kapy* 

Tecoapav diepOapy pera 

THY efapv? Kapydos [a] 

tous Se howrovs Kapyd° 
TpELs atroypadouar ELs TO 

evlea]ros OL Avta 
K[oalpos tov Kuptov 

Ameyp) Tapa op) dia 

Ioxvpue” Bon? Kapn* y 
Mex 

ameyp, tapa Baov dia] 

Sapam Bon? xa” [y] 

Mexep .] 

Bigukie sola. 2 eae 

anh nee oa 
Bor? c€ape? cupd® [. .] eore. . 

lavowvapios 6. ens 44 es Bal 

Hermes xxviii. p.240, which appears in the Appendix to the first being then added. 

volume of the Berlin Papyri, p. 354. The verb is passive, 

II. L 

or 5th (Brit. Mus. Pap. CCCIV, Berl. Papp. 357, 358). 
therefore clear that the returns were required to be made at this 

dmeypapyoay, and the preposition=‘in the office of’ the stra- 
tegus, the name of the assistant who actually received the return 

Line 22. ovpp®: 7. €. cupgaves or cippavos. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXXVII.—a.p. 162. 

HIS return follows exactly the formula of the last, and has similar official dockets. It 

relates to the second year of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, and was sent in on 

the ard Mecheir in that year (= Jan. 28, a.D. 162). 

Soxvo Kapn* o 

lepaxe orp, Kat Terparyever 

Bact yp, Apot Hpa* pepid? 

Ilapa Exvovos Qpov azo 

5 Kopns Loxvo’ Nyoov 

ov ameyp, Tw Svehy® ab 

eT’ THS KOMNS KapN 

Aov Tehevov Eva atroypa 

Popa Kat ELS TO EVETTOS 

10 BS tev Kupiov nuolv] 
avtokpatopwy Avtwvewr[ov] 

kat Ovnpov emu tys av7[ns] 

Kopns S10 emdoape 

ameyp, Tapa orp, Sia [. . .] 

15 evd’ Bon? Ka a 

Mex 7 
ameyp, Tapa Baov Ka a 

Mex ¥ 

efnpv’ ovr 

Line 2. Iepaxe: the Berlin papyri show that the other two Line 19. e&np.9 cur: z.e. énpiOunoa cuppoves, of. Pap. CCCIX. 

years of this official’s government were in A.D. 159-161 (Berl. 1.22. The papyrus is torn after this line, so that it is uncer- 

Papp. 16, 224, 239). tain whether any more dockets followed. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXVIII.—a.p. 163. 

HIS camel-return possesses some features of special interest. The writer, an inhabitant of 
Socnopaei Nesus, reports to the strategus and Baowdikds ypayparevs that of the two 

camels and a foal which he possessed in the previous year, one has been provided by him 
for Imperial service on the caravans that travel from Berenice (eis kupiakas ypeias TeV aad 
Bepveixns yewo(uevav) wop{e)idv). The Berenice referred to can be no other than the great 

port on the Red Sea, founded by Ptolemy Philadelphus, from which ran a high road to 

Coptos on the Nile, by which the trade of the Red Sea was carried into Egypt (Strabo, 
xvii. 815). It may seem a long way to send camels from the Faytim to Berenice on this 

service; but the use of ywouevwv points to some regularly established system of caravans, 
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such as this was, and no doubt a large number of camels must have been required for it. 

The requisition is made by the Prefect, and this in itself implies that it was for no local 
object, but one concerning the country generally. A tariff of tolls for this very road was 
discovered by Professor Flinders Petrie at Coptos in the winter of 1894-5, and has been 

edited by Mr. D. G. Hogarth (Petrie, Koptos, p. 27). The writer proceeds to return himself 

in the ordinary way as possessing two camels for the current year, and then adds that 

subsequently a camel was requisitioned from him by the Prefect to assist in the transport 

of a porphyry pillar, probably from the neighbourhood of Coptos, where the chief porphyry 

quarries were. The return relates to the third year of Marcus Aurelius and Verus, and was 

sent in on the 4th Mecheir of that year (= Jan. 29, A.D. 163). No less than five dockets 

are added at the foot of the return, besides a heading at the top. 

Soxvo) kapn® e€apv? a 

Lrepavw orp, kar Zorlw Bao yp, 

Apo’ Hpa* pepid? 

Tlapa Aprayafov LaraBovros tov 

5 Apmrayafov aro kwpns Loxvo) N[noov] 
ad wv ameyp, Tw Siehn* BS em [rns] 
KOLNS Kapnov dvo Kat Twhov 

evos hoyelopevov vuver ev TEhELOLS 

Tov emt TO avTo Kapn* y Taper 

1O Yor els KUpLaKas ypELas TwY amo 

Bepverkns yewo toptav Tw 

Sveky* pnve TuBu Kkapndov eva 

e€ evkehevoews Tov hapmrpotatov 

nyewovos Avviov Lupiakov Tovs 

15 6€ Aowrovs Kapndovs B amoyp) €ls TO 

evertos yS Avt® kat Ovr[plov tar 

Kuptov LeBactwv em. THS avTNs 

Kopns ek Se TouTwy emeuhOn 
emt picbodopa mpos xperav Tov Ka 

20 Oevkopevov KeLcovos ToppupeltiKov 

e€ evkehevoews TOV hap) nye Ka 

pndos ets 

amoyeyp tp 8 Ap™ Bor? 
xa- B Mex § 

25 atoyeyp) Bao 8 ASpacrov Alon’) 
kat B Mex 5 

Line 2. Bact* yp): the reading in itself is rather doubtful, but See Introductory Note. The word mopeia is found in the same 

it is obviously the Baciduxds ypapparets who is required here. sense in the Coptos tariff-inscription there mentioned. 

A Zoilus appears as Bacw\txds -ypappareds in an undated papyrus Line 14. Avwov 2upsakov: this Prefect is only known from this 

at Berlin (Berl. Pap. 89), which may now be assigned approxi- papyrus, from which the mutilated mention of him in Berl. Pap. 

mately to A.D. 162-3. 198, of the same date, can be restored (rod Aapmporarov nyeudvos 

Line 11. yews: 7. e. yewopévov. mopioy: 2. é, Topeay= Caravans. Avvlov .... akov). 

L 2 
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e€y[ pi] a’ ot) cum 

e&np? a/ Bao) ov- 

e€apu’ m/ Eevov ovh 

Line 27. n/ or) ov-: Ze. rapa otpatnys tuppoves. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXVIII.—a.p. 179. 

\ CAMEL-RETURN of the nineteenth year of Marcus Aurelius, and no doubt sent in 

at the beginning of Mecheir (=end of January, a.p. 179). The papyrus is practically 

complete, but the writing has been considerably rubbed in places. 

[Sox]vo) re [kat] B 
Praouw Atoh\\wriw oTp) 

Apot Hpak* pepidos Kar 

Atohkoviw Ba yp) THs 

5 QUTNS pepLoos 

Ilapa Srorontews y 

Sroronrews ato Kays 

Loxvo) Nnoov ovs ameyp) 

Tw dieknrvbote in 
10 Kapndovs Tehtovs d[vo] 

amroyp, Kal Tpos TO EVETTOS 

LOS Tous avtovs Kapnhous 

dvo S10 emdidape. 

Line 2. @Aaov.w AmoANwrtw : this officer appears also in Berl. Line 6. 7: = rpirov, not meaning, as sometimes, Stotoétis son 

Pap. 194, dated in ‘the eighteenth year,’ where reference is made 
to Potamon as his predecessor ; and Potamon is known from 
Berl. Papp. 26, §5, 59 as strategus in A.D. 174-5. It is therefore 
certain that the eighteenth and nineteenth years mentioned in 
ll. 9 and 12 of the present papyrus are of Marcus Aurelius. 
Berl. Pap. 361 contains extracts from the tropynpaticpoi of 
Apollonius, strategus of this division in the twenty-fourth year. 
If this is the same person, he must have held office for more 
than the usual three years. 

of Stotoétis son of Stotoétis, since the father’s name is given 
in the next line, but that this was the third son bearing the name 

Stotoétis. The Egyptians frequently gave more than one son 
the same name, and that of Stotoétis was very common, 
especially among the priests of Socnopaei Nesus (gf Pap. 
CCCLXIV). 

Line 13. Several dockets follow, no doubt of the usual kind, 
but they are too much mutilated to be deciphered with any 
certainty. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXIII.—a.p. 193. 

HE chief interest of this little document lies in its date, which is in the short reign of 
Pertinax (Dec. 31, 192—March 28, 193). The only other extant document so dated 

is Berl. Pap. 46, and that, as a matter of fact, was written nearly two months after the death 
of Pertinax, of which the writer had evidently not heard. The present papyrus is dated 

eight days before his death, on the 24th Phamenoth (= March 20). It is written in a very 
minute and extremely cursive hand, which makes some of the readings doubtful, and the 
ink has also been smudged before it was dry. It appears to be a return by Sarapion, 

a resident in the metropolis (z.¢. Arsinoé), of the possession by him of a white she-ass. 
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Erovs a Edoverov Ekouo Leptivaxos 

X<Bacrov Papevod Kd ev apr 

PyTpoTodews pep ateyp Lapa 

mov Apviov tov Hpwvos 

5 Lpe ovdyn petwrw ovov 

Oyriav AevKNnvY Top . . pe 
heou Aprrahou 

Line I. EAoveov EXouo: so MS., apparently. It should be Line 3. pep: z.¢. pepidos, if the reading is correct. 

TlovBXivv “EXoviov. Line 6. cop: or ceu-. Perhaps=ceonuec@pévny. The re- 
Line 2. «6: or perhaps ka. maining letters in this line are badly smudged. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXXVI.—a.p. 159. 

HIS document is of a quite unusual nature. It is a certificate given in connexion with 

a census of live-stock held by the strategus of the division, Theodorus; the strategus 

being assisted by the Baowsxds ypappareds, Timagenes, and the writer of the document, 

Didymus, who does not seem to have any official title, but to have been a commissioner 

appointed by Theodorus for the purpose of the census. Normally, it is stated, this 

commissioner was named by the epistrategus; but on this occasion, for some unknown 

reason, the strategus acts on his own authority. The certificate is dated in the twenty- 

second year, which might be either of Antoninus Pius (a.p. 158-9) or of Commodus (a. p. 
181-2). The handwriting, which is very rough and cursive, might seem to favour the 

later date; but the scale is turned in favour of the earlier year by the occurrence as 

Baothixds ypappareds of Timagenes, who reappears in the same office in the following year, 

A.D. 159-60, under the strategus Hierax (Berl. Pap. 16, cf Brit. Mus. Pap. CCCX XVII). 
The present document must therefore be assigned to February 14, a.D. 159. 

[rapa] Avdupov Aypapo vw? Tazewr’ 

eee a aupeOevros vTo ®codwpl[ov] 

Loz? Ap|o* Hpa* pepio? e€apiOpnow TOL 

yloacbal Opepatwy trys jepidos avte 

5 Tov avynfovs mpoxipilopevov vio 

TOV KpaTLOTOV ETLOTPATYHYOU azo 

ad[A]ov vopov e€apiOunors tpo® x, 

[alvyov kK) Kkapnrov Kk) adhov nv Ta 

[rwv d1] ewou K, TOV avTov oTparnyou 

10 G@feodapoly x Tysayle]vov Baor* yp, 

Apot [Hpa]' pepio? K) TMV UTO TOV QUTOV 

oTpatyyou <codwpov apeevtwy eis Yopay 

Line 1. Aypayd: or ampapo. usual person appointed by the epistrategus.’ 

Line 2. Geodwpov: the mention of this strategus supplies a Lines 6, 7. amo a\)ov vowou : from this it appears that the census 

cate for Berl. Pap. 613, and thereby for the prefect Volusius of live-stock was generally held by a person not belonging to 

Maecianus, mentioned in it. the nome, but appointed from outside by the epistrategus. 

Line 5. mpoxtpCouevov: apparently passive, ‘instead of the Line 12. yopay: so MS., apparently; qu. xpetay or xopnyiav. 
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avuTOU TN) K TOU OVTOS yVOS Meyetp 

Tov eveotwtos KBSY eoTt Se 
15 Exvows Qpov ca 0 ra ¥ 

Line 15. Exvats Qpov: this appears to be the name of an following readings and restorations suit this explanation, but in 

individual to whom this document was given as a certificate of themselves are not certain. The name is the same as that of 

the stock returned by him at this extraordinary census. The the tax-payer in Pap. CCCXXVII (above, p. 74). 

PAPYRUS CCCCXALIL,—2nd cent. 

HE following document is most appropriately placed next to the returns of live-stock, 

since it isa list based upon such returns. It is a list of the animals in the possession 

of a number of individuals. The heading is damaged, and there is nothing to show whether 

the animals are camels or asses, since the word mé@dou, by which the foals are distinguished 

from the full-grown beasts, may be used of either. The writing appears to be of the second 

century. 
CD ae Re ess 

o Ilerevpts TavKpa™ fs) 

Zvyvas Panos a 

Ilefevs Adpodicrov a mo B 
5 Optov Tavkpatovs a 

Lapamiwy araTwp Tw a 

H[plaxdis Taxvore Tw a 

H[plas Svpov a Twa 

IIvede Ieravros a Twa 

10 TItodeuars Lapamiwy 8B moa 
IIrokewars YataBou B 

Avvys Tefews a Twa 

Opos Hpara : y Towa 

KZ 

Line 7. Taxvoe: several of the names are abbreviated by Line 14. x¢: the total includes both the full-grown animals 
simply omitting the final letters, without (as usual) elevating and the foals. 
the last letter written above the line. Cf Il. Io, 11. 

PAPYRUS CCI a.—a.p. 124. 

HE group of documents which follows consists of receipts for payments of taxes on 
camels and asses,—the redéopara Kapjdov and dépos mpoBatikds for the purpose of 

which the foregoing returns were made. Unfortunately the statement of the number of 

animals on which the tax was paid, and the amount paid for them, is seldom precise enough 

to enable us to ascertain the exact rate of taxation. In Pap. CCCCLXVIII, which is 
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a list of receipts in respect of the camel-tax, the lowest item is 1 drachma, and it might 

therefore be conjectured that that represents the tax on one camel, or perhaps on one foal. 

On the other hand, the amounts stated in Papp. CCCXIX (ro drachmas), CCCX XIII 

(20 drachmas), Berl. Papp. 219 (40 drachmas and 30 drachmas), 461 (100 drachmas), 521 
(90 drachmas), being all multiples of ten, suggest 10 drachmas as a probable tax on a single 
camel, which seems more reasonable. The lesser sums, which seem too small to represent 

the complete tax, may be instalments, paid at intervals towards the year’s tax. In Berl. 
Papp. 461 and 521 several different months are named in the date, though the total is 

stated as the tax for the year; which seems to confirm this view. As has been shown from 

Pap. CCCX XVIII (p. 74) a camel-owner was also liable to have his camels requisitioned 

for the Government service. 

Papyrus CCl a, the earliest in point of date, is a receipt for ¢épos tpoBariKds, roughly 
written on the verso of a blank scrap of papyrus, and mutilated by the loss of the right-hand 

portion, 

Etous oydoou av7Loxpatopos | 

katoapos Tpatavov A[Spiavov] 

YeBacrov Tu® xy difey?. . 

mpa* Iakvows [.. . 

5 mpo® xan tpt O¢[. . . 
ay -y ampee” fs: Pees 

SF Wwe ECL os 

Avookopo[s] oeoy* 

PAPYRUS CCCV.—a.b. 144. 

ECEIPT for tax on a white ass-colt, paid on the 6th Phaophi in the eighth year of 

Antoninus Pius (= Oct. 3, A.D. 144), apparently in connexion with some special charge 

relating to the market at Alexandria. It is written in an extremely cursive style, which 

makes the readings rather doubtful. As in the case of the preceding document, the writing 

is across the fibres of the papyrus, contrary to the usual custom; but in scraps such as these 

the fact is of no importance as against the general applicability of the rule. 

Ly Avtw” Kaucapos tov Kv? Paw > 

Sueyp) Tro* x, puX vmep™ vteota*, de? 

ayopas Adefo, x 5: Sroroyntis Qpov 

Tehos OVvOV Epevos Twhov Aev* ov HY? 

5 mapa Opiwvos Lepamiwvos Tov Ovvodpe 

Line 2. psx: de. perdxors. What is here printed as ¢ is really mination is written so cursively as to be illegible. 

a mark of abbreviation resembling that letter. Line 4. epevos: so MS., for appevos. 

umept KT. 2.6. Umep THS brearadpevns Senoens. my: te. Ty/Spaca. ; _ 

Line 3. Ad\efa . . .: no doubt for *Ade~avdpeias, but the ter- Line 5. The readings in this line are very doubtful. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXII.—a.p. 147. 

HE following is a receipt for ddpos mpoBarixds to the extent of 27 drachmas, 5 obols, 

6 chalchi, with an additional charge of 1 drachma, 4 obols, 6 chalchi, paid at Socnopaei 

Nesus. It is dated the 4th Pharmouthi in the tenth year of Antoninus Pius (= March 31, 

A.D. 147), but appears (if the reading in 1. 4 be right) to be due for the preceding month, 

Phamenoth. The document is perfect, the writing small and very cursive, 

Erovs t avToxpatopos k[at]oapos Tutov 

Athtov Adpiavou Avtwvivov 

SeBacrov EvocBous Pappovht § eus 

apt) Papevol Suey Taveppeppis 

5 Eptews dopov mpoB Soxvo) Nyo® 

Sexatov S Tepparik? ¢ < evKoou era 

Fo’x? / < «l Fo/y’ mp? a Po’x” ge a 

Line 7. cet: perhaps ee(wec), meaning that 1 dr. is still due. tional charges (mpoodiaypapspeva) bore this proportion to the 

It may be observed that 2 dr. 4 ob. 6 ch. is as nearly as possible amount of the tax itself. 
one-tenth of 27 dr. § ob. 6 ch., and it may be that the addi- 

PAPYRUS CCCXIX.—a.p. 157. 

PERFECT receipt for camel-tax to the amount of 10 drachmas, paid to Terieos and 

his partners, the mpdxtopes apyvpixav of Socnopaei Nesus, on the second of the inter- 
calated days following Mesoré in the twentieth year of Antoninus Pius (= Aug. 25, A.D. 157). 
The writing only covers about half the length of the strip of papyrus. 

Erovs ekogTov avtoKpatopos 

Katoapos Turov Atdtov 

Adptavov Avtwvivov S<«Bacrov 

EvoeBous Meo’ eray’ B 

5 dieyp) Teprews Kk) peToX 

mpa" Ilaxvows OQpov 

Tekeopa™ Kapn €€ tkoorou 

eTous LoKvo) Nyo” 

< deka /<t K Ta Tpoo® 
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PAPYRUS CCCXXIII.—a.p. 160. 

HE following is a certificate for two payments of camel-tax, in form identical with the 
last. The total amount paid is 20 drachmas, and the only noticeable point is that the 

payment is made in the year following that to which it relates. As the rule evidently was 

that the tax should be paid in the year for which it was due, it can only be supposed that 

in this case the tax-payer was in arrears. The tax is for the twenty-third year of Antoninus 

Pius (A.D. 159-60), and was paid on the 3rd and 30th of Phaophi in the twenty-fourth year 

(= Sept. 30 and Oct. 27, a.p. 160). The papyrus is perfect, but is considerably stained. 

Erovs tTetaptov K, eLkooToU 

QUTOKPATOpOS KaLTapos 

Tirov Atdtov Adp[tavoly Avtwrwov 

YeBacrov EvoeBovs Clawd] y Sdveyp, 

5 61- SaraBovros x, ulero]* wpa" 

Exvows Qpov tehecpa™ 

Kapy KyS Loxvo) Nyolov] 

pd) <SexacE /<is Pawh d 

<teco" /<8 kK, ta Tpoo® 

Line 8. pi): =pumapds. Cf Berl. Pap. 212, 1. 7, a tax-receipt of nearly the same date as this, and note on Pap. CCXCVI. 
1. 7, below. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXVITI.—2nd cent. 

RECORD of payments made by various individuals in respect of camel-tax. It is 
dated in the eighteenth year, but the emperor's name is not given. The handwriting 

shows that it belongs to the second century, and probably to the reign of either Hadrian 

or Antoninus Pius. It is complete, with a considerable blank space at the bottom. 

TedXos Kapy* unl 

TlaBovs Ovvwdous a La. 

Tlavedpepis OQpov ef 

roto? «, Ilaved? apdo7 

5 Sroro? ¢° B ta. 

@evdovs Epos a ta. 

Amvyxis Atuyxews a > 

Tlao°xv’, x) Tlaveovevs 

kK, Taps ou Y Lwrov B 

Line 5. $° B: ze. Pdpot dv0, = two instalments. 

IL. M 
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10 Atovvoros Avovyar? B 

Lwrtas Tpudw” a 

SLES cow ee) a 

Line 12. The second word is written quite illegibly. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXII.—a.p. 188. 

HE following document, though of a rather different nature, may be placed beside the 
payments of tax upon live stock. It is a certificate of payment of a tax in respect 

of a calf taken for sacrificial purposes. It is not stated whether the payment is in money 

or in kind. No sum is named, and we are therefore left to speculate whether there may 

not have been a system whereby certain persons, perhaps the tenants of the yj tepd, were 

liable to be called on to provide a certain number of victims in the year. Thus in Berl. 

Pap. 356 an individual receives a odpayls pooyov Ovopévov, and further light is thrown on 
the subject by Berl. Pap. 250, which contains a statement by a certain Pacusis that he 

sacrificed a calf on a given date, under the superintendence of the then pooyoodpayiorys, 

and that for this calf he has not received the usual ypdémpara, which may be taken to be 
such a certificate as that just mentioned. As he petitions the strategus for redress of this 

wrong, it is clear that the possession of the certificate was of importance, either as entitling 

the holder to compensation, or as discharging him from a liability which otherwise he would 
have to meet again. On the other hand, Berl. Pap. 463 is a certificate of payment to 
the nomarch in respect of ré\os pooyov Ovouévov to the amount of 24 drachmas; while 

Pap. 383, like the present document, certifies a payment of this ré\os without specifying the 

amount. Perhaps some persons had to provide victims, while others paid a money 
contribution instead. 

The certificate is dated on the 3rd Pharmouthi in the twenty-eighth year of Commodus 
(= March 29, a.p, 188). It is complete and well preserved, but is written in a rough and 

cursive hand, across the fibres of the papyrus. 

Erous oydoou KQL €LKOO TOU Avpyn\vov 

Kopwdov Avtwvwov SeBaatov EvaeBovs 

Ovopevov ev vepov Takvois Bcos Pappovde 

5 Tp Y 

Line 3. Qpiey: probably the voudpxys, cf Berl. Papp. 383, 463, where the phrase réAos pdéoyou Ovopévov recurs. 
Line 4. Gevs: perhaps @c0d(wpov). 
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PAPYRUS CCCVII.—a.p. 145. 

i ies next group of documents relates to customs-duties levied upon the transport of 

merchandise. There are nine texts of this class, besides four minute documents 

(Pap. CCCLXXXVI a-d) which are evidently receipts for customs-duties, though too much 
blotted and mutilated to be fully legible. The formulas differ in the different papyri, in 

a manner which points to more than one description of duty having been levied. In two 
cases the tax is described as p’ kat v’, of which the most obvious explanation is that it 

= 100 +s, OF I per cent. + 2 per cent. In five more the tax is for épnpodvdakia, which 
evidently denotes a charge for protection of the merchandise during its transit through the 

desert which borders the Faytm. In the two remaining documents the words determining 

its character seem to be the description of the place as dywjv Méudews, which appears 

to indicate traffic with Memphis, as opposed to traffic across the desert. According to 

information kindly supplied by Mr. Grenfell, these three headings all occur in a number of 
receipts found by him and Mr. Hogarth in their excavations on behalf of the Egypt 

Exploration Fund in 1895-6 on the site of Bacchias; and fuller information on the 

subject will no doubt be forthcoming when the report of these excavations is published. 

Meanwhile the information derivable from the Museum papyri must stand for what it is 
worth. 

The formula of these receipts is as follows. They begin with the words rere dA 

mvdys of such-and-such a place; next comes the description of the tax, according to one of 
the three kinds named above; and then the name of the tax-payer. Since this is in the 

nominative, the abbreviation 7veres must stand for the active verb, reré\exe, not rterédeorau. 

Then comes the statement of the number of animals in the party, and then a statement of 

an amount of wheat or pulse (dpofos). At first sight it is not apparent whether this 

represents the amount of merchandise carried or the amount of duty paid. The formulas 

vary in different receipts. For instance in Pap. CCCVII grammar would point to the 

second alternative; rerédexe) . . . . Tavoudus, e&dywv Kdpydov eva, apraBas €€: and in Pap. 
CCCXVIc it is again the beast of burden, not the load, which is the object of éfdywv. 

In Pap. CCVIc, however, the other explanation is possible; reréA(exe) .. . Sapamiwv é&(dyov) 

emt Kapydos Tpict Tow Evi Tupod dprdBas eikoow piav, where the simplest rendering is to 

take reré\exe as used absolutely (‘has paid tax’) and to understand dprdéBas as governed by 

é€dywv. This is the explanation suggested by Mr. Grenfell, and this formula recurs frequently 
among his papyri. So far as the text of the receipts goes, it is impossible to arrive at 
a decision, since the grammar of these documents cannot always be trusted, but a consideration 

of the amounts mentioned turns the scale in favour of Mr. Grenfell’s view. In Pap. CCCVII 

the amount named in connexion with one camel is 6 artabas (probably of wheat); in 

Pap. CCVI< it is 21 artabas of wheat for three camels and a foal, which (assuming that the 

foal may be reckoned as equal to half a camel) gives the same ratio. An artaba is about 

equivalent to an English bushel; anda bushel of English wheat is reckoned to weigh 63 lbs. 

Allowing for Egyptian wheat being probably lighter than modern English wheat, and for 

the normal artaba in Roman times being rather less than a bushel, this gives a total of 

between 300 and 350 lbs. for each camel. A camel's load is stated (Encycl. Brit., oth ed., 

M 2 
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1V. 736) to vary between 500 and 1000 Ibs., according to the kind of camel. Thus 300 or 

350 lbs. would be a small load; but on the other hand it would be an impossibly large tax. 

The same may be said of one artaba of wheat (Pap. CCCVII), or three artabas of pulse 
(Papp. CCVI d, CCCCLXIX 4), for a donkey. On this view the amount of the tax is given, 

in the p/ «al v’ formula, as 3 per cent., probably paid in money; in the case of the other 

formulas it is not stated. 
A confirmation of the view that the tax was paid in money is given by Pap. 

CCCXVI 4, where a load of wine is charged for at the rate of + of its value, or 6% per 

cent.; and Papp. CCCXVIII and CCCXXX contain receipts for payments of money in 
connexion with épyodvdaxia and passports for camels, which may represent the actual 

duties on the merchandise carried by them. 

Papyrus CCCVII, which stands first in point of date, was written on the 11th Thoth 

in the ninth year of Antoninus Pius (=Sept. 8, a.p. 145). It is perfect, but is written in 

a very cursive and much abbreviated style. 

tere’ St mud Loxvo) Nno® 
p’ Ke v’ Iavovdus e€/ dop/ 

Kap” eva — €€ kar eb ovw 

oKEvopopat —- MELA ETOUS 

5 evatov Avtwvwov Katoapos 

Tov Kupiov Ow evdexarn ta 

Line 2. p’ xe »”: this might be read p/ xoy’, but the parallel Line 2. £4: probably=¢efdyov: cof Pap. CCCXVI ¢, 1. 4. 

passages in CCVI d, and in the Egypt Exploration Fund papyri, gop’: probably for hopéa or hoprnydy, = ocxevopdpov, which is 
show that the middle letters must be xe,=xat. See Introductory used in 1. 4. 
Note. 

PAPYRUS CCCXVI c¢.—a.p. 145. 

N extremely illiterate certificate of duty paid upon an ass at the toll-gate of Socnopaei 
Nesus, dated on the same day as the preceding document (= Sept. 8, a. D. 145). 

tates Sia Tus LoKvoy 

Nyoov epnuodoviakia 

epnuopoviay Epuevs y 

eEaywv ovoy a etyf. ; J 

5 oKeovdop LO Avror{wov] 

Katoapos Tov Kuptov 

Ow ta 

Line 1. matteo: sO MS., apparently. It must be a strange Line 2. epypopovdakia: see Introductory Notes to the last 

blunder for rer¢éheo/rat), in keeping with the illiterate character papyius and Pap. CCCXVIII. 
of the whole document. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCLXIX a—a.p. 154. 

HE following receipt is written in so cursive a hand as to be illegible, but for the 

information derived from the other documents of this class. It is dated on the 29th 

Hadrianus (= Choiach) in the eighteenth year of Antoninus (= Dec. 25, a.p. 154). The 
payment appears to be for épnuodvdakia, but neither the place nor the name of the payer 

can be read with certainty. At the foot are the remains of a small clay seal, showing the 
profile of a face turned towards the right, with some very slight traces of an inscription, of 

which the letter X alone is legible. 

Tete’ Ou TY Did) epyt 

Ovamus €&/ mup? 
apt? eva Lin Av 
Kyrapos tT Adpuavoy 

5 KO 

Line 1. @A): Ze. iAadeAdia, if the reading is right. of the false grammar. 
Line 3. apr® eva: the readings are extremely doubtful, but this Line 4. r~: Z.€. rov kuptov, ‘Adpavod being the name of the 

seems to be the only one which gives a satisfactory sense, in spite month. 

PAPYRUS CCVI ¢.—a.p. 177. 

HIS certificate differs from most of the rest in coming, not from Socnopaei Nesus, 

but from another place, the name of which is mutilated, but which is described as hisnv 

Méudews. As several places in the Fayim are thus described in the Egypt Exploration 

Fund papyri, it is evident that the words are not to be understood literally, but apparently 

as implying that it was a place whence traffic went to Memphis. It is a certificate of duty 

levied upon three camels and a foal, carrying a load of 21 artabas of wheat, and is dated 

in the last days of the sole rule of Marcus Aurelius, in January, a.p. 177. It is written in 

a very small cursive hand. 

tere dia mu* [. .]pavews hipe 
vos Meudews Lapamiwv 

e€/ em Kapndols Tpior TH 
Aw eve Tupov aptaBas evKo 

5 ot pray Lif Avpndtov 

Avrwvewov Kyrapos tov kuptov 

EU dad 4 

Line 1. [. .]pavews: not Karanis, which makes its genitive be «dope. It was apparently in the course of January, A.D. 177, 
Kapavidos. that Marcus associated Commodus with himself in the imperial 

Line 7. Tvs: the number which follows is doubtful, but may _ title; so this document belongs to quite the close of his sole rule. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCLXIX $—end cent. 

HIS is another example of the Aimy Méeudews class of customs-tax, recording the 

payment of duty on a load of 3 artabas of pulse at the toll-gate of Karanis. It is 

dated on the last day of Mecheir in the fourth year of an unnamed emperor, and appears 

to be of the later part of the second century. 

tere’ Ot Tu Kapa 

\ Mepdews Avov 

Biov . Trovop 

ev opoB aptaB 

5 tps /—- y Ld 
Meyerp Tpia 

Kaol 

Line 3. One would expect to find én) 8@ évi, or something of Mr. Grenfell’s papyri; but the letters visible do not suit this 

equivalent, three loads of dépo8os being a normal load for reading. ; 

a donkey, as appears from the next document and from several Line 4. opo8: 2. e. dpd8ov, a kind of vetch or pulse. 

PAPYRUS CCVI d.—end cent. 

CERTIFICATE of duty paid upon two asses passing the gate of Socnopaei Nesus 
with a load of époBos. Dated the 21st Epeiph of the ninth year of an unnamed 

emperor, perhaps Marcus Aurelius (= July 15, a.p. 169). The writing suggests the latter 
part of the second century, and no emperor after Marcus reached a ninth year until Severus 

in A.D, 200-1, 

rere dua Tv* Lo 

xvo Nnoov pt 

Kau vt NaOpas 

efay ovwr drfo] 

opoB — e€ LO// 

Ered pia Kat 
ol 

ELKQOL 

Lines 2, 3. pt kar y+: the symbol after the p and » is like an irregularly shaped y, formed by an S-shaped stroke crossed by 
a horizontal straight line. Cf Pap. CCCVII. 1. 2, above. 

PAPYRUS CCCXVI 6.—a.p. 154. 

HE following receipt differs to some extent from those which have just been given. It 

is a receipt for the excise (the rate of which is stated to be one-fifteenth) on wine 

passing the gate of Socnopaei Nesus, and it is substantially in the same form as the 
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certificates just given, but the amount of the tax is stated. It gives incidentally an 

interesting indication of the price of wine at this date, the value of this particular load being 

6; drachmas per kepd.ov (see note on I. 4). 

tere Ou TU. &° v S epy* Ile 
Kvows lor? Ty TevTeKoeka 

T™ ow? Kepat etkoou nyuLov 

tT << nf Lin Avrwrvov 

5 Kyocapos tov kupiov wf evary 

Line I. epy: this must be identical with the éepnuodudakia 
mentioned above, Pap. CCCXVI ¢. The sign before it probably 
stands for inép. 

Line 2. ry mevrexaidexarq: this is the rate of the tax,= kth of 
the value of the wine. 

qsth, gives 130 drachmas as the value of 20} xepdyia, or 6% dr. 
for each xepiyiov. In Pap. CXXXI. 1. 19 (A.D. 78) the price of 
a kepdjuoy is given as 5 drachmas (N.B. the note on that pas- 
sage requires correction; the price of the wine is 5 dr. per 
kepdytov, but for some unknown reason only half of the total is 

Line 4. r&: rédos. A tax of 8 dr. 4 ob., being at the rate of entered in the bailiff's account). 

PAPYRUS CCCXVIII.—a.p. 156-7. 

HIS papyrus and the next, though not identical in formula, are evidently akin to those 

They are receipts given by an official described as picbwryns épnuodvdaxias 

The épnpo- 

just given. 

for the Prosopite and Letopolite nomes for payments in respect of some camels. 

¢évdakes are mentioned in Petrie Pap. I. xxv (2), where Mahaffy explains them as a frontier 

force to protect the Oasis from the desert tribes. The present documents suggest a modi- 
fication of this explanation. In these the term épnuodvdakia denotes a species of tax. 

Indeed in Pap. CCCXXX épyporehwvia is given as a synonym for épnuodvdakia; and in 

Papp. CCCXVI 4 and ¢, above, the charge for épyuodvdania is evidently of the nature of 

a customs-duty on merchandise passing out of a village. Hence it seems clear that the 

epnpodvdrakes had the task of protecting commerce from the Faytim through the desert, such 
as that to the Nitrian lakes or to the Oases or, as in this case, to the nomes lying about 

the apex of the Delta; and that the expenses of such protection were met by a fixed charge 

on the merchandise as it passed through the village toll-gates. The receipt is in each case 

stated to be given trép cupBdrwv Kaprjdwv, and, since ovpBodov normally means a certificate 

of the payment of a tax, this may mean such documents as the seven which have just been 

given. 

The term wapodiov, which is coupled with it in both cases, is in accordance with this 

explanation, meaning apparently a pass or permit to travel. The rate of the tax is 6 drachmas 

per camel in one instance, and 8 in the other. 

Kaorwp pod epnod 

Ky Tapod [poo ky) ‘Ano, 

8: KNevdiov azevfepov 

Tleyvou Hawpov 

it to the Prosopite nome. Evidently one branch of the éepyyo- 
gvAakia was concerned with this road, and had its own staff of 
officials. 

Line 3. amevOepou: 7.e. dmedevbépov. 
for KAavdcov. 

Line 2. Hpocw(mrov) (at) Anto(modirov): the latter nome lay 

just to the west of the apex of the Delta, the former imme- 

diately to the north of it, within the Delta. Traffic from the 

Faytim would reach the Letopolite nome by a route through 

the desert in a north-easterly direction, and would pass through 

KAevdtou is presumably 
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5 amo vnoov xatp, ex[°] 

Suayeyp) Tapa cov 

vmep ovp, Kapn® er[”] 
Spaypas «€ / <> 

Le AvTwvewov K,coa[ pos] 

10 Tov Kuptov Mexip d 

Line 5. ynoov: 7. ¢. Socnopaei Nesus. Line 7. cup): z.¢. cup3ddav, cf. Pap. CCCXXX. |. 4. 

Line 6. dsayeyp): 2. e. Siayeypappevas, Line 10, The name and day of the month are doubtful. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXX.—a.p. 164. 

ABovOas pucbal[t|ns epnwodvda® 

nro. epnpfot|edo[v]a[s] Kat za[po]Siou 

Tpoo[w], car Anz[o, ex’] Sifayelyp, mapa 
Xaptas amo Avovvarados vmep ovpBo* 

5 Kale talpodiov capnroy treooag[ov] 

uTo oKevn Spaypas TpLaKovTa 

Svo 7 <\B LS Avpydwwv Alvrwvov 

kat Ovunpov Kaicapov Tov Kupiov 

YeBacrav Tayov 

PAPYRUS CCXC.—a.p. 85. 

HE group of documents which follows is one relating to perhaps the most important of 

the Egyptian taxes. It consists of certificates given by the ovroddyo. for the 
contributions of corn received by them after the harvest in each year. The con- 
ditions under which these contributions were levied have hitherto been quite uncertain; 

but these papyri throw much light upon the subject. It is known that in the autumn of 

each year grants of seed-corn were made by the ouroddyou to various individuals at the rate 

of one artaba of grain for each aroura of land. A considerable number of receipts for 

such grants have been published among the Berlin papyri (cf Viereck, Quzttungen aus dem 
Dorfe Karants tiber Licferung von Saatkorn, Hermes, xxx. 107 ff.). It is also clear from 

the documents which follow, that after the harvest certain amounts of corn had to be paid 

in to the public granary (Snudovos Oyoavpds) by the cultivators; and it will be shown 
subsequently (see introduction to Pap. CXCIII) that the quantity exacted by the state was 

the original grant p/ws a charge of two choenices in the artaba and the costs of collection, 
the whole addition amounting to something less than a fourth of the original grant. The 

corn thus accumulated in the granaries was used to provide the grants of seed-corn for the 

following year, and it appears from Papp. CCLVI a and CCXCV, below, that the ovroddyou had 

also to collect the corn required to furnish the annual export of grain from Egypt to Rome. 
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The certificate takes the form of an acknowledgement by the ovroddyo (the name of 
the chief ovroddyos being given, while his colleagues are described as péroxou) that they have 
measured a certain amount of corn for such-and-such an individual in the treasury or granary 

(Oncavpéds) of such-and-such a place, and on such-and-such a date. It will be observed that 

the dates are generally in the month Pauni (occasionally in Pachon, which preceded, or 

Epeiph, which followed it); and that this was the month in which the newly harvested corn 

was available for use appears likewise from a number of documents in which loans of corn 

are made, the contract invariably providing for the repayment of the loan in the month of 
Pauni next ensuing. 

The only officials mentioned in these certificates are the ovroddyou.. These were village 

officials, but their exact number is uncertain. In Pap. CLX XX two ouroddyor are enumerated 
for the village of Neilopolis; but the ordinary formula N. N. cat péroxo., implies a larger 
number. Besides them we have references to ovrowapahynparoa (Berl. Papp. 81, 425) and 
mpaxtopes ourixov (Berl. Papp. 414, 425), to say nothing of an émurnpyrys yernudrwr (Berl. 

Pap. 49); but the precise relations of these various officials are not clear. 

The documents dealing with the subject are here arranged in chronological order. The 
earliest of them is, unfortunately, much mutilated. It contains three certificates of amounts 

of corn measured by Castor, one of the ovroddyou of the village. The name of the village 

in question appears to be Apias, and a place of this name was in the division of either 

Themistus or Polemon in the nome of Arsinoé (Berl. Pap. 130). The amounts of wheat 
measured in the first two certificates are 8} and 8 artabas respectively; in the third case 

the figure is lost. The date of the certificates is the 26th Epeiph in the fourth year of 

Domitian, 

[LS avroxparopos| Kato[apos] Alopuriavov] 

LeBacrov Teppar[uxov] E[welp [xe] 

Kalo |rwp Ky, ob px oeTo* A[mados pe |é 

amo twv yev 7” OL af 
5 Hx]vous Aprayafo[v .]... . apra[Bas 

L5 avroxpatopos Kaicaplos Aopu|riavov 

XeBacrov Teppar[ixov] Exead xo 

10 K[ac]rwp x, ot peroX ovro* [Am}a[So]s pepe, 
[a]ro tov yer? v OL [..... }ro) 

Srorovytis Ths Aptayafov k.. 8... 
[.].. «€ ypuov «/ cla] ap? [tal_] /En 
Kaorwp menetp” Ta a[pjo* 7’ & [ox|rae /En 

Line 2. Exetp xs: the date is probably, but not certainly, the Line 6. mp°: mpoodiaypaddpeva. 

same as in the two other certificates. Line 7. 8): this is the original form of the symbol for 3%. The 

Line 3. piX: péroxot. Cf. Pap. CCCV. 1.2. pepe): peperpnucOa. 8 was subsequently corrupted into o (as in other numerals), and 

Line 4. ye”: yernudro. in that form it is not unfrequently found. 

II. N 
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15  L8 avroxparopos k[aoapos Aopuriavov] 

SeBao[rov] Teppavixov Em xz [Kacrwp]} 
k) ov puX ouro* An{ia]8? peus amo twv [yev" 

three hopelessly defaced lines follow. 

PAPYRUS CCCXV.—a.p. 150. 

ERTIFICATE from the ovrodéyo. of Bacchias for amounts of 30, 30, 9, and 69 
artabas of wheat, measured by them on the 29th Pauni in the thirteenth year of 

Antoninus Pius. Perfect, except for the loss of 1-5 letters on the left-hand side throughout 

the entire length, and a few letters damaged or lost elsewhere. 

Ilererovyos Nedepwrtos ky 

pLero}X ovro* Baxywados 

[er Apo |i pewerpy Tn KN TOV 

[Ilavy]. pnvos tov evertwros 

5 yl Avtwrvov Kyoapos tov kupiov 

[ao] yer Tov avrov erov]s ev On 
[cavplo Baxyiados es Ovvwdpiv] 
[ITaveppeupews Bary 89 Su, 

[. .]Jop . Soxvo) Nyoov mupov 
10 [alpz[a]Bas tpraxovra /E—X 

[opol.ws b Twv avTwy ets 

[Sro]rovyrw Amvyyews mupov 
[aprlaBas tpraxovra /E—d Ky 
[ets] Tlaxvow Amvyyews 

15 [wvpolv apraBas evvea /t—O 

[xac] ex[e t]o avro mupov 

Laloras e€nxor[ra evvela 
/%— €0 8 Avoo* yp) 

[L] ty avroxparopos Koapos 
20 [Turolv Avttov Adpiavov Avravwov 

[S<Blacrov EvoeBous avi d 

Line 7. «s: ‘to the credit of” So regularly in these Line 9. The mutilated word at the beginning may be yewpy”. 
papyri. : ; ; A plural is required, cf 1. 11, 8:4 ray adrav. 

Line 8. 87: dn(pdarov yewpydv). Line 17. apras: so MS., apparently, for dprd@as. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXI.—a.p. 172. 

ERTIFICATE from ovrohdyou for 343 artabas of wheat measured by them on the 
_/ 12th Epeiph in the twelfth year of Marcus Aurelius. 
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Erovs dSwoexarov 

Avpy\tov Avrwy Kaioapos 

Tov kuptov Ered iB 

Iotdwpos Kat ov~ curo* 

5 =p) peperpype[ Oa 
aro Tav yern tov] 18S 

; petpw dn &eo7 
Lov, Nyoouv 8% du gi 
Tlodwwr Ia . oa. — 

10 tpis BS / +y Brd 

Line 4. ov: 2.8, of Aouroi. and in loans of corn it is generally stipulated that the borrower 
Line 5. 2rp): so MS., apparently. It should be the name of — shall repay it wérpw & Kai mapeidnpev. 

the village. Line 10. 8x5: the fractions are rather doubtful, owing to the 
Line 7. perp dn(pocw) geora: a measure containing one very cursive way in which they are written. 

&éorns, or about a pint. The measure used is generally specified, 

PAPYRUS CCCCXXXIX.—a.p. 181-189. 

ERTIFICATE from the ovroddyou of Neilopolis for 7 (?) artabas of wheat measured by 

them on the 6th [Pauni?] in the reign of Commodus. The exact year, as well as the 
name of the recipient of the certificate, is lost through the rubbing of the papyrus. The 

writing is across the fibres. 

foe Ear ses J]. . of ] 
mapa Optwvos Appaoviov k) 

petroxav oto Newdov 

5 pewetpnucha ty = Tov 

[. . .. pnvols tov evertwros 

. k [evxoorov]S Avpydtov Kopp[odov] 
: Avtwvevov YeBaorov & — 

-¢ 

10. Lk . [Avp}nuo[v] Kopuo[Solv Avrwr[wwov] 

[SeBalorov... ug 

Line 4. Netdkou: sc. médews. Commodus. 
Line 9. One would expect era, but it does not seem possible Line 11. The name of the month cannot be read with cer- 

to get it from the remains. tainty, and it is doubtful whether the « belongs to the name or 
Line 10. Lx.: it is uncertain whether another numeral fol- the numeral. It is not unlike Tu@i, but this is an impossible 

lowed x, but I. 7 seems to indicate that one did. The date must month, being long before harvest. Probably it is Mav, but it is 

then be between the twenty-first and twenty-ninth years of not easy to reconcile this with the traces. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXLVI.—a.p. 194. 

Wis this number are given three separate certificates, granted by the oitoddyou of 

Neilopolis on the 5th, 9th, and 15th Pauni in the second year of Septimius Severus. 

The amount of wheat measured is 3 artabas in each case. The first and third certificates 

are granted to the same individual, and in each case the recipient is a resident in Socnopaei 
Nesus, not in Neilopolis. It is probable that villages were sometimes grouped together for 

the purpose of the corn-revenue, presumably in order to use one granary for them all. 
Thus in Pap. CCXCI (a register of payments received by the ovroddyor, too much mutilated 
to be worth publishing) the officials are described as ourohdyou *Am(iddos ?) Kai ahdro(v) 

Ko(“ov). 
The writing of all three certificates is extremely cursive, many of the letters being 

hardly formed at all. 

(a) ‘ 
Erovs B Aovkiov Lemriutov Yeounpov 

Teprwakxos YeBacrov Mav € 

\ «@ Nev ao) peTp7 Lapamiwv Kat ol oLTO 

amo ylev]y Tov avrov erous petpw 8H FeoTw 
5 es Awy” laBovros Yoxvo) Nyoov [87] 

mupov — tpis /+y 

(4) 
Erovs B Aovawov Serrysov 

Leounpov Ileprivakos YeBacrtov 

Have 6 Sapamvoy Tavpews 
K) ov otto’ K@ Newd? zro* pepe 

5 ph amo yey Tov avrou erous 
petpw 69 FeoTw evs Ywrav 
Kaovapy’ Lovo, Nynwov 

64 mupov — tps / +y 

Line 7. kacvapX ; cf. Pap. CCCCLXXIV. |. 22. It is not clear whether the word is a proper name or a title, but the passage 

referred to is in favour of the latter view. 

c 
" Erovs 8 Aovxiov Serriyssov Seounpov 

Tleprivakos YeBaorov Mav vé Lapamiwy 

k) ot oito* Ka New? ao* pewerpy amo yer 

Tov avtov erous petpw 84 Eeotw ets Ayy” 

5 mw TaBovros Yoxvo) Ny 8H mvpov — tpis /+y 
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PAPYRUS CCXVIIL—a.p. 213. 

Co from the ovrohdyou of Heracleia (a village in the division of Themistus) 
for 8 artabas of wheat measured by them on the oth Pauni in the twenty-first year 

of Caracalla. The wheat is said to be delivered by the «dnpodxou of the village. The four 
upper lines have been partially washed out. 

Erovs xa’ avroxparo[ pos] 

kavoapos Mapkov Avpniiov 

Leovnpov Avtwrivov 

TlapQ@ixov Meyuorou 

5 Bperavrixov Meyworov 

EvoeBous 2«Bacrov Lapa 

TOpLpwr Kat meToX’ oLTo* 

Kkouns Hpakdeas pene 

tTpnucla emu THs 6 tov 

10 Tlavve py Tov eveotar’ 

kaS alo yelvn* tov avrov erous 
eis Toly . . .|weav vmep Kdy 
povywv THs TpoKeperyns 

Kopns metpw Snuooww 

15 €&oTw tupov aptaB oxrw 

T +[—)) 2aparappov 

auro’ peweTpy ws) 

Line 16. T: 2. @, yiveras. Line 17. s): 2.¢. os mpdxetrat. 

PAPYRUS CCCLI.—a.p. 218. 

ERTIFICATE from ouroddyor of Neilopolis (through their secretary) for amounts of 
3 and 2 artabas of wheat measured by them on the 1oth Pauni and goth Epeiph 

respectively, in the second year of Macrinus, with whom is coupled the name of his son, 

Diadumenianus. No other papyrus of this reign appears to be known, and it is observable 

that at the later date mentioned in this document Macrinus was already dead. 

Erovs B/ avroxpatopwy Kaapwv 

Mapkov O7ed\uov Yeovnpov Maxpwou 

kK) Mapkov Ozed\ov Avtwvwov 

Avadopertavov Evrvyav YeBactov 
Tlavve o— 

5 Avpydtos Aprahos kK) peroxwyv outro’ Kop 

Line 5. Mav «—: inserted between the lines. 
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Net 70 dia Avpndtov Nethapwvos yp) cuto* Ko 

Newov 7o* pewetpnuefa Tov avTov pyvos 

amo ‘Yé Tov avrov erous ev Onoavpw 

™s mpo" Kw petpw 84 feotw eg Tati 

10 patas Loxvoreov Nynoov mupov aptaBas 

Tpis ~ + y opotws Emd 6 mupov aptaBas Svo 

a~ + B 

Line 6. yp) o170* Kk: ypapparéws orrodyov Kopns. Line 8. ye: yeynpurwr. 

Lines 9, 10. The reading of the proper name is doubtful. 

PAPYRUS CLXXX.—a.p. 228. 

HIS papyrus contains, not so much a certificate from the ovroddyo to the cultivator, as 

a register of amounts of corn received and measured by the ovroddyo. How large 

the original may have been, there are no means of knowing. The papyrus in its present 

state consists of only one mutilated column, written in a rough and rather large hand. The 

upper part of the papyrus contains receipts of 25 artabas on an unknown date, 19; on the 

and (Pachon), 11% on the 18th, 21 on the 4th Pauni, 474 on the 21st Pauni, and 30; on the 

10th Epeiph; while the lower contains receipts of 19} artabas on the 9th Pachon, and 21 

on the 4th Pauni. The year is the seventh of Severus Alexander. The ovroddyo in the 

second part are those of Neilopolis; the mutilation of the papyrus makes it uncertain whether 

the first part relates to the same officials or not, but it may be presumed to do so. 
There are slight remains of at least seven lines at the top of the papyrus. 

ev Oncalupw tys mpokyevns Kopns 

uTep SoxvoTratov Syji Tupov aptaBas 

ELKOGL TEVTAL Els OVOaTOSs Medas Tovar 

_~ +0 Ke/ kav 7 B addas tupov apraBa[s] 

5 dexa evvea extov ~~ +o Oe Kau TH 

™ addas tupov apraBas evdexa nuiov 

teraptov ~~ +o wath kar ty lave 5 ad\as 

mupov aptaBas evkoou pia ~~~ +o Ka Tov 

aovpBodov tupov apraBas off Tlavm Ka/ 

IO > adhas tupov aptaBas Teaoapas TeTapTov 

Tetpaxeikootov ~~ +o dd xd Emup « — addas 

Tupov aptaBas Tpiakovta Sivpov 

ie 

LC auToKpaTopos Kai~apos Mapkov Avpyuov 

15 eovnpov AheEavdpov EvoeBous Eutvyovs 

YeSlac]rov Maxyav 6 rapa Avpydtor Medavos 

Line 4. +0: 9 variant of the usual symbols for mupod dpraBas, Line 10. =: dpoiws. 
formed by writing them cursively. Line 16. Avpydior: so MS., for Avpydtoy. The grammar 

Line 9. cvpBodov: apparently for cvvédov, and soagaininl.25. throughout is very erratic. 
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Avockopov Kat Piiadeddw Tadtwvos twv dvo 

aiTohoyor Kwpns Netdoutodews peueTpy 

peOa wupov petpw Sypoow ~eotw amo ye 

20 vypal[tlos tov avrov erovs ev Onoavpw ys 
TPOKLEVNS KMMNS VITEP LoKvoTaLou 

Nycov one evs ovopatos Tukiwdts vepews 

Tupov aptaBas dexa evvea extov +o L5/ 

kat Tn Ilavv 64 addas tupov aptaBas 

25 elKooe pa to Kal ~~ ~Tov oupBodou 

to pol 

PAPYRUS CCLVI recto.—a.p. 11-15. 

ESIDES receiving the corn contributed for state purposes by the cultivators, the 

oirohdyou were also charged with the duty of distributing it; and the papyri relating 
to it may most conveniently be placed here. The distribution took two forms, some of the 

grain being given out as seed-corn to the cultivators in the following autumn, while the 

rest was despatched to the coast for export. To the former duty relate the fourth and fifth 

documents included under the present number, as well as a great quantity of the Berlin 
papyri (cf p. 88): the latter is referred to in the first of the present group of documents 

and in Papp. CXCVII, CCXCV. A register of the amounts of seed-corn distributed 

(presumably by the ovroddyo.) in certain localities will be found among the accounts in 
section 9 (Pap. CCLIV). 

Papyrus CCLVI is remarkable for the very miscellaneous nature of its contents, as 

well as for their early date and interest. The vecéo contains five distinct documents in 
different hands: (a) a pilot’s receipt for a cargo of corn, of which the text is given below, 
(6) an epigram on the battle of Actium and the entry of Augustus into Egypt, which has 

been printed elsewhere (Rev. de Philologie, July 1895), (c) a document dated in the thirty-fifth 

year of Augustus (= A.D. 5-6), unfortunately so much defaced as not to be worth printing, 

(2) and (e) orders for the delivery of seed-corn to Sypdcvor yewpyot, printed below. The 

verso has been used for writing of a still greater interest, if only it had been preserved more 

perfectly, namely (as described in the Catalogue, above) three orations or rhetorical exercises. 

With these we have, however, at present nothing to do. 

The history of the roll is, at first sight, puzzling. It seems odd that documents of 

merely momentary importance should have been inscribed upon it at intervals over a period 

of ten years, and still more odd that the latest of these documents should stand at the 

beginning of the roll, and the earliest in the middle of it. A closer examination removes 

the difficulty. The roll as it now stands has been made up by the conjunction of several 

distinct pieces of papyrus, of varying lengths. The first of these (beginning at the left 

hand end of the roll) is blank, or nearly so; the second contains document a; the third 

contains 6 and (written in the reverse direction and occupying the whole breadth of the 

piece) ¢; the fourth contains ¢, and the fifth @. It is thus evident that each of these sheets 

originally existed separately, and that they were subsequently joined together in order to 
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receive the orations inscribed on the verso. In some cases the joining has obliterated the 

letters at the edge of a document. 
Three of the documents (a, d, ¢) are addressed to Acusilaus, the dypdoros airohdyos of 

two villages named Lysimachis, which were evidently situated in the Heracleides-division 
of the Arsinoite nome (see note on ¢, 1. 2), He is described as a servant or subordinate of 
Priscus, one of the imperial slaves, in a.p. 11 (d, Il. 5, 6), and of Lucius Marius, a freedman, 

in a.p. 1§ (a, 1. 5). The fourth document (c) probably relates to him too, but its purport 

cannot be made out, owing to its mutilation, What he had to do with the epigram (6) can 

only be guessed; but his interest in a poem in praise of Augustus may be connected with 

his position under one of the imperial slaves. 

Of the three documents here to be transcribed, two (d and ¢) belong to a.p. 11, and the 
third (2) to a.p. 15. They are placed in chronological order, in which ¢ appears slightly to 

precede @. (ce) It appears that, in order to set the ovroddyos in motion for the distribution 
of seed-corn to the cultivators, two kinds of authorization were necessary; first that of the 

officials of the nome, the strategus and BaowiKds ypappareds, and then that of the local 

officials of the district. The former authorization is contained in the document here given, 

the latter in @, which follows next. The authorization of the strategus and BaowuKds 

ypapparets is conveyed to Acusilaus by Faustus, son of Priscus, one of the imperial slaves, 

who, as appears from Il. 5, 6 in @ below, was Acusilaus’ direct superior, but whose official 

rank is not stated. It instructs him to deliver corn to the Sdypdovoi yewpyot of the royal, 

sacred, and other land, according to the commands of the strategus and BaowtKkds ypappareds 
of the division, and with the authorization of the toparch and kwpoypappareds and the other 

local officials, on receipt of the usual undertakings for the proper use of the seed and 

cultivation of the ground. The latter part of the papyrus is considerably mutilated, but the 
general purport is clear; and the whole throws much light on the manner in which the 
annual distribution of seed-corn was conducted, The date is the 23rd Athur in the forty- 

first year of Augustus (= Nov. 19, a.D. 11). 

The writing is in the reverse direction to that of the other documents on the vec/o, and 

occupies the same sheet as the epigram (0). 

a small portion of the sheet, while the order to Acusilaus extends over its whole breadth, 
it is clear that the latter was the first written. 

Since, however, the epigram only occupies 

avoros Ipirxov Katoapos Axovordalw]): ovrohoyor Avopaxyderv Svo0 yalip]ew perpynoov 
an[o tlov yernuara[y tov pw] L Kaicapos Snpoorois yewpyots ; 

ers nv yewpyovot Baothixr[y] Kau repay Kau ere[plav ynv mupov akodolvO]ws tors v0 OvaKos 
otplat|nyou [7]ns pepioos [kar] Aokdymadov Balor]cKov ypapp[arews] 

Line 1. Mpioxov Kaioapos : sc. Sovdov, cf. CIG. III, p. 355 (note 

on 4713 f.). 
Avoipaydoy dvo: these villages do not seem to be men- 

tioned elsewhere. 
Line 2. Baowdtxny kat tepav kat erepay ynv: the middle letters of 

erepay are doubtful, but there is no alternative except erecay, which 

would be meaningless. The phrase evidently corresponds to that 

in Berl. Pap. 20, ll. 2 and 3, where a return is entitled pepiopis 

omeppdtwy dworknoews THs Te Baoidixhs Kal iepas kal mpoaddSov. The 

ya érépa here must be the same as the yi mpooddov there. 

Further, in Brit. Mus. Pap. DCIV A (acquired too late for 
inclusion in this volume), which is a return by the «copoypap- 
parevs of Crocodilopolis (in the Pathyrite nome) of the land 
covered by the inundation in the seventh year of Claudius, the 

land is classified as Baowhiky, tepd, kai ii@rexn, and this last 
word may be taken to explain both érépa and mpocddov. All 
three terms denote private land, which paid a tax (mpéco8os) to 
the state. 

atpatnyov THs peptfos: this phrase shows that the locality to 

which these documents refer was in the Arsinoite nome, since 
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en[er]rahpevors Kat emerdpayope|vors Svypace ovverakohovfovrvtwv tov rtoma[py]louv xa[:] 

Tov Kwmoyplayplareas tas Kalulys Kar tov adf\ov Tor wa] 

pla}yevopevev eis Savera [Ty]s es To [wa] L [Ka]oapos katacmopas haBwr map avtwy THY 

[kab ]|nxovear x[t]pfoypadilav rept tov mavra ta mepe tyv [yyv 

. [r]or Seovte Karpwr mupar Kat Tos appolovor gf ana a ds CRM Gio ap dhe 9 ORES G5 

[kara Kaupov omep|uacr kar pydepiav apovpay eacat ef[npor] 

n aBpoyov q evBpoyov mav...v...U9 KL... eens 

re sea Oy 

kat Ta S€ oTeppara Kafapa Kar] aap 

py by oes obec, alae 

oTeouv TpoTrov Ou apederav jy 

e|kpopia Kat Kabnkovta ex Tov woi[ov 
eu ]avovws katabnoer bat els THY yn] oes ECQV 

vav .. Oe [. .] ofewdnuara al 

pydse avro[v] es to wWiov ameveycacba axohovbws tows vr0 Tov nyemovos mept avi[wr 

.n. bee. 

~ 0p» 

emeotahwevot|s aTaAVTA . 

Tov avTov pal Katcapos . . » Gov 

muplov].. p... ov mpwrov apraBas 

10 mvupov Xvpiov apz[aBas] Sdvaxoor[a]s /. . . 

[xtpoypaguar], 

[L] pa Kawoapos AOup ky 

no other nome was divided into pepides. It also shows that 
it was in the pepis of Heracleides, since those of Themistus and 
Polemon were grouped together under one strategus, so that the 
plural would have been necessary. 

Line 3. kat twy addwy: these are the officials mentioned in 

oe: 
KOL KabynKovor aly uohoya TOAVTOS vroo}[ov | 

[7]p[eJaxoowas 

elov — — Try wv Kar haBe tyv KabynKovoar 

KOVTQ nml[evre Kat] 

and even likely, that his precedence was purely honorary, and 
a matter of courtesy rather than right. 

Line 6. 4 evBpoxov: so MS. apparently. The word is not 
otherwise known (éu8poxos, from Bypdyos, being of course dif- 
ferent), but must denote leaving the water too long on the 

di. It will be observed that the jyoupevos (iepéwv?), who there __ fields. 
stands first, is not mentioned, and it is consequently possible, 

(z) This document, which occupies the extreme right-hand end of the papyrus, is closely 

connected with the preceding one, being the order, there alluded to, from the local officials 

to Acusilaus, as Synpdowos ouroddyos, to deliver certain amounts of seed-corn to certain 
specified Sypdcor yewpyot, according to a schedule which is appended. The original authority 
for the distribution from the strategus and Baowdixds ypappareds of the division is alluded 

to in Il. 9-12, and is said to come through the medium of Faustus, son of Priscus, that 

being, in fact, the document first given. The four officials who represent the local authority 
are described respectively as jyovmevos (tepéwy ?), romdpyns, Kwpmoypappareds, and ypappareds 

yewpyav, all of Cynopolis (see note on 1. 4). 
Of these the xopoypappareds is familiar enough; the tomdpyns, though not so often 

mentioned, is yet quite sufficiently attested (cf Wilcken, Odservationes ad Hist. Aeg. Prov. 
Rom. pp. 20-30); but the two others are less well known. 

intelligible enough, and some such official is mentioned in Pap. CCLVIII, ll. 60, 85, but the 

position of the yovmevos depends upon the restoration of the mutilated papyrus, which is 
not quite certain (see note below). The distribution of the corn is for the sowing of the 

forty-first year of Augustus, and the order must evidently be dated at very nearly the same 

time as the order from Faustus, z.e. about the end of Athur in a.p. II. 

The ypappareds yewpyav is 

II. O 
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Ivehepws Seniowvos yyoujerfos vepewr] 

k) Trodepavos torapyns Kat Aprepu[rdwpos] 

Kopoypappatevs Kat lovwy ypap[warevs] 

yewpyov ov § trav amo Kuvwr m[odews] 

5 Axovortaov Sypoow oirohoyw Tw Tapla] 

TIpicxov Kawwapos xapew petpnooy Tots] 

[v]royeypappevors Snpooros yewpyors] 

Khewva oTEppata THs Els TO pa Tos] 

KATACTOPAS TAS KEK PNPATLAOLEVAS a[vrots | 

10 Kata ypnpaticpous Aokhymad[ov] 

[Bac]AuKov ypappatews Kat Ovakos otpalTnyov] 

[Sia] Pavorov Upioxolv] Kavoapos wrupov =[vpiov] 

[Se]urepov apraBas yull_ Kar esl 

© Sup B > ofl 
15 TO KaT avoOpa viroKiTat 

[Av]ovBiwy Terexovyou 

[Avo]vBiwv Adpodiorov 

[Ad ]podicvos amatwp 

[Amo]\A@ms TareveBt 

20 [Ad]podicr0s Terecovy? 

Avvyns Ovvogpis 

[Ovodpis Terev? ve” 8.” 

[Avo}yevns Avoyev? Kar Oarous 
[Hp]axkyns Apuevs 

25 [Hpa]kdns IHerevo . . 

Line I. tepewy : the supplement is conjectural, but officials 
with this title are mentioned in Pap. CCLXXXI (p. 66). The 
alternative is kapns (cf Berl. Pap. 270, 1.6, where Wilcken reads 
jyovpevoe kouns, App. p. 358); but a village official would not 
take precedence of the romdpyns, and, since the iepa yn was in- 
cluded in the distribution, it is not unnatural that the nyotpevos 
iepéw should take part in the proceedings, and even receive an 

honorary precedence. 
Line 4. Kuvey wodews: the only known Cynopolis is the 

capital of the Cynopolite nome in the Heptanomis, seventy 

miles south of Arsinoé; but the officials of that town can have 

~% — xe BC 

E> hea. 

E> ha 

~ — deo 

&— hy 4 

ES why’ 
i ey 

b= to 

ES 4 
t— 

had nothing to do with a corn distribution in the Arsinoite 

nome. Hence it is probable that, as in other cases, the name of 
the well-known town was reproduced by a village in the latter 
district. That the villages of which Acusilaus was ovro\dyos 
were in the Arsinoite nome is shown by the description of 
the strategus in e, l. 2. 

Line 13. devrepov: z.e@. presumably, corn of the second 
quality, as contrasted with mpwrov, which occurs in a, |, 10. 

Line 15. It is impossible to bring the amounts in this list into 
relation with the total given in 1. 14, and it must be supposed 
that the list was continued in an additional column or columns. 

(2) This document, as stated above, relates to the transport of corn from the interior 

of Egypt to the coast. It is a receipt for a cargo of corn from the pilot of a vessel in the 
public service bearing the figure-head of an ibis. The name of the pilot is lost through 
the juncture of two sheets of papyrus, which has covered some letters down the left-hand 

edge. The receipt is addressed to Acusilaus, who is, as before, Sypdovos oiroddyos of the 
two villages named Lysimachis, the pilot acknowledging the delivery of 17184 artabas of 

wheat on the wharf of Ptolemais, in the Arsinoite nome, and contracting to transport it to 

Alexandria and there place it in the hands of certain specified persons. Some details of the 
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transaction remain obscure through the mutilation of the papyrus, but the general purport is 
clear. The date is the 1st Athur in the second year of Tiberius (= 28 Oct., A.D. 15). 

Pap. CCCI may be compared with this, as being perhaps a similar receipt and contract. 
In its present mutilated state, however, it contains no mention of the owroddyot, and has 
therefore been left in the class of Private Letters, 

[. .. . .Javo[s] xvBepyyrns cxadn’? Sypooras awyolve}ys 
eee ] ns a[la]pacnpos Bis Sia € . . . . us exTos arios 
[... . Jas aonpov deywwvos Sevrepas Kikoorns omipas 
[Seur]epas Akovottaw avtoroyo Syuolo}iw Avopayid 

5 [ev B tw wa]pa Aovevov M[a]pov aedevfepou Kpirov S<Bacrov 
ee Jos xatpw op[or]oyw evBeBryo[O]ar mapa cov em tov Ka 
[ta Irodep]ai8a [opyjov tov Apowou[ov] vopov ev EBopnis 
[evs Avov]ucov Kau Piohoyou Aoyou amo Tw yevnuarov 

[rov aL] TiBepiov Kaicapos SeBacrov axoovOws Ta 

Bi Tos a te aha wag A kee .. + .Jov arocro\w tupov mpwrtov [Z][p]. 
[akov . . ]Oarov adloJ\ou apséov Kexlo]o[evevpevov pe 

[tpw Sypolow Kavkephotw tw avernveypevo vaio 

[....]... Ade[Eap8peas tpwrov Lupiaxov apraflas 

[xWua]s exraxoo[ia]s Sexaokra ynpurov ZZ & 3b > [ayn C] 
15 [as cat] Karac7[n]oo as AdeEavSpeay Kar mapas[aco 

[Atorve]» Kat Piroroyouv yu ous av cuvtacogr SoOynvar av 

[ras . . . .pounf. . . . .) yuevjop Suypa Kar ovdey cof evxado 
] Hips wa eces Jrexos yeypada vmep avrov Sia To py 

[edev]ar avrov ypappa 

20 LB TiBepiov Katoapos 

YeBlaloz7[oly APvp a 

Line 2. ns mapaonyos c8is: cf. Acts xxvili. 11 mapaonu@ Atoc- 
kovpots. 

Line 3. Aeytwvos, K.7.A.: this must be part of the description 
of the pilot, who was apparently a discharged legionary. As 
the twenty-second legion (Deiotariana) was only enrolled as 

such after the defeat of Varus (cf. Pauly, art. ‘Legio’), this is an 
early notice of its existence. 

Line 4. Avotpaxtd : so MS. apparently, contrary to the general 
rule for the division of words. Perhaps it is intended for an 
abbreviation. 

Line 5. For the supplement of @.5,6,¢ 1. The first letters of 

kptrov are rather doubtful, but it does not seem possible to read 
anything else. For the position of the dmedevOeput Kaicapos, cf. 
Strabo, c. 797. 

Line 7. oppou: Irodepuaidos “Oppos is mentioned in Berl. Pap. 
144, of the third century. At the date of the present papyrus 
the description had not yet crystallized into a name. 

ev EBopnis: apparently a place name. 
Line 8. Atoyvugov kat thodoyov: the consignees of the cargo, 

of. |. 16. 
Line 10. Suptaxov: cf 1. 13: obviously not corn grown in 

Syria, but corn of the Syrian kind grown in the Arsinoite nome. 

PAPYRUS CCXCV.—a.p. 118. 

HE process of conveying corn from the villages where it was collected to the coast is 

further illustrated here. A camel-keeper, named Papeeis, gives a receipt to the 

avroddyou of the torapyia of Dionysias for the hire of his camels, employed in carrying corn 

from the granaries of the division to the appointed wharves. The @ncavpot THs pepidos cannot 
O 2 
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be merely the various village granaries in the district, since then we should have had romapyias : 

hence it would appear that the corn was sent from the village granaries to a central spot before 

being despatched to the river for transmission to Alexandria. The date of the document is 

a little doubtful. It is dated in the second year, but the emperor's name is abbreviated 

and mutilated, which leaves some uncertainty as to whether it is ‘ASp[tavod] or “Av7[wyuvoi'], 

but the former is most probable. In that case the year is A.p. 117-8, and as a reference 

is made to the harvest of that year, the date must be at the end of the regnal year, 7.¢. 

about the middle of a.p. 118. Pap. CXCVII below, which relates to the delivery of corn 

by a carrier to the wharf-keepers, is dated in Mesoré (= August) which corresponds with 

the date here. 

TIto\Avde kK) peeToX otTohoY ToTap* 

Avovvoradios . . .|. . BL 

Tlamees . . . ern . Kapndorpod[o]s 
Avovyarados oporoyw peneTpno bar 

5 Kk) amecynKevjar Tap vuw operpa ns 

Kateéa vTo wWiwy Kapnrtov ao Twv 

Ts pepioos Oncavpwr eis Tous arrode 

Suypevous oppovs KpiOns petpw dy 

10 A8p’ Kyoa[pos] rov xv[piov .. . .|nliy/ 

remains of four mutilated lines follow. 

Line I. atrodoy(ots) rorapx(tas): if this is not an exceptional xopys. The village of Dionysias, which gave its name to the 
case, it would appear that ovroddyo: were appointed for a whole toparchia, is mentioned in several of the Berlin papyri. 
romapxia, and were subsequently distributed among the villages Line 6. xateEa: it does not seem possible to read anything 

contained in it. Elsewhere one hears only of the otroddyo. else; probably for xarn£a. 

PAPYRUS CXCVII.—and cent. 

HE mutilated state of this papyrus renders its contents uncertain. The right-hand side, 
to a considerable extent, is gone; the rest is roughly written and sometimes mutilated. 

It appears, however, to be a record of the delivery, apparently by a carrier, such as the 

writer of Pap. CCXCV above, of various quantities of corn to the éppodvaAakes, or wharf- 

keepers, of some place, the name of which is lost. It is dated in Mesoré of the fourth 

year of an unnamed emperor, and appears to belong to the latter part of the second century. 
On the verso is a private letter. 

rete’ 6. O... . Tov & [A]xov’ [. . 
kK .. oppodudrage [. . Tov everra| 
70g OS Kata. 5 |, + 

oppov Sia Krynvor [. . 

5 Mecopy pnvos ews [. . 
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petpo Oy EleoTw . . 

1OE 

kopta ev[e]a ~“[. . 

Kat TH TeTpar[nKlaex[ooTy . . 
eBSo[uy]x[ov]ra era [ 

Io ka[e ™mK. 

KOVTG . 

KaL TY KY) opoe[s 

J addra[s.. . 

. Tpurov yl... 

eBdounkovra tples Kau Ty] 
A opows addas muplov . . 

15 enta nutoov tpitov [Kar 

Ezay? B opows . -[ 
KOVTQ en[ Ta KOU ™] 

5/ opowws . . [ 

mevtat diy[oupov 

PAPYRUS CCCLXVII a.—and cent. 

T appears that under some circumstances (of which we know nothing) payment in 
respect of corn was made in money instead of in kind, and in that case the tax was 

paid to the mpdxropes curix@y instead of the ouroddyou. The following document is a receipt 

given by the secretary of the mpdxropes owixdv of the village of Apias for the price of 
13 

Iza artabas of wheat, which he undertakes to pay in to the public treasury. 
the first year, but the emperor’s name is not given. 

Berl. Pap. 414, which also, by a coincidence, relates to the village of Apias. 

It is dated in 

A receipt in identical form occurs in 

The mpdxropes 
ourikav are also mentioned in the following document (Pap. CLXXI a) and in Berl. Pap. 
425, where the name occurs in a list of village officials connected with the corn-taxes. 

Ayafos Aaywov yp) Tp, 
Amados Iapapwr x) 

€Xo Tapa cov Teyn[r] 

TuUpov apTaBns plas 

5 ploous TETPAKALELKOO TOU 

as Ky) METPHOW ELS 

To 8% vrep Tou a~ 
€TOVUS 

Line 1. yp) 7p): yeappareds mpaxrépwy oitixdv. The supple- 
ment oirixay (not dpyupikév) is confirmed by the following 
document and by Berl. Pap. 414, where the title is given in 

full. 
Line 2. x): xaipew. 
Line 6, perpyow: the word is interrupted by a hole which must 

have been in the papyrus when the receipt was written. The 
reading is a little doubtful, the p being almost or quite omitted. 
In the corresponding place in Berl. Pap. 414, Viereck supplies 
katexopicaper, but that is certainly not the word here, and 
perpyoopey should be substituted. 

Line 7. 87: Snpdoroy. 
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PAPYRUS CLXXI a.—a.p. 102. 

HE apdxropes ourixdv also received payments in respect of the hay-crop, the following 

document being a receipt given by the mpd«twp ourixav Sioixyjoews Kdpys Loxvorraiov 

Nyjoov, for 36 drachmas, paid as part of the value of the hay on 4% arouras of land. It 

is not stated what proportion this tax bore to the total value of the crop. 

Opiov mpaxtwp ourik~ Sox? 

Kons Lokvotratou Nyoov 

exxov mapa Amuvyeos mperB” 

Amvuryxeos amo Te y\wpov 

5 €L Tpatavov Katoapos tov Kvpiov 

& \ © XB apylup}ou Spaxp” 
tpiakovta e€ / < de 

L € avroxpatopos Kavoapos 

[Nepova Tpaavlov S<Bacrov 
10 [Teppavkoly Paper” ke 

Line 7. As: the last character rather resembles a y, but there is no doubt as to the reading «€. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXV.—end cent. 

HE following document relates to the ovroddyou, though it is not exactly of the nature 
of a tax. It is a certificate, addressed to the ovroddyou of the village of Bacchias, of 

the payment of éfdé.a, or supplies, in connexion with some work (perhaps that on the embank- 

ments) in the twenty-fourth year, which must be of either Commodus (a.p. 183-4) or 

Caracalla (a. p. 215-6). The payment amounts to 3 artabas of wheat, and was made on the 

rgth Athur. The person making the return being illiterate, a scarcely less illiterate friend 
writes for him: and the roughness of his very cursive writing makes the decipherment of 

some of the important words doubtful. 

otto’ Baxyi{ados] 
epodiaca virep . .~ 

7 epy «pv KOL 

Xadyhis arazlwp] 

5 Baxyiabes 3 
mupov apraBas 

tps / +o ¥v 

Adup i 

Opos eypapa 

10 vmEp avTou 

ay papp.atou 

Line 4. amatwp : or, possibly, aro t[ov], the article agreeing with 6n(poctov). 
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PAPYRUS CLXV.—a.p. 49. 

ITH this document we enter on the consideration of a new class of taxation. Perhaps 

the most important public duty of the Egyptian peasant (having regard to the 
interests involved) was the maintenance of the embankments which regulated the overflow 
of the Nile. To this work he could contribute in two ways; but how far the choice 
between them was left open to him cannot be determined. He could either give personal 

labour, or he could make a money payment. In the former case he had to work for five 

days in the year; in the latter, he had to pay the sum of 6 drachmas 4 obols. These 

facts are established by the papyri which here follow. They are certificates of the due 

discharge of one or the other of these forms of contribution, and they follow nearly the 

same formulas. Berl. Pap. 593 is evidently a similar certificate, in which, however, the editors 

have not deciphered the abbreviation for ywudrwv which indicates its character. The dates 

of the certificates show that the labour was performed either just after harvest, in the 

months Pauni, Epeiph, and Mesoré, or else just before sowing, in Athur. The texts of each 

class of certificate are printed in chronological order, labour taking precedence of money 

payments. The three which stand first are identical receipts given to inhabitants of Socnopaei 
Nesus by the same official, Dionysius, for labour on the embankments in the month Mesoré 
in A.D. 49, written in an almost illegible cursive. The signature of Dionysius is in large 

semi-uncials. 

(2) 
L evarov TiBepiov Kravdiov Karoapos Se? Teppari{ ov] 
avToKpatopos ev p” Karoapew 7 ev K\np np? tyv rev? 

Tlaovs SaraBovtos amo Yo* N? 

AIONYCIOC CECc# 

Line 2. Katoapecw : = Mesoré, cf Papp. CCCIII, CCCVL. ev KAnp npY thy mevO : ev KANpovyia Npydoaro THY mevOnpEpor. 

(4) 
L evarov TiBepiov Kdavdsov Katoapos Xe? Teppavixov 

avTokparopos ev mu” Kavoapew 4 ev KAnp np? ryv Trev? 

Lroroyntis Haveppompe’ Tay. amo Lo* N? 

AIONYCIOC CECH 

L evarov TiBepiov Kiavédiov [Karo ]apos Ye? Teppavixov 

avTokpatopos ev 7 Katcaperw 7 ev KAnp yp? THY tev? 

Tamas Ilamaitos AytAdas aro Lo* N7 

AIONYCIOC CECH 

PAPYRUS CXXXIX 6.—a.D. 51. 

Ce for labour on embankments at Socnopaei Nesus, from the 15th to the 

/  tgth Pauni. 
Erovs evdexatou TuBeprov Kdavo.ov Katoapos 

SeBacrov Tepparkov avtoxpatopos eipyaobar 

Line 2. e:pyac@a: the infinitive appears to stand in place of a finite verb. 
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ev TH Kan e€avpwr amo pyvos Tau te 

ed NMEpats TEVTE UTEP KHMaTLKwY TOV avToU L 

5 oxvotatov Nyoov 

Tlaved[pe]upus Tazrets 
Kopa& ceonpe” 

Line 3. ev rn xawn e£abvpwr: apparently=‘in the new em- 
bankment with six gates or sluices’ Cf Pap. CLXVI 4, 

l. 5. 
Line 6. Mapago.A: this word is separated by a space from 

Mapacov* 

the preceding one. As a proper name stands in a similar 

position in each of the following certificates, it is probably the 

name of an official. It seems to be always in the genitive case. 

Line 7. This subscription is in a different hand. 

PAPYRUS CCCXVI a.—a.p. 153. 

ERTIFICATE for labour on embankments at Bubastus from the 28th Epeiph to the 

end Mesoré. 

Erovs ws avto[Kpatlopos Karoapos 
Turov Aidtov [A]8p! Avra) 

EvoeBous S<«Bao7, ap v x” 

Tov a usS Ered xq evs Meoopy 

5 B ev tm Bov? & B nevb7 

LN Tpooxpynon eTepw Tvp,Bo* 
dia To dackw apa) Loxvo) Nyno” 

Sa[oro]? AmvyX tov XroTo” y Texvacr” 

Line 3. «tp v) y®: elpydouro imép xoudrov or xopariKdy. 

Line 4. a7: : 
Line 5. Bov®: BovBdoros, a village in the Arsinoite nome, 

often mentioned in the papyri; not to be confused with Bubas- 

tus in the Delta. 
B mwevOq : apparently this individual had to put in a second 

atrov. 

five-day period of work, and was not to be allowed to use the 
certificate which he claimed to have already, as having worked 
for a period at Socnopaei Nesus. 

Line 7. mapa): mapamenroxévat, cf. Berl. Pap. 214, 1. 15. 
Line 8. Textaow: this name recurs at the foot of similar 

certificates in Papp. CCCXXI 4, CCCXXV 4, 

PAPYRUS CCCXXI a-c.—a.pD. 157-159. 

(a) ERTIFICATE for labour on embankments at a place of which the name is 
illegible, from the 26th Athur, presumably till the 3oth, a.p. 157. 

Erovs ka avtokpatopos Kaoapos 

Tutov Avdtov Aédpiavou AvTwvivov 

LeBaorov EvoeBous apy viep 
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xX® Tov ar[rlov KaS AOup Ke. . 

5 Kamu exo) 
Amvyyxets 2707 7° Amvyxe® 

T . . wrtos 
ocEeon 

Line 4. As far as «a§ the certificate is in fairly large semi- Line 6. 3707: so MS., apparently, for Zroroy(rtos). 
uncials; the rest is in a small, very cursive hand. Line 8. The name of the official giving the certificate is 

Line 5. The readings of this line are unintelligible. The omitted. 
name of a place is wanted. ko): qu. éxovovos,=‘ voluntarily’ ? 

(4) Certificate for labour on the embankments at Socnopaei Nesus from the rst to the 
5th Epeiph, a.p. 159. The handwriting is very odd and distorted. 

Erous «B GUTOKPATOpOS KaLoapos 

Terov Atdtov Adptavou AvTovivou 

LeBagrous EvoeBous ELpy) v) Xop 

Tov avtov KBL Emd a € ev t Era? 

5 oxvorratov Meyy Lrorovn) 

Tlavogp Amvy* 

—. Texiaov’ 

AvooKkop? cern 

Line 3. S«Bacrouvs: so MS., apparently, but the characters are CCCXXV 0.1.7, and CCCXXV u. 1. 6 ev 79 Bov8, 
so distorted as not to be very certain. Line 5. Meyy: the reading seems clear, but not the 

Line 4. ev 1(n) Emay(a6w?): evidently a placename; cfc,1 5, meaning. A new hand begins here, and a third in line 8. 

(c) Certificate for labour on the embankments at Socnopaei Nesus, from the roth to 

the 14th Athur in the year preceding that in which the certificate is dated (A.D. 159-160). 

Erovs Ky avrToKpatopos 

kat |oapos Titov Atdtov Adptavov 

Avtoviov YeBaatov EvoeBous 

expy v) x@ 7° due® KBS AOup v 16 

5 tv Ke ev? Enay 

Loxvo, Yroroy Amuy*X 
v) Tlemupios Uetecovy/’ 

Teptews 

Pavias veon 

Line 8. Teptews: this name seems to correspond to the name is observable that a person of this name was mpdxrwp dpyupixav 
Texcaovos found in Pap. CCCXVI a. 1. 18, and elsewhere, and it for Socnopaei Nesus in the year 156-7 {sce Pap. CCCXIX). 

II. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXXV.—a.p. 161. 

(a) Ce for labour on the embankments at Bubastus from the 13th to 

the 17th Mesoré. 

Erovs a/ avrokpatopos Katoapos 

Mapkov Avpyhiov Avrwvevov YeBacrou 

Kal aVTOKpaTopos Katoapos AouKtov 

Avpndtov Ovnpov SeBacrov eipy v 
5 Xx@ Tov avrov aS Mecopn vy ul ev 7 

BovB Soxvo) Swras dSov* 

Tamakvoews 

[A].du4 ceon" 

(4) Certificate for labour on the embankments at Socnopaei Nesus from the roth to the 

14th Athur, in the preceding year. 

Erovs B/ avroxpatopos Katoapos 
Mapkov Avpy\tov Avtwvrewou 

LeBaorov Kat avroKparopos 
Katoapos Aovkiov Avpndtov Ovnpou 

5 X<Bacrov apy umep xa Tov Sie* 

mpwtov etouvs AOvp u wo ev TH 

Ezaya Yoxvorratov Sroron™ 

Amvyx To Xroron Texvacvos 

as Athur in the first year of Marcus Aurelius what was really Line 6. The first year of Marcus Aurelius began in March, 
Athur in the twenty-fourth year of Antoninus Pius. and therefore did not contain an Athur at all. The scribe, 

however, writing in the second year, forgot this, and described 

PAPYRUS CLXVI 4.—a.p. 186. 

ERTIFICATE for labour on the embankments at Philadelphia from the 13th to the 
17th Pachon. 

Etovs xKs/ Mapkov Avpnhiov 

Kopodo Avtw Kaioapos 

Tov Kuptov eipy v x” Ks 

lay” vy ews wl ed v* Kat 

5 uns €€4 Birade* 

ow, Zwoipos Xaipy 

Lines 4, 5. ef v* kawys ef: the last two words suggest the in Petrie Pafyriii.6. Wood would be especially required for 
kaw é€ddupos of Pap. CXXXIX 4. 1. 3; vA must apparently 
stand for vAns: cf. Thuc. 2.75 vAny és ro xGpua, where it means 
wood for retaining and supporting a mound. That the same 

method of making embankments was practised in Egypt appears 

the sluice-gates. 

Line §. ®:AadeA(guas): Philadelphia wasa village in the Arsi- 
noite nome; ¢f Berl. Pap. 356, 1.6. 
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PAPYRUS CCXCVI.—a.p. 160. 

| aeons from the mpdxropes dpyvpixdv of Socnopaei Nesus for embankment main- 

tenance. The receipt is dated in the twenty-fourth year of Hadrian, but the payment 

is stated to be for the twenty-second year. 

Erovus TETAPTOV K) €lKOOTOU QUTOKPaTopos 

Katoapos Turov Avtov Adpiavov Avtwr[wwov] 

Y<«Baorov EvoeBous Adpiavov 6 d[rleyp, 
LaraBovtros Kav peToX mpa” Sroroy7[ts] 

5 araBovros tov YaraBoutos p? Sroronris 

xopa™ Sevrepov Kau eikoorov erovs Loxvo) 

Nyoov < «€ F p< sf Kau Ta mpood 

Line 3. Adpsavov: =Choiach, ci Pap. CCCXLIX. mpak : mpaxropor apyupixar, cf. Pap, CCCXXXVILI. 1. 4. 
Line 4. SaraBovros: so MS., for SaraBouvr:, or else dud is Line 7. < e& F: the sum of 6dr. 4 obols is evidently the 

omitted ; but the construction with the dative is found in Berl. regular amount; 4 the next papyrus and Berl. Pap. 99. In 
Pap. 359 and in other tax receipts, as well as the construction Berl. Pap. 359 the amount is 7 dr. 4 ob. 2 chalchi, but there the 
with éua which appears in Pap. CCCXXXVII and Berl. Pap.99- drachmas are jumapat, or depreciated. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXXVII.—a.p. 168. 

ECEIPT from the apdxropes apyvpixdy of Socnopaei Nesus for embankment main- 
tenance. The name of the tax-payer is the same as in the preceding document. 

Erous oydoouv Avtwrivov Kat Ounpov Tey 

Kuptov SeBacrav Appevakwy Mydicwv 

TlapOixov Meyustwv Meoopy Ké 

Sieyp) Sua AtooKkopov Kau pe” Tpa* apy 

5 K«® Xoxvo) Nnoov roto? LaraBovtos tov 

LaraBour’ py’ Sroro™ x” Tov diedn* 

fs 8p «€ Ff / <5 F xa ra mpood 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXIV.—a.p. 199. 

HE following is a return by the apdxrwp orefavixod of the village of Socnopaei Nesus 
to the strategus of the sums received by him in the month Mecheir of the current 

year. It is dated in the following month, Phamenoth, and the year is the seventh of 

Severus and Caracalla. With regard to the tax itself there is some doubt. In papyri of 

the Ptolemaic period there are references to an impost known as orédavos (Petrie Pap. I, 39 ¢, 

P 2 
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Grenfell, Gr. Pap. 1. 41), which Mahaffy (followed by Grenfell) interprets as ‘a national present 
to the king on his accession,’ collected by the tax-office. It may fairly be assumed that the 

arepavixdy of the Roman period is identical with the orédavos under the Ptolemies; but in 

that case the theory which connects it with the accession of a sovereign is invalid, since all 
the recorded payments are in the middle of a reign. In the present document it is in 

the seventh year (which, however, was the first of Caracalla), in Pap. CCCCLX XVII it is 

in the fourth year, in Berl. Pap. 62 it is in the eighth year, in Berl. Pap. 452 it is in the 

fourth, fifth, and second years, in Berl. Pap. 458 it is in the third year, in Berl. Pap. 518 it 

is in the second year. Further, it did not consist of a single payment, since the Berlin 

papyri contain records of several monthly payments by the same individual, always in sums 

of 4 drachmas. It is indeed observable that all the payments for this tax are in sums of 
4 drachmas or multiples of that amount. Mahaffy may be right in explaining the word as 

implying something in the nature of a present, but it cannot be limited to the time of 

a sovereign’s accession. It may be only an accident that none of the mentions of the tax 
occur earlier than the reign of Caracalla, and that most of thcm belong to that of 

Elagabalus; but it may also indicate the late revival of an arbitrary tax in the time of the 

worse emperors. 
It may be observed that the term oréfavos, indicating a tax, is not as new as Mahaffy’s 

note would seem to indicate. It occurs in 1 Maccabees x. 29, where king Demetrius grants 
the Jews exemption dd rav ddpwv Kal THs TyLAS TOD ads Kal ard Tov oTepdvov. Here 
again it is tolerably evident that the tax cannot be one levied only on the accession of 

a new monarch, since it may reasonably be doubted whether the remission by one ruler 
would be held valid by his successor; but no further indication of its nature is given. The 
passage shows, however, that it was not peculiar to Egypt. 

Anpytpeo [o]rp, Apot [Hpa* pep? 
Tapa Amvyxews Arvyyxeo[s] 

Tpa* orepaviKou koLuns SJoxr[o], 

Nyoov tov Meyep [pnvos] 

5 Tov ever’ CS eote Se 

TlaBouvs ev- = es) 
Ilaets YataBouros < L] 

Storoyntis LatraBovt’ < v5 
TovpBwr [E]pvews ‘coo 

10 Qpos Tasexatos [2..] 

Tlamexas Iamexa = 4p 
Amvyxis Opiwvo[s <|6s 

Amvyxis Tlaxvolews | 

IlaBovs IBews < KJ 

15 Ilameorpews Ywrlaros Bis ig 

Lrorontis Na€os < 8 

Atvyxis Amuyyews = «| 

Line 1. Hpa* pep? : the supplement is doubtful in reading, but certain in fact; of. Berl. Pap. 139, 1. 1. 
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Exvows Amvyyews < q.] 
Epuevs Taxvoews be al 

20 Lwrnpixos yepdios < {.] 

Loras Laonrtos <7 

Lwras Kacvapyos <7 

ge 

Amvyxis Ly[.. . 

25 LC avroxpatopwy kolapwr Aovkiov] 

Lertirov Leounpov EvlaeBovs Meprivaxos] 

A[paBixov] Abia Bt Tlap@ux[ ov Mysixov | 

k, Mapkov Avpyhiov Avtar’ EvoeB[ovs] 
[Pa]uevoO wa~ = ATTY XI[C] 

30 ETMAEAWKA. 

Line 22. xacapxos: cf Pap. CCCXLVI 4. 1.7 (p. 92). 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXVII.—a.p. 220-1. 

ECEIPT from the apdxrwp oredarxod of the village of Bacchias (or Karanis) for 
12 drachmas paid in the fourth year of Elagabalus. 

Erovs 8/4 Mapkov Avpy\uov 

Avtwvivov EvoeBous Evrvyous 

SeBaorov dueyp) Avpy* Myvas 

Tpax ated’ Ka Ba, Opos 

5 Hpwvos dpaypas dwdexa 

/ <p 

Line 4. Ba): the writing is so cursive that it is uncertain whether Bay=Baxy:ddos, or Kap = Kapavidos, is intended. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLI—a.p. 195-6. 

HE two documents which follow appear to relate to the impost known as dpiOuntexdr. 
The exact nature of this tax is unknown, but it appears from Berl. Pap. 236 that it 

was levied upon house property; and this accounts for the addition kar’ otkov which occurs 

here. According to Berl. Pap. 342 (where dpif(ynrixod) should be read for dpiO(prjcews), 
and perhaps x(ar’) ot(kov) for xou(vjs)), it was paid to the dmaurnrat of the village, a set of 
officials mentioned nowhere else; but here the payment is made to the mpdxropes (sc. 

apyupixov). Some letters are missing at the right hand margin of the papyrus, and the 
extremely rough and illiterate style of the writing adds some further difficulties. The first 

lines of another document are preserved at the foot of the fragment, but the rest is lost. 
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Erous 8/ Aovkwov Serruov Leov|npov] 

Teprwaxos SeBaorov EvaeBous [dieyp)] 

Sua IITok€ Kav petoX pa Hpax[Aevas] 

api! kar veov Kat < Sexae€ Kau adrov] 

5 «dwv Kar yewperpias Spaxpas [. . 
oeiov Tapapovas Kat. . efapoy mo . 
a. . £8 Tavedpupis pov vavBuov Ka . [ 

mpos \ KoX wou = Tou ovverx ws po" 

Erovs 8% Aovxiov Yerrwiov Leovnpov Leprivaxos] 

10 XeBacrov EvoeBovs Siaypaowar [ 

Line 4. api6" kar vkov: 2.@, aptOpuntixdy kar’ oikov, The kat vavBuov: this puzzling word recurs in the next document 
which follows is probably an error of the scribe. (Pap. CCCLXXX), but its meaning is quite uncertain. In one 

Line 5. edov: cf Berl. Pap. 236, 1. 9, dpiOunrixod kal mayros of the Petrie papyri (part I, no, 23) it appears as a unit of measure- 
eldous. ment or payment in an account relating to labour on the 

yewperpias; perhaps =a fee for surveying. embankments. Wilcken there suggests the meaning ‘ basket- 
Line 7. Two or three letters are obliterated after the ¢ at the _ loads,’ but that will not apply here. In Berl. Pap. 572 it appears 

beginning of the line, among a series of imposts on land, in company with yeo- 

Line 8. Tpu@° «.7.\.: these words are in a different hand. petpia, &c. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXXX.—2nd-3rd cent. 

HIS very illiterate receipt appears also to relate to the dpuOunrixdv, and (like the last) 
is addressed to the mpdxrwp (in this case there is only one such official) apyvpixar, 

the locality being the village of Apias. It is dated the 25th Epeiph of the fourth year ; 

the emperor is not named, but it appears to be of the end of the second or beginning of 

the third century. 

68/ Emd ke diueyp, Tpvdorr 

Tpaxtwpt apy Ko" Am.ados 
apiOut” Ka™ ov y TiTW ELS 

Lrorontis vew™ YroTonTews 

Spaypas dexaoKxTa < 14] 

Kat vavBiov york” F 

Line 3. apiOuc7=dpiOunrexdy. ka™: apparently=kar’ oikoy, cf. Pap. CCCCLI above, 1. 4. The rest of the letters in this line 
seem perfectly clear, but the sense is obscure. 

PAPYRUS CCXCVII 4.—a.p. 110. 

HIS is another tax relating to house property, described as tédos éyxd«duov, but the 
papyrus is imperfect, so that full details as to its character are wanting. The 

payment is made to the account of two persons, bearing the Roman names of Statilius 
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and Valerius, one or both of them being described as nomarch; and it is accompanied by 
a description of the property in respect of which the tax is paid. In several papyri of the 
Ptolemaic period (Brit. Mus. Pap. III, Leyden Papp. M, N) rédos éyxukhuov denotes a tax 
of > or +5 on sales; and the same may be its meaning here, though at present there is 
no other extant mention of the tax in papyri of the Roman period. 

Erovus teraprov avtoxpatopos Koapos Tpaavov 

Adpiavov SeBacrov X* KE Sieyp) es tov Sraridu? 
Amuwvos K, Ovahepiov Amohdal[vilov voyalp Aoyov dt 

EVKUK\LOV NpLTOUS MEPoUS oLKLas ex TLov] mpos hiBa 

Hepous kK, nptcous pepouls ex Tov] mpos [vo]rov pepovs 
ms €€ amnuolrov . . . .] ofxlas avdy [. . . Jeop[ns] 
[P]rwrepidt. Ovfyarepe . yor... 1... evov ov" 

IO [. . Jal. |epaorl, oo ee we ew ws ] eee [. eee 

On the verso are the words (in a different hand from that of the document on the 
recto) 

avn. THS pNKXavys LIovaTou 

and part of a red official stamp. 

Line 3. voyapx(ov): in Berl. Pap. 293 réAos pdcyou Ovopévov and Berl. Pap. 126, ll. 6, 10, from which it appears that the 
is likewise paid to the nomarch. street was probably in Arsinoé. 

Line 5. apdodou Iepas TlvAns: cf Pap. CCXCVIII. 1. 10 Line 6. eyxukAcov: so MS., for eyxuxAtov. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXVIII.—e2nd or 3rd cent. 

HE five next documents relate to the taxes paid by priests, and must be taken with 

Papp. CCCCLX and CCCXLVII (pp. 70, 71). The first of them, which is not 

accurately dated, but which belongs to the latter part of the second century or the beginning 

of the third, is a certificate of the payment by a priest (apparently on behalf of the priestly 

college in general) to some persons described as the farmers of the sacred tax (yecpiopds, 
see note on line 3) of 100 drachmas in respect of the said tax and of the ddpos Bopar. 

The latter has already been mentioned in the papyri referred to above. For the former 

see the note on line 3. On the priests of Socnopaei Nesus generally see Krebs, Agyptische 

Priester unter romischer Herrscthaft (in Zettschrift fur agyptische Sprache, vol. xxxi. 1893). 

Erovus [.] dueyp) Iov* Aoyyer 

vo [Kat] Tous how pug Pwrats 

ep x [Sto]ronris vepews 

Line 3. tep x: probably icpod xexpiopod. yxeupsopds is used and in Berl. Pap. 296 it is used to describe a payment to the 

several times in the Berlin papyri for ‘account’ or ‘payment,’ BacvAcxds ypapparevs of the division by the priests of Socnopaei 
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v x* [. .] Soxvo) Nyoov 

5 v 6 Bl”) dpaypas 
exaTov <p 

Nesus. The part of the document which states the payment is Line 4. The missing word is perhaps ‘ep(od), There is a 
trace of the first letter which may be an «, and a mark of abbre- 

viation at the end. 
Line 5. v) 6 B[®]: tréep dopov Bopar. 

ll. 3, 5. 

mutilated, so that its exact nature remains doubtful. 
the next document (Pap. CCCLIII). 

2roroyris: this is the commonest name among the priests 
of Socnopaei Nesus. In a census-roll of the priests (Pap. 

CCCLNIV, not printed) nearly all the names are Stotoétis. 

Cf. also 

Cf. Pap. CCCCLX. 

PAPYRUS CCCLIII.—a.p. 221. 

HIS document is probably best placed next to the preceding one, since it is plainly of 

identical nature with the Berlin Papyrus mentioned in the note on line 3 in the latter, 

which is described as a yepiopds (iepds or iepéwv). The Berlin papyrus (no. 296) is dated 
in the third year of Elagabalus, the present document in the fourth year, and they are 

evidently almost verbally alike, except for differences in the names of the persons mentioned. 

Both are returns, addressed to the Baowhixds ypappareds of the division, from representatives 

of the five tribes into which the priests of Socnopaei Nesus were divided, for the purposes 

of some tax or charge to which they were liable. Unfortunately, both papyri are imperfect 

in the part which gives the exact name or nature of this charge. The returns are of 

interest as giving a list of the deities worshipped in the temple of Socnopaeus; and the 

present document is further remarkable for its dating, in which Severus Alexander is coupled 
with Elagabalus as emperor. The hand in which the document is written is also noticeably 
fine and graceful. 

[..... 2... Baowtko ypauparje Apowwoirov Hpaxdedov pepidos 

TODO ee Reg A dea as a ie Se Llroronrews pytpos Banoews kat Qpov Apa ‘i U] PYTP ay ? P 
GUO 4 Scale ee A . P\yltloos Tavedpeppews Kau YtoTonTews a” % PEK i 

Lact Lee ee eee ee Se ee }ros twv y icpeav 8 dudys Kae Lroroy 

BRS Ait oh boats G28 Bde, eID Grae Bost BIR ros pytpos Storontews Kat Takvoews 
Di eae eine Gtae atest etna Gel ne rg ea eae aed aay ] pytpos Taaprayabyns twv Sv0 iepewy 
le. Suing @ a aes aes .. Tov Tevjre lepewy Tevtapuhias Loxvo[maiov O]eov 

[meyadov peyahov Kat Loxvolmauos Peov peyirrov Kat ieplov ya]purnorov 

[kav Iowdos Nedpepidos Kat Iou|dos Nefopayovs Kat tw or[vvaw|y Dewy 

Line I. ypapparec: the last two letters are sufficient to show 

that this is the reading, and not otparnys, as Wilcken conjec- 
tures in Berl. Pap. 296. The name of the officer is there given 
as Aurelius Cas{s]ianus (also called Dionysius, as appears from 
Pap. XXXII.in the Rainer Corpus), but it cannot be assumed that 
he was still in office in the following year, to which this docu- 

ment relates. Indeed, as the Rainer papyrus shows him to 
have been in office in the second year of the reign, he was 
probably not still in office in the fifth year. 

Lines 2-7. In the Berlin papyrus one priest of the third (va7 is 
mentioned, three of the fourth, and one of the fifth. Here there 

is no representative of the third tribe, but three of the fourth 
and two of the fifth. The individual names are different, which 
seems to imply a system of annual headships or presidents. 

Line 7. rwv mevre: Berl. Pap. rav wévre kal rv Aouray. 
Line 9. Iovdos NeppepsSos : this title of Isis seems to be found 

only here and in Berl. Papp. 296, 337. The title Nedopons 
(=Neferses) is found also in an inscription from Socnopaei 
Nesus, published by Krebs (Zedtschr. fiir Agypt. Sprache, 
xxxi. I) where it is interpreted, on the authority of Brugsch, as 
=‘ with beautiful throne.’ 
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10 [vepov Aoyywov ev Kwpn] S[oKoraiov Nyoov Karexolpioapev ypladnv 
eer ne ae . Tov] TpoKeyevov lepov tov evfectwros] 8S To[r] 
[avroxpatoper Karoapwr Malpxov Avpydov Avravivov EvloeBous] Evrvyous Kae 
[Mapxov Avpyhiov Seovnpov AdealySpov Kacapos Y<Bacra[v] 

Leonwerw]On 8S == Mecopy d- 

Line 10. tepov Aoypouv: cf Berl. Pap. 321, ll. 2-4 iepéws kat 
arodaTod tepot Aoyipou kdyys Zoxvorralov Nygov. 

_ypagny : in the Berl. Pap. the letter following xareyopicapev 
is given as o, the rest of the word being lost ; but the termina- 
tion here seems to leave no doubt, and y is easily mistaken 
for o. 

Line 11. mpoxetvevou: not in the Berl. Pap. 
Line 13. Mapxov Avpy\sov, «7d. Severus Alexander was 

adopted by Elagabalus in A.D. 221, and received the title of 

Caesar; but this appears to be the first known instance of his 
being actually coupled with Elagabalus as Augustus. Another 
instance has since come to light in Berl. Pap. 452, a series of 
returns by the mpaxrwp orepamkod of Karanis, where returns for 
the fourth year are dated in the name of Elagabalus alone, while 
those for the fifth year are dated exactly as here, except that 
avrokpdropos kaioapos stands instead of trav adroxpatdpeay Kat- 

oapwv, which seems to be the reading here. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXIX.—a.p. 164. 

HE following document evidently relates to taxes paid by the priests of Socnopaei 

Nesus, but the extremely cursive and ill-formed nature of the writing makes several 
of the important words doubtful. 

Erovs 6/ avroxpa™ kyoapos Mapxou 
Avpydiov Avtw” Kat avt’ Kyoapos 

Aovkiov Av? Ov? SeBa’ Meo? 4% 

.. Meo. Steyp) Teoevoudis 

5 Yapu[Clovros tov YaraBovros 

fe Srorontios veperas € pv* 

ls Kploew Le. . 

Beov Sp < ekoot / < 

. /Zoxvo) Nyo’ Loxvo) 

kt Aa=o cf 

oupB <oxra /<y Atel 

Lines 3, 4. The readings in these lines are extremely doubtful. 
Line 8. A: the meaning of this symbol is not clear. Perhaps it stands for 7=mpocdiaypapdpeva. 

PAPYRUS CCCXLV.—a.p. 193. 

HIS document is addressed by the two rpeoBurepor tactoddpor of the tepoy ddyimov of 
Isis Nanaea, Serapis, Harpocrates, Suchus, and the gods which share their temple in 

the village of Nabana, to the Baowixds ypaupareds of the Heracleid division. It is entitled 

ypadh macropdpev Kat xeupiov (the latter word is obscure) and is described as a discharge 

(dddvows) of the Naoypadia and all other taxes. 
The writing is in a rather curious cramped hand. stated. 

Il. Q 

The amount of the taxes due is not 
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Aptoxpatiove Tat Kat lepaxe Baow yp) Apowoeurov Hpakdeudou pepe 

nlap]x Tadypews Ameovs kat Evpnpovos Xparov twv B mpec® ractopopwy 

tepov oyipov Tys em Kopns NaBar[ns] IoiSos Navatas Kat Sepamidos Kar Apzro 

Kpatov Kat [SJovyou fewy peyrotrov Kar Tov cvvvawy Oewv amokvot— THs Aaocyp) 

5 Kat Tov al\wv Telecpatwv TavTav Kat acvdwy ypagdn tactopopev 

Kat xELpis Tov eveatwtos aS [A]lovxiov Lemryptov Seovnpov Iepz[w]axos 

Katgapos tov kupiov 

Line I. Apmoxpatiov tat kat Tepaxe: this officer is mentioned 
in several of the Berlin papyri, which show that he was in office 
as far back as the year 188-9. 

Line 2. Amevovs: perhaps Arpeovs, which is a much commoner 
name, but the writing resembles m rather than rp. 

maotopopev: cf. Turin Papp. V-VII. 
Line 3. vepov Aoytpov: cf Pap. CCCLIII. lL. to. 

Ioidos Navas: this title of Isis appears to be otherwise 

unknown. Ndva is quoted from an inscription by Pape-Ben- 

seler (Hand. der Griech. Eigennamen) as a name of Artemis. 

Line 4. Zovxyou: the crocodile-god (Egypt. Sobk). The same 

name underlies Socnopaeus also. : 
Line 5. acvXwy : the meaning of the word in this connexion 

is not clear. 
Line 6. aS «1.A.: the first year of Septimius Severus only 

lasted from June 1 to August 28, A.D. 193. 

PAPYRUS CCCLIIl.—a.p. 220. 

PAYMENT by the priests of Socnopaei Nesus in respect of the tax known as 
> ¥ 

4 ETLOTATLKOV. The amounts are large; 200 drachmas on the 6th of Athur, with 

further payments of 200 on the gth and 100 on the 1oth, Written in an extremely cursive 

hand. 

Erovs teraptov Map’ Avp7 Av/ 

EvoeBous Evtvyous «Baotou 

Advp F apdedidas Kavveus 

LEPEWS emLoTate” LE dry) LoKvo) 

5 Spax' Siaxoouas /<o 

kat Tn O opot < exarov / <p 

KQL TY AUTH @ oot < €KQATOV /<p 

Kat TH & opotws < exatov / <p 

Line 3. The word following the date is written in so cursive 
a fashion as to be illegible. 

Line 4. emurrare*: a fragment tmép émicratikod is recorded in 

the temple accounts in Berl. Pap. 337; but there is nothing to 
show whether the abbreviation which follows should be read as 
iepod or iepéwr. Sey) = dieypapev. 

PAPYRUS CCCXLIX.—a.p. 211-2. 

LIST of monthly payments made by a person named Apunchis, of Socnopaei Nesus, 
to the mpdxropes dpyvpixdv of the village. The payments extend from Athur to 

Pauni, and are generally of 8 drachmas in each case, but in Athur 10 drachmas are paid, in 

Choiach 12, and in Pharmouthi 14. The payment is described (lines 10, 12, 13, 16) by the 

title ap’, but there is no indication of any reference to house property, which might connect 
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it with the dpiOynrixdv of Papp. CCCLXXX and CCCCLI. It must rather be associated 

with Berl. Pap. 535, in which several similar monthly payments are described as (u7ép) 

apiOuxjcews. The word probably means simply ‘account’ or ‘reckoning,’ implying that these 
are monthly instalments towards a total sum due from the individual in question (cf also 

Pap. CCCCLX, where it is the general heading for a statement of sums paid in various 
taxes); but in the absence of more precise indications it is impossible to dogmatize. 

The purpose of the payments is apparently stated in line 6, but the obliteration of four 
or five letters at the beginning of each line in the first column leaves it doubtful. As 
pointed out in the note to that line, the reading may be tmép ywoudrwy, and in that case we 

have a series of payments for the embankments by the same individual. It has been shown 

above (pp. 103, 107) that the regular payment for this purpose by a single person was 
6 drachmas 4 obols a year: hence, if this document relates to the embankments at all, it 

must represent payments made by one person on behalf of several others. 

The document belongs to the short period of the joint rule of Caracalla and Geta, after 

the death of Severus. 

[Erov]s Kk’ Mapkov Avpyd\vov Avtwrivov 

[kat] TlovBdtov Yertynuov Tera Bpetavixwy 

[Meyio]rav EvoeBov YeBaorav APup dé sieyp, 

ee ee ahet Lwrov kK) peToX pak” ap? 

5 [x@] Loxvo) Nynovov Amvyxes Amuvyxeus 

. @PAT@V THS K@® TOV GUTOU ETOUS 

[Spalypas Sexa /<u Adpiavov d/ 

[opoww]s adrdas Spaxpas wxra AB 

[/<] oB TuBu 7 0 av” Amvyyes addas 

10 [8pay]uas wxrw /< 1 api Mexeup 

[opoww|s o av? ad® Spaypas wxto /n 

[/<]n /9 apO Dapevrol opowws o avtos 

[Splaxpas wxrw /<y apil 

[Dappov]# opowws o av™ ad Spaxpas 

15 [dexalreroapas / <6 

(Col. 23) 

a[p]O Tayeav opoiws o av[ros] 

Amvyyxeis ad* Spaxpas [oxro] 

/<7 Mavi / opows o alu? ad*] 

Spaxpas wxta /n /<7 

Line 6..... epatov: perhaps trép xoudrov, but in that note to Pap. CLXV, and Papp. CCXCVI, CCCXXXVII. 
case the addition of ris xopns is unusual, and the payments Line 8. wxtw: written by mistake, the real number being 18, 

would probably be in sums of 6 dr, 4 obols. See introductory which follows. 

Q2 
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PAPYRUS CLXVla.—a.p. 219. 

PND aceasta: of uncertain character, the particular tax not being specified, unless it 
is in the two abbreviated words at the beginning of line 5, the reading of which is 

doubtful. The payment is made to the ypappared’s of the apaxropes apyvpixav for the village 

of Bacchias in the third year of Elagabalus. 

Erovs y avtoxpatopos Katoapos Mapkou 

Avpn\iov Avtwvivov Evrvyo[v]s EvoeBovs 

SaBacrov Owb é Siavyp, Avpyndww Medave 

yp) 7p, apy, Bax, Aoyywos Hpaxduavov 

5 YP) 7) Spaypas dexadvo < .B 

PAPYRUS CLXIV.—end cent. 

LTHOUGH this papyrus is in a good state of preservation, and the correct reading of 

only a few words is doubtful by reason of the rather ill-formed hand in which it is 

written, the meaning of it is far from clear, owing to the almost complete absence of 

construction in its language. It is obvious that it is connected with the revenue adminis- 

tration, and that the place to which it relates is Cercesucha (in the Faytim). At the end 

one Zenas is returned as either paying or owing an artaba of corn; but the bulk of the 

document still awaits elucidation. 

a7To Takews Bac* els de TO avTavalo. . 

UTapXov Tay yEernuatoyp, Tmpos Tov 

Tys Siovnnoews Noyov Tov pev Sn 

Lwbevtav KexvpwoOar Kav pera 

5 KUPWOLV Kal Siayp) TNS TELLNS KAL TWV 

TOKWY apa Oy Tpoo-odou TWOS 

Kat TOTE Kat ayvoray Twv Bact yp, Kat 

mpaypatikwv alKo|AovBws tous emu 
Sedwxoot vio Twly €]udepopevwv 

10 BiBrid.a tpocdarvncect Kapoyp) 

ws Tns Teulns] Suayp) Me. . a 
Kepxecovyov 

Kad E€QUTQ Tpoaodwy VTaAPXOV 

tav Zyvas Zhva o — a 

15 +O... 

Line 2. yeynparoyp): yevnnatoypapovpever, cf. Berl. Papp. 282, 
19; 291,116. 

Line 5. diaypy: Staypadiy. 

Line 10. rpoogornceot: in Berl. Pap. 330 this term is used 

to describe a communication from the kwpoypaypare’s to the 
mpdktopes dpyvptkoy with reference to persons who had not 

paid their taxes. 
Line 13. mpogodwv vrapyovrwy: this phrase occurs also in 

Berl. Pap. 61, col. 2, 1.9; and in Berl. Pap. 49, 1. 6, it is used of 

payments in respect of the official inspection of agricultural 
products (émernpyots yeynudror). 
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PAPYRUS CCCLXXXIII—3rd cent. 

fr (iggees exact nature of this fragment is doubtful, but it appears to be connected with 

taxation. It is a strip from the bottom of a sheet of papyrus, and though there are 
no traces of any writing above this on the vecto, yet the appearance of the writing on the 
verso would seem to show that it originally formed part of a larger sheet. The writing, 
which is large and rather fine, appears to be of the middle of the third century or later. 
The writing on the verso, on the other hand, which is a list of names, seems to be of an 

earlier date, probably the second century, so that apparently this is only a fragment torn 

from a part of a roll of earlier date, which happened to be blank on the recto at this place. 

It will be observed that the strange word vav®.ov appears in line 2, and is again apparently 

connected with a tax on land. See p, 121. 

AnMpbaTov Kapnov CL 

vavBiov eapwv Kkaraxdhnpovyybev 

tov Avtiwoevor at dnroberoar TpooTe 

Geobar vo Avpn\tov Saparrappwvos 

PAPYRUS CCLV.—a.p. 136. 

HE two next documents relate to the appointment of tax-collectors. The first is 

a certificate from the elders (7peoBvrepor) of the village of Karanis for the past year 
—of whom ten are mentioned by name, while the rest are comprehended as ot douroi—to 

one of their own number (at least the name and father’s name are identical with those of 

one of the elders mentioned), stating that they appointed him their deputy for the collection 

of the beer-tax (Curjpa) and sheep-tax (¢dépos mpoBdrwy), and that he has performed this 
duty up to the month Phaophi in the current year (the twenty-first of Hadrian), inclusive, 

and has paid the sums received by him into the proper banks—the beer-tax into the dypocia 
tpameCa, and the sheep-tax into the bank which deals with that tax (% émi rovros rpdmela). 

The names of three of the elders are appended to the certificate as representatives of 

the rest. 
Soxpynvis Loxuyvews Ky, Amiwv 
Hpaxhewdov [x] Atpys Iefews x) Amon 

hwrios Avodwpov Kk) Ilacogis Hparos 

Kk, Aptwy Opiwvos kt) Iroh\wv 

5 Xapymovos x) Hpwy Kahrhiov 

x) Hpwv Hpakdedov x, Lapamas 

MucOov k, ot do) mpeo) Kops 

Kap) tov «S Adpiavov Kawrapos 

Tou Kupiov Qpiwye Qprwvos x" 

10 emovverraxapev cor avd vpolr] 

Line 9. xt: xalpeuw. Line 10. emtcuveoraxapev: cf. Pap. CCCVI.1.8. vyor: for quay. 
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mpaktopev Kk, xipiliy Thy Se 

Curnpav x, dopov mpoBarwv Kk, ar 

Luv edav THS avTnS Kos 

ETPAKTOPEVTAS K) EXLPLTAS PE 
15 .. vp ews Pawde pnvos Tov Kal 

kat avtov Tov Pawdu [tlas ev Ts 
Lutnpas em thy Snpooray Tpame 
Cav tas S8€ Tov dopov twy mpoPa 

tov evs [tTInv emt tovrous tparelaly] 
20 kK, ovdev [aoe evkahovper Tepe 

toutwy Iacogis Hpatos dua tov 
matplos] Hp[a]s ovder exatw xabws a[po*] 

Am[oA]o)[Jos Avodwpov ovdev] 

ev[k]ad[w] Amy Hpakhedouv 
25 ovelev] evkatw Kalws mpo 

[K]evrow. 

Line 11. mpaxropeuy: this office is apparently distinct from described simply as mpdxrwp. 
that of the mpdkrwp dpyvpixav. In the receipts for the ddpos Line 16. ras pev trys Curnpas: sc. Spaxpus. 
mpoBatikés the receiving official, when described at all, is Line 22. exadkw: for evkado. 

PAPYRUS CCCVI.—a.p. 145. 

HIS is a grant by one of the mpdxropes dpyvpixav of the village of Heracleia, in the 

division of Themistus, of his office to a deputy for the period of two years. The 

deputy is to do the work (with the assistance of the original grantor when necessary) and to 

pay all expenses connected with it (such as the provision of the papyrus on which receipts 

were rendered and accounts kept), and is to receive as salary the sum of 252 drachmas per 

annum, paid quarterly. It appears from this document that there were in all three mpaxropes 
dpyvpikav for this village (I. 12), that the office was the private property of the holder 

to the extent that it could be sub-let by him, and that the profits were not less than 

250 drachmas per annum, and possibly more, if we suppose the grantor to have reserved 

a portion of them to himself. 
The date is on the last day of the eighth year of Antoninus Pius. 

Erous oySoou avroxpatopos Katoapos Titov Atdiov 

Ad[ptlavov Avtwrwov Se_Bacrov EvoeBous py 
vos Kaoalpeliov erayopmevwv € ev Hpakdera tus Oepio 

Tov peptelos] tov Apowvoetov vopov opodoye StoTo 

5 nts Xroltonjrews Tov Opov [mzpak|rwp apyupikwy ys 
Tpokeerys Kouns Hpakdevas ws L Ko ov avtiKvyn 

pw apiotepw SaTopviiw Amiwvos Tov Avdupov ws L v 

ovdn pero fro PEeow TOV [0 sohoyourra OUVVEO TAKE 
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va Tov Lalrolpvikoy mpaxropevovta amo Tov urLovTos 
10 08 Avrlwrwjov Katoapos tov xupiov ed ern Sv 

Kat dvalypa|povra evs to Sypoctoy to emiBaddov 

Tw YroToyTEL TpLTOY MEPOS THS TpoKEYLEYNS TpAk 
twptas [t]ov Laropyidov a[. .]povvros Kara apiOpyn 

ow opowws To emiPaddov avTw TpiToV pepos 

15 em de kale Klaraywper o Latopvidos ta rns Ta 
ews Blu|B\ua raus e€ efovs mpobeopiais Tov 

Laropyviov xwpyyovv tas yaptas Kau THs addys 

Samavns ovons mpos avrov avrov haw Bavovtos 
Tapa Tov YrotoynTews KatTateTos ets hoyov oLTOVLOU 

20 apyuptov Spaypas SiaKkwovas TevtnKovTa Svw 
wv Kat [tTny atodwow rouncerat avto ev pole 

pais teo]oapor Sia z[pelunvov ro . ipovv e€ wou 
ovrvmpaktwpevor Se [av|ra o Sroz[onti|s omore cay 

EL | EVYNTAL dca TO €7l TOUT! OLS THV| DVAO|TACLY € ovey Qt Xperla very T0V1 ” yey 
25 [Sarolpverdos Anfiwols... 2... 20. 2. | ovore 

etapa ale Rae ee liceo a ora a Re eS eecalefs al 

Lines 15, 16. d¢ xat «7.A.: z.e. Satornilus shall hand over Line 19. xarareros: so MS., for kar’ eros. 

(present for future, as in Il. 9 and 11) the accounts of the tax otromoy : the first four letters are not quite certain. Cf 
(and therewith, presumably, the money received) in the cus- Papp. XXIII. 1. 74 (where the spelling is the same), XV (8). 
tomary instalments. From Berl. Pap. 41 it appears that the ll. 1, 9, in all of which places it represents a payment in money, 
mpdxropes apyupikov rendered monthly accounts to the strategus, not in corn. 
as also did the ovroAdyot (Berl. Papp. 529, 534). Line 25. The signature of Satornilus, in a different hand. 

Line 17. ywpnyouv ras: so MS., for xepyyoivros ras. 

PAPYRUS CLXXVa.—tst cent. (?). 

HE papyri dealing with taxation may be concluded with some which contain portions 
of tax registers. An important specimen of such a register appeared in the first 

volume of this Catalogue (Pap. CXIX)1 The papyri here given are, for the most part, 
much less in extent and are considerably mutilated, but they throw some useful light on the 

system of taxation in Roman Egypt. Others which perhaps belong to the same category 

will be found in section 9, among the Accounts. 

The first is a small fragment of a document in which the names of individuals are 
followed by the statement of, first, an extent of land (in arouras), and then an amount of 

wheat (in artabas). The ratio of wheat to land is in each case rather more than 1 artaba 

to 1 aroura. Now the amount of seed advanced by the ouroddyou to the cultivators was 

regularly 1 artaba to 1 aroura (see above, p. 88, and Viereck, Hermes, xxx. 110), and the 

state would naturally claim the repayment of that amount after the harvest. The collecting 

1 I should like to take this opportunity of accepting the cor- _ reading of the letters is doubtful enough, but vineyards are more 

rection (proposed by Prof. Wilcken in his very useful review of likely to have existed in such numbers as the register indicates 

that volume, Gétt. gelehrt. Anzeiger, 1894, pp. 716-749), av7) than acacia plantations. 

(=dymeNirts) for axa) (=dkav6a) throughout the papyrus. The 
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of corn for export to Rome would be a separate transaction, since that corn would have to 

be purchased, while the artaba ger aroura would be claimed as a repayment of a loan. The 

present papyrus suggests that rather more than the artaba was required, by way of interest, 

which is not unlikely in itself, as giving the state a margin to cover contingencies of default 

and a reserve to meet emergencies. The additional amounts do not work out to an 

absolutely uniform proportion, but (except in lines 8 and 13, where there is perhaps some 

mistake) they are always a little less than one-fourth of the original sum, the average being 

about 23 per cent. The explanation of this charge will be found in the document which 

follows this (Pap. CXCITI). 

Shay ane Joss & 5 [t 8] \ y 0 

2.) Appovos G wy bu Cy 

. .« .Jerovyov Tpvddos & BE BL 

5 ...-yeka Gedted 

coer Fl OEC yw 

Seine ] LE Ke y 
ORs jours Mayd* & 7 & ALY 

10. «Jw Yovyou Iererovyov 8.) trav te* fu & 1B io 

. jartova Gs & C y 00 

. . Jaxopov Gy Ey ko 6 § i6 EH 

.jrovOwrov GF 8 & C y wo 

. .Jov Sapam? F BL y &6 

15 .. .Jrovpypus 8 Twv a[e“] by & y Ko 
. dviraxitov Gu & 1B i 

. . Aolkpytiov Kat Sepnvos overp, 60 ths yuvar fy Kz & hay v0 

Line 2. 10: = 8 (7) as usual in these papyri. So xo, below, — situated in the division of Polemon. 
=«d. Cf. vol.i. p. 141. Line 10. re*: rékvev. 

Line 7. 8): =. Line 12. e): perhaps = érepov, this being a second entry 
Line 9. May“: presumably = a native of Magdolus, a place against the same name. 

mentioned in Berl. Pap. 328, col. 2, ll. 12, 21, and apparently Line 13. {yto: probably a mistake for 6 y<o. 

PAPYRUS CXCIII.—tst cent. 

HE heading of this papyrus is not preserved, but its contents show that it is a register 

of the corn-tax. Each entry consists of the name of a person, followed by the state- 
ment of an area in arouras and an amount of wheat in artabas. The proportion of corn 

levied on each estate is stated, and is variable, being 1, 14, or 2 artabas per aroura, with 

sundry additional charges. 

It is in these additional charges that the interest of the document lies. They are of 
two kinds, indicated by the abbreviations 6% and wp’. The latter is the familiar zpoo- 

Siaypaddpeva', or charge for expenses of collection. The former is new, and the interpre- 

? So interpreted by Wilcken, in place of the poodei suggested in vol.i. p. 141 of this Catalogue. 
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tation of it is given in line 10, where it is written Sx, 2.@. Styoivxov. It is a charge of 
2 choenices in the artaba, or of one twenty-fourth of the original tax (showing that in this 
case 48 choenices were reckoned to the artaba). The charge for mpocdiaypaddpeva is 
heavier. It varies somewhat, but is generally about one sixth of the original tax. The 
two together come to between a fourth and a fifth of the original tax; and it will be 

seen that this is the same proportion as was found in the preceding document to represent 
the additional charge levied upon the cultivators, over and above the repayment of the 
artaba per aroura advanced to them. 

The whole result is thus clear. The cultivators received from the state in the autumn 

(about Athur) 1 artaba of seed-corn for each aroura of corn-land farmed by them. After 
the following harvest (about Pauni, see p. 89) they repaid the amount received by them, 

with the addition of one twenty-fourth by way of interest, besides the costs of collection, 

which may be put at about one sixth. It appears from the present papyrus that the 

original charge was sometimes 13 or 2 artabas to the aroura, but we do not know under 

what circumstances this higher proportion was levied. 

But besides this payment in kind, the present papyrus contains mentions of certain 

payments in money. These fall under two heads, the first being indicated by the abbrevia- 

tion vav®, which can be nothing else than the mysterious vavB.ov, which has been met with 
in various other papyri, but never satisfactorily explained; while the other is represented by 

a word beginning with the letters e~a—, but of which neither the reading nor the explanation 

is certain. Each of these charges has also its attendant rpocdiaypaddpeva. With regard 
to the amounts of these charges, it is to be observed that the vavPov is at the rate of 

approximately 100 drachmas to each aroura of land or (which is the same thing) each 

artaba of corn-tax (not reckoning the dcyoitmKxoy and mpocdiaypaddpeva); and the mpoodia- 

ypapopeva are one tenth of this amount. Thus on 64 artabas (line 4) the vavBuov is 650 

drachmas (line 7) and the mpocdiaypaddpeva 65 drachmas; on 284 artabas (line 28) the 
charges are 2865 and 290 drachmas respectively; on 2 artabas (line 33) 200 and 20 
(line 36, cf lines 67 and 71); on 1 artaba (line 49) 100 and 10. The other charge occurs 

four times, and evidently applies to cases in which more than one artaba fer aroura was 

charged for corn-tax; but it is at the same rate of 100 drachmas to the artaba, and it 
is not clear why a second name was required, unless (as is quite possible) it went to 

a different purpose. Thus on 1 aroura of land, paying 14 artabas of corn-tax (line 5), 
the charge is 150 drachmas (line 6); on 34 arouras, paying 42 artabas (line 35), it is 
425 drachmas; and on an unknown area, paying 3% artabas (line 69), it is 375 drachmas. 

The spocdiaypapdpeva in each case amount to one fifth of the tax. In one case (lines 
53, 54), the figures are not quite exact, 3 arouras, paying 6 artabas, being charged 480 

drachmas of tax and 90 of zpocédiaypadopeva. 

There still remain some details which are not quite clear, but considering the mutilated 

state of the papyrus, this is not surprising, and the general drift of the document, and the 
economic facts revealed by it, seem to be fairly established. It will be necessary to find 

further evidence before we can definitely decide whether the vavB.ov was always a charge of 100 
drachmas fer aroura on real property, and what is the connexion between its use in taxation 

records such as these and its use in the Petrie papyri (see p. 110, note on Pap. CCCCLI, line 7). 

II. R 
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The papyrus is broken in the middle throughout its length and the exact degree of 

approximation between the upper and lower portions is uncertain. The height of the 

papyrus shows, however, that the distance between them cannot be great. The document 

includes dates in the eighth year, but the emperor's name is not given. The writing is of 

the first century, and the mention of the month Germaniceius (line 7) shows that it is not 

earlier than the reign of Nero. A peculiar form of the symbol for ‘aroura’ may be noticed. 

It resembles an 7 (of the 4 shape) with a line above it (see note on line 2). 

(Col. 1.) 

1 eee 
jp? «* Y yO Kat amo twv cis] briova Gcwvos [a]ro. . . 
|davos 7’ Tpvdwros aro tpooywopt ve K™ Y . 

Jeo &k ky /t oy 7" eer eee 

(2) 
ov Hpwvos 7’ Avodwpov pytp? Avo[Se]p[as . 

& dU 

5 f°’ wpa a Ea Yak al &X & KS /E aks mp? %&d/ta By 
av? K* xv mp &e eval. ©] pv mpoo® d 

[vp] nk Tep pv [k]* xv mp® & eval.]§ pv mpoo® d 
[el nl Kaw xc Esl y wp? & a x) ap) ba | Kb mp’ d 

] Hpwvos 7’ Kapeiovs pln|rp® Alvo|Swpas 77 [.. .Jpn .. - - os 

10 rp? 7 Agolhom’... 0... Be Epi: J [pee va ews ] ko 

J]. Japs 
J-el J.-C 

() 
bf 
} cw wel, been acal 

me Ieothaaccl ol 

ee ee 
] we nh Kao x{* & ...)] wp? EC yxo [ 
ju... ts Kpovolvjos 7’ Epwa...... ool 

NOB @ @ a OU CON. oa ee. Te 8X EY /ECC y[] zp [ao Ko 

20 [us . > ap” pr 
[v]p nL ®[lap] » & q mp? pv 

Line 2. 4: this symbol for dpovpa does not seem to have number is evidently 48. 

been met with except here and in Papp. CXCII and CXCV. It 
is presumably developed from the letters ap written cursively, 
with a line above as a mark of contraction. 

cf. ll. 24, 57, 66; but the meaning of these 
passages is uncertain. 

Line 6. «%: the meaning of this word (= 
elsewhere in the papyrus, is uncertain. 

Line 7. T'ep: Teppavkeiov,=Pachon. This line and the next 
are in a different hand from the bulk of the document; and so 

coud), here and 

es Didwva: 

Line 3. te ((: or « L, =the fifteenth year, which at first 
sight makes better sense, but all the other references in the 
papyrus are to the eighth year. So also in 1. 68. 

Line 5. ay: dvd, expressing the rate of taxation, here 1} 
artabas per aroura. 

6X ; line 10 gives the expansion of this as d:xoi(vexov), meaning 
an additional charge of two choenices in the artaba. The num- 
ber of choenices in the artaba differed at different times and 

places (e.g. Grenfell’s Greek Papp. 1.18 mentions an artaba of 
29 choenices; and cf, Pap. CCLXV); but in this papyrus the 

with the similar entries in ll. 16, 17, 21, 22, 31, 32, 46, 47, 50, 51, 
54, 55, 63, 64, 71, 72. The meaning of the abbreviation vp is 
obscure, and even the reading is not quite certain; but this line 
summarises the payments in money, as the next does those in 
kind. : 

Line 8. ps: cf 1. 313 apparently =peperpnueva, referring to 
the official measuring by the ovroddyor. 

Kato : Kaoapeiov = Mesoré. 

Line 21. ev: these letters seem to be written over x, but 
the explanation is doubtful. 
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] eS Kao & Cy mp’ a Kod 

].. . vov ts Srpateurrov 7° Ato[y]vovov pH Amal... .] 
Tia faeces tov Awv amo tay es Al. . .]\ea Akovowl[a...... | a- 

25 |ev... Aokdnmadov nm Yude...... 7 [ eee 

Niece steed s A[n|untpv’ T° Anpntpe ..... Pe Ne a 5 | eas 

awe eae tov k* Y al Kav amo [mpooly . . | Kar [. ie eee os ee 

(Col. 2.) 
a 
Cae scp CY 8 a FH /% HL] FO php BH [Me OB FH veal Hoke 

Tpoo® og 
30 vp nL Emad p x Boke rp* oq 

pe Kao x & KOC y 0 mp? 8 vy 

@cppovdapiov rns Avovycokdeous 7° Trohepar’? uy Hpaid’ 77 Hows? 

& Avovyctov 7° Avovvaokde’ azo 8% Kar® Y[B] & B SX & ib /t B id 

mp’ & yxo /& B yy tH pyT a~ Epwrapiov 7” Azoh[A]wm’ ehaX Kau 

35 ava & d xa AeapX cv. 6 ava EK /o Fad Y y[/%t] 8 yuo 8X &F 
JES. KO mp? EA /eE ed Ks [ ] vav® K* o tpoo® [kK eva .' dee mp’ pe 
Per’ Y a Ct ae 

yp nL Ga. [. Jol... jmp? «..€ d[xe ap’ pe] 

hal ve 
(6) 

40 Weel 

. .|ppov rns Kedadlavos 

7° Aupov x Y af 
45 mp ten /ta.?[ 

va HL f. - ef le 

he 
@cariov THs AToddwriov 7’ A[o}\haw? pytp® Kuprafo’ 77 Kupiafo 

pytp? kK Yaka WX & Kd] /E a [K]s tp? Eg /E asko vav® K" p Tp? t 

50 [vp] nL Pappov® [> x}* p mp? e 
pe... SeBao™. . [ka] Ko wp’ ¢ 

(Col. 3.) 
(2) 

Iovdwpov 7” Avovycvov 7° Lovyiwvos Meul 

wat BYytesdXbo/tos mp ta/t [f 5] 

vp nl Dappov’ ev vr Tpo q 

55 pe Ered Ko 5 $ 7p? a KO 

Line 33. aro 8— kar: presumably =dré rijs rerdprns katotkias. 

Line 34. eA X: or pax. 

Line 53. The amount of the d:xoivexoy here is irregular. 

R 2 
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Iowwpas 77 Mapwvos 7° Avoysax® pn" Atoh\o[ vas] 
a[zo] twr [es] MvOwva nt Y dom po fe... es. 

wa CK Y BL put Y CEL 8X E yKo /E[E LU y Ko] 

[. Jy. . DL. JOpam[. . rn To[tdlwp? [. . . .].7 Iodup . . 

OO. Ai ak 2 ae Re 

|. 
Jaco 
Je. mp? & OL 

[eS K]aue emu” Ka mp® id 

68 «cleus Wye ew a we os ju & Trodepou’ pln. . - 

] Trodearov .] Trodepau? evs A[p]pod . . 

—% BX & id /% [f] & mp? & yKo /& PB yt0 Ko] 7H py. 
.] . Trokepa? Uro* Y B Kau aro mpooy’ n_[. 
1... OX ED /E YC yKo mp? & Uy /kE OC /EL 

70 [elva® role] mp? o€ 
vp nL Pap p k* o mp? KY .. € TOE Tp? o€] 
pS nh Ered «* & B vo mp’ y apd & [. «] 

PAPYRUS CXCIV.—ist cent. 

HIS document is plainly a register in connexion with the land and its taxation; but 

the interpretation of several of the abbreviated headings under which the entries are 

made is so uncertain that no general discussion of it is here attempted. The date of the 

writing is evidently about the same as that of the preceding document, namely the second 

half of the first century. The locality to which it relates is Neilopolis in the Faytim. 

(Col. 1.) 
[about 8 lines missing.] 

eh ay ]/+ad 

..) ¢ mp? a KO / + 4 = KO 

..) ad? + yn 

ese tp ad (+ 4 
5 ....J xo mp’ y /+ Bd xo 

Seah a ae 8 Ca) ap? yim [yy Ke 
. .) ad? + 

.. ly ko mp? yuo / + B By 
..Ja Cyn mpl y / + Bd xo 

10 . . . .Jeuros ’ 

vamp? @ Ate fF 48 
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wJeth? Taw’ + we. , 

iad a © kd ovat + 98 
pdelotaircty Gen ] + ovy y 

i ae oe ee ae ly Ke 

Se levee 

ees Ja yuo 
oles 

fr Pah ee Jay 

BO: paca las }8 

(Col. 2.) 

B° Nuxwas of Av* Tlazov + us 
Evpndos Iewrov + 6d 

5u* Oevdas Apporiov +t ly 
Bi Bcodwp’ of Aveos 1...° + 06 ¢ 

25 8% Taws Tpvda[vos] + on & 

Mevedaos Ioapos + Ke id 
ZB? + ogs ¢ ovet + p. 7 
Kat Emu Nev\ovro* 

Wed 1 Ned? Om’ 7° Sara? + Ky y 
30 ay o aa + KO 

Ne 7° kX oa + B yy mp? yoo / + BL yxo 
Ved nk oa” +yC mp? id / + 8 id 

[.]uro® ap° chau? + afd] mold /+ 6 
New 7° » New? Ome’ 7 Omw’.. + AB Ko 

35 ay o ae + 8B >= Ko 

New 7 peXa...... oo" 

+e [yy] mp? VC Ko / te 

Hea’ na +a w aped/+aly 
Bin a- + By ap 7H / + BU 

40 ~~ Sad? + € 4 

Ne + pis B xo 8% 4 over + Kl FH 

mh + vey ovo + ppa 66 
+ ov 66 
ve Dido? Trohepau? tov Bidl?] + pv 

45 Ky Ev Nevouro* ~~ BP? pv 

Wed ) Xaupy New? + ws P 

ay’ o am +6 id 
ido? Epevs Qmios + pas d 

Wed x” Ehvous Epuews 

Line 24. &*: apparently for ®idoSjnov (cf. Il. 44, 48), and same is observable with the name Neilopolis (é..g- Il. 31, 34). 
presumably a place-name. Line 30. ay’ o a—: 2. é, aiysadod 6 airds. 

Line 29. Yeo: apparently an abbreviated place-name. It is Line 43. The sum in this line is the total only of those in the 

sometimes followed by the symbol 7), sometimes by «°, and the preceding line. So also in Il. 62, 93. 
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fo +e Lym ag s+ tL ya 
Weoov oxen” k* ny a~ + aid mpd/al y 

ae diad? + id 

(Col. 3.) 

eo GNEeAG MOWER ELE We Ko € y Ko 

Co 2k eae @ esas d 

+ B ko 

ee Oe ee eee ere + Cy 

V[ed] avy’ Hpawd? Hpakh? + 8 By 
60 ~~ [N]e* + ovB | yo ovot + q 7 

_ nf + vB C yw ovoi + 9 4 
_< + vgy Ko 

L B°? + py Ne* + ovB © y 0 

ws Ov Tpvdwv EdAax + ge 

65 du Meveha® Ioapu? + gad 

Avkos Awrtah? a 

i Paras lacwvos + pv ¢ 

du Tavovvats TIL. Nur. . 7° +BCd 

Ov Onrreas Onm7’ +... 

70 Ou" &... das Ondews + €a 
@u TIrokequatos . . . . + 

Be Tia [oven POR we ewe aie? 7 + 0 

_ Bo + or B.. [ovlot + va 
K) Ev New? zro* 

75 Veo » Appor? Tpvpar? 
kat Tpudav vw? + ps to 
avy' o am + wy Cy¥y ko 

Wed «* Mappys Tazreur? es 

+ 8 y wp? Cd 7 +€ 10 
80 Wed d10" Taappivor? Ayxoput 

+ Cd ap? 4 ARTS 
Wed avy! Srorontis Mappy , 

» Hpas Sap*® x Apmo[... | 

Kk) Sap® x) ov +v{[..] 

(Col. 4.) 
85 N[... .] Avooxop’ Mappy + 0 

ay! o a- +kxCd 

Line 63. L: in Pap. CCLXVII this symbol (which recurs in ll. 94, 113) is the sign of subtraction, and it may be presumed 

that it is so here also. 
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Wed]... BX Aprpa? Sac? + pB 
Bho]? Newkos Iamevros + oe 7 
ay’ o am +ued 

90 K°} yewp? o am +a BKo 
Ne w + aaB © ovo + 0f 

a + apl © ovo + prs & 
Pe + rd 

L B° + pvd B Nev + gary 
95 m & Xpvourm’ Byppw ee 

Su" Xarpypov Tlarov +p 

Pido® o ay +. 

Did AM Avookop® Av . 

Appov’ 0 mpod +s yy 
100 TItohewatos . . . gidov + pn 

EAN” Ilamets Adpewrov 

Tpvdwv Todvoa ce) ae 

loapis 0 Kat. . ypa, +0 

= +7 77% ovo + 

105 Kat Ev Newouzo* 

Vedi Gi Ep Gs cw ce e + v0 By 
ay‘ oa” + y 

D0 K% yewp? o am +al[..] 

Wed 7 Pacis Mappe’ + ha y K[o] 

110 Ne + ged ovat + is © 

_ nf + w B Ko K ovo. 

+ ra © ~~ + viB 5 Ko 

L B° + wd C yy Ne + ge Ud 

The first letters of a fifth column are also preserved. 

PAPYRUS CXCV.—a.p. 14-37. 

HE following is a fragment of a tax-register, bearing a date in the reign of Tiberius: 
the exact year is unfortunately lost. It is a document of the same class as Pap. 

CXIX, being a record of the tax on land other than corn-land, such as vineyards, 

oliveyards, garden or park land (aapdéeoo.), kitchen gardens and the like. The rate of 
taxation per aroura is stated, but it varies considerably; for instance, some vineyard land is 

rated at 50 drachmas per aroura (I. 7), and some at half a drachma (1. 13). 

(2) 
Tekeopata KTyoEws heyouer? [..... 

TiBepifov] Karoapos YeBacrov [. . . 

Lines I, 2. These lines are in a different hand from the rest of the document, and form the title of it. 
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rey slp woe eee ws 
CL a ge ke See sy Soar pols 

5 Karap? & 6? 8 cha” fd? a daxaly] a 
yeou! apm Y v0d. pe 8 /YEyd 
av < v < ¥pEB f tapa> Y a hayav® a 

/Bav< Ke <v/vyeop® yoliB][ 

Kat els amon ape vOd ad <[t] <dq BS 
10 mapa Y a[<le AA) @ ie eee 

apme fed av > F < vide Kau evs 
Tapaywy"” eda, eda” Y ax” of a7? F 

Kar evevas a ape poB av <f < 95 

ywovrat TNS ovo" < Sc[uJa fo 

15 Mapkov Avrwvfov I]akkavtos a~ Tadduas madd? 

de Aoveiov....... ov ape wv . 
. ... a7 8. JeBwros kat Xappou Y vl W ap 
.& eed /Y v & Kat Biroevov 

7” Oeavos Y = bw BL Ayr” wy XpyoTypr” . 

It 

Line 5. @°: perhaps=qépipos. of a mention of it in the Roman period; but it is to be observed 
Line 6. yewu®: apparently introduces the precise measure- that here the tax is levied, not on the value of the produce, but 

ments of the various plots of ground enumerated before. upon the acreage of the vineyard. 
Line 9. amou® z.e. dmépoipav. For the history of this tax Line 17. The symbol at the end of the line is uncertain. 

under the Ptolemies, see Grenfell’s Revenue Laws of Ptolemy ‘ecurs in 1. 19. 
Philadelphus, especially pp. 119-121. This is the first instance 

(4) 

kat af. . . Jom? [7°] IIroA... . 

kat a[- .... Jas 7’ Swratos 3 
Kat a- Tol. .Ocov 7° Dira[. .Jeov Y ... 

5 Kar a~ MeujSeov 7’ @eop.. ys... Y [.. .J 

SC OS 

Kat haxav* cay 

kat a” Avixnt’ 7’ AvuKnt’ Y D) ete 

|. vovras emuyp apo” ros | lo =. . on d 

mvY Kat] Naxar® Y y Kepap! 

10 Ay” Kae xpnornp? Y § /owd 

Kadap? edd” b° BL eda” ? ay 
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PAPYRUS CCLXVII.—1st or 2nd cent. 

|i the following long papyrus is contained a register of land for the purpose of taxation. 
It is imperfect at both ends. There is no heading, no statement of time, place, or 

object; but although certain details remain obscure, the general purport of the document 
can be sufficiently ascertained. It is a register, for the fifth year of some emperor unnamed, 
apparently in the latter part of the first or in the second century, of the land then available 

for sowing (and consequently liable to taxation). The place is shown incidentally to be in 
the Arsinoite nome on the borders of Lake Moeris (¢f note on line 2). The register 
consists of a number of entries arranged on the same plan. In the first place, each entry 

is connected with its predecessor by a statement that the estate now to be described adjoins 

that which has just been mentioned on the north, south, east, or west, as the case may be. 

Next is given the rate of taxation (¢.g. line 3 omépov dv(a) (rupod dprdBas) 8 B px), and 
then the extent of the estate in arouras. The rate of taxation varies. That which has just 

been quoted, vz. 43+-7+5 (=444), is the commonest, but several other rates are mentioned, 

varying from 23 to 7 artabas per aroura. The statement of the extent of the property is 
followed by the name of the husbandman by whom (presumably) the tax is to be paid. 
Next come the precise dimensions of each plot of ground of which the estate consists. 
These are stated in the following manner. A straight horizontal line is drawn, and the 
dimensions of each side are written above, below, and at the two ends of the line. The 

unit of linear measurement is the measure of 100 royal cubits, which in Egyptian is called 

khet and in Greek perhaps oyowiov (see note on line 6). The square of this measure is the 
aroura, and the areas of the fields are consequently given in arouras. Thus if the field is 

rectangular, it is sufficient to write the dimensions above and at the left end of the line 

(a simple dot or tick being generally put at the other sides); eg. in line 59 | ss 

indicates a rectangular field measuring 1 x + schoenia, and therefore containing half an 

q aroura in area. Similarly (line 20) a ws d yw is a field measuring 8 schoenia 

on its two longer sides, while the ends are 175 and +% schoenia respectively, and the area 

K 

eee Bd ts do describes an consequently 8 arouras. Finally (line 100) ad yu 

irregularly shaped field of which the four sides measure 175, 21%, 234, and 214% schoenia 

respectively, with a resultant area of 4134 arouras. This statement of the dimensions of 

the several fields is followed by a final statement of the total extent of the property in 
question, and so the entry concludes. In some cases, however, not all the land is in a fit 

state for bearing corn, and then the acreage of the unproductive land is stated and deducted 

from the general total, both at the beginning and end of the entry (4g. lines 63 and 76) 
The unproductive land is generally described as adn ddopos, which means the salt or 
brackish marsh-land surrounding the lake (cf Mahaffy, Zhe Empire of the Ptolemies, p. 173 

and note). 
The papyrus is roughly written, in a very cursive hand, and is in bad condition. The 

II. s 
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facsimile (containing cols. 17 and 18) is a favourable specimen, and it has not seemed worth 

while to have the whole papyrus reproduced. 

(Col. 1.) 
ee rr ae 

L adpns [ad?... .] a on? Bd &6 

an’ ex’ o[mopol af §] 5 Bpe & CL n €0 

Sit yew]p? Hdlarotwwvos toly Xarpyy? Kae 

5 tov [pero em[o*] 

a) Pu) / 

qn” Ex? 

<a ee 

10 dy. .] 7 

[J x’ 

Line 2. L: acollation of passages where this symbol appears 
in this papyrus shows that it is the sign of subtraction=‘ less,’ 
‘minus.’ 

adyns ado(pov, cf. 1. 95): land saturated with salt water. 
This must be at the edge of Lake Moeris, which, being lower 
than the level of the Nile and the sea, is brackish. Cf Petrie 
Papyri II. xxx (4), where the same class of land is described 
(in purer Greek) as ddpupis apopos. 

at or: ai Aotral omdpov, cf. 1. 198. 
Line 3. a7: dandiorov. So elsewhere B°=Poppa, v° = vérov, 

r = Nios. 

ex°: éxdpeva or (if taken as agreeing with dpoupat) éxdpevat, 

meaning, in connexion with the preceding word, ‘ adjoining (the 
last-named plot) on the west.’ That this is the right explanation 
is shown by Petrie Pap. II. xxxvi, where éydpeva occurs repeatedly 
in a document relating to measurements of land, coupled with 
similar indications of direction (mpds vdrov, mpds AiBa, k.7.X.). 

Line 6. ( 7 «7.A.: Zé. a plot measuring § by 44,244 arouras 

of arable land. The unit of linear measure in which the dimen- 
sions are given must be that which, when squared, gives an 
aroura, since it is certain that the totals, which result from mul- 
tiplying together the lengths of the sides, are stated in arouras, 
The linear unit which thus corresponds to the aroura is that 
known in Egyptian as &het or khet n nuh (lit. ‘ stick of cord’) = 
100 royal cubits. No Greek name for this measure has hitherto 
been known, but it may fairly be gathered from this papyrus 
that it is represented by the abbreviation oy, which occurs in 

ll, 49, 60, 104, &c. This (since cxoivos is only known as a 
measure of long distance, varying from 30 to 120 stadia) can 
hardly be anything but cyouvioy, which in its sense of a ‘measur- 
ing-cord’ corresponds closely with the literal meaning of 2het 
nm nuh. The only objection to identifying it with the eet of 

too cubits is that the Tabulae Heronianae speak of a cyowiov 
Sexadpyuiov (= 40 cubits) or dadexadpyvioy (=48 cubits) as com- 

mon measures in surveying land (see Hultsch, Metr. Script. 

Rell. pp. 189, 190 peta totro ddeiders moijoat oxowloy ifyouy 

on Bais 

d../om at 7 & 

... fora 7 €o 

fom aw; 

coKdptoy Sexadpyuioy Kal ovras perpeiy bv pehdes perpyaat Témov" 
7d yap goxdptov THs aropipou yis Séxa dpyuids detder Exewv, rod b€ 
ABadiov kal rSy mepropicpav SaHdexa: with other references to the 
Sexa-(or Sodexa-)dpyuiov cxowioy in the next paragraph). Now it is 
true that the passages in which the abbreviation ox* appears 
in this papyrus are not actual measurements of fields (see note on 
1.35), and that it cannot be absolutely proved that it there indi- 
cates the side of an aroura, or ##e¢; but it is hardly likely that two 
units of linear measure, the one of 40 cubits and the other of 

100, would be used side by side in the same document. With- 

out the epithet Sexadpyuor there is no reason why oyowviov should 
not be used to indicate a measure of 100 cubits; indeed it has 
been shown above that etymologically it corresponds closely with 
the #hez. Nor is there anything impossible in the same word 
being thus used for different measures. It is distinctly stated 
to be used for measures of 10 and 12 fathoms; and the use of 
one name for several distinct measures is a striking feature 
of Egyptian metrology. (For the metrological facts contained 

in this note I am indebted to Mr. F. LI. Griffith ; see especially 
his ‘Notes on Egyptian Weights and Measures’ in the Prvo- 
ceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, June, 1892, and 

May, 1893.) It should be added that in Petrie Pap. II. xxxvi, 
which is a document connected with a land-survey, the word 
cyxouviov is used as a linear measure. Its exact value is doubtful, 

since in the measurements given, which are those of a canal in 
course of excavation, while the length is expressed in cyowvia, 
the unit of breadth and depth (which cannot be the same) is not 
stated and the resulting cubic content is given in the unknown 
quantity, dwidta. It seems probable, however, that the unit of 

breadth and depth is the cubit, in which case dewidia are cubic 
cubits, and the cxowviov has the value of about 454 cubits. (N.B. 
in Il. 14,17, 27, the measurement of depth should be read as 
L=1, instead of a=1.) It appears, then, that (allowing for the 

different cubits which were current in Egypt) the cyouvioy in the 
Petrie papyrus agrees with the ten- or twelve-fathom cubit of the 
Tabulae Heronianae. 
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Se a 
ad 

131 

d ———— d is /on’ dn ws do £0 

15 ——_ a[mopov] [¢ \] » go 
am? ex’ om av &... [& K] 7 &o 

Su¢ yewp? Xapa™ .. . . waded” 

Apxitos k) Twv peX emia a V° 

pe aan 
(Col. 2.) 

20 als 

> 1) 
v° ex’ a do 

dws fom ed ts do €0 

dnw /o 

ais fon > d Xo 

_—_ otropou & [x] 7 &o 

v°' gropov av & [.. .] & O & 
out yewp? Hpakhevrov To[v . 

emia} a- B° 

a ni 

P oat 

Bee aor thee 

at. 

“e ad.. 

30 

am” &° on [av] bs ¢ 

dit yewp? . 

TItoAeuarov emio* a v® 
) 

a3) 
Be ase 

30 

Line 15. ¢(_ 7&0: this is the total which has already been 
given in 1. 3, the intermediate lines being taken up with the 
description of the several plots of ground into which the 
estate is divided. The whole register is arranged on the same 
system. 

Line 18. ex: for peroX, =perdxor. 
is written peyor. 

emto* a v°: the last part of the phrase, which recurs fre- 

quently, is plainly=dré vérov. The first word must be an 
abbreviation of some part of émoxoméo (cf 1. 134), and it may 
be conjectured that it stands for émcxomovpeva,, lit. ‘inspected 

from the south,’ or north, &c., as the case may be, and meaning 
that the measurements which follow begin on the side thus 
indicated. 

Line 20. a): omépov. 
Line 28. v® exo .o® A «7. : phrases of this type recur at intervals 

Cf. 1. 79, where the word 

BL 

ou sees 

adniu/oy 7 

fe] nw /y d nus[ro €]o 

|? 

[a fot Ls] aXe 

ae omop[ov] b 0 &6 

bey w go 
.. @s Kat Tgews ofp ]d? 

Jom ad 6 

am’ ex? wo® v° oX x ey? Bd 

throughout the register. They are not descriptions of distinct 
plots of ground (this is clear from the arithmetical calculations 
of the several plots in an estate, wherever the papyrus is perfect 
enough to allow these to be verified), but relate to the plot next 
following. 1? and ey are parts or derivatives of elcBatve and 
€xBaiva, oX=0x% (see ll. 49, 60, &c.) which can only be cyouviov (cf. 
note on 1. 6), A, v°, «7.A., are points of the compass; and it may 
be conjectured that the whole indicates that the field next men- 
tioned does not lie exactly alongside of the field last mentioned, 
but projects or recedes (cio@aiver or éxBaiver) to a certain extent, 

which is measured in oxowia. Thus in I. 49 the field described 

adjoins the one last mentioned on the north, but projects east- 

wards to the extent of 13 oxowia, while in 1. 35 the field adjoins 
its predecessor on the east, but projects 3 of a cxowioy south- 
wards and # northwards. 

Line 34. ad £0: dis mis-written for d. 

S$ 2 
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ad qu —7—/ayd7% 

_— onopov fy {d 7 tle &o 

B° ex’ onopov ay & = ¥ & 9 7 £0 
Sub yewp? Ta wf. .] tov... 1... 

eight lines hopelessly mutilated, only a few letters remaining in each. 

Tapa) at ia a Og is 

Bop! ex? wo® am’ oy a | 7») 
) D 

50 i foe oe fae 

(Col. 4.) 

/ oTopov god & 

B? ex? Gad 
L adpns ag? y nu do £0 
amopov ap® ul &d 

55 wth Cats 7 ca apt 8 B px 

b wd éo 
Sia yewp’ Hpwvos rov ZaraS 

kar Tov peX emol*] 

«= /e 

60 hadi. FL loxt& 
d = / a» 

B° ex° adh ap? fd 

L adpuns ad? a omo[pov] av & 8 B px 
ap? is d deb yewp? Tacos tov 

65 Apmoxpatt” emo" a- B° 

a ——-——._ /ah afl] fa 

yp? ex’ 

a i= ees a fom y us ho 

(Col. 5.) 
yp? eX’ 

70 df == ae © eG Fe 

Line 48. mapa): perhaps =apdxerrat, cf. 1. 160. The rest of the line is obscure. 
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vp? ex° 

Loy = dyjod 

v° ex? 

: \ 9 /o a2 
75 p? ex’ d Seem / [orl &. n 

—— ap? id L a4 ad’? Ga 

at Nou oz? isd 

am? ex° dua yewp’ Hpwv® tov 

ZaraBou" Ka Tw pexov 

amo TwY 80 ee onmopov fy u. “6 
To how pep? emio* a- ° 

) 
as Poy 

Pee ie — appa a 

85 v® ex? d a epee = 

d/o Bd nus &0 

(Col. 6.) 
v° ex’ 

) a d —— ; 4 oe 
an dy /o ad do &0 

5 @ da) ee 
vy? ex’? a y) ———— /ab ad? a | © ho £0 

) 
go oa a fad) 

oes, = a. A: 8 aes 
v° ex? a H be ————— /om’ anus 

—_ ap? [] 
L ahpys ad? y nus ro fo a on usd 7 &0 

am” ex® am? 8 aypov To ataigus . & & wy © 7 do 

L aduns adopov tb ¢ at dov om [As © x do] 

ov av & B yp & BL [do] xa a> & 8 B px 
ap’ Xd dia yewp? Irokepacov 

tov Apokpwou" kat Twyv peX ero 

95 

Line 75. The figures must be wrong. Either q should be 
(Cn, or vice versa; and as the sum of the totals shows that § is 

Line 82. The three characters which compose this line seem 

right for the area, it must be the linear measure that is in fault. 
to be in different ink, and perhaps have nothing to do with the 
register. 

Line 89. The total should be a | Xo éo. 
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a7 v° d pepous pera x® Ev[de]ridog 
REAR K 

100 ad nur 
Ka 

__ kay) 
d Xo Bd nisro / pla]d do £0 

L adpns adopov fe a [As d 7 do £0] 

B° €X? am? am 

(Col. 7.) 

ad pho —S-— /o) [7a] 
am! ex° eyB B° oxo! 

ad [/a 7 do £0] 

105 a. ae nae / adh af? [4] 

h ex’ wr v° oxo! d ey® B° /7) 
) 

ad nus = 

Laduns Gd /olm] Ce 
L ahpys af? ‘ty & o7opov . 

I1O0 am? ex° ap? Ka 

L adpns ad? eL amo aorop® o[L] 
emicexhuo# Tar avTou OL 

Kar tor eL Kab v? ex avy? Gla] 
oTopov av & « & ap? 16 | » 

115 dub yewp? Tywnovs rou ApzoxX 

Kat Twy peX emo” 
) 

ce d nus / ka 7] 

L adpyns af? G a | a on? /8 [CL 7] 

(Col. 8.) 
am? ex° ty XO ts do €0 

120 L amo omopov OL emuxexhuop® 

[r]or afvrar SL] Kaw [ror eL] Kad v? 

er aifyiadov ty . .] 

aryns adlopoy & 8 7 Ws 
a aie -glals Mec Ag oy Ie 60 

We, 8-bGadA ee 
Kat TOV peX ETLTK aT 

Line 99. x: xépoov, cf Il. 152, 158, &c. 
Line 103. ov': ovdev, implying that the plot of ground on this 

side ran up into a point. It was therefore an isosceles triangle, 
the two equal sides measuring 145 oyowia, and the base 
4 oxowwiov. The area would then be, strictly, }+a;+¢y+adst+ 
gig=zr%, but since fractions are not carried out so far in this 
register it is probable that it was represented by $+ 7y=<4%5. 

Line 110. «a tS: according to the details which follow, this 
should be ka 7). 

BI) 

Lines 111-113. These lines appear to indicate land which 

had been cultivated in the fourth year, but had been invaded by 
the lake in the same year, and now lay under water and so was 
unfit for cultivation in the current year. Any failure in main- 

taining the embankments might lead to such a catastrophe. 
Cf. 1. 120. 

Line 113. 

én alytadov. 

Line 118. 6(_ 9): a slip of the pen for 16 \_ 7). 

kaO v5 em ayit: Kad’ Datos (of Pap. CCCL, 1. 11) 
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kat an.. 

SB eee OF aD” «6 « 

wn op Ed » & L adyns ag? 6 nis 

G dy nes €0 

v° ex® amo Twv Tov Amtimvos yevomevou 

oTropov at dow 

oTpat? naccwpevwv mpos Tous ahdo” 

au ek THs Tov OL emo” yvuwod 

eat oropouv fy y Kat aypov povar’ 135 

(Col. 9.) 

omopov fFad.... 

ab kg d fy a d ts do 

— bw 7 € 
wy otopov fy a & 7 ts do 

140 

sea ee ETLO* 

Pe eS ogee Pe 

145 

1 Ce / @ do €0 

ieee ew 

mapa... vp pe u XS /s 9 &o 

L yepoov Evite? adopov a 1 do &0 

b 8 dy who 
am ex” avaps ovtos vdp— 

utB- v° oxo! Kata yEepoou 

Ev\urLO0s Gre d 

. 150 at Now omopou 

L adpys adopov GY 

omopov av & 6 B pe & 8 A 

dub -yewpy? Apovie? [rou]... . 
Kal TWY MEX ETLOY a. . amTO 

Kk 

Line 133. orpat™: otparnyov, ff. 1. 269. A strategus Apion 

is not otherwise known as yet. He must presumably have been 
strategus of one of the divisions of the Arsinoite nome. 

Line 134. emo: émiokéyews. 
Line 136. The greater part of the writing in this column 

has nearly disappeared through the discoloration of the 
papyrus. 

Line 151. avayt: dvapécov. vdp—: tdpaywyod, cof. 1. 190. The 
field described adjoins the one last mentioned on the east, but 
with a water-course between them. 
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xepoov Evhiris? 

ad uw Oe a ad 7 ts do 

160 mapax) B? ux .. as Xo 

vex’ a A Z ad is /o nro £0 

ey a 8 ape ee Fg 

RG Ue aa es Bas 

vy’ ex? Bd me ce ; 

165 ae ap” Ne a 

Law aff’) by at onl? B] AB 
am” ex? & As Cw do [L] afdpns] af? B us 

xepoou Evdiridos by 7 do 

oTopov av & 8 B px tb Aa d us do €o 

170 emia” a v° 

By —1— B/av 

(Col. 11.) 

Ladpns ad? G Bis a on G& 

er éL7” — —= 
B° ex’ B ————— al ne /0 do £0 

) 

Pee at ae —_— g i-he (3 ko & 

175 /adrpns xepoov Evhiti? 
O7TrOpov a 

L ahpns adopov GF B ts yepoou 

fvlurid? Gy 7 [do] av’ om’ da d ws ro €o 

180 am” ey? b As n do €0 

L yeporou 2... as d 1 €0 

omopov av ky | €& tb Ae d hd 

dia yewpy? Avov® tov Xe. . wdov 

Kat Tov peX emia” a v° 

185 ev xepow Evditie. oop 

oe a ad 7 /om’ a nts ho 

Tlapak an? uc . . as 1 / omopov 

ap° ad ts do 

Line 160. mapax): qu. mapdxetrar? 
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(Col, 12.) 

Bop’ ex° avap® ovans odov Kat 

190 vdpaywyou ey? Xk) an? 

pi — Pde /«d 

acai eee 
Bee B.. pot dg /iadga & 

B° ex’ €. . 1 xepoou Evditid0s 

195 L yepoou Evdur® d 7 &o 

.. Av 7 do €o 

L xepoou Evduridos & d n £0 

at dow o7ropov & Xe d Xo 

am ex? ey® v° & Kn ds do 

200 L amo omopov SL emkexhuo# 
Tw. avTwr OL Kav Tor EL 

Kal v? em avytad? b « 

omopov av t § B px belles 

[kal ap by CE G va d Xo 

205 dia yewp? Beopirov tov Avov® 

(Col. 13.) 

emo" a Boppa 

hee] fad 

jGada... 

[. « x’ | ae / on | » [us do] &0 

aio [. . ex? & yy] ae SS Pye el 

/b Bd ro go 
] Ghia ee : 

. €}y’ G 6d do 

L afvpys] af? a d do go 
215 [...].. pevar Kou emixexuopevar 

[ror] SL Kar ov Kal v? em avytad’ 

[rw] €L 

[. . .] oropov av & £ & of \ = do fo 

[di] yewp? Avdvjpov tov Ipwrvx 

220 [Kat] Tw peX emio” a Vv? 

Line 190. ey® A «) aw: ‘running east and west.’ 

T 

Ne 
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JEU oa ee a 

[.. eh? ef an? =x" d 

dy —2— /(8 
L a{A]uns agopou d ho a 

au* omopov [ ] d who 

Jeet? ——I[ lkae 

[Ladys [ ] 
o[7o |pou [ ] 

7 apt oy Mo) 
[L adpys] adopov G ad do &0 

oTropov & uf C Us do] €0 

am? €x° & [ey] d do €0 

L adpns adopov Gadus 

acmopov av & 8 B px b wd nw ho £0 

dia yewpyov Hpwyios] tov Ivedepw” 

emia” av 

CS a 8 One 

B ex? dp ———_/nd4 

jeer pon orop|ov | bt {y] d nw 

Br ex’ dy) —*S— [av af ade 
) 

‘0 ) d ) 04 0 X 

B &X i] 8 [ho &o] / Y C oO €0 

een op on dd ho &0 

L adpyns adlopoly Gad ie a on ws d nis ho &o 

B° ex! [if dy @ bo Bi] 
L adpns adopov [d] » onlopov av t]... . 

ap? wl ws ho €0 [Sta yewpyov] 
TItokquatov .. 2... 

—— € 
dn us 

B° ex’ d » ———— /[n] d 
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B° [ex’] 4) ———. /ad ad? d 
) 

B° ex? d aap / on’ y d us €0 

ee ap? ol a yw Xe fo 

(Col. 16.) 

L adpns apopouv d 7) 

ats av omopov fy ul uw do €0 

am ex° b ped 0 = No 

L [adu]jns adopov GF a | 

onopov ab & 8 B px ty dy d [ns do] 
dua y[elop? TD as 5 OW ee OU we 

260 kat TLov] pero} emo a B° 
) 

ad ge A al] Jom ide 

vy? ex” a. . ———— ad 9) /0 4d do 

L ahuns ad? a | a [o}n? nd do &o 

vex? Bd UE a= Soares 

265 v° ey’ wo an oy ») 
) oer eee 

Poy peek i a») fom | 7 do €0 

een pd [y] w do 

L adpns ab? a (| av on An d 7 Us do 

v° ex’ amo twv tov] Amiwvos 

a0 yevopevov atpatnyou nhaco® 

mpos TOUS . 4 « « ToTH OL 

yroobev evar xepoou amo pups" 

pnoev Suvapevav depew Kat ov 

ev Tne avTne Suafeoler Tar €] L 

o95 ne” Gop es Mo fol es wes 

ay ——— / x anfo pup" ‘ 

pnoev] Svvap® depew Xn ws do €o 

am” €x° ap? ind &6 

L adpns ad? bay & 

280 at ho’ omopov ar... G is  ®) 

Lines 269-274. Cf Il. 132-135. Line 272. pupi®: prptkdy. 

139 
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but yewpy’ Apoxpwou" tov IIvepep” 

emia” a B° 

dp 22 sat af a 7G 

vex’ dis ef =e jor ek 

285 Pear ee 

(Col. 18.) 

v° ex? d 2) Y __ yon BL) 

vex do 2 — Jon Bd aro 

290 am ex? & ul LC n 7 ho £0 

205 

On dd 6 L ap? ad? a © 97 G0 

at ow omopou Gul 

eo 8 © e @ 

G de uw dJo 

Sia yewp? Arpe.’ [rolv... 

o7Tropov 

@TOU 

Kat Tov peX emo a B° 

d[n’] [el dp Ja ag? a & n €0 

ei ge Vege aie e 

v ex? d 7) [a] is om 8 He 

v ex? d qho —2— dq) /om’ BL qo bo 

veiae Ho gate /BL Te 

L adpys ad? a | 7 €0 a on” [i]s us do 

ex’ & 8 ts L aduns [ad’] 

a \ do €o om ate d f BL Sd] 

dt yewp? [. . .] w? Tov Tlopuy [. . . Kar Tov pex] 

emia” (iS 

ae ee ee 

Ge aes 

Lp /ome ne 

B? ex’ 

Pre” 4. «3 fe k 
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L adyns af? d 7 do 0 a on’ a [is Eo] 

Br ex’ d —*S— /ad [ag } a x) 
—— & 8 L ad* ad? [a | do £0] 

310 at ow omopouv bub © & 

am’ ex° ex? fy xn d us ho L adp? [ald 

y C & on b xed us & wv [ar] & [8] B px 

Gb0d natty EfSrc Qe 

dub yewp? Tameuros k, TlavovAkrov’ 

315 apo” Iazeve® emol*] 

(Col. 20.) 

clap ———— [ 

am? 8. ox” [ 
) 

Gio af 

Ber edg fei. er 

320 a en ae | 

aa ale” xn] a wo 

L aryns ad? [y C €]o 
at Kod omopov ty ke d us [£0] 

am? ex? —alp® vy \] 9 & [£0] 
325 L aduys ad? y nis fo on’ afp b.. |] 

ap? e © bib yewp? Xapyros [rov] 
Xapyntos emo" apxX df ] 

JO ae ay 
Aap 

Bg? dy “<1 _/[ 

330 Bex’ (]p SS /[ 

Line 311. ey° is repeated by mistake. 

PAPYRUS CLXXXVIII.—3rd cent. (?) 

HE following document consists merely of a list of names, each followed by the statement 
of a certain number of artabas of wheat. The length of the list is in itself 

sufficient to show that it is a public document, and that it must be a list either of the 
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quantities of seed-corn distributed to the cultivators, or of the wheat required to be paid 

by them after the harvest. The absence of the fractions so conspicuous in the lists 
of the latter kind seems to show that it belongs to the former class. The register is of 

the barest possible kind, and almost the only point requiring attention is the variation 
in the categories under which the entries are arranged. In lines 1-60, 122, 123, the 

statement of the number of artabas is preceded by the word 67; in the rest of the 
document, by a symbol resembling 4. The change from one to the other is accompanied 

in each case by a new heading, and these seem to indicate a distinction between x«drockor 

and others (apparently called €évo.). To the latter the abbreviation 8” is applied, while the 

mention of the xdrouor is accompanied by the appearance of the new symbol. The 

abbreviation 6” must almost certainly stand for Sypooiov (sc. tupod); while 4 may possibly 

be a corruption of «,, indicating that the corn for the «drowor came from a special store 

(kaTouKtKod). 

The date of the document is uncertain, but the writing appears to be of the first half 
of the third century; and the occurrence of the name Aurelia points to a date not earlier 
than this. 

(Col. 1.) 

ape als ] ee : 
ie acai ] 8’ & — d io 
er ee ] 87 &k — xe 

a ] sok — 1 
eco ance | 57 &— rd PB 

.. . .) Kat Appovios 

ewes ] ook — Bd 
3 aia: ] ok ee 
Dg aie ] 87 & — xl Pp 

TOO Sievers ] 87 & — py 
ees ] 87 & — 6 
ee ee por. . .] 5” £ — xB 
.. . Teloevovdews vk uw. 
- a a) 2 eros Ss tk—en.. 

15 ...|Ke . euros 8? & — us 
» .Jevov 67 & — kd ¥ 
» .Jarpews 67k — 9 
. .Jpavo[s] Qpov Kar Hp 

itil 67k — 9 
20 + « .}pov ak—n.. 

. .Jnevtos 67k — wy 
.|kpov sk — x 

Bec ae ] 57 & — xe 
. .Jovos kav Ta 

25 2... Jevo8 ak. 
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(Col. 2.) 

30 

35 

40 

45 

AvBtorovs Opaer[oud ews 
Sampwolv] Lepnvov 
Axwkis Tlexpwneiros 

Tlanoi[s] Apytimvos 

Iowep[os] lex ]unerros 
Apetos Lepnvov 

Avovvatios A ]peov 

AOLo}rovs Opaevoudews 

Mevpos [A ]pytiwvos 

Tlanows Apytiwvos 

Altovavos Apetov 

Xudwwers Apeov 

A... 9s [. .]pavos 
Lepnvos AptroKpa 

Lampiwy Lepnvov 

Apovdns AvooKopov 

Apyntiwv Lapamvwvos 

Kompys Vapov 

Mio bias Ter Oipews 

Mevpos Apnrtiwvos 

Tlaens ved Iouros 

Tlaafws Axpapov 

Kompyns Vapov 

Apovdys AtooKopou 

(Col. 3.) 
50 

55 

60 

Line 62. avrov: cf.1,125. xavdpa; a slip of the pen for xaraydpa, cf. 1. 125. 

Papal Be wae Foe aw ] 

S[elpnvo[s . . 
Opovpis [. . 

Apes [. . 

Eupyplov . . 
Ioweplos . 

Awodwplos . . 
Evpy[wov . . 
Apps [oss 
Ke eyes 

Avovulotos . . 
Jee | praca 

Karoixely avrov] wy To Kavdpa 
Kh Xo. . . .). Madan? 

Mapwy fepe}[s] 

abe 

67 & — wa 

a7 kk — 

vyt—C 

a7 bk— 

ov k— us 

ov bk — 1 

oe eee y 
67 bk sd 

av bk—ay 

ae k—e 

Ue ee oe 
ovr B 
vob 
vyt— eC 
67 &— ed 

67 E> a 

67 kE—od 

a7 k—e 

o7t— Bd 

ie PGs 
[s7] &—e 

&7 k — iB 

a7 k§— 

OnE I al 

Orb] 
|e" t—oe 

it Bae y 

jv t—a 

jor &t— a 

jr kt—a 

]e” k— a ko 

4%t- 8 
fC bs Ket y 

Line 64. tepevs: cf. 1. 75. 
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K[v]prdrAa Ovy Aplevov] tov Kar Ardu 

prov 

Bafpa€ [A]ooxop[ov] 8a Avovvorov 

Aptoxpatiawa Avodwpov 

IIroh\Aas Apowvou 

lows yuvn Aaprwvos 

Anpntpios vios NetAou 

Agpodicos yu Kat ov adehor 

KAn~ ¢ [. .] . . yopavo® 

lous yuvn Aa{pro[vos] 

(Col. 4.) 

75 

80 

85 

90 

95 

Maptwv vepevs 

Avovyaia Avovyc.ov 

Avdupos yupvacvapy? 
Iowwpos e€ny- o Tov avrov 

Nepodnpos pytap 
Aptoxpas yvooxous 

Iovdwpos Aidupov e€ny 
Kupthya buy Apevov tov , Adu 

@covdios Kamitwhevov vew" 

Lapamiwy Apeov 

Ovadepios Biro€evos 

Ovadepios Turaviavos 

Tepuivos Ev0n- dca trys yu 
Aptoxpatiaiva Avodwpov 

Kompys Kaddtvov 

KXavédtos kat Hoawdenos . . Iov 

Muas TepTuAdns Kat Kdavoduos Appa 
wxkov dua Kompn 

Mapov apxiar Lem) Ter 

Adpodiowos yu- Kar ou adehdor 

IIrohAas Apowvoov 

Kaotopers Kaoropos 

Kovddovfos Avy 

Sepamuas Kat Yovyrawa dia Aro 

VuUO LOU 

(Col. 5.) 

100 K[vpidvAa Ovy Alpeov tov Kar Avd” 

dongs dein de BK ] ely . Lov KO 

Le ek F 
Lb 

Lk>= Oe 

£%— 

Te wat 

eae 

4 E> qa wo 

hE 4 
Sere 

iP ed 

b Rage 8 
be 0S 

4%t—>—S8 yw 
4-5 9 
Eee eu 

ee, 

4% dto 

EL bo ed 

£%—8 

ee eg 

4 Eo Ke 

Pb oh 
k— ws Ly ko 

bbls 

5-74 
LES ye 

4% — pB PB 
4t—>vw P 

,r—-B8 
4 E> a ko 

i r= wad 

5 Bw 
Zr >yd 
Z,t>yd 
LE 3p) 

Line 80. xuaoxous : 2. ¢@. xpvooxois. 
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oe Se see eee Ce ag 

165) gas ree ] 145 

ee er Jpo .. Tov Kav Ard” [| Ea ps 
Pires YR Jevo i ba ¥ 

ee ae lee oo tee Teele ule rou 
. pepol. .. Jou... aa Eka oe 

110 Kaoro[ple{s Kac]ro[ pos] LE y 

Dapamus..... pov. . Yapa- a oa 
IIto\ALas Aplou[voov] em op 
Aptoxplas] ypr[cox]ovs dia... rues | 

Nuvvos Bewodd dia Hpwr Ave 

115 VOEWS £t—~- 8 wo 

Avdupos tepevs dia Kiy~ bm oe 

Q[clov xpr[oo]yous Sua KAy~ iE 8 

Lonpovs Apmoxpa Lb b= @ 
Lapamiwy Apevov ra oh 

120, i a 
ext Eer[w|y opot 87 & — gy wy To Ka~ 

Ovvadpis Ovvadpews 7 & — wy 

Afeows Lavovevtos TpakTwp ok 

ww 

125 K[alroccwy avrov & — pd d wy To Karavdpa 
[. .]wovs Yodvdioros i bey 

(Col. 6.) 

yurn Ovadeptov tpinpapx[ov] eect 

Iowepa Ovy Avdupov ioe 
Opiwv pn Acov . ar 

130 @lewy] Sapamdos bia... . . 

ee ee ce 
Alulpnhilal « . pais y Hts ees aes 

Iovdwpov [eee 

Zwoos A... Tos fas 

135 oe 
II . . ' NevKotupyos dy[. 

Ilexvots TovpBavos 

Tlerev[pi]s Qpov 

Tlawrevs HeraB.... 

140 Axous Nedepwros 

Tlaver. . €uK. . 

TIaevs Ilwdvwvos 

Avipaeis Opoevovg[ews] 
Tlakoveus Ieraxover .. . 
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145 7 ww 
Karoiklwy avrov..... 

Anpntpia Any rprjov 
yurn Pirriappwvos.. . 

rey Poe Mapwv Ardupov 

150 TIrodeuaios]...... [ 
a 

TO. Sle A we [ 

Kovvapos ...... [ 

Tlavrp .. ow eee [ 

PAPYRUS CLXXXI.—a.p. 64. 

HIS register differs from those which precede it, in not relating to the taxes on land. 
The heading of it is mutilated, but enough remains to show that it is a record of 

taxes paid into the State bank, with the names of the individual tax-payers and the amounts 

paid by each. The object of the tax is uncertain, but there appears to be a reference to 
the maintenance of the embankments (line 7). The amounts paid are in every case multiples 

of 4 drachmas, which suits the embankment tax less than the oredamxdv (see p. 108). The 

same characteristic is, however, also seen in Berl. Pap. 392, which is a return addressed 

by the wpdxropes dpyvpixay to the strategus, entitled kar’ dvdpa Tov Siayeypappévav yptv eis 
apiOunow pnvos Papevdd, and possibly, when taxes were paid by instalments, four drachmas 

a month was a usual amount. In the present case the official is Apollonius the yewpioris, 

which probably does not indicate a distinct office, but the agent of the zpdxropes. He makes 

solemn oath of the accuracy of his return. The date is given as the tenth year of Nero, 

but part of the taxation belongs to the eighth year (a, line 7). The place is a village in 
the division of Themistus (4, line 19). 

The papyrus is divided into three fragments, the exact relation and order of which 

cannot be determined. The fragment numbered @ seems, however, to precede 4, since the 

former refers to the eighth year, while the latter includes the heading of the list for the 
tenth year (4, line 14). 

(2) 
(Col. 1.) 

Ends of lines alone visible, containing amounts in drachmas, in each case 

4, 8, or 12 drachmas. 

(Col. 2.) 
Traces of three lines now illegible. 

[.. .Jys Op... . pe? Taavpyl[ 
5 |. .Jrevs Opcevr? wp” Hparos [ 

[Wemep[os] Tempe? pw? Tapyl 
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Kau Xopa™ oydoov L 

2. pT Kat ouvBo* 

ywov To) 

IO at Kat Tap? emu tThv 8” tplamelav . . 

ATo\\oww yet opvuw Nepalva Kdavd.ov] 

Kawoapa YeBaorov Teppavi[kor] 

avTokpatopa eu pny e€ ul... . a] 
Anfevas KatakeX to Tpo" K[at avopa] 

15 kat pnOev tw Kabodov Sdiepevobar Kar evop] 

KOUVTL [LEV fLOL EV Eln EMLopK[oUVTL de Ta] 

evavtia Lu Nepwvos Kiar[diov Karoapos] 

YeBaorov Tepwavixov avroxp|atopos] 

pnvos Nepwreov SeBacrolv . .] 

Line 7. xoua™: presumably for youdror. Line 19. pnvos Nepovecou SeBacrov: this name does not seem 
Line 9. ywov ro): yivovrat rd cvvodor (or something equivalent). to occur elsewhere. Nero gave his name to the month of April 
Line 13. ec: so MS. for 7. (Suet. Mer. 55, Tac. Aun. xii. 16), which in Egypt would be 

Line 14. karakeX : kataxeywpnxkévat, represented by Pharmouthi. 

(9) 
(Col. 1.) 

Ends of lines only, with amounts in drachmas, in each case either 4, 8, or 12 drachmas. 

(Col. 2.) 

Ilamovtws Ilerevoupe® pu” Tavevr? < 8B 

Poyyoous Poyyoovrr’ wu” Taprlod jas <6 

Kopaxos A®vKiov 7 Tepxovie? <4 

YapBas Ovywdpe? wp? Tacovros ... <7 
5 Axwdrdas Hpakdy? ow” Tapvias <7 

Hpakdns Hpakd" pw” Tapvlas <6 
Bwlos Aptepar’ 2 Lovnpeos <7 

Epuevs Ovvadpe? wp? Teh... < 8 

Mvo [als veo 2... ev pt Tap[vo bas < 18 

10 . . 

/ Vrs 

(Col. 3.) 

[Erous Sex]arov Nepwvos Kdavé.ov 

15 [Kaiocapos] X¢Bacrouv Teppavikov 

[avroxparo]pos 4.” Nepwveiou 
SeBacrov wa dua ATo\hww? yeu 

[kar] av? ouvta tov avrov Sexarov L 

Line 18. cvvra: curtageas. 

U 2 
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20 

25 
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Kepkooe” Oeprrrtov 

Tho 6 eee Poyyoour” p” Tamrac? 

Ku.a... 

[Mvo]fas MvoOov p” Oevtiroun™ 

[Moves Hpaxdnov p? Taappivoe” 

. . apts Movitov p” Tamyeros 

at ines es |ns MuoOov p?. . 

ey? Opcevt’ pw” Kedhev? 

vyevn? [. . 

<7 
216 

< 8 

<6 
< 8] 

Remains of four much mutilated lines, and traces of another column following. 

Line 19. Kepxocew(s) ; the reading is not quite certain, but appears to be as here given. The village is not otherwise known. 

() 
This fragment contains the remains of three columns. 

only the very slightest remains are left. The middle column is as follows. 

Io 

15 

20 

jie] goa Be ON? pas 

TiBons TiHonovs wp? Ta. [.... 

Tlarovtws Bwdov pw” Tao” 

Soxovw Apoevtos p” Tal. . . 

Qpos Apov p" TL. ]kOoevros [ 
Mvodas MvoOov pu” Tapoums 

Mvobas Mvofovoar® p7 Lounpe? 
Tlrodewau? ve? Tirohepau® pun Tasrere 

Tlacws Tacwr? ew” Tedepoaur’ 

Opoevs TIrohena? wp” Hpakn? 

TlereoouX Iovape? x” Lounpe? 
Tlavepreu[s] Tevneu™ 2 Eoevevt’ 

Atos Ierelo]ovyov p7 Tacwr? 
Apns Apyov pb”? Hpaxdour’ 

Tifons Xappov pu” Eoevwtis 

Mvodas Mvofov pw? Taopoevt’ 
Loxovw) Yoxovw) p7 Tevavr? 

Tlarovrws Appiwoe® pp” Tanots 

Ovvadpis Pirokd? p? Tapvo® 
Oplos] ... a. ov pw? Tamereevr’ 

Of the first and last of these 

<7 
<8 
<In 
<h 

<6 

<7 

< oB 

<7 
<u 

<7 

<7 

< 8 

<7 

<7 
<6 

<7 

<8 

< 8 

<8 

4. Miscellaneous Official Documents. 

PAPYRUS CCLXXVI.—a.p. 15. 

HE group of papyri which follows (pp. 148-163) consists of miscellaneous official documents, 

illustrating various details in the administration of Roman Egypt and the functions 

of the officers who directed it. The first is a letter from Septeius (or Septius) Rufus, who 
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is evidently an official of very high rank, to the centurion Locretius, accompanying the 
judgment delivered by him in a case involving a charge of wrongful appropriation of 
unoccupied lands. The rank of Rufus is nowhere stated, but since he delegates the 

decision of certain local details in the case to the centurion, the strategus, and the BaowdtKds 

ypappareds, he is clearly of higher rank than these. ‘The prefect in a.p. 15 was first Seius 

Strabo and then Vitrasius Pollio; hence Rufus must be either the 8uxavodd7ys, the supreme 

judge of the province, or (perhaps more probably) the Epistrategus of the Heptanomis. 
The jurisdiction of centurions appears in several other papyri; cf Pap. CCCXLII and Berl. 

Papp. 36, 98, 157, 275, 454, 515, all of which are petitions addressed to centurions, asking 

for redress and punishment of offences against either person or property, by way of assault 

or wrongful occupation. The present document falls under the latter category. 

There are two copies of the letter, in different hands but identical in contents, except 

that the name of Septius Rufus is omitted in the second. Both are slightly mutilated at 

the end. The second is in better condition than the first, and has been reproduced in the 

Palaeographical Society's publications, Series II, pl. 183. Here the first only is printed, the 

variations in the second being given in the notes. The supplements of mutilated words are 

taken from the second copy. 

avTlypa, avtuyp emurto* Lemrevos Povdos Aokpytimt exatovrapyxyt 

ov em[otlnoapny cvvKpy.atos Ee ovopaTos 
Sara[Bolutos tov Epiews errdedopevar ev Siaho 

yrop[w|. al TiBepiov Kaoapos Ye{Balorov aleps tov] 
5 [mpoced]}np0ar rn cavtov ouxia [y}kovs Tomous 

[aSec]z[olrovs to avtuypapov cou valojreraya w 
[etS]ws KaraxdovOyoas tous 8s avtov onpativo 
[wevots airnoapevar LaraBovts xpovoy es THY 
ex. ton[wly amodiéw vrepefeunv es Svaxprow 

10 [Aoxpy|rov exaz[or]ra[p]you Kau tov [otplaryyou Kar Baor 

[AcKov] ypapparews ows emt Tou diahoyto pou 

[my Svaxpiow Syioowor tw de LaraBovte 
[ernlyyerka mapewar TOTE Ka Tas OLKOVOpLAS 

[rlulas] exer emuoxeupevas TE eke . Y~ 

ES) a a4 oa a Pepe 

[La Te]Bepiov Kaoapos XeBaotov Ered ¢ 

Line 17. La...Eme ©: Tiberius succeeded to the empire on 
August 19, A.D. 14, and according to strict rule his first year 
should have been reckoned from that date to the 29th of the 
same month ; but the news of his accession would hardly have 

reached Egypt in that time, and the present passage is a proof 
that it was not actually so reckoned. If it be suggested that 

Line 1. The name Sézrews does not seem to occur elsewhere, 

but Zérrvos is found in an inscription. In 4 the words Zemretos 

Pougos are omitted. Aoxpyria: : the same form is found in Dion. 

Hal. (ix. 69, 71), and presumably= Lucretius. 

Line 5. cavrov: in J earov. 

Line 7. xarakdovdqcas : a corruption for xaraxohotOns, which is 

read in J. 

Line 14. twas: 4 has orkov[omas . .Jves exet, which, with the w 

visible here, can hardly give anything but tives. Presumably it 

should be dorwas, but in neither copy is there room for the 

first ac. 
ETO KEMpEVAS ; ETETKELMEVaS b 

the reading La is conjectural, and may perhaps be L§, it may 
be answered that the judgment, of which this accompanies 

the notification, is said to have been delivered in the first year 
(1. 4), and that Rufus would not have waited until nearly the 

end of the following year before sending his notification. 
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PAPYRUS CCCLIX.—1st or 2nd cent. 

HE following document is a fragment of some regulations relating to the collection of 

taxes, but the context is not sufficient to make its exact purport clear, and mere 

conjecture would hardly be profitable. The portion preserved is the upper part of a broad 

column, written in a clear, flowing hand. 

Tapaxepoypapyoavrwy ta akohovla yeverOar Kar ev 
Sofer mpos Tov em Tovs Kw emedofevta doyov twv [mplor 
odwv THY ovvKpiow yever Oar Kat Ta ThEeLwW VT aUTwY 

evioynlevta avalnugplnvar Kar Tov epwpepopevwr 

5 BN vTaKovcarTw lovoros vmeypaipev 
at Mpomodor Kat at ouvrates KpateccOwoay ews... 

Sidakwor o S€ Karnyopos pn vrakxovcas TpaxOnTtw Spaxyas 

diakooas 
ev ev oVY Tw KaTHYOpw avelynudOnoaly .. .] Kav Ta 

10 mpoodiaypapopeva avnhobyn Se em [.... 2... |racews 

Tous pev addovs tpaypar[ sean ee 

[ ] se%4 
[ ] rn .. 

[ ] up... 

Line 2. co: probably=xepoypappareis. It is written without seems to indicate a break in the sense. The preceding words, 
any sign of abbreviation. therefore, form a sentence by themselves, év pev odv 7@ katnydpo, 

Line 5. Ioveros: presumably the clerk to the magistrate ‘one word to the prosecutor.’ 

issuing the orders. Line 10. ayyAw6n: the first two letters are doubtful. 
Line 9. After karnyopw there is a space in the papyrus, which 

PAPYRUS CCXCIX.—a.p. 128. 

HIS papyrus and the next are reports of transfers of property sent in by the former 

owners to the BiBdtodvdaxes evatyoewv of the nome of Arsinoé, in order that the transfer 

may be recorded in the registers kept by them. Similar documents are to be found in the 

Berlin papyri 184 and 379. The B8dodvdraxes are two in number, resident in Arsinoé 

(Berl. Pap. 112, line 2) but acting for the whole nome. Apparently their duty was to keep 

a register of the holders of real property in the nome, and for this purpose all persons 

parting with land or house property were required to report the transfer to them; while at 

other times they were instructed by the Prefect to compile a fresh property register, for 
which returns were required from all holders, together with a statement of the persons from 

whom they had acquired their property (Berl. Papp. 112, 459). The returns which here 
follow belong to the same regnal year, the 13th of Hadrian, and are consequently addressed 

to the same pair of PuBdiodvdakes, Dionysius and Theon. The first relates to property in 

a town (apparently Ptolemais Euergetis, cf line 15 and note), the second to a holding in 
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the country, in the division of Heracleides. Both are written in small and very cursive 
hands, and bear at the top the docket of the official (one of the staff under the orders of 
the Bi.Bdvodvdaxes) who received the document. 

Amo* ceo” vyS Adpiav 

Tov Kupiov Pa” KO 

Atovvatwr kat Oewve 

yey” BuiBd\w «* Apot 

5 Ilapa Hpwédov tov kau Ilere 

vedpnovs vewTepov Tov Ilere 

ved[ pyjous tou Xaupynpovos 
vepews Lovxou Yeov peyadov 

peyakouv Kal TwY cUYVAaWY 

10 GOewv Kav 7) omomarpiov Kau 

omopyTpiov adehpys ovens 

Kat yuvaikos Map ....... 

eperas Tov avTwv Oewy.. . 

avaypadopevos er appos? 

15 Bovraguiov ov areypapbaple] 

Oa] de vpfwv] ry evertwon 

nuepa Of... .. .Jva Bou 

hopefa Xf... . . .Joae dio ee 

diOop[e] orws emio[radne] 
20 [Tle prnpom ws Kabyker 

Line 1. Avo’ geo: ’AtoAN@vos ceonueiwpat. This line and Euergetis. It is also mentioned 7d. Pap. CCVI, l. 7, where 
the next are in a different hand from the body of the document. 

Line 4. yeyupraciapxnkdot BiBdiopirAake everqoewy ’Apowoirov, 
cf. Berl. Papp. sugr. cztd. 

Line 10. r): =rfs, as in the MS. of the ’A@nvat@v TonXireia. 
Line 13. At the end of this line, and between this line and the 

next, an illegible addition of a few letters has been inserted, 

perhaps ev tn kar [or amoy?]. 
Line 15. Bouraguov: a street of this name is mentioned in the 

Rainer Corpus Pap. CCXXIII, |. 8, apparently in Ptolemais 

a house in it is described as évrés mepiBddou tepov Tovyou Geov 
peyadou peyddov, which is in accordance with the fact that the 

parties in the present document are a priest and priestess of 

Suchus. 
Line 18. eA[...... Joa: or ev..., wot, apparently, éfoiKxo- 

vopnoat. 

Line 20. pynpov: this official is also mentioned in Berl. Pap. 

177, l. 6, dyopavdp@ dyre 6€ Kai pynport. 

PAPYRUS CCC.—a.p. 129. 

Lapamwwv oeo” Ley Adptavov Kavoapos 

Tov kuptov Mexep 

Avovrvavor Kat Sewn yey” BiB’ 

evkt? Apo 

5 Tlapa Tasov Ovarepiov Matopos 

as ateypaapnv Su vwv Ty Evert” 
neepa mepe To Neor® exroukw? 77 Hpa 
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Kes? pepio? KA” KOLKLKOU apoupas 

Tecoapas Bovhopar Tapayxwpynoar 

10 Hpakdedn. Atoyevous 7° Appwriov 

YWorKOT MELWL tw Kar AdOaves 

amoyeyp) TOLS TPOTEPOLs Kabapas aro 

opetdys peveuteras Tavtos Suevyun 

patos mapayopytix’ [<] duyervov 

15 TeTpakooiwy dio EmrLOvdape ows 

emioTtadne ws Kaby[Ker] 

Line 8. KA” Koukikov (sic): KAnpou KaTotKtKo. CCXCVIIL, 1.7, CCCXXII, 1.9. Ch SeBdorios 6 kai Karodpetos, 

Line 11. S@orkoopermt to kar ANOatee: not a proper name, as_ Berl. Pap. 179, 1. 3. 
appears (e¢.g.) from Berl. Pap. 427, ll. 25-29; explained by Line 13. opens pecerreras, «.7.A.: Cf. Berl. Pap. 68, 1. 13, dv 

Wilcken (Gott. gel. Anz., 1895, p. 142) as the adjective formed  dqetrec pu émel peceiréa. 

from the name of a deme in Alexandria. It recurs in Papp. 

PAPYRUS CXCVI.—crc. a.p. 138-161. 

HIS is the record of a suit at law relative to some debts. The debts, of which 

a schedule is appended in the second column, were contracted by Valerius Apollinarius, 
who borrowed several sums of money from Julius Agrippinus. The latter being dead, his 

son (whose name is not preserved) appears to have brought an action to recover them. 

The action was ultimately carried before the Sixavoddérys, Neocudes, the highest legal officer 

in the province, and by him was referred back to the strategus. The mutilation of the 
papyrus unfortunately leaves the ultimate decision of the matter uncertain. The beginning 

of the record, to the extent of at least one column, is also lost. 

Another document relating to some of the same persons is preserved in Berl. Pap. 378, 

which contains two petitions addressed by Gaius Julius Agrippinus, a soldier in the second 

legion, to Calpurnius the Sccasoddrns and Lucius [? Valerius Procl]lus the Prefect. In the 
second is a reference to Claudius Neocudes as the late Sucatoddrns, and also to Julius 
Agrippinus, perhaps as the father of the petitioner (the preceding words are mutilated). 

The contents of the Berlin papyrus do not further illustrate the present document; but on 

the other hand the present document provides an approximate date for the Berlin papyrus. 
It is not actually dated, but in the schedule of debts (line 23) the first is said to have 

been contracted in the second year of the late emperor Hadrian (Oeov “Adpiavod). It may 
therefore be taken as certain that the document belongs to the reign of Antoninus Pius 
(a. D. 138-161) and probably to the earlier part of it. The Berlin papyrus must be a few 
years later. 

(Col. 1.) 
Kat to redev[ratoly Neoxvdovs tov Kpatioro[v] evreiha 

PEevou Ta oTpyl. | Opov emBeuvale] TO TPAYKaTe ovoe ov 

Line 1. Neoxvdous: the addition of rod xpatictov shows that and 378 (cf Introductory Note above). 

this person must be either Prefect, dicarodérns, or emrtpatnyos, Line 2. orpy: probably orpyye, an error for orparnyo. 
that he was actually dccaroddrns appears from Berl. Papp. 245 
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]6 azo 

153 

Tos amnpticO[y Kau em Teher ixavov Sovs mpoo[klaprepew 

oyos tw Neoxvder eo[tpalrevoaro Kat dua TouTo eyparbev Ovep 

yrduava tw [orpalroredaplyy] meppar avrfov] emu ryv 
Kpiow Kat pablaly or. oyoberar eSofyoav [or]s tous ho 
yous » pytylp Tw] madwwy taperyev avrols elypa 

bev to otpar[nylo eravalyx|aca. tous do[yo]feras 78y 

mote TO Tpayya almored leoau 

IO tat orpar[y}yos pe... . 
avatrenpOnu| ar 

yeveo Bau 

ehopevov Sdup[. . .jv tov eEnynteloa) 7a . 

15 
32. 9oe we wetells » 3h. 4 

ee 

fi eo. me? - AL 

{Col 3.) 
Eorw de tla oderhomeva 

20 

V KQL KPLVEL 

€VT . « NPEWV atraptia On Toa. 

TovAtavos eumev [. : ‘il Suva 

.] tovrov To mpaypa en[e Tov]s Tomous 

K]adduverxos of. . ey 
a 

. .] Aypurme 

VOU ovvKatabepevov lovAtavos ELITEV e e .Jvos 

Kae [. . .}rros 

[. . «sf Gtadkefo 

edar[ea lato Ovadepios Amrohivapios Tapa Tov pernd 

Aaxo[To]s wou matpos Iovkov Aypurmewov Kal v 

ToOy[Ka|s Terehecwpevas dia Tov ev Kottw ypa 

devov [tlw BS Oeov Adpravov pia pev AOvp em va[o] 

Onkyn [ pe |ntpikov QUTOU Tacovyapiov TNS Loxpa 

Tous mpoTepov Mapwvos Tidwvos ehatwvos  € 

mept Vevaprernow mediov Kapavidos xepahaov apy 

plov 

adds Se 
Ge BY 

Meyxerp €T7TL vToOnky TOV VTAPKXOVTOS AUTW 

epous HPLOOVS ATO TATPLKOU eXarwvos b € ae O €OTLY 

30 

dos mpos apyuptov Kepadatov 

b B ad [e@] rediw Vevapoernoews kopns Kapar[e] 

A a< @ 

Kat [addr }ns emt uToOnkn edawwvos 5 TEpL Kapavioa 

kat Kepxecovya e€ wy atedaxev Tw 8 § Dapeval 

Line 3. The letters 6 awo are inserted above the line, appar- 
ently in a different hand. 

Line 4. In the left hand margin opposite this line are the 
words (written in the same hand) os Noyos. 

eypaiyev : sc. Neocudes. The plaintiff, before departing on 

military service, was bound over to continue the prosecution ; 

and when the time comes for the case, the d:xacoddrns sends for 

him. 
Line 5. orparowedapyn : cf. Mommsen, Sitzungsd. ad. preus- 

sischen Akademie, 1895, no. XXVII, where he argues that 
otparoreddpxns in Acts xxviii, 16 means princeps peregrinorum, 

Here it seems rather to stand for prnceps castrorum (cf. 

Mommsen, /.¢., p. 498). 
Line 6. Aoyoderar: cf. Berl. Pap. 245, 1. 5, where the same 

Suxacodéryns, Neocudes, authorizes the strategus to appoint a 

II. x 

AoyoOerns in a certain case, if necessary. The doyoérys would 

be an auditor or scrutineer, appointed to examine the accounts 
in cases of disputes concerning debts and the like. So here it 
would be his duty to inquire into the debts said to be due from 
Apollinarius to Agrippinus. 

Line 23. tw BS Oeov Adpiavov: A.D. 117-8. 

Line 25. The symbol for ‘ aroura’ is so written as to resemble 
a rough cursive a. 

Line 26, Yevapoevnow: presumably the same as VevapWerjors, 
a place in the neighbourhood of Karanis in the division of 
Heracleides, frequently mentioned in the Berlin papyri. 

Line 27. The symbol for ‘talent’ is in the same form as in 
Pap. CCLXI, 1. 16 (see p. 54). 

Line 33. ra 6S: se. ‘Adpeavod =A. D. 119-120, 
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apyuptov Kepadaiov A a< B 

35 y ts vToOnkns Kepa* < § em tats do’ & B 
Y © Tov vT0Oy" Kepahatov A¥»y< ads 
Em Tals EM TO avTO MpoKepevars Elarwvos fy ud 

Kat opowws edaveroato o autos Kata Siaypadyny 

ev XnvoBookwors Mapkov Aovyeiviov Tov Kar Lapa ; 

40 mwvos tpamelyns apy Ra< avy © oderopeva 0 [8 < B o] 

Line 35. yt: yiverat. Line 36. e): probably= émi rd avrd, and so also in 1. 4o. 

Line 39. XnvoBooxoas: of Pap. CCVII1 a, |. 7, and note (p. 67). 

PAPYRUS CCCXXXI.—a.p. 165. 

HIS papyrus contains the appointment by one Satyrus of a certain Cosmas to hold 
some office in the village of Socnopaei Nesus for six days. He is apparently to 

have the assistance of three camel-drivers and four lads, and is to receive the considerable 

payment of forty silver drachmas a day. As a reference follows to the number of asses 
allowed him for the journey ‘up’ and ‘down,’ it is tolerably clear that his duty was that of 

conveying some goods down the river; and it may fairly be conjectured that the goods to 

be conveyed consisted of the corn sent from the local granary to Alexandria. Cf. Papp. 
CCLVI a and CCXCV (pp. 99, 100). The papyrus is written in an extremely cursive hand, 

which makes decipherment difficult. 

Koopo Upau’ a. Ty 

Ilapa Yarvpov Larvpov 

ato THs Vnoov Bovdopat 

TapahaBu oe ouv emioTy 

5 KLa]undurais Tpiow Kk) Kopace 
ols TEecoapot LToOvpyn 

Tal EY TH TPOKWMErN Kw 
pn eb nuepas e€ amo Ts 

ty Tov everTwTos pyvos 

10 Paws KapBavovtos cov 

Kal ypepay exaoTnvy ap < 
- TETTAPAKOVTA K) Tapadwow 

[g]o, ova cav tapehaBopny 
kK, TonoopeOa THv eEmipeht 

15 [av «] dpoprida x, Sogopey 
ev kataBawovtt ovovs Teo 

oapas Kau avaBawovte ovous 

Line 3. rns yyoov: no doubt Socnopaei Nesus. Line 17. ovovs: the reading is doubtful. The number in the 
Line 4. emarn: so MS. apparently, perhaps for émordry. following line say be cxoot, but it is a little difficult to reconcile 
Line 5. kayyuras: the reading is very doubtful. kopactos: it with the existing remains. 

cf. Berl, Pap. 34, in which the word occurs thrice. 
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ee ee 

Le Avrwr kat Ounpov 

20 Tay kupiov LeBaotwy Pade 

8 

Line 20. bagi: so MS. 

PAPYRUS CLXXXIX.—end cent. 

HIS appears to be a list of persons employed by certain village officials, arranged in 
groups. The only point requiring special notice is the mention, among these officials, 

of the weduopvda€, who does not seem to be known elsewhere. His title suggests that he 
was in charge of the land lying round the village, perhaps for the purpose of protecting it 

from robbery and plunder. There is no date, but the handwriting appears to be of the 

second century. 

(Colt) 
.. «| madatou 

Le lov 

» Avo? 

. . « tlepeus 

5... | Ovvwdpews 
. .jrapny 

. + + .J@reos 

-s of € 

(Col, 2) 
Kevou emiTpe 

IO SaBewos Iroddas 

Lapamiwv Lovpoupos 
Davopyews Hpwvos 

Lapamwv OLvKOTOMLOS 

Evapedas 

15 Axptxovhas 

Tlackerers Paces 

Tloweitwvos 

Adpaus 

ae a 

Line 9. xevoe emirpe): the reading is certain, except that the Line 18. Adpars: this name is a later insertion, though in the 

r might be a y, but the meaning is not clear. same hand, which accounts for the total in the next line being 

Line 14, Evapedgs: so the MS. apparently; probably the given as eight, instead of nine. 

scribe wished to change EvapeAas into Evapedaos. 

x 2 
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(Col. 3.) 

20 mediopvrdae 

Tlerevs 

Ilereevs Lovrra 

Meduyvvvos 

Tlerevovdus 

25 Tlerevs Ovaveae 

Lapamiwy Temupts 

Xusous Panoews 

SapBas 
Qpos Akpdtovs 

30 Kaortwp Amo\\wriov 

we Pt 

(Col. 4.) 
Ovvwdpis Aha€vwr 

Aptexvats 

Lapamiov Lorunvrs 
35 Opiwy Kobav 

Kepavos 

Tlavespos 

TiBapiwvos 

Tlagwvos Apaadtis 

40 we av 1H 

apxepodov Kwpns 

Opiov 

(Col. 5.) 
Atpns Magipov 

ahdos Atpys 

45 Texpnis 
LoKunvis 

ae av? € 

Xapudynpos 

Ma€iprwy 

50 Amis 

Lepnvos 

Tl@dts 

Tlerevs KodXovdts 

TIAayious 

Line 20. medtopvAa€: this officer does not seem to be mentioned elsewhere. 
Line 32. Before this line a title has been obliterated. 



is) 

(Col. 6.) 

60 

65 

70 

(Gol 4) 

75 

80 

At an interval of six inches, and 

state, the following names are written 

85 

ROMAN PERIOD. 

TIro\euar’? Hpakdnovs 

ZZ a 

Lapamiwy Tewpou 

Avipis Botpeus 

Lapamiwv Kepapevs 

Aapas 

Adpodeorts Baxyuw™ 

Le OP € 

Naapaus 

Ovtos Ovevamis 

Lau Ba 
Epp.as 

Oavvatis 

TI@dus 

LaBewos TirtherBys 
av? 

Eppas 

Hpas 

IIacts 

Tlaevnes 

Medavas TexTwv 

TIrokewar? Svpiwv 

LP UO 8 

Ioas xwdos 

Tlerevpis 

Arpys Te . nous 

wre 

15] 

at the end of the papyrus, at any rate in its present 

in the same hand. 

Suotros Werf. . . Jews 

KaoTwp 

EXevpa.. . 

LaTopvidov 

[ax epopopou 

Line 55. IroNeuau° HpakAnous: this name has been inserted below the preceding names, but evidently (from the total) to be 

subsequently, and the figure in the next line altered from ¢ to 4. 

Line 66. Eppuas : written above Amous erased. 

Lines 75, 76. These two lines have been added later. 

Lines 78-81. This section is a later addition, not directly 

reckoned with them. 

Line 84. This name, whatever it is intended for, is erased. 
Line 86. paxepopepov: Zé. paxatpopdpov, presumably not a 

proper name, though written as if it were one, 
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Sepnvos Avtuvole|us 

Lampiwv Texdapis 

Tlefews Amod\[wri0v] 

Line 88. Sampiy: corrected from Sapa[mo]». 

PAPYRUS CXCIX.—late 2nd cent. 

ees papyrus contains a list of some of the village officials of Socnopaei Nesus, namely 

four mpecBvrepor, one dpxéhodSos, two eipyvodddaxes, and four pvAakes. To the name 

of each individual is attached, without explanation, the statement of a sum of money, the 

amount differing with the office. In the case of the rpeoBvrepou the amount is 800 drachmas 

each, of the dpyéoSos and the eipnvodvdaxes 600, of the Pvdaxes 300. The list is repeated 

on the verso in a different hand, with the omission of the sums of money, but with the 

addition of a heading which states that the list is copied from the ypa¢y Sypooiwy for the 

ninth year of an unnamed emperor, preserved in the treasury of the public accounts. 

The Berlin papyri include a document (no. 6) very similar to this, but with some 

additions which throw light upon it. It is a return made to the strategus of the divisions 

of Themistus and Polemon by the mpeoBvrepo, jointly acting as Kkepoypappareds, of the 

village of Muchis, headed ypad} apecBurépwv Kai dpxedddwv kal drdov Sypooiwy mpos To 

ciowsy KB ros "Avtwvivov Kaicapos rod kupiov. The officials named are the apeoBurepor, 

dpxédodor, and ¢vdaxes, and to the name of each is attached a sum of money, but with 

the insertion of the words éywv mépov; ¢@g. Xpvoas tpexBirepos Apel.Jrov pytpds Tamerectros 

éywv mépov < v. The sums in the case of the mpeoBvrepou vary, being either 400 or 500 

drachmas; those for the other officials are omitted. It appears, therefore, that the sums 

named represent the pay received by the individuals named in virtue of their offices. 

Another possible explanation, that they are the incomes possessed by the holders of these 

offices, seems less probable, since it is not likely that all the officials of each class would 

have had precisely the same. 
They might, however, conceivably represent the minimum incomes required of the 

officials in question, the return taking no account of any actual excess over that minimum ; 

but this seems less likely, so far as the scanty evidence at present available takes us. The 
difference between the amounts of the pay given in the Berlin papyrus and the present 

document would be naturally accounted for by a difference in the size and importance of the 

respective villages. 
The text which follows is that of the vecto. The variants on the verso are mentioned 

in the notes. The writing of both appears to belong to about the end of the second 
century. 

2[ox vorrasov VHTOV OMOLWS mpeo® 

T[a]Bovs BiBis <o 

Line 1. The verso has the title Ex BiBd(oOjxns) Squociw(y)  Snyooiwy Xéyev, who are the officials in charge of this Bi8dt0O7Kn, 

Aéyov é€k ypa(pas) Snpocia(y) 6 § (the expansion of the abbre- are mentioned in Berl. Papp. 478, 480. 

viated words is that suggested by Wilcken). The BiBd:opvdakes opotos mpeo : omitted on verso. 
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Opos py Oatoatos < @ 

LataBovs THahnoutos 

5 A[rlpns Sadns <o 

apxepos? opoLws 

A & 

Ilarntis YataBovros <x 
evpnvopu* 

[Z|nvas Ilaovnrnros <x 

10 T[a]ovyz[is] Kavveuros <x 
gv TovpBav Epiews <T 

Anpas TeroBaore ws] 25 

Tlaveppipus ara” by 

TepBatos LF 

15 [Avauris K]avverros [< 7] 

Line 6. apyepodo(s). This official is mentioned in several of Berl. Pap. 151 contains a reference to e/pnvapyat, at a much later 
the Berlin papyri. ”Edodo. are mentioned in the Revenue period. 
Papyrus of Ptolemy Philadelphus (cols. 10 and 12, ed. Grenfell) ; Lines 9, 10. The supplements are from the verso. 
but (contrary to the statement in the note there) they have not Line 11. gv*: written at full length on the verso, pudaes. 
yet been found in papyri of the Roman period (at least in any Line 13. Haveppippuis : verso, Maveppeppis, more correctly. 

of those yet published). Line 15. The supplements are from the verso, which also has 
Line 8. epnvopud(akes): not elsewhere mentioned, though a mutilated date, L[..... ] Swéf[. .]. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXII.—a.p. 214-5 (?). 

HIS is a list of names drawn up by the kawpoypappareds of Socnopaei Nesus, in 

connexion with an application for payment of the stipulated porters’ hire, required 

for the removal of the persons named from the village of Bacchias to that of Socnopaei 

Nesus. The cause of the migration is not stated, nor yet the person to whom the 

application is addressed. The amount of the payment demanded is one artaba of wheat 

for each person. The date is given as the twenty-third year of an unnamed emperor, who, 

however, can hardly be any one but Caracalla; for the occurrence of the name Aurelius 

Pouareus points to a date later than a.p. 212, when the use of the name Aurelius was 

granted to Egyptians. There are, however, several instances among the Berlin papyri of 

the use of the name before that date, the earliest being in Pap. 302, of the year 175 

(cf. Berl. Papp. 12, 106, 121, 1 56); so that the possibility is not excluded of the twenty-third 

year of Commodus being meant, which would be a.p. 182-3. 

Ilapa Avpydvov Iovapews Kwopoyp, 

Yoxvotratov Nyno” 
Kar avdpa mpos amaurnow 

PopeTpov amoTakTov TwY 

5 peraTiOenevov evOa 

Line 3. Kar avdpa: the phrase is used practically as a single substantive. 
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Se aro Ka Bay? Tno5e 

Ts pepLoos Tov eveatwtos Ky S// 

eat. O€ 

oo & 

10 ov 7° 

Tlaous mamas Kerectos ta 

Medas Acpadns ta 

Srotontis Epuevtos bo 

Tlaepis adeddhos ta 

i Tepas Tewartos ka 

Kaewjovs adedos ka 

Xwras apevtos ka 

Tlacuis Lepmrpwviov ba 
Kozpys vtos ba 

20 [II ]aBovs YaraBovtos ba 

Kavuis Tag? ka 

Opiav Talo}? ka 

Line 6. x@ Baxx): xopns BakxyiddSos, another village in the Line 9. po: ddperpov. What follows should be 2G, but the 
division of Heracieides. numeral has not been filled in. Line 10. 7; 76 kar’ avdpa. 

PAPYRUS CCXIII verso.—late 3rd cent. 

HE following appears to be a fragment of a draft or copy of a letter from an official 

of high rank with respect to certain suspected frauds on the exchequer, which he 

announces his intention of inquiring into and punishing when he himself visits the place. 
It is written on the verso of an account, the remains of which are too slight to be worth 

printing. The beginning is lost, and there are no means of identifying the position of the 

writer with certainty; but he speaks in a tone of authority, and must apparently be of high 

rank. The document is dated on the 7th Mechier in the second year. The emperor is 

not named, but the hand is certainly not earlier than the middle of the third century; and 
after the reign of Diocletian (whose second year fell in a.p. 285-6) the dates are given by 
consulships or indictions. The date consequently appears to be between circ. 250 and 286. 

].. 7% 
gta: aie oO ev DOR one BREE eG sa OS Kae 

~ + On|AWoaL pol O .s . TE pees VOUT AY 

.. HY Sabor a.. [ .}... reps 

. . .Jowev tov amr avtwy mpocodov 

5 Kal. ..] Kal ev Syrooa pou ev yap 

d[nrA]ooe TL pos xapw mpaybev 

ehey xOn avtos en[t] TwLv] TroTwv 
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yevomevos 0 Tt av KaTahaPoime emt 

Teprypagy To” Tape.” mpay bev 

IO ToVTO KaTa TOUS TOU TapELoOU VOLOUS 

€K TE EK TWY EWV VUTAPKOVT@V KAL 

utrevOuver KeNEvow ATOKATA 

o[ 7 ]aOnvar 
LB Meyep ¢ 

Lines 9, 10. rayecov: the same spelling is found in the next 
papyrus, l. 5, and in several of the Berlin papyri. 

Line 11. ex re ex roy ewv: So MS. apparently. Read ex re tov. 

Epp” evxo 

Line 13. epp® evyd: this marks the transition from the simple 
éppeoo of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods to the éppaadai 

oe evxopat of the fourth century. 

PAPYRUS CCXIV.—a.p. 270-275. 

N this document a certain Aurelius Aretion, steward of some property belonging to the 

Treasury, reports to the strategus of the nome that on the previous day one Patalas, 

a shipbuilder by trade, had become violent and had broken into a vineyard belonging 

to the Emperor, and had there cut down two very large acacia trees. He accordingly 

requests the strategus to have the man arrested, and to send an official to inspect and 

report upon the damage done. The scene of the occurrence is apparently in Memphis; the 

time, in the reign of Aurelian, who is named as the owner of the vineyard. The writer 

addresses the strategus as 7@ ¢udrdr@, and was therefore an official of some standing. 

Part of this papyrus (lines 1-15) has been reproduced by the Palaeographical Society 

(II. 164). The lower portion of it was discovered subsequently. 

Avpnduos Apytiav [amo Ts] 
Mepdler|rov mlol\dws....] 

mporlo|lnrns ovavas A’ AvovBa 
VEvopEevovu UTOPLVYLATOYP) 

5 VUVet de TOV LEPWTATOU TALELOV 

Avpyio Bycapiwv otparnyw 

Tov vouov Tw didtatw xarpe[y] 

Tlarahas vaumnyos xfes adoyws 

YEvopLevos Els apehiKov Kw 

IO ploy Kadovpevov ehatwva 

tov kuplioly nev avroxpatopo[s] 

Line 2. The end of the line, after 7é\ews, may have been left 

blank. 

Line 3. A’: probably Aipy\iov, or else = mpérepor. 

Line 4. vmopynparoyp(apov): this official is mentioned by 

Strabo (c. 797) among the more important of the native magis- 

trates (émydpioe pxovres) in Alexandria. 

Line §. rov tepwratov taperov: of. Berl. Pap. 156, ll. 5, 6, 

dpoupav . . . mpdrepoy TiBepiou Tepédddou, vurt b€ rod iepwrdrov 

Tapeiov. 

II. 

Lines 6, 7. orpatnyw Tov vowov : presumably of the Memphite 
nome, since the petitioner is of Memphis, and no other locality 
has been mentioned. An Aurelius Besarion was strategus of 
the Ombite nome in the time of the Philips (a. D. 244-249), see 
C. 1. G. 5069. 

Lines 9, 10. apmedtkov ywpiov kadovpevoy eXarwva: probably the 
place had been originally an oliveyard, and had retained its old 
designation after being converted into a vineyard. 
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Aupnduavo[v] S«_Baarov 

axavleas dSv0 Cwputovoas 

uteppeyebe[s] as epudar’rov 

Te dea Tes OP oe we [pean vas i 

ore eer }wv exxoyas 
ae ee ee klau amy |vey’kato 
Gr es Sage Aero Tovrov ovy 

afiw ayOnvar Kau ixava. 

20 [ov|vypada mapacyev pedro 

[ylap wepu tourd evexe 
[rlot pelo afiw Se 

[u]rnperny amwyaynvat 

[toy eropopevov Tns Ex 
25 [komr]ns tyv Siabeow Kar er 

... | ws cou tpordavycorta 

Line 13. Cwpuroveas: the word does not seem to occur else- not seem to occur elsewhere. 
where. Line 21. eveyerv: the reading is doubtful. There is perhaps 

Line 20. cvvypada: the word cvyypapov, = cvyypapn, does room for two letters between ev and yew. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXXIX.—3rd cent. (?) 

A odd little injunction to the dpyédodos and mpeoBurepor of the village of Heracleia, 
telling them not to give trouble at inconvenient seasons, It is written in an uncultivated 

hand and in bad Greek, and there is nothing to show by whom it is sent. At the foot of 
the writing, which only occupies a small part of the papyrus, is a small clay seal, the device 

on which shows a draped figure facing to the front standing by or seated on a horse, which 

is led to the right by another figure. It is impossible to fix the date with any certainty, but 
both the appearance of the writing and the style of the seal suggest the third century. 

apxedw Kar mper® 

Hpakhias pn 7a. 

pevoxATe ava, 

pe 

G) 
Line 1. apxedo: a blunder for apyepodo. Line 3. axcapi: another blunder, for axarpt. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCLIX.—3rd cent. (’) 

Sige beginning of a document addressed to the mpecfvrepor of some village by two 
persons who describe themselves as Snpdotor kvvnyot. The body of the document is lost, 

and the date is uncertain, but the writing, which is very rough, may be of the third century. 
The writing is across the fibres of the papyrus, the other side being blank. 

Knavdios Mapriadis Kau Lepnvos 

Lepamvovos Snpoovor kvyyyou dua 
Aovkiov AvovBiwvos Bonbov 

Sorare IItodeparov Kat Appa 

5 ge Iavovevtos tpecBurepous 

ee © @ 6 0 6 ee eee lll ll 

5. Petitions. 

PAPYRUS CCCLIV.—cire. 10 B.c. 

HE next group of texts—eleven in number, besides three which are too much mutilated 

to be printed—consists of petitions addressed to various officials. The right of petition 

was very well established in Egypt. In Ptolemaic times we find petitions addressed by the 

humblest individuals to the king and queen, of which several specimens are included among 

the Serapeum papyri. Under the Roman rule the privilege was continued, petitions being 

addressed to the Prefect in place of the king, and also to the subordinate officials, especially 

the strategus of the nome. A petition to the latter official seems, indeed, to have been the 

normal method of setting the machinery of justice in motion for the redress of an injury. 

Many instances will be found among the Berlin papyri. Of the petitions which follow here, 

two (CCCLIV and CLX XVII) are addressed to the prefect, one (CXCVIII) to the dixaroddrys, 
five (CCCLVII, CCCCXLV, CCCLVIII, CLX XVI, and CLXXI]1 4) to the strategus, one 

(CCCLXI) to the Baowsxds ypappareds, and one to a centurion (CCCXLII), while the 
address of the remaining one is uncertain, 

The petition which stands first is interesting on account of its date. It is addressed to 

Gaius Turranius, and it is clear that the person addressed is one of the highest officials in 

the country, since he is entreated to give instructions to the strategus (line 23). This could 

only be done by the prefect, the Suxasoddrys, or the éruarpatyyos. Now an inscription (C. I. G. 
4923) mentions a Turranius as prefect in the reign of Augustus, and there is no reasonable 

doubt that this is the person addressed in the present petition. Whether he is also the 

same as the Gaius Turranius who was pracfectus annonae in a.p. 14 (Tac. Ann. i. 7) cannot 

be certainly determined. The exact date of Turranius’ office as prefect is doubtful, since 

the inscription is mutilated, and different authorities have variously read the number of the 

year as ve, x, or xy, figures which would respectively give the date as B.c. 16-15, 11-10, or 

8-7. In any case it is safe to date the papyrus not far from roB.c. It is, unfortunately, 
¥ 2 
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mutilated by rubbing to a rather considerable extent, and the exact details of the grievance 

alleged in the petition are doubtful. It is presented by Satabous and his son Pisois, who 

describe themselves as Sypdcvoe yewpyot in the Arsinoite nome and holders of certain priestly 

lands; and they complain of some wrong done to them by two brothers, both of whom 

(after a singularly inconvenient Egyptian practice) bore the same name, Opis. The dispute 

came within the province of the Inspector of Police (émordrns trav ¢udaxirav), Cordus, and 

the petitioners apparently state that he had been won over by their opponents, and was 

adverse to them. They were even thrown into prison, but were on the point of being 

released when Cordus’ term of office came to an end, and he was succeeded by Brison. 

The case was heard before Brison, but the result of much argumentation by professional 

counsel was that the petitioners were left in prison; and they consequently petition the 

prefect to instruct the strategus to order their release and to inquire into the whole matter. 

Palaeographically the papyrus is of very great importance. It is written in an ex- 

tremely neat and graceful uncial of medium size, and provides a much-needed example of 
a iterary hand to which a precise date can be assigned. Its value in this respect has 

already been shown; for a comparison of this papyrus with the MS. of the Odyssey con- 

tained in Pap. CCLXXI shows that they are in practically contemporary hands, and the 
Odyssey MS., which had been conjecturally assigned to the early part of the first century 

(see Palacographical Society, ii. 182, Fournal of Philology, xxii. 239), may now be more 

definitely placed about the beginning of the Christian era, or even a little earlier. The 
sheet of papyrus is itself a fine one, of unusual height and width (13+ in.x9 in.) for a 
single-columned document (and that though a large part of it is left blank at the bottom), 
showing, with the elaborate character of the writing, that the petitioners had not spared 

expense to make their petition acceptable to the prefect. 

Tatar Tupparvrviws 

mapa LataBovros tov Tucrouros kat tov Tovrov viov T[tc]owros twv amo [tov Aplowf[o] 

evro[v] 

[S}ivolovwy yewpyov Ka eyAnumropwv Twwv Lepatikav cdapwy Tedo.... 7E... Xx” 

... Onpooiwy Oadav aver KaT eTos ets hoyov tk w Kar apy <add Kat EV THL........ n 

5 aveyk\yTor mexpt Tov vuy yeyovores dia de TO pydev oethew a 

.v..v €K TOV VOLO adwoSiKwY KaL aLeL amrootaTiKwrepov ppovourTaly...... Jov 

Tore THY Nov emnpeav tkavws amyduxnuevor eme Thv €€ ov Suxal........] 

Laker [BlonPeas wa tvyomer Oms yap Kat Oris apdorepou Ileroceipios uk.... 

ORES o.[..]vor baponoay emdovres Kopdw ta emotatyoavte tov dudaxeliror . «| 

10 Leena ras dackovtes tov twatepa avtwy ex tov Cyv pebeotaxevar mpos[... .]Ao 
.... [Kara du[dlaxnv caracravres Se Kat arohoynoapevor epaynuev tor Ko[pdar.. .] 
eee ]o9L. . -Jaowores . yn e€ ns emornoavto nuwv Te ka Tov KopSov mheo[. . . .Jows 

.. KaTa Tous vouous Tw Cyv avtovs Kwovvevoat dia To wy ouveotaKer[ar....Jo ev 

Peers ]...€.. aay de rovrw cuvrehvo bau mpw y Se rns expKTys nuas[. 2... ee eee ] 
15 tov Kopdov petacrabertos yeverOar avt avrov Bpeowva ov kau [........00. ] 

Line 3. eyAnumropay: ‘contractors’; z.e.they had taken these —_fepds is the usual adjective, not ieparixds. 
lands, which no doubt belonged to some temple, under contract. Line 7. «€ ov: = ek ood. Cf Pap. CCCXXXIV. 19. 
édagos is commonly used in the papyri (in plur.) for ‘lands,’ but Sexa[ : Stkatodociay or Stkatoovwny. 
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amooTacews Kaivicpov TapahoyteccOat eTepor TouTwy adedAdou[....... Jn. a 

.7.. you Su evk\nparos Tept Tov avTwy Twy vopwv Kwvovtav dis Tep[L To]u aLvr]ov 

[xpwvlerOar yevouerns 5 nuwv emt Tov Bpetowvos tapovtos Kat Avo[S]wpov rely ely rau 
(wens yeyu|wvacvapynKotwy Kat yevouer[ys] wxavyns tov pytopwv [.]..v [ap}ddns 

S09 wedeaan os ouveotyTay ymas Towovro TL Suamempaypyevous wy yapw avTor Tapa 

TAavTa To 

ee re o vy v me.... dia Se Tovto Tay yewpyrwv adpavilopevor [.........--] 

er yet re  tpoesdov adoyevrov Kabeotavar THs TE TUVaywyns 

Berercreye corres ] ov Katpov a€vovpev ypaiar Tw Tov vopov otplarny wo 

[... Joapevov [Jas z[ys ocluvoyns Kar emyvovta axpeiBws exaora cay [Ka] avTw 

KaTa TO 

25 [..].. 0s Kat ros of ...].... ordaver evarohvaoa oTws yevonevaly tov] wepe THV 

[jira DOP e-< es bow ete Jov rows Snpoctois edXarrov erakodovbnon [alvataBy de 

Reisen ge ade ] tovnpov tepitecovTwy avtwyv Ty Kata To[vs vopov|s Kohacen 

eorererr Te Jou Suer[ tv jyee 

Line 19. The missing word at the beginning of the line may  edréxer or Suevrvxer, a superior with ¢ppwoo. Similarly at the 
be vopau. beginning of a letter, the name of the superior stands first, 

Line 28, Steurvxet: Prof. Mahaffy has called attention to the whether it be in the nominative (as writer) or dative (as 
rule, which is almost without exception in the Ptolemaic and recipient). 
Roman periods, that an inferior ends a letter or petition with 

PAPYRUS CCCLVII.—a.p. 14-15. 

HE two next petitions are addressed to the same person, Dionysodorus, who is 

described in Pap. CCCCXLIV simply as strategus of the Arsinoite nome, without 

specification of the division. The same phenomenon occurs twice among the Berlin papyri, 

Caius Julius Asinianus in a.p. 57 (Pap. 181) and Aurelius Heracleides between a.pD. 257 

and 261 (Pap. 244) being each described as orparnyds “Apowotrov. It is possible that the 

administration of the whole nome was occasionally united in the hands of a single strategus, 

and the occurrence of two instances of it at the dates a.p. 14 and 57 suggests that it may 

have been more frequently done in the early years of Roman rule; but the appearance of 

Oiax as strategus of the Heracleid division in a.p. 11 (Pap. CCLVI) shows that it was not 

the invariable practice then. It may be observed that the petitioner in the present instance 

is from Socnopaei Nesus, so that if only one of the administrative divisions of the nome is 

intended, it is that of Heracleides. In the next papyrus the petitioner is from Bacchias, in 

the same division. 

This petition is addressed to Dionysodorus by a person named Satabous, and contains 

a request that another person, who has borrowed a sum of money from him, may be 

compelled to fulfil the terms of the loan. The details are partly lost through the mutilation 

of the papyrus. The writing is neat, but not very regularly formed. It is clear that this 

is not the original petition itself, but a copy of it, since there are traces at the foot of the 

papyrus of the beginning of another document. 
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Avrvaoe[wlpw otparny[o] 

mapa XaraBovros tov E[prleals ve]wrepov twy amo rns Loxvoraiov vycov 77s Hpaxhedov 

fepioos 
evypnpatioa Aprayafloy m..[..... ] erov evkoou. . os. [kJara [ov]vypadny Savevov 

apy < ng F 
Tokov Tov embevtos tows [. . . . Tlov opodoyy[oavros . 2. ee w|rmep 

guvypadny my 
ypader bar] trav E[e|davecopevwr] ex tov [telpov [........ utoxepevor Kat priavpora 

esl? «ale a5 pres 02. Poe aaa ] zo Salv]eov [Kar] tovs ToKous ev Se [rw 

elveorore al 

[TiBe]prov Kato[aplos rou ap... [.. 2... J... aSworSiera . . . Bovhopevov efi pewar 

Tols KATO 

[rnv] tov S[a]veo[v] cvvypadny of... .. di]xauois adda emu... .. vros [. . . alpaca 

Ta emiBahhovta 

[...]. e« tov vepov vmoxedupjey [a...... Jpes Ta mpos Laas ees ] tpagiov perep 

were [klar a€iw vaore 
Paria alice Wempeh trate Dy she a ge a re Deloss ae aupypadov..[..... Jae ovvratas ylpjadnvar 

tw [Tov vepewr 
[ys Klopns nyovperw kor [.. 1.2... Jatiees a Note eke Ges cf 2 x Bowl at) Yaw ses 

hb... eva vmore 
[es oa .Jov ex rns emBaddovo[ys .. 2... ] cowevirlas durjavOpenfas ... Jo... wa 

u[z]o cov [e]velp] 
[yernpe]vos EUTUXEL 

Line 6. rw eveorori at: see note on Pap. CCLXXVI. 1. 17 (p. 149). 

PAPYRUS CCCCXLV.—circ. a.p. 14-15. 

HIS second petition to Dionysodorus bears no date, but must be placed about the year 

14-15, in accordance with the preceding document. It is from an Egyptian named 

Psenatumis, a native of the village of Bacchias, who describes himself as a labourer on some 

estates belonging to the empress-mother Livia (here entitled Julia Augusta) and her grand- 

son Germanicus. The statement is interesting in connexion with the visit of Germanicus 

to Egypt, described by Tacitus. The grievance for which the petitioner asks redress is not 

clear, owing to the mutilation of the papyrus. 

Avovyvcodupat OTpATNnYyaL 

Apouvoutou 

mapa Vevatupews tov Ierecou 

Xov Twv aro Bakywados yewp 

Line 4. Baxxuados: in the division of Heracleides ; see the next document, Pap. CLXXVII. 1. 3, and note on p. 189. 
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5 you twav edadwv Iovduas 

SeBaorns Kar Tepparixov Karoapos 
» e+e LJ 8. Kae arodvomou rys 

avT7ns ovovas Taws Iavyotos 

Kat Tlouoatos Tavayfov rou 

10 peves Twy ato Baxyxiados 

Je radha 
Vappevoleja[s ws L] ds utep 
@VY Kal EVTVXWY KAT aUTwY 

eoxov ta z[oluz_wr] eveyvpa 
15 mpos To Kopiceo Oar pe To 

[ ] roK[.] wap 
Tes ema? Kal Ta EaTwY po 

Bara <a] tovs hourovs ozopo[vs] 
peta To epodevoa to Bdafos 

20 KaTEeveunoav TwL whut EV 

] 
emt oe. . [ ] 

[ro] BdaBos Kau i ] 

25 [ ] + @V 

Line 5. Iovdtas Se8acrns: Livia appears under the name 7489, 7501, 8042. Germanicus is, of course, her grandson, the 
Julia Augusta in several inscriptions, e.g. C. I. L. X, 1023, 1619, nephew of Tiberius. 

PAPYRUS CLXXVII.—a.p. 40-41. 

HIS petition, which is nearly perfect, is addressed to Gaius Vitrasius Pollio by an 
Egyptian resident in the village of Bacchias, named Versenuphis. Until recently two 

officials bearing the name of Pollio at about this period have been known. One is stated 

by Dion Cassius (viii. 19) to have been prefect under Tiberius, and to have died in a. p. 32, 

while the other is said by Pliny (4V. . xxxvi. 7) to have been the imperial procurator (é. e. 

presumably the procurator rei privatae, in Greek idiohdyos) in the time of Claudius. Recently, 

however, an inscription has been found at Assouan (Acad. des Inscr. et Belles Lettres, 18096, 

p. 39) which names a Gaius Vitrasius Pollio as prefect in A.D. 39; and there can be very little 

doubt that he is the official to whom the present petition is addressed. It is possible that 

he is identical with the person whom Pliny describes as procurator under Claudius, since the 

title of procurator is sometimes applied to the prefect (Marquardt, Staatsverwaltung i. 285) ; 

but if the term is used technically, and means the idvoddyos, then the two persons must be 
different. It is not probable that it is the iduoAdyos who is addressed here, since he would 

not be a likely official to petition. 
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The petition is for the recovery of certain goods and chattels which had been left 

to the petitioner and his brothers by their father, subject to a life interest on the part 

of their mother, but which, on the death of the mother, had been appropriated by their 

elder married sister. The petitioner is a BaowuKds yewpyds (1. 3). It is not clear why the 

petition is addressed to the prefect, rather than to a subordinate official, such as the strategus, 

since there is no suggestion (such as occurs in other papyri) that the subordinate officials 

had failed to do justice; but it appears from the Ptolemaic papyri that petitions were 

addressed somewhat indiscriminately to any magistrate who might be accessible. It is 
observable that the only other petition among these papyri which relates to a misappro- 
priation of property left under a will (Pap. CXCVIII) is likewise addressed to an official 

whose sphere of duty was not confined to a single nome, but extended over the whole of 

Egypt; though in that case the official is the duxaroddrys. 
The date of the petition is a little obscure. In line 4 it is stated that the petitioner's 

father died in the fourth year of Caligula (7@ 8 L Tafov Kaioapos avroxpdtopos SeBacrod) : 
év T@ peraéd (I. 11) the mother died; the elder sister seized the property in dispute; and 
the petitioner now makes his complaint. Prima facie, the mention of Caligula with the 

full style and title of reigning emperor would imply that he was still alive; on the other 
hand, his fourth year was his last, and only extended from the 29th Aug., a.p. 40, to the 

21st Jan. A.D. 41, which seems to give too little time for the events stated. It is possible 

that év 7@ peragd’ means between the time of the making of the will and the death of the 
father, but it is more probable that it means between the death of the father and the 
date of the petition; and in any case, if the document were written before the death of 

Caligula, we should expect to find 7@ éveor@ru 8 L. Hence it is on the whole more 
probable that the document belongs to the reign of Claudius; but, if so, it must have 

been quite early in his reign, since in the second year Pollio had been succeeded as prefect 

by Lucius Aemilius Re[ctus?], whose name appears in an inscription recently found at 

Denderah (Cagnat, Rev. Arch. 1896, p. 395). The date must therefore in any case fall within 

the years 40 or 41. 

Tavwt Ovitpaciw. Twddwve 

Tapa Ovepoevoudios Tou Mavppyovs taly aro Kw] 

pens Baxyiados tns Hpa[k]\edov pepidos tov Apovwortov| 

vopov Bacrtxov yewopy[olv to 8 L Tal[tJov Katoapo[s] 

5 avtokpatopos S«Bacrou TekevTyTaVTOS Tov Tpoye 

Ypappevov pov Tatpos KaTedenbev Kata dia 

Onkyny Ta vTapyovTa avTov emo TE KaL TOLS Ader 

dows pov Opaevovdu kar Sucoure kat WeroBaore 

kat Mappyte kar ta ev ty [orleca avrov oxevy te Kale] 

10 ETEPA TH PNTPL HUwV Taovywdpe emt Tov THs 

Cans avtns xpovoy ev Se Tw perogv Kat THs 

HYTPOS NuwY TehevTHTATHS KaL NuwY ode 

Line 2. Ovepoevoudpios : probably the same name as ’Opcevotdis, unfrequently have the same name, ¢f p. 164. 
which occurs in ], 8 and is common in the papyri. Brothers not Line 11. perogv: so MS, apparently. 
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Lovrwy TapahaBev ta Tavtns vTapyovTa 
axohovlws tn Tov Tatpos nuwv SiabnKn 

15 » Se mpecBurepwrepa ynplwr] adekdn pepricbe{oa] 
vo TOV TaTpos ywy ETL amo Tov he L Kaucap[os] 
Oeov Kat pydevos avrn emtBaddovons Tov 

BNTPLK@Y Kal ENTpLK@Y aKohovOws TH TOU 
Tatpos nov diaOyKyn erolpnoey ovy ro] 

20 avdpu avtys Tr[o]\enarw Op[ew|vos erod 
pynoe eEapa ta tmatpixa [....]. v emumra Kar oKevn 

Ta KaTaheheppeva vio tlov tratlpos nuwy Ty pyTpL 
kat new eriBadovTwr eis Noyov apy < ad d10 

aia O€ Tov TaYTwY TuwTNpA KaL EvEepyeTnY 
25 cav pawytar diadraBew omws tvxw Tov S[iKar] 

wv w ow ev evevepyernuer[os] 
Suevt| vy Jeu 

Line 15. mpecBurepwrepa: a very odd double comparative. Line 18. pnrptxoy kat pnrpixoy: a slip of the pen for marptkov 
Line 16. tou Ae L Katoapos beou: = A.D. 5-6. KAL fe 
Line 17. emBaddovens : a mistake for emtBadXovros. Line 20. eroAyyoev : repeated by mistake. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXI vrecto.—late 1st cent. 

HIS petition appears to be addressed to the Bacwhixds ypappareds of the Heracleid 
division by a person whose name is lost. The petitioner wishes to repudiate a 

contract for the lease of an oliveyard undertaken by his father, who, however, had died 

before the tenancy had actually commenced; and he asks the Royal Secretary to intervene 

for this purpose, professing his willingness to pay all the outstanding taxes or charges. 

It is observable that the petitioner is a resident in the division of Polemon, so it must be 

supposed that the ground in question lay in the division of Heracleides, since it is to the 
secretary of that division that the appeal is made. The date of the petition is not given, 

but it must be earlier than the eighteenth year of Trajan (a.p. 114-5), since a document 

of that year is inscribed on the verso; and it probably belongs to the end of the first 

century. 
The left-hand portion of the papyrus is lost, to the extent of from twelve to fourteen 

letters in each line. 

err Bact ylp, Apot Hpak pepe? 
ie sci see Ses |Bevtos tov Tewros ato kop[ns] 

[ Jpov tys Tlodenwvos pepidos 
[ jor Atod\\wn0v epicbwoa[To] 

5 [o warnp mapa... .Juaxou edaoupytov mporepoly] 

IL Z 
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lev Kunoet autns 

[Se kav tov marpo|s Kar THS PYTPOS pov reren ev] 

[rnKotwy mpo Toly Tus piabwoews xXpovor . [ 

[ eyov adv|vapouvtos avTexer Bau 

[ys prcOwce]|ws crows exov amodava[e 

ic. [ Juevous popovs rais Siery[or] 

[aus mpoPlecpuais Kar exBnvar tov ehaifoup] 

[you S10 akiw] Orws petadoOy Nivvol wae 

[ rw avrov 8: danperov Tous orf 

lL ] iv «Sn exBeBynxota pe Ths Tov edax] 

15 [ovpyiov picbwce)os x, pr[Sleva avtw xaravriec OL 

[ Jov apxovpevov pol] rnSe 7 SL 

[ Jou «) ta ev Tw eharolupy}o oK[evy] 

[ ] 
Line 6. The words ev kunoet avrns are added above the line. Line 9. aro8wvat: so MS. for amodouvat, 

PAPYRUS CCCLXIII.—1st or 2nd cent. 

HE petition which follows is addressed to one of the officials of the division of 

Themistus (probably the BacwuKds ypappareds, since the strategus would have been 

described as of Themistus and Polemon) by two priests of the temple of Socnopaeus in 

the village of Pelusium. The loss of the left-hand portion of the papyrus makes the 

details of the petition obscure; but it appears to be a complaint of the loss of four 

creatures of the female sex,—whether women, camels, donkeys, or other animals must 

remain doubtful. There is nothing to show its date, but the writing appears to be of 
the end of the first or beginning of the second century. 

Ap]o* @cuigrov pepe? 
[mapa ... .Jews Qpov kar Aprayafov LataBovros tay Slow] 

ep? 

[vepewy Lolxvorratov Tov ovros ev Kapn IIyndovow 

|r veounvia tov ovtos pyr[os] Mecopyn 

5 ] Onr\evwy Teroapav ovtTwy mpos Tw 

Jpeo . . Tov tepov pua e€ avrwy dfeluey 

].. . do atouxper ev Kkataxwpirpw yeveo® 

]. es To pevey nwew Tov Noyor eay TL 

lev [elpyou iv wlpjev vio [colv evep? 

10 Jas er... . ws L.. ov odfplve apt 

Line 1. Pelusium, to which the petitioners belonged, was in Line 3. vep?: added above the line. 

the division of Themistus (cf Berl. Pap. 84 verso, ll. 2, 3), but Line 10. The lines which follow are separated by a space 

it must be admitted that it is not easy to reconcile parts of this from those which precede, and contain descriptions of persons 
reading with the remains visible. who may be the 6y\ea: réooapes to whom the petition relates. 
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jb Kato[apos 

Line 13 evidently contains the date 

PAPYRUS CCCLVIII.—crre. a.p. 150. 

HIS is the petition of Stotoétis, a resident in Socnopaei Nesus in the Heracleid 
division, addressed to Demetrius, also named Harpocration, the strategus of the 

divisions of Themistus and Polemon, in the former of which dwelt the persons, Sotas 

and his son Ammonius, against whom the petitioner has a grievance. His meaning is 

obscured by the extreme complexity of his style, which is a marvel of ungrammatical 

participial phrases in varying cases; but it appears that Sotas and Ammonius, under 

pretext of an alleged order from Theon, the late strategus, had forced him with violence 

to transfer a bond of a sale and loan of the amount of 400 drachmas from the credit 

of his own sister to that of a daughter of Sotas. The exact meaning of this act is 
not clear. The petitioner had complained to the late prefect, Honoratus, who had told 

him to apply to the epistrategus, but up to the present time he had obtained no satis- 

faction. Now he had petitioned the new prefect, Munatius Felix, and his request to the 

strategus apparently is that he will grant a summons requiring the defendants to appear 

before the prefect’s court on the occasion of his next progress (Siahoyicpds 7 SiKatodocia) 

through the nome. : 
The date of the document is given by the mention of the prefects Honoratus and 

Munatius Felix. The former, Marcus Petronius Honoratus, who is conjecturally assigned 

to the reign of Marcus Aurelius in C.1.G. iii. p. 313, is shown by Berl. Pap. 265, Il. 12-15, 

to have been prefect in a.p. 148. Munatius Felix was evidently his immediate successor, 

and his term of office must have ended at latest by August, a.p. 154, when M. Sempronius 

Liberalis appears as prefect (Berl. Papp. 26, 372). There can be no doubt that he is the 

prefect Felix referred to by Justin (Afol. c. 29), and the approximate fixing of his date 

here serves to confirm the opinions of those who place the Afology after a.p. 150 (see a letter 

in the Academy, Feb. 1, 1896). His praenomen appears as Lucius in Berl. Pap. 448 (where 

read Aovkiw Movr[ario Pijdix. émdpyw| Atyvmrov), and it is possible that he may be the 
prefect Lucius mentioned in C.I.G. III. 4863, an inscription which is assigned to the reign of 

Antoninus Pius. 

Two strategi of the linked divisions of Themistus and Polemon are also mentioned. 

One of them, Demetrius, who also has the Egyptian name of Harpocration, is of the date 
of the document itself, and may therefore be described as cere. a.p. 150. The other, 

Theon, is of earlier date, and was evidently contemporary with the prefect Honoratus. He 

appears also as strategus of these divisions in Berl. Papp. 490, 491, which are undated, but 

may now be assigned to czrc. A.D. 148. 
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Anpntpe tw [al] Aproxpation otparnyw Apot @ewiorov Kat Tohfep]ovos peplowy 

Tapa Srorontios [ro]u Srorontios ato Kkopn Leyvoraiov vywou tys Hpaxhedov pepioos 

tov Apowoeurov [vo]uov eyovros pov mpos Swrav @cwvos Kat Tov rovr[ov] voy Auwyoy 

ovTas amo THs pNTpoTOEWS KaTayewopevoy ev emo[t]x{e]w [A]pecou [Ae]yopevov ovti Tepr Ko 

5 pnv Hpakdevav ths @eusorov pepid[ol]s Towns Kar Bias avrexopever [melpr ns erounoay 

To por Bias cuvepyovvtwv ahdndows cuptrapahaBovTas avrots Hpakdeudyv UTNpEeTHv 

ws €€ evKehevoews Bewvos oTparnynoavtos THs avTns mepiOos PEXpL OV EV TaypaTL YE 
vomevor emiyeipnua Kax[olupyorarov Siarpagacba evavaveaca je peta vBpewy 
kat Tyyov eySoobar ypappara yxerpoypapov mpacews [Kar v}roOnkns ” S[av]eov Spalxpoly 

10 Tetpaxooiwy e€ ovoparos tys adeddyns pov py auvOlenel[n]s avrns adda Kau atrovons ets 

ovopa TyS Ovyatpos Swrov Larupiawys nvixatopiny Katappovyoartes THS TEP TOV a 
Todacpov diabecews avOadws avactpadervtav K[al. ws ev epyuia xpyoapevwr 

olopevwv Tpoxwpew avtos tla avopa Kat adika Tw Kar pn eLwdiacpov oTaTH 
pov py ‘yeyovevar wept wv py Katylalvyacas wept TovTwy evervy[ov Tw] nyEeLo 

15 vevoavt. Ovapat[w] os eveypawe por evruyfe]w KparicTw Tw emotpar[nynloavre 

kau pexp tov Sevpo mepas ovderw emereOn Tw mpaypar. Kar Tovde tpayparos Se8[o] 

pevov 7S Tov hapmpotatov 1[yeluovos Movvatiov Pydixos Siayvwrews afiov 

rou7[. . .] . of[.] 5: umnperov peradoOyvar exaTepw avTwv w eidwor Taperopevous 
avTous emt TO vepwraroy Tov nyeuovos Bnua omov eay Tov Tov vomou Siaroyir 

20 pov [yn] Sixarodocray mowlon] apKovpevov pov tnde Ty SiagTope pevovTos (LOU TOU 

hoyouv wept wy exw tpols avtolus eva[tjrrwy Sikawv TavTwv 

Line 2. amo kopyn Seyvorraov: for amo kwpns Soxvoratov. ‘expenditure,’ but the exact meaning of the passage is not 

Line 3. Avwrov: or Appmoy, in either case mis-written for clear. 
Appoviov. Line 15. Ovapatw: so MS. for Ovwpara. 

Line 4. Aeyopevov: for Aeyopeva. Line 19. roy rov vopou Siadoycopov: this points to a periodical 

Line I1. karappovnoavres tys mept tov amodacpov Stabecews: inspection of each nome by the prefect. 
the reference is obscure. Line 20. Stacroue: it is not clear what word is intended, but 

Line 13. eéwdtacuov: for efodiacpoy, in the sense of some word with a meaning like d:a@écet seems to be required. 

PAPYRUS CXCVIII.—a.p. 169-177. 

HIS is the only example among the British Museum papyri of a petition addressed 
to the ducasoddrys, the supreme judicial officer in Roman Egypt. It is considerably 

mutilated, but the general purport of it is clear. It is a petition by a resident in the village 

of Karanis (whose name is lost), asking for the restitution of the share due to him of the 
property of his father, Prodicus Gaius, who had died while the petitioner was a minor. The 

mother had then taken as her second husband a soldier named Longinus, and they had 
apparently retained the property which should have descended to the son of her first 

marriage. 

The date is given by lines 6 and 7, which describe the soldier Longinus as having 

‘recently’ received his discharge in the — year of Aurelius Antoninus Caesar. The exact 

number of the year is lost, but since neither Verus nor Commodus is mentioned it must fall 
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within the period of the sole rule of Marcus Aurelius, which lasted from about January 
A.D. 169 to January 177. 

por tov Kplalroter Sixafodorye] 
(TRO Gite ng pee gre rar ees Js azo Kwpns Kapamdos z[ns Hpaxhedov] 
[wepidos Tov Apovwvottolv vopov IIpodixov Tavov II . Sree ] 

. .] Tov II podixov Mapuov vie. . ov rai. . .] 
5 . . jpurias kuple cuvekyoev Aoyyeu[wr] 

. oTpatlwrn tev evayxos amohvbevtav [rw] 
. eves Avp|ydtov Avtwveivou Katcapos rov xupiov [. . .| 

. kjarnOev avtw evOa Se erayopern 
. ady)Aucos ovros twavta ta Katahepberta 

10 .. Clwa ev ois kat av8pamodSa Kar ypuoous Koo 
[ee ay sows Ss apyvlpovytos Kau evdoper[ijav ovy oduynv 

. aluryns evOade ras [. .] vyOopevos pera 7. .] 

. .] tov Aoyfyewoly af.] . vay ovra Siadepo 
. thoorvyxave 

15 . jreBacar nv 

PAPYRUS CCCXLII.—a.p. 185. 

HIS rather curious and interesting petition is addressed 7@ émt rémav Siaxepéevw éxatov- 
rapxw (see note on 1. 1), a class of officials to whom there are several petitions among 

the Berlin papyri. It is, in effect, a complaint of the oppressive conduct of one of the 

mpecBvrepo. of the village of Socnopaei Nesus. The petitioner, Pabous, an inhabitant of 

that village, states that the elder in question, Sempronius, had come with other persons to 
his house, and had said that they had caught two relatives of his engaged in some wrong- 

doing; but the offenders having escaped, they declared that he (Pabous) ought to produce 
them, and proceeded to threaten and insult him. Pabous (who writes on the very day of 

the outrage) adds that Sempronius is oppressive in the village, levying contributions on the 

inhabitants, and forcing them to help him in his hunting expeditions. Ultimately he had 

been pacified by a bribe. Pabous therefore begs the centurion to summon the elder and 
his friends before him. 

The petition is dated in Pauni of the twenty-fifth year, which is almost certainly that 

of Commodus. The only alternative is Caracalla (=a.p. 216-7), and the handwriting is in 

favour of the earlier date. 

TW €TL TOTWY StaKepevo t 

mapa IlaBovtos roroytews amo 

K@LNS DoKvotraov Nyoov onpepov 

Line 1. The character at the end of the line resembles that it is the symbol for éxardvrapyos. C/. Berl. Pap. 522, which 

a rough 4, open at the top, or a large 8 with a horizontal line is addressed 1@ emi trav tino p (ae. ExarovTapx@). 
drawn through the middle of it; but there can be little doubt 
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ntis ext Kl’ ennOav Leumpw 
5 wos mpeoButepos THS KapNS Kat ot 

ovy avTw Kat adoyov andiay cvveoTyn 
cavto mpopact Tov KaTeExeW ETL 
Tdoous Tovs auvyevers pou Exvow 
k, Amvyyw Kat exhoBnfertes ada 

10 pews eyevovto outro. de emn\Oay 7H 
[ov]xua pov Kar vBpiv poe erounoay 
[ev}rovres o7s Seu oe TapacTyoat avTous 

Aeylovres ort xalr} Soper z[us elora 
o Kapmilopevos ge core Se avaidns 

15 €& TH Kwpn Kal Tap exacTa hoyelas 
Toverat Kat epyodae. Tovs amo TS 
KOPNS Kal TeLpwVvas KUVNYnT AL 

voTEpov apyupiabes amehuoev avTous 
ofev emdidapr Kar afiw axOn 

20 vat avrous emt oe SievTvxXe 

L xe’ Hav xb 

Line 7. emimdoovs: it is not clear in what the offence one would rather expect rod éAovs. 
consisted. It would be possible to read emt edoovs (z.¢. €Aovs), Line 9. expoBnOevres: sc. Ecusis and Apunchis. 

in which case some form of trespass would be implied. But Line 14. eore de avatdys: sc. Sempronius. 

PAPYRUS CLXXVI.—a.p. 225. 

HIS papyrus is so badly mutilated that it is impossible to gather its purport; but it 

is addressed to a strategus, and appears to be of the nature of a petition rather than 

a census- or tax-return. A reproduction of it is given in the Atlas of Facsimiles as a specimen 
of third-century handwriting, and the text is therefore included here. Otherwise its mutilated 

condition deprives it of interest. A considerable portion is wanting on the right-hand side 
(ff. ll. 1, 22, 23), and much of the rest is mutilated. 

[Avpy]\tw Adve [o]rparnye Apo Hpakdedov pepidos] 

[wapa] Avpydvov Aov«p[ytiov .. . 
+ + Jjynov yeousyol[wyros . . . 

. Ts] mpoxuler|ns kop[ys.. . 

5 «+. -Joonpar as eyepias toa [. . . 
Le eJouriKer pos sane lees 

oe & alam aso) Tey soa . 

ee ec ee < oo[ 

Line I. Aurelius Didymus occurs as strategus of the Heracleid office as early as A.D. 222-3. On the three-year system, 
division in Berl. Papp. 35 and 42, which show that he was in therefore, the present document belongs to his last year. 
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cee eek ee 
IO eavrov en, 

eum... [ 
uiep wy apolvlpwv ra [ 

ayoweva, ev tupov apta[Bas 

Mpos amep.€.. pr. [ 
yea wv eorepav emi 

15 povrids rou. . pe... [ 

Kat ews Tov Eko 

Hel NGO: kare Die aia ieee [ 

seat da Merrie gt 

poay Kata [ 

20 amarepyn ce. . [ 

sd ae dia tw . . [ 

L 8 avroxparopos [Kaicapos Mapxov Avpyiov] 

Leounpov AdeFar[Spov EvaeBouvs Evrvyovs] 

YeBaorov Molv|v [. .] 

PAPYRUS CLXXI 6.—3rd cent. 

HIS document takes us outside the limits of the Faytim. It is addressed to Aurelius 

Rhesus, strategus of the Heracleopolite nome, and is a petition from the widow of a 

Roman soldier, asking that the will of her late husband may be opened in his presence, 
‘according to the custom, The custom is that relating to Roman wills, which (in the form 

prescribed by the praetorian Edict) must be made in the presence of seven witnesses, who 

sealed up the roll containing it (fA Smith, Dict. of Ant., art. ‘Testamentum’). 
The process is described in detail in Berl. Pap. 361. There the testator, being (as is 

expressly stated) a Roman, having made his will, put it into the hands of a kinsman, instructing 

him after his death to apply for it to be opened (apoxopioa kal d&i@oar MverAa). Accordingly 

on the death of the testator the kinsman took the will to the ofpayiorai (the witnesses who 
had sealed it) and asked them to open it. They, however, refused, tows Kodvdpevor bd two, 

and he thereupon appeals to the strategus to compel them to do so, and the case is argued 

in court before him. Cf also Berl. Pap. 448, where the petitioner, a veteran named 

Sempronius Serenus, applies to the prefect to compel the strategus to open the will of the 

petitioner's father. 

The date is mutilated, but enough remains to show that it is in the second year of 

two or more emperors ruling conjointly, while the occurrence of the name Aurelius points 
to its being in the third century. The possible dates are thus a.D. 217-8, 244-5, 252-3, 

and 254-5, and the handwriting, which somewhat resembles that of Pap. CCXIV, is in 
favour of one of the three latter dates. 
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[Av]pniuw Pyow orparnyw 

Hpax)eorro* 

[Ila]oa Avrwvias Neweotddns 

Ovyatpos Kpoviwvos 

5 overpavov tav evre{y jos 

amrohedupevr -yelovy jou 

ons ev kopn Perl. .Jou 

K@iTOV Ywpis Kupiov x[pn}’ TE 

Kvov diac 

10 Eze o avyp pov Sepnriols 

oTpariwryns wy amilwr] 

eis THv voiavo.. &f.. .] 

. rae... oa [d] 
efero por SiaPyknv alvlrov 

15 exdpayopernv tovtov de vu 

euabov rerehevTnKEvar 

avayKaiws TauTnV emupe 

povoa afi AvOnvar emi cov 

kata To fos mpos To Suva 

20 cba yravar To evyeypap 
pevov Bovrlna 

[L] B avz[oxparop|ov Kaioa[par] 

Line 5. overpavov tov evreyiws amohedvpevov: cf. Berl. Pap. 1. 15, 131, 1. 5; usually xara ra ‘Popaiwy @6n is added after 

326, overpavos evripws drrodvéeis. xpnuati{ovca. A Roman widow with children required no kuptos 
Line 8. xpn": xpnpatifovca. For the phrase cf Berl. Papp. 96, The words rexvwy dixato have been added later. 

6. Sales and leases. 

PAPYRUS CCLXII.—a.p. 11. 

HE papyri containing petitions may be reckoned as partly public and partly private 
in character. Those which follow are definitely private; and among them the first 

place is given to those relating to property. The first section is that which consists of sales 

and leases; and these will not, as a rule, require much in the way of comment or ex- 

planation. 
The papyrus which stands first, however, has a special value as being one of the very 

few bilingual documents, in which Greek and Demotic stand side by side at full length, 
instead of one being only an abstract or docket of the other. Its interest in this respect is, 
however, for the student of Demotic, and here we have only to do with the Greek text. 

The arrangement is as follows: first the deed in Demotic; then the date and an abstract in 
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Greek ; then the deed in Greek; and finally an abstract in Demotic. The Greek is written 
in lines which run the entire length of the papyrus, except for a narrow margin on the left 

and a wide margin on the right. 

The vendors are a prophet of the crocodile-god Suchus, named Chaeremon, and his 
wife Themsais ; and they sell to one Satabous a house and mpovyavov (whatever that may be), 

with some ground and appurtenances attached, in the village of Socnopaei Nesus. The price 
is not stated, but is said to have been paid. The date is in the forty-first year of Caesar 
(z.e. Augustus, who is always so described in the dates of his regnal years). 

The papyrus is much damaged by worm-holes and ‘rubbing. 

Erous evos kat tTeaoepakootov Katoapos AOup terpads kat evkads avtvyp' ep. .+... - HEpl 
mpao Kav am out Kat mpornoroy Kar aOpi’ K, [rlom” Yurov Ka Tt” ovr trar[rwv] 

ev T) Loxvorra’ N7 AP Hpaxhe® pepe? as moeirar Xail?] 

Hpw[ov] p” @aci{fo]s tpodyrns SaraBour. Epiolypios pytp® SaraBovros ©... [Kar] 

9 Xatpnpovos yuvy Topoaus Xatpypovos pytp[os] vOevos ee 8 we ee 

Xaipnuev Hpwdov pytpos @[acr]ros mpodyrns Kae n yury Beuoas [X]apypovos pyz[pos] 

s opo[hoyou]vev Xapynov plely wempaxevar LaraBovr, Eproymp[cos] rys 
LaraBour. THv virapyovoap pol oLKLay Kat 

Tpovnaioy ex tov mpos Boppaly] ev ats Kat aOp[ioly Kar tov mpocovra Weitov z[o}rov 

[ex tov m]po® vorov pepous Kat Tov TuVKUpOYTwY TavTaV Ev THL LoKvoTratov Nyow 
Tns Hpaxdedov pepidos oowy mot eaTw 

5 PETPwY ETS TOLS OVTL Tact YyELTOVEs VoTOV TEpyLeTpov Kwpns Bopa Qpov Tov Qpov [orxr]a 

MuBos Kat amnduwrov pupa Balowd|icar Kar [awelyo thy cure xwpynpel|yynv Teyunv 

Tacayv eK mhypovs Tapaypnua 

Sia yerpos €€ ovKov Kar BeBarwow maon BeBawoe em. Tov amavta ypovoy Seucais 

S[e evdoxer] ryw mpacer Kar py emehevocobar Kafot. mpoyeypamtar Xaipnuwv o 

Tpoyeypappevos mpopyTys Kal a . , wwraplevo]s 
Lovxo” Geov peyadouv peyarov yeypada vmep drys Sia To py etdevar avTnv ypappata Kau 

ELL ETwY TeaTapaKorTa TpLwv [ovly pleTwuTH perw yury Se Deucais eTwv Teroapa- 

KOVTa aonpos 

Line 1. mpovnotov: the sixth letter is doubtful, both here and 
in l. 4, and was formerly read as €; but the reading zpovnotop, 
which is equally possible here, is established by Pap. CCCLV, 
where there is a mention of a mupyos kai mpovnotory, and where 
the reading is certain. It also occurs in the recently published 
Geneva Pap. 10, which is a lease of land otv mpovycig kal 

vnoi( oe); but the meaning of it remains obscure. 
an°: presumably =dzodéceas. 
court ; ovvkupdrror, Cf. |. 4. 
as moetrat: so apparently MS., but the first four letters are 

not quite certain. 
Line 3. umapxovoapz pot: this assimilation of v to w, which is 

well known in inscriptions, occurs also not unfrequently in 

papyri of the third century, B.c., but its appearance here is 
a late instance of the practice. 

Line 4. mpos: the word has been mis-written in the first 
instance, and the s is added above the line. 

Line 5. ems: so MS. for em. 

Line 6. mpopyrns x.r.A.: a prophet of the god Suchus occurs 
in Berl. Pap. 149, and a priest of the same in B.M. Pap. 
CCXCIX. It is noticeable that in the last case the name of 
the priest is Herodes, and that of his grandfather Chaeremon, 
which suggests a descent from the Chaeremon, son of Herodes, 
mentioned here. 

Line 7. a’ras: so MS. 

II. A 
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PAPYRUS CCCLV.—rst cent. 

LTHOUGH so much of this document is lost as to make its purport doubtful, it seems 

to be worth inclusion, both as a companion to the facsimile plate, given in the Atlas 
as a specimen of early first-century writing, and as containing the rare and obscure word 

mpovyovov, for which see the preceding document (Pap. CCLXII). The mention of a zpodyrys 
in line 6 suggests that in both places the rpovijovov may have something to do with the temple. 
The document is connected with the sale by the prophet of certain Wudot td, and therefore 
stands in its present place, though the exact drift of it is uncertain. It appears rather to 

contain the settlement of a dispute about a sale than the deed of sale itself. 

. . .] KaBopiLopevov tovs Tempapevous vm avTov TomTous emt 

... 4] TE TOV TaTpos avTov Kat TwV Tpoyovwer amep Nv avT 

jj. .a..[. J vu emxpari tupyov Kat mpovnovoy Kat adrol[y] 
[ovvevpovtay talyrfwv . . .] evkado[v]ytos Neoryyn duos avfopilopevov 

5 ....jav..0 . J romwv ev y ewar tov tupyov Kat To Tpo 
[vpnowv...... ] werpa[yjevous vio tov mpodntov Tomous aap . . 

| ... Je tov of. . .] Kae vio roy tw rf... .JOvwr[. . Jv ev em 
.] evo. .] . to Tous mperBurepovs pun TO avto up 

Sia lavialece ] to[y] rexpapevor Ye[i\ov Torey 
i: ee. era Jo [rlouvs avrous wednvevar ouxovopias 

... sJapricOm vmep emBcBarwoews Wurwv ToTwv < > 

Line 3. mpovnotoy: should be mpovnotov. 

PAPYRUS CLIV.—a.p. 68. : 

ALE of a walled enclosure, measuring 153 cubits by 33 cubits, in the village of Karanis, 

by Heracleides son of Petheus, with the sanction of his mother Isidora, to Philemon 

son of Ptolemaeus, for the sum of 200 drachmas. A good example of a deed of sale, 
expressed in the fullest form, with the subscriptions of the parties and record of its enrolment 

in the public office at Karanis. Dated in the fourteenth year of Nero, and written in 
a single column on a broad sheet of papyrus. 

Alvr'] Hpa* ws Le amo®?...... we tas Iodealpa J... Kh Budyp? ws LAL 

Erovs tecoaperkaidexatov Nleplwvos Kdav]diov Katcapos YeBacrov Teppavixov 
auToKpatopos pnvos TuBu evades — ev Kapavids rns 

Line 1. This line stands apart by itself, as a summary or heading. 
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Hpaxdedov pepidos tov Apowfoe}rov vopolv oporoyles Hpakdredys Teews tov 

Hpakhedov ws erwy evkooi ov* moder apiorepwr Pidyporr 

TI7ohepatov ws erwyv tpiaxor{ra] entra [ov pelrwra. perwr Tempakevat avtwr Pidy- 

pow Kata THvde THY Opohoytay amo Ts 
everTwonsS nuepas emt tov [alravta [ypovlov amo tns uTapxovons avrat ev Kapavids 

fepous Totrous tepite T]iyiople|vous eu]Badixorls] mnyxeus mevTakoo.ovs wy peTpa VoTOV 

extov hiBos cus] amyiarnv mnxleis] TplakovTa Tpeis mXEL TEAELW VALKW TEKTOVLKWL K) TO 

wv yletloves vorov pupn. Baordixnt Boppa tov Hpakdedov x Tw adehdaly] erepa 

mrarous Tyxa[v] tLpiwly [els nv arfouléeu O Pynpwv Ovpas Kx, Pupidas [Su y]s evrodevor 

vo[tov] x, Boppa amy[dwwroly Macoxvorawv zf[olv Apmanowos toro. Kau amexe Tov 

Tv [oluvKexopnuerny Tyumvy eK mANpous apyuptov Spax[pa]s Stakoovas Tapaypyya dia 

woew Tov omoroyorlyra Hpax]red[n|y [kK rolus map avrov tw. Pilnuow Kk, Tos Tap 

Traon. BeBawoe. em. [Tov alravra xpovoy Kk, [u]n vrepuToKeperny nde mpoeEnddoTpiw- 

pr[s]ev eurowovperfoly alv]rys pylde pepovs pnde trav e€ avrwy tpoTw pydevr pnde 

ToUvs Tap avrov Kvuptevovtals avrwv] K, evoodevovtas x) eLodevovTas Kk) KaTaoTwVTES Ky 

k, e€addorp’ avt’ Kk) xpopevous avt™ ws eav apt eay Se pn BeBaror o Hp* 

Snpoow To wor kK pndev nol] mapovea 6 n Tov Hpat pytynp Iowdepa Avovvovas L pa 

Hpakdevtos Iefews tov Hpakdevrov Opodroyw Tlerpaxevar Purrypow. rokeuauov Kara 

Eveotwons nuepas Em tov amavta xpovov Amo tys vmapyovon por Ev Kapavids 

5 
TATPLKNS avryNs EK TOV Pos VoTOY 

ets] Boppa myyeus Sexamrevre 

CUVKUpOYTA TavTa 

avdyt uBos evrodos Kar e€od0s Kown 

ky, e€odevor dveyBaddrovoa evs 

Io 

opohoyovrta Hpakdednv mapa tov Pidynp? 

xetpos €€ [olixov x BeBau 

avTov THY TeTpanevny KaDws mpoKEiTaL avdyV 

pevnv dia pndevos apyerov kj 

Kw\vovta Pilynpova pode 

15 
avoiko® kK, Xpopevovs avToLs ws Eay aipwrTat 

K) umorv? 

Ka) yp amoticat® ta Baby K) avy K) emuTyuL™ < ywdtas K) T° 

kK... . pera p tov Hpat evdoxe va? Hpakhas ws L wl’ py Sef. . 

Tyvde THY Opodoytay Amo Ts 

TaTpiyyns avhys €k TOV TPO VOTOU 

20 

Line 6. euBadcxous myxers: 2.@. square cubits. For éuBadikds 

Hepouvs Twrovs TeTeTLyLTpEvovs EvBartikovs mxXis TEevTakog.ovs wy peTpa em. Poppa 

mnxis SeKamrEVvTE EKTOV 

Line 16. eav... BeBator: so MS. ka) ypt; kabas yéypanrat 
(not in Liddell and Scott) in this sense, cf Didymus a. Hultsch, 
Metr. Script. Rell. 189. 12, 196. 4. 

Line 7. reXew vAckw Texrovixot: the expression is odd, and 
does not seem to occur elsewhere. 

Line 8. pupnt Bactdexne: the erroneous addition of « ascript to 
nominatives and verbs is rather characteristic of relatively 

early MSS., of the first century or earlier. 
Line 15. xaragwwvres: so MS. by error. 

(suggested by Gradenwitz). 

Line 17. kat pydev 70%: = kal pydey jooov ra Suapodroynueva 
kupta etvat. Cf. (e. g.) Berl. Pap. 350, 1. 17. 

mapovoa: the rest of this line is written in an extremely 
cursive style. 

un®: tmoypadet, or tmoypagers. 

Line 18. @iAypou: the name is so badly written as rather to 
resemble S:Anviat, 

Aa 2 
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ArBos ets amnwwr- myXIs TplaKkovTa Tpis Te\Lw FeviKW TEKTHVIKW Kal TA TUVKUPwHTA 

TAVTA "YLTWVES VOTOU 

pupn Baciiixn Boppa epavrov Hpaxherov Kat Twv adedpov avdn diBos Evoodos Kat 

E€oros Kun marto.$ 

myxov tpfov] Es] nv avvé. o Piqpov Ovpay Kar Ovpiros 8 ns Eforevon kat 

Egorevln SexBadrr\overa 

Ets votov kat Boppa amndol™] Tacoxvotawv tov Apmanows Twrwy Kat amexo THY 

TUVKEXUPHMEVHY TYLNV EK TANpOYS 

25 alpy]lupsov Sp[ay]uas Siaxocras Sia yxupos e€ veov Kat BeBawwor taon BeBatwoer em 

tov Amavta xpovov evdoyt TE N pNTEP 

[Iow]wpa [Avovvo}ias pera Kvpiov epavrov Hpakhetov ka, mpoke— eypaY umep avTwy 

Kopa€ Azro\\wriov Sia To py eLd* 
[ypappara | Dirypor Irodewaov nyopaxa Kabws mpokvrar erous LS Nepwvos 

[KAavdiov Katoapos SeBactov Teppavixov] avroxparopos pnvos TuBt exxads avayeypamrar 

dua tov ev Kapands ypadiov 

Line 21. gexxkw: so MS. The subscription of Heracleides is the date in a clerk’s cursive hand. 
full of blunders. Line 28. Tu ead: these words have been inserted 

Line 26. da ro: the r is mis-written and the letters resemble subsequently, in a space left for the purpose, and are much 
Siapo or Stwpo, but the intention is clear. smudged. 

Line 27. The subscription of Philemon is in rough uncials, 

PAPYRUS CXL.—a.p. 69-79. 

ALE of a plot of land by Mysthes to Tesenuphis, apparently for 124 drachmas. The 
papyrus is considerably mutilated, and the name of the locality is lost, but it was in 

the division of Heracleides. The date is in the reign of Vespasian, but the number of the 
year is lost. The latter part of the papyrus, which is very defective, contains the guarantee 
of the vendor to the purchaser against disturbance. The writing is a good example of a small, 

neat hand, well formed but cursive. 

[Erovs ..... .]rov avroxpatopos Katoapos Oveoraciavov Y<Bacrov pyvos 
Lee eee ee ee] Hparderdou pepidos tov Apowoerrov vopov Opodoyer 
[MucOns ..... .juos ws Lv daxos pyar SeStar Texevouder 
[Eptews ovdye Saxrvd lau pixpar yelpos apiorepas pera KUpLov Tov EavTNS vLOv 

Big tacaracis . ovdye SaxTlvox puxpale] yerpos apiorepas T[e}rpaxevar avrye 
[Texevouder a}ro Tov vuy em. Tov amavTa Xpovoyv To vTapxov avTat 

... +. Hpakdedolu pepidos tpirov pepos Wehov romov avorkodoun 

[evros ov yeroves volrov Tov amodopevov Mua bov kat Tov adehpwr ouKia 
[Boppa tav avrwly oxia Kar emi Te pepos KoWwnL Evcodos Kat e€odos 

10 [NBos........] Teoerfoludios tov Ep[iew]s ovxifa] cas Srozvoy7[. . «| 

Dee ee ee ee KL amrexjew Tov ofporoylovvra [Mlvcbav wapta] 7s 

Line 1. The amount of space available points to évSexdrov as the missing word, but it cannot be confidently relied on, since the 
initial e of érous is often written very large. 
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[Texevougios ryv tiny elk mrnpovs apyupiov Splay]uas Sexacé 
apyvp)ov Spaxpwv exaror [exloou reroapwr 

Ja Kat BleBawloei]y [oly opodoyolyvra 
15 [Muofav...... mac BelBawrn anfo..... 2... Aen ca:e og: Vee oe 

Prov avo toly .... eutploobey xplover] 

}rosediari Js euro 

iam aa ee a 
Teo levovdw plnde addov tap alurns kui 

20 Klar ovxod[opovoay Kat Jdoveray [ 
] Kat ypopedyyy 

Tov omodoyovpTa Muob[aly pyde z[ovs map avtov 

J pe StapproBa[r 
pov rapa cvvypadyl, 

25 mpolorremov [ 

Tevevov]gus kar Tou Kupiolv 

Lines 12, 13. Probably the 16 drachmas are an instalment paid at once, and the 124 drachmas the whole price. 

PAPYRUS CXLI.—a.p. 88. 

ALE of oliveyards in Karanis and Psenarpsenesis by Didymus, also named Diodorus, 

and Diodora his wife, to Miccalus son of Ptolemaeus; dated at Ptolemais Euergetis 

in the seventh year of Domitian. The oliveyards consist of 123 arouras in all, and are 

held & xarouuxy ré€e, z.e. with the privileges attaching to the position of a xdrouos. The 
lower part of the deed is lost, but apparently the whole of the substance of it has been 
preserved. 

The special value of this papyrus is, however, palaeographical. It is written on a long, 
and probably narrow, strip of papyrus, measuring (when perfect) about 2 ft. 6 in. in length, 
of which about 8 inches are lost from the left-hand end; and the character is a careful, well- 

formed uncial hand. Pauses in the sense are often indicated by blank spaces between the 
words. Some of the forms, especially those of a and v, resemble those of cursive MSS. 

rather than the more formal literary hand; but on the whole this manuscript shows a 

greater approximation to the later vellum uncials than almost anything that has yet been 

found in papyri. The letters are of a larger size than those of any literary MS. of the 
Roman period, except perhaps the large papyrus of the Iliad in the Bodleian Library at 
Oxford. The fact that it is precisely dated adds greatly to its value. 

evaTne 

ee. pankov pnvos Sorr[pr’] 0 Mavi evalr}ye Ev Trodepade Evepyer{i]o. rov Apowovrov 

vopov Opodoyovar Avdvpos o Kat Atodwpos Axkovatkaov tov Kat Sapamiwvos tou 
Aptepidwpou 

Line 1. This line is written in a very cursive hand at the top _ the length of papyrus missing to the left of the part preserved to 
of the papyrus. The writing before the symbol L may be merely be about eight inches, exclusive of margin, containing about 
a flourish. fifty-three letters. 

Line 2. The space required for the title of the emperor shows 
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. tplocwros evOupw ovryt avrixvnpuor Sew. Kat y tovtov yuvn» Avodwpa Hpakdevdov 

tov kat ApaBwwvos ws eTwy TplakovTa emTa pean pehiypws PaKpOTPOTWTTOS evOupwy 

. .] Trodkepavov tov Kat efews mpeoButepov Tov Ilefews ws eTwy TpiakovTa emTa PET 

Pedtypwr paKpotporwrar evdvpu. ovdyt peTwTH PET WL UTTO TPLXA O HEV Adupos” 

5 eo | eyyovois Q@vUTOU Kat TOLS Tap -AVT WV cls peremuypadnv amTro TNS TPOYEeypappevyns 

HPEPaAs €7t TOV ATAVTA XpPovov HLov PEepos TOU VTAPXOVTOS AUTwW PNT PLKOU HnpLaoous 

Hep? 
... Jrov Muxxadov [k]a[e] rov a8ehfov avrov Iefea ehatwrar ev Katoucicne Tagen Tepe 

pev Kapanda [nls Hpaxdedov pepidos apovpwy evvea npirovs TeTapTou 
eee ee tlo veodu[rov mepi] Se Wevlappernow z[ys] avrns pepidos apovpwv tpiwvy 

Hpakovdts Aeyopevwr [rlwv emt To avto apoupwy Sexadvo nusrous TeTapTov n cowry 
[av @M@OW .. se. ] Key [ Soa e Ne Ha ] o Avdu[po |s THE eveot[ wont] NEPA TWL TPOYEyYpappevat 

[rolu Muxkadov adehpat Tlefer axodovOws Tats Els avTOY OLKOVOpLALS ETL TOLS OVOL TWY 

Ree WR Sy Jov of... ...] wae ed[. . Jerexpa...xavex{..J...70v.... KaL yp... 
Cs bw: [, gh at a fa aay Ae Bae hs Rela Inceol, sperraietcs Jous TAC TO bu OND 2a 505! Be 

DO” 6. wig ds ae ee 68 OU bra 38 anh eo ee -Ghe Ds + [owe ars:s ee eee es eee 

Line 3. evéipw: that this, and not edévppis is the nominative Line 7. Yevapernow: a plain (rediov) belonging to the village 
appears also from Berl. Pap. 177, 1. 2. of Karanis. Oliveyards in it (also held ev xarotxtkg rage) are 

ApaBiwvos: or perhaps ApBtwvos. mentioned in Berl. Papp. 282, 291. 

PAPYRUS CLXIII.—a.p. 88. 

pea by Sambas and Neon, Persians rs émvyovyns, to lease a vineyard of 4% 
arouras in Karanis from three brothers, Chaeremon, Orion, and Socrates. The greater 

part of the papyrus is taken up with stipulations as to the division alike of the labour and 
expense and of the proceeds between the lessors and the lessees. The papyrus is mutilated, 
so that some of the details are lost; but the general result appears to be that the lessees 

undertake all the work of cultivation, including irrigation, and pay to the lessors two-thirds 
of the produce. 

This document and the next are dated in the same year as that which has just been 

given. They are in cursive hands, and the three form a striking illustration of the differences 

which can exist in contemporary writings. 

The form of a proposal, with the formula BovdAopar (or Bovddpefa) prcbdcacba rapa 

gov (or wap’ vpev), is that in which leases normally stand; unlike sales, which are in the 
third person, with the formula épuodoyet terpaxévar. 

Xaipnpov kat Apwwv kat Ywoxparye tors] 

Xatpynpovos 

Tlapa SapBa Kar Newvos apdorlepwv ... 

wvos tov Svo Tepawy trys emi[yovns] 

5 addneyyvov evs extiaw Bovlrolud da pio] 
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Owoacba rap vuwv efs ern... .Ja Kat [unvas] 
Tpels aro Tov ELaLovTos oydoou ETovs avTo[Kparopos| 
Kavoapos Aopitiavov YeBa Tepwavixov [roly v 
TapxovTa vpew wept Kapavida aplired|w 
va ev expoptois apovpay tecoapwv nui[co|[s] 
 OTwY cay wor ev pia ohpayid[e e}me TpiTw 
Pepe nme ToLs TeEpL Tov SapBaly k|a0a[pav azo] 

Sypociwy tavtwy kale] wavro[s ex]Sou[s kar v] 
Pew Tos TEept Tov Xaipnuova Se [....... 8] 

Hupov pepov Tavtwv tev e[yvyvopevor] 
Kat eros apmed[i]ewv [klapro[v] cae [... 2%. 
kat ovkwov Kat adplo|diorljov ravraly nuwvr] 

Tov Tept SapBav emutedovvtwr ta kal Onkov] 

Ta apme\iKa Kar edadika epya tavz[a Kat] 
Tovs Ka@nKovtas Toticpous Kat Try[v] ap 

Tehov Tounv mernv Kar Ocxarayv pr[t alkplo] 
TOMMY Kal THY ovoaY Kahaplay avaw 
copwev Kat eros fkacTov .... Toy apne] 

ova tye Ka[Alapoupyfa ... 
€av KaT eTOS aTwpvy[... . 

av Ka ovk e€eorau nplew.... 
ev ToL apTeda edladn.... 
por e pn pova KymlevTiKa .... 
Nowevows » a [eo wes 

Tpvyns Kat Tapaywyns Kav Samavys [..... 
OVT@Y Tpos Nas Tous Tep. Tov Lapl{ Bar] 

mys Se macys evs picOwy dSwow kal... 

pepne Kat oxao .... Tov aplel|dwval, . 
Ta okady Tos Svat Kat pera To pl. .Jvov af. . 

Line 11. ev pta oppaytde: ‘in one parcel.’ Line 15. pepov: an error of homoioteleuton for pepos. 

PAPYRUS CCLXXXVI.—a.p. 88. 

HIS is a proposal for a lease of an unusual kind. It is an offer from four fullers (yva¢eis), 

all of Persian extraction, addressed to the #yovpevor tepéwv (probably of Socnopaei Nesus), 

to lease from them for the current year the monopoly of the yvaduy (z.e. the laundry-work) 

of the villages of Neilopolis and Socnopaei Nesus. As the proposal is addressed to the 

representatives of the priests, either it relates only to the washing required for the priests 

(which is not, however, said) or the laundries were the monopoly of the priesthood. That 

it was a fairly lucrative employment appears from the amount of the rent offered, which is 
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240 drachmas, payable in ten monthly instalments. At the foot of the document, in a 

different hand, is what appears to be the acceptance by the priests of the proposal thus 

made. 
SaraBourt Sroroyntios Kat LaraB" 
E[wep[riovs . 2. ee ee Js nyovpeve 

upeloly Soxvorrarjar Jew. . « 
Tlapa Axovotkaov tov Mapwvos 

5 « H.... Tos tov Akovothaouv 

k, Iowwpov tov AKovathaov 

ae re tlov Kedadovos twv 

Teo[capwv] yvades Tepowr rs 
exvyovns [Blovioper Oa pucbw 

10 olaloOa [lap vpwr povoy ro ever 

q[o|s o[y]So[oluy eros avroxpatopos 

Katcapos Aopertiavov LeBaorouv 

Tepplavixoly tnv yvaducny 

Kol pov Ne|Aovmo\ews Kk) LoKvo 

15 matov [Nyolov popov tov waytos 
a[p}yvpifov Slpaxyas Staxocvas 

TeToapaKkovTa as K) Siaypa 
youev ev avadopais Sexa, Ko. 

ta plnva] To aut ovy eav pawn 

20 tale... .;noas emu Tous mpoxipevors] 

Lar[aBous Yroron|rios x, LataBovs Emeprious 
error ee 2. Myouplevor emixexwpynkapev [.. . 

PAPYRUS CCLXXXIX.—a.p. 91. 

ATIFICATION by Chares, son of Situs, of a sale of part of a house, with court 

and appurtenances, in Dionysias by his sisters and nieces to a woman named 

Tamystha; dated at Euhemeris, in the division of Themistus, in the tenth year of Domitian. 

Written in a very cursive hand, with autograph subscriptions by Chares and by Soterichus 

on behalf of Tamystha. 

Erous Sexatov avrox[paropos Kaicapos Aopitiavov| 

eB Teppavixov pnvos Havducov «KB Mexlep «|B 

ev Evnpepids 77 Ocuiorov pepidos Tov Apowvoeitov vo 

pov oporoyt Xapyns Surov ws erwv evxooi[. . . . ovdn] 

Line 3. Evnuepids: Euhemeris is not mentioned elsewhere in registered in the ypapeioy of Dionysias, another village in the 
the published papyri. It must have been a small place, since it same division. 
did not possess a ypageioy of its own, the present sale being 
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yovart Sefiw Tapvoba vewrepa ws erwv Tpiakovta Svo 
ovhy modu Se€iw py KUptov Tov cuvyevous Lwrypryov Tov 
MvoOov ws etwy Tpiakovta TevTEe OVAN PETOTWO LETw 
EVOOKE 1 TETONVTAL at TOV OfohoYOUVTOS opoTa 

Tploe kK, OMopyTpLoL adehpar Xapis kK, Irodfewla nx) To 
™s pern\raxuins avrov erepas adeddys [.]8po[. . .]o[. . Te] 
Kva, Sonpis kK) Epwrioyv dia tov Kkwpyns Avolvva jiados 

ypapeov mpact es THY Tapvobay pntpixoly] avtwv 
TETAPTOV MEPOUS OLKLAS K) aUANS Kk) TwY ovr[ Kup lorTaly] 

TaVvT@V ev TH avTy Kwon ALtovvotads emi puns 
Aevxiov heyowevyns Kk) py eteMevoecO, Tov opodo 

youvra Xapyv pnSe tous wap avrov enfe thyv [Tapv]o Mar] 
pyde em Tous Tap avrns wept Twy Kata THY [ev]SoKn 
cw TavTyv dia To exmremicO, avrov vro 7[ys] Tapvo 
Bas eay Se erehOn n pev edodos yn Evkd\ngLs akupos EoTH 

eTt kK) Tpocamoticatw ta Te BraBy K, S[amjavy[para wavjra & 
ma K, ws Lov ypews apyupiov Spaxpas Siakolor]as K) Els TO 
Sypocioyv Tas was K, pndev nooov Ta Siwpodroynuleva pe] 
vu Kupta umoyp) [7ys] Tapvobas Swrynpuyos o mployeypaypevos] 

Xapys Yurov opodroyw evdex[wv] y [ 
Siat 1 adedde pov Xapis kaw Trodep[la Kar ra] 

TS eTepas adehdyn pov... [ te] 
TeeuTy Kat Teva Lounpi[s kat Epwrvov 
Topvobas . . [ 

ouxea, [ 

‘i 
peTa TE THS TpoT . . Sias avdn Ky [Sia Tov ev Arovvor] 
adt ypadiov Kat ovk eeNevoopat Sia To exzre] 
micbar pe Kabws mpoxitar Taplvoda vewrepa] 

pera [kuptoly tov [ov|vylevous Swryptxov Tov] 
Mvobov yeywverpat n evdoKyors 
Kalas mpoxitar SwTnpyos eypaa Kat 
vrep Tns Tapvobas pe eduns yplay lua 
ta Ez[ous] dexatov avroxpatopos Kyoapos Ao[yuriavov LeBacrov] 

Teppavixov Meyip KB enayeyp) rns avrns 7° mp’ [. .].. [. . Jee 

Line 11. kwpns: trys is omitted by accident. Line 38. erous x.7.A.: the subscription of the clerk is in a small 
Line 24. A second hand begins here, but much of the and very cursive hand. The meaning of the last part of it is 

subscription of Chares is lost through damage to the papyrus. doubtful, 
Line 37. eduns: eidvins. 

Il. 
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PAPYRUS CCXVI.—a.D. 94. 

ROPOSAL for a sub-lease of a store-house (@ncavpds), containing a tower (mvpyos), 

courtyard, and five store-chambers (rojuweta), with all fittings, for one year. The 

proposal is addressed to the two tenants of a certain émotkoy in the village of Socnopaei 

Nesus, and the storehouse is stated to be a part of the ézotkvov. 

The furnishing and repairs to the store-house are assigned to the lessors, of new wheat. 

the cleaning and the care of the produce stored in it to the lessee. 

the use of a chamber, free of charge. 

The rent is 45 artabas 

The lessors also reserve 

The Greek of the document is full of mistakes and misspellings, and the writing is an 

example of the very cursive hands which are sometimes found even in the first century. 

Sroronts Amuyxews K) Lrotoynte Lrorontios 

mpeaButepov ros Svar pucOorar emouKtov 

Tlucaitos Soxvorratov Peov peyahov 

mapa Epuews Tov Eptews Twv aro Kwpyns 

5 oxvora: Nyoov tys Hpaxkdedov pepioos 

Tlepoov trys envyovns Bovdop) probocer 

Oar rap vuwv ad wy Kk) NMLs EXETAL EV pio 

Ooo. ev Tw eroikiw. Onoavpov emep 

yov OTEYVOV K) TeOupomevov EV WL 

10 Tupyos « avin K) Tapia] wevTe K) YoU 

Bact xk, aipous Kk) Tots Aourrors xpHnaTpL 

ols Tact Ep EViavTOY Eva amo THS EvET 

TwoNns nEpas popov Tov TavTos 

mupov veov Kaapov adodov apraBwy 

T5 TETOAPAKOVTA TEVTE PLETPWL TETAP 

tw. Oeov Yoxvorraov alvevOlvrwr 

kK) avuTooyay tys Se tov Onoavpov 

ETLOKEUNS 1 K) AVOLKOOOLLNS OVONS TPOS 

npas Tous ep Tov Xr[lorolytu ths Se Ko] 

20 vacews Kk, THPYLo|dws] eoayoperavr 
yernuatwy ovtwy mpos ene tov] Epica 

€TL Se Ky Trapefopar HPL TAapLoV EV TWL 

Onoavpwr avev evoikiov kK) mavro[s] Tehex 

Line 2. proOorar: prcdarais. 
Line 3. Iecarros. It appears from Pap. CCCXXXV, 1.9 (p. 191), 

that this éoixcoy was in the territory of the village of Heracleia, 
which was in the division of Themistus. It may be the same as 
the éroixiov Tuodee mentioned in Berl. Papp. 321, 322. In Berl. 

Pap. 277 a place of the same name is mentioned, apparently as 
in Socnopaei Nesus; but this may be due to the connexion of 
the place with the temple of Socnopaeus, as shown here and 
in Pap. CCCXXXV. 

Lines 10, 11. vov8aoe: the word appears new, and is probably 

Egyptian. opoi, with which it is coupled, are vessels for keeping 

corn in, and there can be no doubt that this @;cavpés was one of 
those used for storing corn, of which there is frequent mention 
in the receipts of the otroAdyo. Cf. ll. 20, 21, eoayopever 

yernpdtov. 
Line 15. perpwt reraprat Oeou Soxvoratov : the reading seems 

certain, but this adds yet another to the various standards of the 
artaba already known. Cf. Rainer Corp. Pap. XXXVIII, 1. 18, 
Lcrpe@ Exr@ Oeod THs kopuns, and pp. 257-9 below. 

Line 19. nas: evidently should be vyas. The mistake, 

strange as it may seem in legal documents, is quite a common 
one. Cf Il. 7, 22. 
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patos Tov de dopov amodacw ev pyre 
25 Katoapiou- tov evertwros tp[tloxsexa L 

Xopis aldov wv Exou EV TWL ETTOLKLWL 
asic Se a: 2 ee 
mapadsocba. tov O[yloravpov allo wao[ys] axa] 
Bapovas cvv tas efertaurais| POvparor K, KALee] 

30 ot emipawvan Tas pucOwoe[s] ere Tos mpox[emevors] 

Ep[uevs] E[prlews 

L wy avroxpatopos Kyoapos [Ao]utz[cav jou 
Teppavicov pnvos Tepplar]ceou > 

Line 24. amodacat: dodo. ‘And I undertake’ &c. 
Line 25. Katcapewt: = Mesoré = July-August. Line 33. Teppavececou: = Pachon = April-May. Cf Pap. 
Line 27, Only a few letters of this line remain partially CLXXIX. 

visible. The meaning contained in the latter part of it must be 

PAPYRUS CCXCIII.—a.p. 114. 

BOUT half the width of this papyrus is lost, so that some of the details of the 

transaction to which it relates are uncertain; but dated documents of the reign 
of Trajan are not very common at present, and the number of those of which facsimiles 
have been published is very small, so that it seems advisable to include it, even in its 

incomplete form. In contents it differs slightly from those which have hitherto been 
given, being not strictly a sale but a division of property. The property is apparently part 

of a courtyard in Dionysias, a village in the division of Themistus; and the parties are two 

women, who are apparently a mother and her married daughter. In form the deed is much 

like a sale or lease, containing a description of the property and penalties for non-observance 

of the contract. A similar deed of partition occurs in Rainer Corp. Pap. XI, though the 

formulas are not identical. 

Erovs emrax[at|Sexarov avroxparopos [Katoapos Nepova Tpatavov Y<Bacrov] 

Teppavixov Aakixov pnvos Kao[ap|euov KO Mecopn KO ev Atovvarad:] 

THs Ocurorov pepidos Tov Apawoeitov vosov opmolAoyovoer Barras Avovvorov ws €] 

TwV TplakovTa TevTE OVAN ViTEP arTLKYnuLw [... .. . kat Oeppwov..... ] 

5 duos ws erwv mevrnxovta [ol[hy yolvary apio[repw pera. Kuptov n pev Oairas Tov cv] 
yevous Amwwvos Tov Iowvos ws erov € n Se Gep] 

puov tov THs Ovyatpos avTys Oaioa avd[pos Lwra Tov Lapamimvos ws erov...... ] 

exta ovryn opr aphior[epa] SrerpyoOar alzro rns evertwons ymepas em Tov amavra] 
Xpovov THY vTapxovaay avTas ev Arovyg[sade av] 

10 Anv ad ys vrapye 7 pev Oawwa pelpy TevTe Kar TH Beppe] 

Line 2. Teppavtkov Aaxixov: the titles suit no emperor but Line 8. detpnoOa: for the form cf Berl. Pap. 234, ll. 6, 21, 
Trajan. Rainer Corp. Pap. XI, 1. 5. 

iE 2 
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pepos ev Kar ens memounvrat €€ [€]vdo[Kovrtwy Tyv| 

pev @eppov to emiBadhov avTy pepos [ 

ov petpa votoyv em. Boppa myyxes Teco 
TrynpwOn 1 Bepprov to emBahdov avtn [pEpos 

olay TyxLcpev THY de Bacay Kapl 
Bepyn mevte amo pepwr [e]€ ex [ 
EVOVTWY PETPOV Kk, TNXOLY 
Oupav evs thy ey Bos pupnv Bacrruxy[y To emt] 
Baddov avtn pepos ws mpoKitar Taw Ty[ 

kat Evins Ky KOTpLov KaL evpevery TLoLS TpOYEypapmevoLs 
Kk) exe exaotnyv thv wept. [. . .] emavelupno a pn] 

Sev rovtwy mapaBnvar tas ofodoyovoas [eav Se exatepa avTwy rapa] 
Bn atorecater n tapaBawovoa ty evplevovon ta Baby Kar Saravnpara] 

Sutha kK) emiTysov apyupiov Spaxpas daKxoovas Kat pndev nooov] 

Ta O[wwluoroynpeva pewvat als] mpolKerrar 
®aecas Avovvorov Kat Oepprov Hpl... +...» peta Kupiov y per] 

@aecas Tov cuvyevous Amiwr[os] tov Io[uwvos 7 de Oepprov Tov 7s bvyarpos] 

@aecaros avSpos Lwrat tov Laplamiwvos Sueipyvrar amo THs evertwons nHEpas] 

emt Tov atavTa xpovoy Tnv a | 
[. .] exacrny nplwly xabws mpoydypamrar 

Lepamatos emvyeypalulue trys [ 
Kabos mpol[kltau... 1... [ 

pw” Kyapeov «0 [alvayeyparrar Sia ypadewov Arovycra[dos] 

Lines 26-30. Written in a different hand, a rather cramped Lines 31, 32. In a shaky, irregular, uncial hand. 
and angular cursive. Line 33. The clerk’s subscription, in a small, rapid cursive. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXXXVIII.—a.p. 142. 

HIS is a proposal, addressed to an individual whose name is lost, and ‘the rest of the 

k\npovxou, for the lease of certain kitchen-garden land already sown by them, near 

the village of Cercesucha, for the current year. The conclusion of the document, giving 

the terms of the lease, is lost. It is entitled dvtiypadov dvadopiov. The usual meaning 

of dvadépuov in the papyri is ‘petition.’ Here it probably implies that the persons to whom 

the application is made were of higher position than the would-be tenants. 

Avtuypagov avadop[tlov lepevovdgu[. .] 

Snwa .. . conf 

Kau Tous dolt}rous Kdnp[olvyous y~ 

Tlapa An[. .Jovs tov Teorogetpents] 

5 Kat Tacox[volraiov tov Kepa twv Svo 

amo Kons Kap) [a]\\ndeyyver us exre 

ow Bovhopefa pcbwocacbar rap v 

Line 3. x~: 2.é. xaipew. Line 6. Kap): Kapavidos. 
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pov mplos] povoy To eveatos evvea 

kat Sexatov eTos Adpiavou Kauoap® 

10 Tov KUplov Tas EcTappEvas 

vp vay mepr Kepxecovya ev tolra 

Keol. Jas Neyoperw oowy eav wor [apolv 

pov tavrav haxaoomeppov [apra] 

Bas tpiaxovra [..... . ] petpw [e€a] 

15 Yxouverko q 

BeBawcer i 

expopior 
evdous Kat [ 

[ena a] eee | 
Line 13. Aaxavooreppov «.7.d.: this is evidently the rent, though the usual phrase éxopiov (cf Berl. Papp. 39, 227) is omitted. 

PAPYRUS CCCXIV.—a.p. 149. 

ROPOSAL for a sub-lease for a year of seven arouras of the public land of Socnopaei 
Nesus. The rent is to be paid in kind, at the rate of two artabas per aroura. The 

lessee gives an undertaking for the proper cultivation of the land, but stipulates that all 
charges shall be paid by the lessors. 

Lrorontt Kk) Tlaxvor apydd Atvyxews Tov 

LToTOHTEwsS 

Tlapa Hpa[kder]6ov Opiwvos tov x, Tazrerprov 

tov Hpa[xd]edov [amloyp, ex audod Barnoov Tepo® 
5 tys emvyovns Boviopar picbwocacbo Tap vey 

mpos polvoly To evertos TpioKEKaTOV ETOS 

Avtwvevov Kyrapos tou Kupiov ad wy Ky ves 

Tuyxaverar exe ev pioOwor Tapa TwY aro KwmNS 

Loxvorratov Nyoov Sypooias yys apovpas era 
ev pia od, mept Baxxiada 

IO  woas cay wor ev pia op, exdoptov Tw owy 
TOV TAVTOS acTEppEL TUpoV peTpw €&axoLrL* 
aptaBav Sexateroapwv xwpis wv kK) EmuTE 
eww Ta yewpyika epya mlavTja o7a KabynKer 

ex Tov Loifov] O7TELPwWY apovpas MEV TEVTE TUPw 

Line 10. ev pea op(aytds) wept Baxytada: written above the where, but may be conjectured to mean ‘ without deducting seed- 

line in the same hand. The words év md ofpayid: seem to be corn for the following year.’ The provision of seed-corn seems 
unnecessarily repeated. Bacchias is another village in the normally to have been left to the tenant; cf Berl. Pap. 39, and 

division of Heracleides, and its site has recently been discovered Rain. Corp. p.154. It might also mean ‘ without additional 
by Messrs. Hogarth and Grenfell at Kiim-el-Katl (Egypt Ex- payment on account of seed-corn advanced for the last sowing,’ 

ploration Fund Archaeological Report, 1895-6, p. 18); but itis since the landlord sometimes advanced the seed-corn to the 

at some distance from Socnopaei Nesus (Dimeh), and it is not tenant, and had it repaid, in addition to the rent, after harvest 

clear how land in Bacchias could have been part of the dnpooia (e.g. Rain. Corp. Pap. XXXV). 

yj of Socnopaei Nesus. Line 14. sdcov: restored in accordance with Rain. Corp. Pap. 

exopiov: not in the simple sense of ‘produce,’ but ‘produce XXXI, 1.23, XXXVIII. 1.16, XLV. 117. The 4 is so cursively 

paid as rent.’ Cf. note on preceding papyrus, l. 13. written as to be otherwise illegible. 

Line 11. aomepyer: the term does not seem to occur else- 
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15 «, Tas Nowras] aplovp]as dvo amo vorov avamay 

peor ye. .]ou ras S[e] tov expoprov mupov ap[raBas} 

Sexateroapes atrodocw yew eb alw Twv 

cOapwv Tpos EME OVTOS TOV OVHAATLKOU 

PopeTpov MEXpL Lepas TwY UTEP avTwY 

20 expopiwy TavTwy kK) Tavtos Eidos ovTwY 

Mpos vas Tous TEpt Tov Lrotontiw ceav par 

vynta. pic -yiroves Se Twy prcfovpevav 

apovpwy ema votou a exer ev pic TIrohdas 

SaraBovr[ros] Boppa Adew oeipopeva edadyn 

25 Bos wedvaxyn od0s amn* SuwpvE 

Hpaxdedns ws L he 6 odpur apa” 

L vy avroxpatopos Kaapos Terov Auwov 

Adpiavov Avrwviwvov YeBaorov EvoeBovs Pawdu xB 

Line 15. avamavpeot: it is quite uncertain what is meant Line 19. tepas: qu. yas? 
by this. If the following word is yéveot, it may mean a light Line 20. esdous: used frequently in the papyri as designation 

kind of crop, which would not exhaust the soil. Cf the doubtful of taxes. 
word in Pap. CXXXI, 1. 225. Line 22. pic: proOdcat, cf. the next pap. (CLXVIIJ), |. 14. 

Line 17. ef ado rwy eSapwyr : 7, e.as soon as the corn is threshed. Line 26. 6: ovA7. 

PAPYRUS CLXVIII.—a.p. 162. 

ROPOSAL for a lease of a vineyard, one aroura in extent, in the neighbourhood of 

Psenarpsenesis. The papyrus, which is written in a very rough hand, is: somewhat 

mutilated, and the amount of the rent is lost. 

Apteuts IItokeuarov pera [Kupiov tov ar] 

Spos Xaipynpov Iebews [ 

Tlapa Iererovyov Hpaxh[edouv Kar Amidos Ne] 

depalto|s Bovhopefa puc[Owocacbar rapa] 

5 gov es ern Tpia Kaptrous Tolv vrapyxorTos| 
cou tep. Vevapwernow d]aliwvos apovpas pias] 

G a em Kaproma emf 

amo tov evestwtos B L Alupydijo Avtawr[ivolv 
ky [Ov]npov tov kupiov L<Blaotlwov [ypor] 

10 ovolvy|rav ta KabyKor[rla epya 

alept] tovs Kabapiopovs oxadytov 

evav Kataxe ]dodra 

See So ee ] BeBarwors [nas azo Sypo 

cw tavtov ea{y] dar[ytlar pirdwoe 

Line 7. kaproua: the word does not occur elsewhere, but Line 11. oxadnrov: cf. Pap. CXXXI. 1. 457. 
kaprevys is found in C. 1. G. 355. Line 14. eay: written over xa which has been washed out. 
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15 emu Tous mpoxievors II7[od]ewaros Kao 

Topos eypatba vTEp TwY TpOoKWLevwV 

Tleresovyw x) Amiros pn evdodalv] 

ypaypara 

L B Avdynpio Avtwrf[ov] 

20 Kk, Ovnpov Twv Kupiav YeBactwv 

Dappovht ke 

Line 19. AvAnptw: so MS., Gi 1, 8. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXXV.—a.p. 166-7 or 198-9. 

HE lease which follows varies from the ordinary form of such documents in being 
a grant from the lessors instead of an application from the lessee. The lessors are 

the representatives of the priestly college of Socnopaei Nesus, the jyovpmevor mevradudias 

Loxvotaiou Feod peyddou peydhov, and the lease is of a mill belonging to the temple in the 

locality known as Pisais near the village of Heracleia. The occupancy is to be at a voluntary 

rent for five years, afterwards at a rent of 120 drachmas per annum, and a certain amount 

of produce of various kinds. The document, which is signed in rough uncials by two of 

the priests, is extraordinarily illiterate, and shows the humble status of priests of a small 

local sanctuary. It is dated in the seventh year trav kvpiwv avtoxpardpwv, who can only 
be Marcus and Verus or Severus and Caracalla; and the distance between them being only 

32 years, it is impossible, in the case of so illiterate a hand as this, to choose between them 
with certainty. 

Tlaxvous Qpov kat Lrotontis Yrotoyn 

Tews Kat LrotonTis Eprews kar Epuews 

Lrorontews Kat Lrotontis LroToyTews 

kat Stotontis Apmrayalov tav > yyouv 

5 pevov € dvdtas Yoxvorratov Oeov 

peyahov peyadtou Aupovadus Ta 

meiTos pudovikov xepev Bovdo 

peOa prvobololacbe oe To pupawy 

tov Beov ev emjoivov Iuoaitos mepe Ko 

10 Hpakdevay evs ern TevTE amo 

tov € S" ews wa S" Twv Kupiov 

Line 4. rov § nyoupevoy: it is odd that there should be six by five priests, who are described, not as jyovpevo, but as 

fryotpevor of a corporation divided into five @uAai. Moreover in mpeoBurepor iepeis mevrapudias. 

Pap. CCCLIII and Berl. Pap. 296 the corporation is represented Line 5. € @udas: mevradvdias. 
by five priests. Even in these, however, it is noticeable that Line 8. pupatwr : = pvdaor, cf. 1. 14. 

the five are not selected on the principle of taking one from Line 9. emotktov Iicarros : cf. note on Pap. CCXVI, 1. 3 (p. 186). 
each tribe. In Berl. Pap. 16 the corporation is also represented 
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avToKpatopwr em. Tw av ndoKeEs 

tlolv popov rns mevraerevas 
eis TO pudawy tov Oeov azro 1B S" 

15 amodwats exopiov ets To thyOos 
KaO eros apyupiov Spaxyas exaTov 

exxoot / < pk Kat Oaddov xouiKEeous 

evxoot kat oprifos Svo Spaxpas 

oxTw Kat woudia evkoor [S]woors 
20 ta Oarea amo 7 S" Tos yyoupe 

vols Kau peTa TOV xpovoy adewwar 

TO pvraey Kat KoTTopavKo[y] ws TpoKirar 

CTOTOHTIC CTOTOHTE[WIC EFPA 

YA KAOWC TIPOKEITAI CTOTOHTIC 

25 €EPIEWC EFPAYA KAOWC TIPOKIT 

Al 

LZ’ 

Line 12. em rw av ndoxes: apparently = ef’ 6 dy eddoxgs. Line 20. Oadea: presumably = daddovs above. Apparently 

Apparently for the first five years the tenant was to pay what- this is an exception to the general rule that the payments were 

ever he chose to the god, but from the twelfth year onwards he to begin in the twelfth year. 

was to pay a fixed rent. Line 22. korropaveov: the word (the last letter is conjectural) 

Line 17. OaddAou xourkeovs: qu. Oadrdovs Houtkniovs. is unknown, but the second half of it is presumably derived 

Line 19. woria: it is not clear what these are. from paive, while the first may be simply a misspelling of xompo-. 

PAPYRUS CCCL.—a.p. 212. 

HIS application for a lease is interesting, on account of its being addressed to the 
Bacituxds ypappareds of the division; from which it may be gathered that the land 

to which it refers was part of the yj Baotkuxy. The application is made by five residents 

in Socnopaei Nesus for a lease of 150 arouras of shore-land (aiyadtres yn) in the territory 

of that village, for a term of one year, at a rent of two artabas per aroura, except in the 

case of any part which may be untouched by the inundation or left flooded after it. Cf 
Rainer Corp. Pap. XXXII, which is a similar application for a lease of shore-land, similarly 
addressed to the BactdtKds ypappareds, at the same rent, but without the provisions against 
excessive or deficient supply of water. 

Movipw Tenetto Baor yp, Apot Hpa" pepidos 

Ilapa rotoyntews Aprrayafov Kat Taveppep 

pews Ilaxvoews kat Opov Ilakvoews kau Taku 

gews Opov kat Apovvews Ilaxvoews Twv ~€ aro 

5 Kaopns Yoxvorratou Nynoov BovropeOa picdw 

cacba. alo xleprou ayraditidos ys mepe THY 

Line 6. avyaderedos yns: in Berl. Pap. 234, 1. 9, there is a not enough evidence to show. A Bepemkidos aiyradds is men- 
mention of BaciArkod aly:adod dpovpat wévre in Karanis, but tioned repeatedly in Petrie Pap. II. xlii. Cf Strabo, XVII. 809, 
whether all such land (which presumably would be that last speaking of Lake Moeris, cal rovs aiytadovs d€ oriv dpay cordras 
reclaimed from the lake) was part of the royal domain, there is rois Oadarriots. 
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aurnv K[wlunv ev torw KapBaoniros heyo" 
apovupals] exarov TevTnkovTa mpos povov To 
eveoto[s kla S$ ex{plopov kar apovpay ava 

10 mupov alprjaBas dv0 yu~ [mlavrobev avyiadov 
edadn cay Se z[t]s aBpoxos y Kal vSaros ‘ye 
vyTaL TapadexOnoerar yuew To expoprov 
[w]pos erepov Se] Aoyov ovd[ey ahs mp[ax]Onooueba 

L ka’ avtoKpatopos Katrapos Mapkov Avpydtov 
15 [Z]eounpov Avrwrwvov TapOixov Meyorov Bperavyicov 

[Mleyeorov EvoeBous YeBalorlov Pa” \- 

Srorontis Apmayafouv Kat Opos Taxvoews erdedwxapev 

ws Tpokeitar Lrorontis eypapa Kat vrep Tou Qpov aypapparov 
TIANEDPEM[I]C TTAKYCEWC CYNETTIACAWKA AMOYNIC 

20 CYNETTIAEAWKA TIAKYCIC CYNETIIAEAWK[A] 

Line 10. yu: 2. é, yeroves (= yetroves), Lines 17-20. The subscriptions of Stotoétis and Horus are 
Line 11. edad: cf Rainer Corp. Pap. XXXII, 1.12, where written by the former in a sloping cursive hand; those of the 

the phrase alytadov édady recurs. three other lessees in rough uncials. 
Line 13. This line is a later insertion in the same hand. 

PAPYRUS CCLXXX.—a.p. 55. 

Wee following document may conveniently be appended to the leases, because, so far 

as its mutilations allow its character to be discerned, it is a notice of the surrender 

of a lease. The writer is apparently the lessee of an oliveyard belonging to the emperor 
near the village of Heracleia, and he gives notice to a certain Epaphroditus, who is probably 

one of the slaves or freedmen in charge of the imperial domain, that he wishes to terminate 

his tenancy. The details of the transaction are lost through the mutilation of the document, 
which is very considerable. 

Avtvypagoy Augixwp" 
Eradpodira: TiBepiov Kravdiov Pydixos 

mapa E[piews] tov [Zar]laBlovros] twv aro tys Loxvorai[ov] 

Nyoov [Sy]u[olofio]v eXaovpytov tov ev emouxvov wepe Hpaxdlevav] 
5 [tov @cuic}rov pepidos stporepov TuBepiov Khavd.ov 

Lapamiwvos vuver Se tov Kuptov Nepwvos Kdavdiov Katoalpos] 

YeBao[rov Teppalixov avroxpatopos Bovopevos exovoiws Kae 
avOLauperas . .Juvtof. 2... ee .] Kawns eoeveyKew evs a. 

Line 1. The readings of the letters following avriypapov are Egypt about the time of Claudius. It is possible that Tiberius 

doubtful, and the exact form of the word intended is uncertain; Claudius Felix is the prefect. The first known prefect in Nero’s 

but the meaning is clear. reign is T. Claudius Balbillus, but he is said to have been 

Line 2. TiBeptov KAXavdiov @n\ukos: probably ‘slave’ or‘freed- only sent out in A.D. 56. Both Felix and Balbillus would no 

man of Tiberius Claudius Felix.’ A Roman would not have doubt be freedmen of the emperor Claudius, and similarly the 

a son named Epaphroditus. Suidas mentions a grammarian  T. Claudius Sarapion mentioned in 1. 5. 

Epaphroditus, who was a freedman of Modestus, prefect of 

II. cc 
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-o[ tlov Saravely pjnxavyy 

TO Novo. sca ce es Ja... . Ovoy kau Ta a... . ov oa uv .. apyadd. 

kat Soxoy Tov vtep t[nly pnxavyv mpooavyehdw TovTO Kat 

pnvow wa ea... Baw Kat arorvopar Tys pirdwcews 

KOC S oda ee Re Jerex. -] rns eovoray ame. .Jee.. - [7]nv 

pnxlavyy .. 1. . Joav kL, ee. Jyworf, . J xa apyadr{.. Je. .-- 

gubow y (ia ae eee eo ] 

Yu ae « POP KONGY OC pao 4-4 Tpooyeyoveval » 2... ee ees 

L mpwrov Nepwros Khavéiov Kaoapos «Baarov [Teppavixov] 

20 avt[oxparopos E}med[.... . ] 
ee ee ]hodl. uso... . eu wep. Ja. [ 

Nepavos [KXavdiov Katcapos SeBaorlov Teppavixov [a]u[roxparopos] 

Line 12. pynvotw : = pyvio. Lines 19-22. Written in a very cursive hand, and badly mutilated. 

PAPYRUS CCLXXXII.—a.p. 69. 

EXT to the sales and leases of land may be placed the sales of livestock. The 

papyri which follow, accordingly, are deeds of sale of camels, asses, and cattle. 

The formula of sale is the same as in the case of land. The date stands at the head 

of the document. Then the vendor, in the third person, acknowledges the sale of such 

and such an animal to the purchaser, personal descriptions of both parties being appended 

to their names in the usual way (épodoyel A. B., &s érav x, odAH KA... TOT. A, Os erov 

y, obdd\f K7.d., Tempaxévar adT@ «.7.d.). Then follows a receipt for the price of the animal 

sold, and a guarantee of the purchaser's title. 
The document which stands first is a sale of a she-ass in the second year of Vespasian. 

The end is mutilated, but the formula is complete up to the subscriptions of the respective 

parties. 

Erovs SevTepou avtokpalropos | 

Kaitapos Overraciavov YeBalorov] 

SeBacrov pnvos YeBaorov Ky ev [ 

tov Apowoeitov vosov opodoye Ado] 
5 vows Evdaipovos ws erwv tev] 

TYKOVTA ETTA ovAy pera) deta 

LaraBouvrt Yrotontios ws eTwv 

TETOAPAKOVTA TEVTE ovAy tape 88 

apioTepar TempaKevar av[Tw. Tov] 

Line 3. The word 3«S8acrov seems to be repeated from the place was ever added at the end of the line, there being no 
preceding line, but in both cases it is written in an exceed- remains of ink after ev. 
ingly cursive form. It is not clear whether the name of the 
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10 opodoyourta aro Tay uvTapxov7| wr] 

GUT@L OVLKWY KTNVwWY OVOV 

Onrevav Tehevay pvoypouv Tav 

THY ToLavTny avaropy dor] 

Kau amexev TOY oModoyourTa 

15 mapa tov LaraBovtos thy ovyKe 

Xopynuerny tysnv taca[v] 
ex mAnpous dia yerpos €€ ouKov 

Kat BeBarwoew Tov opodoyor[yra] 

Kal TOUS Tap avTOV Tw TwL Yara 

20 [Bout] taon BeBarwre valoypadevs] 
[rov XalraBour’ Trokcuatos [ 

[. . ws efrwv teroaplaxlovra [ 

[ ] 
Lovdn]t avrexvnpiat apliorepar] 

25 [Atov]luctos Evdatpovos opodoyo exe] 

[ws mpolkeran. . . . [ 

-|... |. .Jvovro pot . . Koto} ; Be Bb 

Lines 12, 13. ravrny rotaurny avaropipoy ; the usual formula, CCCCLXVI, l. 20, CCXCVIII, 1. 22, and many of the Berlin 
= ‘with all faults.’ papyri. 

Line 19. ra: repeated by mistake. Line 25. The subscription of Dionysius is in a different 
Lines 20, 21. vmoypapevs rov: for the supplement cf Papp. hand. 

PAPYRUS CCCIII.—a.p. 142. 

ALE of a ‘white-mouse-coloured’ ass at Heracleia, in the division of Themistus, with 

receipt for the purchase-money, 148 drachmas. The document is perfect, including 

the vendor's ratification, and the whole is written, like Papp. CCCVIII and CCCXI, by 

the clerk Alcimus, and registered in the registry office at Heracleia. The purchaser belongs 

to Socnopaei Nesus. 
Evrera* dua tov ev Hpa* yp) 

Erovs meumtTov avToKpatopos Katoapos 

Titov Atdktov Adpiavov Avtwvivov 

YeBacrov EvoeBous pnvos Kavrapeiov 

5 | Mecopn ts ev Hpakdeva THs Oc 

pucTou pepioos Tov Apowoeirov 

vowov Oporoyer Atookopos Kao 

topos Tov Hpakdedou amo apo 

Sov XnvoBocKiwy mpotwv ws L hy 

10 ovdn virep pyAov apiotepov LroTo 

Line 1. yp): ypadeiov, the registry office at Heracleia, of Line 9. XnvoBocktwy mporwy: cf. Pap. CCVII1a (p. 67). For 
which Alcimus was clerk. the misspelling rporwy, cf Pap. CCCVIII, 1. 7. 

CG € 2 
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15 

20 

25 

30 

Line 30. yp): ypapparevs. 

ALE of a she-ass at Cercesucha, in the division of Heracleides, for 160 drachmas. 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI. 

nte. Qpov tov Terevoudews azro 

Kopns LoKvoTavov vywov ws L kK 
OVAN PETOTW METW TETPAKE 
Vat avTwW TOY OpooyouvrTa TOV 

UTAPXOVTA avTw OvoY appEeva 
tedello|y NevKopvoxpouv TouTOV 
ToLoUTOY avamopipov Kwpis Tpov 
Kal amex TOV omodoyourTa 

Tapa Tov Lrorontws THY TvpTE 

povnperny avrov Teynv eK 
m\ypovs apyuvpiov Kepahatov Spa. 
Xpas EKaTov TETTEpAaKOVTA 

oKTw Tapaxypnpa Sua yeLpos 
kat BeBavwor traon BeBavwor 

Avwooopos [K]acropos tempaxa 
tw Sroroy[tle tov mpoxuevov 

ovoy Kal aTEXwW THY TEYLNV 
apyvpiov Spaxpas exatov Tex 
gepakovTa oxtw Kat BeBarwow 
Ka0ws mpokirar Adkuyos yp) [Tlov m[po*] 
YP) €ypaa virep avtov dapevov py 

elOevar Ypappara 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXVI.—a.p. 143. 

Line 31. yp): ypagelov. 

The 

formula of the date and place (to the word dpodoyet inclusive) is written in one hand, 

the body of the document in another (a very rapid cursive), and the subscription of the 
vendor in a third. The document is perfect. 

ETOUS EKTOU aUTOKPaTOpOS 

Katoapos Titov Atduov 

Adptavov Avrwviwov 

XeBaorov EvoeBovus 

5 pPyvos Aaov Ilavw Ky 

ev Kepxecovxous 77s] 

Hpaxhedov jepidos 

tov Apo.voeitov vo 

fwov opodoye lero 

10 opis Kdodiov ws L v ov* 



ae 

20 

PAPYRUS CCCXIII.—a.p. 148. 
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8... xt ap? avagrwoy 

iiov Marpapiovr 
Amvyxews ws L de ov* 

PET) PETW TETPAKE 

vat avtTw ovov On 
Aevay mpwroBo* pe* 

avatropeupov arrecX 

apy < exarov e&) 

kovta BeBatoupe’ 

utoyp Tov o“o*’ Mupns 

Medavos tov 8 ahdov 

Ilerooupios Kyoduov . 

Oe RMN, Se Fe BG BG. se Sees 

Lines II, 12. The readings in these lines are doubtful, and the meaning still more so. 
Lines 22, 23. These lines are in so cursive a hand as to be almost illegible. 

197 

HIS document is closely connected with that which has just been given, having been 

executed at the same place, and even, it would appear, in part by the same hand. 

The formula of the date and place, up to the word épodoye? inclusive, is written in the same 
rather square semi-cursive hand, and the same black ink, as in the earlier document. It 

is evidently written in the registry office at Cercesucha, and apparently by the same clerk. 

The body of the document, which records the sale of a she-ass for 64 drachmas, is written 

in a thin and very cursive hand, contrasting markedly with that of the heading. Like the 

preceding document, it is written on a very narrow strip of papyrus. 

Erovs evdexarou 

avTOKpaTopos 

Katoapos Titov Atduov 

ASpiavou AVT@VLVOU 

5 eBaorov EvoeBovs 

pnvos Aaiciov Pap 

povlt Kz ev Kepxe 

govxors THs Hpakhe 

Sov pepidos tov Apor 

IO VOELTOV VOLOV OO 

15 

hoyer Tlacwwy Pacertos 

ws L Ke Waxos Bpaxio 

apioTepw atop..... 

LrotonTe Qpov ws L he 

ATHUW TETPAKEVat 
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avtw ovov Or 
TEXELAY [LVOKPOVY 

avamopipov arexet 

Tyuny apy < e&nKovTa. 

20 Tegoapos...... 

PAPYRUS CCCXX.—a.p. 157-8. 

HIS deed of sale differs from those hitherto given in containing a reference to the 
annual register of live-stock which has been described above (p. 72). The animal 

sold is a female camel, and the vendor mentions it as one of those which he returned 

himself as possessing in the previous year, while the purchaser undertakes to include it 
in his return for the current year. The date must consequently be before the beginning 

of Mecheir, when the returns were made out. The price is 800 drachmas, or possibly 

more, the papyrus being mutilated. The purchase is conducted through the bank of 

Dioxenus, which is also mentioned in the next document. The writing is very cursive. 

[Ero]lus mpwrov K, etkooTov 

[avro|kparopos Kawrapos 
Titov] Avdtov Adpiavov 

Av[tlwrivov YeBaotov EvoeBous 

a ee ee ] dca rys Atvogevov 7’ Kar Sapa, 
[oroas] APnvas tp) o” SataBouvs Lara 

[Bov|r? amo K~ Yoxvo, Nyoov 
[SaraBov]re Appaywos amo tys av™ K— 

[ovdn o]dpu Seta mempaxevar 
10 [avrov tw] YaraBours af wy ameypa 

[Waro tar] kK L kapnwv tpi 

[z]orlav Sjvo kapndrov Onrevav 
[cpm te J... yy tavrny Tovavrny 

avanlopupov] nv Kau mapehaBe 
15 alrlaBlovs xa}. aroypaeras Ty eoopery 

[rov ever ]rwr[os] erouvs atoypadn Kat azexer 

0 [ZaraBolus [tyv] cuprepovnpernv 

a[eJunv [apyv]piov Spaxpas oxtakoovas 
[.... Kat BeBlawwor taon BeBarwor 

Line 5. dia tys Avogevov «.7.A.: the bank of Dioxenus-Sara- doubtful, and is restored from Pap. CCCXXXIII. The words 
pion is mentioned in Pap. CCCXXXIII, which follows; also in rp) o have been added above the line. 
Rainer Corp. Pap. CCVI, where croa[s AO]nvas should be restored Line 7. «—: Kapns. 
in l. Io. Line 8. av? «—: the reading is doubtful. 

Line 6. The reading of the first half of this line is very 



OPY of a deed whereby one member of a family sells to his mother and sisters 

+ his share (a third) in two camels, for the sum of 400 drachmas. 
from the usual form, being addressed by the purchasers to the vendor, instead of the other 
way. As, however, it is headed dvriypadov mpdcews, it may be that a counterpart of a deed 
of sale, to remain in the hands of the vendor, was regularly made in this way, the 
purchasers retaining the original document, in which the vendor acknowledges the sale. 

other respects this document follows the usual form, with only such verbal changes as are 

ROMAN PERIOD. 

PAPYRUS CCCXXXIII.—a.p. 166. 

necessary. The parties are residents in Socnopaei Nesus. 

ce) 

15 

20 

25 

Line 8. Gacnros kar Eptews : Should be Gaons kat Epuevs. 

Avtuyp) mpaclew|s L C avtoxparopos Kavoapos 

Mapkou Avp7[At lou Avtwvivov YeBaorov 

Kat avtokpato|plos Kavoapos Aovkiov Avpy\tov 
Ovnpov YeBaorov Pawdu 8 Sia THS 

Avo€evov Tov Kat Yapamiwvos Tpa, oToas 

AOnvas Tavedpempus Yrotontews 

to[v] Aprayafov Ka a tavtes Ovyarepes 

Taovytis Kat Oacnros Kat Eprews ae [7 lps] 

Aptayafov tov LaraBovtos ao Kwpns 

Loxvotarw Nnoov exarepa jeTa KUpLov n [LEV 

Tavedpeppus [Klar Taovytis tov trys Tarleppe] 

ppews adeAghov Srorontis y Se Oalons] 

Tov avdpos Takxvoews SaraBovros tys [Se] 

Eptews aBovtos SaraBovros a trerga 

pes Tw THS Oavedpeppews viw Tov 

Se wept tyv Tavytw opomarpiar Kat ofpo] 

pytpio adeAdw TaBor[re . . . . op jo* [. . -Jar 
bes aes mempaxe|var tov IlaBouly tars wepe 
Tnv Tavedpeppw To vTapxyov avTw 

tpi[tlov pepos Kowov a. . .] auras 

Kata To hourov Sipupov pepos Kapndo[y] 
Sv[o] Parewwy pas pev evKoxpoar [77s] 
Se erepas peravoxpov Tovro[y] 

TowovTwy avamoppipov as Kau ra] 

peaBav av rep[e] rv Tavedpepplw car] 

amexer o IlaBous tnv ovvTedarvy 

perny ruyly alpy Spaxpas re[TpaKo] 

gus ~~ < v Kaw BeBarwor tact BeBaliwor] 

Line 27. recuny: the e is added above the line. 

It differs slightly 

Erieus occurs as both masculine and feminine name. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXXXIX.—a.pD. 179. 

ALE of a she-ass and foal for 160 drachmas. Perfect, but in brief form, the place 

and the descriptions of the parties being omitted. 

Eupnvars kat Pacis po Owrass 

orfotjaxwv Swrare Troe 

palov Yalpw TeTpaKapev 

go. ovov Ondeav Tehevav dev 

5 Knv Kal Tov TavTns Twrov 

Onr\eav TavTas ToLavTas 

avagopipous Kat amexo 

pev Tapa cov THY oupTE 

govnwevyy Teynv Ta 

IO oav ek TANpovs apyuplov 

Spaxpas exatov efyKov 

ta Kat BeBarwrwpev ma 

on BeBarwoe ep. Tavros 

Tov emehevoopeEvov 

15 L « Avpydtwv Avtwrivov 

kat Kopodov twr Kupiwv 
SeBacrav Owl xO 

Line 1. pecOwrats: should be picbarat. Eirenais (qu. Irenaeus?) and Phasis are farmers of this 
Line 2. ovotaxov: this appears in Berl. Pap. 84, ll. 5, 10, tax. 

as the name of a species of tax, paid by dnypdaroe yewpyoi. Line 5. rov: should be rnv. 

7. Receipts. 

PAPYRUS CXXXIX (a).—a.v. 48. 

EXT to the sales and leases, the receipts may conveniently find a place. The first 

is a receipt given by a landowner to the husbandmen who cultivate his land, 
for the rent of the year just ending. It is added that they retain the seed-corn necessary 

for the sowing of the next year, and that this receipt does not apply to the rent of some 

other land, due to the landlord from one of the tenants here mentioned. 

The papyrus is dated at the end of the eighth year of Claudius, and is palaeo- 
graphically valuable as a well-marked example of the hand of the first half of the first 

century. 

avTiypapov aTrovxXys 

Xaipnwev Ywxparovs Ietavte Kat 

Tle* kat Mappyovs yewpyous xarpew a 
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TEXO Tap Nuwv Ta expopia wy yewp 

5 yiTe rou K\npov yernuatos n L 
YMov exovTov Ta oTEppara 
tov 0 L Kata pydev pou edatou 

pevov uirep wy odider por Mappys 
Tleroowptos erepa expopia L y TiBepiov 

10 Kdavdvov Karoapos YeBacrov 

Teppavixov avtoxpatopos pnvos 

Katoapnov N 

Line 4. nuev: the common mistake for vzewy, repeated in 1. 6. expopia: ‘rent, cf Pap. CCCXIV, 1. 10, and note (p. 189). 

PAPYRUS CCLXXXV.—a.p. go. 

ECEIPT for the purchase-money of some land; mutilated by the loss of its left-hand 

portion throughout. 

(ic Sea Geers ] TaBovros Yrorontis 
[. ... .] Kae Texevoudews Orrios 

[....  . .] erov Srorontios 

[spins de tt yy vepewr Oeov Yoxvoreov 
5 [seyadrou peylatou yap ameyar 

[wap vpav] thy TyLNnV wv yyopa 
[care wap] ewov Atakos yns apoupas 
Lhe } 9 ove av oow Kata mpopat 

EF . . .|povBovey ad wy yewpy 
10 [w Kata tledvov Vevupews 

fe goae yen  <dadwv oropas tov 
[eveotw]ros evatou erous 
[avroxpa}ropos Katoapos Aoperriar[ov] 
[SeBacrov] T[elppavxov car BeBeoola] 

15 [oo taonv] BeBarwow 

[L @ avrox]paropos Kaurapos 

[Aoputiavjov S¢Baorov Teppavicov 

[Mexe]ip «a 

Line 4. Boxvoreouv: for Zoxvoraiov, f. 1. 14. Line 14. BeBeoow: BeBaiwow. 

Line 8. 7 ove av ogw: 7.€. 4) doa dy dow. Line 18. xa: or KO. 
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PAPYRUS CCLXXXVII.—a. pD. go. 

ECEIPT, apparently for the produce (probably by way of rent) of some grass-land, 
executed at Neilopolis, a village in the division of Heracleides. The papyrus is 

considerably mutilated, especially in the latter part of it, and is written in a very cursive 

hand. 

Erovs evatov avroxpatopos Kaoapo[s] 
Aoputiavou YeBacrov Teppavixov pr[vos| 

Aptewicvov Kn Papevw Kn ev Nidor[ro] 

hee Tns Hpaxhedov pepido[s tov] Ap[owwoeirov] 
5 vopov opodoyovow [Tla}ros ws ¢rwv evry] 

KOVTa TeVTE OVAN pETwTW pEolw Kat] 
Mvobapiwy ws erwy tpraxovta §[vo ovAn] 
Saxtvhw TpwTw Ts apiotepas apdlotepor] 
Adxuyov YataBovt. Srorovyreos . . [ 

10 vepewy Oeov peyadov peyahov Lox{vo] 

TaLov ws eTwY TecapakovTa ovhy plea] 
mov €€ apiotepwy Ameylew tlap afvrov or] 

opohoyourtes tal[paxpynua Sia xeLpos] 

apyuptov Spaxpas mlev|raxootas [.... . 

15 ae evow Tym xoptov yxAoplov] apoup[ 

oxowr[wrv] evernnovta dd...) .. yer apf. . 
Opyer.« wap << [xsl as na 9° enipev[, 
wo. . v BeBewous Se avvo[iy dia [. . . 

gov o7opas tov ¢[ve]atwros evarolu erous] 

20 avroxpatopos Katoapos Aol ]iriar[ov =] Bacrov] 

Tepparixov cat ply] ered[Oovrwy ov o| 

Podoyourtes ere zLov YJaraBovv p[nre] 

TOUS Tap avTov TEpL nS atexovo[t TYWns] 
KaQa mpoxitar nde tep[e addov poe] 

25 vos am\ws Tpaypatos amo Twy [eumpoo] 

Bev xpovery plex]pe tys qvleo7[wons 7] 

fepas xpore:puiblelk [reypagels ual 
Bev opodoyoulyrwy] Xarpnuev Ap[po] 

viov ws L vs ovdn avtixvynuiw Se€iw tov [8 ad] 
30 ov TAovrapyos TH[o]urapy[ov ws L . . ovdn av] 

TU” dE, amos kat M[vjoOlapiwy apdotepor Adxe] 

pov op[or]oyouper ex[ew mapa Saraf[ovros] 

Srorounteos Tywny xoprov x{AJopov x 
tos Bowy .. v. pov... per apoup| 

35 low apyupiov Spaxpat wer[raxjoova[e] . . . [ 
STOPES 4 2 ¥ [eke e aS Owe wae Jouvs norol 
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Eox ad\dov...... L sees ]... [0 .. ehpadbley umep av] 

tov Xatpynpov [Appwviov pn edjorev [ypap] 

para 

PAPYRUS CXLII.—a.p. 95. 

ECEIPT for the repayment of a loan of 1240 drachmas, with interest. The lender, 

Marcus Sempronius Gemellus, is a soldier in the Legio III Cyrenaica; the debtor, 
Miccalus son of Ptolemaeus, has already appeared in Pap. CXLI as a purchaser of land 

(p. 181). The loan was contracted at Alexandria in the thirteenth year of Domitian, and is 

paid at Karanis, a village in the division of Heracleides, in the fifteenth year. 

The document is written in a small, niggling hand, and has the autograph subscription 

of Gemellus. It was published, with facsimile, by the Palaeographical Society (ii. 147): the 
present version includes some corrections of the text there given. 

Erous mev[tlexawdexatov avrokpatopos Katcapos Aopurtavov YeBacrov 
[l'Jepparixov pnvos Ilepujriov a’ Xovax a’ ev Kapamds rns Hpaxhidov 

pLep]idols] tov Apowvoerz[ov] voyov opodoyer [M]apkos Sewmrpavios 

Tepfe][A]os oz[plariarns [A]eytwvos tpurns Kupnvaixns Kevrupias Tol }rwviov 
5 eounplov] ws erwy texoapakorta ovy actpayadw. Todos apurtepov Mixkadou 

IIro\epatov ws eTwy TETTAPaKOVTA TEVTE OVANL METOTTWL PETwL UTO TPLXA 
amexel Tap avtov mapalxp|nua Sia xeipo e€ ovkov apyupiov Spaxpas yeudas 
Staxooias Texoapakovta Kat To[v|s TovTwY ToKoVS a wpiev avT@L o 
Mixkados xara Savevov reredevolpjevov Sia Tov ev Ade€avdpera ypadevov 

10 tw tpiloKadlexatrwr eTer avToKpatopos Katcapos Aopitiavov Y<Baorov 

Teppavixov Palppovd|. 0 cat avaded[w]ke avtw. o Mapkos Yepmpwvios 

Tepeddos evs axuplwo|iv Kav pe eredevoer Oar pnte avtov Mapkov Leumpwviov 

Tepeddov pide [zlovs wap avrov emt tov Mixkadov pyd emt Tovs map avtov pyre 

mepe wv azmex[et] Kabor. mpoxertar apyvpiov Spaxpwv xethiov Siaxociwy 
15 TecoapaKkovra pnde Tept ToKwY avT@v nde Tepe addov pendevos 

athws Tpayparos mynd odertypatos nde mavtos Tw Kafohov avy 

ahday[palros evypamrov pnd aypadov azo Tw eutrpoo ev 

Xpovev peXpL THS EVETTWONS NHEPAs TpoTaL pydere y TUVYpadnt 

kupia cote Tavtaxne KafoT. Kar eotw Ta Siwpohoynpeva KupLa 

20 Mapkos Seumpwrios [Te]uehdos orpariwtys Aeytwvos tpurns Kupyvaikns Kevtupias Top 

maviov Sov}npov opohoya amex] Tapa Mixxadov tov IHrokeuwarov tas Tov apyupiou 
Spaxpas xetuas SuaKogvas TerTApakovTa Kat TOUS ToKOUS as whioy pot KaTa SaMoy TeTE 

hevopevoy Sia tov ev AdeLavdpea ypadiov tar tpioKkaidexaTw eres Aopitvavov 

Tov Kupiov pyre Pappovdi a/ Kar avadeduxa ers abernow Kat akupwow Kat 

Lines 18, 19. At the time when the photographs were taken of these lines were obscured by a piece of papyrus being folded 

for the facsimile and for the Palaeographical Society, the ends back acrossthem. A different hand begins at lL. 20. 

pd 2 
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25 ovre emeevoopar rept ov ovderfo|s am[A]ws mpayparos evypadov n aypadov Katws 

mp[o]kura[e] Muxxados Iro[hepa]iov yeyove <[t]s pe 4 aroyyn Kafws mpo 

ketat [avayleypamra. S[ua tov ev] Kapands ypaduov 

Line 25. ov: a mistake for d\Aov. 
Line 26. A third hand begins here, while the first resumes at avayeypamra in I. 27. 

PAPYRUS CXLIII.—a.p. 97. 

ECEIPT for the sum of 160 drachmas, being the residue of the earnest-money 
(200 drachmas) for 255; arouras of land under an agreement concluded eight years 

before. The debtor is the wife of Miccalus, son of Ptolemaeus, mentioned in the preceding 
document; the creditor is Cephalas, son of Petosiris. The document is dated at Karanis, in 
the first year of Nerva. It is written in a small cursive hand, bearing some resemblance to 
the first of the hands in which the papyrus of Aristotle's “A@yvaiwy mohureia is written. It 
was published, with facsimile, by the Palaeographical Society (ii. 148). The improved 
readings of some words in ll. 6, 16, and part of 25 as here given are due to Prof. Wilcken ; 
but some passages still remain doubtful. 

Etovs mpwtov avtoKpatopos Nepova Katoapos 

Y<Bacrov pynvos Apreuiotov = Payevol > 

ev Kapavids rns Hpakdedov [p]epidos tov Apowoerov vopov 

opodoyer Kedadas Terooipews ws erwv TpiaKovra 

5 Texocapwy ovdn viep odpvos Sektas Tarovrats Xarpynpovols] 

WS ETWY TEeTTApaKoVTA oVAN avTiKYynpiar SeEL@r p) KUpL° 

[7]ov avdpos Mixkadov tov Irokeuiov ws erwv texoapaKovtTa 

[e]rra, ovhye peToTa@L pec@L UTO TpLYa amexeLY Tap avTYs 

mapaxpyua Sia xerpo e€ o1k™ apyvptov Spaypas exaTov 

10 e€nkovTa av evo ourat apyupiov Spaypov Siaxociwy 

wv wdirey avtw. y Tamovtws dia yeipos aypadws 

€Tt amo Tov oydoou erous Aopitiavov amo hoyou 

appaBwvos K\npov apovpwy dvo evkoorov da To 

Tas Els OULTANPwOLY THY TOV apyupLov Spaxpwv SiaKooLwY 

15 Spaxpas teroapaxovra mpoamecynKevat Tov 

[Klefakav mapa ts Tamovtwros x) Kupetav opodoy' 

Terehetwpynv S1a Tov av[rov] ypadeov tar evarar 

eres pn. YeBaorar yy Kav pevew Kuiplav Kav pye 

emehevoco Oar pnte avtov Kedlad]av pnde vrep avrov 

20 emi THY TamovTw pd ems virep ar[t|ns pnte Tept wv 

Line 6. w: pera. Line 17. rereAetopny: for rerederopevny. 
Line 12. oydoovu erovs Aopiriavou: A.D. 88-9. Line 20. nS emt umep autns: so apparently MS., for the usual 
Line 13. eskoorov: so MS., apparently, both here and in 1.31. formula, émi rods wap’ abrijs. 
Line 16. x): xard. 
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amexer kK) Tpoamexels KalOws mpoxitar apyupiov Spay" 

Siaxociwy pydSe epi addov amhws mpayyaros 

pnd odetyparos evypamrov pnd aypadov amo twv 

evTpoobev ypovav pexpt TS EverTwaNS NMEpas 
25 Tpo pderr vroy? Tov oo Hp” Sara ws L wl... 

Kedadas Ieroupews opodoyw ameyw ex Tamov™ 

™s Xaupnpovos dia xerpos e€ ovkov Tas Tov 

apyupiov Spaxpas exatov e€nKovra at evo 

hourar apyupiov Spaxpwv Siaxootwy aly w]h* dia yep? 
30 aydws ert ao Tov oydoou etovs AoM amo oyou 

appaBwvos kdypov [ff] dv0 etkoorov Sia To Tas ets 

cupmhyp® Tov Tov apy < Siaxocwwy Spaypwr Ter 

PaKkovTa Tpoateryn* KaTA OMd TETEELW" 

Tw evatwr eter LeBaoTw yy kK) EVI KUpLaY K) pL 

35 emed) kafws mpoxerar eya vrep avt Hplwv] SataBov pw” 8° yp, 

Avayeypamrat ‘Sia Tov ev Kapavid. ypadeov 

Line 25. A much abbreviated line; rpém@ pndevit iroypapeds Lines 34, 35. The writing in these two lines is very cursive 
TOU dpodoyoivros "Hpw(v?) SardBovros. The end of the line is and difficult to decipher. The last words of 1. 35 are especially 

doubtful, and may be only a scribble intended to take the place doubtful, but appear to represent the usual formula. 
of the usual description of the person in question. Line 36. Written in a larger and thicker hand. 

Line 30. ayes: for dypddas. 

PAPYRUS CLXXII.—a.p. 105. 

VERY illiterate receipt for a part-repayment of a deposit made by the father of the 

recipient; written, without statement of place, in rough uncials. 

Hpakhas Tefews Mixxadov Iro[henar] 
ov xalpey opodoyar ex. mM Tapa cov a 
p wp oditts Tov Tatpos pov Kata xuploypa] 
fon Tapalykyns apyupiov Spaypas 

5 Svakoovas eiKoot < ok L erovs oKdopov 
avTokpatopos Kaiwapos Mepova [Tpacavov] 

XeBacrov Teppavixov Aakukov pnvos 
Tlapeval 0 

Line 1. HpakAas: so read by Wilcken. Mixxadov: the reading Line 2. w: for pe. 

is doubtful, but if correct stands for Mixxdho. Cf Papp. CKLI- Line 6. Mepova: so MS.; cf. ll. 2, 3, 4. 

CXLIII. 
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PAPYRUS CCXCVIII.—a.p. 124. 

HIS is a receipt for a deposit (aapa6yjxn) of 2000 drachmas, made at Ptolemais 
Euergetis in the Arsinoite nome. Among the stipulations for the return of the 

deposit when required by the depositor it is declared that, in case the person holding 
the money should refuse repayment, he shall be liable to repay double the amount, xara 

Tov Tov mapabnKav vopov, and his whole property is subject to distraint for the purpose. 

It has always been doubtful whether Greek law provided any penalty for refusal to repay 
a deposit, and this passage is consequently of some interest; though of course it is 

impossible to argue with certainty from Roman-Egyptian law in the second century of our 

era to that of Athens in the fourth century B.c. 

The document is almost identical in terms with no. xxix in the Rainer Corpus, 

which Wessely classes as a marriage-contract. The present document certainly cannot 
be such a contract, since both the parties are men, and it does not appear certain that the 
Rainer papyrus is so. In Pap. CCCX below, where the formula is the same, the depositor 
is a woman, as in the Rainer contract. 

[Ero]us [o]ySoov avroxpatopos Kkaroapos Tparar[ov] 

[A8]p[taJvou LeBacrov pyvos Topmiasov e€ 

ev IIroewards Evepyerids tov Apowoei[rov vopov} 

opodroye IHpizos LauBa tov Tpipov [Ile]po[ys rns] « 
5 Tuyovns ws etwy mevtnKkovta tevTyn ov* [aly 

Ti[kv"] apio" Hpaxdedn Tpradeddov tov AvovBiw 

vos AviavaBariw Tw Kav ANOarer ws erwv [erK]oor 

mevtn ov Kaptw Sef exew tap avtov 7o[v o] 
HLodoylovvra Tpysov dia trys Acovvorov tov Kat Xau 

10 py[povols tpaelns [I]epas Hvdns apyvpiov Spa 

xHa[s] Suoytas tapalykny axwdvvov mavzos] 

k[wdu|vov Kat avyTodoyov tavtos umohoy[ov] Tas 

Sear are x ] ms tapabynns apyvpiov Spaxpas Sure 

Auas emavavKoy Tov opohoyourra [Ipiyov amo] 
15 delcew] to Hpaxdedn omnvixa cay avtos Hp[axdec] 

dns [atp|ytar avev Suns Kar Kpurews Kar Tans vTEK 
Olecew|s Ka evpnotoyias eav Se pen amrodw Kaba 

yeypamra, atoticatw tw. Hpaxdedn tyv tapabn 
knv Sutryv Kata tov Tw mapabyKwv vopov yt 

20 voper[y]s tor Hpaxhedn ths tpagews ex TE Tov 

IIpysov Kau ek Twv vrapxovtayv avtw tavto[y] 

Line 7. AttavaBatiw tw kat ANae: a place name, indicating Line 17. evpyowdoytas: probably this should also be read in 
a deme in some town. Cf Sworxocpip r¢ xai ’AXOaei, Pap, Rainer Corp. Pap. XXVII, 1. 18, for Wessely’s ev[avr]iAoytas. 
CCC, 1. 11, and note (p. 152). The provision which follows, for a penalty in case of failure to 

Line 10. Iepas IlvAns: the name of the street in which the repay, does not occur in the Rainer contract. 
bank stood, apparently in Arsinoé; cf Pap. CCXCVII (6), Lines 20-22. rns mpafews «.7.A.: this is the common formula 
1. 5 (p. 111). in the case of loans; cf Pap. CCCVIII, 1. 17 (p. 219). 
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xabamep ey Suxns vmoypadevs Tov Ipiyov Bpa 

Sea ypadovros Avdas Irodepatov ws erwy Tpia 

KovTa emTa ovh’ prot de€vor 

PAPYRUS CLXXVIII.—a.p. 145. 

N this document a woman acknowledges the repayment to her of 400 drachmas out of 

1,000 which constituted her dowry. Evidently she was separating from her husband, 

and she was therefore entitled to receive her dowry back again; and her right to the 
remaining 600 drachmas is expressly reserved. The receipt was executed in duplicate, as 

stated in line 12, and the duplicate copy is contained in Pap. CLXXVIII 4. The latter is 

written in a larger hand than the other, and is imperfect at the end; so the text is printed 

from the perfect copy. The parties appear to be Romans, the woman being named 

Petronia (though her mother has the Egyptian name Sarapia), her brother and _ legal 

representative Gaius Petronius Marcellus, and her ex-husband Julius Apollinarius. The 

latter is described as a soldier in the first Apamean cohort. 

[TerpLwvja Sapamas ple}ra Kkvpiov tov 

adehdov Taiov Herpwviov Mapxeddou 

[IJovkia Amohwapia orpatiwrn xwp[rns] 

Tpatys ATaunvea eKkaTovTapyLas 

5 Iovdtavov xarpuv Opohoyw 

ateoynkevat apa [cov] ap wy mpoo[n] 
veyKa Gol EV TPooLKL Spaxpov yedi_wr] 

Sia Snpooiov ypypaticpov apyupiov 

Spaxpas Terpakocias dua xerpos py 

10 eXaTTOUMErNS pov TepL TwY hovm[wr] 

apyuvptov Spaxpeav e€akoowwy To de 

xXElpoypadhov tovto Siccov ypadev 

Kafapov amo exvypadns Kat aru 

fades Kupiov eoTw ws ev Synpmo 

15 GW KATAKEXWpLOMEvOY ETOUS 

oydoov avToKpatopos Katrapos Turov 

Avtov Adptavov Avtwyiwov 

LeBacrov EvocBovs Pappovl t 

Tlerpwvia Sepamias poeta Kupiov Tov adler] 

20 gov Taov Merpwrov M[alpxfe]\Xov ameyo] 
Tas TOU apyupiov Spaxyas teTpa[Ko] 

gvas els TOV Noyov THS TpooLKO pov 

Line 1. Sapamas: in the counterpart Zepamuas, as in 1. 19. 

Line 4. Amapynyea: probably for Araynyéy. exatovrapxias : in the counterpart this is represented by the symbol z. 
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py eharoupevn Epi TwY 

Spaxpov e€aKkoowwy ws mpokerrar 

25 Tatos Ierpwris Mapkeddos emxeypaly.] 

par Kuptos THs adeddns pov kat eyp[a] 

a UTEP auTNS aypappatw ovns 

Line 23. eAarouyern : the counterpart has eXarroupevns pov. 
Lines 24-27. These lines are wanting in the counterpart, 

owing to mutilation. 

Line 25. emtxeypappat : for emeyéypappa. Cf. Berl. Pap. 77, 1. 22, 
where émcyéyp(appa:) ris yu[vaskds Kiptos kat éypayyu] «.r.d. should 
be read ; also 350, L. 18, 6 éemtypaypapevos Kipros. 

PAPYRUS CCCX.—a.p. 146. 

ECEIPT for a deposit of 82 drachmas, made by a woman with a man, to be repaid 

on demand. See introductory note to Pap. CCXCVIII above. The end is wanting, 

but there seems to be no express stipulation for double payment in case of default, as 

in Pap. CCXCVIII. 

Themistus. The recipient claims to be of Persian descent. 

The deed is executed at Pelusium, a village in the division of 

The document has been cancelled 

by lines drawn across it, having no doubt been returned eis aOérnow Kat axipwow when the 
deposit was repaid. 

Erovs evatov QUTOKPaTOpOS Kalo apos Turov 

Auuwov Adpiavov Avtavivov YeBaorov 

EvoeBovs pnvos Pappwovlt ta ev IIydovow 

TnS Oeuiorov pepidos Tov Apowwvoeirov vopov 

5 Opo* Iaov7[w]s [0] x Serius Masewros tov Maze 

eros Ileplons trys emvyovns ws dyow tev amo Kw 
pens Hpakdevas [ry]s avtns pepidos ws L Ne ov* 

avrucvynpiw Sew Apoewte Mvor[ou] mpeo 

Butepov Mvovov PETA KUPLOV TOU Ouvyevous 

Io Hpatov Xpvoa exe Tap avtTys Tov op.o* Sia 

xelpos apy” Spaxpas oySonkovta S[ vo] 

rapabnky[y ax]wdvur[ov] mavros Kwdy 
[vov kat] avyTohoyov mavtos vmo\oyou 

Las] Kat amlodwoew avry o|nuixa ealv 1] 
15 Apoes amaity[on alvev taons vaepbece” 

kK) avTioyias yewouerns Ty Apoeite 

ys mpakews €K TE TOU Ilamovtwros| 

[Kau €K TWV UTAPXKOVT@V QUTW Tavrwv | 

[kaamep ex Suns 

On the verso is the word Hpaxhevas, no doubt indicating the village of the recipient ; 
g. 1. 9. 

Line 6. ws dow: no similar expression of doubt occurs in 
any other published papyrus; but it may be observed that this 

is a very late example of a claim of Persian descent. The phrase 

may, however, apply to the words which follow. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXVII.—a.p. 156. 

i la following receipt relates to the payment of the residue of the price of a boat used 
on the lake or marshes for the conveyance of manure (mhotov kompnydv hyuvaior). 

Both parties are natives of Memphis, and the payment is made through a bank at 

Memphis, the owner of which, Sarapion, in addition to being a banker, had also been high- 

priest of the Hadrianeum. Reference is also made to a former payment through another 

Memphite bank, that of Apollonius. Only the upper part of the document is preserved, 
written in a thin and rather neat cursive hand. 

Erovs evKoaTov avtokpatopos Kaicapos Turov Atdtouv 

Adptavov Avtwrwov YeBactov EvaeBovs Ow8 teury 

dua THs ev Mendes Sapamiwvos tov Apewov apXLeparev 

cavtos Adpiavetov Ths Meudirwv todews Tpamelnys 

5 AvovBiav AvovBuwvos Meuderns amo yupvacr? 

vlogs am otxov Hdtov modu AaBoure AvovBiw 

vos pntpos Tvepep® Meudetn maxtwre howrov Tyns 

OV EwWVNTAaL Tap avToV K), Taperkypey ToLov KoTPH 

you Aupvatov cuy KovTw evr pe as exxev o AaBors 

IO mapa tov AvovBiwvos Kata Swaypadyny dia tTns ev Mende 
Ato\\wviov tov Ackdynmiadov tpamelyns Tw Sue 

AndvOore re... . 

celera desunt. 

On the verso: 
amoxX Aafowr’ 

Line 6. The reading of the first words is uncertain, and so word is not the same as that found in Strabo, meaning a kind 
consequently is the meaning of the passage. It is not possible of boat, but is another derivative of maxréw, =a caulker or boat- 
to read wos karoov. It is not clear what Heliopolis has to do builder. The verb governing Aouréy (améxer or dpodoyet améxew) 
in this connexion, the parties being Memphites. is omitted. 

Line 7. waxrow: the termination is doubtful. Apparently the 

PAPYRUS CCCXXXII.—a.p. 166. 

HIS is a receipt for the repayment by five persons, whose names are specified, of 

a sum of 1124 drachmas. The payment is made through the bank of Sarapion 

in the street of the treasuries (Tapetwv). The form of the receipt is unusual. It is 
addressed by the debtors to the creditor, and proceeds (without a principal verb expressed) 

dnéxew abtov Tapa Tév mpoyeypappévar, K7... At the end is added, in a different hand, the 

receipt of the creditor, dwéyw Kalas mpdxerrar. 

An almost identical document occurs among the Rainer papyri (Rain. Corp. xiv). It is 

IL Ee 
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dated on the same day, the payment is made through the same bank, the two debtors 

(Didymus son of Didymus, and Pabous son of Satabous) also appear among the five 

debtors here, the payment is made to another son of Mysthes (Agathodaemon, also called 

Sosicrates), and the form of the receipt is the same, except that the autograph subscription 

of the creditor is replaced by the signatures of the debtors and the date of the day of the 

month. 

Erovs eBdopov avtoxpatopos 
kKoapos Mapxov Avpy tov 

Avtwvivov 

XeBaorov Kk, avToKpatopos 

5 koapos Aoveiov Avpnitov 

Ovunpov XeBacrov Ow vy dia 

Ts Lapamiwvos Tpa, Taperwy 

Avdupos Avdupouv tov kK, An 

PyTpiov LworKkoopios o ky 

10 AdOatevs K, Terevovdus 

Teoevougews x, Teve 

vougis eTrepos Terevou 

ews Kk) Taveppynyis Zro 

tontios Kat IlaBovs LaraBov 

15 Tos KNavouayw tw K, De 
pyva vio Mvofov xe 

KOON" amTexe avTOV 

Tapa TWY TPOYEyp, Laas wy 

wdeov avtw Kata Siayp) 

20 TYS aAVTNS TPA), HV Ky avade 

Swxev avtous es abern 
oW K) akUpwow apyupLov 

Spaxpas xewwas exaTov 

ElKOOL Texoapes y) < apKd 

25 Kat pndev avrois evKadew 

PEXpPL THS EvEeo” NEpas 

Lepynvos o Kat KNavdsavos 

amexo Kalws mpoKetar 

Line 6. da: Wessely amo, a mistake either of scribe or of 
editor. 

Line 7. Sapamtwvos : the middle letters are so cursively written 
as to be shapeless. Tapecwy: a street in Arsinoé, cf Berl. Papp. 

115, 303. 
Line 9. Sworxocpios o Kat AXOatevs: Wessely appears to take 

this as a distinct proper name, which it certainly is not; cf 

Papp. CCXCVIII, CCC, CCCCLXXX. 

Line 16. kexoopun™: kexoounrevkdros (so Wessely), z.e. a former 
holder of the office of coopntns. dméxeww: some such verb as 
épodoyovow must be supplied. 

Line 18. toas: there is a horizontal stroke above the ., 

apparently in place of the two dots often found over +. 

Line 24. y): yivovra. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXXXIV.—a.p. 166. 

HIS is a receipt for 14 drachmas, paid as earnest-money (out of a total price 

of 21 drachmas) for part of a house in Socnopaei Nesus. The vendors are two 
women, both named Thases; and the extreme subdivision of houses is shown by the fact 

that the portion sold by one of them is said to be z¢ (literally ‘a sixth part of a seventh 

part’) of the whole house, while the extent of that sold by the other is not defined. 

Three of the parties named are priests or priestesses of the first @udAj of the god 

Socnopaeus. The document is practically perfect, and is a good example of its kind, the 
property sold being fully defined, and the penalties attached to failure to fulfil the terms 

fully set out. 
Several suggestions for the improvement of the first transcript of lines 21-28 were 

made by Professor Gradenwitz of Berlin. 

Erovs eBdopov avtoxpatopos Katoapos Mapkov Avpndtov 

Avtwr[wvov] XeBaorov Kat avToKpatopos Katoapos AovKtov 

Avpnduov Ovnpov YeBacrov Pawdu xB Sila ypa]pevov Newdoumohe 

ws Tys Hpaxhedov pepidos tov Apawo[t]rov vowov Opodoyovor 

5 @acys YroTonTews Tov Qpov aro Kwuns LoxvoTracov Nyoov tepera 

ws L v ov’ ualep ayklwva apiorepoy pera Kuptov Tov viov Lroronrea|s] 

Lrotontews [Tov] Yrotontews vepews TpwTHs Pudns Loxvorraiov Oeov 

peyarou peyaldou wis Ld ov* perwrw ex SeEvwv kat Oaans Qpov tov Ia 

veppupea[s ws L] dX ov* yerviw perw peta Kuplov Tov eauTys av6po[s] 

10 Tlavoudews [Ayyo|fews tov Ayxwdews [cleper tus avtys pudys Tov av 
ws L Aq [ovd] petra) defo... . 

tov Oeov Taloun|re Srotontews Tov Yrotontrews ws L py aonpw pera 

Kuptov tov eav[tys av|Spos TaBouros LaraBovros tov Apmayafov ws L 
L € acnpo [exew] rap avtys Tas opoloyoveas tapaxypypya dia xeLpos apy 
piov Kehahailov Spalypas Sexateroapes appaBwva avamopepov amo THs 

15 oupmedwvylperyns Terluns apyupiov Spaxpwv ekoor pas Tov vrapy[ov] 
Tos THS Bacnros Sr[orontlews exrov pepous eBdSopou pepous ouKcas 

ovea ev Kopu[n Soxvo}raiov Nynoov Kat tov emiBaddovtos pepous Tys Salon] 
tos Qpov ogov [av y] THs avTys ouKias ys yeroves THs ods ouKtals K]aIws 
e€vpdovov vanylo]p[ev]oav votov eurodos Kar e€od0s Boppa ouKia 

20 [ara]Bovros Bos etepwv oucomeda aydwtov Ayxwdews 

o1Kia wy KaL THY KaTaypadyy TornoTwvTa at B opodoyovaa TH 

Taounte omote [av] arpytar avtov hapBavovtwy Tap avTns Tas how 

mals] rns Tens [Spa]xpas era eav de pyt Karaypaywou extiow av 

tas Tov appaflLwvja Surdovy pel ypiodtas Ka ToK@Y ‘ywomerns 

25 [rns] tpagews Ty Taovre ex Te Twv opodoyovtwy Kal EK TwY UTapXoV 

Tev avras mLavtwly Kkabamep ex Suxns vToyp, StotonTis Tecevoudews 

Line 9. yeoa: so MS. for yeveig. Line 26. vmoyp): tmroypadeis. 

Line 19. efvpovov: =k cuppavov. Cf. Pap. CCCLIV, 1. 7. 

Ee 2 
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ws L [.Je ov’ ofpvow apdorepars Gaons Srorontews pera Kv 

ptov Tov viov Srotontews Tov Storoyntews x) OLac]}ys Qpov 
[wera] Kuptov tov avdpos Iavovdews Ayyadews opo 

30 NNoyouluey exw mapa tys Taovyrt[tos] tas Tov apyuptov 
S[pa]xuas Sexareroapes apaBwra avaropupoy tov 

emi Blad[Aovro]s @acnr[os] Apov pepos Kat exTov pepos 
eB[Slopov pepovs tys Baantos StoToy) ovewy ev TH 
mplo|kemery ouKia wy aL yiTrLaL TpOKWTaL KaL Ka 

35 talypahpw omore cay aipntar Ka0ws mpoKertar YroTo 

nies] eypaa vmep avtwy aypappar| oly 

Line 27. Gaons: a fresh hand, a sloping cursive, begins here, Line 35. Zrorontis: Stotoétis, son of Tesenuphis, who has 
viz. that of Stotoétis, who writes for both the vendors. been named as troypaders in |. 26. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXX.—a.p. 168. 

HIS is an unusual kind of receipt, arising out of rather curious circumstances. 
A Roman woman, Amatia Prisca, is married to an Egyptian, Sarapion; and she 

appears to have lent some of the property coming to her from her mother to a third 

party, a Roman veteran named Antonius Tiberinus. Under Roman law she was perfectly 

entitled to do so, a wife married without manus retaining full control over her property 

(Smith, Dect. of Antiquities, ii. 141); but by marrying an Egyptian she came under the 

Egyptian law, which did not allow such freedom to women. Accordingly Sarapion applied 

to the «vpios or legal guardian of his wife; and in the result the loan was returned by 
Tiberinus, to whom Sarapion sends this acquittance. Such seems to be the explanation of 

this rather obscurely expressed and badly written document, which has, moreover, suffered 

somewhat from mutilation. 

Lapamvalv] IowWwpov tov [kat] 

Tavr[a}ro[s] Appoviov tov [ka]e 
APnvod[wlpov Yworkocpifos] o Kat 
AdOatevs Avtwriw T[u]Beper 

5 vo oveTpavw yatpiy 

rler{yhpa tw xvp[tlo tys 

[e]uns yuvarxos mepurvov 
ons Savoy pytpixlwly av 

TNS KATA TOV voswov Tay Pw 

10 potwv tpi{tjov peplo]us Apa 

Tuas IIpeurkas Tns Kau Aov 

Line 6. tw kupiw rns euns yuvatkos: in Egypt the husband is ligible that the husband might appeal to the former tutor to 
generally the xvptos of his wife, but it is not clear whether he explain to his wife her proper legal position. 
was necessarily so, or whether a Roman woman, marrying a Line 7. meputvovens : = mepeovovans. The second 7 is doubtful, 
peregrinus, retained her former ¢uéor. In any case it is intel- the letter being nearly destroyed. 
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Kias evtevOev avevou 

vov oe Tow Sia To avrny 

amrewhnpevar 

15 Ly Avtwviwov Kar Ovnpov 

Tov Kuptov YeBaoctwv 

Appeviakay Mnédixov 

TapOicwv Meyworwv 

Tlayov w 

PAPYRUS CCCXLI.—a.p. 183. 

| agrnes given by a father on behalf of his son for the repayment of a debt of 
104 drachmas, secured by a public instrument executed in the registry of the village 

of Bubastus. A claim to further debts is expressly reserved. 

Ywras Seoyitwvos dia Tolv] warpos 

@coyitwvos Ywra Itodearov tov 

Mvuofov yaipw exxov Tapa cov 

ap wv ofeis To Tpoyeypappevw 

5 ve pov Swrate Kata Synpoow 

Xpnpmatiopov Tehewhev dia 

ypageov Kans BovBacrov 

emt hoyov apyupiov dpaypas 

exatov texoapas / < pd py yrat 

IO Tovpevov uTep wy ahhov oder 

Mts avTw aKkohovOws ous € 

Xe GOV ypaypaTa eETovs 

Tpitov Kat evxootov Avpnhiov 

Koppodov Avtwrivov Se 
15 Baorov Pappovit term 

Line 5. dnpoow: so MS. for dnpdorov. 

Line 7. BovBaorov: not the town of this name in the Delta, but a village in the Arsinoite nome. 
Line 15. memmn: so MS. for réurry. 

PAPYRUS CCCXLITI.—a.p. 188. 

ECEIPT for 200 drachmas on account, with reservation of claim to the residue. The 

receipt is in the shortest form possible. The debtor’s name is the same as in the 

preceding document. 
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Hpov Hpwvos 

e€nyytevoras [Sura 

tt todepatov 

Xalpew Eexyxyov Tapa 

5 cov ad wlv] odidts poe 

auv eTepots emt hoyou 

Spaxpas Siakoc.as 

/ < © pM edaTov 
Pevov Mov UTEP wr 

10 addwy odidrere por 

eTous oydoov Kk) ELKOaTOU 

Avpy\tov Koppodov 

Avtavewou Kyrapos 

tov Kuptov Ilavi > 

Line 2. e£nyntevoas: the office of éyynrjs is mentioned in It appears to have been a municipal office (cf Berl. Pap. 159, 

several of the Berlin papyri, but its functions are not defined. 1. 8, eEnynrevoas tis abris médews). 

PAPYRUS CCCXLVIII.—crrc. a.p. 205. 

HIS papyrus is made up of two documents fastened together, dated in different years 

but written in the same hand. The first, of which the text is given below, is dated 

in the eleventh year of Septimius Severus, Caracalla, and Geta (= a.bD. 202-3), and 
contains a receipt for 1800 drachmas in repayment of a debt of 1700 drachmas with 

interest to the amount of 100 drachmas. The lender is described as kexoopnrevkas, or 

a former holder of the office of xoopyrtys, and Bovdevrys of the city of Arsinoé. The 
receipt is dated at Ptolemais Euergetis, in the Arsinoite nome. Two streets in Arsinoé, 

those of the Macedonians and of the Cilicians, are mentioned by name. About sixteen letters 

are lost from the beginning of each line, and the ends of some of the lines are mutilated. 
The second document is only a fragment, by far the greater part of its width being 

lost, as well as the whole of its lower part. Enough is left, however, to show that it 

is dated in the fourteenth year of the three emperors (= a.D. 205-6), and that the parties 
mentioned in it are not the same as in the first document. It is too much mutilated to be 

worth publication. 

(Col. 1.) 

[Erovs evdexarov] avroxparopwy Kkarcapwv Aovkiov Sertytov Leounpov EvaeBous Meprwaxos 
[ApaBixov AdiaByvi]cov TlapOikov Meyworov kat Mapkov Avpy\uov Avtavewov EvoeBous 

YeBaorov 

Line 1. evderarov: of. 1. 11, 76 dveAnAvOdre Sexdr@ ret, SueAn- suits the size of the lacuna, which recoapeckatdexdrov (the word 
Av6és always indicating the year /as¢ passed. Moreover évSexdrov _ in col. 2) does not. : 
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[kar TlovBduov Ser|ryuov Tera Kaucapos SeBacrov pyvos ev IIrohewarde 

Evep[yerids Tov] 

[Apowourov voulov Oporoye. Hpwv Avookopov Kxexoopyrevkws Bovdevtys Ts auTys Apot- 

[vourwv| 

[wows aroypa|popevos er apdodov MaxeSover ws erwv e€nkovta evos ovdy txt TOS[os .. . . -] 
[Aovaiw Lerrysjo Avpyndkiw Trokepaww to Kar Appoviw Twv vepovikwy Kar... ov ws Se 

Powe ace 
|rycavte Ttodeparw to Kjat Appwrw Nuvvov tov kat AvovBiwvos ov 

Hpwvos ayopar[opnoavros] 

[7ys avryns trol\ews ws erwv etkoo[. tea |rapav ovrn pyrw Sew amteyew tov Hpwva mapa 

to[v Aovx.ov| 
[Serriprov Avpydt]ov Ttodeparov tov kav Appwviov kara Tyvde THY opohoytay dia y[et]pos 

apyupiov Spaypas 

[yetvas oxraxooias] wy Spaxyas pev xwas emTaKogwas ovoas icas wv whitey avTw KaTa 

Snpoctov 

[xpnwaricpov tediwhera dia tov avrov THs pynTpoTohews ypadeov Tw SuehyrvOorr Sexatrw 

€TL Ve 

tn vmapxovon avTw ev TH pnTpoToher ew appodov Kuttkwv orxra Survpyia ev 

eee or tas Se otras Spaypas exaroy ovoas houras ToKwy avtwy amo THs Oevews 

» &V TE 

]. ns tov [. . .] rns exer] BiBuoOnnns ryv trys vTobyKyns Avow [..... Kat pn] 

[emehevoeo Oar pyre] avrov Hpwra pde [tlovs map avrov ere tov AovKioy Lewtys.ov 

Avp[y\or] 

[IIrokeparov tov kar Appwvijov pnde ewer Tovs Tap avTov pyTE TEPL wY ameEXEL ETL TO aUTO 

[Boat een 
[xetov oxraxoowy pnde adhov pySevos amos mpayparos p[ndSe] erepov ofedynp[aro]s 

[unde wep tavtos cuvahdaypato]s evypamtou pyde aypadov [aro twv en jrpolob lev xpor[ ov] 

MEX pt 

[Tns evertwons nuepas TpoTw pydleve 

Line 3. pnvos: a blank is left for the name of the month. 
Line 6. teporkay: cf. Berl. Pap. 328, col. 2, 1.1. The word 

following kat seems to be eredwv, for which no satisfactory 

restoration suggests itself. 
Line 11. reAtwbevra: for the restoration cf Pap. CCCXLI, 

1. 6 (p. 213). It is doubtful whether there is room for the cor- 

rect spelling, rederwbévra. 
Line 13. roxwy: at the ordinary rate of 1 per cent. per month, 

the interest on 1700 drachmas would amount to 100 drachmas 

in about six months. This confirms the restoration of the date 
in line 1. 

PAPYRUS CLI.—end cent. 

ECEIPT for rent of oliveyards in the neighbourhood of Karanis and Psenarpsenesis. 

The rent is in kind, consisting (in part at least) of three perpyrat of oil. 

Adupos efe rpeaBurepw 

[xac} aTEXO TAP AUTWY 

Line 2. avrev: a slip for cov, 
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gpopov wy euicbwow eat 

wvev mep Kapamda Kar 

5 WVevappernow Kaprov 
[rov] SueAMovros = L evovre 

TT . OTWY ELS TO EVETTOS 
€ L edavov perpytas Tpes 

oe et ly) Bae Oe ew A a eS 

10 L € [avroxp[a]rLopos] karoapos 

Line 4. wep: for repi. Line 11. There are remains of letters in the latter half of this 

Line 6. etomenr.oray: presumably for elawerraxdrov, though line, but they cannot be satisfactorily identified with the names 
it is impossible to get this out of the original. of any emperor. The last word is perhaps S<Bacrod, in which 

Line 9. The end of this line is mutilated and defaced. case it is preceded by a genitive ending in ov. 

PAPYRUS CCCLX.—and cent. (?). 

HIS fragmentary papyrus appears to contain the end of a receipt, given by one 
Stotoétis to his five sisters, for a sum of 840 drachmas, due to him from his mother 

and now paid by them in equal shares. In return, Stotoétis surrenders to them his claim 

on a slave-girl belonging to his mother. The handwriting appears to belong to the first 
half of the second century, but may be earlier. 

Seu asi ] 
os Lvl Ins per [ ] 
Levpor[, Jacrns [ ] 
» Neu? [ eee. a. [ ] 

5 ekaorn Tepmrov peplos] wy ogee. N pYTHP avTwY Tw Tpoyeypappevw viw LToTOHTL 

KaO oufodloyvay tekewecav Tw eveotwrte ete pnve SeBaotw evkad. ohwv apy < op 

Kat pte] Tov omodoy® Sz[olrontw eyKahew tars adehpars Tept wy amexer ws TpoKiTat 

ahha ouvywper Tas adeAgais EKaoTH TEUMTOV pEpos oV EXEL SiKALWPATOS 

ms unlapxlovens Ty myTpe avtwy tawdioKns Sovdys ns ovopa Taopaevoudews avetaddo 

10 tpiwr[ov] K) axaraypnuarioroy ewar dudragew tyv pytepa Sia To emt TovToLs THY opohoyiay 

yeyovevat vToyp, XtTotoyntis XtoTonTews ws L Ke ov peTo) perwe 

PAPYRUS CLVII 6.—3rd cent. 

ECEIPT for 8 artabas of barley, paid as rent for 14 arouras of land near 

Psenarpsenesis. The amount of corn is to be measured in the pérpov é€axolv«or of 
Karanis, the village to which the ediov of Psenarpsenesis belonged (see Pap. CXLI, note 
on |. 7, p. 182). The writing, which is very rough, appears to be of the early part of the 
third century. 
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Appovovs Amedate yatpelr] 

peta Kuptov tov adeAdov nylav] 

IItohAatos tov Iosov opohoyw 

amTETXNKEVal TA ExPopLa wy 

5 yewpyes pov mepr Vevappernoi[y] 

apoupys pias Nuirovs n ocoV 

cav y at evo aptaBar KprOns 

oKTw petpw e€axouikw Ka 
pavidos Kat ovdey vou evKado 

IO wept twv mpokeiple|vov apra 

Bwv oxrwa Appwvous pe 

cetera desunt. 

8. Loans. 

PAPYRUS CCLXXVII.—a.p. 23. 

EXT to the receipts may come the loans, of which there are four. The first is 

a copy of the record of a loan of 64 drachmas 4 obols for eleven months, at the 

interest of a drachma per mina per month, = 1 per cent. per month, or 12 per cent. per 

annum, which was the usual rate of interest. The loan is secured upon a seventh part of 

a house and court in Socnopaei Nesus, where the deed is registered. The borrower is 

of Persian descent, as also is his wife, who concurs in the transaction. The document 

is written in a very illiterate style and is full of mistakes. 

10 

avriypadov Savynov vroOnKe eBdopov 

peplo|s Tns ouxvas Kau avdns ev ty Loxvr[o] 

tatov Nnoov tys Hpakdevdov pepidsos 

Tlaveppuppis Eptevs Tlepons rns emvyo 

vns exe To Savynov Tapa rorontios 

tov Tecevoudis mpeaButepov Sia yeupos exlou 

kov apyupi[olv emranwou Kepadaioly voyiopa 
tos Opaxpas e€nKovta Texapos TE 

tpoBovkwy ToKov ws eK Spaxpn pwas 

™ pva TOV PHVA EKATTOV as KaL azo 

Sorat ev pnve TuBt Tov wovtos 

Sexatov erous TiBepiov Katoapos Y«Bacrov 

Kalas mpoKertar @aoyns ths New 

Line 1. 8avnov uroOnker: = Savetou imobnxy. Cf 1. 5. Line 5. exer: dpodoyd is omitted. 

Line 2. pepos: there is not room for pepous. Line 6. ex¢owxov: a remarkable spelling of ¢& ofxov. 

Line 4. Epteus: should be "Epéos. Cf. 1, 6 Tecevoudis for Line 8. recapos rerpoBovdwv: for résaapas rerp@Boror. 
Texevovguos, 1. 13 NeoOyngus, 1. 15 Mavepupss. 

II. Ff 
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Ovndis Tlepowvn pera Kupiov tov mpoye 

15 ypappevos eavrns avdpos Maveppuprs 

TVVEVOWKWL ETL TATL TOLS TPOKEL[ME 

viows] Kkabws mpoKertar eypawpev virep 

avtwv Tavedpuppis Iamasos dia To 
PN evoevan QUTOV YPApLpara 

20 avtiy? Xapayyos 

Erovs 0 TiBepiov Katoapos YeBaorov 

Mexetp 0 avayeypamrar du rolv] ev Ty 

[Xox|vorravov Nyoov ypaduov 

Line 16. cuvevdwxwr: cuvevdoxd. 
Line 20. Xapaypos: presumably the name of the person who made the copy. 

PAPYRUS CCCVIII.—a.p. 145. 

ECORD of a loan of 200 drachmas and 15 artabas of wheat, to be repaid in nine 

months time (.¢, after the harvest); dated at Heracleia in the division of Themistus. 
The borrower is of Persian descent, and the lender is a priest. The loan is to carry 

interest, and as the rate is not specified it may be presumed to be the usual one of 

12 per cent. 
of the registry at Heracleia. 

The document is written, like Papp. CCCIII and CCCXI, by Alcimus, clerk 

Erovs evarou QUTOKPAaTOPOS KaLOapos Tirov Atdtov 

Adpiavov Avrwvwov YeBacrov EvaeBous 

pnvos X«Bacrov | Owl is ev Hpakdeva THs 

OcutoTov pepidos Tov Apowvoerrov vowov Opodoyeu 

5 Amoddwvos Kacropos [Tov SapBa amo apdodouv 

Bibvvav addov torav epans tTys emvyovns 

ws L AB ovdn Saxtvdw TpoTw xELpos apioTepas 

LroroynTt Opov tov Tavedpeupews reper ws L a 

ovhn Saxtuhw Sevtepw xeupos Sekvas exw 

10 Tap avtov Tov opodoyovrta Tapaxpnua Sia yeu 

pos xpynow evrokov apyupiov Kepadatov dpa 

Xhas dtakooas KQL TUpOV CV YEVEL VEOU Kaba 

Line 6. Biduvywy addrwy rorwy: this street is mentioned in Berl. 

Pap. 115, 1. 3, from which it appears that it was in Arsinoé, not 
in Heracleia, as might be supposed from this document. In 

Rain. Corp. Pap. XXI, which is dated at Ptolemais Euergetis, 

the same street is mentioned ; but in XXIV it is expressly stated 
to be in Arsinoé (éni ris pyrporddews em’ dupddov Bibuvay kat 
adap Térer). 

Line 8. A priest named Stotoétis son of Horus son of Pane- 

phremmis, with a scar on the second finger of his right hand, is 
likewise mentioned in Berl. Pap. 86. The only discrepancy is in 
the age. In the present document, of A.D. 145, he is described 
as thirty-one; in the Berlin papyrus, of A.D. 155, he is forty-three. 
Possibly Aa in 1. 8 is a scribe’s error for AS. 

Line 12. mupov ev yever: cf. Berl. Pap. 345, 1. 5, xoprou év 
yévet, = ‘in kind,’ as opposed to the other part of the loan, which 
is in money. 
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pov adodov aptaBas Sexamevte pretpw Spo 

HPO TETPAXOLYLKW WY KaL THY aTOdwWaW ToL 

15 yoacbw o opodoywr tw Sroronrer ev pyre 

Tavve tov evertwtos OS Avtwrwov Kaiwapos 

Tov Kuplov avuTepberws yewvower[yns] THs 
mpakews Tw Srotonter ex Te TOV opohoyouvTos 

Kal EK TWY UTAPXOVTMV avTw TavTwY Kala 

20 ep ey Sucyns Arrohdwvtos Kaoropos exw Tapa 

Tov XToTONTLOs Tas TpoKyevas apyupiov Spaxyjas 

Siaxoocwas Kat Tupov aptaBas Sexamevre Kar 

amodoow ev pyve Ilav tov evertwtos erous 

Kaos mpokitar ANKuyLos yp) Tov mpoKyevou ypae’ 

25 eypaa umep avtov dapevov py evdevar ypapparia| 

Evrera* Sa tov ev Hpa* yp) 

Line 13. perpw Spopw rerpayourkw: cf. Berl. Pap. 86, 1. 16, xouwikw; cf XXXI, 1.15, XLV, 1.21. On the term dpdpos see 
where, however, the phrase is given as pérp@ Spdpov terpaxowixov. below, introduction to Pap. CCLXV (p. 257). 
In Rain. Corp. Pap. XXIV, 1. 20, it is given as pérpo Spdpev rerpa- 

PAPYRUS CCCXI—a.p. 149. 

HIS is another document written, so far at least as the body of the deed 

is concerned, by the scribe Alcimus at the registry of Heracleia (cf Papp. 

CCCIII, CCCVIIT). It is the record of a loan of 1200 drachmas, for eleven months, 

at I per cent. per month interest, both interest and principal being secured upon five 

arouras of land in the neighbourhood of Heracleia and two slaves. The borrower is 

a woman of Persian descent, and her sons are jointly responsible for the repayment of the 

loan. The autograph subscription of her son on her behalf is appended to the deed, in 

rough uncials. The papyrus has suffered some mutilation, and a good deal of the writing 

is more or less rubbed. 

[L Sw]dexarov avroxpalropos] Kawcapos Titov Atdov Adpiavov Avtwvivov LeBacrov 
EvoeBous pynvos Zavricov 1B 

Mexip 18 ev Hpaxdea [rov] @le]usorov pepios tov A[po]wourov vopov Opohoyovor Sanors 
Tla[vleppeppews tov Tecevov) 

[a}ro Kwpns Loxvoratov [N]noov Tepown ws L vf olvr]n myxer apiorepw pera Kupiov Kat 
evyu[y7] tov [v]iov Xtoroytwos Zro 

[ron|r[t]os ws Ld ovhyn avrinr[nyjo apvorepw Kar ov Ts [Olanoews erepor vio. Npos ws L NE 
oviyn uo yovor de€vov kau Mavedpeu[pts] 

5 [ws] L xz ovhn myxer apiotep[w a]udorepor Ero[rolnrios [Hpax]dera Avooxopov tov AvorKopou 
ws L hy ovdn petotw plerw .]. . 

...] pera Kupiov tov cvvyevovs Lwrypry[ov] tov Zolor]ufo]v ws L AS [ovpy[...... 

alpiorepw [exew] talp] avtns tyv Oalnow] rapay[py] 

Line 4. yovor: so MS. for ydvv. 

F f 2 
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pa Sia xerpos xpnow evroxov apyvpiov Kedlarao]v Spax[ulas yr[ta]s Siaxole]}ias rox{ov] 

Spaxmys [ty pva] 
[roy pnva exacrov wy Kat tyv amodwow Tomoalo]Ow [ny] opodroyovoa @arfors] ry 

Hpa[k]\eva ev pr[ve TBs tov] 
[ev]ovor[r]os tproxaidex{a]rov erovs A[yT]wvwov Kaio[apos z]ov xupiov avurepOer[ws] Sedw- 

kevat de [tn]v Oanow [er] 

10 [ovvJadAdaypare ka 84 evyunpatos zlov] mpoxyevov] K[edalkavov Kat Twv ToKwy Tas vTap- 
xovoas alut|n mepe tyv [po] 

[Kuysjerny Kopnv Hpakdeav mpotepov Appwvapiov tys ApteniOwpov x«dyplov] Karo Kixov] 
apo[vpas] mevre 

. .Jras emBodns kwpns a[povlons tpirov cat ta valalpxovra avry Soviixa owpalta] dvo 

Tee: Mae Sie aes pov... 
..] Taplvo]as yepdiavn[s] caf wv mavtwy [olf] e€er tay odocxepyn efovoray Tov Twheww 

vroTier Bar ovde adhws 

[erepous amo}rucar aypi ov al[odw) to mpoKimevov x[e]parasov kat Tovs toxovs ot Se mpo- 
yeypa[pevot] viow Yrotonris 

15 [kat Qpos Kar Tavedpepprs ealv wn amrorion] y pytnp Sar[ors tas] mpokipevas mpofeopmals] 

N Kat Tapedkvobevtos ypovou 

eerie sy TS Prov py Salon Ser avrojus rovs worls] ex Tov wiov amodwow eay Te 
7apy n ary n Kat vn TEplyn 

[n wyrnp woavtjos yewvolyerns ty Hpalkdeva tr[s tlpagews ex te THs Oanoews Kat Twv 
TPOKYLEVM@VY VLwV 

[Kar ex wavrwy] tov avr[ois vtapxovtrwy Kx]afamep ey Six[ns] vtoypades tys pey Sanoews 
oO KUpLos Kat TOU Tlavedp oo A 

[@AHCIC TIANE®PEMJMEWC TLOY TECENO]YDEWC MHTPOC COHPEWC THC TIANE®PEMMEWC 
META KYPIOY 

20 [KAI €F YHTOY TO]y [Y]IOY CTOT[OHT]EeWC TOY CTOTOHTIOC OMOAOIFW EXIN TIAPA 
THC HPAKAEIAC TAC TIP[O] 

[KIMENAC AP]TYPIOY KE@AAA[IOY] APAXMAC XIAIAC AIKOCIAC TOKOY APAXMAIOY 
TH MNA TON H 

[KACTON MHNA] AC KAI KTTOAW[CW €N] NHN[I] TYBI TOY [ICIOJINTOC ETOYC KAI 
A€AWKA THN TIPOKIMENHN Y[TTO] 

[@HKHN ..... ] WC TIPOKITAL [ ]. €[T]PA=A_ KAI [yep THC] MHTPOC MOY 
H-TYHMMA TOY TTANE®PEMMIC 

JWMA .[ WC TTIPOKITA! [ ].- 9s eyvjopa. Kabws mpoxirat 
AXkunos yp) virEepe 

25 [ypapa vrep avroly daperf[ov pn edevar ylpappar[a] 

[evJrer[ax]}r[ar Sa rou] ev Hpalkd]ea ypadevou 

Line 12. The end of the line is much defaced. It may contain Line 22. kroSwow: the « is quite clear, but is a slip of the pen 
the names of the slaves. The next line also is difficult to read. for a. So too vy» appears to be written for pnvi. 

Line 13. tyv odocxepy e€ovoray k.7.A.: of. Berl. Pap. 86, 1. 24. Line 24. umepe: perhaps imepé|ypaya, if the compound is 
Line 21. The last letter of the line is » written over v, and admissible in this sense. 

apparently is a mistake fore. Cf. nyyunua in 1. 23. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXXXVI.—a.p. 167. 

HIS is a loan by one person to five others (two of whom are priests of Socnopaeus), 
all being jointly and severally liable, of 4oo drachmas for five months at 1 per cent. 

per month interest. The loan is made through the bank of Didymus in the street Phremei 
in Arsinoé. The document has been cancelled, presumably on repayment of the loan. 

Erous €Bdopov avroxpatopos Katoapos 

Mapkov Avpy\tov Avtwrewov YeBaortov 

Appeviakov Mydixov TapOixov Meytorou kK) avtoxpatopos 

Katrapos Aovxiov Avpndtov Ouvnpov YeBacrov Appeniakov 

5 Mybdixov Haphixkov Meyiorov Dapevol «B dra 

Ts Avdupov tpamelns Ppcper Papiwy Avda Yo 

Tont. Lrotoyntews Tov Yrorontews ws L v ov* 

avTixipl apiorepw Kat A)zraewt) Epiews tov Adzra 

ei?) ws L pe ov* avtixvnuiw Sew Kat Texvor 

10 rotontews Tov LroroyTews ws L ps ov* odpver 

defia Kar Aprayaly SataBovros tov YaraBovros 
ws L pl ov* pewt peon kat SatraBovrt SataBovros ro pews peon 
tov LaraBoutos ws L AB ov® yovars Sew ap 

forepor tepers Oeov Kkwpns Loxvorratov Nynoov 

15 [ous] wevre adydwv eyyvois eis exTiow exe 
a[v]rovs mapa tov Bapiwvos xpnow Kedadarov 

alpyluvpiov Spaypas terpaxooias < v ToKOV 

S[pa]yuratov TH pva Tov pyva exagTov as 

KQL amToowaouct €V BYNVL Mecopy TOV EVEO 

20 TWTOS ETOUS avuTrepeTas VELVOMEVYHS TW 

Dapiw Ths mpakews ex TE TwY Tpoyeypap" 

n e€ OV GUT@VY EAV ALPNTAL K) EK TWY UVTAPVKOV 

TMV AUTWVY TAVTWV Kalamep €K ducyns 

xopis aldov wy odethovar Kad as exel av 

25 Tw evypatrous alo |dad evals 

Line 6. Spewer: a street in Arsinoé, mentioned in several of 
the Berlin and Rainer papyri. The bank seems to be men- 
tioned in Berl. Pap. 281, 1. 16, where Krebs read ris dvack[eun]s 
rpamé(ns ®pepet, and Wilcken rjs A... [...]s. If Avdupou is an 
impossible reading there, it may be supposed that the bank had 
changed its name in the interval, the Berlin papyrus being of 
the reign of Trajan. Cf also Berl. Pap. 193 (of A.D. 136) ris 
[..-Jouv rpamé{ns Speyer, and Rain. Corp. Pap. XV (of A.D. 149) 

ris AOvpovu Kexoopnrevkdtos tpamé(ns Bpeper. 

Line 13. audorepor: if this is to be interpreted literally, only 
the two last-named borrowers are priests; but five is so natural 
a number for the representatives of the meyrapvudia of Socnopaei 
Nesus (cf pp. 112, 191), and Stotoétis so common a name 
among the priests (cf p. 112), that one is led to suspect that all 
the five were priests. duddrepor=mdvres in late Byzantine Greek 
(see Bury, Classical Review, xi. 393), and it is possible that 
colloquially the use existed earlier. 
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9. Accounts. 

PAPYRUS CXCII.—early rst cent. 

HE accounts which form the next section of texts are a miscellaneous group of 

documents, often of uncertain character. Those which plainly relate to taxation have 

been given above under that head; but it is probable that some of those which follow 

belong properly to the same class. The one which stands first, for example, is a register 

of land; and, though it is not expressly so stated, it is probable that it was connected with 

the tax on land. As it stands, however, it is simply a list of names, with statements 
of extents of land, in arouras, placed against each, and arranged under categories, the titles 

of which are generally either mutilated or unintelligible. A somewhat similar document, 
though of greater extent, and apparently of the year 46, has been acquired since the 
date at which this Catalogue closes (Pap. DCIV); and this is certainly connected with the 

land-revenue. 

The handwriting shows the MS. to belong to the first half of the first century, and 
in line 44 there is a reference to the 32nd year Kaioapos Oeov (=a.D. 2-3). The 

32nd year is also alluded to in lines 85 and roo, and an earlier year (apparently the 

23rd) in line 84. A Berlin papyrus (no. 174) is dated in the 36th year 7Hs Kaicapos 
Kparjaews Oeov viod, but otherwise Augustus is not described as a god in any papyri 

dating from his own reign (the common formula being simply érovs x Kaioapos); hence 

it is probable that this document belongs to the early years of Tiberius’ reign, and that 
the references to the 32nd year, like that to the 23rd, are to past registers of the 

same kind. 

The symbol for dpovpa is the same as that already described in Pap. CXCIII 
{see p, 122), 

Sew . [. .Jos Yscd 
Jews 8. ¢ Yk 

on ea ee Y sd 

a Gll Saw Y sd 
5 (Paes TLOS Y BCS 

] + YEN + «+ ares Y 8 

cel eo 4 e-treg Get 
w) + @pot K Dds Yad 
J... . Odos Nuxavep Yn 

10. .J..- $ K Bacis ot B Appivor? Yn Cdy 

. jpis x) Odes o« B Arevve” Y ud 

. .Jmeg Hpaxd[ec]rov Y 8 

. .}rug Tlerevpuos Y rs) 

. . jus SaraBovros 7 gt. 
| a ], Tlerevpuos Y «8% 

ia aes ] . ews Yn 
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Saha ES yy gt hes 
-.. +4] Tlereappovd’ 

. Jagh Jc 

20 Kou dif. 2... oes 
Sypooww[y yelwpy” .... 

went]... 
yevov 

(Col. 2.) 

25 .. wvrek 

Atwvs Tasartos 

Biwy Mapwvos 

Af. . .Js Ovvadpr’ 

Eof. : | Atevy ews | 

ean are 

.Jos 
.. .] Derecovyxov 

Opoevovpis Iamatros 

Tamas [Ta}raros 

35 Uazos wp Ilamov 

IIazos ve” Ilazrov 

Tews Ovvwdpros 

Odus Xapweros 

Ods LapBaros 
40 Opos Ileteappovbtos 

Ilagns Pacuros 

Tlamats Opcour[os] 
. opis [Z]apar [.. . .] 

45 TAeovacpoy Tw ev 

idee 

223 

ia 
(7) ¢ 

.. «jpos da 

G wag 
Eco ip 

r = Q. 

YY 
Y v 
Y « 

Yat 
@ 
Ya 

Y v 
i B 
Y 
Ye 

Ye 
Y 8 

Ya 

Ya 

YBL 
Ys 
UY. 

bal] 

AB L Katcapos Jeov tpoonypleva lp 

TIvo\en10ov tov Atovvarov pos he 

@cwv Oewvos mpos yd 

Tlaowwy Iaowvos mp® > 

Line 24. Probably the artabas of wheat mentioned here are 
the produce due to the state from the land specified above. 

ey: the last figure resembles a r, but is probably a y, = 3, 
though all the other fractions are of the sequence }, }, 4 etc. 
It recurs in ll. 26, 64, 77, 81, etc. 

Line 25. It is uncertain whether anything was written before o. 
Line 35. mp: 2.€. mpeaBurepos. 
Line 45. mAcovacpoy: in the papyrus (DCIV) alluded to in 

the Introductory Note, one section is headed mAcovacpwr Bacr- 

S-S -S 

ae 

Atxov, but the remains here do not admit of that reading. The 
entries here are evidently additional to some that have been 
given elsewhere under the names of the same individuals; thus 
Ptolemy son of Dionysius (1. 47) has 12 arouras in addition to 
35 entered elsewhere. Possibly the reference to the thirty- 
second year of Caesar implies that the original entry is in the 
register of that year, and that the individuals named have 
since that time increased their holdings by the amount here 
stated. 
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50 +. 7, vos mpos > 

ep Rhea te. ].. mpos ed 

Tere . . . SaraPloluros wpos > 

Hpakhys =tpatwvos mpos > 
Tlerex® Qpov a YaraB’ rov Mama?’ 

55 Sar[aB°] rov amat @ Hparde’ tov 

Hpad? d:a @ewv? mpos > 

Dek tees ] rov Mapawvos 

.. « .Jvos tov Arrepyews 

de cae ] tov Sywrov x) ou peroX 

OO ike ees ] tov Ilemiptos mpos . . 

POP 45) 4163 OTO 44 Bos 

65 wv To Kat av? 

ZataBovtos tov Tazaitos 
H ... vov tov D\ews 

A... . Epvews 

Bie Se cee rg k), Tlamaus ot B Opov 

70 T[a}ros Iazov 

[Ma]p[w]y Mapwvos 

Opos Tereappovbios 

lavas Iereappovbtos 

TI[erJeap[pjov? OdXews 

75 Ovvwdpis Tvvyeous 

[. . . . Jus Ilasauros 

. ™po* 

Em 8€ twv .° vepewy Tapa Sypoo* 
yolpy” amatroupeva 

80 ®... 6 Tacay pop* 

[ye]vov 

(Col. 4.) 

Kaénkor[r}” wert’ ad” taceav — 

Katou" KX! 

AheEavdpewv 

Line 78. vepeoy: in Pap. DCIV the land is divided into Line 82. =: 

SS ad Se a7 
Sy 

i 

SOS mC a weg Rs 

Lowy SoS ae Ssr a 

Y gus 9 E dus. . 

probably the symbol for dpraSav, which will 

Baorrixn, tepd, and idwriky (cf p. 96); the two last categories account for the gender of racap. 
seem to be referred to here and in 1. 82, the former perhaps in Line 83. karou KAT: KaToUKLKOY KATpOY. 

1. 45, but the exact meaning of the headings is not clear. 
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85 @cwvos tov Bewvos] Berek 

Zi wy Otte we ew 

ZA XBL G rBL 1/GE... 
TIrohewarov kar Xarpyp? [. .]. . 

@cwv Bewvos a~ Ef. . .Jarov 

go kat a Ap[iladov tov I[amalir° 

a 

oy 

Kat a- @ayo* tov Talsrat|r’ 

kat a- YaraB° tov Talmras|ros 

ia 

Evtomiwy 
95 Aptepidsap’ tov Apreuid” a Tov taTp’ 

Lovxiwvos Tou Aprepwdwp” 

= 

Ow RB. a Oo. 
c ‘Zs 

Q 

H\woSwpov tou Aprepnidwpou 

Adkipou tov Ilamouv a Yovxiwvos 

Hpaxdevd? Netkov a Newov tov rarp? 

( "S Rs 

(— 

100 kat a Atodwpov tov Avodwpov 

: Se SoS kat a- Apreptdwp® Tov Aap... 

ZA ML Gat /Gu.. 

kat a Mapov? tov Aprepio” [YJ ra d 

Ce: ee es ee 

105 ov 

Line 89. a—: dad, as in ll. 54, 55. Line 94. evromiy: = ‘local,’ as opposed to ’Adefav8péor in 1. 84. 

PAPYRUS CCLIV.—a.p. 133-4. 

HE account which follows is a record (presumably kept by the ovroddyou, though there 

is no statement to that effect) of the seed-corn distributed to various localities for 

the sowing in the eighteenth year of Hadrian. The places mentioned are, for the most 

part, known from other papyri to be in the Arsinoite nome. The name which occurs most 

frequently is that of Cercesucha, but Karanis, Bacchias, Neilopolis, Ptolemais Nea, are also 

mentioned, together with several less familiar names, some of which are, however, recorded 

in a long taxing account among the Petrie papyri (vol. II, pap. xxviii, now Brit. Mus. 

Pap. DLXVIII). The account begins with the 25th of Athur (= November 19), and 

the papyrus breaks off incomplete at the 14th Mecheir, but the heaviest part of the 

distribution falls in the first 16 days. The account is arranged by days, and under each 

day it is stated how much corn has been distributed to each locality. At the end of each 

ten days the totals are made up, and also at the end of the month. The following is 

a table of the amounts distributed in each period of ten days: 

Athur 25th—3oth 3738+ artabas 

Choiach 1st—10th 1980; 

IL. Gg 
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rith—2o0th 7407 

21st—3o0th 528— 
a4 

Tubi Ist—10th 106 — 
24 

1 11th—z2oth 452— Ta 
21st—3o0th 1874—, 

Mecheir 1st—1oth 507-4 

1ith—14th 95-5 

giving a total of 10022$ artabas of wheat. There are also a few small amounts of barley 

mentioned. Thus, since the allowance of seed-corn was one artaba for each aroura, the 

area to which this account applies is about 10000 arouras, or (since an aroura is about 

equivalent to half an acre) a little more than 5000 acres. 

(Col. 1.) 25 Mytpodwpov & — Wf v 

ayabn tTvxn oyos Pirorfos] & = ~ [2] 

nHEpav = 
avnropatos o7TEepp (Col. 2.) 

in L Adptavov Kyorapos tov yt —ao io 
Kupov Afup Ke wv Kep* & — pge Ko 

5 amo yevy Tov SuehnrvO? if L Twveol[s] © — € KO 

Ke & — vAn y Ko 30 5 & — pa 

Ke E — mre yn Kp? ono! — a 

Kl '& — Wre = ko é& — p€& 

kn & — yda d ko Kp? opot — 
10 ov Kep* & — yxua d Ko 5 &t — oyVCy wo 

Twvews 6 '& — k 35 CES pry \ 

«0k — dv yn av Kep* & — pn ( to 

rt — upl L Ko Omitwy Kou & — Ke Kd 

av Kep* & — of€e io qe ye 

15 Ara[BlavO? & — 7a yy 6% — ow d 

_~ Tov pyvo[s] Abup 40 t & — pry s ko 

mupov & — phy 7 7. Felxnnep® Kpys 6 — 8 
wv [Kep* & —] Yyds y Ko eas Sexnnep/% aq td 

Tw[vews &] — k ov Kep* & — aqup 
20 AdaBavbl?] & — ra \ y7 Myrpo? & — 0 y 

Xow pnvos Adpiavov 45 ®]dwr[os] & [—] fy] + 
at — oon 5 ko Twvea[s] & — € Kd 
B & — 708 ¢ O[m]rwy [kor] & — Ke Kd 

av Kept & — tus 2 ta & — prs 

Line 10. Kep*: Kepxecovxor, a village often mentioned in the Line 25. MntpodSwpov: a place name, cf Petrie Pap. II, 
papyri. xxviii, col. 6, 1. 24; also Brit. Mus. Pap. CLVI, which is en- 

Line 11. Twveas: presumably a place name. The o which dorsed dméd kapys Mytpodmpov. idwvos must be a place name 
follows stands for épuoiws, but is exactly identical with the sign also. 
for artaba ; cf. 1. 91. Line 41. This line is a later insertion, the barley having been 

Line 15. AdaBavO.dos : cf. Petrie Pap. II. xxviii, col. 9, 1. 15. overlooked in the original summary of the ten days’ expenses. 



xp? opol'] — y 

50 Be — pl d Ks 
vy © = [pley 
Kept & = [oy ¥] 
lepas & — ds to 

Tepxenoews —- vy [L yw] 

(Colla 
55 8 t — Kd s 

tek — tg 

= &t — dC P 

fe > pa yy 
i & — pé&B a 

60 wy Kep* & — ve io 

Nev* wohews & — ps 

0 & — md kb 

wv Kep* & — xe 

Tlep[ce]ov [& —] &y d ko 

65 kk — é&Bd 

7 &s Sexnepo” 
We Cy Kd 

KpiOlns] oporws [—] y 

ov Kep* § — ok y vo 

70 Kp? oap.. ay 

wv lepas [k] — As ib 

wv Ilepxenoews . . E — vy y wo 

wv Newdov 7o* & — ps P? 

wv [Ilepreov & — Ey d ko 

75 [xa] & [=] €@ 
[wv] Kep* & — ha 

ov] BaxlX] & — Xd 

6 © —] =f 
Feo? yuatlicogit 

80 xy [k >] f = 40 
«5 [te —] pol U 
o[v] Kep* [E -] yc 
[wy Baxxia® & — pod 

(Col. 4.) 

Ke kt mon KE y 

Line 53. Iepas : ‘Iepas Nyoov, cf. |. 103. 
Line 64. Hepoewy: the middle letters are doubtful, but 

Petrie Pap. II. xxxii, 2 4, 1. 6. 
Lines 68, 70. These lines are later insertions. 
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peerren| id 85 Kk > us bo 

Kl T > KS YM 
Km & > tL Kd 

KO & — k 

LE > pB ¥ 
90 ~~ as Sexn” & = GKn yn 

Kp 6 apraBas — y 

wv Kep* & — td yn 

Kp? opotws — y | 

wv Baryia® & — oS 

95 yee Tov pnvos Adpiavov 

mupov & — Fop]? yw 
Kp? opotws aptaBas tC 

av Kep* & — Biol Ly Ko 

My7z[po|Swpo[v] & — A y 

100 ®itfwvjos & — wy ¢ 

Tur[e]o[s £] — € Kod 

O[miraly & — Ke Kd 

Iepas Nyoov & — dz id 

tepelehoe [Ee y U7 
105 Newov zrodews ['E] — ps 2 

Tlep[oelov & — yd kod 

Baxxiados & — od 

a 

TuBi a &t — BSF 

IIo Bt: — te 

wv Baxxi® & — € 

(Col. 5.) 

ov Kep* & — 

et — 6») 

Ck ye 

115 9 & — ka 7 

6% —ey7 

tk — ved 

ZZ as Sexy & = ps d k6 

wv Kep* & — gz id 

120 Bakyia® & = 6g KO 

wa k—od 

wav Kep* & — ue = ko 

Line 77. Baxx: Baxxiddos. 

227 

Line 120. The items for the preceding ten days give only 
7 artabas to Bacchias, so that the subdivision of one of the 
other totals must have been omitted. 

Gg 2 
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Kep* Opous & — ve \ ko 

Bt = af 
125 8 & — of 

we bE BL 
0 xpynpa™ Trod vea & [— x] 

kt > THe 
ov Kep* & [—] vs ¢ 

130 Kapaw® & [—] ome 

7 «es Bexnt © = wB is 
wv Kep* & — q x6 

Kep* Opous & —- ve U KO 

TIrohepav® Nea & [—] x 

135 Kapow? & — one 

Kae > py 
wv Kep* opo* & —- ¢ & 

mpo* ono” & B 

xpnpa” Kap, & 8 d 

(Col. 6.) 

KB & — on By 
Kep* opodo? & — dO d 
mpo* opovws ‘& — prs KO 

xpnpa” Kap, & — pe 
Ky & — o& 7) 
opod0? ‘& — = 10 

140 

145 
mp? 6 & — ods [y] Ko 
k) Sy 7’ avo Kap) & — xy] c 

«d & = of] a 
et = ele 
mpo* & — [p)pOd 

Ke &t — 7&0 d ké 
opo* & — pd to 

150 

mp? ‘& — pia 

[k, Sy] 7° aro Kap) & — vf y 
155 [«] ds) 7° avo O¢” & — KL y Ko 

Line 123. Kep* Opous: cf. Berl. Pap. 11, ll. 5, 10, where this 
district is mentioned. It is presumably the higher-lying part of 

Cercesucha, parcelled off as a separate district. 
Line 126. In order to make the totals right for the ten days, 

this entry should be put down to Karanis, and in 1. 130 ond 

should be read for on (. 
Lines 137-139. The headings in these three lines, which 

recur in many of the subsequent entries, are obscure. The 
headings opodoY and mpo* seem to take the place of Kep*, the 
former (as appears from the totals for the month) representing 
what has hitherto been described simply as Kep*, while the latter 
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[k]= & — poB d ko 

[o]uo* & — pB v0 
mpot & > py 
x, Su 7° avo Kap, & —- xz d 

«le > god 
opo* & — Ay © 

mpo" & — py d ko 

160 

Kk) Su, 7° amo Iepa Nyoov 

mpot'e — 3 7 
(Col. 7.) 

165 Ky & = pl yn 
ow ES He 
mpo* & — vB v 
x, Su 7° azo Tapas [&E — py] 7) 

KO '& — oa ato Ko] 

opo* ‘& — ¢ id 

apr ee Ol 
X% — 7 5 Ko 

Kep* opo* & y \ y to 

mpo* ‘& — oa : 

xp7 Kap) dd | to 

apo” Nv o* & pB P 

5 Kep* Opov[s] & yd Kod 

xp7 Svplo] & prod 
y ts Sexy" & Gwod id 

170 

175 

180 wv Kep* opo® & 15 \ id 

mpo® [kt — alos to 

xen K[ap) © -—-] oxe yw 
Ogw [kt — x] Cy Ko 
1ep) [k= 8] 9 
Tapas [> py] 4 
Kep* Opolus & — y]d 48 
Nidov tod[is & — ‘LB fey 

Xuvpw & — prod 

is additional to it. 
name of Neilopolis. 

Line 155. OP®: = Ogwéws, cf. Petrie Pap. II. xxviii, col. 2, 

Legs 
Lines, 179, 180. The totals in these lines do not correspond 

with the items, which give 187334 and 306;4, respectively, while 
yet a third grand total, 18733, is given by adding the totals in 

ll. 180-188. Since the first figure is too small by 4, the second 
by 4, and the third by 4, it is clear that doubts as to reading 
the items will not account for the discrepancies, which must be 

due to faults in arithmetic. 

185 

In 1. 176 mpo* is similarly attached to the 



Y Tov pnvos 't BudB ym 
190 wy opo* £ vgB B Kd 

mpo* & aos | i6 

Kap, t df yw 
Ba* tu 5 kd 

Kep* Opov § vn U y 

195 IIro* Nea] & x 

Oda t k C yo] 

Tep* & 8 yn 

Tapat & wn CL 9 

(Col. 8.) 

Nurov 7’ & pB 
200 Xupa. & prod 

a Meyxeip & pk 

opodo? 'é wy PB) 

mpo* &b OW 

AdXazrov & X 

205 Kap, & &€ 
B & p&a > xo 

opodoy? bk a ¢ 

mpo* ke ¢ 

Kap) & ppn B ko 
210 [I ]}roe* [Nea] wpo* & 5 ¢ 

y § ka By 

apo” & fd 

K[ap)] & 08 | ko 

5 & Xe yn 

215 opodro’ & > ko 

mpo* & KO yuo 

ét iB Ko 

mpo* & 8 ko 

Kap) § 
220 ¢ & py ko 

opo* & KO 

mpo* & 1 K6 

Ce Ky yy 
opodo? & 1B d 

Line 189. Here and in many of the subsequent entries the 
symbol for wupod stands alone, without that for dpraBn. 

Line 204. AAAarov: so MS. apparently; perhaps 
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225 mpo* & wa > Ko 

H&E vod Kd 

op? & 8 

mpo* t 0 By 

Kap, © py \ 

(Col. 9.) 

230 Ote By 

Kp! — C yn 
opodo? & y = ko 

mpo* & BL wo 

t'& > Ks yo kp? a 

235 mpo* & wy Ko 

Kap) E vz y 
opo* KpiO _ a. 

«us Sexe 

bl on 
240 wy ono & &0 y 

Kp’ — a 

mpo” & — ps | ko 

Kp! — £ yn 
kaa che gi 

245 Add[aroly & X 

Troe} [Nea] mpo* 5 ¢ 
ta ‘& ul Ko 

Kp! — y 
ono & 8 Kpii a > 

250 mpo* & wy Ko kp? a») 

iB ‘& Ka 7») 

oporho’ & B y ko 

apo" —& wm @ 

ty & ABd Ko 

255 oporto? & BK 

mpo* '& «0 By 

8 & Kd 7 

opono’ t 6 d 

mpo* & 0 y ko 

existed in part before the writing was inscribed upon it; 
for the figures show that the account for the 8th day ended 

Addaooov with |. 229, and that for the 9th begins here, about two lines 
is intended, = ’AAAacowvros in Petrie Pap. II. xxviii, col. 3, 1. 9. lower than the beginnings of the other columns. 

Line 230. The rent in the papyrus above this line must have 
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PAPYRUS CCLIV verso.—a2nd cent. 

N the back of the account of wheat distribution in the year 133-4, just given, is 
written a record of payments made in Arsinoé on Phaophi 12-18 in an unknown year. 

The payments are divided into two categories, indicated by the contractions ¢v7 and do; 
of which the former evidently stands for (d7os, beer, and the latter presumably for some 

derivative of gotwé, the date-palm. Very possibly it is a register of payments of the 
taxes on beer (Curnpa, cf p. 117) and palm-orchards (cf vol. 1. p. 140). The totals have 
been inserted at intervals in a different hand, and are collected at the end. The amounts 

paid in each instance are small, rarely rising above three or four drachmas, the highest 

being 7 drachmas 4 obols. 
There is another point of interest of a different kind. At the left-hand end of the papyrus, 

Axtrdews 

k, IIptapov 

are not the mere scribble of a writer trying his pen (and the hand resembles that of the 

account) they may be the title of a literary work written on the papyrus which (as appears 
from the account on the vecto) formerly adjoined this sheet. There are several instances 
of a title being written in the blank space adjoining the last column of the work, as well 
as at the foot of the last column itself; and the person who cut off the blank papyrus 
at the end of the literary work for the purposes of this account might easily have over- 

looked the title. Whether the supposed literary work was an extract from the last book 

of the Iliad or not, it is of course impossible to say. 

in the middle of a blank space preceding the account, are the words If these 

(Col. 1.) 

Myrporodews Dawdu 1B 

Naaf, Oecaxer® 7° Oeaxev’ —) Oacwros roar a 

Mvobapiwv vos —, Tapvobas < CF 
— d= p= 

@ewv addos vios —) THS auTNS aif 

5 _ Ts npepas apy < Kl= opor go < B — 
wv lu apy < Ky >~ $0 < 5= 

ty [eb Jews Hpowv 7° TWefews Tamererovx 2 UF 

. v) [ef Jews Apdanor 7°? acoxv? —) Iowwpa < B— 

Lalra]Bous Teloe]vov? Azrohdw[v"] — Sarpy’ oo BF 
10 LaraBous Tefews 7° LaraBor[r’] -, Tapvobas < B— 

tcp) U[aloog[us Me]Oews 7° Tacol i? — . .]. Awrov < B= 
Kaplev?] We[OJews 7? Kapew? [-...... ] < yf 
SataBovs Hpaxhyov 7’ Af... .. ju ~ Saas po <y- 

Line 2, -): this symbol stands for pyrpds, and is in fact  pyrpéds is omitted. 
evolved from the letters wy written in rapid cursive. In some Line 8. There is an illegible note in the margin. The letters 
places the horizontal stroke (which represents the ) is attached _é are erased before B-. 
to the curve (which represents the y); but in many they are Line 9. #6 BF : these figures have been erased, and ap- 
quite distinct. ; parently rewritten, but the correction is lost in a lacuna, 

Line 7. Hpoy is written for "Hpwyos, and the symbol for Line 11. vepy: fepets. 
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IIro* SapBas 7’ Hpa — [Taovadpews 

15 Qpos Aprayafov 7° Anvylyews] — Sroton™ 
Ovv® Hpa 7’ Aptaya’ —, @anol'] 

Tlefews Ovvadpews 7’ Aipr[. .Jov —, Tavpews 

Ovy” Ovy® 7° Hpakdynov - [. .}yehar 

Ovvedpews vos — Hpax{ do }uros 

251 

20 TleOelws] SaraBov" rt’ Tere, - [.]opcou™ < yf 
Ioxv[pror] Tefews 7° Iloyvpia[y?] — Sonpews <yf 
Hpa[kd]e? Ov” 7° Ovv® -) Nedepas go. < B— 

(Hpa* 7° Ovvadpews —) ° 
Ovvwdpis Hpa 7° Hpa* —, Geppovd < yf 

(Col. 2.) 

25 Opoevo Terelcovly’ 7’ Opoev® —, Oanors po < B— 

Lwxpa™ Parl. . .]ws 7’ Soxuy -) Geppovd o < B— 

Eoovpis utw? tony —, NeBOeutews < vf 

Tapeos Taove™ — go B— 

Tlefews Hpa* 7’ Hpa -) Seyans po <a 

30 Hpwv Aeov 7’ TaBepews -, Leparrov™ po < B— 

Aews Hp” 7’ Axovar* -) Tavpews po <p 

_ Ts nwepas apy < oa G7 ACL 

= eo < byl 
6 Tax[vors] Mefews 7° Taxvor? - Gavpao” po < B— 

v, Ow” @.... 7° Tefews —-) Taayxopidews < p 

aod _ 

a Ioas Oca . . [7°] Apdanois - TT... apoveas 0 < B— 

Hparhe[d] . . Kou" 7’ Ivede, -) Oacwr < YF 
YataBlous] . . . ws 7° Eooupews — Tareiry < B— 
TeOelws . .]Oep[.Jos 7” Tapaal -) Adpods” < YF 

ak{ Me... [.. Jov 7’ Opfov] — Taappwlov 24 
40 Tleelws] Tvede, 7° Nefews — Tavpews po < B— 

v) Tysaylevolus Bacio 7° Apa... [-)] Taveyev’ <af 

ad\h— wy Iaco[. . .] efews 7’ IeOews — Tavpews po < B— 
Ayxop[ude]os A[yx]opidews 7° [Ile]Oews - anos — < B 
Ow” ZaBew’ 7° Eoovpews —, Ann? = <a— 

45 Tlefevs Azro\\” 7° Atpe[ws] -) Tavpews oe < B— 

v) Lurovyos Yuwovyov . < YF 

Line 17. In the entry added below the end of the line, = 
means éyoles, and so elsewhere in this papyrus. 

Line 23. This line has been erased. 
Line 25. At the head of this column are the letters pe, in a 

different hand. 
Line 28. This line is a later insertion. 
Line 32. oa: the figures are written over an erasure, and the 

entries (v7 AC and a Ay? (below the line) are in a different 
hand. 

Line 34. v) acd: added in margin, = imép "Owadpeas «.t.d. 
doGevodrtos. 

Line 39. ax¢: the meaning of this marginal note is not clear. 

Line 42. adA- 7: z.e. there is another entry relating to this 
man on the 18th Phaophi. 
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Tla . . evp® Tlerevovy? 7° Harpwr TarOews < 

tv? xa F dO 

go f= 

50 iy IT... . Opov 7’ AprepSwpou 

HrokAas Hpaxhe® 7’? Aw... 

®arp Hparkda tov Parp —) TacoxKews, 

Ayxopt®! T[eb Jews 7” MererouX — Geppov® 

55 Taxus Hpa* tov Ilaxvovos —, Oanors 

Opoevd Jepov® 7’ Tere, -) LapBov" 

Hpa* Axov’ 7° TrodAa -) Tov. ]wros 
. us -) v) [. . -Jepo” Kovewmis 7’ Ipa . 

—m 

60 

65 

go ve — 

tv OF 

(Col. 4.) 

~) Xor[p]ews 
Hparde® Apraya? 7° Tareus -) Tevovorp’ 

ws Hpaeus 

H[plov Swxparov Iacws -) lovd[w]pas 

Hpwv Zara® 7’ Iaews -) @anors 

[H]paxdns N.. a” 7° Texv -) TaBos 5 
TleBe{v]s TeBews 7° Tefews —, Oeppovi 
AxAdas Ow” 7 Saf. .J.. 5.0 .].- 

Lovxos Hpa 7 .. [. .|revzal.] . 
Atoka TeBerer” 7° [. .]Je? —) [T]oud” 

TIvo* Kadkou’ 7’ [... J - DL -)’ 
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eee i 

ee 

. 

AA AKRAAAAAANAAANA A DY DDB" DX DY BX YoY DD pe 

In a different hand, the same as that which has added the totals to the preceding 

columns : 

8B Cv? ... Ky ho [6 =] 

¥y oa [fu7] ACT gf? hy £ 

wd plqs—] Cv™ pxe F da o F 

pla] be" pb = da) wB F 

7O 

= plB]F tu" Wo" [why Fg? dO 
Line 47. This line has been erased. 
Lines 48, 49. These totals are in a different hand, as in 

ll. 32, 67, 68. The figures \@ in 1. 48 denote the combined 
total. The total agrees with the sum of the items, but the 
distribution between the two categories does not agree with 

that given in the preceding statement. 
Line 50. A line has been washed out above this. 
Line 56. Opoevo(udis): this name is written above another 

and longer name. 

Lines 67, 68. The totals do not correspond with the items. 

That relating to the palm-orchards is evidently composed of 
seven amounts of 2 dr. 1 obol each, just as the total in 1. 49 is 
evidently composed of eight such amounts. 

Line 69. «(= : the combined total for the twelfth day, which 

should have been given in the line below. 
Line 7o. ¢v™ .. .: itis possible to read (urixe, but the beer-tax is 

elsewhere called (utnpa. 
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75 y¥ apy < $€0 av ft 

apy < [t]o0 = ¢o [<] px0 F 

Line 75. @&6: should be P£O—. 

PAPYRUS CCLXVI.—1st or 2nd cent. 

HE long account which follows is somewhat of a puzzle. It has lost both beginning 
and end, and has nowhere any heading which explains its contents. It is divided into 

sections, marked by numbers which probably indicate the days of the month. Each 

section, or day, is again made up of some twenty-three to twenty-five subdivisions, each 

of which is headed by the name of a person and consists of a record of the payment of 

certain sums of money for various purposes. The same purposes often recur in several 

of the subdivisions. The names of persons which stand at the head of each subdivision 

are substantially the same in each section. At the end of each section the sums which 

have passed for each purpose are summarized, and the grand total is stated. 

This is about all that is certain with reference to this account. The rest is mainly 

conjectural. It is not even clear whether the sums of money mentioned represent payments 

or receipts; and the object to which the whole account relates is quite obscure. What 

have been described above as the ‘purposes’ for which the payments are made are in 

almost all cases represented by proper names alone; only occasionally is there such an 

entry as oy? (=dwou), implying expenditure for food, and seeming to show that the account 

may be taken as one of money paid, not received. One very frequent entry is under the 

head of wapaypyua, a term which certainly does not carry its own explanation with it. 

It is possible that the whole is the account of the manager of some large work, that 

the subdivisions represent the sub-contractors or foremen for different parts of the work, 

and that the heading wapaypyua stands for advances for current expenses. The fact 

that some of the payments are for food, and that others are to persons described as 

ixO(vorédys) or dvy(Adrys), is in accordance with this hypothesis; but the matter cannot 
be said to be clear, and several details in the account must stand over for elucidation from 

other sources. Some of the payments are for religious purposes (ll. 117, 353, 411, etc.). 

The payments are usually made in copper drachmas, and in large sums, the totals 

for the day varying between 10 talents 2200 drachmas and 12 talents 1200 drachmas. The 

only exception to this system occurs in the entries under the head of mapaypjua, most 
of which are stated in the items as < 6 (= 4 drachmas) and are then reckoned in the 

totals as 2000 drachmas. It is obvious that the former notation (in which alone the symbol 
for ‘drachmas’ is used) represents drachmas of a different currency, and one naturally thinks 

of silver; but then the ratio between silver and copper (silver : copper :: 1 : 500) is wholly 

at variance with all that we know as to the exchange values of the two metals in the 

Roman period. In Pap. CX XX], for instance, it is definitely laid down that the ratio between 
them in the year 78 a.p. was only 24: 28 (see vol. I of this Catalogue, p. 167), while even 
in the time of the Ptolemies it was never more than 1: 120. If it were possible to sup- 

pose that the entries to which the symbol < is prefixed represent payments in gold, the 
ul. Hh 
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proportion would be more intelligible; but gold drachmas are never met with in the papyri. 

The problem must be commended to the consideration of numismatists and metrologists. 

The writing occupies both sides of the papyrus. On the recto 26 columns are 

preserved, besides four which have been washed out to receive some demotic writing ; 

and the days to which the accounts relate run from the 6th to the 11th, with parts of 

the sth and 12th. Hence it may be calculated that about 10 columns have been lost from 

the beginning of the roll. On the verso, where the writing runs in the opposite direction 

to that on the recto, 31 columns are preserved, the days being the 7th to the 12th, 

with parts of the 6th and 13th. In order to bring these days of the succeeding month 

to the position which they hold on the verso of that part of the papyrus which contains 

the 5th to the 12th of the earlier month, it may be calculated that the vecto included 

the first 24 days of the one month, while the verso contained the last six days of that 

month, a summary of the accounts for the whole month, and 17 days of the next 

month. The whole length of the roll, on this calculation, would be about 21 feet, of 

which only 6 ft. 2 in. are here preserved. 

As the accounts on the verso are in exactly the same form as those on the recto, 

and are also in a worse state of preservation, it has been thought sufficient to print the 

recto text alone. 

(Col. 1.) Tapay pypa [wo] 

ee ee ree y 
Lvpos [v] NeByns [ro ]roy” 
Tapaxpywa [< 8] 20 Lupos o 

Bu Kao7Twpas B 

Opcevovdis I [azeuros] about ten lines wanting 

Tapa: a < 6 
; i, oo [x] (Col. 2.) 

Bx [Teoe]v? Axevous 

NexOv? Saraf[ovr’] Tapay pHa < 8 

Avdas txO B? [8] Kal... ov. a x 

10 B 35 Bx 
AvovBas [ZaraBovros] Tlarvvis Haruvos 

Svpos [el Newdos BE Bo 
Tapaxpyp.c Laval Aayns B° w 

B YX L pc® = — x 
15 Ilexvot Hp[axhyov] 40 +7 

Aidas vy BI?) Bo Aapas YataBour’ 

Line 6. x: z.e. yadxod, as distinguished from the more valuable 
drachmas of the preceding entry. Cf 1. 102. 

Line 9. ty¥9 B°: z.@. iyévor@Ans BovBacrov. For the latter 

o is often very imperfectly formed. Be: Bepyidos, cf. 1. 129. 
Line 38. B°: BovBdorov, cf 1. 86. 
Line 39. L: the sign of subtraction, as in Pap. CCLXVII 

supplement cf. 1. 143. In some cases the letters «x4 are omitted ; 
eg. Il. 143, 150. Another individual, Laches, is similarly 
described, cf ll. 74, 86, etc. 

Line 37. NesAos: the writing in the MS. resembles Netdas 

throughout ; but such a form is unknown, and in cursive hands 

above (p. 130, note on 1. 2). 
Line 40. =: the second, or net, total, is distinguished from 

the first, or gross, total by a small circle beneath the line which 
is the symbol for ‘total.’ The result is a symbol identical with 

that used in other papyri for ‘ artaba.’ 
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Svupos a 

Tapaxp” a 

B 
45 Tlexvo* 7 Geov 

Netdos BS v 

Tapayp! < 6 
Bu 

Tlepats Tlarvios 

50 Svpos av 
Kaotwpas Bx 

Aayys B? o e 

So 
Tlexvo* m7 ovo~ 

55 Tapaxpnya < 8 

B 
[Tle]uous Tepar? 

. s B ax 

ee a B 

60 about 4 lines wanting 

(Col. 3.) 

Aa[pals Axetous 
65 Ed) . (4) wpw” 

Avd[as] tx B° 

B 
Opf[os] Tenasos 

Sv[pos] 

70 Aalxn]s B° x 
Tapay p? 

yu 

Ax[ns] 7 ovo* 

Aaxns tx6 B° 

75 yp 
Aaplas] OQpov 

Tapaxpnya a) 

Kal X : w 

Bo 

80 Tarvvis SapBovr’ 

Line 45. Tlexvor(s) * Oeov: this is one of a series of very 
puzzling entries. Two persons, Pecusis and Tesenuphis, are 
described (in place of a patronymic) as 7* @eov (Tesenuphis 
being, however, four times described instead as son of Akes, 
ll. 32, 142, 421, 579); while three, Akes, Pecusis, and Satabous, 

are described as m ove (the last-named once as son of Vebis, 
1. 355). The meaning is quite obscure, and it can only be 

suggested that ovct and Geov respectively indicate the estate 

235 

Optor x 

Newhos BF ; 

Tapaxpywa <8 

[ -] 
85 [Hex]uot Ayyod[v’] 

Aayns Bov® [wo] 

Tapax pnd [< 6] 
Bo 

LataBous a ovat 

90 Tapaxpnpa. <6 

B 
Ti[eveelus [Qpov] 

about 2 lines wanting 

(Col. 4.) 

95 Iexvo* Taveywr’ 

Lupos o 

Tapaxpnya <7 
So L pura? a 

= 
100 Aapas Ilavoptev™ 

Tapa pHa <6 

Kat yadkou v 

Bv 
Tlarvvis nyoupevos 

105 Newos BE ao 

ao ex’ 

/it Bo Ky, po? BQ 

/ Av es L exao b 

Lupos Aa < x 

IIO mapayp? < € Ke 

ky X 8x 
k) of? o a x 

A.das B? €w 

Kaotwpas by 

115 Newos BS Sw 

Aayns Sw 

@ew 77 B 

to which the accounts relate, and the temple of the local god ; 
the one set of men belonging to the estate and the others to 
the temple. If the account relates to building operations, 74 
might stand for wAwwOoupyds. Cf. 1. 104 Marines Fyovpevos, for 

a similar substitution of a description for a patronymic. 
Line 107. A: = talent. 

Line 112. ot’: cf. 1. 532; apparently the same measure as in 
Berl. Pap. 21, Col. II. 1. 18, but the word is unknown. 

Hh 2 
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EO? wo wpu” v Tapaxp” B 

Opiov y 

120 toa 
€ z (Col. 6.) 

Tlarvris SapBov" Akns 7 ovo" 

Newdos BE ax Aaxns Bov? aw 

Tapayp" <6 160 au 
125 7 L pol x Appuevs Apptev™ : 

Lvpos y 
(Col. 5.) 7 

Tlexvo* Taveywr° Aapas Axevous 

Lupos [Bx] 165 Avdas ty6 B? ao 

Opiwv [wo] TAapaxpynpwa ax 

Neos Bepyixe? Lx] Bo 

130 Tapaxpnya @ Tlarvvis Kk) Tena’ 

So L pol? [8] Lupos o 

° Bo 170 Kaotwpas ex 

Tlexvot Hpaxhuov éo L pol” o 

E@v? Mekava™ kK... aoe Lille y 

135 Aapas epy a) Tlarut Bx 

TApax pnpa av Tlexvot w* ovat 

Y 175 Atéas B? yo 

Aa{pas] SaraBovur’ yo 
[Aay]|ns Bov? aw Tleveevs Qpov 

140 [Kaor]wpas ao DLupos aw 

[y] Tapaxp” <6 
Teoevoudis Aketous 180 yo L pol a 

Aidsas Bov8 B a Bw 

Kaotwpas ay AvovBas YataBov" 
145 YX L pol? a TaApax pn[La. <7 

0 Bx SL po? a 

Tlewars Tlewaros 185 eee 

upos a LataBovs 7 ovo" 

Aayys B° a mar =o 

150 Avdas B? B — B 

Newos BS a 

el pol? B (Col. 7.) 

ay Tlexvot Ayyodu? 

NeByns 190 Supos a 

155 Supos [a] Aaxns B 
Line 120. toa: z.e. the figures tally. here rather resembling Apateus. 
Line 121. ©: the day of the month, probably. 7, which is Line 168. Tarums x(at) Ieyatos: coupled as being both sons 

repeated with each date, is obscure: perhaps = r(érakrat). of Patunis, cf ll. 36, 49. 
Line 161. Apjuevs: so written plainly on the verso, though 



imme) 

OQpos Tepwatos 

Aayns B° 

195 Tapaxpynpa 
yo 

NexOv° SataBour’ 

Kaotwpas 

Tapaxpnpa 

Bx 
Tlexvo* m* Geou 

Newtos BE 

8 
Aapas Opov 

205 TApaXprnwa 

—— § L pu? 

oy 
NeByys 2roroy” 

TApaKpy pa 

B 
Aapas Tavoyev’ 

200 

210 

EO" mpo" Kap’ BS 
Tapaxpnpa 

a 

215 Opoev? TWareir’ 

mapayp" 

= 

(Col. 8.) 

/X Ke du Ky, poo? 

/ AB ao L exao 
220 Lupos 

E@vos 

Aapas epy 
mapaxp < AB 

Kat yadKov addau 

225 Aaxyys 

Kactwpas 

Nevdos Bepve* 

Atdas Bov® 

Opiwy ov" 

230 toa 

Line 218. x: 2. é@. yadxod. 
Line 221. E6vos: under this head is given the sum of the 

entries in ll. 134 and 212, though the words following «vos are 

= 
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ROMAN PERIOD. 

4 
Tleveevs OQpov 

E6v° vr’ tous mp* 

Supos — 

235 soo 
NekOv’ YaraBovur’ 

Avdas xO B° 

Tapaxpyja. 

240 Aapas Opov 

Avdas Bov? 

Tapayxp" 

§ L po 8? 
ra y 

e 

(Cal, 3) 

245 Wexvot 7 feov 

Tapaxpnpa. 

mmeat <) 
Ilexvot Iaveywr’ 

Avdas ty@ B° 

250 Lupos 

yo 

Opos Tepwatos 

Xupos 
Aaxys Bov8 

Se L puro 8° 

ey 
Tlexvot Ayywdv? 

Avdas ty9 B? 

Aayns x0 B° 

255 

260 a 

Tlexvot 7 ovo 

KaoTwpas 

— 6 
AvovBas SataBour’ 

265 Aayns tx? B° 

Ev? ov! 

of? wt Xaip” S10" 

Bo 

different in each case. 
Line 233. mp*: perhaps mpeoBurépous. 
Line 267. Xatp” dita": Xatpnuove dtaxdye. 
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NeByns Lroro? 

270 Lupos 

Tapax pHa 

VK 
(Col. 10.) 

Tlexvot Hpaxhnov 

Aayns tyO B? 

au 275 
Aapas YataBou™ 

Tapaxpnia 

B 
Tlepats Tepar? 

280 Lupos 
Aaxyns Bov® 

== Bu 
Teoev’ m* Beov 

285 Lupos 

Avdas B? 
a 

2 Bu 
Tlewars x) Tarvv’? 

290 Supos 
Avdas B? 

Tapa p7 

k) X 

T 295 Appuevs Appuev 

Supos 
Tapaxp" 

Bx 
Aapas Axevous 

300 Awdas B° 

Tapayp" 

Y 

(Col. 11.) 

ZataBovs m* ovo 

Tapaypnua 

B 
NeByns NeByev’ 

Aaxyns Bov8 

avs 

du L pic? 

Bx L pic? 

Aa L Warut 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI. 

<6 

<6 

om 

E6v° MeXava™ Tlavt 

él pic? 

310 .. 6Y 

Harvvus YaraBovr’ 

E6v? Medava™ 

Tlatrums ny? 

Tapax 

y 
Aapas Tavopev” 

Avdas tx B? 

TapaX 

Bx 
320 Opoev® Iazeur’ 

Tapax pHa 

Kat x 

Bo 
Axys 7 ovat 

ons 

325 / KO Su kK) pt 

/ Avev L eka 

Lupos 
Eévos 

oou 

(Col. 12.) 

330 Aidas Bov? 
mapaxyp? < po 

kau x 

Aayns B° 

Kaorwpas 

335 Tlatrvuvis ny’ 

ex” Amo” 0 
toa. 

n 

Tleveevs Opov 

340 Dupos 

Tapaypypa 

yo 

Tlexvot 7 Oeov 

Netdos txf B? 

345 B 

Line 313. my°: nyovpevos, cf. 1. 104. 
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Ilexvot Ayxwduos 

TIpaxdos 

Tapay pywa 

yo 

350 Aapas Opov 

TAPAK pHa 

kX ; 
k) Oew 77 C 

vx 
355 LaraBovs Ouvnf.’ 

KaorTwpas 

B 
Aapas Akevous 

Tapayp” 

360 L pus? 

Ty 

(Col. 13.) 

Opos ITepatos 

Svpos 

Avdas tx? B° 

365 Aayns tx6 B° 

yo L pol 

yo 

NekOv? SaraBovr’ 

Optov ov? 

379 Tapaxpypo. 

Bx 
Tlarvyus YataBovr? 

Avdas txO B° 

Opiov 

375 Newos Beprixe? 

y L pic? 

o B 

AvovBas LataBov™ 

KaorTwpas BS 

a0 Tapaxpnpe 
, Kal X 

Bo 
Tlepaus Tewar? 

Avdas xO B? 

385 TapaxpypLa 
Y 

coos) 

@ 

x 9 © 

ROMAN PERIOD. 

Aapas Tavope 

Tapay pnd 

KaoTwpas 

Bv 
Akns 7 ovo" 

Tapayp" 

390 

(Col. 14.) 

Opoevovdis Iazreur? 

REPO X Pre 
395 Kat YadKov addau 

Bo 
Tlexvot Tavey® 

TAPAayV PY ba 

EOvos 
a 

Y 

Tlexvo 7 ovo 

TIpwxhos 

aX 
Aapas ZatraBour’ 

400 

495 Kaotwpas 

TApPaKpHnpa 

Bx 
NeByns NeBxevous 

Opiov 

4190 Tapaxpny.a 

Kau Oe” 77 é 
A 

Y 
Appuevs Appuev™ 

Aapas Ilac® 

415 Tapaxpypa 
y 

NeByns StoT07 
Lupos 

Netdos BS 

Bu 
Teoev? Akevous 

Tapaxp" 

B 

420 

(Col. 15.) 

Tlexvo+ Hpaxhn? 

425 Lupos 

239 

<6 

Me & 

He 

<8 
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430 

440 

445 

450 

TOAPAK PY HA 

Bo 

Tlatuvis Tarvvios 

Tapaxpynpe 

B 
Tlewars Tear? 

Tlavopee® Ove” 7 

/ KO «nt Bx 
/x AcBo L exac 

Lupos 

Tapayp? <vz 

Kau X 

Newdos BS 

IIpwxdos Ta* 

@ew 77 ‘a 

Kaotwpas BS 

Avdas tx? B? 

EOvos wt aBac’ 

kat Ovadepe” 

Aapuas Tao” 

Aayys B? 

Opiwv ovn* 

tog 

0 

Tleveevs Qpov 

TAPAK PHO 

— 
(Col. 16.) 

455 

460 

Aapas Tavoptev™ 

Lupos 
a 

Py 
Tlavopuevs avo’ 

Lupos 

Xx 
NeByns Srotoyte? 

Lupos 
Avdas tyO B? 

ee 

Line 431. ov: oddév. 

ev L pul? 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI. 

x Teoevoudus Akevous 

465 Tapaxpnyia 
B 

<6 Aapas SataBovr’ 

Kaorwpas 

ovt TApaxpyLa. 

out 470 y 
Tlepavos Haruveos 

t Aaxyns tx B’ 

€o Tapay pyj.a. 

AS § Kat owou x 5 

eo 475 B 
€ Tlexvot Iaveywr? 

Bu Lupos 

y Kaotwpas 

yo TApax pHa 

yo 480 y 

p Tlatvms Ilatuvios 

$ Tapaxpnpe 
a kat xadKou 

a 7 
aw 

(Col. 1) 

485 NeByns NeByevous 

Avdas xO B° 

KaoTwpas 

< ) Bx 

Appwevs Apptev™ 

490 Lupos 

TApPAaKpyha 

ee 
y Tlexvot Hpaxdyov 

Tapaxpn}o. 

495 B 
xX Tlexvot Ayxawduos 

Aaxns tx@ B° 

KagTwpas 

x Netdos Beprik’? 

Bu 500 - yo 

Qpos Tepatos 

Aayns tx? B’ 

®Q> Q 

®)> 

< 6 

Q> 

X 

Lines 443, 444. In the items these two payments are combined, appearing simply as EOvos a, 1 399. 
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Tapaxpype. a8 Adas 1x8 B° ax 

Bx ax 
505 NekOv? YaraBovur’ (Col. 19) 

Hpakdev? ov? ax sy: tes - 

Tapaxpnpa " 545 /X Av Bo x, poh? ) 
B / Maw Lexar b 

Tlexvo* 7 ovot 2upos ha 8a 

510 Lupos ow SP re a AYP 

Tapaxpnwa <8 ee ae 
Bo 550 Kat ovou Bx 

Aapas Opov . kau ew 7” [7] a 
map" 2% Aidas txO B° €w 

515 B Kaotowpas dx 

Aaxns Bov® ew 

(Col. 18.) ek) NetAos BS yu 

Hparde? éo 
Tlaruvus YataBour’ hnae 

Hpakdev? ov? ax = : 
t 

Netdos Beprixe? Vo 
NeBxys =toron" 

a ee ear nee . 560 Lupos au 

5 sr x Spy SP Avdas tx? B? a 
> jo : 

XataBous 7 ovat as bee : Pere : 

Tapaxpna <6 ae 

8 ae 565 Aapas Tavopt 
525 Ilepars Iepatos ; ee bv 

Aayns txé B? Bo e z 
ie Tapaypnia a 

Tlexvot a Geov By a = 

Hpakvde® 8B : 
ie 570 Aapas LaraBov 

530 : Ta, <6 
AvovBas YataBovr’ A ae 

owov od? B B 
cw 7 7 a (Col. 20.) 

y NeByyns NeByevous 

535 Aapas Aketous Apptevs Aapar? a@ 

Tapaxpn|Le. <6 oe Kaorwpas B 

KX a Tapaxpnya x 
y — YX L Kaw? a a 

Opoevovgis Tameur’ , > Bx 

540 TapaxpnpLa Bo Teoevovdis Aketous 

Bo 580 Newdos BS B 

Akns 7 ovat B 

Line 520. ex‘ epy ¢ : in the summary (I. 545) this is reckoned under the heading of pods, cf. 1. 639. 

IL Ti 
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585 

590 

595 

600 

Appwevs Appueut’ 

Tapaxypny.a 

Kat xahkov addau 

Bu 

Tlexvo* Hpaxduov 

Tapaxpnwa 

2 ae 
Bu 

Akys 1 ovat 

Avdas tx B° 

B 
Aapas Axketovs 

TORO Pe 

kX 
Bu 

Tlarvms Uaruvios 

Tapa pnp.a. 
kar xX 

Bv 
AvovBas YataP? 

Newros BS 

Bo 

(Col. ar.) 

605 

610 

615 

620 

Tlexvo* 7 ovo 

Aidas tx Bov® 

Mvobas v7? 

Bu 
Tlexvor Ayyadge’ 

Supos 
E@vos evs T vio 

du L po? 

7 Y 
Opos Tepatos 

Newhos Bepvu* 

Bu 
Tlepatos Tarvvios 

EOvos 

Tlexvo* Iaveywr? 

Opiov 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI. 

< 8 

v 

<6 

mov) 

Me 

625 

630 

635 

Tapaxpnya 
B 

Tlarvvis SataBov" 

E@v? evs Tt vio* 

Newdos BS 
a 

7 Y 
NekOv SaraBov™ 

Avdas tyO B° 

Tapaxp” 

Bx 
Tlewats Tepatos 

New BS 

ae 

(Col. 22:) 

640 

645 

650 

660 

Aapas OQpov 

7[apax lpnpa 

ay 
Tlexvot 7 Oeov 

TApaxpypa 

B 
YataBous m* ovat 

Kao7Twpas 

TApayx pyj.a 

yo 

Tleveevs OQpov 

Supos 
E@vos ews T v7ro* 

Bu 
Opoev? Tazrecr? 

PEPEX POE 

mx . 
Ba 

Tlavopevs Ilavot 

/ KO €o Ky, pio? 

i) vr Kp? 
/ vex Lexar 

Lupos 
Aidas B° 

Tapayp? < po 

6 L xaw® a 

OL ex’ Ap” €py 

e 

2 WW 

® 

<7 



k) X 
E@vos 

(Col. 23.) 

665 Kaortwpas 

Newdos BE 

Mvobas va 

ex! vav* ov’ 

Appuevs Aapar’ 

ex® ama... 

Optwv ov! 

670 tora 

ta 

Appuevs Appteut’ 

Lupos v.? 
Hpakndev? 

675 TApaXpnp.a 

®cwv hoy’ 7 pw? ZeBt 
yu L Kkow®? 3 

a 

= Av 
NeByns NeByew 

680 Lupos 

opou x" 

Bx 
Tecev’ m* Oeov 

Supos 

685 Tapaxp" 

B 
Axns 7 ovo* 

Tapaxpnpe 

a 

690 > a 

Tarvvis Larvvios 

Hpaxhev? 

Avdas 1x8 B? 

Bx 

(Col. 24.) 

695 Aapas LataBour’ 

A.das tx B? 

Tmapaxp" 

B 

BL pic? 

ROMAN PERIOD. 

Kat Tlewats Teparos 

Aa as 700 Svpos 

Aaxns 

Tapa Xp" 

yo 7x 
Raéo Tlewats Taruvios 

B 705 Aayns tx8 B’ 

TE PTX Pao 
a Bo 

Tlexvot 7 ovot 

aX ° Lupos 

710 Trapaxpnja. 

B 
NexOv? YataBov™ 

Tapaypywa 

[7] KX 
B 715 Bo 
2 LataBovs 7 ovat 

a Aidas ux B° 

sg B 
Qpos Tepatos 

720 [A]axns ex B? 
B yo 

Xx Tleveevs Qpov 

Aas tx B? 

Tapa xp" 

aX 725 L po? 

y ae 

(Col. 25.) 

I 8 Tlexvot a Oeov 

= Tapax pnp 

B 
6 730 Aapas Axketous 

a ae 
ay B 

Tlexvot Hpakhtov 

OPEN YEG 

735 kX 
“4 

ac Ilexvo* Taveywrl*] 

Supos 
Hpaxhev® 

< 8 

243 
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740 Tapaxpypya < 8 Kaorwpas x 

k) X a 765 IIpwkdos x 

Ax] Tapax pnp o 

Ilarvvis LaraBovr® Bw 

Neos aw Opcev® Nan{eur]? ovt 

745 Tapaxp" x Tlavoput Tlavot out 

By ' 
Aapas OQpov 770 (Bo x plot Bo] _ 

TApaxypyya <7 kK) virep Ky? a* a 

§ / Kua L exao b 

750 Tlexvo' Ayywdu? Lupos Aue 

Tapaxpnp.a < § Hpakhe? ov? ye : 

K) X a 775 mapayp < € eB 

y Kk) X Aa av 

AvovBas SaraBour’ kK) Ocew a 

755 Tapaxypnya <7 K) oyou x 

SL po? a Avdas Bov® Aao 

—/¥ 780 Aayns Bov® Aao 

Newos BS aw 

(Col. 26.) KaoTwpas x 
TIpwxdos x 

Aa[pas] Tavopevr? one 

mapaxp[ny ja <4 
760 Kat yadkov adhat a 785 iB T 

y Tleveevs Qpov 

NeByns Lrotoy” map" 25 

Aaxns tx9 B? av as £ 

Line 773. Aaa: the items give I tal. 4oo dr. 

Line 775. <é Ac 8: 60 drachmas of the higher value = 5 talents of copper exactly. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXXI.—Ist cent. 

OTE of an instalment, paid in the month Caesarius (= Mesoré), of the price of 

a tower in the street Bufuvav dddwv rérwv (cf. p. 218), containing a dye-house, etc. 
The writing, which is fine and bold, appears to be of the end of the first century. The 

heading, wpofeo(uia) Kawoapeiw, is written in a smaller and more cursive style. 

mpoler Kawrapew 

BluJOvvev addov tow 

mupyov ev w Badewov Kau eTepa xpn 
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ornpia (8 L avehnudOn < pra — x°) 

5 mpoo < wa F 6 a Pay 

(8 L vrecxero Hpwy Evdawpovos amoyny off. . . 

PAPYRUS CXCIII verso.—end cent. 

()* the back of the land-register which has been printed above (p. 120) is written the 
following curious document, which, appears to contain the accounts of a pawn- 

shop. The three columns of which it consists are numbered respectively 1, ia, 1B, so that 

nine columns are wanting from the beginning and an unknown quantity from the end. 

The accounts are written very roughly, in corrupt Greek, and are much mutilated; still, 

a good deal can be made out as to the articles pledged and the sums advanced on them. 

All the borrowers seem to be women. The articles pawned consist chiefly of rings, drinking- 

vessels, and the like, but in three instances (Il. 22, 33) the borrower has pawned her 

shirt (yurav dyvados evkds, XiTav KéKKWwos, xiT@v Kaddaivos). The amounts borrowed are 

not large. The new white shirt only realized an advance of 11 drachmas, the green one 
being taken as security for 16, and the scarlet for 20. A loan of 60 drachmas is covered 

by a lamp-stand and a duplex lamp (ll. 28, 29). Rings are pledged for 4, 8, and 16 

drachmas. 

The document bears dates in the 14th and 15th years, and appears to belong to 

the 2nd century. 

(Col. 1.) ; 
i 

Tans Ovyarnp Tavedpe" trys [. . .]. vepp.. [.- J... one a mpoerx” 
Jru Paper” ypyow . < of... Jam Ma... J. nu... 8 

ev]X aonp? Saxrupitp” a [.Joun.. wf... ee Cee ]. 7°? Saxrupi* 

5 ous [. . . . Jeapns Towne . . «8d [ev]ex [ 

ye" wap. [. . . -Jkpyde a [ 
(a cancelled line, much mutilated) 
dike ae be 24-5 jrav . [ 

urs wp. . Jou pouf. .J < = evel*] af. . .] Kae xf 

10 |r Aevka Kar aonp* Saxrupir[pu]* . . QUKL? O 

1) ae xapr[* olka’ & (kau opodl. .]’ xapx* a) 

Line 4. eveX: évéxupov. in the LXX as a neck-ornament. For the interchange of » 

Saxruperp®: this word occurs several times, Gf ll. 10, and p cf. 1. 45, worn*= mornpua. 

27, 28, 32, 44, in each case with the epithet doqpos. The form Line 11. Round brackets, here and elsewhere in this text, 

is unknown, but it can hardly be anything but a variant of indicate that the passage has been cancelled in the original. 

8axrédvos. Rings would be a very natural kind of pledge, and xapk® oxapw: cf. Il. 18, 24, 45. Qu. for xapxyjova (or 

the epithet donpos shows that some object in the precious metals xapaxra) oxddua? Cf. notes on Il. 28, 45. 

is intended. In 1. 4q it is coupled with pyvioxos, which occurs 
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Ja edaB ry” apnv Kar Ty” vTpLoK? . . mod oB . . xapK* 

uw. . Kat TOK? 

u] 

eh]aB! mavr® avryt eveX < Ky Kau] TOK? < 8 

Juco? Sit tra. . 1 MavedpS Wa . . an? Papev® 7° iS 

[s by am K< de 

(Col. 2.) [2] 

Lid Pawde B Oeppovd’ yur[n . . . a}waddakes (< Ky eveX Kuro. 2. ee ees ) 

xopis ado” gilt i of < H eX] rae [o]xadv’ a ev dio” TuBi ws < Kd 

ou(ry odv .. a€ir . K° a) Mexip vy 6 82 on Ouyarpu < 7 eve oun a ourik G) 

20 Tlay® t 8a < 7» Kav Tox” — 6 shor: Ta oitn* am Mexip ty 

Aisvrop! dX of &* tov adpos < uF eve. . .|vo" pies as a Ezayoper” B o% » avtn @cppov? 

< ta eve ito” ayvad? dev’ a4 [Ob] 0 ot < Kk eve shal KOKKLY? & 

té L Bawdu [.] of 8:7 of. . vas kar [.... . ]. < t ee peda” AiO” Aveo” pixp a [.... 9 

eve xapk* oxad’ a [....a.[.....--- ]... Gv’ [  ] Adup 8 8a < Kd rok” [. .] eda, . 

25 tos oud” am? 8 L [Tu]hi  [.......-. ae ere ]80% < ua Tor’ enxiecks 

eda B® ro Kite” am’ 8 L Ema[yopevor .] 

Lid Dawu § Eaters i) ee ee ee eve aon? Sez uperpy" & xopt add[o” o]pudrs 

Ka of < % ve aony" See lie ] Adup i of < E=. eve yap . . dvxovi & Ka 

Avyvov Supa” a 

(Col. 3.) 

30 iB 
LiS hawde oB Swrnpis Xapans < oe 
Adup 5 (8a < 5 eve aconp* [Sa]xrupirp” B [ 
Ka. (Sa < if eve KiTw” Kaddaew? a) [ 

Kd Soot < 8 K (ot < us ee aonu® Saxz[ 

35 Mexip 0 of < 8 kar edaB ro yar’ wv eve a 

o* xpnor[. |»? Y xope addo” ours Pap 

Erayoudv”] 5 of 50% < 8 te L Ow8 § of [ 

to ysarw” [KoK]Kwv? wf [So]* < € Pfalode [ 

8 L Advp . [. .] tpuL. .] wepidf, el] a < [ 

40 Jous uf 
J. Jal. . Jeoop < [... .Jar Bafwphe rou wy LL.) 8 Kae af 
TOK” < 5 [5] 0% xpnou 7’ vé L Ow y ews t add? < [ 

Line 12. eAaBe: z.e. received back, took out of pawn. Line 28. Avyovt: probably for Avyviov. If yap. . be the same 
urpiokny : 2.€. vdpiokny. word as in xapk* oxage”, it seems to confirm the explanation 

Line 18. xopis addo” ditt: Cf Il. 27, 36 and probably 1. 3. of it as = yapaxréy. 

Qu. = xopis Gdov dethdy (or dy dpeider)? There is no trace Line 29. Avxvov dian”: evidently = a lamp with double 
here of an o before the ¢, but there is in ll. 27 and 36. light, though the proper form of the epithet may be doubtful. 

of : dpoiws. Line 33. kaAdaev®: presumably referring to its colour, = 
Line 20. da: Sdverov. kaAddivos. 

Line 21. adpos: probably for avdpés. Line 39. meped [. .] u[.]: probably = mepidepis. 
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a Kepad[avo}!’ < ve Kav Tov ToK” am Ty? avTw” np . [ 
- x = 

Tov eve aonu* SaxrTupiTpl? mate” Y Kau pyc’. 

45 ye aon? 7 Kav xapk* oKad” a Tory” B / xapk* ¥ 

Line 45. worn*: = morjpia. xapk* here seems to be contrasted with donna, which again favours the interpretation yapaxrd. 

PAPYRUS CCII.—a.p. 98-117. 

HIS fragmentary account is only of interest on account of its statement of the rates 

of interest on various loans. The left-hand portion of the papyrus is lost, but the 

portion which remains expressly mentions three different rates of interest, vzz. 1 drachma 

(per mina per month), 1 drachma 3 obols, and 1 drachma 5 obols, corresponding respec- 

tively to 12, 18, and 22 per cent. per annum. The reading of the emperor's name in 

the first line is a little doubtful, but it appears to be Trajan. If not Trajan, it must 

be Hadrian, since neither Vespasian nor Domitian used the formula Katoapos rod kvpiov, 
and Gordian is too late for the handwriting. 

L .. Tplatavov 

Kaioapos tov k|uptov 
olwparos S ad tovtwy toxos S du ex Sa 

]w mpos S.. 
5 evelyupwv S & Tovtwy Tox[os] S af ex S af 

J Sx 
 evexvpev 

] S a& touvrwy toKos S psf ex S af 

] So 

10 ] Sp 

ow|uatos S w amehaB S v 

” emt To avTo S ew y*% tloxov S wo yet 

Jwov exaorat S p ~~ o 
Nnyarov S p 

15 }xetpoyparpou So yewovra ata S 
Joever terpapevor 
wv S dB 

] Sr 

Line 3. ap: the second figure is rather doubtful; if it is Line 16. oxevwy: the x is inserted above the line in a different 
right, the period of the loan is 3 years. hand. 
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PAPYRUS CCVI 6.—2and cent. 

IST of names, followed by sums in drachmas and obols; headed éy@(eots). Perhaps 
a pay-sheet, the amounts all being small. 

the second being lost. 

(Col. 1.) 
x9 

Wan... a 

AL.]é . 5 
Tl... mS 

5 H. 
IIpo... 

Il cc tne a] 

Tlapus vew 

Mwpos 

10 Bynoapww 

Epevvus 

Tlovpay 

Epevuis pey 

Akns 
15 Hpwy AheE 

Apouv— 

amo IIro* 

TItoAts 

Aov«pyt 

(Col. 2.) 
Sy r 20 Aptos 

ie Wovud 

SF Kup[o]s 
SeF Tavos 

Seat Tlof. . 

te 25 Kozpr. . 
SF Tereou. . 

oe Hpakd. . 

x Ne sx é 
x y . oof. . 

i: 20 . ouf. . 

SB a ewp[. . 

- - =. ef. 

; = - yy. - 

Y Ku. . 

Sda S8F 35 an erasure 
SBx 

PAPYRUS CCIII.—2nd or 3rd cent. 

In two columns, the figures belonging to 

“ xe) II 

. . Le . 

. . % . . . . . . . . . 

SHORT account of money paid by a person named Gemella, in the third year 

of an unnamed emperor. The payments are made in every month except Phaophi, 
Phamenoth, Pharmouthi, and Pauni, and two payments are made in Pachon and Epeiph. 
All the payments except the last (in Mesoré) are of four drachmas. 

to be connected with the business of weaving, perhaps a tax or licence. 

yh @wO a Tewehda virep 

yep? < 5 Adup < 8 Xowy < to] 

capes / < 8 

TuBt Spaxpas teroapes / < 8 

Mexetp SpaX rexoapes < § 

Tlaywr < teooapes / < 8 

The purpose appears 
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of*] treaoapes < 8 Emd < teooa 
pes / < 8 of teaoapes / < 8 

Meoopn < BZ 

PAPYRUS CLVI.—a.p. 208 (?). 

HE following list is of the nature of an account, though its exact purpose is not clear. 

It consists of a list of names, each followed by the statement of a sum in drachmas. 

These sums are invariably multiples of 4,%8 and 12 being the commonest. The list is 

divided into sections, one being headed zpéds wéow, which might = ‘for drink, but is more 
probably a proper name (cf the next papyrus, Pap. CCCLXX, 1. 1); another is headed 

mpos “ABovy, which is certainly a proper name, and others by the names of villages, 

Karanis and Heracleia, which tell us nothing as to the purpose of the account. The 

document is dated in January of the 16th year, and would appear from the handwriting 

to belong to the end of the second or beginning of the third century, which practically 

limits the choice to the reigns of Marcus Aurelius [=a.p. 175-6] or Severus [=a.p. 207-8]. 
The handwriting is in favour of the latter date. 

“ 
kee TuBo % 

Epiews Tayas 

XroToytis veEewos 

Teas Euakes iB 

i: Tlaxvows Taxvoews 8B 

Medas ade* iB 

Opoevovdis Epews 

Apovy Appoviov 

LwaTnptrxos YEP 

10 Tepas ade* 
Swras Takvoews 

TlaBovs @axynros 

to e€[. . .] . ef. ]e” iB 

Ap[ovy] Amvyxews 8 

15 TlaBovs Iaxvoews .B 

[Merlerovyos . . Tov iB 

Lwrals] Sez[ov] 
Opoevovdis Lwrnpix 

ANAANKNAKNAKRANAKRAANAAADANA 

zs 

Amvyxis An[ulyxe” \B 

20 pos Toow 

IItuxwos yep~ < iB 

Amvyxis Lapamiov < \B 

Ovyturas Tatwros < 8 

IL Kk 
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YaraBovs Mo:pov 

25 LaraBlovs] TaBouros 
Urey 

LaraBovs TaBour? 

TlaBous vevos 

Tlaveovynous Aa€os 

lovoros TWaBour’ 

30 Lwras aded 

apos ABovy 

Tav{s] Tarnros 
Amvy[xis .. - ).. 

35 TIAo{l.. ... | 

TlaBo[us] Ver... .. 

40 [IJaxufous] Ade .[. .] 

(Col. 2.) 

Lvpos Taounrytos 
Opiwv Oacratos 

Lwras Lar 

Artns SaraBoutos 

45 Srorontis hagos 

KadaBedX pn? Atooko? 
Lwtas Kyrnrov 

Optwv Zwrov 

Tlexvois Ywrov 

50 Kapavis 

Tlaxvows odtovertos 

Ileeovs Urokepwaov 

Tarys Tavaro[s] 

Hpax* 

55 Opcevovdis [. .] Bovxo[. .] 
Xwas Taovynrytos 

Tewas Apad[o lu 

[S]araBor[s] . . ovs 
[O}pvodpis KaraBodews 

60 KavBed pn? Zornpe? 

Hpnvars on™ Anvevs 

Tlackemeis 

NAKA ROR ROA AK 

x 

A 0 

= 

oe 

< ” 
(J A 

< ” 
[<]y 
<7 

< 8 

<6 

<6 
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TIlaetnous Ep . ovtos <7 

[.]o* zowpevwy ABovros <«K 

65 [ ro 4 dia akiwve 

< x&8 

Endorsed: amo kwpns H+. 

And, written in the reverse direction: azo n& Mytpodwpov 

PAPYRUS CCCLXX.—end or 3rd cent. 

HE meaning of this account is not quite clear. It is headed Adyos KAnpiwv Iédarrtos, 

and therefore purports to be a list of the debts of Posis in various places which 

are enumerated. In several cases mention is made of a peoirns, who may be the surety 

for the debt; and at the end the debtor states that he has given (qu. pledged?) a white 
ox and an ass in the field, apparently for 8 drachmas, a sum so small that the transaction 

must certainly be a pledge rather than a sale. The writing is rough and the grammar 
bad. The localities mentioned are otherwise unknown. 

Aoyos KAnptwv Tloouros 

ev ToTH Twvahpers 

dey opoviw < 1 Kat 

peTpa ourov 7/ 

5 Kaw ev To) Xecovopwv 

opoviwy periTwy 

TlaBo[.]xaros < KO 

kat Ileinovs hKafos ad® < 7 

ov [. .] peowrwv Tlaxvois < 18 

10 Kat [tov] avrov To) Xecovopwv 

o[..] Kae evyor 

Bov[.Jy axa Oprwre TlaBovros 
Kal OVW ELS EV aypw -7 

guy peoitwy Avovyotos < U5 

Line 4. This line is a later insertion by the same hand. Line 12. Bov.y: apparently a corruption of Bowv. 

Line 5. ro): réro. Line 13. ovw es: for dvoy eva. 

Line I1. Aevyov : Aevkdy. 

Kk 2 
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10. Private Letters. 

PAPYRUS CCCLVI.—ist cent. 

HE section of private letters, which follows, contains nothing of very great interest. 
None of them is dated, and most are mutilated. The first, the handwriting of 

which shows it to belong to the first century, is a request that some drugs, which are 

to be delivered to a friend of the writer for transport to Alexandria, may be of good quality. 

The writer, Procleius, warns his correspondent against trying to palm off on him a rotten 
article, which will not pass muster in Alexandria. The formula of the letter (the writer's 
name preceding that of his correspondent in the heading, and éppwoo being used in the 

salutation instead of evrdyer) shows that it is written to a person of lower standing than the 

writer himself. See above, p. 165. At the same time, the greeting in 1. 17 (da0mdoa tovs 
govs mdvtas) seems to indicate that there can be no great inequality in station. 

TIpoxdnios Texvoes tar 

piitatw. xYarpev 

Kadws Tones wouwe 
KWdvVa TO KaoV Tw 

5 Anoas €€ wy cay cor a 

7 pappakwv exe 

xpetav Ywras o didos 
pov woTE Ewou KaTE 

veykew avTov es Ade 

10 favdpeayv cay yap ad 

hws Toons wore oa 

Tpov avTw Sovvat To 

PN Xwpovv ev Ty Ade 

Eavdpea yewwoKe 

15 oavrov efovra mpos eye 

Tept Tov Satavev 

ATTATAL TOUS TOUS TaVTas 

Eppwaco 

On the verso is written 

Tlexuvoreu 

and another word, of which the ink has almost entirely disappeared, perhaps [ao]8ws (svc). 
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PAPYRUS CXLIV.—1st cent. (?) 

CURIOUS letter from a servant to his master, complaining that he has neither work 

nor food. The boy from the Arsinoite nome (who should have brought his supplies) 
is sick, and he has not the necessaries of life. He begs his master to take steps to 

relieve him, and not to leave him uncared for in a strange land. The most curious phrase 

in the letter is that in which the writer says he has been without food for two days, 
‘so that I did not even dine with the nomarchs’ (line 5; cf note on |. 7). The papyrus 

has been folded before the ink was dry, and the writing is consequently blotted. 

Xaupous Kupre pov AOnvodwpe 

AdeEavdpos eraomalopar 

Tapakaho volpevoapevov pov 
KaL ATELTNTAVTOS NuEpas dvo 

5 WOTe me PETA THY vomapyav 
pnde ovvdurvycar e€aiperws 
Kal TOV Taloapiov pov amo Tov Apot 
voitrov acOnoavTos mexpr one 

[pov petra twr] emurnderwy pou pn 
10 ‘apor[ros d10] tapakadw mpovo 

noa o mal. . .| wa Suvnby To maw 
Sapiov pov ehOew pols ple pe 
Ta TwY emiTNSeLwy Seomat ovv 
KUplLe [LOU MN adewat pe em 

15 €evns adiadopnOnvar 

Line 7. azo rov Apoworov: probably = the boy who should one village to another (¢f Grenfell and Hunt’s Greek Papyri, 

have brought provisions from the Arsinoite nome. The writer II. xliv). 
was perhaps out in the desert, and the nomarchs seem to have Line 8. acOncavros: for doOevncarros. 
been the officials who superintended the transport of goods from Line 16. There are very slight remains of the salutation. 

PAPYRUS CXC.—3rd cent. (?) 

HE writer of this letter, who addresses his correspondent, Agrippinus, as ‘brother’ 

(though this does not necessarily imply relationship), is answering complaints which 

the latter has made as to his not sending certain due supplies of provisions. He answers 

(1) that he didn’t send because Agrippinus wrote to say that he was himself coming, (2) that 

he did (subsequently) send; and he proceeds to establish the latter statement by giving a list 
of the provisions which he had sent. This occupies the second column of the letter. 
The formula of salutation, éppa(c)Oai ce evyouat, suggests the fourth century as a probable 

date, but the writing hardly seems so late as that. 
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(Col. 1.) 

... lav Aypureva tor 

[ader]fw mreucra xapery 
[emleuas pou Emurrohny ev 

[n ypladers pou peupopevos 
5 oT dia ceavrov ovde ev uw 

emeppas Eyw pev bedov 
me]ulplac nal exaorny nye 
pav add em vo xEepay ypadis pot 

oTt avaBaivw TovTov yap ov 
10 «Kk emeupa Kar Kabws ypades 

poor O[va t]ys aurys emorodns 
ott e€[elracov ev Tn pntpoTohe 
te emplat|ayv ov avTiduKor nuwr 

yewwoke ot €€ oToV EKopioa 
15 [vl cy emorohynv rapa Mapw 

vos mlep|. Ta emuunua n pny 
a pereylpapas reuhOnvar cor 

eee. emelupa Sua Evry 

[POW a gaa We ete al wee & dvr. 
By acaig eas ]. ve pot avaBnvar e&e 

fa alas . Jews cou remo Te empa 

[€av] ylew]looKe ort [.]rapKav 

.-]. of. . .] apoupas kal] tov ede 

wva [. . .Jas twy Kare. axav 

Oe tea awe ]. tovs wap[. . .Jor n€or 

. Eplpabar oe evyopar 

(Col. 2.) 

yoagn em! offa] 
VuwvY wv een 

a dua Evrvynros 

30 aptov xouwika 

«ca K 

Kat aptov [Lev 

yn ta 

Aayaviwy lev 

wo: 78 « 
& — gow — a 

Line 5. ov «.7.A.: the quotations from letters received are all Line 27. emp’: the last letter is doubtful; no doubt for 
given in direct narration after dr, cf ll. 9, 12. emiunvior, cf. |. 16. 

Line 8. xepay: = xeipa, cf index of words in vol. I, s.w Line 34. Aayavev: probably = Aaydver, cakes. Aaxavior, 

xeip. emt = émei, and jv must be supplied; ‘when the matter vegetables, would also be possible, but they would not be 
was in hand.’ reckoned by (evyn. 
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aptopou* Cev? ka 

chewy wpov — 

ehewy Keplaluia y 

40 o€ous Kepapuy a 

eXeov your al 

odupis dew ta 
PLXNpwv Tepvor 

vwv 

45 xwpa or . . ofene] 

Sakw k.[... «Js 
* 

Line 38. eXewy : = eAatey, and so below. Line 42. ogupis: = onupis. 

PAPYRUS CLVII a.—end cent. (?) 

LETTER from a master to some slaves, saying that they have been doing violence 

to the house of one of their fellow-slaves, a camel-herd, and commanding them to 
restore to him his property or else bring it to himself (the master). 

Tapa .. Keddov 

were 7[n|v ovKiay Tov 
avvdovh[oly cov tov Kappy 
hewrplopov] mpecBurov ey 

5 peall]e[re] Kar azrod[o]Onrw 
avTM Ta aUTOV 1N EVEyKE 
GUTa Tpos EME 

Line 7. This line is so faint as to be almost invisible, and there seems to be room for one or two letters between avra and zpos. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXIX.—3rd cent. (?) 

ETTER on private affairs, but containing a reference to the requisitioning of camels 
for the service of the prefect. The formulas at the beginning and end of the letter 

resemble those of the fourth century, but the writing hardly seems so late. 

TiOtoes Etpnuia[y |. 

tw dirtaz[w] yatpe ev] 

TIpo pev mavTav evxopar 

[ole vyvawvew mavoixnora 
5 €Bovdouny pev eyw e\Oew 
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ewa oot xara [7 lpoowmov 

Sinynoopar ta ovvBay 
TH [LOL TEPL THOV KAULNrO 
eTrepipa ev yap avTa 

10 mpos Tas xplas Tov hap 

TpoTaTov NyELovos 
EveKa OVY Xplas ave 
[eS aaa Jea . [. Jee BL. ep 

eXW pe KqL Tas auTyS 
13 ¢€...@. Jao... owy- 

. [va cov [. .jprocar 

pl. .Jua tov avadidous 
TO . Gol TO EmLTTO\LOV 

acTaca, Aupovav 

20 Kal Ta TaLdia CoV 
ep[plwofar oe evyopar 

PAPYRUS CCCI.—a.p. 138-161. 

HIS fragmentary papyrus contains the end of a contract for the conveyance of 

a freight of merchandise by boat. The contracting party, evidently the captain of 

the boat, makes oath by the z¥yyn of the emperor Antoninus Pius to take all care of his 
cargo and to deliver it in safety at the weighing-house (Cvyooracia) in the city (probably 
Alexandria). From the fact that a counter-signature in official form is added at the 

foot of the document it seems probable that the cargo was state property, presumably 
com. oC. p. Go; 

Tie So Se leakae Jou em rolv] 

euBadopevov cuvayopactt 

KOU TUpoV opvUw THY 

avToKpaTopos Kavotapos TuTov 

5 Avdwov Adpiavov Avtwvivov 

LeBacrov EvoeBous tvynv av 

TAnpWarba THS YpELas TT 

TWS KAL ETLMELWS Kal TATA 

ppovrida troincacbar Tov ma 
IO papewvat Tous emuToovs pe 

Xpe THs ev mode CvyooTac.as 

Kat Tapadelaw] Tov youov 
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TwWov Kal akaKoupyntov 
To epjarlrov] Kwdvve 
n evgyle|Penv tw opxe 

A[wo]A\ . . . cent 

* 

11. Miscellaneous Documents. 

PAPYRUS CCLXV.—rst cent. 

HE most interesting among the miscellaneous documents of the Roman period is the 

mathematical papyrus of which the text is here given. It consists of rules for 
the conversion of amounts stated in one kind of artaba into the corresponding amounts 

in other kinds. It has long been known that the Egyptian measures underwent consider- 
able variations, and that different standards for the same measure existed simultaneously ; 
just as at the present time there are ‘imperial’ pints and ‘reputed’ pints, and pounds 

Troy and pounds avoirdupois. Much new information on the subject has, however, been 

given by the papyri; and the present document is a considerable contribution to it. It 

enumerates no less than six different kinds of artaba, known respectively by the names 

Spopw, xako, dvnrwtik@, Pirirrov, Tdhdov, “Epwod; and it gives rules for the reduction 
of amounts in one denomination to their corresponding values in each of the others. The 
method employed is in each case to take 625 as the figure to start from, and to show 
what it becomes in each denomination. £.g. take the first problem of the papyrus (Il. 1-5). 

‘Given 625 artabas of the standard Spéu@: How many will they be in yahkg, at (ze. the 

difference between the two denominations being) 28 per roo artabas? Do as follows: 

Multiply the 625 artabas by the 28 which represents the difference per cent.; result, 

17500 artabas. Divide this by 100; result, 175. Add this to the 625; result, 800 artabas 

of the standard yahko. Q.E.D.’ 
From these problems we obtain the relative values of each of the denominations 

given; and the result is as follows: 

Spopw : xahk@ 1: 32 : 25 (¢e. 25 artabas of the standard Spdu@ = 32 of the standard yadxe) 
» 1avprotiK@ ::168 +125 

x 20a <2 FS 

»  2Vdddov 3: 923: 75 

» + Eppod oe Re et 

Somewhat simpler figures are obtained by adopting the denomination xadx@ as the basis 

of comparison; and it is to be observed that in the case of conversions between any of 

the other denominations it is usual to begin by reducing the given denomination to yadk@ 

II. L | 
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(e.g. 1. 11, where xddmurov ='reduce to xadk@, and so passim). The ratios then stand 

as follows : 

Xahka : Spdpe 1: 25: 32, or 100 artabas dpdéu@ = 128 yark@ 

» 1aynd@TiK@:: 21: 20, 4 105 dvyhwriK@ = 100 ie 

» 1 Bwdtarov Io? Ti, , IO 4 @u\immov = 110 m 

» 2Faakov 252007207, 35 96 Tah\\ov = 1034 4 

» + Eppov SoS BG, sy a rm “Eppovd = 104 - 

Or, finally, if arranged in order of size, and taking dpdu@ as the standard, 

I artaba dpdue 
= » Pvdarrov 

Speke Taos 
= IF »  Eppov 

= Tae »  XarK@ 

a ee avywriK@ 

It will be observed that there is an inconsistency in the first two of the tables given 
above as to the value of the artaba in the standard ‘Epyod. In the table on the basis 
Spdu@, it appears as slightly smaller than the artaba I'éAdov, whereas in the table based 

upon yadk@ it is slightly larger. See the note on 1. 57. 
Now of all these six names, only one is already known from the papyri, namely 

Spd, which occurs in documents at Berlin, Vienna, and the British Museum, in the form 

perpe Spdu@ rterpaxowixw (cf. Brit. Mus. Pap. CCCVIII, 1. 13, Berl. Papp. 86 1. 16, 

290 |. 14, Rain. Corp. Papp. XXIV 1. 20, XX XI11.15, XLV 1. 21)'; where it will be noticed 

that the stipulation is, in effect, that the loan shall be repaid in the standard in which the 
Three artabas are, however, mentioned in Brit. Mus. Pap. CX XV, 

one of them being unnamed, and therefore probably the artaba in common use at the time 
(4th cent.) and place (near Hermonthis) at which the papyrus was written, while the others 
bear the names Oncavpix@ and dopix@ respectively» The ratios between these are thus 

2:25: 24 (2.¢. 24 of the 

unnamed artabas = 25 @noavpix@), while Onoavpixe : dopux@ :: 7:9. There are no ratios in 

the present papyrus which exactly correspond with either of these; but the ratio between 

xakxk@ and Spdéu is nearly identical (within a fraction of 74s) with that between Oncavpixe 
and ¢opix@, and the ratio between the unnamed artaba and the artaba Onoavpix@ is still 

more nearly identical (within 53,5) with that between ‘Epyod and yadko. This double 

parallel justifies the conclusion that the respective standards are identical, viz. that 

artaba was the largest. 

given in the papyrus; the unnamed artaba : the artaba O0noavpico 

Spon = popike 
XakKk@ = Onoavpixo 

“Eppod = the unnamed artaba; 

1 The form of the phrase, as given by the respective editors ? See vol. I of this Catalogue, p. 192, and compare Wilcken 
of these volumes, varies, the Berlin publication giving it as 
pérp@ Spdpov rerpaxowvixov, the Rainer Corpus as pérpo dpdpov 

rerpaxowixw, It is quite possible, however, that, in the very 
cursive characters of much 2nd century writing, dpoue. might 
be misread as dpouer, or even as Spouov. In the British Museum 
papyri the reading Spopox is certain. 

Gott. gelehrt. Anzeiger, 1894, p. 743, and Hultsch, Dre¢ 
Hohlmasse der rimischen Prov.nz Agypten, in Fleckeisen’s 
JSahrbiicher f. class. Philol., 1895, hft. 2, p. 81. In a recent 
article in the Berichte der Stchs. Gesellsch. der Wissensch., 

Pphilol.-hist. Cl., 1897, Prof. Hultsch argues that the artaba 
Hérpw oprxe is identical with that in use at Pergamum, 
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and the identification receives a further confirmation by its providing an explanation of 

the name ‘Eppod, which, as it now appears from the comparison with Pap. CXXV, is 

the standard of Hermonthis. A similar local standard, belonging to a much less important 

place, is mentioned in Pap. CCXVI, 1. 15 (p. 186), pérp@ rerdprw Oeod Loxvoraiov. The 
names T'é\\ov and ®iimmov remain unexplained, but the former may be derived from the 

name of the first Roman prefect of Egypt, while the latter suggests a Macedonian origin. 
Further discoveries may hereafter elucidate this point, and also explain the remaining term, 
avyhwtik@, which (the smallest artaba of all) may be the artaba of common currency, used when 
no stipulation was made requiring a higher standard. It is worthy of note in conclusion, that 

the standard yadxd or Oncavpixd, in which (to judge from the latter name) payments were 
made to the Treasury, is the one with Which all the others have the simplest and most 

easily calculated relations’. The actual sizes of the several artabas are not stated. 
An unusual mode of expressing fractions in this papyrus deserves notice, as an 

exception to the rule that fractions can only be expressed in Greek with unity for the 

numerator. That system is exemplified here also, eg. 1. 28 where +4 is written as 

\ y (8 =4++4+7s. But in a few places a fraction is expressed by writing the 

denominator above the numerator; e.g. 1. 40, where P pe = tee CF, le AS, B = %, &c. 

This method, as Prof. Hultsch has kindly pointed out in a private letter, is regularly used 
by Diophantus (cf. Diophanti Alex, opera, ed. P. Tannery, and Hultsch’s review of it in 
Berl, Philol. Wochenschr. 1894, p. 805); but it has not hitherto been found in the papyri. 

The papyrus is considerably mutilated at the end, but the missing sections can be 

restored with certainty. The date appears, on palaeographical grounds, to be in the first 

century, but it cannot be called certain. 

(Col. 1.) 

Spopwr ——- yKE at Xahkou TooaL pos KH 
Tals p — ws de Tounoar roves tas [—] yxe 
emt tas [kn] tov Suadopov / fil [rov]rov 

To p / poe tavtas mpoobes tars — y[Ke] 
5 /xarkor [— w] Sedetxrar 

adr\ws Tonta aBe To p Tar — yKe /gd 

TaUTas To“eL emt Tas KN TOV Siadopou 
/ poe Tavras mpoobes tars — [xKe / aw] 

Kat ouTws dederKTae 

10 Spopwr — yxKe at avy[Awlrixwr Tora 
ws Sev TonoaL Tavtas xadk[icov ws] 
mpolKjeta / XYa\kar —- @ TOUTWY TO K 

1 Hultsch (/.¢.) identifies this ‘ thesauric’ artaba with one  artaba is the one really meant, the difference being very slight. 

described in a fragment sep) pérpoy (Metrol. Script., 1, p. 258) Line I. mpos xj tats p mk z.é. at 28 per cent. That is, 100 

as being used in Roman times, which is said to contain 3} artabas Spdpo = 128 xadko, so that to convert artabas dpdpu@ 

modii, whereas the ‘old’ artaba (presumably in Ptolemaic into artabas yahx@ it was necessary to add 28 per cent. to 

times) contained 44 modii. If the proportion is exact, the ‘old’ the number of the former. 

artaba was slightly larger than the artaba dpdépe (in the pro- Line 11. Xahkeoov ws mpoxettat: Z. €. convert into the standard 

portion of 135: 128): but it is possible that the last-named —_yadx@, as shown in ll. 1-5. 

Ll2 
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/ » tavta[s] mpoobes rats xalkor = w 

/avnrotixar — op Sedeuxras 
15 Spopar — yKe at Diva rooar mpos uF [8] 

ws Bet TooaL Toe TAS —- XKE ETL TAS 
is B tov Siadopou / puis B TOUTWV 

To p / pd + Tavtas mpoobes Tats -—- XKE 
/ Pidurt — WK + Sederxrar 

20 addws Tomoat emer TO Stapopov [elorw [pos] 
is B ras p — 0 corw ¢ [rpoa]berov [ ] 

(Col. 2.) 

.]é adatperov aBe ovly tT]o ¢ Tw —- xKE 

[/] pS + tavras mpoo[es] ras — x[Ke] 
/ ®durt — Web + Kale oluras SSeriernt 

Spopw. — ees at Tadd roca. mpos Ky [8] 

ws Sa Towra Tort TAS —- XKE en{u Tas] 
Ky B tov Siadopov / Bug B 

routwy To p /ppl Ly 8B tavras 

mpoobes tars — yne / oR | ¥ iB 

Spowwe — XKE at Hause TOOL TPs KE 
ws Seu TonTaL oven TAS — XKE ETL 

tas Ke Tov Suadopou / jhexKe 
tovTav to p /pvs d tavtas mpoobes 
ras — xKe /Eppov — rad debdex[ra0] 

aldws tomnoat AaBe Tod twv — yxKe /[prs d] 
tavtas mpoobes tars — yxe / rad 

Kal ouTws SederKTaL 
xatkor — xKe at S[pouw]. roca 

ws Se momoa ema eorw To Siadol por] 

25 

30 

35 

[mplos Kn Tas p — eor[w] ? pe popta [o] 

[ywlerar / [d] \B AaBe ovy to Wd XB tov [— yxe] 

/van d tloloavrar yadka Sederxra[e] 

Xahkar — XKe at avyhotiKwr TomaL 
[ws] de molyoat AlaBe ro [Kk] tov — yx[e] 

[/da d mpoobes] tars — [xK]e / avn” — [ve] d 

40 

45 

(Col. 3.) 

xa[AKlor — yxe [av] Biderm roo[ar] 

w[s dee mounoas [halBe ro id toly — yxe] 
/[vs td] ravrals adele aro tov [— xxe] 

Line 29. HB: a slip of the pen for ‘8, which is correctly given Line 21. It is impossible to say whether a line is wanting 

at the foot of the column. So far as the sense is concerned in the previous line. 
Line 42. urn d: should be umn d XB. xaAxot: a slip of the it would be possible to go on directly from 6 éorw & to 

pen for dpoper AaBe ody. 
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/ b&n : too Javrau Duia[ a dederxrar| 

Xakkau — xKe at [Parr zooa mplos y \] 
talus] p — ws Se moinoa wo[ve tas] 
[— xKe em p] / iB Kav Tploo Ges | 
Tas-p Tas y | tov diadolplov / PY. | 

ralurals e[s] yuion /ol Kau tas ibd 
evs nuton / fe rourav to of 

/xy cy iB tooavrar Tadd dedecxrae 

Xahkkar — yKe at Eppov tooa, mpos 6 
Tals p — ws Sev ToLnoay Tovet 
ras — yKe em p /fBb Kav por 
Bes tas p tats 8 Tov dSiadopou 
/ pd A\aBe ovy To pd Twr iBo 

/x ed € p tocavrat [Ep]uov Sdedeuxrar 

avywtika. — yKEe at yahkou TooaL 
ws Sev toumoat [A]a[B]e ro Kd Tov — yxe 

x # 

/ «0 ts tavta afdlece amo tay — yKe 

f= 

Aourrat ge re] [roo lavrae xadkou 

dederkTar 

(Col. 4.) 

79 

B 

80 

Line 54. ets nuson: 

[avyrw|rixwr [— xKe at Spor trocar] 

[ws dele wolnoat tavtas xahkioov ws] 

[mpox]evrat [ /xadrKor — dged Tovrwr] 

[70] Cd AB /[Spopon — dyy  d] 
SedeukTau 

[avlprorixor — [Ke av Brdurm loca 

ws Set Tounfoat Tlavrals xadkio]ov ws mpo 

elie lat / x[arnole = — ¢afed rovrwy] ovy [ad]edre 

to iad / vo (9] tavtas adlede] alzro] tar 

xahkot — dg[e d] Aourt Hirura' [Pla iB 

SedEvKTAL 

avynhorikat — yKe at Tadd rocae 

ws Se Tomoa TavTas xahKicoy ws 

mpoxeitat xadkar — gge d tavras 

move, em. p / pOdKe Kat mpoobes 

= multiply by two. 

261 

Line 70. dge d: G1. 81. Throughout this section 5951 is 

Line 57. mpos 5 ras p —>~: this ratio is, however, inconsistent 
with the figures given in the conversions from dpédpq ; for if 

100 dp. = 125 ‘Epp. (ll. 30-34), and 100 dp. = 128 yadkg (Il. 1-5), 
125 ‘Epp. should = 128 xadx, whereas here 100 ‘Epp. = 
XaAKG, OF 125 ‘Epp. = 130 xadke. 

104 

taken as the equivalent in yak of 625 artabas in dvndwrikd, 
instead of the more accurate 595z% arrived at in 1. 66, After 

reducing the original 625 artabas thus to xaAx@, the rest of the 
conversion is carried out according to the formulas used above 
in converting ya\x@ to the other denominations. 
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p tas y \ tov Siagopov tov Tpos Xan” 

/ py \ es npion /ol Kau Tas LOdxe 

85 es nuuuon / fOr z[olutav to ot / 

Tadvt — doe + dederxrar 

avyhotikwt — yKe at Eppouv tocar 
ws Seu Toinoa TavTas xadKLicoV ws po 
cerar / xartkar — ge d [mover ovy 

90 xarkar — d[ged a] Eppov [roca] zpos 5 
taus p — [rove] tas [— ge d] em p 

(Col. 5.) 

[/fOdxe kar mpoobes tas p Tas 5 tov] 

[Suadopou / pd haBe ovy To pd tov pOdxe] 

[/Eppov — oB8 y dedexrar] 
95 [Brum — yxe] a xalrAKar tocar] 

[ws Sev woujoat mover To[vTwy to (| 

/ €B \ [ravt]as mpoobes [ras — yxxe] 

/ xark[or] — x70 © 8e[Serxrar] 

Biturm — xKe av Spouw roca 
100 ws Seu Toinoa TavTas yahKioov ws 

mpoketat / XarKou = — xrE 

TovTwv to | d We) Seal «= — ors Cd B 

SedeuKTae 
Buiam — x[K]e at Tadd’ roo 

105 ws det [moufnoo Tavtas x[a]AKioov ws impo 
[K]elura / xJarxor — yal [LC mover ovv] 
[yakkor —] yr | ae TafAdt rocas pos] 
[Ly \ rows p —] move tas — [xrl \ em p] 

[/ env Kav mpoobes tas p Tas y \] 

(Col. 6.) 

IIO [rov duadopov / py | es nuton / af kat Tas] 

[any as nuton / Lb rovrwv To of] 
Tad\[t — yd d dedecxrar] 

®uumm [— yxKe at Eppov trocale 

ws Set [Tonoat Tavtas xadki|oov ws 
115 mpokeirar /yatkor — yrl C] 

move oluy xad]kar — [yr | ale Eppou 

moaa. [mpos 8] tars p [— mover Tas 

— x7¢ © [em] p / pay [kale tpoobes 

Line 86. oe c: 575¥07 is the exact result, so that 7 would be Lines 90-94. For the reconstruction of these mutilated or 

more accurate than s. In several of the following calculations lost lines ¢f Il. 116-121. 
the fractions are very inexactly worked out. 
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tas p tlais 5] tov duadopov / pd 
120 haBe ovly ro] 6d Tov ppbv / 

Eppov —- xéa (B Sera 

Todd — x[k]e at yt roloa} zpos y | 
Tas p —- ws Sev Tomoat tpoabes p 
ras y [C] / py \ Kaw roe] ras — xxe 

125 emt Tas py  / fly]rl TOUT@V 

to p /xadrkar — xp[B] © [y] KS Seder" 

Tadd" —— ye [ar Spopar roar] 
ws de. Tomoale Tavtas Xadkuo]y ws mpo 
Kea / Xadkor — xuB L ¥ K8] tourer 

130 ro ( d [AB d poun & > $8 y S]cdex7[ar] 

(Col. 7.) 

[Taddt — yKe a arnrorixar toca] 

[ws dev mounoat Tavras yadkicov ws] 

[mpoxevtan /xahkor — xpB Ly KS Tout | 

[7o kK /B e TavTas panes Tas KAdKw —] 
135 [IxueB Ly Ke / avnwtiKor — yoe KS dederxrar | 

[Taddt — yKe at Belem ferciercal 

[ws See mrounoar] tavtals yahkicor | 

[ws mpoxerar] /[y]adxou > [xuB © y Kd] 

touvtwv [ro] wa /vy [ravras adede] 

140 amo twv [xJakkor — xpB [CL y KS Z| 

Ditura [—] brS y (B [SeSerxrar] 
Taddt — xxe at Eppov aloo lau 

ws be tomcat tavras [y]adrxuror [ws] 
mpoxetar / xadkor — ypuB L vy [x8] 

145 move. ovy xadkor — ypB [LC] y KS au Ep[pov] 

toga. tplos] 8 Tas p — Trove tas] 

= xHB  [y K8] em p /[pdlonl 
[kat mpoobes tras] p tats 8 [tov diadopov] 

[/ pd daBe ov|y To pd [rev dont /\ 

150 [Eppov > xn] o d[ederxrau| 

(Col. 8.) 
9 or 10 lines wanting. 

[Epp Jou aes xK[e au avnhwriKwr tocat| 

Line 126. yz8: this should be yps, but the readings in ll.140, | which contained the conversion from the standard ‘Epuod. The 
144, 145, 147, and the calculations in those sections show that first two sections, the conversions into yadko and Spdue, are 
xp is the figure actually taken. entirely lost, and it seems hardly worth while to reconstruct 

Line 151. Only a small portion is left of the 8th column them; the results are, 625 artabas ‘Epyod = 650 artabas yadxd, 
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ws Sev mlounoar Tavras xahkicov ws] 
mpoxe|tat /xahkwt — yy TouvTwy To K] 
/ XB \ [ravras mpoobes rats] 

155 — yv [/armrorikwr — y7B CJ 
dedevx7[ ar] 

[Ep]uov — yxle av Bidura roca] 

ws Sev mLounoas Tavtas xahkicoy ws] 

mpoxeitfar / yakkws — yy TovTwr] 

160 [ro] i /[v0 “ ravras adede azo] 

[rTlov yodlKor — yv / Purr — 
[dqa Sederxrar] 

and 50733 dpéym. The latter figure is obtained by conversion, ment, v7z. the conversion from ‘Epyod into Tdddov, and this 

as usual, through xa\x@, but if the conversion were made direct, works out as 625 artabas ‘Epyod = 6285$7 TdAdov. This result 
as the ratio dpdu@ : “Epyot :: 5: 4, the result would be 500. The is, however, rendered uncertain by the doubt attaching to the 

divergence is due to the inconsistency noticed above, on 1. 57. ratio between ‘Epyod and xadkg. Calculated through dpdpa, 
Line 162, One more section is needed to complete the docu- _ the artaba 'dAdov is slightly the larger of the two. 

PAPYRUS CXCI.—a.p. 103-117. 

HE following document is a oxevoypadia, or inventory of household furniture, 
delivered by Tertia Ancharenia, probably after her husband’s death, for the purpose 

of a sale of the property. The purchaser is apparently Julius Agrippianus. Half the papyrus 
is lost; from what remains it is clear that the document belongs to the reign of Trajan, 

after his assumption of the title of Dacicus, and that the place of writing is in or near 
Karanis. The parties mentioned are Romans, which accounts for the number of Latin 

words occurring in the inventory (dodAardpuov, Kedddpiov, Prayéddov, Adpetkos, apmrovAuov). 

Many of the words do not occur in any dictionary, and must be left unexplained. The 
writing is rather remarkable, several of the letters (especially x) being oddly formed. 

- +o] Teppar[t]colv] Aaxucov Em [..... . oxjevoypad[i]a 
. .bavov y rapad[obleo[a vio ry|s tovrov yu[vlackos 

.. « Jojuktor Aypurmavear emer tpact [tov oov wriov 

.. . .riav Aevkav epywv Tpiov 

Be cae ete bo pohd\aTwpiov KOKKWoV KaLvoV eV TEpLaTpa 

. Kolcxufar] wakeat Bapvy . . Tys KoKKwos TavSoces 
.. + .parwpiov Levyos Sippos xadkous yuvaiketos oTapvos 
... erry yarkurkapiov opwov évorpia Tpra 

.. Aulyvas Taorn XaAKn Kehdapioy peiKpov ouY ha. 

Line 1. The restored line would be “Erous x atroxpdéropos Line 4. The end of this line is occupied by some obliterated 
kaivapos Nepova Tpatavod ZeBarrod Tepparkod Aaxikod «.r.d., writing, 
which shows that the lost part of the papyrus cannot have con- Line 6, madeat: 7.@, madaal. Bapvy..tys: the remains of 
tained less than 45 letters, which is about equal to the part the letters favour Bapvyourns, but a suitable word has yet to 
preserved. be found. 
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.Jouvy ypeaypa cKouvThia Evdiwa Nekaxkapeva dvo 

.] @udrdua apyuvpa oxtw ddayeddov Kahapov woiKov 

.] amorpurrov mados Evdivos Spayhat hoyyar evvea Evra 

. .) mepixvynperdov Seppatwav Cevyos ApaBiKoly] a 

.] taBdvov yhwoookopiov wperkos aKodiTkoS amo ypELas 

.] Tadreat Sv0 omic Oia ovov vioTnp cy vKLGTAyLw . . 

.] twaxia veda Sv0 o€vBada Svo0 apmrovddoy ev Kpaarros 

.Jaxoowy Kar AiBovtiov Amod\\wvapiov Spaypwr e&nxor[ra] 

.Jos puav n de Tepria Ayyapynria ryv erepay Kau peTeE 

.] Kapavd. tov Apowoerov myywr euBatixwv tprakloo |. 

. jv Tepria Avyapyvia flera Kupiov Tov Euou 

. .}riava Kabws mpokeita, Kuwrtos Avyapnvios dpovtw7[ys] 

. Ka0ws mpo|Kevrat 

Line 10. ypeaypa: 7.é@. Kpedypa. okoutdia: okodrAoy is given Lines 20-22. The subscriptions of Tertia and her brother (?), 
by Ducange as meaning a platter. who acts as her guardian, are added in a rough, straggling hand. 

PAPYRUS CCCLXIX.—and cent. (?). 

LIST of names, numbered in pairs, without any indication of object. The writing, 

which is very cursive, seems to belong to the end of the second century. Apparently 

it is incomplete, a number being left at the end without any corresponding names. 

IL 

a Amvyxus Amvyyews Kk) 

TlO.wpis Tepews 

B-  Tlaxvows Kivewwdrd . . [kK] 

Medas Tlovoiwpews 

5 y~  Tafovr TaBovros [x] 

Karytis lepews 

6- = Atrvyxis Aptwvos ky 

Medas Ilovoipews 

s~ TlaBovs Vernoews ky 

10 Apovris Taved/ 

e~  Ilerevovyos Ilwduwvos ky 

Kaddamis Kahapeh— 

C- = Xroroytis Eptews ky 

OQpiwv Taontos 

15 7 IlaPovs Tovesovs 

Opiov TeuBa 

§- Ovvadpis Apravos ky 
Tlakpts Movdoraxos 

i Tlaxvots Kavviros ky, 

20 Apovus Kpahnrtos 

Mm 
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va~  Tlerpwvios Aptrayabov x, 

Tlavoudus [luwvos 

i8-  Zynvas Tamesrntos 

Apovmis ... . 0S 

PAPYRUS CCXII 6.—a.p. 237. 

N conclusion may be given two fragments which contain nothing but the styles and 
titles of certain emperors who do not appear very often in the papyri. The first 

is from the reign of Maximinus and Maximus. The exact year is lost, but the occurrence 
of the title Dacicus, which was only assumed in a.p. 237, shows that it must belong to 

that year. The papyrus from which it is taken may have been a register of deeds, since 

remains of another document beginning with a date in the same reign are also discernible ; 
but practically nothing is legible except the date. A similar date occurs in Grenfell and 
Hunt, Greek Papyrt, V1. Ixvii, but the latter part of the titles of Maximus is mutilated. 

With the assistance of the present document it is possible to make out that the titles in 

that case were the same as in this. On the verso is a literary work of a theological nature, 

of which little is decipherable except the quotation of a verse from Genesis (xiv. 17). 

[L y] avroxparopos Karoapos Taiov [Iovdov] 

[Ovylpov Magipevvov EvoeBovs E[urvyous] 

[S<Bac]rov Tep[p]avixov Meyiorov [Aakcxov] 
[Mey:]orov Sapparixov Meytor[ov xa Tarov] 

5 Iovdtov Ovnpov Magipmov [Tepparvixov] 

Meytorov Aaxixov Meyio[rov Lappatixov| 

Meytorov tov tepwratov [Karoapos S<Bacrov] 

vov tov YeBaorov Iavu[. . 

PAPYRUS CCXI.—a.p. 259. 

DATE in the seventh year of Valerianus and Gallienus, with Saloninus as Caesar: 
from the end of an otherwise illegible fragment. A similar date occurs in one of 

the Rainer papyri (Rain. Corp. Pap. CLX XVI), the only difference being that Ovadepravod 
is added after Kopyydiov in line 4. Several of the names are mis-spelt. 

L 4 auToKpaTopwy Katcapwy Iloum).ov Ale] 

[Kuv pov Ovarepiavov Kat Tlovm\tov Atkivov Ovadepravov 

[Tad]\unvov Teppavixav Meyorav EvoeBwv Eurvyov 
[kav] Tovm\vov Acxwvov Kopyy\tov tov emdareorarov| 

5 [Kat]oapos 2{Blarwv C[w]O x 



C. BYZANTINE PERIOD. 

1. Zhe Correspondence of A binnacus. 

APYRI of the fourth century have been, until lately, very rare. It is true that there 
are several of that period at Vienna, which are still unpublished, and seem likely 

to remain so for a considerable time; and a few have recently been included among the 

published Berlin papyri. These, however, are not enough to place us in anything like 

the same position for dealing with the fourth century, either palaeographically or historically, 
as we hold in the case of the third and second centuries before, and the first three centuries 

after, the Christian era. It is therefore very satisfactory that a large group of documents 

belonging to this period should have been discovered; and they share with the Serapeum 

papyri of the second century B.c. the distinction of being a connected group, dealing with 

the affairs of a single person. That person is Flavius Abinnaeus, pracfectus castrorunt 

of the camp of auxiliary cavalry at Dionysias, in the southern portion of the Fayum. 

The papyri composing this group have been divided among different European 

collections, though not to the same extent as the documents from the Serapeum. Of 
the papers directly and certainly connected with Abinnaeus, twenty are at Geneva, and 

thirty-seven in the British Museum. These latter were acquired on two different occasions 

in 1893, and in each case they were accompanied by other documents of the same period, 

which it is only reasonable to suppose came from the same find, though there is nothing 

in their contents to connect them with Abinnaeus. These additional documents (Papp. 

CCXLIX—CCLIII, and CCCCXXI—CCCCXXXV) will be dealt with in the next 

section of this volume, along with other miscellaneous papyri of the same century; while 

the present section is concerned with the correspondence of Abinnaeus, and with the one 

account in which his name appears. 

It should be added that one document of this series (Pap. CCCCXLVII) is in Latin. 
It is, unfortunately, very badly mutilated, so that its purport cannot be discovered; but it 

contains a mention of a ‘praefectus castrorum Dionusiadis,’ who may fairly be supposed 

to be Abinnaeus. One also of the papyri at Geneva is in Latin. 

The texts of the Geneva papyri, with two exceptions, have neither been published nor 

catalogued; but a short summary of the whole correspondence has been published by 

Mm 2 
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Prof. J. Nicole (Revue de Philologie, xx. 43-52), who had before him, not only the 

Geneva papyri themselves, but also the descriptions of the British Museum papyri published 
in the Catalogue of Additions to the Department of Manuscripts, 1888-1893. This article 

includes two of the Geneva texts in full, and the rest will follow in due course in the 

complete edition of the Geneva Papyri on which Prof. Nicole is engaged (Les Papyrus de 

Geneve, 1896, &c.). A complete survey of the correspondence will only be possible when 

all the texts in both collections have been published; but the leading data in the Geneva 

documents have, no doubt, been indicated by Prof. Nicole, and these have been combined 

with the information contained in the British Museum papyri for the purposes of the 
following summary of the principal points of interest in the material thus presented 

to us. 
The first point which has to be considered is the true form of the name of the person 

to whom this correspondence relates. He was a Roman officer, while all the documents 

but two are written in Greek, and that by writers whose spelling was neither correct nor 

consistent. Consequently his name appears in a bewildering variety of forms; Auvatos, 

Apewwaios, Apuvatos, ABuwveos, Apivveos, ABivews, ABevveos, Apevvews, ABwveas, EBevvios, all 

occur among the British Museum papyri. A collection of statistics shows that the second 

consonant is 8 in 21 cases, pw in 7; the vowel which follows it is € in 3 cases, t in 23, e 

in one; while v is followed by a in 12 cases, « in 15, and s in one. Where, among these 

divergences, is the correct form to be found? Prof. Nicole regards the question as solved 

by one of the documents in his charge, which contains the official notification to Abinnaeus 
of his supersession in the command; and in this, which is a formal document, written 

in Latin with official precision, his name is spelt Abinnius. This is unquestionably a strong 

argument, as providing Latin evidence for a Latin name, under circumstances in which 
accurate orthography is to be expected. It is, however, questionable whether it counter- 

balances the other evidence, both Greek and Latin, which goes to show that the true form 

is Abinnaeus. The Greek evidence is contained in the foregoing statistics. As regards the 
first two syllables there can be no doubt that the evidence for 6 and @ far outweighs that 
for m and e, though the considerable number of cases in which # appears is interesting 
as showing the approximation in sound between that letter and 6 in the fourth century. 

The evidence for ae is even more overwhelming, since (as is well known) e is a very 
common variant for au at this period, so that all the cases of € and a must be reckoned 

together as supporting the latter orthography; and there is only a single instance (EGevnos 

in Pap. CCCCXI) in which « is found instead. It therefore seems certain that “ABivvatos 
is the correct Greek form of the name. There is also evidence that the correct Latin form 
is Abinnaeus. The name is not a common one, but it occurs four times in inscriptions 

(Abennaeus Catti M. s(ervus), C.I.L. v. 704; Q. Fabius Abinnaeus, C.I.L. ix. 5664; C. 

Graius Abinneus, C.I.L. x. 8059 (185); Cn. Pacilius Abinnaeus, C.I.L. xiv. 1443); and here 

the vowel is thrice ae and once e, never z. As a nomen the forms Abinia (C.L.L. viii. 1227), 

Abenius and Abinius (C.I.L. xiv. 493) are found, but always with the single 2, and never 

as a cognomen. On these grounds it is reasonable to conclude that the true Latin form 
of the name is Abinnaeus, in Greek *ABivvatos; though the frequent substitution of e 

for at shows the weakening of the diphthong in actual pronunciation, so that the spelling 
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Abinnius in the document mentioned above represents the form towards which, in writing 
as well as in speaking, the name was tending to approximate. 

It is noticeable that all the above-mentioned inscriptions containing the name Abinnaeus 
come from Italy; and it may therefore be concluded that the Abinnaeus of our correspond- 
ence was himself an Italian by birth. 

The rank of Abinnaeus is given indifferently as @rapyos eiAns or mpaumdautos Kdéorpwr, 
the former title appearing eight times in the British Museum papyri, the latter or some 
variant of it (mpaurdéouros Kdotpois twice, tpautdouros alone five times) nine times in all. 
The Latin equivalents for these titles are plainly pracfectus alae and pracfectus castrorum. 
The latter is ordinarily the higher title, and in Egypt was even borne by the commanders 
of the legions (Marquardt, Staatsverwaltun? ii. 444); but when, as in the present case, 
the camp contained only a single a/a of auxiliary troops, the commander of the a/a was 

necessarily also the commander of the camp, and the frazfectus alae could also be termed 

pracfectus castrorum. It would, however, be a purely local rank, not recognized in the 

imperial army list. 

The camp of which Abinnaeus was commander was at Dionysias, which is known from 

papyri of the Roman period (eg. Pap. CCXCIII above, p. 187, Berl. Pap. 53) to have 
been situated in the division of Themistus in the Arsinoite nome. Ptolemy (iv. 5) assigns 
it a position on the southern edge of lake Moeris, and reckons it as belonging to the 
Mareotic nome. The latter statement is certainly wrong, but the former is in accordance 

with what is known of the geography of the Arsinoite nome. It was a place of sufficient 
importance to have a local bank (Berl. Pap. 70); and it is possible that it is the same as 
Dionysias 7 mpos Tots yadKwpvxios (Berl. Papp. 153, 197), which was in the same division, 
in which case there must have been copper mines in its vicinity. From the JVotztia 

Dignitatum (Or. xxviii. 1. 34 ed. Seeck) we learn that the corps stationed there about the 

end of the fourth century was the Ala guinta Praelectorum; and it is probable that 

this was the corps actually commanded by Abinnaeus, though no name is mentioned in 

his correspondence. 

Not all the documents relating to Abinnaeus bear dates, but enough of them are dated 

to enable us to fix his period with sufficient precision. The extreme dates mentioned 

are A.D. 343 and 351, and there is no reason to place any of the undated documents 

outside these limits. Most of the dates are in a.p. 346. The Latin document at Geneva, 

already referred to, reveals an important break in his career. In a.p. 343, when the 

curtain rises on his history, he is already praefectus alae at the camp of Dionysias (Pap. 

CCXLV); but in 344 the above-mentioned document, which is an order from Valacius, 

the Dux Aegypti, signifies his supersession in that command and relegates him to private life. 
Accordingly in 345 he is addressed as expracfectus (avd émdpxwv eidys), and is evidently 

contemplating a visit to the imperial court (Pap. CCXXXIII); and, whether in consequence 

of this visit or not, in the following year he is reinstated in his command, which he retains 

to the end of the chapter. As Prof. Nicole has noticed, it was at about this time that 

a new Dux came to Egypt, Flavius Felicissimus (cf introduction to Pap. CCXXXIV); 

and the restoration of Abinnaeus may have been due to him. The latest document in the 

series (Pap. CCCCXII, of a.p. 351) shows him in the possession of the additional title of 
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ex protectoribus, which implies that he must have at one time been enrolled in the imperial 

body-guard, largely composed of veteran soldiers, known as the Protectores Augustt (on 

which see Mommsen, Zphem. Efigr. v. 121). This rank was also held by the officer 

appointed in 344 to supersede Abinnaeus as pracfectus castrorum; but as the latter is 

nowhere else addressed by this title it may be concluded that he did not receive it until 

near the close of the period covered by his correspondence. Whether it implies a period 

If he had there served as frotector either 

before 343 or during his absence from Egypt in 345-6, we should have expected to find 

the title applied to him in some of the papyri of 346; while if we suppose any absence 

from Egypt between 346 and 351, it implies that he was a third time appointed to the 

command of the a/a at Dionysias before the latter date. 

more likely that the rank of protector might be an honorary distinction conferred upon 

deserving soldiers after a long term of service. 

The position of Abinnaeus may be gathered from his correspondence, and amounts 

to that of an independent command. His only directly superior officer (with whose 

displeasure he is occasionally threatened) is the Dux, the supreme military authority in 

Egypt!; for though the commander of the legion at Memphis is apparently once alluded 

to (Pap. CCCCXI) as being of higher rank, as no doubt he was, it does not appear that 

Abinnaeus was directly under his command. The authority of Abinnaeus, like that of the 

centurions in earlier times (see p. 173), was not purely military, but included certain police 

functions and a jurisdiction (under the Dux) with regard to some species of crime. Thus 

petitions are addressed to him to compel the village authorities to search for persons who 

have committed a burglary (Pap. CCXLV), for redress against sheep-stealers (Papp. CCXLII, 

CCCCIII), kidnappers (Papp. CCXL, CCXLI), thieves (Pap. CCCCXII), unlawful appro- 

priation of an inheritance (Pap. CCCCVI), assault (Pap. CCCCXI1), and the like; all, it 

will be observed, offences of violence against person or property. 

of service at the imperial court seems doubtful. 

This is improbable, and it seems 

He is also apparently 

called upon to certify as a local magistrate to the Prefect with respect to an orphan 
entitled to an allowance from the state (Pap. CCCCIX). Other documents are of a more 
military character, including a request to be on the watch to intercept natron smuggled 
into his district (Pap. CCXXXI), a requisition for a body of troops to help in the 

collection of the rents due on the imperial domains (Pap. CCX XXIV), and correspondence 
relative to the movements and supply of the troops (Papp. CCXXXV, CCXXXVI, 

CCXXXVII, CCCCV, CCCCXVI). Of a more private nature, though arising out of 

his military position, are the requests to him for favours to certain individuals (Papp. 

CCX XXII, CCXX XIX, CCCCX, CCCCXVII); while several letters are of an entirely 

private character, relating to the personal affairs of Abinnaeus and his friends (Papp. 
CCXLIII, CCCCXIII, CCXLIV, CCCCIV, CCCCXVIII, and the single letter from 

Abinnaeus himself, Pap. CCXLVIII). 

1 The arrangement indicated in the /Voéztia, where there is 

a comes limités Aegyptt, who commands in the provinces of 
Aegyptus (in the limited sense), Arcadia, and Augustamnica, 
a dux Thebaidos, and a dux Libyarum, is of later origin. The 
officer in supreme command over the district of Heptanomis 
(the later Arcadia), in which Dionysias lay, is always called 

Dux (though once with the honorary addition of Comes, Pap. 
CCXXXIV); and neither here nor in contemporary writers 
(e.g. Athan. Hist. Ar. 14, 51, Fest. Ind. xxviii, Apol. ad Const. 
Io), is there any sign of the existence of other duces, so that it 
is clear that he was the Dux Aegypti. ; 
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Of the personal character of Abinnaeus we do not have many indications among these 

papyri, though Prof. Nicole seems to have been more fortunate in this respect. The rank 
of pracfectus castrorum was the highest to which a common soldier could rise, and was 
only reached after long service in the various grades of non-commissioned officers, as we 
should call them (cf Wilmanns, de Praefecto Castrorum in Ephem. Epigr. i. 89). Consequently 

Abinnaeus must have been an elderly man at the time of this correspondence, with a long 
military experience behind him, and probably without much education or intellectual culture. 
Certainly if the one letter purporting to come from him (Pap. CCXLVIII) was written 
with his own hand, he could neither write nor spell Greek with any approach to correct- 
ness. It is true that we cannot be certain that it was not written by a slave; but it is 

open to doubt whether a slave belonging to the country would not have written better, 
if he were employed for writing ‘at all, while it would be unreasonable to expect correct 

Greek from a Roman soldier who had risen from the ranks. To judge from Prof. Nicole's 

allusions, the Geneva papyri contain some records not altogether favourable to his private 
character; and in one of the documents of the present collection (Pap. CCCCVIII) he is 

expressly charged with forcibly removing from justice certain persons charged with acts 
of brigandage, and is threatened with a report to the Dux in case he will not give them 

up. In some of the other letters also, the possibility of non-compliance with orders is 

anticipated by a more or less explicit reference to the consequent displeasure of the higher 

authorities, 

Various details of interest are dealt with in the notes and introductions to the several 

papyri; and the palaeographical aspect of the whole group has been considered in the 

Introduction to the present volume. In the arrangement of the texts which follow, the docu- 

ments bearing precise dates (which are mostly petitions for redress of injuries) stand first; 

then those which relate to Abinnaeus in his military and official capacity; and finally those 

which relate to his private affairs. Three papyri (CCX XVIII, CCCCXIX, CCCCXX) 

are too much mutilated for transcription. 

PAPYRUS CCXLV.—a.p. 343. 

HIS, the earliest dated document of the series, is a petition to Abinnaeus, as frae- 

fectus alae, from Flavius Priscus, a veteran who has been honourably discharged from 

the service, and Alia his wife, complaining of a burglary committed in their house by certain 

unnamed, and therefore presumably unknown, malefactors. The petitioners request Abinnaeus 

to compel the village authorities to produce the criminals, and conclude with the usual 
formula, asking that the petition may be brought to the knowledge of the Dux. The 

petition is dated in the consulship of Placidus and Romulus. 

[Draov]iw ABiwvaw erapxw ens 
[orpattletwv kaotpwv Avovvorados wapa 

®)afoviov] Hpuoxov overpavov Tay evTysws 

[a}roNehu[peva|y kar Adias yuvarkos Hpwvos 

Line 4. Before yuvatkos the letters @u have been written and erased, the writer having begun to write Ovyarpés by mistake. 
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5 [..J...@rov....€... cope.Ja tou yeovyour 

[ros €]p [k]opn Parad. [Klara z[nv] reparrny 

[kau e]ixada [7ov olv7) pnvos Tavm Kupte 

[eluov pn waplolyros aha THs yuvatKos 

[wolvns pevovorns ev TH OLKLA TLVES KaKOUP 
10 [yo]. vuxros \noTpikw TpoTw eondOa 

™ ouKia Kar vropuxpula] memounKotes 
Kal 1 TL Kal Eyw avTos Kal. vu. ae eBarafay 

dia avro tovto [a]éim Kar [Seoujar cov rs 

dra}vOpwn[ia]s ows Tous THs Kwpns 

15 O[y]Locvovs cuvvhaBwpevos Kat KaTavayKa 

ONS avTovs Tov THY TUANTLW TETOLNKOTAS 
co. Tapactyoe eta ypadlejyTa vd yuwv evs 
yveow Tov Kuplov nuwv SovKos avaviKns 
avtov yap eotw ta Tovalutla Todpovvres exdu 

20 KW Kal TOVTO TUXWVY KaPLTA TOL opohoyynaw 

joev Kupve SuevTvyet 
@Pdaovios Ipiokos kat Aduas emidedwkapev 

vraretas Praoviov Thaxidov Kat Paoviov 

Pwpvdrov tev apmpotatwy Tlavve KO 

‘Line 10. excydda: so MS. for eioAOav. Plural forms of the Line 23. @daowov WAakidov: elsewhere the praenomen of 

second aorist in -ay are common in these fourth century papyri. Placidus is given as Marcus.. See Clinton, Fas¢i Romani, i. 
Line 14. omws . . . cuvvhaBwpevos kat katavayxaons: cf Papp. 406. In Pap. CCCCXX, a small fragment of the same year, 

CCXLI, 1. 17, CCXLIT, 1. 14. the names of the consuls are further perverted, the date being 
Line 16. rou: for rovs. given as [vmarewu]s @po.u[o]u TAaxetov kat PAaBiov Spopoddov ; 
Line 17. era: for eira rd, cf. Papp. CCCCVII,1.13, CCCCIII, the missing letter in the name of Placidus has a long tail, like 

1. 19; from here to the end the petition follows a formula which a p, and the word must be a corruption of Furius, which was one 

is found in several documents of this group. of the names of Placidus. 

PAPYRUS CCXXXII.—a.p. 345. 

T the date of this document (February 1, a.p. 345), Abinnaeus was evidently on the 

point of visiting the imperial court (r@ tep@ Kopurdrw). This by no means implies 
a visit of Constantius to Egypt at this time, since Abinnaeus was now free from official 

duties. In May of this year the emperor was at Nisibis (4 Clinton, Fast? Romani, i. 409), 

and Abinnaeus may have travelled to Constantinople or Syria to meet the court. The 

document belongs to the period of his temporary supersession in the command at Dionysias, 

and he is consequently described, not as émapyos ethys, but as dmd émdpywr etdys (= exprae- 
fetus alae). He evidently took advantage of his relief from duty to betake himself to the 
imperial court, and it may be due to this visit that in the following year he reappears as 
emapyxos ethns (Pap. CCXL). 

However this may be, others besides himself saw a chance of making some profit out 
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of his visit to court, and Aurelius Eulogius, who is described as &vapyos apttavus mpomod- 
Tevopevos THS “Apowoirdv méohews, writes to desire him to do him a service there. The 

formula and style of the letter show that Eulogius, as the head (for the time) of the civil 

administration of Arsinoé, regarded himself as superior in rank to Abinnaeus, who was now 

merely a retired officer; and he makes his request in somewhat peremptory tones. It is 

to the effect that Abinnaeus is to obtain for him from the imperial government an émorody 
é€axropias, which presumably means an appointment as tax-collector; and if Abinnaeus 
should find it necessary to spend any money for the purpose of securing the document 

in question, Eulogius binds himself to make the expenditure good. The position of exacéor 
or publicanus must have been much sought after, if a civil functionary of high rank 

(apparently about corresponding to that of*a mayor among ourselves) made interest with 

the imperial court to obtain such an appointment. 

peta tTyv vmat’ B\/ Aeovtiov Kk, Iovdto” Ladovotio” Twv dapmporalrwr] 

Mexip ¢ 
Avpy\wos Evhoyetos Avopew evapxos mputaris 

TpomroelTevopevos THS ApowwoiTwy Toews 

5 @)d APevvatw aro erapxwv etyns yarpw 

AmravrovyTt got Ev TW iepw KOmLTaTW EvTEhNop TOL Kat 

emiTpeTw KaTa THVOE THY EVTOANY OTwS ETLTTOAnY 

e€axtopias em ovopualtos] ou eveykns mapa THs FoTnTOs 

Tov SeoTOTMY Nav alwviev AvyovoTwY &..... 

10 yryvwokortos & Te ay amatamhos avakwons ets THY 

autTnv emuatodynv Tn on TioTe E€edouny cor ToWwY 

TOOE TO EVTONLKOY ETL TULyYpadN [OU OTTEP KUpLOV 

eaTw tavrayou em peplouevov Kk) emep, wpo* 

Avpy\wos Evhoytos mputavis e€eSounv cou 

15 tyv evrodlyny] Kau eupevw tact ws Tpo* 

Line 1. Evidently at this date (Mecheir 7th=Feb. 1) the Line 10. yyvwoxovros: the construction is not clear, but 

names of the new consuls, Amentius and Albinus, were not yet the sense is evidently an authorization to give the necessary 

known. ‘ baksheesh.’ 

Line 9. Avyovorwy: the plural is merely formal, the two em- Line 11. tm on mor(e)e: apparently=‘at your discretion,’ or 

perors not being in fact together, and having divided spheres of |‘ on your own credit.’ 

rule. 

PAPYRUS CCCCVII.—a.p. 346. 

EVEN of the papyri belonging to the correspondence of Abinnaeus are dated in the 

year of the fourth consulship of Constantius and the third of Constans (=a.p. 346) ; 

by which time he had been restored to the command of the camp at Dionysias, The 

earliest among these is the petition which here follows; but unfortunately a strip is lost 

from the right hand side of it and the ink is much faded. It is clear, however, that it is a 

petition, addressed to Abinnaeus as pracfectus alae by a man whose name (except the 

Il. Nn 
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pracnomen Aurelius) is doubtful, for redress of an injury (apparently the robbery of some pigs) 

done to him by certain evil-disposed persons. About half of it is taken up by the usual formulas, 

and can therefore be reconstructed. 

Pdaoviw ABivvar erapyw [ens orpatw] 

Tov kaotpev Avovvoradlos Tapa] 

Avpy[/] Apwvos aro Kolpyns 
7... 7. Suxavov xpor[ 

5 amelacOnoay pov xorpole 
dexa VITO TLYMV KaKoT| paypLovav | 

Kat enov avalntovyTos 7[nv Twv xoupar] 

amehaciay ev Kopin Tapaly evpor] 
Zorr[ov] viov Avoyevous S[ua avto Touro] 

10 afia Kat Seopa cov rns pi{AavOpwrvas] 

ows TovTov cuvraBwplevos Karava] 
yKaons auvTov TOV OvV av7[@ KaKOT pary Love | 

opohoynoe eita ypadevta [vm enov eus | 

yrlwlow tov kvpiov pov [Sovxos] 
15 avavns avrov yap eorw z[a Tovavta Tod] 

pourtes <xSixw Kav Tov7[o Tvxev yapira] 
[cor] oporoynow Kupie [Stevtvyer] 

Av[p|ndtofs] A... . emdedLoxa] 

urareas Tov Seorotaly nov | 

20 [Kwvoravtiov] to 8’ [kat Kworavros] 
toy A[ylovorer IIL. 

Line I. ABiwvat: so MS. 
Line 3. The name of the petitioner in 1. 18 begins with Aure- 

lius, but the second name is illegible. 
Line 6. kaxompaypovey x«.t.d.: for the formula cf the next 

papyrus, CCXLII, 1. 6, &c. 
Line 11. Perhaps ocvvAaBop[evos kat Kxatavalykacys, as in 

CCXLYV, L. 15, CCXLI, 1. 17, &c. 
Line 18. It does not seem possible to read the second name 

seceeal 

here as Apwy or Aapwy, and the reading in 1. 3 is very doubtful. 
Line 20. Of the two emperors, the name of Constantius 

appears in these papyri as Kevorarrivov, as often as not, and 
that of Constans regularly as Koorarros. 

Line 21. Ayovorwy: so spelt in many of these papyri; cf 

CCXL, 1. 13, note. 
TL. .... +: Wayey or Navvi. 

PAPYRUS CCXLII.—a.p. 346. 

HIS is a somewhat similar petition to the last, dated at the beginning of the following 
month. The complainant is Aurelius Aboul, of the village of Hermopolis, and his 

petition is for redress against certain specified individuals who have killed eleven of his 
sheep, and, as he adds in a postscript, on a former occasion carried off an equal number 

of his pigs. Their ringleader, he states, is a soldier belonging to Abinnaeus’ command. 

One, at least, of the offenders reappears in a similar capacity in another papyrus of this 

same year (Pap. CCXL). 
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®dalouw ABwrjaw emapyw ens oTpate 

wtwv Kao[tpwv Arolyvo.adsos Tov Apawvoutov 

vowov map A[vp|nwov ABovd Avovyctov amo Kw 

kyns Eppov[rodews] tov avtov vopov Exod 
5 Oyoav pov alpoBalra ovtos tov apiOuov 

evdexa vo t[w]ov Kakovpyov Kau e“ov ava 

{ntovvros [ryv] tw tpoBatwr Kovpa nKovoa 

Tavdov tov o[tlpariatyy twv vio rnv [o|nv dpov 
Tiav Kar vale|Baev Tous ov avtw KaKkoTpay,.o 

10 vas Ilerpov [v}iov S[alpamimvos Kat tov tovrov 
adekgov Mealy orparidryv Kar Amiwva viov 

Opiwvos efpy|vapyouv amo z[ys alutns Kops 

dia avto roluto afiw] Kav Scopar cov [rns] drravOpw 
mas o[res tovtov|s ovlvia]Bopeyos car [alvaven 

Oa; Sys le Sen ara ew et alate ] vro Tey KaxoTpaypover 
toutaly era ypadelyra vo euou ets yywouw 
Tov Kupto[v nuwv Sovkols avaly]ix{y]s avrov [ya]p exrw 
Ta Tovav7[a TohmourTles EKdiKLy Kal TOUTO TYYwY 

Xaplira wor oporoyn|ow Kupie Svevrvyen 

20 Avpndos [ABo]ud emideSwxa 

UTATELAS TWV Seon or lov neev Kwvotayvtwov 

To 8// Kat Kwortavtos To yl Ayovotey 

Ered € 

kat addote y[o|.pous pov amynhacav 
25 Ot QAUTOL e[vde]xa TOV aptO ov 

Line 7. tnv tev mpoBarwy Kovpa(v): cof Pap. CCCCIII, 1. 12. Line 11. Meav otparimrny: perhaps the same as the Médas 
There xovpay is coupled with amweAacvav, which would seem to  overpavds of Pap. CCXL, 1. 3. 
indicate that it here has the sense of ‘ plunder,’ ‘ theft,’ being Amova: cf. Pap. CCXL, |. 9. 
derived from xeipo in its sense of ‘ ravage.’ 

PAPYRUS CCCCIII.—a.p. 346. 

HIS petition, which is dated only five days after the last, is of very similar nature. 

The petitioner is a woman, Aurelia Maria, daughter (or sister) -in-law of Abiar, 

a soldier quartered at Memphis under the command of the prefect Colluthus, but herself 

resident in the village of Theoxenis. Her complaint is that certain evil-disposed persons 

have carried off nine of her sheep; and on search being made by the village dypodvdaxes, 

suspicion fell on two persons of the name of John and Elias, against whom she consequently 

asks Abinnaeus to take proceedings. It is noticeable that all the parties mentioned, Maria, 

Abiar, John, Elias, bear Jewish names. 

Nn 2 
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Praovw ABwvaw erapyw ens 

OTPATLWUTMV KATTPwV Avovvavados Tapa Avpn\tas 

Mapuas yapBpas ABiap otpariwrwv tov ev Mew 

du Staxypevwv vio K[o]\\ovdov mperootrov 
5 yeouxo[wy ru ev Kopin Oeokerd. kara tyv Sev 

repay Tov ovros pyrfos] Enfe]p [kuprle ofvx] vda 7 

fe hoy]ou Kae Ano|rpixw tporw [..... .|s xpnoape 

vou [Tlwes xalkloupyou ernOlav .. . Tw] aypw Tey 

[r]poBarwv Kat [ke]ipavres pov [m]p[oBara] tov api 

10 pov evyna adnpKkevar adda Tpia mpoPata 
Cwovra Kat aypodpudaxav Ts Kopyns Bcokerr 

Sos ty[v Tlwy mpoBarwv Kovpay Kat amehaciay 
avalntovvtwy evpav ev Tw aypw THs Tappou 

Geo[s Iw]avynv kat Hdevay als] tovrev ryv 

15 Kovuplav kale amehacvay memoxevar Sia av 
To TouTo afiw Kat Seopa cov tys prravOpwre 
as omws TovTouvs cvvAaBapevos Kat KaTa. 
vaykKaons aVvTous THY Twy mpoBaTwy Kovpav 
Kat amehactay omodoyynoe ELTA ypapevTa v7eE 

20 epov eis yrwou [rlov Kupiov pov SovKos ava 

vixns [avtlov yap eo[ri]y ra rolavra] todwovrres] 
_kducw Kae Tovto Tvx]oly xapira] cor [opodrloynow 
[kupte] SuevTUVeL 

Avpn\ta Mapa yapBpa ABiap orpatiwtov 

25 eTLUOedMka 

vrareias Tov Selomlotav nuwv Kwvor[av|rivov 
to &/ kat Kworavtos to y/ Ayovotwv 

Ered a’ 

Line 4. mperoorrov : 2.¢. Draefectus castrorum in command of Line 10. adypxevat: the infinitive appears to have no con- 
the legion quartered at Memphis, which at the date of the struction, but that is not an uncommon phenomenon in these 
Notitia was the Quinta Macedonica. Cf Pap. CCCCXI, 1.22. papyri. Cf 1. 15. 

Line 6. ovk vda, k.7.A,: vda=oida, For the formula o£ CCXL, Line I1. aypopuAakwy tys Kopns: it would appear from this 
1. 5. that each village had a force of watchers to protect its fields 

Line 7. The word after rporw may be [mornpwls, or some and their contents. 
similar adverb. 

PAPYRUS CCXLVI.—a.p. 346. 

HIS document is addressed to Abinnaeus with the title of praecfectus castrorum, and 
contains an undertaking by a party of the name of Julius to produce a certain 

Ammonius, son of Soouk, when he is required. The undertaking is first written in the 

third person and is then repeated in the first person. The last part should have been 
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in the autograph of Julius, but as he is said to be dypdpparos it is written for him by 
Paulus, the scribe of the first part, who, however, was hardly less dypdépparos himself, 
making many mistakes in both grammar and orthography, besides writing a very rough 
hand. 

Praviw ABwvew mperooira 

kaotpos Avovuorados tov Apat vopd 

mapa Aupndiov Iovkus Atovucrov 

aro Kwuns Avovvorados 

5 a@poroyw eyw lIovdus ev 

yvoupe Aupavw viov 

Swovk azo kopns Tavpivd 

wtotay LytnOn eyw avtos 
Iovits tapacTnow avtTw 

IO ws Tpokitau Kau emepwrnfers 

opohoynaa 

viatias Twv SeoTOTWY Nov 

Kworavtio” Ayovotw to 8 Kat 

Kwortavtos to y Aovoro” Mecopy 

15 Ky Touhts evyvov 

pe Appovw Zwovk wrotav 
{ntnOn eyw avtos Tapacrnow 

avTwy worep mpoKitat Tlavdos 

eypaya vmep avrov aypappato” 

PAPYRUS CCXL.—a.p. 346. 

HE two next documents are duplicate copies of a petition, addressed to Abinnaeus as 

pracfectus alae by the daughter of a retired soldier, living in the village of Hermo- 

polis. Her complaint is against a debtor (apparently named Pollio, see note on 1. 8) who, 
on being requested to pay his debt, seized her and shut her up in his house, and 

would have killed her, she alleges, if she had not succeeded in escaping. The two copies 

of the petition are not entirely identical, and both are written with such a disregard of 

grammar and orthography as to make decipherment and reconstruction difficult in the 
more damaged passages of the papyrus. They are written in quite different hands, and 

on different days. The outrage occurred on the third of the intercalated days at the end 

of Mesoré (=August 26, A.D. 346), and Pap. CCXL was apparently written on that day ; 

while Pap. CCXLI is plainly dated on the rst Thoth (=August 29). 

Praviw] ABwrew erapxw ens oTpariwtav 

Stakimevav ev kaotpors Avovyorados 
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mapa Auvpnuas Atapis Ovynp Medavos overpav? 

yeovxyovoa ev Kon Epmovrohe Kara THY 

Tpirnv tev Emayopevoy ove vda Tw oylo] 

[kav dorp[i]eo tpwre ypyoapevor mpos wpav Se 

Katnv ewov al[mlerouvvros ov Tw YpEewoTH KPEwS 

TL pou amek\icev pe ev TH ovKLa avTou IIoheov 

apa Tov viov Qpiwr[os] Tov npnvapxov Arrevoy 

IO Kae THs adeAdys Tov Tlo\’ Kupuakns Kar amextivey 

pe TE EL LN Y Es huynY ExpynoapNY amo TNS OLKLAS aVTOU 

kat ateBala .. Tv atavober amo THs UBpEews 

avtwy Kar Ts Bras nv erala amo aTwy Kat 

mpos Oavatav avakyat ds avTwy Tw afiw Kae 
15 Sewnar cov tys diiavOpwmias Kuple TovToUs TuVAG 

BecOar Kou rapamep[bar] avrovs Tov Kupiw pov SovKws 

QuTOU Yap E€OTLY TOUS TA TOLAVTA TWAMOUVTES EKOLKLY 

KQL TOUTM TUXKWV X4PLTa oou wpLohoyna ope KUpLe 

SuevTvyet 

20 Avpy\ia Arapis emideduxa 

UTATELAS THY deon[or ov HPV Kaoravtiov 

to 8/ Kat Kwotavtol[s to y/] Ayovorwy 

[Er]alyopevjor vy 

Line 3. 6vynp: so MS. for @vyaryp, in Pap. CCXLI, which 
should be 6vyarpés. 

Line 5. vda: 2. ¢. vida, as in CCXLI below and in CCCCIII, 
1. 6, above. 

Line 6. Acorpiko rpwre: AnoTpiKd Tpdre. 
Line 7. amerovytos : amatrovvros. 
Line 8. oAeov: the reading is certain but the meaning 

obscure. There is nothing corresponding to it in CCXLI. 
Probably = TloAiwy or TloAAiov, in which case it is the name 
of the aggressor, and is repeated in abbreviated form in I. Io. 
Cf. Arecoy in the next line. 

Line 9. rou npnvapyov: so MS. for eipnyapyov. Cf CCXLII, 
1, 12, where this same person is mentioned as a xakxompdaypov. 
There is a considerable space between the y and the a caused 

by a fault in the papyrus. 
Aneov: ’Amiwv, for ’Amiwvos. 

Line 10. amexrwev: possibly amexrwav,=dréxrew’ dy, 
Line 12... tv: possibly arnv,=airny, cf. next note; the traces, 

however, rather resemble pe, in which case rnv is unnecessary. 
ameBaXa is an aorist of the same form as era6a in the next line. 

Line 13. arwy: a for av, as in Ayovorey in 1, 22, and often in 
other papyri of this period. 

Line 14. & avrev ro: 2.2. b¢ adté TotTo. 
Line 23. Exayouevwy y: the date is not quite certain, but the 

remains after the lacuna suit -oy better than @w6, which is 
the only alternative ; and there seem to be slight traces of ink 
before the lacuna, which would be decisive in favour of the 
longer word. 

PAPYRUS CXLI.—a.p. 346. 

Praoviw APlityyaw emapyw evys 

OTPATLUITMV KQAOTPQ@V KQOTP@vV Atovu 

giados Tapa Avpydias Atapis Ovyarnp 
Meh’ ovetpavov yeovyovoa ev Kwon 

5 Eppovrokews kata tyhv tpirnv Emayo 

Line 2. kaorpwv: repeated by mistake. 
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Hever ovK vda Tit oyou Kat dynoTpLK@ 

TpoTw xpnoapevor pos wpay dexa 

€MOV QTALTOVYTOS LOU TO YpEwS TL [LOU 

Xpews amek\ioev TH OLKLA avTOV ap’ 

IO tov viov Opiovos tov ovopa Amiwy 

kat o avro[s] IloN emuxknv OBehrov Kau 

Toutov adehdns Kupiaxn kar duyny 

expnolaun|y amo rns ouKvas avrov 

oav evlav|rnv mpos Oavatov exiacae 

15 ov avakyse dia avto Touvto afww Kat 

Seofya cov tlns diiavOpwmas 

oTws TouvTovs cuvhaBwpevos Ka Tap 

amTepnins Tpos TOY KUpLoY fou NuLwy 

Soveay avrov yap eoTw Ta TovavTa TOX 

20 pourTes EKdiKLY Kal TOUTO TUYWY 

Xapita wor omohoynaa Kupte SveuTvxer 

Avpn\ua Atapis emidedwka 

UTATELAS TOWV SeoroT@r NLOV 

Kavoravriwov to 8 Kat Kworavros 

25 To 7! Ayovotwy Cal a 

Line 7. dexa: a slip of the pen for Sexdryy. the corresponding passage in CCXL, but the exact readings 
Line 8. ro xpews Ts pou xpews: a blunder for 76 ypedorw (so are doubtful. 

CCXL) pov ypéws 7. Line 14. cay: apparently the termination of a participle, the 
Line 11. The contents of this line are clearly different from first part of which has been accidentally omitted. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXIIL—a.p. 351. 

HIS is the latest dated document in the correspondence of Abinnaeus. It shows him 

to have still retained the office of pracfectus alae in the camp of Dionysias, but 

it shows that he had also passed through the honorary rank of protector, or member of the 

imperial bodyguard. It is uncertain whether it was necessary actually to serve as protector 

before receiving the title of ev protectoribus, which Abinnaeus is represented as holding at this 

time (see above, p. 270). None of the undated papyri mention him under this title, which 

makes it probable that they belong rather to the period of the earlier dated papyri than to 

a date near this. 

The document itself is a petition of the ordinary kind, though with some differences in 

formula. The lower half of it is considerably mutilated. It is observable that, although 

Abinnaeus is described as éwapyxos at the head of the petition, he is addressed as mpaurdoute 

kupie in 1. 13. 
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®aovw ABu[valo e€ amompornktwpar erap[xo] 

ens KacTpwr Avovvorados Tlapa Avpndtov 

Hpwros] A. . kK... . § amo Kopns Beprixerdos Tov avTov 

VOJLOU XaLpELY EL MN UTYNPYEV NEW N TW 
5 vopwr adnbela] marta. § av vo tay Kaxorlpywr] 

avathoupea Eviropos towvy vios Eppeva 

amo Kwpns Piiaypedos Tov avTov vojov 

ecvdynoev pe evdwy THs oLKEeras emBas 
AnoTpEeKw TpoTw KaL Tacay THY eoOnTav 

10 guvehaBero Kau ¢[ts] To tOvoy aveotile THO pEXpEs 

Ole ele eipallesws. « | ow wow ol...) . Oe sD. ss oer 

ws Tovtov TyVvde THY [Ka]koupyay t[Lem lounwevov 
dio a€[ujo mpavroovras «[upile ampay[. .Jvos . . 
a adyporas ev pov [. .Ja.. L.]. eOnvar pl. .Jovaxov yap 

15 [rlec[ev]ynea tys [.. . . . .JAuns qvepyelovas Kar rov[ro]v 

TVXOV EOE ToL EvyapecTnTwW SvevTEVYeEL 
[mera tyv umatjeav Bd [S]epyiov car Nevypewrar[ov] 
[rev Napmpotat|wy Mexep uC 

Line 1. e£€ awomporyxtwpey: see Introductory Note, and p. 270. Line 17. pera tnv uraretay, kt. : the termination -eay makes 
The word is quoted by Ducange (Gloss. med. et inf. Latinitat’s, the restoration certain. There were no regular consuls of A.D. 
s.u. Protector) from the life of S. Eudocia, c. 12. 351; cf Socrat. H. £. ii. 29 pera thv tmateiay Zepyiov Kai 

Line 7. :Aaypedos: this village, Philagris, is mentioned in Neypravod (sic), cab? dv évmavrov dia rovs ék Tov woképwv OopvBous 
Berl. Pap. 20, 1. 1. (the war between Constantine and Maxentius) ovdels draros tas 

Line 15. Accyjs: apparently zo¢ didsjjs. cuvnOers Urarelas émerédece. 

PAPYRUS CCCCVI.—cire. a.p. 346. 

HE remaining documents among the correspondence of Abinnaeus contain no definite 

dates, but may fairly be placed within the extreme limits of the dated documents, zzz. 

A.D. 343-351; and for the reason stated in the introductory note to the last papyrus it seems 

probable that they belong rather to the earlier than the later part of that period. They may 

therefore be most conveniently described as czvc. A.D. 346. The dated documents, as has been 

seen, consist (with one exception) of petitions, and with these may be classed the present 
document, which would have a date if it were complete. The rest, which even when 

perfect contain no date, consist of private and semi-official correspondence, to which no 

chronological order can be assigned. 

The petition which follows is from a woman, Aurelia Maria, apparently not the same 
as the petitioner in Pap. CCCCIII, being a resident in Hermopolis instead of Theoxenis 
and described by a different relationship. She petitions Abinnaeus, as pracfectus alae, to 

recover for her the property of her parents, which had been left to her but had been seized 

and sold by her brother. The lower part of the papyrus, containing a schedule of the 
property and (presumably) the date, is lost, 
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[P)\aovww ABwvaww emapyw edys 

[orpar|wrev Kaotpwv Avovvorados 

Senors 
[rapa] Avpyhias Mapuas Ovyarpos Teernov 

Eppouvmodews 

5 [tov alo Kops Tov yoveov pov TedeuTn | 

[oavrjov Katekupay Travta ta avOpwma 
[o 8 a]dekfos pov Ovwdpis rarta Kate 

[. .. .Jra twa erwdnoev Sa avto Tov 
[ro a€]w kaw Seopar cov tys diravOpome 

10 [as olrws karavayxaoys avrov may 
[7 evelvKevar ws mpoeura e& woov Sia 

[StxaloOyvar Kat TovTo TuXwY Eevoaer cov 
L. . Wyn Xapira cor Opn[oroynce] 
[kuptle 

15 [eo |r de 

Line 5. Eppoumodews : added above the line. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXI.—cire. a.v. 346. 

HE following document is something between a letter and a petition, having the 
substance of the latter without its form. The writer of it, Demetrius, who describes 

himself as ‘assistant of Ision, and who may have been a tax-collector (cf 1. 7 and note), 

complains to his ‘master and patron, Abinnaeus, of an assault committed upon him by 

a soldier named Athenodorus. He begs Abinnaeus to summon the offender to camp and 
punish him, intimating at the same time that his first impulse had been to carry his 

complaint to the commanding officer émi tys médews, but that on second thoughts he had 
decided to appeal to Abinnaeus first. By the adédus one would naturally understand the 
capital of the nome, but it does not appear that any troops were quartered at Arsinoé. 

In any case it was not the station of a legion, and the commander of another a/a would 

be no higher in position than Abinnaeus. Probably therefore the wods is the capital of 
the province of Heptanomis, in which the Fayim was situated under the Diocletian 
organization; and that was, no doubt, Memphis, where the Fifth Macedonian legion was 

quartered (Wotdt. Dig. Or. xxviii, 1 14). The end of the letter is lost. 

tw SeomoTn po” Kal 7a 

[tplovw EBevrviw 
[Ay]unrpros Bonfos Iovwvos 

thuata yatpely] 

5 ywooKkw oe Yew kupte 

IL 00 
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Lo” waTpwy ovTe pot mpos 

aTaiTno.W TOU OiTOV EV 

IBiww emnOev pou tus 
orpariwtns AOnvodapos 

Ta 

Neyomevos ov vito THY ONY 

dporTida Kat ovy odvyas 

UBp[is] mou memountar o” povov 

ewo[t] adda Kav Tap exagTa TOUS 
aypous exBert owobes Kou 
THY Kopny mpeSav rove 
eypaiba cou ovy 7) XpnoToTH 

TL WS ELOOTOS LO” OTL METAKG 
hyn avrov ev Tos KaoTpoLs 
Kal EKOLKIS ME EV TAT EL 
epeddov yap avehOw em Ts 
Toews Kat amodupacOat Tw 
Ew YEOVXW Kal TW TpaLTocL 
Te Tov oTpatiwtav KaoTtwo 
mpos To ekdunOnvar pe ada 

25 TPWTOTUT OMS OOl TM ELM 

Seamorn eypapa exdicnOyvar 

pel. .lopevov tevOa.. . 

vous [. .] pudags ev .. . one 

Line 7. amairnow rov otrov: this must have been for either 
rent or tax, and the phrase in 1. 3, BonOds ’Iciwvos, suggests that 
Demetrius was an assistant tax-collector, and that Ision was his 
superior. 

Line 8. 181: two places of this name are mentioned in the 
Berlin papyri, "IBiwvos ’Apoaiov (or ’Apyaiov, as given in the 
Index), Berl. Pap. 328, and IBiwvos Elkoowrevtapovpwv, Papp. 91, 

286. The former was in the division of Polemon, the latter 
in that or in the division of Themistus, where Dionysias was. 

Line 10, ovra: the letters ra are written in faint ink above 
the line. 

Line 14. exBev orvobers : éxBaiver oivwbeis. 
Line 15. mpedav: it is noticeable that the diphthong ae of the 

Latin is represented by the short vowel e. 
Lines 22, 23. rw mpatrootra, x.t.A.: Ze. the Dracfectus castro- 

xvum of the legion at Memphis (see Introductory note). The 
name of this officer is not the same as in Pap. CCCCIII, and 

the date must consequently be different. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXV.—cire. a.pd. 346. 

HE following document is so fragmentary that it would be hardly worth printing, but 

for the possibility of the rest of it being extant among the Geneva papyri, and for 
its use of the very rare verb dyxvdoxomety (1. 15). It appears to relate to some outrage, 

but from the form of address (kipié pov adeddé) it cannot be a petition from the injured 
party, but is probably a letter from another official (named Plutammon) calling Abinnaeus’ 

attention to the occurrence, and perhaps (see 1. 17) threatening him with the displeasure of the 
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Dux in case of remissness. It is therefore connected in subject with the group of petitions, 

as illustrating the police jurisdiction of the pracfectus castrorum. 

ABw ew 

] Mrovrappov 

Js Kupte po” aderde 

]. v em ovv rms 

5 ]. ¢opous wap 
] gopovs off. . .] 
] dopovs vro¥gf. .] 
|rw emt THS ToEWS 

] 7 re Kav ed\dav 

IO Js ayaylw Tapa 

pv e€ovoray . . 
] «x Tepidpopns 

] viwvov yap Tpiaxovra 

] modes ourives kat [. .]der 

15 kaki Kau ayxvdoxomw 

Jrovs xtpwoacba Kav Tapa 
to’ Kupto” po” SovKos Kat yap Kal 7po 

Japas 1 e€ovora a’tov ypadyn To 
] ypappara exer 

20 | ee ea s katemuce..[.. .] 
eppwola oe toddlous ypovois evxop[ar] 

Kuple pov aded |e 

Line 3. Perhaps [kadés rounoer]s or, as in the next document, [od kadas rotet]s. 

PAPYRUS CCCCVIII.—carc. a.p. 346. 

HE official conduct of Abinnaeus, in respect of the powers of police committed to him, 

does not seem to have been always immaculate, The present document, at any rate, 

contains a vigorous remonstrance against his action in removing from justice some persons 

alleged to have been guilty of certain acts of brigandage. The writer of the letter is 

Chaeremon, who speaks of himself as a member of the Bovdevrypiov of the place in which 

the outrage occurred, which may have been Theoxenis (1. 5). He charges his ‘brother’ 

Abinnaeus with having violently abstracted the criminals and let them go, instead of 
ordering an inquiry into their conduct; and he asseverates that if Abinnaeus does not send 

them back to be tried by himself and his colleagues, they will report the matter to the 

Dux. ‘It only remains, he concludes, ‘for you to do what you know to be most 
expedient for your own interest; and you presumably know best whether you choose 

to send them back or not. The case, then, is apparently one of conflict between the 

@o 2 
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jurisdiction of the civil and military authorities, in which the latter forcibly interfered 

to remove some prisoners from the power of the former; and it is tolerably clear from 

the tone of the letter and the confidence with which the threat is made of appealing 

to the Dux (the supreme m///ary authority, who might be expected to favour his own 

subordinates), that Abinnaeus’ action had no sort of legal justification. 

10 

15 

20 

[kupiw pov ajdecfw ABwraw 

] Xatpnpov 

[ ov Kaos] Trovets ToLlavTa mpatTwy ada 

eee . . .] KwSvvoyv Kakouvpyov ouvrAnp 

[dOnoeobar exj. ths Geo€e vidos] amearidas Tous 

eee .. .Jores uo oe Kal aTeoTAacas aUTOUS 
TODOUT@Y 

fe ae ae Jov yevapevor ev TH Kopn odas 
yap oTl y oiKia Tov Atpn eavdrynOyn exovTos avTa 

kat TooavTa addoTpLa Ev Tapalleot Kat arehacias 

KTnVOY Yyeyovacw Kat ovk ereypawas efe 

Tacw avtwv yeverOar adda nptagas avrous 

ws ev avopia pa Tov yap Oeoy y TovTous amoaTthov 

wa yvo'wev Ta Tpaxlevta vo avTav y Tav 

Tes ov amo To” BovdevTnpio” av aveyKwpev emt 

Tov Seomornv jo” Tov SovKa Tept TOTO” 

Kat yap"amo eTouKlo” KTHTEWS EVypada ert 

Scdwkav Kapot Kat ATappwr Tw TpaiTooiTw 

avTwy Kate ov houTov o ovdas cuppopoy cot 

ear Tomooy Kat eb Dedus atrooTiAaL 

n ov ov av edins eppwcba 

EVYOMAL KUpLE 

ade de 

Line 4. Some such word as dvaAapBdvov must be supplied in is not evident. 

the lacuna. Line 9. amedactas: so MS., for dreAaciat 

Lines 6, 7. aweomacas avtous, k.t..: this passage has been tion from 7. 
rewritten. Originally rocovrwy stood at the end of line 6, but it 
has been cancelled and avrouvs written above, while rocovrav Line 18. kate: xara. 

appears above in 1.7. The letters eas are also written above 

the termination of ameomacas, but the meaning of the correction 

PAPYRUS CCXXXI.—circ. a.v. 346. 

The « is a correc- 

Line 13. yvouyev: so MS. apparently, for yropev. 

Line 19. At the end of the line is an erasure of owous v .. 4, 

and at the beginning of the next line av cduns, also erased. 

N the next two documents the military force under the control of the pracfectus 
castrorum is shown to have been at the disposal of the civil power for the purpose 

of the collection and protection of the revenues. The following letter is addressed to 

Abinnaeus (who is styled mpauréciros in the address written on the verso) by an official 
The style and title of the writer are not given, but it is evident that named Demetrius. 
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he was in charge of the revenue derived from the monopoly of natron. He was himself 

apparently at Alexandria, but he speaks of his subordinates in Terenuthis, the headquarters 

of the natron industry, and the object of his letter is to request Abinnaeus to be on the 

look-out for any natron that might be brought into Arsinoé or other places within his 

jurisdiction, and to arrest the smugglers and their beasts of burden. He writes with much 

urgency, saying that he has already written on the subject, but since he has received no 

answer he supposes that his letter has miscarried. He addresses Abinnaeus with respect, 

but the tone of the letter is not that of either a superior to an inferior, or vice versa, but 

that of one equal to another holding an independent position. 

[kupiw pov] aderd[w] ° Apuvvar[ ar] 

Anpntpvos 
Kaw de etepwv ypappatwv edywoa Ty evyeria cov 
wate Ta vitpa KatahapBaves ete Sta Mapewrwr eite 

5 dia Avyvrrewy Katepyomeva ev Tn Apoevoeitwv n Kat 
EV ETEPOLS TOTTOLS TATA ETEXELY KaL Vouitw pn Sedex Pan 
oe TA ypappata Ovde yap exxov Tapa THs Evyeias Tou 
Tepe THS vToErEws TavTYS ypappara Kat vey de dia 
TOV NMETEpov TaLdos Lapamiwvos avepxopevov Ev TN oaceEL 

10 Ta avta Snrtw wa peta Taons emeKeas THY ppovpay 

TOV TOPELAKWY VITPWY ToLNoN Kal TayTas ogoUS KaTahap 
Baves emioyns peta Kal TwY KTNVwY avTwY oTovdale 

Se Sydow yew ev ty Tepevovfer Tous nmeTepous D 

ev T Ade€avdpera Kat avtos Se Kedeve mrept wy eav Bovre 

15 Kuple adedpe iva Kar nets Ta KeAEvoMEVva Tapa THs Siabe 

gews gov peta Taons Tpodvpeas vrovpywmev eppwo bar 
oe Evyomay TON 

dows ypovots 

Kupie adehpe 

20 TuBi a 

Endorsed— 

[kupiw] pov adehda Apwrvaiw Tpaurooit@ 

Anpntptos 

from the Fayim. Line 4. ta mrpa: according to Mahaffy (Petrie Papp. II. 
Line 13. ev rn Tepevover: Terenuthis is the nearest point on p. 85) natron still comes from the Nitrian lakes to the Faytim, 

and the tax upon it formed a part of the royal revenue in the 

third century B.C. 

ere dia Mapewrov, «.7.d.: Ptolemy’s description brings the 

Mareotic nome up to the shores of lake Moeris, and even 

includes Dionysias. in it (though in this point he is certainly 

wrong). The natron therefore might be smuggled into the 

Faytm either from the side of the Mareotic nome, through the 

desert, or from that of Egypt proper. 

Line 5. ev 1m Apoevoerav: sc. médec. ev with the dative=els 

with the accusative, as in l. 9. 

Line 9. ry oavet : presumably the Lesser Oasis (the modern 

Wah el-Bahrieh), to which there is a route across the desert 

the Nile to the Nitrian valley, and the inhabitants of it at one 
time farmed a monopoly of the collection and sale of natron 
(Smith, Dict. of Geog., s.v.). tows nuerepors=‘ my subordinates,’ 
and seems to imply that Demetrius himself was not at Tere- 
nuthis, but at the place next mentioned, Alexandria. He was 
presumably the head person (whether tax-farmer or govern- 
ment official does not appear) connected with the natron 
revenue, and had his own residence in the capital. As there 
was a desert route from the Nitrian valley to the Fayum, the 

latter was a natural channel for illicit exports. 
Line 20. TuBe a: added in faint ink, perhaps by a different 

hand. 
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PAPYRUS CCXXXIV.—circ, a.v. 346. 

HE chief interest of this document lies in the titles of the officials mentioned in it. 
These (besides Abinnaeus himself, who is described as pracfectus castrorum) are the 

Sov€, the cafoduxds, and the émizpomos Seamotixav xryoewv,—the highest military and financial 

officers under the Diocletian organization. Under the system established by Augustus, 

as is well known, the normal organization of an imperial province included a 4gatus, who 
was the chief administrative officer, a procurator fisct, who controlled the finances, and 

a procurator patrimonit Caesaris, who had the charge of the private domains of the emperor 
within the province. In Egypt, however, the functions of the /egatws and the procurator 

jfisct were combined in the prefect, who, as the direct servant of the emperor, united in 

himself the administrative and financial control of the province, while the frocurator 

patrimonii was represented by the idvoddyos. The Diocletian organization altered these 
titles and subdivided the functions of the prefect, even beyond the usual Augustan pattern 

of provincial administration. The civil government of the province remained with the 

prefect, who is called Praefectus Augustalis; the military command was given to the Dux, 
the financial control to the kafodixds (a title elsewhere given to the chief financial officer 
either of the empire or of a province, cf Marquardt, Staatsverwaltung, ii. 298); while the 

idtohdyos was replaced by the ézirpomos Seomotixav xtyoewv. The latter appears to speak 
of himself in the present document as subordinate to both the Dux and the Catholicus 
(Il. 4, 5 Tod Kupiov pov... Tod Siacnpordrov KdpiTds Te Kal SovdKos, Il. 15, 16 Tov Kupiov 
pov Tod Siacynpotdrov KafodiKod); but these may be only the customary official formulas. 
He writes as the superior in rank to Abinnaeus, placing his own name first in the saluta- 

tion; but he yet calls the pracfectus castrorum his ‘brother, and quotes the Dux as 

his authority for the demand which he is making. On the other hand he shares with the 
Dux and the Catholicus the honorary title of Ssacnpdraros. 

The purport of the letter, which is written by Flavius Macarius, the émirpomos SeomoriKav 

KTyoewv, is to inform Abinnaeus, as prefect of the camp of Dionysias, that the Dux, 

Flavius Felicissimus, has authorized him to requisition the services of a detachment of 

soldiers to assist in the collection of the revenues due from the imperial estates. Abinnaeus 

is requested to hand over the necessary body of troops to the official who has been 

appointed for the purpose by the Dux and the Catholicus, and is politely informed that 
he will be reported to the Dux as ill-affected to the imperial house if he refuses 
compliance. : 

The Dux, Felicissimus, is known to us from Athanasius (A/7s¢, Arian., c. 51) as having 
held that post in the year 350. The exact duration of his term of office is unknown, but 
it is certain that Valacius was Dux in 344-5 or later, being contemporary with the prefect 
Nestorius (Athan. Vit. Ant., c. 86), who became prefect in that year (Athanasius, Festal 
Letters, Index c. xvii); while Syriacus was Dux in 355-6 (2. c. xxviii), Felicissimus’ 
period of office (and consequently the date of this letter) must therefore fall within the 
years 345-355, and includes certainly the year 350. It will be observed that he is desig- 
nated Comes as well as Dux (1. 5), but this is only an honorary title. 
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Palaeographically the shape of 8 in this papyrus is noticeable, as approaching the 
minuscule form (like a modern printed d) which prevails in later Byzantine documents, 

®d' Maxapios Stacy emitp Seomotix’ Krnoewv" 

@dN' Apwrvew mp/ Kaotpwv Arovycrados 

Xarpeuv 

n €€ovora Tov Kupiov pov @d* Oydikuroyov Tov 

5 Siacn Kopiros te Kat SovKos Tpovoray sow 

ovpern Tov SeorotiKov otKov mpoceracev 

™ evn emtpedta Bonfiay orpatiwriKyy 

TapacxeOnvar es THY amaiTyow Tov dex 

TOTLKWY KaVOVMV EK TwY UTO THY ONY Ppov 

10 Tia OTpaTiwrwy oToVdacoY ov KaTa 

Ta ypadevta gor vTO Tov avTov KuUpLov pov 

tov Siaonf. SovKos oTparwras amooTiAat 

els THY avTnY amaiTnow Sia Tov amo 

aotahevtos of/ vio TE TOV avToV KUpLOU poU 

15 tov Staonpy’ SovKos ov pny adda Kau Tov Kuplov 

prov Tov Siacnp® KafoduKov yewwoKov 

ws ev pn BovdrynOins Tovtovs atootida ave 

vexOnoerar eis yvwow Tov avTov KUpLoV Lov 

[Solukos ws cov THY atraitnow Tov Seo7Tro 
20 TiKoU oLKov evedpevoavTos eppwolar oe KuUpLe aded 

ge Todos xXpovois 

Evyopat 

Endorsed ®)/% Makapuos @)/ Apwvew at 

Line 1. Oiaonf, Kr.A.: Stacnudraros émirporos Seomorikav XCIX in vol. i. of this Catalogue, p. 158. 
KTATE@Y. Line 14. of/: ddquxtadriov. 

Line 2. rp/: mpamocira. Line 16. tov Staonp® xabodtkov: cf. C.1.G, 4892, 1.2, re diacn- 

Line 9. xavoywv: the revenues regularly payable, gf Pap. pordr@ xadodixg. 

PAPYRUS CCCCIX.—cire. a.v. 346. 

QUITE different function of the pracfectus castrorum, as a general local authority, 

seems to be indicated by this letter. Jovinus, whose greetings to Abinnaeus’ house- 

hold (ll. 27-30) prove him to have been a personal acquaintance, writes to Abinnaeus to 
ask him, with all convenient speed, to recommend the zpaurdouros, the mpiyxep, the axrovdpios 

and the other officials, to supply ras Tod hayavacnéppov tov dpdavov dpraBas Ska. With 

regard to the officials named, the mpavréairos can hardly be other than the Praefectus 

Augustalis, the Prefect of Egypt, whose Greek title is ordinarily jycuov or érapxos; for 

it was only magistrates of high rank that included a frenceps in their staff. That the 
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Prefect of Egypt had a frinceps is shown by the Motitia Dignitatum (Or. xxiii. 16, ed. 

Seeck); and there is no other among the higher magistrates whose title would be at all 

likely to be represented by mpauméouros. The apiyxep will then be his prznceps, the chief 

of his staff; and the d«rovdpios will be, not (as in Pap. CCXXXVII) an inspector of 
stores, but the official ad acts, who also appears among the Prefect’s staff in the Motta 

(Zc. 1. 20). The request which is made to them seems to imply that the state provided 

orphans with a supply of vegetable seed; but whether this was an annual grant during the 

period of childhood, or a special grant when they passed out of guardianship and began to 

make their own living, there is nothing to show. In any case, it must be presumed to apply 

only to those orphans who had no natural guardian, and who therefore passed into the 

charge of the state. Such orphans had guardians appointed by the governor of the 

province; and this indicates the explanation of the reference to the officials above 

enumerated. The order for the grant had to emanate from the Prefect, who, no doubt, 

acted on the report of the local officials, such as Abinnaeus was, and through the agency of 

his own staff, such as the przuceps and actuarius. 

The latter part of the letter (Il. 19-27) seems to indicate that there had been some 
delay in making the recommendation, and that the orphan had threatened to complain 

to the Dux (as being Abinnaeus’ official superior); but Jovinus, wishing to be at peace 
with all men and to allay quarrels, had restrained him so far. This will account for the 

injunction of haste in 1. 10. 

Kupiw pov adehdw Apev 

vewtt loBuvos 

TOV TpocETE Tat ETTEVTS 

dua TovTwy pov Tay ypap 

5 patwy evxomevos Ty Pea 
MPovoia vVyLawvovTt ToL 

kat evOupo'vte amrodobn 

val Ta Tap Eo” ypappata 

emiTa ypadw TH ON XpnT 

IO ToTnTL ows oTo’Sacns 

kat oupBovdrevons Tw pas 

TOOWTW Kal TW TPLYKETTL Kat 

akTOVapLw Kat TOLS hot 

Tous virevOvvois Trapac 

15 Xwot Tw idiw poyatw 

Tas To” haxavacrreppo” 

Tov oppavo” apraBas Sexa 

€or TA peytora yaptlo 

PEvosS ae yap eyw xapew 

Line I. Avevvewrs : an unparalleled variant of Abinnaeus’ name, Line 14. ows must be supplied before rapacxwou, 
Line 3. oa: for oe, cf Pap, CCCCXIV, 1. 32 (p. 292). Line 15. rw .diw poyarw: apparently =‘ at his (z.e. the orphan’s) 
Line 4. pov: for the way in which the letters are formed ci _ request.’ 

ll. 24, 28. 
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20 exw priecacey Tact Kat 
Bn €xOpav exe mpos 
twa €Bovheto yap o opda 

vios] amedOew mpos Tov 

K[up]{ov] pov tov Solv]ca Kar] 
25 Ov... . wept To’T0” KaL aK pets 

Sevp[o] erecxov To mpa 
yea MpoweTe Tap ELoV 
THY KUpLay pov THY cupBLOY co” 

Kal TA TaLoLA Dou Kal TavTas 
30 ndews Kar ovopa eppwobat 

GE EVXOMAL TOAAOLS Ypovots 
Kuple adehpe 

The following postscript is written along the left-hand margin, from the top to the bottom: 

mohha acralerar vuas y cuuP.os pov Kat Daropvidos Kal TAVTES OL NMETEPOL. 

Endorsed 

Kuptw pov adeddw (the rest has disappeared). 

Line 24. The « after dovuxa is written over 61. axpets: so MS. apparently, for a@yprs. 
Line 25. &....: perhaps didagéa. Line 30, des: probably for iSias. 

PAPYRUS CCXXXV.—cire. A.D. 346. 

HE next group of documents relates to Abinnaeus in his purely military capacity, in 
charge of the troops at Dionysias. The first is a letter from Eulogius, a yidlapyos 

or ¢rzbunus militum, to Abinnaeus, his superior officer. The first part of it is plain enough, 

and contains an acknowledgement of an order received from Abinnaeus for the dispatch 
of a body of soldiers to the camp, and a statement that the order was promptly executed. 

The rest of the letter relates to the delivery of certain corn, but unfortunately the writing 

in this part of the papyrus has suffered so much from rubbing that the exact purport of it 

remains doubtful. There is nothing to show where Eulogius was stationed, but he was 

evidently in command of some outlying division of the troops. 

Tw ddomloTn mo” Kav TaTpwve 

mpauro[a|irw Evhoytos x ev Kw xa? 

Kkadws ameotiias Supov Tov oTpa 

TLWOTHY TPOS PE EVEKEV TOY NMETEPwV 

Line 2. x: yuAlapyos=Zribunus militum (Polybius, Plutarch, inscriptions quoted by Wilmanns (Eplem. Epigr., i. 82 ff.) 
&c., see L. and §.). On his functions under a praefectus cas- show that the /r’bunus militum was a grade immediately 
trorum cf. Marquardt, Staatsverwaltung, ii. 445, and the below that of praefectus castrorum., 

quotation there given from Macer, De Re Militari, The 

IL Pp 
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5 oTpatiwrwyv Kat Tov emmehnTny 

ameatita evlews Tovs OTpaTiwTas 
em. Ta KaoTpa o Se en[yse|\nTNs Evpov 

avtoyv oddiktadioy Tov nyepove[s] 

Katexovra avrov difore] may Tov 

10 guro” ov umedeEaTo KaL aT... . +t 

eypaev kat o e€axtlwlp pe. . Dae Ws 

Svo Kat OUTWS NPTAL ETL TNS » ++ ee ees 

Sia tyv emdnyrav Tov Toy . Bwvos 
Kau peTa Svo nuepas pepw avTov 

“15 emt Ta KaOTPA Kat ETTOLHTA av[rov] 

Sovvat ypappata mpos Tous... Bo 

Eevi8ous Sia ryv euBodnv tys KpiOns 

ameotiia Sia Kiadn oaxxovs Sexa, 

Kat avtvyparbav pou dia ty[v €luBodyv 

20 Ts KptOns “Kae ear k[eXevo |ns 

avehOiv pou emu ta Kao[Tpa] 

Eppwobar evx[opa]e 
Todos xpo[vors ] 

KUpPLE TATPWV 

Endorsed :—rw Seomorn pov Kat TaTpwve mpaitooitw Evdoyos x 
t 

Line 5. The second halves of the following lines, especially being written -dous by mistake. 
ll. 5-12, are much defaced by rubbing. Line 18. Keadn: a proper name, cf p. 34. 

Line 7. ra kaotpa: sc. at Dionysias. Line 21. por: or pau=pe. Cf Pap. CCCCXIV, |. 32. 

Lines 16,17. Perhaps rovs [do] @cogevidos, the last syllable 

PAPYRUS CCKXXXVI.—cire. a.v. 346. 

LETTER from Aetius, reporting the sending of certain quantities of wheat, oil, goat- 
skins, sacks (of barley ?), and other things. It is addressed simply kupiw pov ddedda, 

without a proper name; but there can be no doubt that Abinnaeus is the person intended. 

At the end of the letter the writer asks for orders with respect to some soldiers who have 

lately arrived; and there is another letter among this group of papyri (Pap. CCCCXIV, 
which follows) addressed by Aetius to Abinnaeus. The latter officer appears from ll. 12-14 

to have been at this time at Theoxenis, a place mentioned several times in this correspond- 
ence, Aetius speaks of sending some oil from Hermopolis, but it is not certain that he was 
himself writing from there. 

Kvupiw po” adehdw Aertos 

ev Kuplw Jew Theiota yarpery 
ameotiha mpos oe Sia Tov AvBu 
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kav ovrov apraBas SexacE — is 

5 Kav ehatov orahiov ev exdpa 

yeopevov Ka Sepuara avywa 

OKTW Kal GakKous oKTw deEat 

Tap avtwy Kat CwxTypas 

Tpis Kat erepiba Sia ado” 

IO o7Tpatiwro” amo Eppomo\ews 

ehatov omafia dv0 Kar THY capya 

vnv Kal oTovdacov peTaveyKat 

Tov giTov Kar THY KpLOnv amo THs 

@cokerdos emidy ehavilerar 
15 Kat exiynpwoa tous AvBixous tas Se 

KaTegoapes nuicov aptaBas ts KpLOns 

kau yOav tives OTpaTiwTaL Tpos Ymas 

PETA COTPAKwY Eayv KEhEVTNS 

avtous haBew adh vuwy avtiyparov 

20 Eppwo bat evyopar 

Todos Xpovo.s 

KUple TATPOV 

Endorsed : 

Kvpiw pov adehpa Aeros 

Line 8. (wkrnpas : qu. for Cworipas ? Line 17. vpas: apparently miswritten for judas, as often. 
Line 14. efam(erac: for dpavifera. Cf Pap. CCCCXIV, Line 19. vywy: corrected from nyoy, or else vice versa. 

1, 25. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXIV.—cire. a.p. 346. 

HIS letter, which is apparently from the same correspondent as the last, though written 
in a different hand (of the same thick type as those of Papp. CCXLI and CCCCIII), 

contains nothing of an obviously military nature. It relates, however, to the supply of hay, 
which was no doubt required for fodder, and the words. rots yyav avOpamos in |. 29 

probably refer to the soldiers under Abinnaeus’ charge, in which case Aetius must be one 

of his subalterns, in immediate command of the men in question. The main purport of 

the letter is to inform his chief that the inhabitants of the village in which he was 

quartered declare themselves unable to supply the hay required of them, and offer corn 

instead. He also reports a dispute with the villagers on another point, apparently the 

ownership of a certain plot of land, and asks for orders as to supplying his men with 

a little barley. This letter and Pap. CCXXXV show that the whole a/a was not 

concentrated in the camp of Dionysias, but that parts of it were quartered in the sur- 

rounding district. There are a good many mistakes in orthography throughout the 

document. 
Ep 2 
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Line 3. Aeris: =’Acrios, a common form of mistake. 
Line 9. Bpeovuov: Bpeotov=brevium or breve, meaning a 

Cf. Papp. CCL, CCLII. memorandum or letter of instructions. 
Line 16. didovpev: for didopev. 
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10 

15 

20 

25 

TW KUPLW [LOU 
adehdw ABwraw 

Aeris ev Jew 
Xaipew 

Tpo EV TAVTWY EVXO 
pas oe od\oK\ynpw Tapa 

Tw Kup} nov Bew 
yeworKkw oe Dew Tepe 

tov Bpeouiov to pou Se 
SwKes ovdis pow ovder 
TITLKE TEPL TOU XOPTOV 
Tleernov Kat Evdoyevov 

€LTaV OTL OUK EXWpEV 

xXoprov eav ovv Oedy 

olTov avT. Tov xop 
Tov Siooupey KaL TEP 
L TNS apovpns TOU pa 
hurov emn€av pev 

eptyaly] aypw Kat ovKa 

[nr ]@av ou Kopntar he 

YOVTES OTL KwpyTL 
KOV €OTW KQL atTOOTL 

Nev fou TOUS TakKoUS 

Ela Yoworw Tov ot 
tov emdy eparaOn 
eav Oehnons Sovvat emt 

0... nav odvya Kpila 

pa Tos nuwrv avlp 
wos ypaiov pou 

ev Taxi acomralopat 

TavTas TOUS EV TH OL 
Kia eppwcbar oar 

EVXOMAL 

Endorsed : 

Line 17. padtrov: perhaps a proper name, 
Line 19. eptxay aypw: 2. e. épelxny dypiay, 

peta . . Ka amrooTiov 

Tw Kupia pov adehdw A[Bu]vvatw [Ae]}ris 

Line 21. xopytixoy: village property. 
Lines 22-25. The meaning of these lines is not quite clear, 

and some of the readings are a little uncertain. 
Line 25. epanadn : =nhaviodn, cf. Pap. CCXXXVI, lL. 14. 

Line 27. The first word may be Gepnay, for epeiav. 

so MS. apparently, for xpOapia. 

KptOupa : 
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PAPYRUS CCXXXVII.—acire. a.p. 346. 

HIS is a letter to Abinnaeus from Agathus, an dxrovdpios, or inspector of the corn 

supplied by the contractors for the service of the troops (azxona). He complains 
of being repeatedly bothered by a Government official named Julianus, and apparently it is 
that which has impelled him to write this letter. It appears that, in accordance with the 

orders of the Dux, all the annual supply of corn for the troops ought to be shut up in 
the store-houses on the application of the actuard/, and then inspected by an d¢duxidduos. 

Agathus has been informed (perhaps by Julianus, but this is not clear) that the corn at the 

camp (presumably of Dionysias) has not been thus shut up. He appears to have already 

written to the subordinate official, Uranius, who ought to have seen to this being done 
(this part of the papyrus, Il. 7-12, is not quite clear, but such seems to be the sense); and 

he now begs Abinnaeus to have the regulation properly carried out. He writes in a tone 

of much annoyance at the action of the ‘official,’ and intimates that he is only obliged 

to make this request in order to get quit of his vexatious interference. The letter gives, 

however, an interesting glimpse of the official routine of the period. 

Another document in this correspondence (Pap. CCCCXIX) is written by a person 

named Flavius Agathus; but it is too much mutilated for decipherment, and it is uncertain 
whether he is the same as the writer of the present letter. 

Tw SeotoTn po” ABiwrew 

Ayalos 

Kat addorte eyparya Tpos THv 

. ony xpnototnta Seamora 
5 ote Karel[xo]uor vo Iovdiavo’ ofp 

ETEPOV YpappaTwv EveKa 

KQL €T «wwe e700 fol O7Tt Ovpa. 

[v]ios . 
tas av[vlovas ov cvverhioer 

.. NY els Ta KaoTpPA 

10 emounola toly e€axropa ypae pos 
avrov wa vrodeEntar Tapa TH 

ato Tavpko” Kat py TOUTwY 

amohula|ns ews av amadkakw Tov 
odd Kat ehOw emt Ta KaoTpa 

I5 Kal TOLNOW Wpos avTOV TOV 

hoyor ov ovTws yap exehev 

aev o [Kup]ios po” o dov€ ohas Tas 

Line Q. ouvekA(e)toey : apparently=locked up the corn in the 
granaries. 

Line 10. e€axropa: the exactor is usually the tax-collector. 
Here he would seem to be the assistant of the ac’warius, super- 

Line 5. karexouat: possibly of actual detention, but not neces- 

sarily. dmadAdoow (1. 13), which represents the converse, is 

equally vague. Cf Pap. CCXXXV, 1. 9 (p. 292). ; 

opp; : spguxadiov. No indication is given of the precise 

office in which Julianus served, but, as the matter relates to the 

service of the troops, it was probably that of the Dux. 

Line 7. er.....: some such word as ématoAn is required, 

but the slight remains visible do not support this. 

Line 8. The missing word is probably either émet or 6re. 

intending the proper delivery of the annona. 
ypawe : =ypdryat. 

Line 13. amadagw: the w here and elsewhere (eAda, 1. 14, mouy- 
oo, 1. 15, ave, |. 20, and in other papyri) most resembles an o open 

at the top; but when o is intended, the letter is closed at the top. 
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avver[a]s Tov evavro” evkdioat 
emt Ta KaoTpa €€ EvTUXLas TH 

20 akTovapiwyv Tns avw OnBaidos 
Kau exehevoev peta THY TUVKNL 

gow Tov otto” odd amoarahnvat 

kat ovvOewpnoa Tov ev aberw 

owroxpiOov TovTo” Eevexa Eorrev 
25 oa ypaat mpos THY onV xp 

otoTnta Seomota wa, Trot 
nons TO Tay Tov auto” Kat KpL 
Ons evkhioat Kat py OE pLLa 

plewhbs eraxohovdnoe 
a ene 

Soxovy eotw amootiioy ert TNS Toews Tov vey Depamevfevta Tipwva THs Avor{va]. 
vda emerdn Karexouas vt0 Tov odd Tov evexa eppwoAar EvXowae 

Kupte mLatpav] 

we + ft eay coe 

ados Amo\\ova GY ...., 

Endorsed ..... ABipvew 

Ayados axrovapios 

rejected by the dxrovapwos as unfit for food. Line 20. tys ava OnBaidos: it is not clear why this authority 
Line 30. Most of this line is lost through the mutilation of should have been in the hands of the actuarii of the Thebaid, 

unless it was from there that the azzona was taken for the 
Fayum, which seems improbable. It may however mean simply 
that the regulation was made at the request of the actuarii 
of the Thebaid (taking é& évrvyias with éxeAevoer), the regulation 
itself relating to the whole of Egypt. 

the papyrus. 
Lines 31, 32. Written on the left-hand margin of the papyrus, 

along its entire height. 
Line 32. The writing at the end of the line is cramped and 

difficult. ov is written by mistake for rovrov. 
Line 23. Tov ev aderw otroxpiOov: the corn (wheat and barley) 

PAPYRUS CCCCV.—crrc. a.pd. 346. 

HIS letter is from a Roman, named Lupicinus, who transmits to Abinnaeus the orders 

received by him from the é¢¢i«udduos of the Dux Felicissimus. Unfortunately the 
lower part of the papyrus is lost, so that the instructions are incomplete. Lupicinus speaks 

of receiving orders from a Bovdy, and this (see note on 1. 13) points to Arsinoé as the 

probable place from which the letter was written. 

Kupio po’ adehdw ABiwvew 

AovmmeKiwos 

Tporyyoumevos evxome TH Ora mpo 

vot ows evfupovrTt oot azo 

5 Sofyve cou ta Tap euwov ypappata 

avaykyn or yeyerntar Synroce 

Line 2. evyoue: the substitution of ¢ for a is regularly made a curious mixture of con- 
in this letter; cf 1. 5 amodoOnve, 1. 6 dydwoe, 1, 11 avavtyce. 

Lines 4, 5. omas.... amndoOnve: 

structions, cf. Pap. CCXLIV, l. 4. 
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™ on Kadokayahia Ta ypadevra 
vro tov od/ Tov Kupiw pov SouKos 

Pravoviov Puikccoiov ows 

IO map avra haBov pov Ta ypappara 
TOONS AVvToVs atravTnoe 

ev Tw hevKoKiov Kalos Ta ypaypa 
Ta tepvex[er] Kar eps wy Bovhy 
kedevev pou ev Seos EXoVTA pos 

Endorsed : ° 

Kupiw pov adehpa [ABuvvew | 

Line 12. Nevkoxrov: so MS., probably for Aevxorkig. 
Line 13. BovAn: Marquardt (Staatsverwaltung, i. 293) men- 

tions only Ptolemais, Antinoé, and Naucratis as towns possessing 
a Bovdn in Egypt; but it is clear from Pap. CCCXLVIII, 1. 4 
(p. 215), and Berl. Pap. 96, l. 15, that Arsinoé also had a BovAy 

and in all probability that is the BovA7 here referred to. 

Line 8. of : épexktadriov. 

Line 9. Sdavouov Gidikicotpov: cf. Pap. CCXXXIV, 1. 4. 
Line 10. AaBov: AaBav, cf. 1. 12, xabos for Kadds. 
Line If. avrovs: presumably the Dux and his train. The 

object of the letter would therefore appear to be to announce 
an impending visit from the commander-in-chief. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXVI.—cire. a.p. 346. 

Maer document also is mutilated, only the beginning being preserved. This, however, 

is of some interest, as it contains the announcement of a visit from an imperial 

The Notarii, 

as is well known, formed the imperial secretariat and were not unfrequently entrusted with 

missions of inquiry and inspection to the various provinces of the empire (~# Pauly, 
Realencyclopidie, s.v.). One of them was now, apparently, on a visit to Egypt, and the 

announcement that he was about to inspect the recruits suggests that the object of his 

Notarius on the occasion of the conscription or enrolment of the recruits. 

visit may have been to report on the condition of the military establishment in the province. 
The writer of the letter, Sambas, who uses the usual form of address from one official 

to another not directly superior or subordinate to him (xuvpio pov ddehd@), was probably 

a member of the staff of the legionary commander in the province Heptanomis (see note 

on 1. 4). 
Kupiw po” adehdw Apivvew 

SapBas 
Emir 0 Kuptos po” o SeomoriKos 

VOTAPLOS EVTUKWS ONPEpov 

Line 3. entry: ered, Gf. 1. 5, emernuev = emidnpeiv. 

Line 4. onpepov: this does not necessarily mean that the 

conscription was to take place on the day on which the letter 

was written, which (since Abinnaeus is directed to do some- 

thing in reference to that event) would imply that Sambas 

was writing from some place quite close to Dionysias ; it only 

means that the notarius was expected to arrive that day for the 

shortly impending conscription. Probably the conscription was 

of the recruits of the province (of Heptanomis) in which Diony- 
sias was situated: and this letter may have contained instruc- 
tions to Abinnaeus to bring his contingent of recruits to the 
headquarters of the province, Memphis. It will be observed 
that the use of jyiv implies that the conscription was not at 
Dionysias, and therefore did not relate only to the a/a com- 
manded by Abinnaeus. 
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5 emuTnpuv yyw perder THs 

Twv Tipwvwv ovddoyns 

evexa kahws Trounons Kkupife] 

[wo] adedde exdeEarOar Tas 

PAPYRUS CCXKXXII.—cire. a. pv. 346. 

HE four documents which follow next contain requests to Abinnaeus, in his capacity 

as commanding officer, for favours of various kinds, The writer of the first, of whom 

no description is given beyond his name, Clematius, after an elaborate introductory flourish, 
asks his ‘lord’ Abinnaeus for a favour of a somewhat indefinite character. Ision, a soldier 

in the force under Abinnaeus’ command, has a difference with him, and also with Paulus, 

the adjutant (cornzcularius) of the camp, to whom he (Ision) is distantly related (and the 

relationship is oddly referred to as if it were the explanation of the difference) through 
being the father-in-law of Paulus’ brother, Timotheus. The request which Clematius has to 
make of Abinnaeus is simply that he will allow Ision to attend to the affairs of himself and 
the other persons concerned; but he does not state what these affairs are, nor what Ision 

has to do with them. The tone of Clematius’ appeal to Abinnaeus suggests that he 
was not a soldier in the camp of Dionysias, but a civilian resident in the neighbourhood. 

Tw SeoTOTH jou ABuwvew 

KAnpatios 

TAVTAS TOVS gudovs aet evy ona, €V puloow TT POKOTITOVTAS TPATTEW La KaL 

HLS TNS mpakews EKELY@V atrohaveuv Soxwpev €7 OVV KGL TOUVTO POL EOTLVY 

5 Sia ypapparev tapakaheoa. THY ONY XpynoToTYTA KupLe aTapaBAyTe Kat tva py VOMLO-NS 

dia TL Kepdos TovTO pe Tovey yrwpilw TH evyevia Gov TO mpaypna Iowwy Tis mpopwrtos 

EK TwY VITO THY ONY PpovTida Siadepe pot Siadepu Se Kat Tw Kuplw Lov Kat adeddw 

Tlavhkw Tw Kopvixovdapiw tas tapenPBodys wevOepos yap Tuyyav. Tinobeov overpar[ov] 

Tov ev Tap. . 

Line 4. em: 2.¢. eel. 
Line 5. mapaxadeoat: apparently for mapaxadéow. 

Line 6. mpopwros: the term prcmofus seems to be rather 
vaguely used ; cf. Ducange (Gloss. med. et inf. Lat., s.v. pro- 
moti). 

Line 7. rev uro thy ony hpovrida: simply =the troops under 
your command; cf Pap. CCXXXIV, 1.9. 

Line 8. xopyxovdapiw trys mapenBorns: adjutant of the camp, 
presumably of Dionysias ; cf Smith, Dict. of Antiquities, s.v., 

and Marquardt, Staatsverwaltung, ii. 528. Apparently he was 
not cornicularius praefectt castrorum, since then we should have 
had cov instead of ris mapepBorjs, but cornicularinus castrorum. 

The latter title is not found among the inscriptions quoted by 

OVAL KEKTYNMEVOU OVTOS opmoyvyatou ade pov TOU TPOELPyHLEVOU 

Marquardt, whereas the former is; on the other hand, the titles 
cornicularius legionts and cornicularius legati legionis seem to 
be used indifferently. It is noticeable, however, that in the case 

most parallel to this, the covmzcularius of a cohort of auxiliary 
troops (Corn. coh. I Flaviae Damascenorum, Orelli, 4979), he is 
again described as coraicudarius of the cohort, not of the officer 
commanding it; and it may be that it was only in the case of 
the higher officers, such as the legate of a legion, that the 
adjutant was described as attached to him personally, whereas 
in the case of inferior commands he was regarded as attached 
to the camp or cohort. 

Line 9. map . . ovat: apparently a place-name. 
middle letters have disappeared. 

The two 
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10 Ilavdou Eres ovy ovdeuia Svadopa eotiy peragy euov Kakewav Sia Tovto 

Tapakahera. oe eomevoa Orws cvvywpyoys t[lovt|w Tors Tpaypacww ynwv 

Tpooexew Suvauevov cov omov tis avaly|kn Katemevy|a TovToy peraxareracbar Kav Tadw 

evdews Tomnoa ws TpoEToY ToLS TpayLacW yuwv Tmpocexely Iva d€ yvomev ott TH 

afiwoe nuov enevevoas katakiwoov Se€apevos pov Ta ypappata KUple MoU 

15 avrvypalpjar. por wep tovrov eppwobar oe 

evyopat [od)ous| 

Xpovors KuUpLE 

Endorsed— 

tw SeomoTn pou ABwven * 

KAnpatvos 

Line 10. xaxewoy: sc. Paulus and Timotheus. Ision ap- in his brother's quarrel. As Timotheus was a veteran and 
parently had a difference with Timotheus, because the latter was Paulus a non-commissioned officer of some standing, Ision must 

his son-in-law (evOepds yap rvyxdve.), and Paulus was involved have been an elderly man. 

PAPYRUS CCXXXIX.—cire. a.pd. 346. 

HE interpretation of this document is full of difficulties, many of which must be 

left unexplained. In general outline it is a letter of recommendation addressed to 
Abinnaeus, as praefectus castrorum, by Thareotes on behalf of his son Surion, with an 

intimation that he is sending a present of various delicacies in the way of food. The 

concluding part of the letter, however, contains many words which are difficult either of 

decipherment or interpretation. 

Tw dSeorro7[n] POU Kal TaTpaVi TpaiTooiTw 

Kaot[pleav Avovvcvados 

Oapewrns ev Oe Yape 

TpwTov pev evyope wou evdysovvta aroha 

5 Bw ta wap eulov] ypappara evyope yap Kav Tapa Tw Ko 

Tyv odokdnp[tlay Kworavtiov Kat Aouvou 

mapaxahw gfe] de Seotora po” mapatiHomevos 

go. Tov viov To” adeAdov pov Lupiwva yTL oe Se 

Kal a€lol KATNXEVTEY AVTW WS EMOL OVTWS yap Eyw 

IO ema ott TiVOS cay xpLav Exns 0 SexmoTns po” 

mapexeTe Tor exer ameotiia cor Se Sia Appwrr? 

Line 6. Keorayriov: probably not the emperor, since there is he is the person meant here, and that Domnus is another son. 

then no satisfactory explanation of the name Domnus, which is Line qs maparGopevos : so MS. ; 

coupled with this ; moreover there is no particular reason why Line 9. xac: added in the margin. ; ; 

Thareotes, in asking a favour of Abinnaeus, should pray for the KaTnxevoey > SO MS. apparently, for xarnxetcev, or, since 

prosperity of the emperor. Constantius appears in Pap. CCCCIV no such form as xatnxevo seems to occur elsewhere, xarnxnoev. 

(p. 305) as the son (probably) of Abinnaeus, and it is likely that eyo: or perhaps evtw for airé. 

Il. ag 
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oKovTews xevviw Buxovs B yapov pavpa & 

yruKoidiav opdaknpa & ematonv Se avTw 

ovk emomoa Tous Se oTpovbovs appaBwra Sedo 
Ka Oapot avtovs evovawvor otpovdov erin OvV ETL 

pukkoe evo Kat eerkor evdwd[. . .] aes yevovra 
pe... kayw epOw pete cor mplo|s Tov Papevob 

ev etplws de exe Tas ounmia hepw yap To’s Kowy 

yous epyomevos wa Ta wa tountopev amooTeh\w de 

Tpos OE KaL TA Kapnia Ta aro TNS METNS META Ypappa 

TWY avaodioackKOVTA ToL av TL XYplay EXwWoW OL TA OTPH 

Tia eva avTois amoy . Ays TOOL yap avToLs KaKO Tape 

yovou... €. Tb ra Bev . Kew . a Kayw ovk apw auto's 

ee Dee 
eppwoOar oe [evxomar] 

Endorsed— 

tw SearoTn p.0” TpaiTooiTw Oapewrns 

Line 12. yevrew: for xewviov, ‘two jars of quails.’ ydpos is Lines 15-18. These lines are at present incomprehensible. 
a kind of fish-pickle; but »avpa seems to be unknown. A consultation of the facsimile will best show the various read- 

Line 13. yAvxordiwv: presumably = yAukvdiov, but the word ings which are possible of some of the letters. 
does not occur elsewhere. Its combination with éudaxnpa seems Line 18. kownyous: ot for v, as in 1. 13. 

to show that it has something to do with wine. 

be another son. 

was within five days of expiring; but his mother, if mother she is, cannot wait for that 

length of time, and appeals to Abinnaeus most urgently and illiterately to let him off these 
few days. Her letter is carried by a servant named Athioeis, to whom she asks that the 
answer may be given. ; 

Line 22. awoy . Ans: perhaps amoyeAns, for dmayyéAAns. 

PAPYRUS CCCCX.—cire. a.d. 346. 

N this letter a woman, who describes herself simply as ‘the mother of Moses,’ beseeches 

Abinnaeus to release from service a person named Heron, who may be presumed to 

He had apparently been requisitioned for service for a year, and the year 

tw Seorotn pov 
Kal TATPwOVL TpaLTooITH 
 pyNTHP Tov Movoy 

evepas est Hpwva 

5 Kupie tatpwv amyhbev 

ovv peta Tov BapBapov 
pera Tov Beov Ovd.wav 

exomev nuns Bonfov 

Line 7. Ovdway : =ovdéva, but written with a very large o. pera rov Oedv must belong to these words which follow: ‘after (z.e. except) 
God, we have none to help us,’ 
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upwv eeuia cov ovr 

IO Kupve pov Tov Afioew 

agéiw Tovs modas cou 

KUpLe TraTpwre Emon 

ovdns Kal ov oTL n TEVTH 
NMEpat oO EviavTos odoS 

15 eo afiw oe Kal Tapakaho oe 

KUple tva oUvywpyoNs 

avTov Tas odvyas ymepas 

N TL Kedevors K[vptle eurov 
tov Adioe 

20 Eppwobar oe evxopar 

Kuple TAT Pvt 

Line 12. matpom: cf 1, 21. Line 13. 9 mevrn nuepat, x..A.: ‘within five days it is a year.’ 

PAPYRUS CCCCXVII.—cire. a.v. 346. 

“THIS is a letter to Abinnaeus from the Idzas, or bishop, of Hermopolis, whose name 

4s seems to be the strange one of Caor. There is nothing to show whether Hermopolis 
Magna or Parva is meant; both of them were bishops’ sees and both about equidistant 

from the Fayim. The letter is with reference to a soldier named Paulus, who had deserted ; 

and the bishop asks that he may be forgiven ‘just this once. He apologises for not being 

able to come in person to see Abinnaeus, on the ground of want of leisure. His language 
and spelling are extremely illiterate, but he writes on terms of equality with his cor- 

respondent. 

tw SeomoTn po” Kal ayarnTw 
adehow ABuwvew mpau 

Kaop tramas Eppovmohews yatpew 

aoTalopat Ta medva ou Tokha 

5 ywwoKkw oe Gedw Kupte 

a[ept] Taviw tov otpatiorn 

Tepe THS puyyns cvvxwpynoe 

avtov TovTw To aBa€ 

emevon acxorw edOw mpof 

IO oe avTe Nmepe Kat TadeLy 

Op pn TEvdeTaL EpyeTar 

Line 3. Kaop: it does not seem possible to read anything Line 9. There are traces of what seems to be another letter 

else, though the name is badly written. No name resembling after mpo, above the line, but apparently what is intended by 

this appears among the known bishops of either Hermopolis. this word and the next is mpés oe. 

Line 4. medta: =ratdia, Line 11. op py mevderae: so apparently MS., presumably for 

Line 8. aBaé : =dma€, and so in lL. 12. éay py Wevdnra. 

oe 
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els Tas yelpas oo” alhw aBa€ 

Eppwoba oe evxo 

peat odors ypo 

15 vous KUple jo” 

adehpe 

PAPYRUS CCXLIII.—crrc. a.pv. 346. 

N addition to his military and police functions, Abinnaeus had various private affairs and 

interests; and it is with these that the remaining papyri of this group are concerned. 

Three letters are written to him by Apamius, all on private affairs. The first announces 

that, in accordance with a request of Abinnaeus, and having two or three camels to spare 

for the purpose, he has sent him a consignment of wine. He begs Abinnaeus to pay the 

men and let them go at once, as it was a time of holiday and they had been very un- 

willingly persuaded to go, The letter ends with various civil expressions. Apamius writes 

quite as his correspondent’s equal in rank. In the present letter he places his own name 

first in the salutation, in the next he reverses the order. He signs his name in rough 

capitals at the foot of both letters, spelling it in both instances Azrapuws, while the scribe 
(presumably a slave, and evidently an only moderately well educated one) spells it Azaptos. 

Atap.os Tw ayarnTw 

adehdw Apwvew ev Kw yaLpet 

MpOTOv TavTwV Evyomat Tw 

Ow epi THs TuTnpias cou 

5 Kalws eypaas wep. orate 

wv owvov ws dvo Kapynho 

N Tpiwy evKEpiayv evpwv 

Tous Tept AttoN hwviov 

ngtwra avtous Kat nvay 

10 Kaga avTovs Kat eTeupa 

gol Wa ouv TAnpwors 

auTous THY TLV Kat 

aUTNS TNS wpas amo 

Avons avTovs SioTe oLdas 

15 Kat av[tos ot]. ewptn eart 

Kar edecOnoay pe Tod 

Anv pn KaTaoyys ovv av 

Tous 81a addnv nepav 

ovx LXOV EMQAUT@ [v}roxipe 

Line 6. ws: apparently correlative to xaOés above. Line 7. evxepiay: for edyépecav. 
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20 va ogov ovy enafla ott ov 

K exis TELhw@.... . EO 

e[A]Pover apo ani adedgou 
Toons avrows To Cun 

pa yever Bar Kaw alenhins 
25 [alomalopa [oe kar] wavras 

_[rlous ev Tw ovKw cov Kat € 

[a]v evoxodis ehfe pos ypuas 

wa oe [el Soper o Os Se 

Suadvdagy oe ATIAMIWC 

Written along the left-hand margin, from top to bottom, is the postscript : 

30 aomalopar Lupov Kat tavtas Tous ev t[y] ovx[ta] avrov. 

Endorsed— 

TH AYATYTH adehdw Apuvvew Atrap.os 

Line 22. «over: no other restoration seems possible, so a mpds oe is intended. 
colloquial present €\@m must be supposed. For édy with indi- adehpor: for adedge. 

cative of. 1. 27, day edo-yoneis. 30. Supov: perhaps the Svpos Sopuerrixds of Pap. CCCCIV, 
mpo gor; oe is written above oot, in fainter ink. Evidently 1.11. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXIII.—crrc. a.v. 346. 

HIS. second letter from Apamius, which is apparently not in the same hand as the 

first, though the signature is the same, after an elaborate and pious preface, asks 

Abinnaeus to send some nets to catch the gazelles which are spoiling the writer’s crops. 

He also mentions that he has sent him some hyaena skins, and ends with greetings and 
more pious aspirations. 

tle ayar|nrw adeipw Apiy [ew] 

A[ap]eos ev kw ya pe] 

duxopjae of.jo to Oew repe [ry]s 
oer |npias wa pvgeL Oat amo. . 

Ge) rile ee ew 4 ov ovdaper TO o7rov[ dat] 

ov [cov Kat THY ayamny gov es yas 

dua [7 ]ov Oeov TAUTA TWOLELS KAL EYW 

evx[o ]uar QuTw iva avraToowaet 

oot [tyv aylamnv ryv moves du av 

10 Tov yap Toes emita ypayo 

oot [aldekde yKovoa yap ote KuTaL 

els TA OLYVa eva €b Suvatov 

Line 4. wa puce: Gf 1. 8, iva dvrarodacer. ably =the place where the colours were kept. 

Line 12. es ra ovyva: apparently a local description, presum- Reva: Alva, nets. 
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eo[tTw] amootiWov pou avTa 
od[ty]as nuepas emidn ta SopKa 

15 da] afpanlovoew to oropiysa 

ev 8 ovK exes ELS TA OLyVa 
Taya ¢vlpeoKers evs addo 
Xov atatathws Tmepyov 
pot odkvya Kau ev Texe m[LE]n 

20 Tw Gor avTa olda ‘yap oTL ToLELs 
TEOV TA ELPNKA ToL ETE 
wa vou depua vevalia . . & 

pews actalopar mavTes 
ta [ev Tn ovKta KaT ovopa 

25 0 Kuptos 0 Beos Siadvda 

t & cas ATTAMIWC 

eppwcbar oar ev Ka 

Line 15. aganovcew ro: for apavitovew td. tavidia?). The next letters are rubbed, but rather resemble 

Line 19. rxx: so MS., apparently for rdyet. out. 
Line 22. depua ievatia: apparently for S¢pyara vaina (or Lines 23, 24: mavres ta: for mavtas rovs. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXVIII.—crrc. a.v. 346. 

HE interpretation of this document presents considerable difficulties. It is badly 
written, full of grammatical and orthographical mistakes, contains several unknown 

words, and is disfigured by several small mutilations. Indeed the defectiveness of the 
writers grammar even leaves it doubtful whether the letter is to or from Abinnaeus, since, 

certainly in the endorsement and apparently in the salutation, the names of both sender and 

recipient are in the nominative. The order of the names, however, makes it probable that 
the recipient is Abinnaeus, as usual, while the writer is the Apamius who has already 

appeared as the author of the two preceding epistles. It is true that the remains in the 

salutation are hard to reconcile completely with this name, but there is no doubt about 

the endorsement ; and the long recitation of pious sentiments at the beginning of the letter 

is quite in accordance with Pap. CCCCXIII. What the writer, after his preliminary 

disquisition, actually wants, is rather difficult to decipher; but it is- clear that he wishes to 

have an interview with Abinnaeus. In the latter part of the letter he apparently sets forth 

the subject on which he wishes to speak to him; but here the mutilation of the papyrus 
and the obscurity of the language prevent a clear comprehension of his purpose. A line 

or two are wanting at the end. 

[ro] ayaryto Kar ayla]fos ade] gdlo ABwreas 
[A]rapu ... . yaupeu 

Line 2. Amaye....: in the endorsement on the verso the name is plainly Araptws, but here it seems to be longer, though the 
traces are too faint to be determined with certainty. 
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ety... . . Dew reps [T]ns odokdnpa oe 
kat [. .. . .]Onv cou wa mepiscevn to doBo[s] 

5 tov Beov [ey oor dia ro doBos yap marta -ywerat 
Kahlua . . apt ovv ypadopela cou dia tHy Kadr[r] 

cov [xableEw iva tepacocevn 4 ayaryn cov Kat 
TO... .. TOXOL adnOos ABwveas Kata Tay 
Ta TpoTov ypadhwpefa cou ayamovew to edn 

IO pa Tys Wuxyns cov nOehw yap aTaVvTnOnoaL Et 
5n avaykyn mpos pe nO Kar egrovdnoa ba 
€.. w e€nTyoa ovy TEpL Tov Kal NKOVoG oTL Ets TA 
Bepn tov Avdpopaxibda kat TaAW yKoVoa oTL 
avOev es [. .]eavorepa Kar dua Tas ypravtas eypa 

15 a cou olals avra [tTlavra tow . . y TeANoN voy 
coxa [olwy Magipov oraria treroapes S00nvar ofo]e 

kat Ovo TovT\as Kal EV TOUKEPOV KaL OVX € . 
pe... ot Eppas ag Avovyvorados eu pn did cou 
ahia.... yap SiaBderoucOa weppe avta Ka 

20 yre [o]vvOynx.a Tmoinoe yparbov por kat... a 
puxka C.. [Ja alotlgoov avra [yeveoOar Kau men 

[ov] eue mlavtla oda yap ort eaons avrows THV € 

[EJovoray 7... On... wayw..... 1 apelyou a... 

Postscript down left-hand margin: 

[acralopar ta] media Kar Tavtes Tovs wou 

Endorsed : 

A[B]wveas . . Amrapiws 

Line 10. amavrnonoa: perhaps not a mere dittography of no, Line 16. omatta reocapes : orabia téocapa. 

but for dravrijcal cot. Line 17. rouvmAas: trovBdov is given by Ducange as meaning 
Line 13. Avdpopaxida: for "Avdpopayidos. The place is men- a brick, and rov®Ads a brickmaker ; but it is impossible to say 

tioned in Pap. CCCCXXVII, but is otherwise unknown. whether the word here has anything to do with these. rovkepoy 
Line 14. xptavras: the reading is quite plain, but the word is appears to be wholly unknown. 

unknown. 

PAPYRUS CCXLIV.—cire. a.p. 346. 

HIS is again a letter to Abinnaeus upon private matters. The writer, Apollos, who 

is evidently a dependant or subordinate of some kind, reports that, in obedience to 

orders, he has been to Alexandria and obtained a report from Abinnaeus’ steward as to 

the condition of his money affairs there. He quotes the total sum which the steward says he 

has received, and states that he encloses the steward’s account. The latter part of the 

letter is mutilated and only partially intelligible. 
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Kupiw pov marplar] ABuwvrew 

A[7]oddws mplo] pev mLavt lov 

evyone Tov Tavtokpatlop]a Oeov 
[o]r[ws] vyvevovre au pera [r]o” v 

5 Ko” amohaBys ta Tap enov [yplaypara 
Kabws eypapas pv toB[nvjau ene 
rs] AdegavSpras Kav pallu] 7 v7e 

dS[eE]aro 0 aeprnortos e€ . Pea Amvyx[is] 

0 EmlTOs TNS VKLAS TOU Kal EvpoV 
10 [avroly \aBovra e€ emurrohys es 

[pu]pradas Staxocvas TpiaKovTa 
[Sv]o KQL SedwKev QUTOV KLPLa 

TY OOTWLTL tdou OvV a ETETTLAAS 

Kal THV KLPa THV SedwKev toas 

15 [lov Svaxociwy tpiakovta dvo mv 
pliadwy Kat odov To hoyapiww THs Vv 

Kias Kau™”rpopiwy amo Se Tov Pap 

poovdt pnvos Iuorn mapedaBev 

THY VKLAY TOU Kal TOUS apPTOUS PEXPL 

20 Tov Serlpo] tpocefixev yap o toas 

“Tus ev aypus Kat Tapeda[k|ev avTy 

.. Ty. kat vmedeEato [klar mapa 

.. adel. 

T™s ons 

e€ns emiotoAns Tahu 

.. vu tas [raloas plv]pcadas tevTy 
25 [kolvra [klar vvouv Kepapia Svo 

aotra[Coluar nas Tavras KaT ovo 

pa 

eppwobe cat 

evxopat Tous ypovus 

Endorsed : 

atroé[os] 

Line 4. oat: so MS. apparently. The writer has confused 
two constructions, dmws tyiaivovri cor... . dmodoO_ and bras 
tyiaivev .... dmoddBys. 

vou: =olkxov. Cf. 1. 6 pv, 1. 9 &c. vesas, 1. 21 rus ev aypus, 
1. 29 woAAvus xpovus. 

Line 9. emtros: so MS., presumably for émirporos. 
Line 10. es: the reading is very doubtful. 
Line 11. puptiadas Staxootas rpraxovra dvo: sc. Byvapiav, cf. 

Pap. CCXLVIII, 1. 20. It will be remembered that this belongs 
to the period of the enormous depreciation of the copper coin- 

age, consequent on the disorders of the third century (¢f Momm- 

ABuwvew 

Azro\\ws 

sen, Gesch. des rim. Miinzwesens, p. 832). An account on the 
same sort of scale, relating to Abinnaeus, is contained in Pap. 
CCXLVII. In one of the Geneva papyri of this group, two 
cows are sold for 1200 talents, so that the amount in the text is 
considerably less than the price of one cow. 

13. tT) oomere: SO MS. apparently. oomirs may be a corrupt 
form of do7ittov, but even so the meaning is obscure. 

14. thy x(e)ipa: the certificate or receipt. 
20. mpoceOtxey: mpooéeOnxev. The following lines are some- 

what rubbed, and the sense is a little obscure. 
26. nuas: for tpas. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCIV.—cire. a.p. 346. 

LETTER from Sarapion to his ‘lord and patron,’ Abinnaeus, referring to some work 

that he had undertaken to do, and saying that if Abinnaeus will come and see him, 

he will find that he has been as good as his word. There is nothing to show the nature 
of the work in question, and nearly half the letter is taken up by greetings to Abinnaeus 
and his household, which are detailed on almost as generous a scale as in a Pauline 

epistle, 
e 

Tw Kupiw mo” Kat tatpav. ABevvew Tmpaw 

Lapamiwy mreoTa yatpew 

Tponyoupevws evyowat TH Oa mpovo.a Tepe 

TNS Vyas Tov Kat odoKAnpias Kafws e&nr\Oa 

5 amo oov kupte heywv o Te KatadapBavw cor 

Kau Toww eav cou ovy SoKt Kupte ehOuv pos 

nas Kav evdews yeweTar To Epyov 

eferaka yap Kat Neyovow oT. Suvarov ear 
acmalopor Tyv Novvav Kat Tov yuKvtatov 

10 Kovotavtw aomalowat Maprupiov aomalopmar 

Ev¢poroy acraloyar Svpov dopertixov 

[kat] Tyv pyTepay avTov Kat Tov TaTepay 

actalonar MagevOra Kat Kupaxos 

kat Lapmrafia Kat TavTas Tous Ev TH 

15  ovKia odous Kar ovowa eppwoba oe 

evxouat moh 

Nous ypovots 

Kuple TaTpwV 

Endorsed— 

aro’ Tw KUPLO Lo” Kat TAT PWVL ABevvew 

Line 1. mpav : mpatmocira. script. 

Line 9. Nonna is presumably Abinnaeus’ wife, and Constan- Line 12. pnrepay...marepay: accusatives of this form are 
tius his son, no doubt so named out of compliment to the common in late papyri. 

emperor. There is nothing to show the status of Martyrius Lines 13,14. The forms of the proper names are odd, but the 
and Euphronius. Syrus has perhaps occurred already in Pap. readings are practically certain. 
CCXLIII, where a person of this name is greeted in a post- 

PAPYRUS CCXLVIII.—cire. a.pv. 346. 

HIS document is unique among the correspondence of Abinnaeus as being a letter 

T from him instead of to him. Presumably it is a draught of a letter which was 

not sent, and therefore remained among his papers. Whether it is in the hand of Abinnaeus 

himself, or of a clerk, cannot be determined, but for the sake of his credit it may be hoped 
IL. ay 
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that it is the latter; for the writing is bad and the grammar extremely indifferent. The 

object of the letter is to remind certain of his friends (and debtors) to discharge the 
accounts due to himself and his son for dates and barley. The prices charged for these 

are noteworthy, the cost of an artaba of dates being 15 talents and of an artaba of barley 

30 talents. Similarly in Pap. CCCCX XVII, Il. 11, 16 (p. 312) an artaba of wheat costs 
50 talents. When it is remembered that in a.p. 78 an artaba of wheat cost about 12 

drachmas (see vol. i of this Catalogue, p. 168), the stupendous depreciation in the coinage 

caused by the troubles of the third century can be appreciated (f Pap. CCXLIV, note 

on. 1. £1), 
Kupio jo” adehdw Mnvas 7. . wv 

Kat athwt Mnrfaly kat Atod\hwv Kat 

mavras [tlovs didovs AB[eyvews 

Xatpew 

5 omovodlacjare . . mhypwoere a 

Sehfor pov Kat TOY vioy pov 

et Tt odtde[tle amo Tov hoyou 
adra py apednofare Sovvat eu 
Tt oide{t]e amo tov Nolyou duvikwy 

10 aptaBwy tercepaxlolyra mevte 
exao7[ns| aptaB[ns] mpos tadar[rla de 
Kamevte y¥ oufov Tlav dum 

kov [x]oe Kav KpiOiy|s apraBav 
Tpiov exaotns apt[aB8|ns Tadavra 

15 Tpltakovta oo” Tahavta ev 

vylko|yra Kat TO w. a evvap 

MOvUV pK... KOL. ww es ep... v 

cirpee |) eae ce a ws b egraererar ae 

pupiades €KQATOV TETOAPAKOVTA 

20 ywovra[t] ono” odo” [rlavros Syva 

plov peupiaces t[Letp laxoore TEV 

Ty Ko yra er[v]na 

Lines 16-18. These lines are too much mutilated for satis- in the mutilation of ll. 16-18. It will be observed that the 
factory decipherment. term denarius replaces that of dvachma, which was regularly 

Line 21. This total, 4,590,000 denarii, is the sum of the675+90 in use before the time of Diocletian; the Neronian denarius re- 

talents given in ll. 13 and 15; but the explanation of the introduced by Diocletian being reckoned as equivalent to the 

1,4c0,000 denarii in |. 19 is not clear, being presumably lost drachma, and as gag of the talent. 

PAPYRUS CCXLVII.—circ, a.v. 346. 

HE following account mentions the name of Abinnaeus, and may therefore be included 

in this group. It contains, however, little of interest, and is imperfect, as the first 

words show. At the top of the papyrus are about four lines of washed-out writing of 
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a similar kind. Several letters in lines 3-9 are so much rubbed as to be illegible, which 

renders most of the objects to which the account relates uncertain. 

mavtos hoyou yevapevo” 

arty . wy BY ps pvd 

Kat Sepparwv BaBuviwrikwov 98” 4 pk 

kat Op... . KS oa 

5 ROU DB go sg By Be evn 

ROG ae Wasa as w Seopiov BY KB 

/ yevapevoly tov oyou 

of... ABuwatos p o€ 

HOO ey aypov pr 

Io @S ELVOL bt pe 

Line 2. The sign after 8 rather resembles an v, but it may be _ It recurs in Il. 3 and 6. 
merely intended for two parallel strokes, indicating a numeral. Het =pupiddes (Snvapiar). 

2. Miscellaneous Fourth Century Documents. 

PAPYRUS CCXLIX.—circ. a. dD. 350. 

ESIDES the correspondence of Abinnaeus, there are a number of other documents 

which are plainly shown by their handwriting to belong to the fourth century of 
our era. Many of them were acquired at the same time as the Abinnaeus papyri, and may 

very probably belong to that officer's papers, although there is no mention of his name 
among them. These have accordingly been kept apart from the rest (Papp. CCXLIX-— 

CCLITI, CCCCX XI-CCCCXX XV), and the texts of some of them are printed here. 

The first in numerical order among these is an account for wine, and this there is 

every reason to suppose is one of the papers of Abinnaeus; for several of the parties 

mentioned are soldiers, another is an actwarius (see p. 293), and, according to a very 

probable restoration of a defaced passage, there is even a reference to the mpauréouros 
himself. The original account, which occupied only 20 lines, has been amplified by various 

hands, and is continued in a rather irregular manner on the verso. The amounts of wine 

are given in omafia arid xepdwa, the former being a measure unknown to the lexicons, 

but occurring in other papyri (CCCCX XVIII, 1. 16, CCCCXXIX, |. 5). There are a few 
items stated in money, and these are given in talents, though, as shown above (p. 306), 

this does not imply any very large purchasing value. 

Ey Oeors owvov 

O apiOuos o7al’ § Kepan’ y kar & € kaw ad & 7 

Kapzrod oral’ § 

Line 2. oa¢/ 8: the numeral is corrected from 8. ad %: Gat mupod apraBat 
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Kavvas 

QUTOS 

autos Kat Kapzrod 

auTOS Povos 

oo0o°0 

IO O avtos kat IIwkwwx Kat 

Xpynoros 

O autos povos 

mAnp’ Kamitwv Kat Ilavdos ove) 

Ammiavos ev TW KNTW 

Ayafos axrovaptos 

15 AdeEavdpos kat Bovatos 

Aok\nmiadns 

TIloA kat Kavypwv 

Xpyotos Eripy 

Tlavickos 

20 TIlavAos Kamitwvos 

H Ahe€avdpos S Amodho S Ayafos 

Kalv vas 
Tlwd\vwv x 

Medas Kat Ayovoas Kat Lapparys 

on O avirols Meas ahdo 

tous amo Mehaudos 

col. 2. 

oral’ B 

TANQVTWY V 

Tlokevn 

Kamitov kav Kaptrod oral! a 

30 TANAYTWY ELKOOL TEVTE 

O avros Tlodevyn ev To 

ayLado onal’ a A Ke 

Tapepopre rebyp 
TlavAos ovetpavos 

Line 8. A large erased ¢ is prefixed to this line, apparently in 
a different hand. Similarly an 7 is prefixed to 1. 21. 

Line 10. §: =kal. 

Line 12. Before this line and 1. 16 the word mAnp/ has been 

written in the margin in a different hand, perhaps denoting 

‘ paid in full’ 
ove): overpavoi, cf. 1. 34. 

Lines 14, 15. These lines have been erased. 
Line 21. The original document ends with the preceding line, 

and the rest of the column consists of additions in various hands. 
This line is perhaps in substitution for the cancelled lines 14 
and 15. 

autos Kat Atpns ets Koyov amoxns 
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oral’ § 

onal’ B 

oral’ B 

kepapu’ B 

onal’ B 

Kat Sedpak’ a 

Tlokeovn Kae 
oma’ a S Kepap! a 

Kepap’ a 

oral’ y 

onal’ vy 
Kep’ a. 

oma’ a 

omal/ a 

onal’ te 

Kep’ a ad oral’ a 

Kepap’ a 

our’? — US 

Kep a. 

Kep a 

Kep’ a kar onal’ a 

kep’ B 

Kep/ a 

Line 26. It is uncertain whether this line was completed by 

a figure, the papyrus being torn. 
Line 27. In this column ll. 27-30 are apparently in the same 

hand as the greater part of col.1. The rest is in different 
hands; one scribe has written ll. 31, 32, another 1. 33, a third 

ll. 34-36, and a fourth ll. 37-39. 
Line 32. The sign for ‘talent,’ though developed from the 

original A, is now not unlike that for rvpov, but with a large 

loop at the top on the left side. 
Lines 34-39. These lines are separated by a wide interval 

from those which precede, being written at the bottom of the 

papyrus. 
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35 vTEp TwY oVvEeTpaver 
eae Kep’ a 

5:4 Supov orpatiwt 
TOKOUS EpEew t 

auytovov eV 

verso 

40 ato hoyo’ wy ypewote 

Kavvas orabia 6 

SedmxKu Taravra pe 

Sedaxt oral” § ; 

mnpns 
Kamitwv ow’ omabvov 

45 Aokdnmiadns Sedaxi Sia 

Kavvatas omafov a 

At foot of column 

Ou dedwxuwre[s] aro Noyou 
owov Ovevad[p]iov arpa, 

adekgov Sapp[atov] 

50 TlavAos Kamitwvos Rs 

Mapwpv Rs 

Kavvas [A] 54 

col. 2] 
. ee. S TO TPAL 

mLooiwtw] amo hoyou 

as ree . .| Tprwv 

Tpa .. Kos A X 

TplaKOVTa 

Line 36. ehafe: this odd termination is quite clear in the Lines 45, 46. These lines have been cancelled, and are 
MS. Cf IL 42, 43, Sedwxe, and Pap. CCCCXXVII verso, ll. 3, preceded by one which has been completely washed out. 
10. Line 53. rw mpaurocire : if the restoration is right, as it seems 

Line 43. This line is in a different hand. to be, the prefect is no doubt Abinnaeus. 
Line 44. mAnpns is added above the line in the same hand as Line 56. A Acdoxopos Badevs occurs in Pap. CCL, l. 25, but 

has prefixed the same word to ll. 12, 16. it is difficult to reconcile that name with the traces here. 

PAPYRUS CCL.—circ. a. pd. 350. 

HIS is a list, headed Bpeoviov xry[valv, which, if the restoration is correct (and no 

other seems possible), probably means a record of the horses owned by the persons 

named. It consists solely of a list of names, followed in each case by the numeral a. 
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Several of the names (IId\, Kapdd, ’Ammavds, Tad\os, Kamirwv, Mdpwv) occur also in the 

account just given (Pap. CCXLIX), where it has been seen that they are either certainly 
or probably soldiers; and, since we know that the troops at Dionysias were cavalry, it 

seems reasonable to conjecture that this is a list of the men in a certain troop, with the 

number of their horses. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Bpeovov KTy[ve |p 

Tlexvots IIvo[auros 

LomnBys 
Avoudus 

TIodX AcAe 

Aovs 

Movons Kovotover 
lepa€ 

ABnovs 

Tlavivos 

Kour 7..6¢ 

Nav 

Anpntpios 

Kapzron 

Kavias 

Avuvos 

Areas 

Zwtdros 

Amm.avos 

Azretras Ilav\o” 

Ilavios Karur’ 

Aon) Kotren 
Eoovp 

Lakawy Aptewa 

AvooKopos Badeus 

Avockopos Evdaiporl*] 

Mapov 

Kavoovp 

Tlakas 

Bedenos 

Line 1. Bpeovov: Lat. brevium or breve. 
Line 15. Kamas: perhaps miswritten for Kavyas, whose name occurs frequently in Pap. CCXLIX. 

Ba 

eek eee eee eereeeaRkmeekr RBeeanekegeaengeaeega 
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PAPYRUS CCLII.—crre. a. p. 350. 

IDE by side with the last account may be placed another Bpeoviov, this time for water. 

The amounts are given in &o0rau (sexfariz), of which the symbol is a € with a slanting 
stroke drawn through it. The only names which are identical with any in the two preceding 

lists are Lapydrys and Mdpwr, while "Hods may be a variant of ’Aovds in Pap. CCL. 

Bpeovoy vdarol[s] 

Tlanows edarov xprf. .] ale 

Apntas Adurto” * € 8 

Medas Eppeva € xB 

5 Ahov Eppeva € «B 

Oatoaptov £ «B 

Opiwv A[tJooxopolv] € 8 

Ateori[. . . «| £18 

Atwy Korpn € 8 

Io o autos Atay £ 8 

Atpys Evaopa £8 

YwABavos . . coup € 
LaBehoorepa € vw 

Axovers Mi. . .] € 1B 

15 Lapparys éy 

TIvOteovs &y 

Avrwr Nuwr[ov] &y 

Ioax Hpa &y 

Avryis kat Mapol[r] ky 

20 Hovs Tlanovo” € 8 

PAPYRUS CCCCXXVII.—acire. a. p. 350. 

HIS sheet of papyrus has writing on both sides. That on the vecéo is an account 

relating to corn, and consists of portions of two columns. The first column is, 

however, too badly mutilated to be worth transcribing, nothing being legible except some of 

the numerals. The second column is divided into two sections, each headed by the name of 

a place, in the one case Andromachis, in the other Hermopolis. In each section there are 

a few names, followed by varying amounts of corn expressed in artabas. 

The verso contains the account of one Dioscorus, likewise relating to corn, roughly 

written, and subsequently cancelled by lines drawn across it. The lower part of the column 

is rather damaged and the ink is faint. 
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AvdpopaxLdos 

Lapparns =v 

Ayovoo 7 Y 

Kau €b OTOpav — KO 

5 Eppov mod‘ 

Lavoas =o 

Magéipos — 6 

Tlodvov Kae Lepyvos ok, 
Hpov kat Kupird 

10 hos — yr 

Lavvevs oY 

Hpwv ery. 

Line 2. Sapyarys: of. Pap. CCXLIX, 1. 24, where the same name recurs in conjunction with that of Ayovaa or Ayovgas. 

Line 4. «t omopay: for eis omopdy. 

ver SO. 

Meyxeup 

Aoyos Ateokopo” Tov Darkka 

eae Tpixva duTpas > ov 

OOKK@Y ELKOOL TEVTE 

5 T Pos AiTpas dexa aT OUVOLAS “> é 

ws €kaoTo” GaKKou mpos C 

7) TOV GaKKOU cr 

woapt Teho” Gakka Kata 

re 
rm 
m 
[a | cakkwy Tadavra Sexamevre 

IO wv eda. o Laxkas 

oitov apraBas Tpis —= y CL pr 

ahAnv tara[vrla . 

emhyn ... Ou... cakka .. 

mapa L € hoyo . ov cakk. . 

15 edaBu Amouris wp... d.... 

o autos A7rovuTts [—] aly 

O QUTOS GLTOU > a 

0 autos adAnv > oO 

Line 2. Averxopov : so MS., no doubt for Acookdpov. Line 7. 1): run or TéAos. 

Line 3. 7pexea: it is not clear whether this is the name of L’: apparently a symbol for rddavra, but not otherwise 

a person, the subject of the verb, or of a substance, the object known. Cf Pap. CCCCXXIX. 
of it. Lines 11, 16. From these entries it appears that an artaba of 

A: de. Airpas, repeated. wheat cost 50 talents; cf Pap. CCXLVIII (p. 306), introductory 
Line 5. In the margin opposite this line is some writing, too note. 

faint to be deciphered. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCXXVIII.—cire. a. d. 350. 

N account for corn, including a considerable number of names. 
the corn was purchased is expressed in a phrase which is not intelligible. 

amounts are given in artabas and some smaller measure, indicated as par’ or perp/. 

The object for which 
The 

These 

cannot be metretae, since a metretes and an artaba are usually identical, whereas these are 

rs of an artaba. A second account, in which several of the names are repeated, is inserted 

in the middle of the first, between the column of names and that of figures, in a smaller 

hand. 

hoyos tav mpabevrey cirapiwv 

ets ics — ty par 8 

EgTL O€ 

ZooyLos ——€ 
Avvavos 2 

5 <Azoh\wv snes — 6 
A Atpes z+ B a vougs Fea sb — Bd 

Tlavios aur ep —-¢ 

Aon a 8 pare Ioak Hpwv seer - at. 

Opiwpv Aas —Y —e 
Arreveus =~ B — 

10 Iwavyns ne as —¥ 

pas Hpwy Movons =a B — B ar tS) 

peep’ 4 Xpvcas id > 

eal Hpaxhas Adupos za > & par y 

Appns Evropas za = @ 

Zorpos + 

Zoupos Tepovt wy “or 

15 SaBuwos owvou Kep! u tL 0€ == 

Atravex — 6d 

ABovs — y perp B 
T'epovrios — 6 perp 5 

Evidoywv th 

20 Hhdtas > @ peTp > 

Twavyys — B 

Ans > & C 

Typtxos ae 
Xapas = Y 

25 Adupos = 2 

Lovyappav a 

DoLpos — B 

Line 2. par: so written here and in ll. 11, 12; but in Il. 17, 

18, 20, and the repetition of the total in 1. 35, it is written perp, 

which must presumably be pérpa. The total of the items comes 

to 82 artabas and 19 metra, which only harmonizes with the 

total if 15 metra=1 artaba. 

Line 11. It is not clear what connexion the marginal note has 

with the account, nor what is the meaning of the symbol in the 

third line of it. 

II. 

Line 15 (middle column). xep/ ¢ i oe: 7,¢. 10 kepdya or 75 
pérpa. A xepducoy is equal to half a metretes or artaba, and 
since the artaba contains 15 pérpa, the xepdyov would contain 
73%. It is observable that the items above come to just 75, but 
this must be only a coincidence. It is impossible that the 
symbol = should in the main account denote an artaba and 

here a measure containing 7; of an artaba. The total in this 
line must consequently be dissociated from the preceding items. 

aS) 
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Movons — ¢ 

Evdaiov > 4a 

30) 6~Atavar >a 

Tepovrios kK. . — BL 

IIlavios tee 

IIuoans eo eK 

Aaurw a 

35 yoo” — my perp! 8 

PAPYRUS CCCCXXIX.—circ. A. D. 350. 

N account of provisions and perfumes received by a woman named Helen on behalf 

A of her daughter Dexa or Dexia. The account is kept by another Helen, sister 

of Dexia. The gifts appear to have been made on the occasion of various festivals, 

ranging over a period of three years (Il. 47, 56). Their precise object is not stated ; but 

probably they are temple offerings (cf Il. 37, 41, and note on former passage). The 

account is continued on the verso. 

recto 

hoyos wy ehaBev E[\e]vn vmep AcEas 

tns Ovyatpos avtyns de euov Edens] 
THs adedgys jou adn €opTn 
mpwtn Aekia owvov xv{y] 0 [o|wov Ku, B 

5k) o7abtov apwopateyv k B 

k) otrov apraByn a Kkafapov C/ e 

es Kafapa . aa. . dalxalva Aalx]avov BB 

Kk Seddaxifo]y Tehvoy ahhn €optn 

kK, eheov € a owov Kru B 

10 kK) apoparov BS apwpatav kB 

kK, KopotKiov a Le Layavev Lk B 

Kk) gaxkov dia K) [. .]Jrerioy 2 a Kkafapov LB e€ 

omotos adhy 

K) Ta eYiKay Kat oak, The €opTn OLoU KYL. . 

eheou & apwpatav BB 

Line 1, Aefas: so MS., but probably the correct form is given Line 5. 2: This symbol is used in Pap. CCCCXXVII, 

in 1. 4, Aeéea. apparently for rd\avrov. If so, it must mean the same here. 

Line 3. There is a space between pov (if that is the true It might be taken as a weight, but in ll. 15, 19 it seems to 

reading) and adn eoprn, and the latter is intended to go with indicate a money value, and must presumably be the same 
the entry which stands beneath it in the second column. The throughout. Cf 1. 33, where it is applied to dpytprov, and 1. 35, 
two columns on the vecfo run into one another very much. The where ruAavroy is apparently given as its synonym. 

phrase ad\n or adn coptn is repeated several times in the Line 6. xadapov: there is nothing to show what this means. 

account. C= Cevyn, of. ll. 21, 24. 
Line 4. nut: ze. xvidua, a measure of wine which occurs in Line 9. edcou &: =édalov Ears. 

some of the following papyri, and also in some of those at Line 11. kopd:xcoy: the word seems unknown. 
Berlin. Its content does not seem to be known. 
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I5 tT axyavoy Kk) uxxOvov L e€ 

K) TYLNa THS EOpTYS 

owov Kv B x lev... 

Kal apwpatwov LC. 

Tt haxavov Ly 

Kat omotws addy €opTyn 

owov Kv B x, Kaba Cevt € 

Ka 

BiS 

Kkafapov Bb € 

Layaverv LB 

ahn €opTn 
owvouv KV 

Kkafapwv C/ e 

apopatrev L B 

axyavev kB 

any €0pTy 

Kat apopattwv] Le kK, hayav BB 
adn eoptn ofvov]| Kw, B 

* 

20 

Kat Cev kafapwr e€ 

25 Kal apwpatov LC. 

kat Naxava . . 

verso. 

addy coptn (/ Kabapwv € 
KQL OLVOU 

KL APWMATWV 

Aaxyavev 

kv B 

re DD 

opotos adho Swpov 

Ol KVL 

Kal apyupiv 

Kat Op@orws addo 

Swpov Tadhay 

KQL OLVOU 

KaL Opotws oTE orpay 

Tat To KiOoVvioV 

kau Wouta 

KQL Samravys 

KQL ELS TO ELJLATLOV 

ovou 
Kat Wouter 

Kat SamTavns 

KQL KATO 

dow . . 

NeEpas 

Tov y/ eTwV olTOV 

Line 37. owpavrat: 2.e. Upavrat, 
and ipdrtov (1. 41) is probably a religious ceremony, like the 

weaving of the peplos at Athens. 

The weaving of the xeraviov 

owvov Kv B 

Kkafapwrv C/ € 

apopatev kB 

Laxav[wv] kB 

(col. 2.) 
Kat Ov Em“ov 

Atuwvos eOwka 

50 TW TATPL avTHS 

ote Katek\uo Zoer 

hos Sua THY ovnv 

Rov 

OMOLwWS Tw TaTpL 

@codwpou 

55 es TYysnv ofovs LS 

Kal Tov y/ eTwV 

duvikav aptaBas B 

kat oapidia o> 

y' owov Kv hy 

60 KQL omabua B 

Line 48. This column is in the same hand as the rest of the 

account, though a different name is attached to it. 

Lines 51-53. The event referred to in these lines is obscure. 

Ss 
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PAPYRUS CCCCXXXI.—cire. a. D. 350. 

SHORT account for corn, The symbol for ‘artaba’ is noticeable for its unusual 

shape. The writing occupies less than half of the length of the papyrus. 

exPeors oro” 

Avvetos S— by 

oX Tahahus S> pr 
Axvap Svpov Sk 

5 Arpys os Y 
TI puxurros oS 6 
Hytas tvd S— wl 

TIXas 64 Hpwvos o> 4 

Xatpas S— ¢ 

PAPYRUS CCCCXXXII.—cire. a. D. 350. 

SIMILAR corn-account, not in the same hand, but employing the same form of 

the symbol for ‘artaba.”’ In the last two lines the symbol for ‘talent’ (as in Papp. 
CCCCX XVII, CCCCXXIX) appears instead. The larger part of the papyrus is again 
blank. 

otto" 

Iowwy Mapwvos Se 

Optov ypayparevs Se 
Opiwv Tradrews S— xd 

5 SAurmvous Ss t 
Atia Zakawvos oS ve 

Avvevs Ilavio” Rows 

EhALas o7]patiorns e >] 

PAPYRUS CCLI.—a.p. 337-350. 

ae last papyrus closed the section of accounts among the documents which may 
belong to the papers of Abinnaeus. There are also a few miscellaneous documents, 

but most of these are too much damaged to be worth publication. The most perfect is 

that which is here given, containing the latter portion of a deed of sale of two slaves. 
The vendors are two brothers, Aurelius Petrus and Aurelius Zenon; the purchaser is 

a woman, Aurelia Nonna, alas Polyetion; the slaves who are the subjects of the 
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transaction are brothers, Metirus (adas Ptillonas) and Primus, 

Sty 

The purchase-money 
amounts to 2400 talents, the vendors certifying that the slaves are trustworthy, not 
runaways, and free from certain bodily ailments. A certain Marcus Aurelius Ptolemaeus 

signs, after the vendors, as BeBawwrys or guarantor of the sale; and there are also two 

witnesses. The writing is in one broad column across the fibres of papyrus, after the 

fashion common in later Byzantine documents. 

]. a. Terpov 

] se 4 « DOE VLOV KAL OTTOTEPOV AUTWV 

[.. eee ee ee]  addnov arodlwlow Kau exducnow Ttapaypypa Tors iStois 

QUTWV Saravnpuac [ea]y de a] ex[7 |guow] QUTOUS KAL OTOTEPOV AUTWV 

5 te Alvp}yua Novva ty Kat Todverew tapaxypynpa tyv Teypny Sirnv kat Ta Baby Kar Sa 

wavnpata talyra] ek. a[.....] de.. avadedwKay de ou aTroOopevot ™7 

ewovnpern nv meronvray emt [ys Si]kavo[Sloovas [T]wy ovKerwy avapro ov 

oav 71) eveor|w lon Ilept Se Tov tavta ovrws opOws Kadws yeverOau 

emnpaTnoev n KaTaypaghopern Avpndta Novva 1» Kat TloAverwov exovca 

10 StKatov Texvwv' Opuodloyyna lay ov Te arodopevor Avpydwoe Ilerpos Kav Znvev 

Kat o BeBatwrns [Mapkos Avpylios . . Kou Avpydwot Tletpos kar Znrlwly audo 
tepou Ilerpov wolt....... «| Kae Kateypapapev Novva ter tn Kaw Tlodv 

ertw Sova eavtoly cwpata Myrtipov] tov kav IItudwvayv Kaw Tpyov 

a[Seh]plov avrov] Arefavdp[. .] Suroxw xpnpare morovs Kas adpacrovs Ka 
15 KadtTepeois Kat ovTas ExTos Lepas volrou] Ka exla]pns Kau ameryouler] Trap av 

Tys THY [Telp avTwy Tiuny apyvpiov SeBacrav vopsocpatos TadavTa 
Sioxidia TeTpakoova mAynpes Sia xEtpos Ka avadedwxapev avtTn HY TE 

tounpea avrwy em. THS SiKeodocias avakpynow Kat erepwoTyfertes 

wpodoynoapmev ws mpolcez[al eyw Se o Ietpos eypaya kar wep tov aded 
20 gov pov ta mALcTAa Alvpydr]ios Zyvev cuvKateypapa aya Tw adehdw pov Tetpw 

Ta Sovia cwopata Myrtipoy tov Kav reddwva kar Upeynov kar cuvireryov tyv 
Tyumy Kat erepwr|ynOes wpoloynoa ws tpwKire Mapxos Avpyios Iltohewos Epua 

tov Aovkiov Swotkocpios o Kali] AdOeovs BeBew tv Tov Sovlav Topatwv Mn 

tTipo[v] Tov Kat TlurhAwvos Kat Tpiov aded¢lor] Kkalralypadny ty cun mute Kae 

25 evTo.. Kat TapeEw THY Kataypadny Kafapay aro Tacns avTiToinoEws 

Line 5. Avpy\ra Novva: perhaps the wife of Abinnaeus, whose 
name we gather from Pap. CCCCIV, 1. 9 (p. 305) to have been 

Nonna. 
dcAnv: so MS. for derAjy. 

Line 8. After everrwon a blank is left for the date. 
Line 9. exovoa Sixaov texvoy: this phrase is in explanation of 

her not acting through a xvpsos. In earlier documents (of the 

Roman period) the full phrase runs yopis kupiov xpypatifovca 

kara Ta ‘Popator ¢6n réxvov Sixaip (Berl. Papp. 96, 1. 15, 131, |. 5). 

Line 12. ree: apparently a miswriting for ry, which is cor- 

rectly written afterwards. 
Line 14. adpacrous: cf Herod. iv. 142. 
Line 15. exros tepas vorou kat exapys: cf Berl. Pap. 193, a 

deed of sale of a slave, in which it is expressly stated that the 

bargain is not to be cancelled (dvanépipov), why emaijs kai iepas 

vogouv. This sense of émadn is not in L. and S, 
Line 16. S«Bacrwy: elsewhere we generally find oeBacrod (Berl. 

Papp. 69, 87), which might be an epithet of vozicparos (and is so 
understood by the Berlin editors). The plural here seems to 
show that this is not the case, that it means ‘in money of the 
emperor,’ and that the present document belongs to the reign 
of Constantius and Constans (A.D. 337-350). Cf Berl. Pap. 578, 
1, 12, where the plural recurs. 

Lines 16, 17. tadavra dioxta rerpaxooia: this price (1200" 
talents apiece) is exactly the sum paid for two cows in the 
Geneva papyrus mentioned in the note to Pap. CCXLIV, 1. 11, 
above (p. 304). 

Line 18. avaxpyow : so MS. for dvdkpiow. 

Line 25. evro..: perhaps évrody, though the phrase does not 
seem to occur elsewhere. 
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kar erepornbis wporoyynoa [ws] mpoxitar Avpndios Separohw Pol. .] 

Tpidepiov okay] ev Tw Mevdidiw ev Tors novos wap 
tupw Avpr[A]ios Ku[pols Avogkopw ow ev torw y . . [. .Jdua ev rows 

ndwos apTupw 

30 Avpndwos Terpos ametvoa tas wvas [miyplobes thy Tysny 

Avpydifos Zlyveyv amekvoa tas wvas mynpwobis THyv TYnny 

Line 27. ndios: z.e. idios. 

PAPYRUS CCCCXXII.—circ. a. D. 350. 

HIS fragment contains the end of a letter, apparently from one official to another, 
in which the writer requests his correspondent to arrest a certain individual and put 

him in irons (owWypeca adrdv). He adds that the culprit is ‘wanted’ in respect of a charge 
of selling stolen camels, and that his wife has already been arrested. The names of the 

writer and his correspondent are given on the verso, but in a mutilated form. 

TLWNpwTAl AVTOY KaL Tapacwon ToL 

dia TO Kat evravOa evpeOy Tadrnoas 

Kapydua KreYiued Kar evrava Kare 

XETAL NY yun ad opa py apednons 

é Eppwcbo oe evyopar adedde 

Endorsed : 

]xnvapiov T pos Tevaduov kovral, 

Line 1. After co: the word avrov, written partly at the end Line 2. dia ro... evpeOn mwoAnoas: a curious mixture of con- 
of this line and partly at the beginning of the next, has been _ structions. 
erased, 

PAPYRUS CLIII.—«th cent. 

HE remaining fourth century documents included in this volume were acquired at 

different times from the correspondence of Abinnaeus and from different persons, 

so that there is no reason to connect them with his name. The first is an acknowledge- 
“ment by Sergidius, son of Dioscorus, who appears to subscribe himself as sézgulards or 

member of the bodyguard of the Prefect of Egypt, of the repayment of a deposit of 1000 

drachmas which he had entrusted to the care of a certain Serenus, also named Ptolemaeus. 

The repayment is made through an intermediary, Julius (?) Marianus, to whom the receipt is 

addressed. The document is not dated, except by a reference to the month Phamenoth, 
but the handwriting is of the fourth century. 
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LepyW.os AvooKkopov. cw[-yovda] 
pis aimapyov Avyvmtov Ta... .. 

pio Lepyvw tw Kat IIrohkewew. .... 
ev kat ols] ypnuareler dua Tov[diov] . 

Tapa cov tov Mapuavfov] tas [7olv ap 

yupeov Spaxmas xevd[tas] as 

exyev Tap enov ev rapalOn]x7] 
o mpoxeysevos Troe Jeos [as m]a[pe] 

10 OnKa Tw Tapaxnwevo pnve 

Dapevol t kata yepoypapov 

Line 2. Ta.....: apparently not Taig, but probably Td\do. 356, 1. 5. 
Line 4. kat ws xpnuari¢e: cf Berl. Papp. 18 1. 27, 124 1. 9, Line 5. ouodoya: added above the line. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLILL—ath cent, 

HIS is a private letter from a father, named Marcus, to his son Sabinus. It is 

considerably defaced, especially at the beginning and end, and is not very intelligible 

even where it is legible, since the style is illiterate and the allusions obscure. The writing 
appears to be of the early part of the fourth century. 

Ma[pxP..... YaBewo tw 
ULM 1. « ww xXatp 

{v] chauoy TwY 
ouptTrohettwv Gov. . 

5 Kadeus avTo Kau evoehOe 

Tynoov KEpap.oy owa 

mus yhw@pov eav nv co 

Swpa py Sovea Tovs Tecra 

pas orarnpas Tw avOpar(a] 
10 cay e€e\On add u TE Sidw av 

Tw Wa eveyKyn oot Ta. eha 

Bare aro Yapatos vavtiKov 

ypaibare ou ore TL Kau TL Eda 

Ba ty pytpe evKevt 

15 vyKes Teppar pou erioTo 

Avov TEpl THS TwTYpLas 

KaA@s TeTOWNKE TOMELTAS 

Line 5. xaAes: or Bades. Line 7. qv: for 7. 
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Postscript down left-hand margin : 
ETYLEANT ATW TOL TEPL TWY TeEyXUTWV wY heTP.... 

Endorsed : 

atrodos YaBewvw vw amo Mapx[ov].... 

Line 18, The remaining lines are hopelessly damaged, 

PAPYRUS CCCCLIV.—4th cent. 

HESE fragments seem worth giving for the sake of the rare words xafapovpyds and 

yenpatoypapos which occur in them, Neither word is found elsewhere among 
published texts, though the verb yevnuaroypadety occurs in the Berlin papyri. The first 

fragment contains an order to furnish something for the prefect of Dionysias, which at 
once suggests the name of Abinnaeus, though there is no reason to suppose that it belongs 

to his correspondence, The second fragment is apparently from the Athribite nome, 

(2) Appawros kat ABpurKkos 

Zaxawv. Kkabapovpyw . . 
TApacXov TW TpaumToowra 
mys Avovvorasdos 

(0) ] Iovdwpov IowWwpou emu 
Jrov vopov AOpiBerrov 

lpooropos . 0. aoKebew 

olv yernpatoypadou 

5 tTw|y vTapxovTav TS 

TJovktov emutpomys 
[ee eee ees Avpyuod 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXX.—ath cent. 

PRIVATE letter from Clematius to Sabinus, whom he calls his brother. This may 
only be the customary title of respect, but a third party is spoken of as ‘our 

brother,’ without his name being given, which looks as if a real relationship was meant, 
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The subject of the letter is an urgent appeal to hand over some money to the brother, who 

was presumably the bearer of the letter. 

Kupta po” aded[ da] 

KA ua ris 

LaBurw 

ameotiha pos cat ToLy] 

5 [alderdov nuov ack 

€ly TEpL TO” OOKOT 

twov [olrws o7o'da 

ons tlevlrov Tmapacyw 

avTw emion Tay... 

IO avayKato” ypia eat 

ETLONLLO” areata 

Athova pos cat 

Kat ovx evpeOns 

fovov pn apedynot 

15 Kupie adehde Tepe 

tovto” Eppwc bat 

oe EvXOpaL TON 

Nous ypovots 

Kuple ade de 

Line 2. KAeparis: for KAnudrcos, if the conjectural restoration _p. 198. 
is right. Line 8. rovroy: it is doubtful whether there is room for the 

Line 6. oAoxorrevov : a Byzantine name, of doubtful derivation, two letters supplied, but the v may have been written above the 
for the so/¢dus, the standard coin of the period; see vol. i, _ line, as often. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLAAXI, 

HE papyri of the fourth century may be closed by the following fragment of a Latin- 
Greek glossary, which was found and presented to the Museum by Prof. Flinders 

Petrie in 1894. It is written on both sides of the papyrus, and one column is preserved, 

more or less perfectly, on each side; but there are slight traces on the reco of an adjoining 

column, so that it is impossible to estimate how large the work was when perfect. The 
Latin words precede the Greek, and are written in Greek characters; and this, together 

with the frequent misspellings and other mistakes with respect to the Latin, shows that the 
writer must have been a Greek. There is no principle evident in the arrangement of the 
words. Sometimes two or three words of similar or associated meanings are put together, 

but often the transitions are very abrupt, as when fasseres is followed by /una, or patiens 

by fenestra. Perhaps it is a vocabulary to some particular literary work. 
The writing on the verso is considerably damaged. 

II. Tt 
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reclo 

pakyvodes 

KoouvBos 

AVOOpES 

TAC apes 

5 Aovva 

oTn\as 

god 
KynAws 

e.Bepvos 

10 oa7{Bos] 
Bevros 

ovas 

KapKas 

vokat 

15 ova Tow 

Saxtvdous 

Buia wow ear 

KiBitas Tow EoTe 

Buna [ 

20 voxale 

duklos 

verso 

Kov . [ 
i a 

pele. p. 

25 dovmn{uv lous 
paduces 

TATLEVS 

geveot pa 

vaBes 

30  pewous 

Bidros 

Line I. haxyvodes: 2.é. hawwddns, the Greek form of the Lat. 

paenula. It is curious that the word should be given in its 
Greek form, when appearing as a Latin word in the Latin 
column of the glossary. 

Line 3. xeves : so MS. for yqves. 
Line 6. orndas: for orndat,=svellae. So also ovas for uvae in 

1.12. Cf the rule that French words are derived from the 
accusatives of Latin words, because that case was oftener heard 
by the provincials than the nominative. 

Line 8. xnAws : a curious representation of coe/um. 

Line 10. or:Bos: only the first three letters are preserved 
(with a trace of a fourth, which might be a 8), but this seems 

« OUS 
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pavdy[a] 

TEPLOTEPOS 

xs] 
orp[ovbor] 
oednvn 

aoTEpES 
nro s] 

ovpar[os] 
XLpov 

epea, 

avepos 
oTapudv 

ovuKa 
Kapvow 

orad[vAn | 
guvikw 

Kopin 
mons | 

Bel 
pL-Jaf 
Gepp[os] 
pedla [ides] 
Tab[ wr] 

Ouplis] 

{010 |v 

KOT) 

wp[odwwor | 

the most probable restoration, as a corruption of aes¢7vus, which 
is given as equivalent to Gepéa (z.e. Gepeia), just as Azbernus is to 
XELwov. 

Line 12. orapvdw: for orapvacoy. 
uvexw (for poevixiov) in 1. 16, 

Line 13. kapkas: it is not clear what Latin word this stands 
for. Fzcus, which one would expect, seems to occur in I. 21. 

Line 14. voxat: z.¢. muces. It apparently recurs in 1. 20, 

Line 17. Birra: te. villa, 

Line 19. Buxa: presumably =vzzea, but the Greek column is 
lost here. 

Cf. kapvdw in 1, 14, and 
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adi{ov| oko[ podov | 

Kyra] Kpol wpvov | 

pape barlacca.] 

35 ddrovpey] mLoTapos | 
overeBeviore ee 

tapBos eveo[, 

3. Late Byzantine Papyrt. 

PAPYRUS CCCCLXXXIII.—a.p. 616. 

HE late Byzantine period, from the sixth century to the end of Greek writing in 

Egypt, is represented in the part of the British Museum collection covered by this 

volume by four perfect or nearly perfect documents of considerable length (Papp. CCIX, 
CCX, CCCCXLVIII, CCCCLX XXIII), and about twenty small or very fragmentary 
documents. The four longer ones all come from the neighbourhood of Apollinopolis Magna, 

the modern Edfu, about half-way between Thebes and Aswan; and the three first-named 

form (with the very fragmentary Pap. CCCCXLIX) part of one collection, relating to the 
same group of persons. The texts of these have already been published by Mr. B. P. 

Grenfell in the Yournal of Philology (vol. xxii. p. 268 ff, 1894); and since his transcripts 

are trustworthy it seems unnecessary to occupy space by repeating them in this volume. 

For the purpose of comparison, however, and on account of their palaeographical importance, 

facsimiles of these papyri are included in the volume of plates. The documents belong 
to the reign of Heraclius, between the years 613 and 640, one being precisely dated in 

619; and the chief point observable about the writing is its uprightness, which shows that 

this characteristic cannot be relied on to indicate a sixth century date, as suggested in the 

Introduction to the first volume of this Catalogue (p. xiii). A certain roundness and loose- 

ness in some of the letters may, however, be detected, which seems characteristic of the 

later period. 

The fourth of the longer documents above enumerated, Pap. CCCCLX XXIII, is also the 

only one which is absolutely perfect. It is written on a fine sheet of papyrus, measuring 

6 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 24+ in., with six inches of blank papyrus at the top, and over a foot at the 

bottom. The hand is large and rather sloping, decidedly cursive and with a considerable 
amount of looseness in the formation of many of the letters. The date is given very fully 
and precisely, the 12th Mesoré (z.e¢. the 5th August) in the sixth year of Heraclius, and in 

the fifth year of his consulship and in the fifth indiction, The sixth year of Heraclius 

began on the 5th October, 615, the fifth year of his consulship (see note on 1. 3) on the 
Ist January, 616, and the fifth indiction about the middle of June, 616. The date is 

therefore the 5th August, 616. 

The contents of the document are interesting, as furnishing an unique example of the 

form of lease known as emphyteusis. This is a perpetual lease, giving the tenant and his 
Tis 
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heirs practically most of the privileges of ownership, subject to the regular payment of the 

fixed rent. The tenure of emphyteusis was fixed by the emperor Zeno, and the main 

provisions of the law concerning it may be found in Moyle’s Jmferatoris Lustiniant 

Institutionum libri quattuor, i. 326-7 (Oxford, 1883). In the present example the lessor 

is the monastery of Abba Patois in the village of Tanaithis, situated in the Apollinopolite 

nome. It may be noticed that there were special conditions attached by law to an 

emphyteusis granted by a church or charitable foundation (Moyle, 4c, f notes on Il. 16, 
72). The prior, Menas, acts on behalf of the monastery in making the contract; and the 

tenant is Aurelius Johannes, son of Phoebammon and Hypatia. The land leased consists 

of 124 arouras of arable land and 5 arouras of uncultivated land (yj xépoos); but that the 

latter, though described as unirrigated and (consequently) untaxed land, had valuable 

possibilities appears from the conditions respecting the rent. This amounts in all to 

12 gold voprocparia, or solidi, which is stated to be equivalent to 364 Kepdria, or szliguae, 

according to the goldsmiths’ standard. The rent is divided into equal portions, 18} s¢iiguae 

being payable in respect of the 124} arouras of arable land and an equal amount for the 

5 arouras of barren land; the only difference being that no rent was to be charged for 

the latter during the first three years. The rights of the tenant are very extensive; he 

may make any alterations and improvements he likes, establish a vineyard, dig wells, and 
generally do everything which is allowed by the laws relating to emphyteusis without let 
or hindrance for ever. The monastery has no claim whatever upon the property except 

for the rent, which is permanent and unalterable. Only in the case of the tenant or his 

heirs omitting to pay the rent for two or three years may the monastery claim to take 
back the land, with all its improvements. The rights of taking fish from the waters 

adjoining the monastery and of pasturing its cattle on the meadow land are expressly 

reserved to the monastery in the body of the deed, but in a sort of codicil the right of 

pasture is conceded to the tenant in consideration of a further annual payment of ten pints 

of new wine. The signatures of the parties and of four witnesses follow; as to which it 
need only be observed that the prior’s signature is written for him on the ground that 

he himself could not write, and that three of the witnesses are deacons (two of them are 
stated to be inmates of the monastery, the third is not) and the fourth a presbyter. The 
document concludes with the attestation of the scribe by whom the body of it was 
written, 

XHY GO 
+ € ovopate THs ayias Kar Cworroo Tprados Iarpos Kar Tid kar Ayo Tvevparos Bacteas 

Tov khewotatov Kat Jeoorepovs nuav Searotov Pravd Hpla|krkeud tov awd AvyovaTé 

QuTOKpaTopos 

Line 1. At the head of the roll, and separated from the text 
by six inches of blank papyrus, are the characters ypyc¢6, which 
are known elsewhere in several Greek papyri (see Wessely, 
Wiener Studten, ix. 232, Mitth. aus d. Papyrus Erzh. Rainer, 
i. 113). Wessely’s explanations are that ywy=yetpds pou ypadn, 
while G@ are the numerals 99, which is a cryptic method of 
writing duyy (at+p+n+v=1+404+8+50=99). In the present 

instance the characters are not in the same hand as the docu- 

ment itself, and appear as if painted on with a brush. This fact 
is almost decisive against the interpretation of yy as xeupds pou 

ypapn, and it is probable that they indicate a religious formula, 
to which duny could be appended. Mr. Grenfell (Greek Pag. ii. 
p. 151) suggests Xpiorov Mapia yervd, which occurs as a sort of 
cabalistic formula at the head of one of his papyri (no. CXI1 a). 

It is possible also that they are a numerical cryptogram, like 
the two characters which follow. 
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eTous EKTOUV Kat Umarelas TO avtov evoeBeoTaTov nuwy SeamoToV eros TEuTTS Mecopy iB 

TNS TELTTNS woduKTLOVvOS Tavrnv TUevrar KQL TOLOVYTAL TPOS EKAOTOUVS THV 

5 eyypadov kar amapaBarov opohoytay rns eudurevoews EKOVTES KOL TETELTMEVOL EK [LEV 

Tov evos pepous To Sixavoy Tov evayous povaarypio” Tov Ths Oeodirovs prnuns aBBa 

Iarotros 

opovs Kapns Tavarfews To” AmohdwvoroXtto” vosov 8 exov Mynva wo” Iavnutos to" 
evhaB, TPOETT@TOS Kat povaly To” auto” POvacTypLo Kat du ETEPWY KATA KaLpov Tapadnp- 

powevav 

Tap auto” THv yyELoviay To” avTo” povacTnpiov ek Se Tov eTEpov pepous Avpytos 

Iwavins ex Tarpos 

10 oBappwvos ex pntpos Tratevas oppapevos amo emouKeio” Kadovpevov Bnomaio opovs THs 
avTns Kwpns Tayafews To” avz[o]’ Ato\wvoroXtto” vojo” Kat opodoyovatv ahdAnhous Ta €&]S 

UITOTETAY WEVA, Xapew o mporexPas Lwarvns PorBappwvos hoyous Kekwykey Tw avTw 

povacTnpia 

dua To” mpoyeyp/ Myva mpoectwtos Kat aityow avto” Kar Tapakdnow Bovdomevos 

euputevoac bat 

apoupas Swdexa nuirv oropiun yndva ett Se Kat apovpas mevTe XEpTOV yns EK TwY 

UTApXOVT@V 

15 avTw oTopy.ov yndiwv Kar xEeprwy yndiwy arehovs yns Kat avvdpwyv Kata tov Sinyopev- 

p-evov 

TOLS VOMOLS TEpL EhUTEVTEWS TUTOY KaL TaV Kat SLakElMEVWY EV TW AUTW OPEL THS aUTNS 

GIES 
Tepikvkhobey To” avro” povacTnpio” Kat TepieOovtwy ets TO avTO povagTYpLOY azo 

Suxatwv 

avTo” Kal TwY TEpL TO'TWV hoywY EKATEPH MEPEL TVVAPETAVTWY EKOVTES KAL TETELTMEVOL 

diya mavtos dodo” kar Bias kat poBov Kar amarns Kat avayKns Kat TAaVYNS Kat oLagonTOTE 

VO}LULOY 

20 mapaypapys n weprypapys eis TavTnv ehuivlacw THY eyypadov Ka atapaBaTov eudv- 

TEVTLKYV 

Line 3. vmateas . 
should be pera thy trareiav... érovs méumrov. 

opodoytay St ys omodoyovow To pev mpodexfev Sixaov to” auto” evayous povacTypio” 
aBBa Waroiros 

du e“o” To” mpoyeyp/ Mynva mpoectwtos evrevOev ndy exdedwxevar Kar TapakeywpynKevar Tw 

mporexOert. lwavvyn BoBappwvos Kar Katayeypadevat amo To” vuv emt Tov acu kar €€ys 
ATAVTA 

. . €rous mepmrov: strictly speaking this 
At this period 

forms assumed by » in this document. 
Line 14. oroptpn: for omdpipa, in apposition to dpovpas, cf. 1.25. 

there were no consuls as a rule; the custom was for the emperor 
to assume the consulship in his first year, and the subsequent 
years were reckoned pera tiv tmareiay avrov. Thus Heraclius 
was consul in his first year, 611; 612 was the first year after 

his consulship, and 616 the fifth. 
Line 6. ro dixatov: evidently a phrase representing the cor- 

porate unity of the monastery, as distinct from the individual 
who happens at any given time to represent it as prior. 

Line 7. Tavadews: the third letter is very cursively written, 

and may be a w or a p, though it more resembles one of the 

Line 15. aredous yns kat avvdpoy: explanatory of yépowy 
yndiov. 

Line 16. rots voyors: the status of emphyteusis was estab- 
lished by Zeno; cf Justin., /zs¢zt. iii. 24, 3 ‘lex Zenoniana lata 
est quae emphyteuseos contractui propriam statuit naturam 

..++.Suls pactionibus fulciendam.’ One of the regulations of 
Zeno was that where the land belonged to the Church or a 
charitable foundation, a written document was essential for the 
creation of an emphyteusis. 

Line 17. meptxvxAwOev: used as an adverb; of1. 77. 
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Xpovov Es TO Sunvekes KATA TO THS EUPuTEvoEews Stkatov emt TOV TNS auto” Cons Xpovov 

Kal TWY avTO” 

25 Kdnpovonwy Kat diadoywv Kat SiaxaToxwv TAS mpodex Peroas aoTopiLn apovpas dwdexa 

NpLov 

Kal XEpoo” yys apoupas TEVTE TH Sikaiw oKoWW EK TWY UTapXOVTwY GVTw OTOPLLOV 

yyndvwv 

Kat yepowv yndiwwy atedous ‘yns Kat avvdpev yeLTOVes ELOLY TWY aUTwWY OTOPLLOY 

yndiav 

apoupwy Swoeka npuioews ovTws voto” apovpat To” avTo” povacrnpio” Boppa apovpar 

TlavAo v0 : 

Sevovdov xa twv rexvov twavvd Tladkwros ehMovoa: eis avtovs amo Sixatas eppurevoews 

Tapa 

30. To” avto” povacTyplo” amnduwro” To Khynpov yTOL apouvpat To” avTo” povacTyp.o” mpo- 

TEpoV vUITO 

Tlavrak yewpyov \uBos opos THs avTNS KwpNS KaL Ee Se pn evpynfern mypwoat Tas avtas 

oTopy.as yndias apoupas SwSexa nuto” emt TH TANPwoaL THY dourada yYToL THY EuTy- 

poow 

avTwy ek voto’ Tw mporexPeacwv yxEepowr yndiwv apovpwy TevTe Kat amo TO” opto” To” 

Koo” 

nro. Wai ext amyiwtny aypt TANpwoa THY ELTANPwWOLWY THY avTwY OTOpiLwY yndvov 

35 apovpwr dwdeka nuloews yelToves ELOY TwY avTwY YEpTwY ynStav apovpwv TEVvTE OUTWS 

voto” apovpat To” auto” povagTyplo” eyopevat @n Boppa yydia To” avro” povacrnpto” 

amrndwro" 

TAS TpoKEpevas apovpas SwdeKa NLT oTOpYyLA yydia duBos opos THs avTyS Ka-NS 

Tavailews ny olor ecw vu yelToves Kat av woe TavTy tavTobey wate ovv Dew Tov 

POLE PT 
lwarrny Po.Bappwvos vewopevov Kat KapToupevov Tas pohexPeacas oTopipa yndva 

40 apovpas dwoexa nuiov Kat XEpToU yys apoupas wevTe atehovs yys Kat avidpav Kabws 

aVvOTEpw 
yeypamrat Kat ouKew Kau SvoiKew Kat EKTTOLELY KOL peTaTroLEW KaL dioKaherat Ka ov ay 

Bovdrn ben 

TpoTov Kat Tagav diokaheav ev avtais Touncacbar THY avTw Sokovoay Kat apmedov ev 
avTats 

avaat Kat Nakkouvs evwpvéar e. BovhyPen Kav TavrTa ev avTais TparTELY oa OL vopoL 

ETT PETOVT LW 

ToLeL THS EpUTEVTEWS EXOVTW KaL TapareEmTE ETL KANPOVOpoUS LOLOUVs SLAdoYoUS KaL 

45 Swakatoxovs Kat ypnoOor w TpoTw Bovdnlen akwduTws Kat aveuTrodictas S.aTavTos 

eTAVvayKES ato KapTaV THs Tv Yew EvTYXwS ETOMEVNS EKTNS LVOLKTLOVOS Kal aUTNS 

€7l TO Sunveres KQU dudovan TW QUTW EVAVYEL MOVATTY PLO dua To” Tpoyeyp/ aBBa Mynva 

TPOCOTWTOS 

Line 32. omoptmas yndias: so apparently MS., though the Line 38. xa: av woe: so MS., apparently for kat (ofoe) dy dou. 

termination of the adjective is doubtful ; but cf 1. 39. Line 46. avo kaprwy: a common phrase as a note of time in 

Line 37. ras... apovpas: a mistake for the nominative. Byzantine papyri; ¢f Papp. CXIII. 4, l. 10, CCCXC. 1. 3, &c. 
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Kat Ov €Tepwy Kata Kalpoy mpoecTwTwy oyw Eeniavotald Kat alwys maKTo” ypvao" 
VOMLC PaTLoV 

ev Sipoipov TH cuvaddayyn Ta TovovyTa KEpaTia TpiaKkovTa €€ yuo” ypvcoxoikw oTabnw 
OUTS UTEP THY TporexFeLcwY OTOpiLwY yndiwy apovpwy SwoeKa YNuLcEws KEparia Sexa 
oKTw TeTaptovy vmep Se TwY YEepoov yys apovpwy mevTe Ta adha Kepatia SexaoKTw 

TETApTOV 
Xpvooxoikw orafuw omep TO Tpoeipny, TaKxTov TwY Kepatiwy SeKaoKTw TETAPTOV xXpUTO- 

Xoukw 

UTEep Tov oTopyLwv yndiwy apovpwv Swoexa ypicews Tapacyew o Tpoyeyp) warns 
Po.Bappwvos 

Kat Khypovopor avTov Kat Siadoyor*Kkat SuakaToxol Tw avTw povacTnpiw ev Tw TuBu pene 

THS Tapovons 
TELTTNS WO) KaL avTyS Kat ouvTws edeEns Kal eros emt To Sinveres apewwrws Ta Se ada 

Kepatia 
SeKaOKTw TeTAPTOY UTEP TwY TpOhEYDELTwY XEpTOY YS apovpwY TEVTE CLOW TETTAPWY ETWY 
apiOuoupevav amo To” pyvos Pappovht trys mapovons TeuTTNS WOLKTLOVOS pPEXPL TOU 

PDappovis 

Envos tTns avy ew evvaryns wéiKtiovos ede&ns Kal eros em. To Sinvexes apewwTws Kar 
avedeuTras 

Kat pndev erepov emilntew mpos Tov avtov Iwavynv PorBappwvos pyte mpos Tovs avTo” 
KAnpovopovs Kat Suadoyous Kat SuakaToxovs mapa To” avtTo” evayous povacTnpio aBBa 

Tlaroiros Sia pev 

To” mpoyeyp) Mnva to” eviaBeoraro’ tpoeotwros Kat dia adwy TpoecTwTwv KaTa KaLpoV 
To” auto” povacTypto” 

BYTE TEPL TaKTOU pyTE TEpL GUVTEELAS pNTE TEpL addov oiovdNTOTE TpaypyaTos TEpaLTEepw 
To” Tpoyeyp/ TaKTO” TwY avTwY KEpaTiwv TpLaKkovTa e€ YuLTV XpVooX) OTAOmw pyTE pnY 

duvac bat 

TOV avTOV aytoy povacTnpiov dia To” mpoyeyp/ TpoeaTwTos Mnva Tov evdaB) Kar 8. erepwv 
KaTa KaLpov 

MpocoTtwTwov adele pyTe atooTacat amo To” mpoyeyp/ Iwavvd pyte amo Twy avto” 
KAN povopev 

Kar Siadoxev Kat SiakaToywyv THs voyns Kat THS SeomToTeas Twv mporexPeTwv GTopipwr 
ynovov 

apouvpwr Kat Tar TpohexPecwv xeprwv yydiwv apovpay mevTe y pepovs avTwv Kad 
ovovOntroT € 

Line 49. xeparta rpiaxovra c£ nutov: a vouopdriov or Solidus 

contained 24 xepdria (cf vol. i. p. 198), hence 1% vopiopdrea should 

contain 40 kepdria, instead of the 363, which are here reckoned as 

equivalent. It appears, therefore, that the so//dus at this time 

was 2 xepdria below its proper value ; and it is presumably to 

guard against loss through further depreciation that the value is 

stated according to the goldsmiths’ standard, and that this is 

used in speaking of the arrangements for the periodical pay- 

ments. Cy. Grenfell’s Greek Pap. i. 59, where the solidus is 

three xepdria below the goldsmiths’ standard. 

Line 56. «cw reocapwy erov: the four years’ grace was prob- 

ably given for the improvement of the xépaes ya, which, it will 
be observed, is to pay the same rent as the omépimua ynoua, 

although there are only 5 arourae of it as against 123. That 
some improvement of it was contemplated appears in 1. 75, and 
the nature of it is probably indicated in ll. 42, 43, where the 
tenant is expressly given the right to plant a vineyard and dig 
wells. Probably therefore the barren land was to be converted 
into a vineyard with artificial irrigation, and three years are 
granted free of rent during which the improvement may be made 
and the land begin to be profitable. 
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TpoTov n vopnv n Sixaiov amoomaca am avTo” Kaflws avwTepw yeypamTat avTo” pevToL ye 

To” mpoyeyp/ 

Iwavvd Kat Khnpovopwv avtov Kat Siadoywv Kar Sivakaroxwy evyvwpovovvTay es THY 

amroSoaw 

Tov eipnevov maxtov Ka eros ald ev Se oupBy Tov avtov Iwavyvnv y Tovs avrov 

kKAyNpovomouvs Kat 

Siadoyous kar Suakaroyous ehOew evs ayvapoovvny TepL THS amodocews TO” avTo” mTaKTo" 

3}. HEpovs 
auto” emt S¥0  Tpiwy erov edeEns Siapaptupia Xap TLveV aftopavwr avdpwr paptupovr- 

Tov 

TM TowvTn ayvopooy ETL Tw TO avTO ovaaTYpLOY adeLay Kat efovotay exew apedew Kat 

amrogTacat amo To’ mpoyeyps lwavvd tas avras omopimas ynduas Kal Tas avTas YEpooU 

yndvas 

ovas ecw Tepihoxadynpevas peTa KaL THS TaoNs avTwy diroxaheas Kat Sio“Key avTas 

ow tpoTw Bovryben xa pn So€n Tw mpoyeyps lwavvn pnte Tors avrov KAnpovopmots TLacat 

opapia eK TwVY TavToLwY VdaTwY Tw TepiKUKAwOeEY TO” avTO” povaaTHpLO” NTE ENV 

dvvacOar Tov avtov Iwavvnv payew ex Tys Bookns Twv avTwy apovpwy oTopimwv yndiwy 

aX ere Tw Ta KTHVy TO” avTo” povaaTyplo” gaye THY avtnv BooKny dia TO ovTw 

opfws Kat 

Sixatws Sedo Oar Kar TemecOar Kar cvvnpyobar nuw apdotepois Tos pepeTL KaL OTL Ta 

Tpoyeyp/ Kat 

Siwpotoynpeva Kedaawa Tap yuov Twr ad ekatepov pepovs duvrafomeva atpwra Kat 

acahevTa Kat 

amapaBata emapooapefa tov Te tavtokpatopa Beov Kar THY Devay Kar ovpariay TYxXnY TOU 

Ta TavTa viKkwvtTos SeaToTo nuwv PA) Hpaxded Tov awd AvyovoTo” avToKparopos eupeve 

SuamravTos 

TavTny THY enduTEevTiKnY opodoytay KaL KaTa pndeva TpoTOV Tapacadevery avTnv 7 

PEpous avuTns 

KaTa Twa Tporov Kat e. 8 erepos E€ yuwy tapaBaiy TavTyy THY euduTeuTiKnY opohoytay 

tape&et 

To TapaBawov pepos Tw EnpevovTL PEpEeL hoyw TpooTYLo” KaL TapaBacelas ypvo" ovyKLas 

c£ y1/ xp) 65 
epyo Kau Suvaper amraroup, Kivdvvw avToOUV Kal Topw THS LOLas avTO” UTOTTATEWS META Kat 

TAUTHV 

Tv euduteuTiKnY opohoytay Kupiav ovoav Kat BeBaray amavtayd mpodepop, Kat eparrag 

TOLS 

eyyeyp/ emep/ wpo*, SydovoTt ws avwrepw eElpytar emt Tw TOV avToV lwavrnv dayewv ra 

KTWVN auTO" 

Line 68. voyzny: a slip for voyoy, occasioned by vopns in 1. 66. Line 84. pepous: a mistake for pépos. 

Line 72. emt dvo n rptwv eray: the law was that the holder of an Lines 89-92. et rw «.7.\. ; this appears to be of the nature of 
emphyteusis was liable to eviction if he was in arrear with taxes _ an afterthought or codicil, allowing the tenant to graze his cattle 
for three years, or if his rent was unpaid for the same time, or on the land (which was expressly forbidden in Il. 77-79) on 
for two years if (as here) the owner was a church or charitable payment of an additional rent. 
foundation (Cod. iv. 66, 2, 3). 
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90 tHv Booknv Twv avtwr oTopipwv yydiwv Kal eros Kar SiSovar vmep THs TOTO" 

Kad eros 

eo 

TULNS 

owvd povobo” ayyia Sv0 Tw mevTiEeoTH peTpw ato KapTwY TNS OVO) EKTNS LO/ KaL aUTYS 

kat edeéys Kal eros 
emt To Sunveres Kau Ets TOTO KaL ELS Ta Tpoyeyp/ ETEp/ wLo') F Iwavvns PorBappo 

vOoS O TPOK OTOLYEL MOL TO TO Pov ewouTevpa TOU ETNTOLOV 

TAKTOV TMV KEPATLWY TPlLakovTa e€ HNRLTEWS WS TP/ 

95 f Mynvas ovv Jew mpoeatws exw Tap E“avTov To Tapoy EuPuTEvLA WS TPOK/ 

Movoaiws Geodocrov mpecB/ afiwfes eypaa vmep avtov ypappata py €LdoTOS f 

Acov Tlayupton poval KGL Siak/ TOV GUTOV POVAOTYPLOV PAPTUPW WS TPOK/ T 

Acwv Yapovydwov Siak/ Kar poval rov avrov povacTnpiov paprnpw 

ws mpox/ TF Kaluuxos Vov diak/ paptupw Tw eudurevpate akovcas 

100 

akovaoas Tapa TWV Oepevav t 

mapa tov Oepevav FT Myvas Iwourriwvos mpecB/ papTnpw Tw EeupuTevvati 

t eyp/ 8 epov PoiBappwvos 

Line gl. Tw mevriger To HETP@ 

pints) to the dyyeiov. 
Line 92. Iwavyns: the signatures begin here, each in a dif- 

ferent hand. That of John, the lessee, is in large, rough 
shaky uncials; that of the prior Menas (which is written for 

him by Musaeus) in smaller, sloping characters. All are 
laboriously written, as if by persons not accustomed to the use 

z.e. reckoning 5 &ora: (or of the pen. 
Line 97. Hlaxupton : for Maxvpiov, 
Line 102, The countersignature of the scribe is followed by 

several elaborate flourishes, apparently composed of letters, 
beginning with ep thrice repeated, and ending with a large 

irregular d. 

PAPYRUS CCCXCI.—6th cent. (?) 

HE remaining documents of the Byzantine period are much smaller and less important; 
and none of them contains a precise date. The much damaged papyrus which 

follows consists of a portion of an agreement for joint tenancy of a house; but it is so 
much defaced and so ungrammatical that the precise sense of many parts of it cannot be 

determined. 

belong to the sixth century. 

Id. B Peete: errr ee 

It is written with very black ink, in a firm and upright hand, which may 

loppa tovreaTnv To wepos TOU mpoeipywevov Naapao” 

[e]€ odokAnp[w|y Kat movoy ert pyVv Tept Tov Tiwvos Ka Tov BilioKoU pera 

ees aut 
.] Tov Sixarov xpyornpiov amo edados pexper TavTws vious 

J Baties kat Nlaapaolv] kat Hpaxdure mp/ ers Tpis pepos 

5 Oo pev cobras aelntos elvos kat Naapaov pepos evos kat Hpakdure mp/ pepos 

evos kau py [tis €€ nulwov SiaxwdvoaL addydos Kat mahi yn tis €€ nwo 

Line 2. mAewvos, Birtcxov: neither of these words appears to 
be known, and there is nothing to show their meaning here. 

Line 3. eSados: for édépovs. The substitution of os for ous is 

common throughout this document. 
Line 4. 76 : mpeoBurepos. 

II. uu 
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Ynoovow e{s] 7. . .] Klavlornpioy ryv eowbev THs ELpyp oLKLas diya 

[... Jaca of... 2. py ris €€& quo ynoovoew ewer tov oux[ov Tov] m™po Tov 

[kavo}rnpioly soe eee ee ee lepop e&. 6. eee ee. [Naa]oaou corey 

10 Kalu ro] Sevrepov x[avlorynpioy exovopa tov Naapaov toy [H lpax)ire Tp/ eat 

Kal TN Tpis KavoTypLoY exovoya Tov Hpaxkhure 7p/ Tov @codidos eorw 

Kat... . ws exeww Naapaov cat Hpakdure Tp/ abt evos TUXwY TEpL Tov 

Diasec gs NE a i a Wwe ee er 2. | Tara tas Oepytas Tov Tidwves 

a [. «duel 
15 ows THS okEMNS TOV avTov oLKoU e€ ySiWY avTwV avahopatov e€ ohoKAH 

pov Kat pLovov mpos To amo TovTous SiarperobevTas Kparew EKaoTOS 
] e€ouxew expicbovy mrodfew Kad ov] 

Bovderar tpomov .. . AvTw Of 

adoyov exova ...v.([al\dndos.. [.. .Jva avrav py... ee ee es BO 

20 Tavrowwy Sua kaTpo..... 7.2 .-s Jorepov pepos ev adda . . we Eve 
JovvOnk . . Tov es apa 

Line 7. ynoovow: so MS. hereand in 1. 8. Apparently it Line 10. exovopa: perhaps for ¢yov évoya, and so again in the 
must come from ide, but in any case the form must be wrong next line; but the uncertainty of the sense makes restoration 
(after yj ris), and it is impossible to be certain what is intended. doubtful. Possibly ¢xépevor, ‘adjoining,’ is intended. 

PAPYRUS CCCXCIV.—late 6th or 7th cent. 

HIS is another agreement for joint tenancy, but so imperfect and mutilated as hardly 
to be worth printing, except for the sake of some new words contained in it, such 

as mpoords and sdpopvriov (or ddpopdriov). The meaning of the latter is uncertain, but 
may possibly be elucidated hereafter from other papyri. The parties to the contract are 

named Apphouas and John. The style and orthography are defective, which increases the 

difficulties of interpretation and restoration; and much of the papyrus is stained to a dark 

colour. The entire deed was probably a long one, written across the breadth of a large 

roll of papyrus, after the manner of Byzantine documents. 

Cie de eat alurov yuuov pepos THS avTyS TpooTado[s] To’rerTwW 

tw MBiKov pepos ent] rol’) vdpodurio” e& wroxdypo” Siya THs Taposo” Kat o pev 

ehaxev o eipnpevos Am¢dovas avy To” evpypevo” Iwavvo’ ev Tn TeTApTH oTeyn 

5 TW ETEpoV YLTV MEpos THS EKELTE TpOTTados ToUTEDTW Tw E& amLOTO” aro 

THS ELTWTEWS TO” aMNALOTLKO” pepo” TO” VSpoduTio ews erwbev c& odox)| npov | 
KaL LN efeorw EKGAOTOV PEPOS AVN . +. + 2 + 2 se Kw LTO ato” Epos TS TETAPTYS T poe 

Line 2. vdpoputioy: the ¢ may perhaps be a yp. Line 6. etcwoews : presumably=eicddou, unless ic@ois can be 
Line 4. guv rov erpypevov: cf. Pap. CXIII. 4,1. 19, ctv puo@od. _ used in the sense of ‘a level part,’ or something similar. 
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Tados adha tary eaoar Tpos Tw apxeov oxypa Tepe Se To”... . pio” To” azo” 

ouxo” edogev peragy nuov koul... .] Kae Kata tas mporepas Siarpeots 
10 Kat Tyv idiKyy xpnow roeloOar.....J. . .] ewad.... . tute Pecwov 

Kat aly avayKkala yMEpa Kat Lovo Kat pn ava Eevov avoikwy ToLerc bau 

d: a’rov Tyv ovavdymote xpynow af . . ris e€ nuov Oednon avamadevoat 

Ta’rny THY peplit|y .. 4 Tw a’rwv SoTw Loyw TpooTyLov ypvaLo” vopicpaTLa 

Swdexa ws .. [. .JerovTe Kav pera ryv Torey kataBodnv mlahw] toxvpay ivar 

15 Ta’rnv Thy peptow Kat tLorleoOa nuas Amdo’av Kar lwavynv tyv wow 

dev Kar e€wdav Tys tuwv mpoctados Sia Ty[s a’7]ns tpoorados THs 
. two mutilated lines of text, and three of subscriptions, follow. 

* 

Line 8. rw apxeov cxvpa: rd dpxaiov oxfpa. overthrow,’ ‘cancel.’ The reading is fairly certain. 

Line 12. avamadevoat: a new word, evidently meaning ‘to 

PAPYRUS CCCLXXXVII.—6th or 7th cent. (?) 

LIST of names, followed in most cases by a statement of the occupation of the 
person named. The writing is rough and the papyrus damaged; hence some of the 

readings cannot be made out with certainty. Each name is ticked off by a stroke in 

the margin. Many of the descriptions are in terms otherwise unknown, but in most a guess 

can be made at their meaning. 2 

@[. .] . raporxapios al 
Maprtupis Tapoikapios 

5 Ama Od\r..s 

. al. . .Jous 
Ilavios pavpos a/ dy B 

IovAts votaptos 

Aappis apaviorys 

10 Amo\Awy ...... 

. papos ([vyloorarns 
. ApLLwY KEpajeEous 

Maprupis Badeous 

. €. WP paupOS 

D5. eee ee He ees pyos 

Yurhouv 

Lines 1, 2. Only slight traces of these lines remain. Line 7. a/ $/ 8 : the meaning of the symbols is obscure. They 
Line 3. rapovxapos : cf Pap. CCCXC, 1.1, and Berl. Pap. 34, recur in 1, 21, and in L. 19 with the variation of a for B. 

col. 5, 1.15. The word is otherwise unknown. Ducange gives Line 9. adamorns : this occupation does not seem to be men- 

‘Tarsicus’? as the name of a fine kind of cloth, and rapotxdpios tioned elsewhere ; qu. a destroyer of refuse? 

may mean a manufacturer of such cloth. 

UU 2 
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Mavpos ypuaoxoeus 

LapBas ovrowevdys 
Tlaroves odixvaps a/ $/ a 

20 G8 oturmovpyos 

Iwavyns avOnras a $/ B 

Hdevas Cvywotarns 

Line 18. ceropevAns: a miller. Line 20. orimovpyos: perhaps for orvmmrovpyés, meaning a 

Line 19. oAtkvap/: presumably for oi\syvdpios, a dealer in the worker in tow; cf. Pap. CCCCL, which is a receipt by a otim- 

fine wheat known as oiA/yov, or in cakes made from it, a baker —roupyés, twép tipis oTunméwy (szc). 
or pastry-cook. Line 21. av@ndas: qu. a flower-merchant? 

PAPYRUS CCCXC.—6th or 7th cent. 

N imperfect receipt from Cosmas, son of George, to John, an aidéoyos tapoixdpios, for 

the price of 80 xodpu of wine, to be delivered in the following Mesoré. The entire 

vineyards of the former are mortgaged as security for the payment. Cosmas is a resident 

in the Arsinoite nome, while John is of the city of Arsinoé itself. 

tT exo eyo Koopas vos Tewpyiov amo xwpio Sekn tov Apowoitov vopov aot Ilwavyn tw 

AOET LO TAPTLKApLY vLw 

amo Ts Apowoirwy Tokews Kat TeTAnpwobar THY TYLNY OLVOU poVvaTOU EVapEeTTS TUpLLOU 

Koupt oydonKovTa 
ot/ Tit) KoUp/ T amEep Gor aTodwow pynve Mecopyn yvpati Sixaiw cov Ta Kovda TapexovTos 

ev TW Yop KapTwWY TS 

ELoLovoNns TETAPTYNS WW, avayprBorws ewe ToveecOar THY TOYTwY pETApOpAaY amo TwY apTTELK@V 

€WS TOV YwpLOV 

St . : ; Je we AaBew ev vToOyKn omov Bove ek Tov enw aptrehikav \YwpLov 

Tov ovTwv . . hEegLo 

Line I. rapotkaptw: of. Pap. CCCLXXXVII, 1. 3. There is Line 3. o/: olvov. 

room after vw for the father’s name, but it has not been inserted. ta kouga: apparently the vessels to contain the wine are 

Line 2. rupeov; so MS, for tiptov. intended, but the phrase is unfamiliar. 

PAPYRUS CCCXCII.—6th or 7th cent. 

RECEIPT from Alexas and Daniel, stewards of the monastery of Leucotius, to 

Heracleides, described as mpeoBurepos, apparently for some kind of agricultural 

produce, advanced to them until the approaching harvest. The mutilation of the papyrus 

leaves it doubtful what the exact nature of the goods received may have been. There is a 
mutilated endorsement, ending ama amovoury. 
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teoyylkaper ..... .JOnv nues AdeEa Kae 

Aavind otkovoxouv THs pavys 

To” Aevkwtiov tap/ Epaxheta mpeoBurepo 

amo... KL... «Je Sypwovoy Tov ewou 

5 Kdypolv....... \€aper kar exrynpwOnv 
ta [ 

avta af. ..... elwfora xpovov ews 
Kapm, t wo/ Sexarys w6/ deFapefa 

TO pEpos Goy els TANpNS eypad/ py Pa 
pevol 1 THs EvvaTyns WO/ 

10 +t © eyo” Ilexvovov yp*/ eypa/ 

Line 2. ovkovoyov: presumably for oixovdpor. Line 6. ta is written above the line, apparently as an addition. 
Line 3. mpeoBurepov: there is nothing to show whether this is ews kapnwy: this phrase seems to imply that the receipt is for 

used in its natural or ecclesiastical sense. some kind of natural produce, to be repaid at the next harvest. 

PAPYRUS CCCXCIII.—6th or 7th cent. 

RECEIPT for the sum of 164 xepdzia or siliquae (somewhat cumbrously expressed as 
one véputopa or solidus less 73 xepdria), paid to one Callinicus by John, a Cvyoorarys. 

Unfortunately the word which defines the object for which the payment is made is 

unintelligible. 

+ to Kup/ lwavvn Cvyoorarn Kadd\wixos exxov Tapa co" 

p eva Batiko” ro” Kaeuramita To Kat Sofev ATol\hw yewpyw 

b wy eXpeooTav avTw ) To” paKapio’ po” adehdo” xp'/ v°? ev Tapa 

ep) Cd xp” v° a 4 Kep/ Cd eypady pn Mecopy 1d 5 w t 

Endorsed : 

5 vmodieis Iw avvov Cvyootar(ov] F xvp/ Kadduwrxy mph 

In the reverse direction: 

vrodué) Iwav vou 

Line 2. The symbol in this line and the next=dimép. mary of the Byzantine coinage is given in vol. i. p. 198. 

xaeuramira: the letters seem certain, but the word remains Line 4. The sign 4 stands for mapd. 

unintelligible. Lines 5,6. vmodséis: possibly amodiéus, a and v being very 

Line 3. expeooray : for éxpedorour. similar in this type of hand, when attached to another letter. 

v° ev mapa xep/ (\_di=one vduiopa less 7} xepdria. A sum- The divisions of the name Ieayvov are as in the original. 
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PAPYRUS CCCXCV.—late 6th or 7th cent. 

N account for wine, written in a rough uneducated hand, with many mistakes in 

A spelling, and mutilated in places. The measure in which the amounts are given 

is the xodpi, which held about 120 gallons (see vol. i. p. 217). The spelling of it varies 

between xoup/ and xop/, v being a very small letter in this hand. 

ieee Kop/ pk 
ju kau yin . . as Kop/ Fw 

J] as  . 9 peor Kops pa 
vei was € Kop/ H. . 

5 Jou yepapwa rf 
Ja Kpapme Kop| 

[ve]pus Myva taradaro «[oup/ 
apmedoupy/ Koup/ hy yeovye [ 

pepis Amo\\w vios ABpapiw Kopy [ 

10 amedovyw AB Kaloyw Koup/ [ 
kat TlaBev «0 

pepis Mynva dNeyw Kepapua Koup/ [ 

apmedovyw Kop/ d yeovyw [ 

kat yepapia KO 

Line 5. yepapta: =kepama. Cf 1. 13. Line 10. amekovyw=dyredoupyd. Kaloxa=yeovxe. 

PAPYRUS CCCCL.—7th cent. 

SHORT receipt for 15 kepdria, the price of some tow, or whatever else is meant by 
otummewv (cf. Pap. CCCLXXXVII). The recipient, John, describes himself as 

otimm(oupyos) ayias Mapias, presumably the name of a street. The debtor is also named 
John, and is described as Nevkoytarys. 

tT exo eyw lwavvns otiTm) 

ayias Mapas cov xup/ lwavr 

Aevxoytor”, b Tyuns oTUTTEwY 

.. Y ve ov? Keparia Sexarevte 

5 01 t eypads 6 X wy we 

Xeuper ep) Krevx en”, 

Line I. orem): oturmoupyéds, of. Pap. CCCLXXXVII, 1. 20. Line 4. ov’: apparently =ovyxia. 

Line 3. Aevkoywrov: presumably =a dealer in Aevxdyetos, , Line 5. p*: perhaps an abbreviation of the name of the place. 
which Ducange (s.v.) gives as meaning chalk. X: Xow. 
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PAPYRUS CCCCLVI.—7th cent. 

HE end of a contract, involving the payment of money, with the signatures of witnesses. 
The deed is described as a compromissum, which appears to imply that it is a settle- 

ment of a legal dispute between the parties concerned. 

Xpvoov vouicpata evKoor xp v) [Kk 

TO KOMMPOPLaTOV K) ETEP/ Of/ 

OTLXL pou ws mp/ + Wav, 

5 Acxuave oriye poe ws [7p/ 

{ Keopo lake wos poxaps [a4 aoe ee es pap] 

THpw TOdE TW KOMTpPOmLo[Tw 

vios Tov pakap/ ama Kup/ paptupw 7Lwde Twa Koumpopicow 

t Ov euv Mnua ev eur. ... 

Line 3. emep/ ou/ : emepwrnOeis 6uoddynoa (for opoA—). Line 5. Acktave: presumably for Atxcavod, or Atkuvtayod. 





LNDIC ES. 

1 INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 
° 

Abinnaeus, Flavius, correspondence of, 267-307 
Accounts, miscellaneous, 10, 222-251, 307-316 
Apollinopolis Magna, papyri from, 323 
Artaba, various standards of, pp. xi, xii, 257-264 
Asses, tax on, 79 

Bacchias, site of, 189 
Bacwdixds ypapparevs, length of term of office of, 72 

Berenice, traffic from, to Coptos, 74, 75 

Camels, tax on, 78-82 

Census, in Roman Egypt, 17-19 
Census-returns, 61-65 

Census of live-stock, 71-78 
Centurions, jurisdiction of, 149, 173 

Certificates of death, 65-68 

Coptos, traffic from, to Berenice, 74, 75 
Corn, distribution of, 95-101 
Corn, taxation of, 88-95, 119-127 

Customs-duties on transport of merchandise, p. xi, 83-88 

Embankments, forced labour on, 103-106 
Emphyteusis, 323, 324 
*Exixpiots, p. Xi, 43-46 

Epistrategus, institution of office of, 13 
*Epnpodiraes, 87 

Fractions, modes of expressing, 259 

Interest, rates of, 217-221, 247 

Inventories, 11, 264 

Justin Martyr, date of his Apology, 171 
Karoo, status of, 43-45 

Land-registers, 10 (?), 119-146, 222 
Aaocypapovpevor, status of, 43-45 

Latin-Greek glossary, 321 

Leases, 182, 183, 186-194 
Letters, official, 148, 160-163, 281-296 

Letters, private, 252-257, 272, 296-306, 319, 320 

Loans, 3, 8, 15, 203, 217-221 

II. 

Measures of area and length, 129, 130 
Measures of capacity, p. xi 
Money, various standards of, 5, 233, 327; depreciation 

in 4th cent., 304, 306 

Natron, traffic in, 285 

NavBiov, 110, 117, 121 

Officials in Egypt under Diocletian organization, 286, 288 

Officials in villages, lists of, 155-159 

Pathyris and Thebes, 15 
Pawn-shop, accounts of, 245-247 
Persian settlers in Egypt, 15, 182, 183, 184, 186, 189, 

206, 208, 217, 218 

Petitions, 5, 12, 163-176, 271, 273-281 

Poll-tax, 19-21, 44, 45, 53, 69-71 
Porphyry, 75 

Praefectus castrorum, functions of, 269-271 

Priests of Socnopaeus, 66, 68, 70 (?), 71 (?), IrI-114, 191 

TIpocdiaypapdpeva, 120, 121 

Protectores Augusti, 270, 279 

Receipts, 200-217, 318, 332-335 
Recto and verso, rule of, 13 
Requisitions of animals for government service, 74, 75, 255 

Sales of houses or Jand, 176-182, 184 
Sales of live stock, 194-200 
Sales of slaves, 6 (?), 316-318 

Seed-corn advanced by the state, 95-98, 119-121, 225- 
229 

LutoAdyor, 88-102 

Srepavixdv, 107-109 

Strategus, original functions of, 13; length of term of 
office, 72 

Taxation, 69-148 

Tax-collectors, appointment of, 117, 118 
Tax-registers, 119-148, 230-233 (?) 

Tiberius, regnal years of, 149 

Wills, 2; formalities at opening of, 175 
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2, INDEX OF PROPER NAMES. 

(N.B. Accents are not attached to Egyptian names, and the readings of several of these names 

are doubtful. 

Aaituv, 314 

Aas, 313 

ABacxamrtos (?), 67 

ABnovs, 310 

ABvap, 276 

*ABivvatos, PXaovios, 271-307 passim 

ABov@as, 88 
ABovd, Aipiduos, 275 

ABovs, 250 (?), 251, 313 

"ABpatos, 334 

ABpwkos, 320 

ABvukuos, 147 

"Ayabos, 293, 294 

*Ayalos, axtovdpios, 308 

"Ayalos, scribe (?), 54 

*Ayablos Aaipav, IOI 

Aykaorns, 28 

Ayovoa or Ayovoas, 308, 312 

Aypapos (?), 77 

*Aypurmaves, *TovAvos, 264 

"Aypumm(e)ivos, "lodduos, 153 

“Ayputm(e)ivos, 254 

"Aypav, grandfather and grandson, 22 

*Ayyxapnvia, Tepria, 265 
"Ayxaprivios (MS. Avx.), 265 
Ayxipiugis, 22 

AYXOpELOs, 33 

Ayxopyndus, 41 
Ayxopimdus, father of Taarmiusis, 126 
Ayxopindus, father of Tepheros, 40 

Ayxopigus, son of Aunes, 36 

Ayxopindos, son of Peteous, 40 

Ayxopios, son of Pnepheros, 35 

Ayxopudts, father and son, 231 

Ayxopudis, son of Petheus, 232 

Ayxums, 92 

Ayxodus, father and son, 211, 212 

Ayxwgus, father of Pecusis, 235-237, 239, 240, 242, 244 

"Adpacros, Bonbds, 75 
Adpewros, 127 
*Aéruos, 290-292 

Variations in spelling are, as a rule, left as they stand in the MSS') 

Adects (?), 145 

“AOnvddotos, 14 

"AOnvodwpos, 253 

"AOnvddwpos, "Appivios 6 Kai, 212 

"AOnvddwpos, orparuirys, 282 

A@toets, 299 

Aarts, 159 

Auag, 201 

AiBovrios *AmoAXwapws, 265 

Avyoup—, 61 

AtOtomrovs, 143 

Aioyptiwv, 23 

Atwv, 311 

Axys, 248 

Axys, 7 ovo', 235, 236, 238, 239, 241-243 

Axys, father of Damas, 235, 236, 238, 239, 241-243 

Axys, father of Tesenuphis, 234, 236, 238-241, 243 

Axktap, 316 

AKUWKUS, 143 

Axkpurevs (?), 156 

AKOUVELS, 311 

Axovs, son of Nepheros, 145 

Axovs (?), son of Ptollas, 232 

"Akovat\aos, 30, 46, 47, 100, 123 

"Akovothaos, 6 xal Muobas, 50 

"Akovothaos, 6 xa Sapariwy, 54, 181 

*Akovat\aos, a.toddyos, 96, 98, 99 

*Akovaidaos, father and son, 29 

*Axovot\aos, father of Theon, 232 

*Axovotaos, father of Isidora, 36 
*Axovatdaos, father of Isidorus, 184 

*Axovoidaos, father of Sadalas, 58 
*Akovainaos, father of Sambas, 48 

*Akovat\aos, father of Tithontion, 57 

*Akovot\aos, son of Eurymachus, 29 
*Akovotd\aos, son of Maron, 184 

"Akovatdaos, son of Sambas, 48 

*Akovotdaos, son of Theon, 33 
"Axovaidaos, son of Tithontion, 57 
Akovos (gen.), daughter of Dioscorus, 37 

Akpapos, 143 
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Axkptkovias, 155 "Appovios, son of Diodorus, 47, 53 
Adagiov, 156 "Appadvios, son of Gaeon, 32 
AXewvos (? proper name), 190 "Appdvios, son of Horus, 23 
“Ad€Eavdpos, 4 (), 31, 253, 308 “Appavios, son of Panomgeus, 27 

"AdeEGs, 333 *Appavtos, son of Ptolemaeus, 32 

"Ade€Gs, son of Petes(uchus ?), 32 *Appdvios, son of Sambas, 24 

Ande€ous, 47 "Appave(o)s, son of Soouk, 277 

Adevs, 32 "Apipaveos, son of Sotas, 172 
“AXla, 271, 2472 "Appovios, son of Tryphon, 126 

AXtTtos, 311 Appowvous, 35 

“AXKuos, ypadevs, 196, 219, 220 Appovovs, daughter of Papus, 217 

"A\kupos, father-in-law of Harphaésis, 22 : Apmvos (?), 77 
"Akios, father of Papus, 202 Apovdys, 143 
"Akuos, son of Papus, 225 Apov(p ?), 248 
"AAKtpos, son of Pnepheros, 22 Apovv, son of Ammonius, 249 

AdXapyus (?), SodA0s, 57 Apouvyr, son of Apunchis, 249 

Adpats, 155 Apovvis, 266 

Adaeur, grandfather and grandson, 221 Apoviis, son of Crales, 265 

Adowv, 311 Apovvis, son of Pacusis, 192, 193 

Apaadtes (?), 156 Apoviis, son of Panephremmis, 265 

"Apatia TIpeioxa, 4 kal Aovkia, 212 "Anon, 23 

Apntas, 311 "Avopéas (?), 273 
APES, 313 "Avdpéas, father of Ptolemaeus, 53 

"Appar (?), 120 Av6pous, father and son, 37 
"Appavdptov, 220 *Avixytos, father and son, 128 

Appovadis, 191 Avwxos, son of Chenthnouphis 64 

Appovia, 47, 50, 256 (MS. Appwva) Avikos, son of Herpaésis, 64 

"Appovia, daughter of Mysthas, 34 Avuxos, son of Pantheus, 64 

"Appor(ta ae daughter of Orsenuphis, 31 Avwxos, son of Pathermuthis, 63 

"Appovia, wife of Euhemerus, 48 Avtkos, son of Pathermuthis and Thaneutis, 64 

"Appovia, wife of Heracles, 48 Avwvos, 310 

"APPOVLOS, 2, 51, 56, 127, 142, 320 Avipts, Botpeds, 157 
"APpOvLos, é&yopavépos, 15, 16 AVVEUS, 316 

"ApPpovios, Aovxios Semripios Atpyrros [TtoAeuatos 6 AVVLAVOS, 313 

kai, 215 "AvVLOs Supiaxds, HyEMOV, 75 

"Appoveos, 6 Kat APnvddwpos, 212 AvovBas, 41 

"APPOVLOS, oKuTets, 297 AvovBas, A(ipjdtos?), 161 : 

"AMpOvLoS, father-in-law of Panomgeus, 27 AvovBas, son of Horus, 40 

"A [LpOvios, father of Amoun, 249 AvovBas, son of Satabous, 234, 236, 237, 239, 241, 

"Appavos, father of Chaeremon, 202 242, 244 

"Appavtos, father of Diogenes, 152 AvovBuov, 24 (?), 27, 86, 136 

"Appavios, father of Mysthas, 27 AvovBiwv, Aovkos, 163 

"Appovios, father of Orion, 91 AvovBuwv, Novos é kal, 215 

*Appavios, father of Orsenuphis, 23 AvovBuor, father and son, 28, 209 

"Appavios, father of Sambas, 24 AvovBvwr, father of Dionysius, 24 

"Appoveos, father of Thaésis, 31 AvovBvwr, father of Labois, 209 

"Appoveos, father of Theudas, 125 AvovBwwr, father of Tanegbasis, 26 

xX X 2 
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AvouB(iwv), father of Tapontos, 23 Amtwyv, son of Ision, 187, 188 

AvovBvwr, father of Tenaus, 32 Amruwy, son of Orion, 275 

AvouBuwy, father of Theophilus, 137 "Arrohuva.pwos, “lovAws, 207 

AvovB.wr, father of Thermutharion, 32 *Amroduvaptos, KAavédios, 111 

AvovBvwr, father of Triadelphus, 206 *AmroAvapios, Ovadépws, 153 

AvovB.wv, son of Aphrodisius, 98 "AmroAAvaptos, AiBovrios, 265 

AvouB.wr, son of Apollonius, 24 "AmddAwV, 2, 306, 313, 331 

AvovBuor, son of Dionysius, 24 *ATrOAAW)?, Tipwr, 294 

AvovBuar, son of Osorapis, 32 "Amod\Nwvaptoy, 7 Kal LeAjvy, 52 

AvovB.wv, son of Panomgeus, 26 "Amro\AwVia, 4 Kal Sevyovbis, daughter of Druton, 13 

AvovBuov, son of Papontos, 28 ’Atroh\Novia vewTépa, 7 kat SevreAais, daughter of 

AvovB.wr, son of Petesuchus, 98 Druton, 13 

Avoudts, 310, 313 >Amro\wvia (?), daughter of Heuremon, 32 

*Avttyovos, father and son, 59 *Avroh\\wvia, daughter of Pnepheros, 28 

“Avtiyovos, grandfather, father, and son, 52 "A7rod\Xwvia, daughter of Polydeuces, 60 

*Avtwoevs, father of Serenus, 158 ’Avro\Nwvia, daughter of Psenobastis, 31 

*Avrwvia NepeciAAa, 176 > Azro\Awvia, mother of Isidora, 124 

"Avrdvios Wdddas, Mdpxos, 128 ’AzrohNw(via), wife of Didas, 53 

>Avrovios Lpicxos, Mépxos, 26 ’Amro\Xovia, wife of Sambas, 48 

*Avravios TiPepeivos, 212 "AoANGML0S, 29, 31, 59, 122, 151, 169, 257 (?), 300 
Anbpaets, 145 "AmroA\A@VLOS, BacriKds ypayparer’s, 76 

Aovs, 310 "ATONAGVLOS, vewrEpos, 52 

Amraptos, 300-303 *A7ro\A@v10S, 6 Kal Aproxpas, 47 

Ameudas, 217 >Amo\AGM0S, 6 Kal Sewv—, 2 

ATELOLS, 36 "Amro @VLOS, Ovadépios, IIT 

ATFEVEUS, 313 > Arro\N@M0s, Prdaovwos, otpatyyds, 76 

Atrevveus, 224 "ATONABVLOS, xeyprorys, 147 
Azrevvevs, father of Olis, 222, 223 *A7roh\A@M0S, father and son, 52, 55, 123 

Amremras, 310 *Azro\N 10S, father-in-law of Aphrodisius, 59 

Azremas, son of Paulus, 310 *Amro\N@M05, father-in-law of Pomsais, 27 

Amys, father of Palemis, 114 *AmroAA@MN0s, father of Aphrodisia, 38 

Amvas, son of Ptollis, 29 *Amro\@vios, father of Castor, 156 

Ams, 156 Aro @vi05, father of Corax, 179 (see Corrigenda), 180 

Ams, father-in-law of Harmais, 39 *AzroA(A@vtos), father of Erieus (?), 33 

Ams, father of Heras, 25 *Arro\N@vt0s, father of Erotarion, 123 

Ams, father of Tepheros, 26 *A7roANwvios, father of Heracleides, 57 

Avis, grandfather, father, son, and grandson, 24 *Azro\N@vtos, father of Orion, 82 

Avs, son of Nepheros, 190, 191 *Arro\X(r00S), father of Orsenuphis, 26 

Ams, son of Onnophris, 26 *AmroA\N v0, father of Palamedes, 48 

Amov, 40, 278 (MS. Ameov), 279, 315 *Amro\wveos, father of Petheus, 158 

Amwwv, Sratiduos, 111 "Azrohd(wvt0s), father of Ptolemaeus, 32 

Am.wv, otparyyés, 138, 139 *Amro\A@vt0s, father of Sebthon—, 28 

Arup, father of Areia, 47 *A7roANwvL08, father of Soéris, 40 
Amvoyv, father of Thermutharion, 54 *Amo\N@vios, father of Taphuas, 32 

Amrtwy, son of Connarus, 33 *Atrod(Aev005), father of Tasucharion, 59 

Amvwv, son of Didymus, 118 *Azroh\@105, father of Tesenuphis, 230 
Amrvwy, son of Heracleides, 29, 52, 117, 118 *Aro\N@V0s, father of Thermutharion, 30, 33 
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"Atrod\NwuML0S, father of Zoilus, 41 Amvyyts, son of Sarapion, 249 
*Amrohh@vtos, grandfather, father, and son, 24, 46, 48 Amvy xis, son of Stotoétis, 104, 106, 189 
*Atroh\A vos, grandson of Orion, 32 Amdovas, 330, 331 
*A7roh\A 10s, son of Asclepiades, 209 Atrwvat, 314 
*Atro\N@vLos, son of Atreus, 231 Amovex, 313 

’AmrohAG@VL0s, son of Castor, 218, 219 Ato@vis, 223 
*AtrohA@vu0s, son of Diodorus, 117, 118 ApaBas, 35 
*ATo\N@rLOS, son of Dionysius, 24 "ApaBiwr, ‘Hpaxdeidns 6 xai, 182 
*Amro\N@vL0s, son of Horus, 33 Aparpys, 10 
“Amro\A@vio0s, son of Heracleides, 48 ApBatOos, father of Apeisis, 36 

*Amro\NwvL0S, son of Leonides, go ApBa.Oos, father of Senamunis, 31 

*Azro(AA@vi0s ?), son of Mysthas, 25 * *Apeta, 47 
*Aro\Na@ve(o)s, son of Patenebt, 98 "Apevos, 57 
*Amro\N ios, son of Petesuchus, 29 "Apewos, 6 kat AiSvjos, 144 

*Amro\A@vVLOS, son of Ptolemaeus, 35, 48, 52 “Apetos, father of Chiliois, 143 

*AmrodX@vL0, son of Ptollas, 29 "Apevos, father of Dionysius, 143 
’Atro\N@vLos, son of Tebeseios (?), 232 “Apevos, father of Sarapion, 144, 145, 209 

*AmroAXA@ML0s, son of Theon, 33 "Apeios, son of Serenus, 143 

*Amro\XNa@vuos, son of Zoilus, 41 "Apeus, 23 

*AmTroANGS, 304 Apewrns, 25 

"ATrONNA(s 2), yewpyds, 333 Apewros, father of Charis, 32 

"Atrohhai(s ?), son of Abraham, 334 Apewros, father of Horus, 33 

ATOUTLS, 312 Apewros, father of Nemesas, 22 

“Ama(ia ?), 123 "Apys, 143 

"Ammlavds, 308, 310 "Apns, father and son, 148 

AmTVYXUS, 25, 109, 174, 250, 304 "Apytiav, Adpiduos, 161 
Amvyxts, father and son, 24, 66, 81, 102, 108, 115, 249, "Apytiov, father of Meurus, 143 

265 *"Apytiov, father of Paésis, 143 

Amvyxis, father of Amoun, 249 "Apntiwy, son of Sarapion, 143 
Atrvyxts, father of Ecusis, 109 Aptaris, father of Origenes, 58 

Amvyxis, father of Harpagathes, 231 Aptevs (?), 98 
Amvy xis, father of Mersis, 66, 67 Aptos, 248 

Amvyyxis, father of Pacusis, 90 *Apioravdpos, 2 

Amvyxis, father of Panophremmis, 105 "AploTe, % Kal Sevpwvbis, 13 

Amvyxus, father of Papeis, 39 "ApioTov, 14 

Amvyxis, father of Patrophilon (?), 197 Appauis, father and son, 34 

Amvyxts, father of Stotoétis, 66, 105, 186 Appats, son of Orsenuphis, 39 

Amvy xis, father of Stotouetis, 90 Appts, son of Panegbasis, 22 

Amvyxts, father of Taonnophris, 32 Appatokos, 144 

Amvy es, father of Tepheros, 28 Appas (?), 163 

Avy xis, father of Thenapunchis, 23 Appayts, 198 

Amvy xis, grandfather and grandson, 105 Appeus, father and son, 236, 238-240, 242, 243 

Avy xes, son of Dioscous, 24 Appeus, son of Damas, 241, 243 

Amvyxus, son of Mysthas, 24 Apptvors, father of Mysthas, 23 

Amvy xcs, son of Orion, 108, 265 Apptvors, father of Papontos, 148 

Amvy xis, son of Pachiris, 24 Appivots, father of Phasis, 222 

Amvyxts, son of Pacusis, 108 Appwvots, father of Tanecpheros, 23 
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Apptvors, son of Dionysius, 24 

Appuvors, son of Mysthas, 23 

Appouts, 30 

Apoxpwous (?), father of Ptolemaeus, 133 

Apokpwous, son of Pnepheros, 140 

Aptayabys, 65, 166 

Aptaya0ys, father of Heras, 231 

Aptayalys, father of Horus, 66, 112 

AptayaOys, father of Pecusis, 89 

Aptayaoys, father of Petronius, 266 

Aprayaéys, father of Satabous, 75, 211 
AptayaOys, father of Stotoétis, 191-193 

Aptayans, father of Stotouetis, 89 

AptayaOys, father of Taouetis, 72 

Aptayadys, son of Apunchis, 231 

Aptayabys, son of Horus, 66 

Aprayaéys, son of Papeis, 232 

Aprayabys, son of Satabous, 72, 75, 170, 199, 221 

AprrayaOys, son of Satabous, icpevs, 68 

Aptanots, 10 

Aptayots, father and son, 37 

Aptranots, father-in-law of Achillion, 35 

Aptranots, father-in-law of Apollonius, 29 

Aptranots, father-in-law of Patmuis, 34 

Aptanots, father of Didymarion, 51 

Aptranots, father of Pasocnopaeus, 179, 180 

Aptranots, father of Pepiris, 37 

Aptranots, father of Zoilus, 38 

Aptanots, grandfather, father, and son, 33 

Aptayots, husband of Isis, 37 

Aptanats, son of Heracles, 30 

Apmra.ots, father-in-law of Harmiusis, 24 

“Apmrahos, 77 

“Aptrados, Aipiduos, 93 

“Apzrados, father of Temas, 260 

“Apmanos, son of Papais, 225 

Apmexvots, 156 

Apipans (), 127 

Aptroxpas, ‘AroAhdn0s 6 Kat, 47 

Apzvoxpas, xpvooxots, 144, 145 

Aptroxpas, father of Serenus, 143 

Aptoxpas, father of Soérous, 145 

“Aproxparns, eds, 34, 114 
Aptroxpatiaiva, daughter of Diodorus, 144 

“Aptokpatiov, Anpajrpios 6 Kai, 172 
“Aptoxpariov, 6 kal ‘Iépaé, Baciduxds ypappatevs, 114 

Aptoxpas, father and son, 35 

Aptroxpas, son of Onnophris, 25 

AptoxpaTiaiva, 59 

Aptoxpatiaiva, wife of Moles, 48 

‘Aptoxpartiov, 46, 47, 60 

“Aproxpariwr, father-in-law of Harpaésis, 37 

“Aproypariwy, father of Heracleida, 47 

“Aproypariwy, father of Maron, 48 

“Aprroxpariwy, father of Paes, 132 

‘Aptroxpatiwr, father of Times (?), 134 

Apaats (?), 39 

Apoets, 208 

Apoevs, 148 

"Apoivoos, 144, 145 

Apovdetos (?), 135 
Aptewas, father of Bolus, 147 

Aptepas, father of Sacaon, 310 

"Apr(eutdwpos ?), BonOds, 75 
"Aprewidwpos, Kopoypappareds, 98 

*"Apreutdwpos, father and son, 36, 225 

*"Apteuidwpos, father of Acusilaus, 181 

"Aprepidwpos, father of Ammonarion, 220 

*"Aprepwidwpos, father of Horus, 232 

"Apreutdwpos, father of Maron, 225 

"Apteutdwpos, son of Dam(as ?), 225 

"Aprteuts, daughter of Hatres, 25 

"Apreuts, daughter of Ptolemaeus, 190 

"Apress, wife of Heras, 22 

"Aprépar, 39 

Apdanors, 23 
Apdanors, father and son, 23, 28 

Apdanots, father-in-law of Hermon, 34 

Apdanoars, father of Heracleia, 25 

Apdanots, father of Pnepheros, 22 

Apdanors, father of Thaub(as?), 22 

Apdanots, grandfather of Isas, 231 

Apdanots, son of Alcimus, 22 

Aphanors, son of Hellen, 22 

Apdayots, son of Onnophris, 25 
Apdanors, son of Onnophris and Taarmiusis, 25 

Apdayots, son of Pasocnopaeus, 230 

Apdayots, son of Praxeas, 28 

Apd(anors ?), son of Sambas, 24 

"Apxednpos, 27 
“ApxtBuos, otpatyyés, 73 

Apxitos, 131 

Apxvipis, 10 

"Apxavidys, 25 
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Apap (?), Aipiduos, 274 

Aoy, 310 

Aon®, 313 
Aoxk)as, father of Petesuchus, 39 

Aokhas, son of Asclas and Saar—, 22 

Aoxk\as, son of Asclas and Tasuch(arion), 22 

AoknXas, son of Menon, 24 

Aok)\as, son of Papontos, 25 

Aok(\)as, son of Petesuchus, 39 
Aok\as, son of Psamis, 25 

Aokhas, father of Thenapunchis, 24 

"AokANnTLddNS, 2, 123, 308, 309 
*"Aokdynmiddys, BaotrrKds ypapparevs, 96 

*Aok\nmiddys, father and son, 52 

*AokAniddys, father of Apollonius, 209 
*Ackdymiddys, father of Sarapion, 52 

"Aokdnmiddys, grandfather, father, and son, 47 

"Aokdymddys, son of Patmuis, 30 

"Aokdnmiddys, son of Sarapion, 52 

Aopadys, father of Melas, 160 

ATappov, mpai@daitos, 284 

Atapts, Aipydia, 278, 279 

Artys, son of Satabous, 250 

Aropvevs, father of Taarpa(gathes), 22 

Atomvevs, father of Tanegbes, 26 

ATopvevs, son of Hatres, 26 

Aropvevs, son of Pepiris, 26 

ATopvevs, son of Pepiris and Theanob—, 26 

ATpeus, 231 

ATPNS, 23, 140, 156, 157, 284, 308, 313 (MS. Arpes), 316 
Artpyns, father of Artemis, 25 

Atpys, father of Atomneus, 26 

Atpys, father of Cephalon, 24 

Atpys, father of Isis, 26 

Atpyns, father of Sambas, 24 

Atpys, father of Sotas, 41 

Atpys, father of Stotoétis, 40 

Artpys, father of Thotoés, 10 

Atpys, son of Aeschrion, 23 

Atpys, son of Euporas, 311 

Atpns, son of Maximus, 156 

Atpys, son of Pachnubis, 26 

Atpys, son of Panegbasis, 27 

Atpyns, son of Panesneus, 24 

Atpys, son of Petheus, 117 

Atpns, son of Psamis, 25 

Atpys, son of Ptolemaeus, 34 

Artpys, son of Sales, 159 

Atpys, son of Sambas, 24 

Atpys, son of Theon, 29 

Avryts, 3II 

Avvys, father of Anchorimpheus (?), 36 

Avvys, father of Colluthus, 144 

Avu(vys Py father of Dioscorus, 127 

Avvys, son of Onnophris, 98 

Avvns, son of Petheus, 78 

Avviwv, 311 

Avpn\ia 
Avpyria Atapis, 278, 279 

Aipnria Mapia, 276, 281 

, daughter of Isidorus, 145 

Avpndia Néva, 317 

Api uos, 320 
Avpydtos ABovd, 275 

A(bpydtos ?) AvovBas, 161 
Adpy duos "Apytiwy, 161 

Adpy\wos "ApraXos, attoddyos, 93 

Avpy tos Apuv (?), 274 

Avpy\os Byoapiwy, orparnyds, 161 

Adpy tos AiSupos, otparyyds, 174 

Avpy\Los Atovicwos, otpatyyés, 65 

Advpr tos Eiddy(e)ios, 273 

Abpydtos Zjvev, 317 

Avpn tos "Hpwv, 280 

Avpy tos "Iovd(0)s, 277 

Adpy wos *Toidwpos, Bacidixds ypapparter's, 65 

AbpyA\Los “Iwdvvys, 325-329 

Abpy tos Kipos, 318 

AbpyAtos Aovxpyrios, 174 

Avpy wos Médas, 116 

Avpy tos Médas, son of Dioscorus, 94 

Avpy tos NewWdppwr, 94 

Avpy tos Térpos, 317, 318 

Adpyvos Tlovapevs, kapoypappare’s, 159 

Avpy\wos TIroXdepatos, Aovkios Yerripuos, 215 

Adpy tos TIréXeuos, Mdpxos, 317 

Advpy tos “Pioos, 176 

Avp7\tos Sapardppwr, 117 

Adpy tos Zepa—, 318 

"Adpodicia, 4 kat Taxpatis, daughter of Druton, 13 

"Adpods(cia ?), daughter of Apollonius, 38 

*"Adpodicwos, 58, 124 (?), 144 

"Adpodictos, drdrwp, 98 

*"Adpodioros, father of Anubion, 98 

"Adpodioros, father of Heron, 67 
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*"Adpodicros, father of Petheus, 78 

"Adpo8(e)iatos, son of Bacchios (?), 157 
"Ag@podictos, son of Petesuchus, 98 

"Adpodiatos, son of Phaseis, 59 
"Adpodiry, 29 
"Adpodirn, mother of Hero, 50 

"Adpodirn, mother of Petheus, 231 

"Adpod(iry), wife of Didas, 51 
"Adpodirn, wife of Sarapion, 52 
Adposous, 54 

Adposous, wife of Origenes, 58 

AxAdas, 103 

AxtAdas, son of Heracles, 147 

Axddas, son of Onnophris, 232 

"Axiddeds, 230 

"AxiAXevs, father of Sarapion, 4 

"AX AK, father and son, 35 

"Ax tAdi@v, son of Thermutharion, 34 

Babpa€, 144 
Baxytw(s ?), 157 
Bedenos, 310 

Beds, 2 
Byppeos (?), 127 

Byoapion, 248 

Byoapior, Adpydios, otpatnyds, 161 

Biwv, 223 

Bovanos (?), 308 

Bpeiowr, emiotatys Tov pudakiTay, 164, 165 

Bados, father of Papontos, 148 

Bados, son of Artemas, 147 

Tdtos ’Oxrdtos Seovijpos, 28 

Tdtos Otadrépios Maiwp, 151 

Téauos Odturpdotos TlwAXwv, 168 ; 

Tduos Terpdvwos MdpxeAXos, 207, 208 

Tduos, Ipd8:xos, 173 

T'dwos Tuppdvios, 164 

T'duos, father-in-law of Isidorus, g9 

Taiwyv, & cai ArdSwpos, 48 

Tatwv, father and son, 32 

Tatwy, father of Ptolema, 34 
T'dddos: artaba pérpw Pdéddov, 260-264 passim 

Tapeos (?), 231 

Tavos, 248 

Teuadios, 318 

Téuehra, 248 

Téueddos, Mdpxos Seumpvios, otpatuitys, 203 

TépedXos, Movipos, Baciruxds ypappareds, 192 

Tépuvos, 144 

Tepdvrtos, 313, 314 
Tewpos, 157 

Tedpyvos, father of Cosmas, 332 

Aapas, 157 

Aapas, épydrns, 236, 237 

Aap(as ?), father of Artemidorus, 225 
Aapas, father of Harmieus, 241, 243 

Aapas, son of Akes, 235, 236, 238, 239, 241-243 

Aapas, son of Horus, 235, 237, 239, 241, 242, 244 

Aapas, son of Panomieus, 235, 237, 238-241, 244 

Aapas, son of Paso—, 239, 240 

Aapas, son of Satabous, 234, 236, 238, 239-241, 243 

Aaviyn, 333 

Aetos, son of Heron, 231 

Actos, son of Taberis (?), 231 
Ac€ta (al. Acéa), 314 

Anpas, grandfather, father, and son, 35 
Anpas, son of Petobastes, 159 
Anpntpia, daughter of Demetrius, 146 

Anpntpia, 
Anpntpia, 
Anpntpia, 
Anprtptos, 
Anpyrptos, 
Anprjrptos, 
Ann ptos, 
Anpytptos, 
Anpnrptos, 
Anurjrptos, 
Anyjrptos, 
Anprjrpros, 

mother of Menelaus, 56 

mother of Onnophris, 231 

wife of Heuremon, 57 

2, 4, 56, 281, 285, 310 

Aidupos 6 Kal, 210 

6 kat “Aproxpatiwv, 172 

atpatyyés, 108 

father and son, 123 

father of Demetria, 146 

son of Aphrodisius, 59 

son of Neilus, 144 

son of Ptolemaeus, 48 

Anpytpovs, daughter of Polydeuces, 36 

Anpntpovs, daughter of Soterichus, 64 

Anpo—, 59 

Aidas, 57, 59 
Aas, ixPvordAns, 234-244 

Awédas, father and son, 47, 82, 83 

Audas, fathe r of Diodorus, 51, 60 

Avdas, father of Pharion, 321 

A.das, gran 

Atdas, son 

A.éas, son 

dfather of Heracles, 51 

of Comon, 47 

of Diodorus, 47 

Awdas, son of Heracleides, 52 
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Awdas, son of Heracles, 57 

A.das, son of Maron, 37 

Awdas, son of Pene—, 60 
Avdas, son of Ptolemaeus, 207 

Avdeis, 63 
Avdupdpwov, 51 
Avdvpn, 46, 47 

Avddvpn, daughter of Heracles, 51 
A.dvpn, wife of Antigonus, 52 
Avdvpn, wife of Dionysius, 47 

Aidvupos, 2, 28, 59, 106, 123, 215, 313 

Aidvpos, “Apetos 6 kai, 144 

Aidvupos, AdpyAtos, orpatyyds, 174 

Aidupos, yupvaciapyos, 144 

Aidupos, iepeds, 145 

Aidvupos, 6 kal Anuyrpios, 210 

Aidvupos, 6 cat Avd8upos, 181, 182 

Aidupos, tpamelitns, 221 

Aidupos, father and son, 210 

AiSvpos, father of Apion, 118 

AiSvpos, father of Isidora, 145 

Aidupos, father of Maron, 146 

Aidvpos, father of Ptolema, 34 
Aidvupos, son of Agramus (), 77 
AiSvupos, son of Mysthas, 26 

Aidvupos, son of Pro—, 137 

Aidvupos, son of Sambas, 61 

Atkpavys, grandfather and grandson, 25 

Avoyévys, 23 
Avoyévns, father and son, 98 

Avoyévys, father of Chaeremon, 46 

Avoyévns, father of Zoilus, 274 
Avoyévns, grandfather, father, and son, 48 

Atoyévns, son of Ammonius, 152 

Avoyevis, 36 

Awd8(oT0s), father of Situs (?), 32 

Awddortos, son of Menkes, 29 

Auddoros, son of Necpheros, 29 

Awddoros, son of Necpheros and Tasorai—, 29 

Awo(dap)a (?), @ Kat IowWepa, 52 

Avodépa, daughter of Heracleides, 182 

Av(oddp)a. (?), daughter of Tryphon, 58 
Avodépa, wife of Heron, 122 

Avddwpos, 143 

Avddwpos, Tafwv 6 kai, 48 

Avddapos, yupvaciapxos, 165 

Avddapos, Aidupos 6 kai, 181 

Il. 

Avddwpos, 6 cai Héowv, father and son, 47, 53 
Addapos, father and son, 61, 225 

Addapos, father of Apollonius, 117, 118 

Awddapos, father of Chaeremon, 59 

Avédupos, father of Didas, 47 

Awddapos, father of Dius, 47 

Avddwpos, father of Harpocratiaena, 144 

Avédwpos, father of Heracles, 48 

Addapos, father of Heron, 122 

Avddapos, father of Pasion, 55 
Avddapos, father of Tamunis, 39 

Awd8(wpos ?), grandson of Heron, 58 

Avddapos, grandson of Mysthas, 59 

Avddapos, son of Didas, 51, 60 

Awddapos, son of Dius, 47 

Avddwpos, son of Petesuchus, 41 

Avoxns (?), 31 

Avovvoia, daughter of Dionysius, 144 
Atovuoia, mother of Isidora, 179, 180 

Atovictos, 2, 103, 144, 251 

Atovic-tos, Adpipd.os, otpatnyés, 65 

Avovictos, BiBduoddAag, 151 

Avovdotos, 6 Kai Xaphpwv, 206 
Atovicros, father and son, 82 

Avoviotos, father-in-law of Ammonius, 32 

Atovicrtos, father-in-law of Necpheros, 23 

Avovicos, father of Aboul, 275 
Avovdotos, father of Apollonius, 24 

Atovictos, father of Dionysia, 144 

Avovictos, father of Harmiusis, 24 

Avovioros, father of Heracles, 35 

Avovictos, father of Isidorus, so 

Avovictos, father of Julius, 277 

Atovictos, father of Nanion, 28 

Atovictos, father of Pachnubis, 26 

Avoviowos, father of Panegbasis, 25 

Avovicros, father of Ptolemaeus, 35, 223 

Avovictos, father of Sambous, 37 

Avovicros, father of Stratippus, 123 

Atovioos, father of Thaisas, 187, 188 

Avovicos, son of Anubion, 24 

Atovictos, son of Areius, 143 

Avovictos, son of Dionysocles, 123 
Avovicros, son of Dioscorus, 55 

Atovicaros, son of Eudaemon, 194, 195 

Avovida.os, son of Harmiusis, 24 

Avovictos, son of Ischyrion, 47 
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Atovicrtos, son of Necpheros, 23 Avoaxous, father and son, 26 

Atovvatos, son of Pachnubis, 26 Avookous, father of Pachiris, 24 

Avovdcrtos, son of Patmuis, 33 Atoo ous, father of Taptollis, 25 

Avovicrtos, son of Ptolemaeus, 35 Avooxous, son of Heracles, 26 

Avovicavos, son of Suchion, 123 AvooKkous, son of Pachiris, 24 

Avovucddwpos, otpatyyds, 166 (d75) Atookous, son of Patouamptis, 26 

Avovuaokhys, 123 Avoovéys (?), father of Heracleides, 59 

Atdvuaos, 99 Adpvos, 297 

Avo€evos, 5 Kai Sapariwv, 198, 199 Aptrov, 13 

Atos, 61, 123 Aariandos (?), 126 

Atos, brother of Heracles, 27 

Atos, father of Isidorus, 56 Eipyvais, 200 : 

Atos, father of Tamystha, 33 Eipyvy, 47 

Atos, father of Thermutharion, 26 Eipnviwr, 255 

Atos, son of Apollonius, 24 "Extop, idusrys, 23 

Atos, son of Atomneus, 26 "Exrap, father of Taéctoris, 28 

Atos, son of Diodorus, 47 "Extwp, grandson of Mysthas, 28 

Atos, son of Ischyrion, 23 "Extop, son of Panegbasis, 23 

Atos, son of Petesuchus, 148 Exvots, 174 

Atos, son of Pnepheros, 29 Exvos, son of Apunchis, 109 

Atos, son of Ptolemaeus, 35 Exvots, son of Horus, 74, 78, 81 

Atos, son of Pylades, 26 EAavas, grandson of Heracleides, 59 

Atos, son of Theon, 29 “EXevn, 314 

AvooKdpa, 250 “Edevy, daughter of Heracleides, 61 

Audo-Kopos, 2I, 79, 105, 107 ‘Eden, daughter of Philemon, 30 

AuscKopos, Badges, 310 “Edévy, wife of Ammonius, 53 

AtdoKopos, ypapparets, go ‘Edévy, wife of Diodorus, 55 

Atéokopos, father and son, 219 EXevpa—, 157 
Awdokopos, father of Acuso (?), 37 Ed\Aa—, 126 
Awdoko/ pos), father of Cephalon, 23 “EdXAds, orparubrys, 316 

Awso-Kopos, father of Amules, 143 "EXAn?, 22 

Avdo-Kopos, father of Aurelius Melas, 95 Edvys (?), 125 

Atéoopos, father of Bathrax, 144 "Erradppdditos, SodXos, 55, 58 

Audokopos, father of Cyrus, 318 *"Eradppoditos, freedman (?) of Felix, 193 

A.dokopos, father of Dionysius, 55 Evepruns (?), 184 

AudoKopos, father of Heron, 215 *Emuxparns, grandfather and grandson, 61 

A.éokopos, father of Orion, 311 ’Eipaxos, 2 

Avéckopos, father of Sergidius, 319 "Ezipayos, grandfather, father, and son, 48, 52 

Avdokopos, father of Tanubiaena, 34 Epevvis, 248 

Atéck‘opos), father of Tapeposoc—, 25 Epcyevs, father and son, 28 

Audakopos, father of Thenapunchis, 24 Eptevs, 84, 224 

Atéokopos, son of Aunes, 127 Eptevs (?), daughter of Apollonius, 33 

A.dakopos, son of Castor, 195, 196 Epvtevs, daughter of Tanephremmis, 199 

Awéokopos, son of Eudaemon, 310 Eptevs, father and son, 40, 186, 187 

Audakopos, son of Marres, 126 Epuevs, father of Elnes (?), 125 

Avdokopos (MS. Aceox.), son of Saccas, 312 Epvevs, father of Orsenuphis, 249 

Avockous, 25 Eptevs, father of Panephremmis, 80 
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Epuevs, father of Panephrummis, 217 Ev.os, son of Sarapion, 52 

Eptevs, father of Papontos, 40 EvBovdos, 52 

Epuevs, father of Sambas, 24 Evdatpovis, 60 

Eptevs, father of Satabous, 149, 166 Evéaipwr, 314 

Epuevs, father of Stotoétis, 160, 191, 192, 265 Evdaipwr, father of Dionysius, 194, 195 

Epuevs, father of Tesenuphis, 180 Evdaipwr, father of Dioscorus, 310 

Epvevs, father of Thermutharion, 39 Evdaipor, father of Heron, 245 

Eptevs, father of Turbon, 108, 159 Evypepos, 48 

Epuevs, son of Alpaeit, 221 EvOy—, 144 

Eptevs, son of Onnophris, 147 Evdyvy, 58 

Epvevs, son of Opis, 125 Evddy(e)tos, 289, 290, 313 (MS. Evdoyw) 

Eptevs, son of Pacusis, rog e Evdoytos, AipyAus, 273 

Eptevs, son of Papontos, 40 Evpnndos, 125 

Eptevs, son of Satabous, 193 Evdd.os, 34 

Eptevs, son of Stotoétis, 191 Evzopas, 313 

Epuevs, son of Tagas, 249 Evzropas, father of Hatres, 311 

Epveus, wife of Satabous, 68 Evropiwr, 70 

Eptowypes (), 177 Evzropos, 280 

“Eppas, 56, 157, 303 Evpypov, 60, 143 

“Eppas, son of Necpheros, 26 Evpypwr, father of Apollonia, 32 

“Eppeias, 280 Evpypor, father of Theon, 57 

“Eppetas, father of Melas, 311 Evpypov, son of Chrates, 114 

“Eppeias, son of Lucius, 317 Evpyav, son of Sarapous, 52 

“Eppetvos, BaowdtKds ypappaters, 67 Evrvyys, 254 

“Eppns, S00A0s, 60 Ev¢povios, 305 

“Epps: artaba pérpw ‘Eppot, 260-264 pussem 

“Eppias, 9, 157 
“Eppias, 6 kat Tovwpts, 22 ZaKkawy, 316; 320 

“Eppias, father of Niboitas, 48 Znvas, father and son, 116 

“Eppias, son of Agron, 22 Znvas, son of Patietes, 159 

“Eppias, son of Puoris, 22 Znvas, son of Papeites, 266 

“Epptsvy, 47, 58 Znvoswpos, 8, 9 

“Eppwr, father and son, 34 Zyvav, 2, 6 

Eprranots, father of Tithoenathemis (?), 63 Zyvev, éyopavdpos, 2 

Epzranots, son of Anicus, 64 Zyvev, Aipirs, 317 

"Epas (?), 81 Zyvev, son of Apollonius, 52 

*"Epwrdpiov, 123 Zuyvas, son of Phaésis, 78 

*"Eportiov, 185 Zwtros, 40, 310, 313 (MS. ZoedAos), 315 (MS. ZoerAos) 

Eoevevus, 148 Zatdos, Bacrrixds ypappareds, 75 

Eoevartis, 148 Zwtdos, son of Apollonius, 41 

Eooup, 310 Zwidos, son of Diogenes, 274 

Eooupts, father of Sabinus, 231 Zwthos, son of Harpaésis, 38 

Eooupts, grandfather of Satabous, 231 Zets, wife of Heracleides, 48 

Eoovupts, son of Sisog—, 231 Zodouywos, 148, 313 

Evayyedos, 50 Zeotpos, father of Soterichus, 219 

Evapedaos, 155 

EvBuos, 58 Zwtypis, mother of Canbel, 250 

Zoopos, son of Chaeremon, 106 

Yy 2 
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“Hyeuer, 26 
*Hyetas (?), 332 
’"HXlas, 276, 313, 316 
“H\tdd@pos, son of Artemidorus, 225 

Hovs, 311 

“Hpa(e)is, mother of Ptollas, 232 

“Hpatos, 208 

“Hpais, daughter of Herodes, 123 

“Hpats, daughter of Ptolemaeus, 37 

“Hpais, daughter of Ptollion, 29 

“Hpais, wife of Diodorus, 47 
“Hpakha, mother of Heracles, 51 

“Hpakhas, 313 

“Hpakhas, father of Horus, 78 

“Hpaxhas, father of Sambas, 55 

“Hpakhas, grandson of Didas, 51 

“Hpakn\as, son of Petheus, 205 

“Hpakhas, son of Phatres, 232 
“Hpak)as, son of Sambas, 55 

“Hpardea, daughter of Dioscorus, 219, 220 

“Hpdxheva, daughter of Harphaésis, 25 

“Hpdkdeva, wife of Asclepiades, 47 

“Hpdkdeva, wife of Ptolemaeus, 48 

“Hpaxdeida, daughter of Harpocration, 47 

“Hpakdel(Sys), 61 

“Hpaxdeidns, dpoddpxyns, 49, 55, 60 

“Hpakheidys, Bacidixds ypapparedts, 73 

“Hpakdetdns, 6 kat ApaBiwy, 182 

“Hpaxheidys, 6 kai "Ovnoios, 47 

“Hpakhetdns, svpddrys, 241, 243, 244 
“Hpaxdeidys (MS. Epaxdeda), tpeoBirepos, 333 

“Hpaxneidns, tanpéerys, 172 

“Hpaxheidys, father and son, 48, 56, 126 

“Hpakneldns, father of Apion, 29, 52, 117, 118 

“Hpaxheidys, father of Castor, 195 
“Hpax)etdns, father of Didas, 52, 53 

“Hpaxheidys, father of Helena, 61 

“Hpaxheidys, father of Heron, 117 

“Hpaxdeidns, father of Mystharion, 59 
“Hpakneidys, father of Nicostrata, 28 

“Hpaxdeidys, father of Orion, 189 

“Hpaxdeidys, father of Pasion, 60 

“Hpaknetdns, father of Petesuchus, 190 

“Hpaxheidys, father of Petheus, 179 
“Hpaxheidys, father of Ptolemaeus, 48 

“Hpaxheidys, father of Ptollas, 232 

“Hpaxveidys, grandfather, father, and son, 51, 56, 61 

‘Hpaxdetdns, grandfather of Helanas, 59 

‘Hpaxneidys, son of Apion, 52 

“Hpax)eidys, grandson of Pnepheros, 231 

“Hpakdeldns, son of Apollonius, 57 

“Hpaxhetdys, son of Didas, 52 

“Hpakneldns, son of Diogenes, 152 
“‘Hpakdeldys, son of Diosudes (?), 59 
‘Hpaxdetdns, son of Harpagathes, 232 

“Hpaxneidns, son of Mystharion, 59 
“Hpakdeidns, son of Neilus, 225 
‘Hpaxheidns, son of Nicanor, 51 
“Hpaketdys, son of rion, 189, 190 
“‘Hpaknetdns, son of Pancrates, 47 

“Hpaxdeidns, son of Pappus, 47 
“Hpaxdeidns, son of Petheus, 178-180 

“Hpakneldns, son of Sambous, 55 

‘Hpax\eiSns, son of Triadelphus, 206 
“Hpakdedior, grandfather and grandson, 59 

“Hpaxdeuos, 58 
“Hpdkd(e)itos, 131, 222, 329, 330 

“Hpakdy (?), mother of Orseus, 148 

“Hpakdys, 25, 27 

“Hpakhys, 6 xal KAa—, 23 

“Hpakhys, ape Burepos, 23 

“Hpaxhjs, father and son, 57, 147 
“Hpakdjs, father-in-law of Horis, 32 

“Hpak(\yjs), father of Didas, 57 
“Hpaxhijs, father of Didumé, 51 

“Hpaxhys, father of Harpaésis, 30 

“Hpakhys, father of Heraclous, 31 

“Hpaxhys, father of Heras, 231 
“Hpakhips (or -nos), father of Muis, 148 

“Hpaxdys, father of Mysthas, 26 
“Hpaxd7ys, father of Onnophris, 231 

“Hpaxhys, father of Panomgeus, 27 

‘Hpaxhjjs, father of Phasis, 35 
“Hpakhijs, father of Ptolema, 33 

“Hpakhjjs, father of Ptolemaeus, 159 

“Hpakhijs, father of Sarapous, 52 

“Hpakhjs, father of Symuthis, 34 

“Hpakhijs, father of Taonnophris, 37 

“Hpakhijs, father of Taorsenuphis, 23 

“Hpakd7ys, father of Tapachiris, 25 

“Hpaxdis, father of Tauris, 25 

“Hpaxh)is, father of Thatres, 22 
“Hpaxdyjs, grandfather and grandson, 27 (47s). 34 

“Hpaxdyjs, grandfather, father, and son, 22, 25 



“Hpakdys, grandson of Patmuis, 35 
“Hpakdys, grandson of Pecusis, 232 

“Hpak(Arjs °), son of Acous (?), 232 
“Hpaxdjs, son of Apis, 24 

“Hpakdys, son of Arieus (?), 98 
“Hpak)ijs, son of Caras, 25 
“Hpaxdijs, son of Diodorus, 48 
“Hpaxdyjs, son of Dionysius, 35 

“Hpaxhjjs, son of Harpaésis, 30 

“Hpaxhjjs, son of Heras, 231 
“Hpaxdjjs, son of Herodes, 224 
“Hpax)ijs, son of Horus, 36 
“Hpakhyjs, son of Onnophris, 231 
“Hpaxhijs, son of Pachiris, 25 
“Hpaxdys, son of Pacusis, 78, 232 (?) 

“Hpaxdjjs, son of Panomgeus, 27 

“Hpaxhfs, son of Patmuis, 32 
“Hpaxdys, son of Peteasis, 23 

“Hpaxhjs, son of Petenuphis, 98 
“Hpaxhijs, son of Petesuchus 22 (bz5) 
“Hpaxdyjs, son of Phasis, 35 

“Hpaxdijs, son of Satabous, 230 
“Hpaxd7s, son of Straton, 224 

“Hpaxk\tavds, father of Longinus, 116 
“Hpdxdwos (?), father of Pecusis, 234, 236, 238-240, 

242, 243 

“HpaxXovs, daughter of Heracles, 31 

“Hpax)ovs, daughter of Panomgeus, 27 

‘Hpaxdods, mother of Ares, 148 
“Hpaxdovs, mother of Onnophris, 231 
“Hpax)obs, wife of Heracleides, 56 

“Hpaxdods, wife of Mysthas, 26 
“Hpas, 24, 157 
“Hpas, daughter of Apis, 25 

“Hpas, father-in-law of Cephalon, 23 

“Hpas, father of Heracles, 231 

“Hpa(s ), father of Isak, 311 

“Hpas, father of Isarous, 28 

“Hpas, father of Pasoxis, 117, 118 

“Hpas, father of Sambas, 231 

“Hpas, father of Suchus, 232 

“Hpas, father of Tanomgeus, 22 

“Hpas, father of Tathemis, 22 

‘Hpas, son of Cephalon, 28 

“Hpds, son of Chaeremon, 22 
“Hpds, son of Harpagathes, 231 

“Hpas, son of Heracles, 231 
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“Hpas, son of Onnophris, 25 

“Hpas, son of Pnepheros, 22 

“Hpas, son of Sambas, 24, 126 

“Hpas, son of Syrus, 78 

“Hpas, wife of Orseutes (?), 146 

"Hpyvais, 250 

“Hpwdns, 6 xai Ilerevedpys, 151 

“Hpwdys, father of Chaeremon, 177 

“Hpwdys, father of Herais, 123 

“Hpwidns, father of Heracles, 224 

"Hpo, daughter of Aphrodité, 50 

“Hpov, 271, 298, 312, 313, 316 
“Hpor, dyopavduos, 215 

“Hpayr, *Arcé(ar8pers?), 248 

"Hp, AipyAuos, 280 

"Hpwr, 6 kat Tleoiiwy, 47 

"Hpor, father and son, 214 

"Hpor, father of Amnius (?), 77 

“Hpor, father of Horus, 109 

“Hpor, father of Phanomgeus, 155 

“Hpor, father of Philotas, 58 

“Hpwy, father of Ptollas, 111 

"Hpor, grandfather of Diodorus, 58 

"Hpor, son of Acusilaus, 231 

"Hpor, son of Aphrodisius, 67 

es) pov, son of Callias, 117 

"Hpwr, son of Cames, 122 

“Hpwyr, son of Chaeremon, 46 

“Hpay, son of Deius, 231 

"Hper, son of Didas, 47 

"Hpor, son of Diodorus, 122 

"Hpor, son of Dioscorus, 215 

"Hpar, son of Eudaemon, 248 

"Hpor, son of Heracleides, 117 

"Hpor, son of Heracles, -27 

"H pwr, son of Petesuchus, 67 

"Hpar, son of Petheus, 230 

"Hpor, son of Pnepheros, 138 

"Hpor, son of Satabous, 132, 133, 205 

"Hpor, son of Socrates, 232 

“Hpas, mother of Didas, 60 

‘Hpaoriwy, father of Ischyriaené, 50 
“Hdatoriwy, son of Chaeremon, 130 

@anous, 112 

@anous, daughter of Ammonius, 31 

@anots, daughter of Horus, 24 

349 
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@ayous, daughter of Ision, 30 

®@anorts, daughter of Mysthas, 33 

@ayous, daughter of Onnophris, 33 

@anows, daughter of Ounch—, 37 

@anors, daughter of Panegbasis, 28 

@anorts, daughter of Panephremmis, 219, 220 

@anots, daughter of Pathermuthis, 64 

@anots, daughter of Petesuchus, 25 

@anous, daughter of Petheus, 39 

@ayorts, daughter of Philemon, 33 

@anors, daughter of Ptolemaeus, 34 

@anous, mother of Anchoriphis, 231 

@anots, mother of Onnophris, 41, 231 

@anous, mother of Orsenuphis, 231 

@anous, mother of Pacusis, 232 

@anots, wife of Pantheus, 64 

anos, wife of (P)eteésis, 37 

@atrepa (?), 63 

@atoa, mother of Satabous, 230 

@aioa, wife of Leontas, 62 

@atoapiov, 311 

@atcapiov, wife of Ammonius, 32 

@atcapuiov, wife of Apollonius, 48 

@atcas (al. @accas), daughter of Dionysius, 187, 188 

@atoas, mother of Horus, 159 

@atcas, mother of Paniscus, 56 

@atcas, wife of Tithontion, 57 

@atco(vs), daughter of Maron, 22 

@atcous, daughter of Petesuchus, 24 

@aucovs, mother of Heracles, 27 

@atcovs, wife of Sambas, 24 

Oarys, 249 

@aprores (al. TazvoGa), daughter of Chenthnouphis, 64 

@aptoris, wife of Soterichus, 64 

@aveuTis (?), 63 

Oavvatis, 157 

Oapewrtys, 297, 298 

@acets, daughter of Erpaésis, 64 

@acets, wife of Anicus, 63 

@aons, daughter of Horus, 211, 212 

@aoys, daughter of Nesthnephis, 217 

®acns, daughter of Satabous, 65 

Oaoys, daughter of Stotoétis, 211, 212 

@aons, daughter of Tanephremmis, 199 

@actas, 250 

@aocrs, 177 

Oacas, 37 

®acws, mother of Heracleides, 231 

@aows, mother of Naath, 230 

@acws, wife of Ptolemaeus, 48 

@arouvs (gen. fem-), 98 

Oatpys, 66, 67 

@arpys, daughter of Heracles, 22 

@arpns, daughter of Horus, 27 

@arpys, daughter of Pacusis, 65 

@arpys, daughter of Petesuchus, 24, 25 

@arpys, mother of Satabous, 230 

®@arpys, wife of Sambas, 24 

@avB(as), daughter of Harphaésis, 22 
@avB(as), daughter of Patmuis, 31 

@avBas, wife of Peteous, 40 

OavBacris, 64 

@avpdora, 231 

@eaxevos (?), father and son, 230 

@eaviov, daughter of Apollonius, 123 

@ecaviov, wife of Puoris, 22 

@cavoB—, daughter of Panegbasis, 26 

Oepicwr, 98 

Oepoars (al. Topoaus), 177 

@evaproviis, daughter of Melargum—, 32 

@evapovris, daughter of Onnophris, 32 

Oevapoviis, wife of Sisois, 33 

@evavovB(twy ?), wife of Peteasis, 23 

Gevarvyyis, daughter of Apunchis, 23 

Oevarrvyxes, daughter of Asclas, 24 

Oevamvyyxis, daughter of Dioscorus, 24 

Oevarrvyyxis, daughter of Pachiris, 25 

Gevarvyxis, daughter of Panagius, 25 

Oevarvy xis, daughter of Psamis, 25 

@OevavtT—, wife of Polemon, 27 

OevOvovmis (ai. XevOvovgus), 64 

Oevocipis, 25 

@evritovns, 148 

@ecoy(e)izwy, father of Sotas, 213 
@ecoyeitwv, son of Leontas, 62 

Geoy(evys), 35 
®coddctos, 329 
@coddpa, 319 
@cddwpos, 315 
@cddupos, 6 kal AvKos, 125 

@eddwpos, otparnyos, 77 

Ocokéva, 6 (ter) 

@edrysos, 28 
@eovd.os (?), 144 
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@eddtr0s, 329, 330 

@edqudos, son of Anubion, 137 

@edpidos, son of Necpheraus, 34 

@eddidos, son of Necpheraus and Thermutharion, 34 

(MS. @codrAas) 

@eppcov, 187, 188 

Oeppovbaprov, 33 

@cppovbapior, daughter of Anubion, 32 

®eppovGaproy, daughter of Apion, 54 
@eppovOaprov, daughter of Apollonius, 30, 33 
@eppovOaprov, daughter of Dionysocles, 123 
OeppovOapvor, daughter of Dius, 26 

@eppovbap.or, daughter of Erieus, 39 

@eppovOaptor, daughter of Isakis, 33 
@cppovOapror, daughter of Ischyrion, 54 

@eppovbapror, daughter of Maron, 26 

@eppovGaprov, daughter of Onesimus, 35 

@cpyovfapioy, daughter of Orsenuphis, 26 

@eppovGaprov, daughter of Papontos, 35 
@eppovGaprov, daughter of Papou(as?), 31 
OeppovOapror, daughter of Pasis, 30 

@eppovOaprov, daughter of Psenobastis, 34 

@cppovlapiov, daughter of Pto'emaeus, 32 
@cppovOap.ov, daughter of Sotas, 34 
@eppwovGap.or, daughter of Theogenes, 35 

@eppovGapior, mother of Anchoriphis, 232 

@cpyovG(aprov), mother of Onnophris, 231 
®eppovbaprior, mother of Petheus, 232 

@cpyovO(apiov), mother of Socrates, 231 
®eppovlapuov, wife of Chaeremon, 62 

@eppovGaprov, wife of Pnepheros, 27 

Oeppovis, 4, 246 

Ocppovis, Nixdpwoy 4 kai, daughter of Druton, 13 

@evdas, 125 

@evdous (?), 81 

Ogwv, 224 

Odwv, BiBopiras, 151 

Our, otparnyés, 172 

Our, xXpuToxous, 145 

@dwyv, brother of Necpheraus, 29 
@é€wyv, brother of Ptolemaeus, 29 

@éwv, father and son, 25, 223, 225 

@é€wy, father of Acusilaus, 33 

@é€wy, father of Philon, 122 

@éwy, father of Philoxenus, 128 

@€wy, father of Ptollion, 32 

@éwy, father of Sotas, 172 

@gwv, son of Acusilaus, 33 

@dwy, son of Apollonius, 33 

@€wv, son of Cephalon, 42 

@€wy, son of Eubius, 52 

@é€wyv, son of Heuremon, 57 

@dwyv, son of Panom(geus ?), 22 

@é€wyv, son of Ptollion, 32 

@dwyv, son of Sarapion, 50 

@dwyv, son of Sarapis, 145 

@ewodo(pos ?), 145 

Onzrevs, father and son, 126 

Ordixra (?), 46 

@oToys, 10 

Opakiwr, 52 

"Taowv, 126 

*I Bus, 108 

IepovOus (?), 232 

levOtevs, Marpous 6 Kal, 35 

Tevrovs, Tarpous 6 cal, 35 

‘lépa€, 310 

‘lépa€, “Apmoxpatiwv 6 Kal, I14 

‘Tépa€, otparnyos, 74 

Iepevovdus, (?), 188 

Ivapws, 10 

"ToBivos, 288 
IoAvoas, 127 

"lovAia Tepridda, 144 

*Iov\Lavds, 183 

*IovALavds, éxarovrdpxys, 207 

*IovAvavds, KAavdios, Bacwixds ypaypared’s, 66 

*TovALavds, dpduxccdtos, 293 

*IovALos, 326 

*IovXLos *"Aypurm(c)ivos, 153 

*IovALos *Aypurmavds, 264 

"TovALos "Aroduwdpwos, 207 

*TovAu(o)s, AdpyAuos, 277 

*IovALos Aoyyetvos, III 

*TovALos Map(e)avds, 319 

"IovAL(o)s, voTdpios, 331 

*TovALos Sadovervos, consul, 273 

*IovALos, father of Cosmas, 335 

*lovaTos, 111, 150 
*Iovaros, son of Pabous, 250 

*IodK, 311, 313 

Ioaxkts, 33 

Ioapus, 125-127 
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Ioapous, 59 
Ioapovs, daughter of Heras, 28 

Ioas, ywdos, 157 

Ioas, grandson of Harphaésis, 231 

Ioas, son of Patmuis, 33 

*lowWdpa, 48 

*lovddpa, Auo(ddp)a H Kal, 52 

*Iowdpa, daughter of Acusilaus, 36 
"Iowdépa, daughter of Didymus, 145 
*Iowdapa, daughter of Dionysia, 178-180 
*IowSépa, daughter of Maron, 124 

"IowWepa, mother of Apollonius, 232 

"lowddpa, mother of Heron, 232 

"Iowepa, mother of Petheus, 230 

*Iow8dpa, wife of Cephalon, 52 
*Iowdpa, wife of Epimachus, 48 
*Ioweépa, wife of Euangelus, 50 
*Iodépa, wife of Maron, 48 

"Ioweépa, wife of Petermuthis, 55 
"IowWdpa, wife of Sadalas, 58 

*Iowdépa, wife of Sotas, 52 

*Ioi8wpos, 2, 60 

*Iatdwpos, AipyAtos, BaciArKds ypappared’s, 65 

*Iaidwpos, eEnyntys, 144 

*Ioidwpos, 6 xal Tlavas, 212 

*Iaidwpos, owroddyos, OI 

"Io idwpos, father and son, s0, 320 

"Io idwpos, father-in-law of Caras, 29 
"Io iSwpos, father of Aurelia, 145 

"Io idwpos, grandfather, father, and son, 59 
"Ia idwpos, son of Acusilaus, 184 

"Ia idwpos, son of Dionysius, 123 
*Iaidwpos, son of Dius, 56 

"Ia idwpos, son of Pecmeis, 143 

*Ioidwpos, son of Petheus, 63 
*Ioidwpos, son of Petheus and Dideis, 62, 63 

"Io idwpos, son of Ptolemaeus, 32 
*Tots, Ged: 71. Nehopons, 112; "I. Nedpepus, 25.; 71. Navaia, 

114 

*Ious, daughter of Hatres, 26 

*Iots, father (?) of Paeies, 143 

"lows, wife of Harpaésis, 37 

"lous, wife of Lampon, 144 

*Iotwv, 50, 281, 296 

"Iolo, ypapparers yewpyav, 98 

*Ioiwy, father of Apion, 187, 188 

*Iotwy, father of Tatichis, 28 

"Ioiwyv, father of Thaésis, 30 
"Ioiwv, son of Maron, 316 

"Ioiwv, son of Onnophris, 22 

*Ioyxvpas, father-in-law of Horus, 34 

"loyuptawa, 50 

*Ioxupiov, Bonbss, 73 
"Ioxupiov, father of Capiton, 31 
"Ioxvupiov, father of Dionysius, 47 

"Ioyvupior, father of Dius, 23 

"Ioyupiov, father of Sambas, 48 

"Ioxupioy, father of Thermutharion, 54 

"Ioxvpiov, grandfather and grandson, 231 

*Ioxupiov, son of Capiton, 31 
"Ioxupiwv, son of Chaeremon, 50 

"Ioxvpiwr, son of Origenes, 58 
*Ioyvptwv, son of Pachrates, 24 

"Iwdvyys, 276, 313, 330, 331, 332 
*Iwdvvys, Atp}ds, son of Phoebammon, 325-329 

*lwdvyns, lvyoordrys, 333 

"Iwdvvys, Aeveoywsrys, 334 

"lwdvyns, orurovpyss, 334 

"Iwavvys, TapoiKdptos, 332 

"Iwdvvys, son of Palos, 326 

Kaeunovs, 160 

KalaBek, 250 
Kadapek—, 265 
Kaduuxos, 329 
KahAaus, 232 

Kaddazmis (?), 265 

KadXias, 117 

KadAtkhijs, 8 

KaAniv(e)uxos, 153, 333 
Kaddtvos, 144 

KadXus, 26 

KadAXurtos, 28 

Kays, father of Heron, 122 

Kap(ns ?), grandfather and grandson, 230 

KapzroX, 307, 308, 310 

KavBek, 250 

Karypwr, 308 

Kavuas, 310 

Kavvas, 308, 309 

Kavvets, icpeds (?), 114 

Kavvets, father of Aeatis, 159 

Kavveis, father of Paiietis, 159 

Kavivs, father of Pacusis, 265 
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Kavvts, son of Pases (?), 160 

Kavooup, 310 

Kaop (?), wdzas, 299 

Kamutwdeuos, 144 

Karrirwyv, 308, 309 
Kazirwy, father of Paulus, 308-310 
Kazrirwy, father of Tertia, 64 

Kazitwy, son of Ischyrion, 31 
Kapas, 29 

Kapas, father of Heracles, 25 

Kapas, father of Nepheros, 26 

Kapas, son of Dioscous, 26 

Kaortivos, rpomdciros, 282 

Kao-ropets, son (?) of Castor, 144, 143 

Kaorwp, 54, 87, 157 

Kdorap, aitoddyos, 89, 90 

Kdorap, father and son, 39 

Kaorwp, father of Castoreis, 144, 145 

Kdorwp, father of Ptolemaeus, r9z 
Kdorwp, son of Apollonius, 156 

Kaorwp, son of Heracleides, 195, 196 

Kdorwp, son of Sambas, 218, 219 
Kaotwpas, of Berenicis, 234-237, 239-244 

KatraBwrevs, 250 
Karyntus, 265 

Kelevy (?), 32 

KeddevO(us ?), 148 

Kezreus, 160 

Kepavos, 156 

Képas, father of Pasocnopaeus, 188 

Képas, father of Philumena, 35 

Képdar, SodAos, 58 

Kedadas, brother of Connarus, 33 

Kegadas, father and son, 31, 32 
Kedahas, father of Ptolemaeus, 31 
Kedahas, son of Alexas, 32 
Kedadas, son of Patmuis, 31 

Kedanas, son of Petosiris, 204, 205 

Kédados, VEWTEPOS, 30 

Kédados, mpecButepos, 30 

Kedddov, 31, 123 

Kedahor, yvadeds, 184 

Kedddor, father and son, 28 

Kedddor, father-in-law of Orsenuphis, 23 

Kedadwr, father of Heras, 28 

Keddhoy», father of Panesneus, 25 

Keddhor, father of Taiieis, 26 

Kedah(wr), father of Tapatmuis, 35 

Keddhor, father of Theon, 42 

Kedddwr, son of Dioscorus, 23 

Kedadwv, son of Eubulus, 52 

Kedador, son of Hatres, 24 

Kedadov, son of Heras, 28 

Kedddor, son of Patuamptis, 26 

Kedddwr, son of Petesuchus, 23 

Keddy, son of Theon, 42 

Kyrntos, 250 

Kuadys, 290 
Kuadns, son of Patmuis, 34 

Krapvys, 35 

Kuevyekos (?), 334 

Kdavd.avds, 6 kal Sepivos, 210 

Kdavdios, 35, 144 

Kdavdtos *Arrodtvaptos, III 

Kd avd.os “Tovdavds, BaorAckds ypapparers, 66 

Kyavd.os Mapriakis, 163 

Kravd.os Sapariwv, TyBépios, 193 

Kravdtos 9g, TiBépuos, 193 

K\avoé.os, son of Harmaiscus, 144 

Knyevd.os, 87 

KAdd.os, 196, 197 

K\yn—, 144, 145 
K\npdrios, 296, 297 

Koddavins, 28 

KoddovA(y ?), 29 

Koddovbos, zpaurécctos, 276 

KoddovOos, father of Collauthes, 28 

KodAovaAts, 156 

K6pwyr, father of Orsenuphis, 39 

Kopowr, son of Didas, 47 

Kovvapos, 146 

Kovvapos, grandfather and grandson, 33 

Kovowmtris, 232 

Kozpys, father of Aeon, 311 

Kompys, son of Callinus, 144 

Kozpys, son of Paémis, 160 

Kompys, son of Psarus, 143 

Kopakos, 147 

Képa€, 104 

Képaé, father of Soéris, 31, 32 

3) 

Képag, son of Apollonius, 179 (see Corrigenda), 
180 

Képoos, emiotatys Tov puAakiTov, 164 

KopvyAuos, 21 
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Koopas, 154 Aoxkpyttos, 60, 120 

Koopas, son of Georgius, 332 Aokptvos, éxarovrdpxys, 149 

Koopas, son of Julius, 335 Aovkia, "Aparia Upeloxa i Kal, 212 

Kov@tous, 310 Aovkia —ofudda, 33 

Kovddovbos, 144 Aovxtos, 28, 128 

Kouvr—, 310 Aovktos *AvovBiwv, 163 

Kpadys, 265 Aovxktos Mapuos, 99 

Kpoxos, son of Hegemon, 26 Aovktos O(darép)ios Bippos, erparusrns, 32 

Kpoxos, son of Sambas, 26 AovKtos Serripos Aipydwos Urodepaios 6 kal Appcinos, 

Kpoviar, 122 215 

Kpoviwyr, father of Antonia Nemesilla, 176 Aovxtos, father of Hermeias, 317 

Kpovviwr, 50 Aovkpyt(tos), 248 
Kvuvtos “Ayxapijvios, 265 AovKpytios, Aipi\uos, 174 

Kupakos, 3035 Aovmmktvos, 294 

Kupiaxy, 278, 279 AvKOS, @edSupos 6 kal, 125 
Kvptafow—, mother and daughter, 123 Avkos, son of Dotialus (?), 126 

Kuvpudda, 144 Avotwaxos, father of Maron, 124 

Kuptddos, 312 

Kupos, 248 Maiwp, Twos Ovadr€pios, 151 

Kvpos, AidpyAtos, 318 Makdpuos, Pdaovwos, éritporos Seorotixav Krycewv, 287 

KUpos, 6 paxdpios dra, 335 Mavpys (or Mappys), father of Versenuphis, 168 

Kedar, 156 Ma€éevOia, 305 
Kwortavrtos, son (?) of Abinnaeus, 297, 305 Ma€ipiov, 156 

Mad€ipos, 303, 312 
AaBats, 27 Maé.pos, otpariarys, 36 

AaBous, 209 Ma€ipos, father of Hatres, 156 
Aappus (?), épanorys, 331 _ Mapacov* (?), 104 

Adprrov, 144 Map(e)iavds, “Iovdus, 319 

Adyns, ixOvorwAys, 234, 230-241, 243, 244 Mapia, AipyAia, 276, 281 

A€apxos, 123 Mapuos, Aovxwos, 99 

Acov—, 145 Matos, pédixos, 173 

Acovidys, 50 Mapiwy», son of Dionysius, 47 

Aecovras, 62 Mdpkeddos, Tduos Merpdvios, 207, 208 

Ae€dvT.os, PAaoviws, consul, 273 Mad pkos *Avrdmos MéAdas, 128 

Aemrivys, 47 Mdpkos ’Avrévios Hpioxos, 26 

Aéwy, son of Pachymius, 329 Mdpkos AdpyAvos Urddepos, 317 

Aéwyv, son of Samuel, 329 Mdpkos Aoyyeivos, 154 

Ans, 313 Mdpkos Otvarépios ‘Peoriroutos, otpatwitns, 26 

Anveus (?), 250 Mdpkos Sepmpwvios Téueddos, 203 

Atktavos, 335 Mdpkos, father of Sabinus, 319, 320 

Atwv—, 231 Mappys, father of Dioscorus, 126 
Aoyyetvos, “TovAws, 111 Mappys, father of Nestnepheos, 26 
Aoyyetvos (MS. Aovyewmos), Mdpxos, 154 Mappys, father of Phasis, 127 

Aoyyelvos, orparwirns, 173 Mappys, father of Stotostis, 126 
Aoyyivos, 6 xai’AroAXdvs, 28 Mappys, grandfather, father, and son, 30 

Aoyyivos Otarépos, 23 Mappys, son of Manres, 168 
Aoyytwos, son of Heraclianus, 116 Mappys, son of Papeis, 126 
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Mévay», father and son, 24 

Mepots, 66, 67 

Mevpos, 143 

Mnvas, 306, 334 

Myvas (MS. Mypas), scribe, 333 

Mappys, son of Petosiris, 200, 201 

Mapoyns, 40 

Mapriants, KAav‘é0s, 163 

Mapruptos, 305 

Maprupt(os), Badeds, 331 
Mapript(o)s, rapouxdpuos, 331 
Mdpar, 35, 59, 224, 254, 309, 310, 311 
Mdpor, iepevs, 143, 144 

Mdpor, brother, of Connarus, 33 

Mnvas, son of Paneus, prior, 325-329 

Mynvas, son of Pinution, 329 

Myrtipos, 6 xat TrAdwvas, 317 

Mixkanos, 182, 203, 204, 205 

Mdpov, father and son, 23, 48, 224 Mu Olas, 143 

Mvyjoapxos, 10 

Motpos, 250 

Modys, son of Apollonius, 52 

Mdpwr, father-in-law of Patmuis, 35 

Mdpor, father of Acusilaus, 184 

Mdpoyr, father of Amon, 23 

Mdpar, father of Bion, 223 Modys, son of Ptolemaeus, 48 

Mdpor, father of Didas, 37 Méripos Tépedrdos, BactArkds ypappareis, 192 

Mdpor, father of Diodorus, 61 Mouts, husband of Tapeis, 148 

Madpor, father of Ision, 316 Mouts, son of Heracles, 148 

Mdpwr, father of Thaisous, 22 Movvarios O74dE, Fyeudv, 172 

Mova-aiws, 329 

Movo7s, 298, 313, 314 

Mupys (?), 197 

Mupztis, 48 
MvoGapiar, 51, 55 

Mvo bapior, father of Chaerous, 52 

Mdpor, father of Thermutharion, 26. 

Mdpor, son of Artemidorus, 228 

Mdpwy, son of Didymus, 146 

Mdpar, son of Lysimachus, 124 

Mdpor, son of Patmuis, 35 

Mdpwy, son of Petermuthis, 26 

Mdpor, son of Tillon, 153 Mvo bapiar, son of Alcimus, 202 

Mavpos, xpvooxoers, 332 Mvo-Gapiwy, son of Heracleides, 59 

Meyxys, son of Diodotus, 29 

Meyyyns, father of Horus, 40 

Me.deias, 128 

Mvobapiov, 

Mvo bapiov, 

son of Naath, 230 

son of Sambas, 48 

MvoOapiwy, son of Siderus, 52 
Mua bas, 23, 34, 41, 148, 180, 181 

Mua as, ’Axovoidaos 6 Kai, 50 

MedayKrop—, VEWTEPOS, 23 

Medavas, téxtwy, 157 

Medapyup—, 32 
Méhas, 308 

Mé das, AitpyAcos, 116 

MéAas, Aipijrtos, son of Dioscorus, 94 

Mé)as, oderparvds, 278 

Mé)as, oTpaTiatys, 275 

Mé)as, father of Mumes, 197 

Méhas, father of Tanesneus, 24 

Méh)as, son of Asmales, 160 

Mé)as, son of Hermeias, 311 

Mé)as, son of Pacusis, 249 

Méh)as, son of Pusi, 94 

Mé)as, son of Pusimeus (?), 265 

Meduyuvvos (?), 156 

Mevédaos, 56 

Mevédaos, son of Isamis, 125, 126 

Mvo bas, éanpérys, 242, 243 

Mvo-Oas, father and son, 23, 39, 148 

Mvo Oas, father-in-law of Harmais, 34 

Mua fas, father of Ammonia, 34 

Mvo as, father of Apollonius, 25 

MvoOas, father of Apunchis, 24 

Mua Oas, father of Claudianus, 210 

MvoOas, father of Harpaésis, 37 

MvoOas, father of Necpheros, 23 

Muc-Oas, father of Peteous, 40 

Muo-Oas, father of Ptolemaeus, 213 

MvaOas, father of Socmenis, 37 

Mvo-Oas, father of Soterichus, 185 

Mua Oas, father of Tamystha, 25, 37 
Mua Oas, father of Taorsis, 33 
MvoOas, father of Taiiis, 33 
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Mvo-Oas, father of Tepheros, 25 

MvoOas, father of Thaésis, 33 

MvoOas, grandfather of Diodorus, 59 
MvoOas, grandfather of Hector, 28 

MvoOas, grandfather of Panetuatis, 37 

MvoOas, son of Ammonius, 27 

Mvo-Oas, son of Apollonius, 25 
Mvo-Oas, son of Harmiusis, 23 

MvoOas, son of Heracles, 26 

Mvo-Oas, son of Horus, 33 

Mua as, son of Mysthusanth—, 148 

Mvo-Oas, son of Onnophris, 37 
Mvo-Oas, son of Pachnubis, 26 

Mvo-Oas, son of Papontos, 26 

Mvo-Oas, son of Patmuis, 33 

Mvo-Oas, son of Phaésis, 38 

MvoOas, son of Ptolemaeus, 33 

MvoOas, son of Ptollis, 25 
MvoOas, son of Sarapas, 117 

Muo-Oas, son of Tamystha, 147 

Mvo-Oys, son of Polemon, 27 

MvoOovoravO—, father of Mysthas, 148 

Mvoras (?), father and son, 208 

M@pos, 248 

Naa), 230 

Naapaos, 329, 330 

Naapavs, 157 

NaOpas, 86 

Naviwy, 28 

Nav, 310 

NeBOepmis (?), 231 
NeByxys, father and son, 238-241, 243 

NeByns, son of Stotoétis, 234, 236-241, 244 
Newdppov, Aipryros, 94 

NetXos, father of Demetrius, 144 

NetXos, father of Heracleides, 225 

NetXos, of Berenicis, 235-244 

NetXos, son of Papeis, 127 

NekOvos, 234, 237, 239, 241-243 

Nexdepavs, father of Tamystha, 32 
Nexdepavs, father of Theophilus, 34 

Nexdepavs, son of Petesuchus, 34 

Nexdepavs, son of Pethepis (2), 34 

Nexdepavs, son of Theophilus, 34 

Nexdepas, 29 

Nexdepas, father and son, 23 
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Nexdepus, father of Diodotus, 29 

Nexdepus, father of Hermas, 26 

Nexdepws, father of Senapunchis, 28 

Nexdepas, father of Taarphaésis, 25 

Nexdepws, mother of Sambas, 27 

Nexdepas, son of Aleus, 32 

Nexdepws, son of Diodotus, 29 

Nexgepas, son of Hermas, 26 

Nexdepws, son of Mysthas, 23 

Nexdepws, son of Nanion, 28 

Nexdepws, son of Petesuchus, 24 

Nepeoas, son of Areotus, 22 

Nepecas, son of (Pe)teasib—, 24 

Nepeéowdda, *Avrovia, 176 

Nepewous, 25 

Nepecous, daughter of Pachnubis, 26 

Neuddnpos (?), pjrop, 144 
Neokvdrs, Sixouoddrys, 152, 153 
Neo Ovndus, 217 

Neorrvndews, 26 

Neoryygis, 178 
Nedepooun—, 36 

Negepowous, 34 

Nedepas, 41, 56 

Negepws, father-in-law of Caras, 26 

Nedepas, father of Acous, 145 

Nedepws, father of Apis, 190 

Nedepws, father of Nephersouk—, 36 
Nedepws, father of Petesuchus, go 

Nedepws, father of Tephoras, 32 

Nedepws, mother of Heracles, 231 

Negepws, son of Caras, 26 

Nexova, 10 

Nexourns, son of Petears—, 15, 16 

Néwyv, 182 

NuBouras, father and son, 48 

Nuypwravds, consul, 280 

Nexdvep, 222 

Nixdvop, 6 «al Idm7os, 48, 51 

Nexdptov, 4 Kal Ocppoviis, 13 

Neuxndpos, dotdos, 58 
Nukias, 125 

Nvxédaos, father of Sostrata, 31 

Nexddaos, son of Cephalas, 31 
Nixootparn, 28 
Nivvapos, 6 xal TroAepatos, 63 

Nivvos, 6 xat "AvouBiwv, 215 
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Nivvos, father of Aunion, 311 

Nivvos, son of Theophorus (?), 145 

Novva, 305 

Novva, Avpydla, 317 

a 
Flakes, 249 

Oapiwv, 32 

OBedXos, 279 

Oia€, otpatyyés, 96 

"Ordos Seovipos, Tdtos, 28 

Odh— (?), 316 ° 

Od .. Ss, dia, 331 

“Odvptros, father and son, 447 

“Odvprros, father of Pancrates, 47 

Opoupts (?), 143 

"Ovyoipos, “HpaxreiSns 6 kai, 47 
’Oviowos, father-in-law of Hector, 23 

"Ovyoipos, father of Petesuchus, 67 
’"Ovroos, father of Thermutharion, 35 

’"Ovyoipos, son of Anchorimpheus (?), 36 

"Ovroyos, son of Asclepiades, 52 
’Ovia os, son of Hector, 23 

Ovvadovs (ste), genitive, 81 

Ovvodpts, 33, 35, 39, 155, 223, 281 
Ovvadpis, veatepos, 41 

Ovvwdpis, father and son, 22, 28, 34, 37, 145, 

231 

Ovvedpts, father of Achillas, 232 

Ovvedpts (MS. Ovvo—), father of Aunes, 98 

Ovvedprs, father of Erieus, 147 

Ovvewd¢prs, father of Harphaésis, 25 

Ovvadpis, father of Horus, 39 

Ovvadpis, father of Mysthas, 37 

Ovvedpis, father of Petheus, 231 

Ovvedpis, father of Piollion, 33 

Ovvwdpts, father of Sambas, 147 

Ovvadprs, father of Saras, 40 

Ovvw¢prs, father of Serapion, 79 

Ovvadpis, father of Stotoélis, 71 

Ovvadpis, father of Tapetheus, 37 

Ovvedprs, father of Teos, 223 

Ovvwdprs, father of Thaésis, 33 

Ovvadpis, father of Thenamunis, 32 

Ovvwdprs, grandfather, father, and son, 231 

Ovvewdpts, grandson of Petheus, 231 

Ovvwdpts, son of Alaxion, 156 

Ovvwdprs, son of Apis, 24 

Ovvedpis, son of Arsais (?), 39 

Ovvadprs, (MS. Ovvo.), son of Cataboleus, 250 

Ovvw¢pts, son of Cephalon, 42 

Ovvadpis, son of Chaeremon, 29 

Ovvedpis, son of Harphaésis, 25 
Ovvadpris, son of Heras, 231 

Ovvwdpts, son of Horus, 34, 36 

Ovvedpis, son of Horus and Tepheros, 36 
Ovvewdprs, son of Necpheros, 23 

Ovvedpts, son of Orion, 268 

Ovvwdpts, son of Panephremmis, 90 

Ovvadpts, son of Panesneus, 25 
Ovvw¢pts, son of Papontos, 35 

Ovvw¢prs, son of Petearpsenesis, 26 

Ovvadprs, son of (P)eteésis, 37 

Ovvwdpis (MS. Ovve-), son of Petenuphis, 98 

Ovvw¢pts, son of Phalous, 22 

Ovvewdpts, son of Phasis, 37 

Ovvwdpts, son of Philocles (?), 148 

Ovvw¢pis, son of Plueris, 33 

Ovvadpts, son of Pueris, 34 

Ovvadprs, son of Punches, 224 

Ovvwdpts, son of Sabinus, 231 
Ovvwdpts, son of Socmenis, 37 

Opcevovdgis, 250 

Opcevovdrs, father and son, 26, 40 

Opcevovdis, father-in-law of Horus, 26 

Opcevovd¢is, father of Aethiopous, 143 

Opcevovdgis, father of Ammonia, 31 

Opcevovdus, father of Anpsais, 145 

Opcevovdrs, father of Harmais, 39 

Opoevovdus, father of Panegbasis, 27 

Opcevovdus, father of Panomgeus, 26 
Opcevovdis, father of Satabous, 39 

Opcevovdus, father of Segathis, 34 

Opcevov¢is, father of Taarmiusis, 28 

Opoevov¢is, father of Tamystha, 25, 26 

Opcevoudis, father of Taorseus, 40 

Opoevovdus, father of Tapontos, 33 

Opoevovdrs, father of Thermutharion, 26 

Opoevovdis, grandfather and grandson. 231 

Opoevovdus, son of Ammonius, 23 
Opaevovdis, son of Apollonius, 26 
Opaevovdis, son of Comon, 39 
Opaevovdis, son of Erieus, 249 

Opcevovdis, son of Harmais, 39 
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Opoevovdis, son of Horus, 40 
Opocevovdis, son of Iemuthis (?), 232 

Opoevovdis, son of Maures, 168 

Opcevov¢is, son of Mysthas, 27 

Opcevovdis, son of Onnophris, 37 

Opcevovdis, son of Panegbasis, 27 

Opoevovdis, son of Papais, 223 
Opcevovdus, son of Papeis, 39, 234, 237-239, 241, 

242, 244 

Opcevovdis, son of Papontos, 4o 

Opcevovdis, son of Patmuis, 36 
Opcevovudis, son of Soterichus, 249 

Opoaevovd¢is, son of Taanchorimpheus, 40 

Opcevovdus, son of Teos, 41 

Opcevs, husband of Celleuthis (?), 148 

Opcevs, husband of Heras, 146 

Opcevs, son of Ptolemaeus, 148 

Opoots, father of Papais, 223 

Ocopamus, 32 

Orevpis, grandfather and grandson, 40 

Ovadé€p.os, *Arrohwvapios, 153 

Ovanéptos *ArohAdnos, TIT 

Ovd)eptos Aoyyivos, 23 

Ovadéptos Maiwp, Téos, 151 

Ovahéptos “Pearirovros, Mdpxos, TTPATLIT YS, 26 

Ovahé€ptos Tiraviaves, 144 

Ovaréptos, Tpiypapxos, 145 

Ovahépios irsEevos, 144 

O(darép)ios (?) Pippos, Aoveios, 32 

Ovavras (?), 156 

Ovamns (?), 85 

Ovyx—, father of Thaésis, 37 

Ovevamis, 157 

Ovepyt\davds, orparoreddpyys, 153 

Ovepoevovdis, 168 

OvnBis, 239 

Ovntimas, 249 

Ovtos, 157 

Ovurpdoros Mordor, Déwos, Fyeudr, 168 

Ovparos, 293 

Ovrpdvios, 27 

Tlaadus (?), 143 

Tlaavtous, 26 

TlaBovs, 108 

IlaBovs, father and son, 250, 265 

IIaBovs, father of Anchupis, 92 

TlaBovs, father of Justus, 250 

TlaBovs, father of Orion, 251 
TlaBous, father of Satabous, 250 

IlaBovs, son of Harpagathes, 199 

TlaBous, son of Ibis, 108 
TlaBovs, son of Onnophris (?), 81 

TlaBovs, son of Pacusis, 249 
TlaBovs, son of Panomieus, 65 
TlaBovs, son of Phibis, 158 

TlaBous, son of Pues (?), 265 
IlaBous, son of Psenesis, 250 (?), 265 

TIlaBovs, son of Satabous, 169, 199, 210, 211 

IlaBous, son of Stotoétis, 173 

TlaBovs, son of Thakes, 249 

Tlayxpdrns, father and son, 47 

Tlayxparns, father of Olympus, 47 

Tayxparys (MS. Tavxe—), father of Orion, 78 

Ilayxparys (MS. Iavx—), father of Peteuris, 78 

Ilayxparys, father of Sotas, 52 

Ilayxparns, son of Olympus, 47 

Ilayxparns, son of Sotas, 52 

Tlaeuyeus, 157 

IIaeunovs, 251 

Tlaeuys, 143 

IIaeus, son of Polion, 145 

TIaeus, son of Satabous, 108 

TIlaeuts, son of Erieus, 160 

IIaeuts, son of Sempronius, 160 

Ilaevs (?), son of Ptolemaeus, 131 

Tlaevs (?), father of Socrates, 232 

IIans (?), son of Harpocration, 132 

TIanovos, father of Eous, 311 

Tlanous, 311 

TIlanots, son of Aretion, 143 

Tlafeppovits, 63, 64 
Ilaxovets, 145 

Tlaxvots, 79, 82, 251, 265 

Tlaxvos, iepevs, 65, 112 

Tlakvorts, father and son, 249 

IIlaxvors, father of Amunis, 192 

Tlakvorts, father of Apunchis, 108 

IIakvous, father of Erieus, tog 

IIaxvors, father of Heracles, 48 

IIlaxvots, father of Horus, 192, 193 

Ilaxvors, father of Pabous, 249 

IIaxvots, father of Panephremmis, 192, 193 

Tlaxvous, father of Sotas, 249 
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Tlaxvots, father of Tesenuphis, 71 

Ilaxvous, grandfather and grandson, 231, 232 

Tlaxvots, son of Ale—, 250 

Tlaxvots, son of Apunchis, 90, 189 

Tlakvous, son of Cannis, 265 

Tlaxvots, son of Horus, 80, 191-193 

Tlakvorts, son of Poliueis (?), 250 

Tlaxvots, son of Satabous, 199 

TladaXus, 316 

Tlahapydns, 143 

Tlakapyeys, father and son, 48 

Tladas, 310 

Tladypus, 114 
TIladyovs, 159 

Tlahy(s ?), father of (Taneph)remmis, 39 

TlddAas, Mdpxos Avravios, 128 

TlaApus, 265 

Tladws, 326 

Tlapaad (?), 231 

TlapByK1s (?), 10 
TlapwvOns, 3 
Tlavdytos, 25 

Tlavapdos, 167 
Tlavas, “Ioi8upos 6 xat, 212 

Ilavas, father of Pates, 250 

TlaveyBaors, 23 
TlaveyB(acts), vedrepos, 23 

TlaveyB(acrs), TOLMLHV, 23 

IlaveyBaots, brother of Ptollis, 27 

TlaveyBacrs, father-in-law of Heracles, 26 
TlaveyBaors, father of Harmais, 22 

TlaveyB(acrs), father of Hector, 23 
TlaveyBacts, father of Horus, 28 

TlaveyBaots, father of Panomgeus, 28 
TlaveyBaors, father of Petesuchus, 22 

IlaveyBaots, father of Thaésis, 28 

TlaveyBacrs, father of Theanob—, 26 
TaveyBaots, son of Dionysius, 25 

TlaveyBaors, son of Erigeus, 28 
TlaveyB(acus), son of Hector, 23 

TlaveyB(aors), son of Heracles, 23 

IlaveyBacts, son of Horus, 28 
IlaveyBacus, son of Orion, 28 

IlaveyBacus, son of Orsenuphis, 27 

Ilaverpos, 156 

Tlavetevs, 148 

Tlaveovevs, father of Hatres, 24 

Ilaveovevs, son of Cephalon, 25 

Tlaveovevs, son of Sotas, 81 

Ilaveovevs, son of Tesi—, 25 

Tlaverveus (?), 33 

Tlaveovys, 250 

Tlaverovaris, 37 

Tlavedpenatos, 66 

Tlaveppepts, 81 

Tlavedpepps, 246 

Tlaveppepps, father of Amunis, 265 
Tlavedpeppis, father of Horus, 218 

Tlavedpepps, father of Onnophris, 90 

Tlavedpeppus, father of Satabous, 41 

Tlaveppeppus, father of Soéris, 220 

Tlavedpepprs, father of Tanephresmis, 40 

Tlavedpeppts, son of Erieus, 80 

Tlavedpeppts, son of Pacusis, 192, 193 

Tlavedpeppts, son of Papeis, 104 

Tlavedpepps, son of Satabous, 41 

Tlavedpeppts, son of Stotoétis, 81, 219 

Tlavedpepupts, son of Tesenuphis, 219, 220 

Tlavedpyts, 210 
Tlavedpiypus, dxdrwp, 159 

Tlavedpoppts, 103 

Tlaveppupis, 110 
Tlavedpups, father of Horus, 211 

Tlavedpuppts, son of Erieus, 217, 218 

Tlavedpuppus, son of Papais, 218 
Tlavexwrtos, father of Patmuis, 34 
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Ilaveyoros, father of Pecusis, 235-237, 239, 240, 242, 

243 
Tlaveywtos, father of Senithes, 35 

Tlaveywros, son of Tamystha, 35 

Tlavyots, 167 

Tlavyus, 325 

IIavivos, 310 

Tlavis, 250 

Ilavickos, 308 

TIlavickos, 6 cat Terepuvis, 2 

Tlavckos, grandfather and grandson, 56 

Tlaviokos, son of Papus, 61 

Ilavicvevs, 163 

Tlavopyevus, 27 

Tlavopvyeus, vedtepos, 27 

Tlavomyevs, father of Heraclous, 27 

Tlavop(yeus), father of Theon, 22 

Ilavowyevs, grandfather, father, and son, 26 
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Tlavowyevs, grandfather of Ptollis, 27 

Tlavopyevs, son of Dius, 26 

Iavopyevs, son of Heracles, 27 

IIavo(yevs), son of Necpheros, 23 
ILavop(yevs), son of Orsenuphis, 23 

Ilavopyevs, son of Panegbasis, 28 

Tlavoptevs, father and son, 240, 242, 244 

Tlavopuevs, father of Damas, 235, 237, 238-241, 

244 
Tlavoptevs, father of Pabous, 65 

Tlavoctevs, son of Horus, 240 

Tlavodpeupus, tog 

Ilavov\xtos (?), 141 

Tlavov¢us, 84 

Tlavov¢us, son of Anchophis, 211, 212 

Tlavov¢is, son of Pion, 266 

Tlavrak, yewpyds, 326 

TlavrBevs, 64 

Tlaoveur (?), 231 

Tlaovyrns, father of Sinas, 250 

Tlaovnrys, father of Syrus, 250 

Taovyrns, father of Zenas, 159 

IIaovyrns, son of Canneis, 159 

IIaovus, 23 

Tlaoverns, father of Taarmiusis, 25 

Ilaouvirns, father of Tasoouk—, 27 

TIaovs, 103 

Tlazraus, 224 

Ilazrats, father and son, 103, 223 

Tlazrats, father of Aponis, 223 

Tlazraus, father of Orsenuphis, 223 

Tlazrats, father of Panephrummis, 218 

Tlazraus, father of Satabous, 224, 225 

TIazrats, son of Horus, 224 

Ilazrats, son of Orsois, 223 

Tlazraus, son of Petearmuthis, 224 

Tlazreeus, xapndorpddos, 100 

Tlasretptos, Opiov 6 xa, 189 

Ilazrets, 42, 141 

Tlazreus, father and son, 39, 41, 208 

Tl azreus, father-in-law of Petesuchus, 23 

Tlazrecs, father of Ammonaphis, r9r 

Tlasrecs, father of Harpagathes, 232 

Ilazrets, father of Marres, 126 

Tlazrets, father of Neilus, 127 

Tlazrets, father of Orsenuphis, 234, 237-239, 241, 242, 

244 

Ilazrets, father of Panephremmis, 124 

Tlazrets, father of Sambas, 29 

Ilazrets, father of Satabous, 40 

Tlazreus, father of Somais, 41 

Tlazrets, son of Adreotus, 127 

Tlazreus, son of Apunchis, 39 

IIazrecs, son of Oteuris, 40 

Ilazrets, son of Satabous, 40, 41 

Ilazeitys, 266 

IIazrexas, father and son, 108 

Tlazrexas, father of Horus,’ 108 

TlameveB— (?), 141 

Tlamreavevs, 40 

Ilareorpews (?), 108 

Tlavrews, 77 

Ilazrovpevs, grandfather and grandson, 40 

IlazrovTws, 29, 32 

TlazrovTws, 6 xat Swris, 208 

Ilazrovrws, brother of Heracles, 34 

IIazrovrws, father and son, 35, 40 

Tlazrovrws, father of Anubion, 28 

Ilazrovrws, father of Asclas, 25 

Ilazrovrws, father of Horus, 34, 40 

Ilazrovrws, father of Kiamnes, 35 

Ilavrovtws, father of Mysthas, 26 

Ilatrovrws, father of Onnophris, 35 

Ilamov7ws, father of Ptolema, 34 

Ilazrovras, father of Tauris, 22 

Ilavrovrws, father of Thermutharion, 35 

Tlazrovrws, grandfather, father, and son, 25 

Ilazrovrws, son of Bolus, 148 

IlazrovTws, son of Erieus, 40 

Ilazrovras, son of Harmiusis, 148 

Ilazrovtws, son of Hermon, 34 

Tlazrovtws, son of Horus, 34 

Ilazrovrws, son of Kiamnes, 35 

Uazrovtws, son of Petenouris, 147 

Ilazros, father and sons (2), 223, 224 

Ilazros, father of Alcimus, 225 

Ilazros, father of Eudaemonis, 60 

Ilazros, father of Nicias, 125 

Ilazros, father of Ptollas, 217 

Ilazros, son of Alcimus, 202 

Tlazros, son of Onnophris, 37 

Ilazros, son of Socrates, 61 

Tlamov(as ?), 31 

Ildazros, Nexdvwp 6 cai, 48 
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Ildzrzros, father of Heracleides, 47 

Tlapapwr (?), 101 

Tlapevs, 160 

Tldpus, vedtepos, 248 

Tlapiwv, 47 

Ilappovits, 276 

Tlaon(s ?), father of Cannis, 160 

Tlaon(s ?), father of Orion, 160 

Tlaoys, father of Sotas, rog 

Tlaons, son of Phasis, 223 

Tlacts, 157 

Tlaots, wdzas, 160 

Ilaots, father of Pene—, 60 

IIaocts, father of Thermutharion, 30 

Tlaciwv, Kwpoypappareds, 68 

Tlaciwy, brother of Heracles, 27 

Tlaciwy, father and son, 223 

Tlaciwy, father of Heracles, 27 

Tlactwy, father of Horis, 32 

Tlactwy, son of Diodorus, 55 

Tlagiwv, son of Heracleides, 60 

Tlaciwy, son of Horeis, 35 

Tlaciwy, son of Phaseis, 197 

TlaoKerrets, 155 (?), 250 

Tlacwoxvo7ratos, father of Harphaésis, 230 

ITlacoxvo7ratos, son of Ceras, 188 

Tlacoxvo7ratos, son of Harpaésis, 179, 180 

Ilacoxvo7ratos, son of Sotas, 81 

Tlaco£és, grandfather and grandson, 230 

Tlacoéus, son of Heras, 117, 118 

Ilac-o(€ts ?), son of Petheus, 231 
Tlacwvos (?), 156 

Tlacws, father and son, 148 

Tlacw(s ?), father of Damas, 239, 240 

Tlaradas, vavrnyds, 161 

TlateveBr, 98 

Tlarys, father of Panis, 250 

IIarys, son of Panas, 250 

Tlatytes, 159 

Tlatpouts, vedrepos, 35 

Ilazpouts, 6 Kai levOcevs, 35 

Tlaztpouis, 6 «ai Ievrous, 35 

IIatpovts, brother of Petesuchus, 35 

Tlarpouts, father and son, 31, 32 

Ilatpouts, father of Cephalas, 31 

Ilatpouss, father of Dionysius, 33 

Tlatpouts, father of Isas, 33 

IL. 

Tlatpouts, father of Onnophris, 33 

Tlatpouis (MS. Wazpors), father of Phasis, 34 

Tlatpouts, father of Ptolemaeus, 31, 35 

Tarpouts, father of Senithes, 34 

Tlatpouis, father of Tanesneus, 31 

Tlatpouts, father of Taseus, 36 

Tlatpouts, father of Tauris, 30, 34 

Tlatpouts, father of Thaubastis, 31 

Tlatjovts, grandfather, father, and son, 33 

Tlatpouts, grandfather of Heracles, 35 

Tlatpouts, grandfather of Senithes, 34 

Tlatpovts, son of Artemidorus, 36 

Tlatpouts, son of Harpaésis, 33 

Tlavjovuts, son of Horis, 34 

TIlatpouts, son of Orsenuphis, 36 

Tlatjouts, son of Panechotus, 34 

TIlatpouts, son of Peporas, 33 

Tarpouts, son of Pnepheros, 30 

Tlatpovuts, son of Procnius, 36 

Tlatjovuss, son of Ptolemaeus, 30, 33, 35 

Tlarpouts, son of Stotoétis, 34 

Tlarpouts, father of Taarbaithus, 33 

Ilatos (?), 127 

Tlarovap7v7us, father of Dioscous, 26 

Tlarovapmzts, son of Dioscous, 26 

Tlatovapmris, son of Ptollis, 26 

Tlarovws, 332 

Ildrpav, 232 

Tlatpwdtdor (?), 197 

Tlaruvis, iyovpevos, 235, 238 

IIarvvis, father of Pemais and Patunis, 234, 235, 240, 

242, 243 

Ilatvuvis, son of Patunis, 234, 236, 238, 240, 242, 243 

TIlarvuvis, son of Satabous, 235, 236, 238, 239, 241, 242, 

244 
Tlatws, father of Vetipas, 249 

TlavXos, 279, 313, 314 

Tlavdos, xopvixovAdpios, 296, 297 

IlavXos, pavpos, 331 

Ilavdos, oderpavds, 308, 309 

TlavX0os, orparustys, 275, 299 

Tlavdos, father of Anneus, 316 

TladAos, father of Apepas, 310 

TladXos, son of Capiton, 308-310 

TladAos, son of Senuthus, 326 

Ilavoupts, father-in-law of Pnebseis, 37 

Tlavotpis, father of Petheus, 37 
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Ilavoupis, father of Tausiris, 37 

Tlavoupts, father of Tausiris (different from the pre- 

ceding), 37 

Ilavovpts, father of Tepheros, 36 

Tlavoupts, son of Androus, 37 

TIlavoupis, son of Paponmeus, 40 

Tlavotpts, son of Pepiris, 37 

Tlavoupts, son of Petempsenesis, 36 

Tlaxupts, father and son, 25 

Ilayupts, father of Dioscous, 24 

TIayupts, father of Thenapunchis, 25 

Tlaxupts, son of Dioscous, 24 

TIayxipts, son of Panesneus, 25 

IlayvovBts, father of Nemesous, 26 

TlaxvovBts, son of Atomneus, 26 

IlaxvovBts, son of Dionysius, 26 

TlayvouBis, son of Dionysius and Nemesous, 26 

IlayvovBts, son of Pepiris, 26 

Ilayparns, father and son, 24 

Tlaxparns, grandfather and grandson, 24 

Tlayparns, son of Pitis, ro 

Tlayvp.os, father of Leon, 329 

Tlawpos (?), 87 

Tlawreus, 148 

Ileeunos, 281, 292 

Tle@emus, 34 

Tlefevs, yewpyds, 200 

Tleevs, TIrodepuatos 6 kai, 182 

TleBevs, xpecBirepos, 215 

TleQevs, father and son, 37, 231 

ITefevus, father of Ancoripheus, 231 

TleOevs, father of Aunes, 78 

Tle@eus, father of Chaeremon, 190 

Tleevs, father of Hatres, 117 

Tlefeus, father of Heraclas, 205 

Tlefeus, father of Isidorus, 63 

TleQevs, father of Ptolemaeus, 182 

Tleevs, father of Sisous, 29 

Tlefevs, father of Thaésis, 39 

Tlefevs, grandfather and grandson, 230, 231 

Tlefevs, grandfather, father, and son, 232 

Tlefevs, grandfather of Onnophris, 231 
Tlefevs, grandson of Pamaath (?), 231 
Ilefevs, son of Aphrodisius, 78 

Tlefevs, son of Apollonius, 158, 231 

TleBevs, son of Cameius (?), 230 

Ilefevs, son of Harphaésis, 230 

Iefevs, son of Heracleides, 179 

Tle@evs, son of Heracles, 231 

TleOevs, son of Ischyrion, 231 
TleOevs, son of Isidorus, 63 
Tlefevs, son of Onnophris, 231 

Tlefeus, son of Pacusis, 231 

TleOevs, son of Pasoxis, 230 

TleOevs, son of Petesuchus, 232 
Tleevs, son of Ptolemaeus, 182, 250 

TleBevs, son of Satabous, 230, 231 

TleBevs, son of Sisous, 29 
Ileuyovs, 251 

Tletous, 29 

IIevovus, 28 

Tlevoioiwy, “Hpwv 6 Kal, 47 

Tlexpnets, father of Akinkis, 143 

Tlexpnets, father of Isidorus, 143 

Tlexpnis, 156 

Tlexpn(us ?), son of Socmenis, 37 

Ilexvorvos, ypadevs, 333 

Tlexvous, 41, 87, 252 

Tlexvoris, 7 Geot, 235, 237, 238, 241-243 

Tlexvous, 7 ovot, 235-237, 239, 241-243 

Tlexvots, grandfather of Heracles, 232 

Ilexvorts, son of Anchophis, 235-237, 239, 240, 242, 244 

TIexvorts, son of Harpagathes, 89 

Tlexvous, son of Heraclius, 234, 236, 238, 239, 242, 243 

Tlexvots, son of Panechotus, 235-237, 239, 240, 242, 243 

Tlexvores, son of Pisais, 310 

Ilexvats, son of Sotas, 250 

Ilexvots, son of Stotoétis, 221 

Ilexvots, son of Turbon, 145 

Tlewats, father and son, 235, 236, 238-243 

Tlewacs, father of Horus, 235, 237, 239, 240, 242, 243 

Tlepaus, son of Patunis, 235, 236, 238, 240, 242, 243 

TlewBas, 265 

Ileve—, son of Pasis, 60 

Tleveevs, 235-238, 240, 242-244 . 

Tlevenous, 55 

Tlevneus, 148 

Tempus, 224 

Tlemupts, father and son, 146 

Tlemupts, father of Atomneus, 26 

Ilemupus, father of Pachnubis, 26 

Tlemupts, father of Sarapion, 156 

Tlemu(pts), father of Tacnoub—, 23 
Tlemupts, father of Tanegbasis, 23 
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Tlemupts, father of Pomsais, 27 

Ilemupts, father of Tathaus, 39 

Tlemupus, father of Tausiris, 37 

Tlempts, son of Atomneus, 26 

Tlemupts, son of Harpaésis, 37 

Tlemupts, son of Petesuchus, 10g 

Ilevopas, father of Patmuis, 33 

Tlepeyévys, 2 

Tleoxas (?), 26 

Tleorocerpus (?), 188 

TleraB— (?), 145 
Tleraxovets (?), 145 

Tleravs, yewpyés, 200 

Tlevavs, father of Castor, 39 

Ileravs, father of Pnepheros, 78 

Ilervavs, father of Tasocmenis, 36 

Ileravs, father of Tesenuphis, 37 

Tleravs, son of Tesenuphis, 37 

Tlereapovvis, father of Oarion, 32 

Tlereapovris, son of Petermuthis, 26 

Tlereappovbts, 223 

IlereappovOts, father of Horus, 223, 224 

Tlereappovis, father of Papais, 224 

Ilereappovis, son of Olis, 224 

Tlereapyas, 28 

Tlereappernors, 24 

Tlereappevnors, father of Onnophris, 26 
Tlereacts, father-in-law of Anubion, 28 

Ilereacts, grandfather, father, and son, 23 

Ilereacts, son of Anubion, 28 

Ilereevs, 32 

Tereevoros, 66 

Tlere(norts), father of Petermuthis, 26 

(II)erenous, son of Socmenis, 37 

Tlerepuves, Udvurkos 6 kai, 2 

Tlerepevnots, 36 
Ilerevedpyns, father and son, 151 

Tlerevov\ts, 156 

Tlerevovpts, 147 

Tlerevoudus, father of Heracles, 98 

Ilerevoudns, father of Onnophris, 98 

Ilereovs, 40 

Ilereppovis, 56 
Tlereppovbs, father of Sambas, 55 

Ilereppovts, son of Panomgeus, 28 

Ilereppovis, son of Peteésis, 26 
Ilereppovits, son of Pnepheros, 27 

TlereppovOiav, 61 

Tlerewovuyos, 27, 29, 33, 35, 120, 223, 249 

Tlerewovyos, vesrepos, son of Onnophris, 37 

Ilerewouyos, father and son, 22, 25 

Ilerewovyos, father-in-law of Horus, 23 

Ilerewovyxos, father of Anubion, 98 

Tlerevovyxos, father of Aphrodisius, 98 

Ilerewovyos, father of Diodorus, 41 

Ilere(covyos ?), father of Iemuthis (?), 232 

Ilereoovyos, father of Necpheraus, 34 

Ilerewouyos, father of Necpheros, 24 

Ilereoovyos, father of Nephersoous, 34 

Ilerewouyos, father of Pepiris, 105 

Tlerecovyos, father of Petheus, 232 

Ilerewouxos, father of Psenatumis, 166 

Ilerewouxos, father of Ptolemaeus, 28 

Ilereoovyos, father of Puoris, 23 

Tlerewovyos, father of Sosis, 23 

Ilerewouxos, father of Taorsenuphis, 24 

Tlerewouyos, father of Thaésis, 25 

Tlerewovyos, father of Thaisous, 24 

_Tlerewovuyos, father of Thatres, 24 

Iletecouyos, father of Thatres, 25 

Tlerecwovyos, grandfather and grandson, 34 

Ilereaovyxos, son of (An)chopis (?), 32 

Tlerewovyxos, son of Asclas, 39 

Ilerexouyxos, son of Cephalon, 23 

Tlerewovyxos, son of Dicranes, 25 

Ilerewouvxos, son of Dicranes and Tepheros, 2 

Ilereoovyos, son of Dionysius, 24 

Ilerewovyos, son of Hellen, 22 

Ilerewovyos, son of Heracleides, 190, 191 

Tlerecovyos, son of Heracleidion, 59 

Tlerewovxos, son of Horus, 224 

Ilerewouvyxos, son of Necpheros, 24 

Ilereoovyos, son of Nepheros, go 

Ilerexovuxos, son of Onesimus, 67 

Ilerecovyxos, son of Onnophris, 37 

Ilereoovyos, son of Orsenuphis, 231 

Tlerewovyos, son of Panegbasis, 22 

IIere~ovyos, son of Patron, 232 

Ilerewouxos, son of Paiiis, 23 

Ilerewouyos, son of Polion, 265 

Tlereoouxos, son of Puaris, 148 

Ilerewouvyos, son of Theophilus, 34 

Tlereaovyos, son of Trullus, 120 

Tlerevpts, 157, 222 
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Tlerevpts, son of Horus, 145 

Tlerevpts, son of Mnesarchus, 10 

Tlerevpts, son of Pancrates, 78 

Tlerevs, 156 

Tlerevs, son of Collulis, 156 

Ilevevs, son of Ouanchas (?), 156 

IIerevs, son of Supas, 156 

Tlerexov, 37 

TlerOupis, 143 
TleroBaoris, father of Demas, 159 

TleroBaorts, father of Soésis, 39 

TleroBac-ris, son of Manres, 168 

Tlerootpts, father of Cephalas, 204, 205 

Tlerooupis, father of Marres, 201 

Tlerooupis, father of Opis, 164 

Ileroaupts, son of Clodius, 196, 197 

Tlérpos, Adpydus, 317, 318 
Ilérpos, father of Petrus and Zenon, 317 

Ilérpos, son of Sarapion, 275 

Tlerpwvia, daughter of Sarapia, 207 

Tlerpaévios Mépxeddos, Tdtos, 207, 208 

Ilerpavios, son of Harpagathes, 266 
Tlewtys, 125 

Tlexvous, 87 

Tlveouns, 64 

TlOtapis, 265 

TluOteovs, 311 

TlextwAts, iepevs, 95 

IIwas, 10 

IIwovrriwy, 329 

TLeouts (?), 37 

Tluoans, 314 

Ticats, 310 

IIuoous, father of Satabous, 164 

TItaous, son of Satabous, 164 

Tluo7ry, 304 
Tlicwy, Ard8upos 6 Kat, 53 

Tliowy, son of Ammonius, 53 

Tliowy, son of Comon, 47 

TIutus, 10 

TIuva@v, 266 

TI\dKidos, ®daovios, consul, 272 

TlAas, 316 

TIXas, son of Aratres, 10 

TIXas, son of Archupsis, ro 

TlAaxwors, 156 

TIAovaptos, 30 
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II\ovnpts, grandfather and grandson, 33 

Tlhouréppov, 283 

Tl\ovrapyos, father and son, 202 

TIAvaes (?), 10 

IlveBonts, 36 
TIveBornts, father and son, 37 

IIveBornts, father of Socmenis, 36, 38 
TIveBornts, father of Tauris, 38 

TveBornis (MS. Mve8nors), grandfather and grandson, 37 
TlveBornts, grandfather, father, and son, 37 

TIveBornts, son of Tesenuphis, 37 

IIvedepws, 32 

IIvedepas, father and son, 26, 27 

IIvedepws, father of Anchorimphus, 35 

IIvedepws, father of Apollonia, 28 

Ilvedepws, father of Arocroiis, 140 

IIvedepas, father of Dius, 29 

IIvedepws, father of Heras, 22 

IIvedepws, father of Heron, 138 

IIvedepws, father of Ptollis, 30 

IIvedepws, father of Sambous, 25 

IIvedepas, father of Tacneis, 38 

IIvedepws, father of Taétis, 27 

IIvedepas, father of Tanegbasis, 26 

IIvedepws, father of Taorsis, 36 

IIvedepws, grandfather of Heracleides, 231 

IIvedepws, grandson of Horus, 37 

IIvedepas, son of Anchorimpheus (?), 36 

IIvepepas, son of Archedemus, 27 

IIvedepws, son of Harmais, 22 

IIvedepws, son of Harphaésis, 22 
IIvedepws, son of Orsenuphis, 26 

TIvedepws, son of Petaus, 78 

IIvedepas, son of Petheus, 231 

IIvedepws, son of Philumena, 27 

IIveepws, son of Pnebseis, 37 

IIvedepws, son of Psenobastis, 36 
IIvedepws, son of Ptolemaeus, 28 

IIvedepws, son of Themison, 98 

IIvedepas, son of Zoilus, 38 

TIoA, 308, 310 

TloA€uapxos, 2 

TloA€uwy, father of Tepheros, 25 

Tlo\€uwv, grandfather, father, and son, 27 

TloA€uwyr, son of Ptollis, 25 

Tlo\eovn (al. TloAevy), 308 

TloAtovers (?), 250 
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TIod\Atéy, 278 (MS. TIoAcov), 279 (MS. Io) 

Tlodvdevns, 59 
IloAvdevxns, father of Apollonia, 60 

Tlodvdevns, father of Demetrous, 36 

TloAvdevxns, father of Euangelus, 50 
TloAvdevxns, son of Euangelus, 50 

Tlodvériov, Aipydia Néwa 4 xal, 317 

Tloprrdvvos Seovijpos, 203 
Tlopoais, father and son, 27 

Tlopoais, son of Panamthus, 167 

Tloporats, son of Pepiris, 27 

Tlovvas, father of Tanesneus, 28 

Tloprets (?), 10 

Tlooevdav (MS. Tocerwv), 155 

Tloowdevios, 144 

Tloats, 249, 251 

Tlovapeus, AipyAuos, 159 

Tlovapus, 148 

Tlovypis, father and son, 34 

Tlovnpis, grandfather and grandson, 34 

Tlouns (?), 265 

Tlovpay, 248 

TIovor, 94 

Tlovoripevs (?), 265 

Tovar, 28 

Tlovwpis, vewtepos, son of Puoris, 22 

Tlovwpts (a/. Towpis), son of Agron, 22 

Tlovwpts, son of Hermias, 22 

Tlovwpts, son of Petesuchus, 23 

Tlowpis, Io 

IIpaééas, father and son, 28 

IIpagéas, father of Tapraxeas, 27 

IIpeioxa, *Aparia, 4 Kat Aovkia, 212 

IIpiapos, 230 
IIptxuros, 316 

IIpijos, 327 
IIpipos, father of Sambas, 206 

IIpijos, son of Sambas, 206, 207 

IIpickos, Mapkos ’AvTwrios, 26 

IIpio-kos, Pdaovios, 271, 272 

IIpiokos, father of Faustus, 96, 98 

IIpddcxos, Tdus, 173 

TI pddukos Mdpuos, 173 

IIpoxhyuos, 252 
TIpoxvios, father of Patmuis, 36 

IIporns, 41 

IIp@kdos, 239, 240, 244 

IIpwrvy— (?), 137 

TIrexevos (?), 249 

II7uAwvas, Myripos 6 wal, 317 

IIrov\guwa, 57 

IIro\€ua, daughter of Didymus, 34 

IIro\€wa, daughter of Gaeon, 34 

IIvoh€ya (?), daughter of Heracles, 33 

IIroA€wa, daughter of Papontos, 34 

IIvo€ua, daughter of Situs, 185 

IIro\€wa (?), mother of Cephalas, 32 

IIro\(euaia ?), 47 
IIlrohewata, wife of Apion, 52 
IIro\epaia, wife of Capiton, 31 
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TI7oepatos, 2, 4, 29, 31, 50, 54, 60, 126, 138, 146, 

195, 225 

TIroXepatos, Aovevos Serripios Aépyduos, 215 

Ir ohEpatos, VEWTEPOS, 34 

TIrodepatos, Niwapos 6 Kal, 63 

IIrodepaios, 6 kat Mebevs, 182 

IIrodepatos, 6 kal SapBas, 37 

II7oepatos, mTpaKxTap apyupikav, I10 

IIrodepatos, zpecButepos, 34 

TIroXeratos, Sepjvos 6 Kai, 319 

Tlro\€uatos, Torapxys, 98 

IIToepatos, father and son, 33, 48 (#r), 52, 124, 148, 

203-205 

IIroX(epatos), father-in-law of Sarapion, 50 

IIro\epnatos, father of Ammonius, 32 

II7oNepatos, father of Anchoreius, 33 

IITod(ewatos ?), father of Apollonius, 35, 52 

TITo\epatos, father of Artemis, 90 

IIroepatos, father of Demetrius, 48 

IIrodepatos, father of Didas, 207 

II7oepatos, father of Dionysocles, 123 

IIro\epatos, father of Hatres, 34 

TIvodepatos, father of Moles, 48 

TIroAepatos, father of Paeus (?), 131 

TIro\epatos, father of Patmuis, 30, 33 

TIvoepatos, father of Petheus, 250 

TI7o\ewatos, father of Philemon, 179 

TIToNepatos, father of Segathis, 33 

TIvo\epaios, father of Sotas, 69, 70, 163, 200 

TIvo\euatos, father of Tamystha, 35 

TIvoAewatos, father of Tasouk(arion), 34 

TIvo\epaios, father of Tecmeis, 34 
TIvo\epatos, father of Thermutharion, 32 

IIro\epatos, father of Timoxenus, 29 
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TIroXepatos, grandfather, father, and son, 48 TIvo\Xas, son of Ptollion, 32, 33 

IIroNepatos, son of Andreas, 53 TIvoAAas, son of Satabous, 190 

IIroepatos, son of Apollonius, 32 II7oAAas, son of Timoxenus, 29 

TI7oepatos, son of Arocroiis, 133 TI7oAAts, crroddyos, 100 

TIro\epaios, son of Castor, 191 IIro\Ats, father of Patuamptis, 26 

TIro\epatos, son of Cephalas, 31 TIvo\Xus, son of Apion, 29 

TIro\epatos, son of Demetrius, 48 TIroAXts, son of Heracles, 25 

TIrodep(a)tos, son of Dionysius, 35, 223 IIroAXts, son of Melo—, 30 

IIvoNepatos, son of Heracles, 157 TITro\Ats, son of Petesuchus, 25 

TIro\epatos, son of Hor—, 32 TIvoAXuts, son of Pnepheros, 30 

IIro\epatos, son of Moles, 48 TIto\Ats, son of Thatres, 27 

TIroepatos, son of Mysthas, 213, 214 TIroA\ANtwv, 41 

TIro\epatos, son of Orion, 169 TIrodAtwy, father and son, 32 

TIro\epnatos, son of Orseus, 148 Ilro\Xiov, father of Herais, 29 

TIro\epatos, son of Patmuis, 31, 35 TIroAAtwy, father of Ptollas, 32 

TIvoXepatos, son of Petesuchus, 28 TIlroAXtwy, son of Chaeremon, 117 

IIvoXeEpatos, son of Philodemus (?), 123 TIro\Atwy, son of Onnophris, 33 

TIvoXepwatos, son of Sambas, 231 TIroAXtwv, son of Theon, 32 

TIvoXepatos, son of Sarapion, 78 Tvéiov, 124 

IITo\epatos, son of Satabous, 78 IlvAddys, 26 

TIvo\epatos, son of Syrion, 157 Ilvvyns, 224 

TIto\epatos, son of —philus, 127 IIvpa—, 61 

TIro\epatos, tax-collector, 79 TlwAus, 156, 157 

TIrdéNeEpL0s, Mdpxos Adpijduos, 317 TIwAiwy, 91, 308, 312 (MS. Todor) 

TIto\ts, 248 TlwAtwvr, father of Dioscorus, 95 

TI7oAAas, 30, 33 TlwAtwv, father of Pais, 145 

TIroAXas, brother of Connarus, 33 TlwAtwr, father of Petesuchus, 265 

TIvo\Aas, father-in-law of Heracles, 36 TIwAXtwv, Tdsos Oturpdows, Fyendv, 168 

TItoAdas, father of Acous, 232 TIwdt@x, 308 

TIroAXas, father of Hermon, 34 

TIrod(Aas ?) , father of Philon, 35 “Peoriroutos, Mépkxos Ovar€pios, orpatwwrtns, 26 

TIrod(Aas), father of Taarphaésis, 33 “Pyoos, Atpiduos, 176 

TIroAAas, father (?) of Sabinus, 155 “Poddos, Sérrews, 149 

IIroA(Aas), father of Taorsis, 34 “‘Pdépvdos, ®daovios, consul, 272 

TIro\Xas, grandfather of Cephalus, 30 

TIvodAas, son of Apollonia, 31 XaB(e)ivos, 313 

TIrodAas, son of Arsinotis, 144, 145 LaBetvos, son of Esuris, 231 

IIro\Aas, son of Callais, 232 LaBetvos, son of Marcus, 319, 320 

IIroA\Xas, son of Harmais, 34 YaBetvos, son (?) of Ptollas, 155 

TIro\Aas, son of Heracleides, 232 LaPeivos, son of Titileibes (?), 137 

TIroAAas, son of Heracles, 36 LaBedoorepa, 311 

TIro\Aas, son of Heron, 111 Sadadas, 6 cal Pavoriwv, 58 

TItodAas, son of Onnophris, 33, 34 YaSadas, son of Acusilaus, 58 
TIroAAas, son of Papus, 217 SaKkawy, 310 

TIro\Aas, son of Patmuis, 33 Sakkas, 312 

TITo\Aas, son of Phasis, 34 Ladys, 159 

IIroAXas, son of Ptolemaeus, 35 Lahovattos, "IovAuos, consul, 273 



YapBabaros, 10 
LYapBas, 21 (fem.), 27, 50, 156, 157, 295 

LapBas, TIroAeuaios 6 Kal, 37 

LapBas, oLTOMVANS, 332 

LapBas, brother of Neon, 182, 183 

LapBas, daughter of Erieus, 24 

LapBas, father of Callitus, 28 

Lap Bas, father of Castor, 218 

LapBas, father of Didymus, 61 

LapPas, father of Hatres, 24 

LapBas, father of Hegemon, 26 
LapBas, father of Heras, 126 
XapBas, father of Olis, 223 
YapBas, father of Tamnath—, 33 

YapBas, father of Tasench—, 47 

LapBas, father of Tepheros, 25 

LapBas, father of Toreus, 26 
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Lavoveus, 145 

Yavovov—, 24 

Yavovws, son of Onnophris, 25 

Lampiwv, son of Serenus, 143 

Lamprwv, son of Teclaris, 158 
LapaTappov, AipyAtos, 117 

LapaTappwv, ovroddyos, 93 
Lapamas, 120 

Laparras, doddos, 55 
Lapazras, father of Mysthas, 117 

Lapazia, mother of Petronia, 207 

Lapamias, 145 

Laparias, wife of Diogenes, 48 

Lapazias, wife of Nicanor, 51 

Ldparus, father of Theon, 145 

Xdparmus, son of Necpheros, 24 

Lapamiwr, 57, 85, 151, 285, 305 
LapBas, grandfather and grandson, 27 
SapBas, son of Acusilaus, 48 

YapBas, son of Ammonius, 24 

YapBas, son of Crocus, 26 

SapPBas, son of Dicranes, 25 
SapBas, son of Harmais, 22 

YapBas, son of Hatres, 24 
LapBas, son of Hegemon, 26 
LapBas, son of Heraclas, 55 

LapBas, son of Heras, 231 
Lap.Bas, son of Horus, 26 
YapBas, son of Ischyrion, 48 

SapBas, son of Onnophris, 147 
LapBas, son of Panomgeus, 27 

LapBas, son of Papeis, 29 
YapBas, son of Petermuthis, 55 

YapsBas, son of Pnepheros, 26 

ZapBas, son of Primus, 206 
YapBas, wife of Puoris, 22 
SapBovs, daughter of Dionysius, 37 
SapBous, daughter of Pnepheros, 25 

Lap Bovs, daughter of Socmenis, 33 

LapBovs, mother of Heracleides, 55 

YapBous, mother of Orsenuphis, 232 

SapBovs, wife of Socmenis, 37 
YapBous, son of Satabous, 113 

YapovyAtos, father of Leon, 329 

Yapmradia, 305 
Davvevs, 312 

Lavoas, 312 

Lapamiov, 

Lapariwv, 

Lapariov, 

Lapatiov, 

Lapariov, 

Lapariov, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapariov, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapamiwr, 

Lapariav, 

Lapariov, 

Lapamiwv, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapartior, 

Lapatiwr, 

Lapamioy, 

Lapatiov, 

Lapariov, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapaiov, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapamiov, 

Lapatiov, 

Lapariov, 

Lapariov, 

Lapariwr, 

Lapariov, 

Lapariov, 

*AxovoiAaos 6 kai, 54, 181 

drdrup, 78 

Baordtxds ypapparevs, 72 

BonGos, 73 
Aidéevos 6 kai, 198, 199 

SotAos, 59 

Kepapevs, 157 

Mdpxos Aoyyeivos 6 Kai, 154 

oixoddpos, 155 

oiToddyos; 92 

TiBépios KAavdios, 193 

tpamelirys, 210 : 

father of Aretion, 143 

father of Eubius, 52 

father of Euhemerus, 48 

father of Peter, 275 

father of Petermuthion, 61 

father of Ptolemaeus, 48, 78 

father of Sotas, 187, 188 

father of Theon, 50 

grandfather of Ptollas, 30 

grandfather (?) of Thatres, 66 

son of Achilles, 4 

son of Amnius (?), 77 

son of Areius, 144, 145, 209 

son of Asclepiades, 52 

son of Euhemerus, 48 

son of Geomus, 157 

son of Isidorus, 212 

son of Pepiris, 156 

367 
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Lapariwy, son of Socmenis, 156 SaraBovs, son of Eriopsemis (?), 177 

Lapamiwy, son of Sonrouros (?), 155 Larafovs, son of Harmachis, 198 

Lapamovs, daughter of Heracles, 52 LataBovs, son of Harpagathes, 75, 211 

Sapas(ous ?), mother of Diodorus, 58 SarapPous, son of Heracles, 230 

Laparrous, mother of Heuremon, 52 YaraBovs, son of Moirus, 250 

Lapazous, wife of Ptolemacus, 53 LataBouvs, son of Orsenuphis, 39 

Lapasrous, wife of Sambas, 55 SaraBovs, son of Pabous, 250 

Lapas, vavrixds, 319 LataBous, son of Paleous, 159 

Lapas, brother of Cephalus, 30 YataBous, son of Panephremmis, 41 

Lapas, father and son, 40 Lataovs, son of Panomieus, 65 

Lapas, son of Dicranes, 25 LYaraPovs, son of Papais, 224, 225 

Lapparns, 308, 311, 32 LaraBous, son of Papeis, 40 

SaraBovs, 33, 41, 81, 222, 224, 250 LaraBous, son of Pete—, 231 

LaraBous, 7 ovo, 235, 236, 238, 239, 241-243 SaraBous, son of Pisois, 164 

SataBovus, mpdxrwp dpyvpixdv, 107 SaraBouvs, son of Sotas, 41 

LaraBous, father and son, 68, 72, 107, 198, 221 SatraBous, son of Stotoétis, 184, 194, 195, 202 

SatraBous, father of Anubas, 234, 236, 237, 239, 241, SaraBous, son of Tesenuphis, 230 

242, 244 Yatropvinos, 157, 289 

SaraBous, father of Ates, 250 Laropvidos, son of Apion, 118, 119 

SaraBous, father of Damas, 234, 236, 238, 239-241, 243 Larvpiawa, daughter of Sotas, 172 

LaraBous, father of Erieus, 193 Xdrupos, father and son, 154 

SataBous, father of Harpagathes, 72, 170, 199 Xdrvpos, son of Sosi—, 61 

SaraBovs, father of Heron, 132, 133, 205 LeBOav—, 28 
SaraBovs, father of Necthnus, 234, 237, 239, 241-243 Leyabn, 231 

SaraBovs, father of Opis, 125 Leyabus, daughter of Horus, 40 

LaraBouvs, father of Pabous, 160, 199, 210 LYeyabus, daughter of Orsenuphis, 34 

SaraBous, father of Pacusis, 199 Leyabs, daughter of Ptolemaeus, 33 

SaraPBous, father of Paeis, 108 Xeyaus, daughter of Satabous, 31 
SaraBous, father of Paous, 103 LEARY, "AmoAwvdpiov H Kal, 52 

SaraBovs, father of Patetis, 159 Leumpavros, mpeoBurepos, 174 

SaraBouvs, father of Patunis, 235, 236, 238, 239, 241, Leumpdvios Téyeddos, Mdpxos, 203 

242, 244 LEeuwTpavios, father of Paémis, 160 

SaraBovs, father of Ptolemaeus, 78 Levapovris, 31 

LaraBovs, father of Ptollas, 190 Levarvy xis, 28 

SaraBovs, father of Sambous, 113 LevOys, 34 

SaraBovs, father of Segathis, 31 SeviOys, son of Panechotus, 35 
SaraBovs, father of Soiris, 34 LeviOys, son of Patmuis, 34 

Xar(aBovs), father of Sotas, 250 LevpovOs, Arodwvia } kal, 13 

SaraBouvs, father of Stotoétis, 108 LevpovOts, daughter of Sena—, 39 

SaraBous, father of Tesenuphis, 68 Levpovbs, *ApioTo 7 Kal, 13 

SaraBovs, grandfather and grandson, 230 LevovO(os ?), 326 
SaraBovs, grandfather, father, and son, 221 Sevredats, AroAdwvia 4 Kal, 13 

SataBovs, grandson of Esuris, 231 Leovnpos, Téduos Oxrduos, 28 

YaraBouvs, grandson of Peteeusus, 66 Leounpos, Mopmdvios, 203 

SaraBovs, mother and son, 179 Lemos ‘Potdos, 149 

SaraBous, son of Eperties (?), 184 LemrTipos Adpydros UWrodepatos, Aovxuos, 215 
LaraBous, son of Erieus, 149, 166 LEpaaros, 188 



Lepamvas 4 Kol Sovxrava, 144 

Lépamis, Oeds, 114 

Lepariwy, father of Serenus, 163 

Lepasiwyv, son of Onnophris, 79 

Lepamous, 232 
Lepyid.os, 319 
Lépytos, Braovwos, consul, 280 
Lephvos, 156, 312 

LEpyvos, KAavitavés 6 kal, 210 

Lepyvos, 6 kat TroAcuatos, 319 

LEpHVOS, oderpavds, 120 

LepHvos, orparwwTys, 176 

Lephvos, father of Areius, 143 

LepyHvos, father of Saprion, 143 

LepHvos, son of Antinoeus, 158 

LepHvos, son of Harpocras, 143 

Lephvos, son of Serapion, 163 

LidSypos, 52 
SArBaves, 311 
SwAursots (?), 316 
Sipav, 2 
Yuwas, 250 

Suras, 25° 

Suwoes, 33, 157 
Sucots, father of Soéris, 26 

Scots, father of Tapatmuis, 33 

Svcous, father of Tapsais, 35 

Swcous, son of Dioscous, 26 
Sucrots, son of Hatres, 34 

Xtcous, son of Manres, 168 

Sucots, son of Phaésis, 156 

Suoots, son of Ptolemaeus, 35 

Surovs, 29 
urovxos, father and son, 231 

Lowy—, 231 
Xuros (?), daughter of Diodotus, 32 

Swros, father of Chares, 184, 185 

Lonprs, daughter of Apollonius, 40 

Lonpis, daughter of Corax, 31, 32 

Lonpis, daughter of Orion, 29 

Lonpts, daughter of Panephremmis, 220 

Lonpts, daughter of Petobastis, 39 

Lonpts, daughter of Sisois, 26 
Lonpts, daughter of Socmenis, 36 

Lonpts, mother of Ischyrion, 231 

Lonpes, mother of Patmuis, 32 

Lonpts, sister of Erotion, 185 
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Lonpts, wife of Horus, 232 
Lonpts, wife of Marses, 40 

Lonpts, wife of Mysthas, 38 

Lonpous, 145 

Lotpis, 34 

Loupos, 313 

LOKMYVUS, 31, 156 

Loxpunuis, father and son, 36, 117 

LoKuNus, father-in-law of Mysthas, 37 

LoKpyues, father of Onnophris, 37 

LoKkpunus, father of Pecme(is ?), 37 

Loxpnues, father of (P)eteésis, 37 

LoKpyues, father of Phan—, 231 
LoKpnus, father of Pnebseis, 37 

LoKunus, father of Sambous, 33 

LoKpyuis, father of Sarapion, 156 
LoKpyuis, father of Soéris, 36 

LoKpyuis, father of Tapetesc—, 35 

Loxpunuis, father of Tausiris, 37 

DoKmnuis, son of Horus, 36, 38 

Lokunvs, son of Mysthas, 37 

LoKpyvis, son of Mysthas, 38 
LoKpyves, son of Onnophris, 37 

LoKpyves, son of Onnophris and Sambous, 37 
Lokunuis, son of Pnebseis, 36, 38 

LoKvomrasos, Oeds, 34, 113, 170; 3. Geds péyas, 186; 

&. eds péyas péyas, 68, 112, ror, 201 (MS. Soxvo- 
meov), 202, 211 

YoKvoTraus, Geds péyworos, 112 
Soxovw—, father and son, 148 

SoKovw—, son of Arseus, 148 

Yodvdwas (?), 145 
Lovpoupos (?), 155 

LomnBys (?), 310 
Lounpts, mother of Bolus, 147 

Lovypts, mother of Mysthas, 148 

Lovypis, mother of Petesuchus, 148 

Sovmas, 156 
Lovyap.mov, 313 

Lovxaiva, Sepamias f kal, 144 

Lovy wy, father of Dionysius, 123 

SYovyiwv, son of Artemidorus, 225 

Lovyos, Geds péytotos, 114; 3. Geds péyas peyas, 151, 

177 
Xouxos, son of Heras, 232 

Sraridvos, “Ariwy, 111 

Lrédavos, oTpatnyos, 75 
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Xrorontis, 112 (fem.), 180, 201 (27s), 216 
LToTONTIS, fepeds, 111, 112 (ér) 

Lrorontis, Adéos (?), 108, 250 
Lrorontis, daughter of Hatres, 40 

Lrorontis, father and son, 72, 76, 81, 110, 118, 119, 

172, 186, 191 (25), 192, 199, 211, 212, 216, 219, 

220, 221 

Xrotoytts, father of Apunchis, 189 

Xrorontts, father of Erieus, 191 

Lrorontts, father of Nebches, 234, 236-241, 244 

LroTontis, father of Pabous, 173 

Lroronrts, father of Panephremis, 210 

Lroroyrts, father of Patmuis, 34 

Lrorontis, father of Satabous, 184, 194, 202 

Xrorontts, grandfather and grandson, 104, 106 

Lroronrts, grandfather, father, and son, 211, 221 

Lrorontis, mother of Horus, 231 
Xrotroytts, mother of Satabous, 107 
Sroroytis, mother of Tesenuphis, 113 

Xroroytis, son of Apunchis, 66, 104, 105, 186, 189, 

190 

Lroroytts, son of Erieus, 160, 191, 192, 249, 265 

Xroroyris, son of Harpagathes, 191-193, 199 
rorontis, son of Horus, 79, 195-197, 211, 218, 219 

Lrorontis, son of Marres, 126 
Lroroyres, son of Onnophris, fepevs, 71 
Lrorontis, son of Panephrommis, 103 
Lrorontts, son of Satabous, 107, 108 
Lroroyrts, son of Socmenis, 38 

SroTontis, son of Tesenuphis, 211, 212, 217 

Srorountis, daughter (?) of Harpagathes, 89 

Lrorountts, son of Apunchis, go 

Lrorounris, son of Panophremmis, 105 

LrpaturTos, 23 
Lrpdrurmos (?), son of Dionysius, 123 

Lrpdtwv, 31 
Xrpatwyr, father of Heracles, 224 
rparwyv, son of Apollonia, 31 

Lrparwv, son of Caras, 29 

Lupoviis, 34 
Lvpa, 33 

Lupiakds, "Aviios, ipyensv, 75 
Lupiov, 297 
Lupiov, father of Ptolemaeus, 157 

Lvpos, 234-244 passim, 301 

Lvpos, Sopectikds, 305 

Lvpos, otpatiirys, 289, 309 

Svpos, father of Akiar, 316 
Svpos, father of Heras, 78 

Lvpos, son of Paiietes, 250 

LXwTos, 224 
LwKparns, father-in-law of Horus, 40 

Swparns, father of Chaeremon, 200 

SwKparys, father of Papus, 61 

Lwxparns, father of Siderus, 52 

LYwKparns, father of Tasucharion, 153 

Lwxparys, son of Chaeremon, 182 

LwKparns, son of Paeus (?), 232 

Leoxparns, son of Phan—,’ 231 

Dwpass, 41 
Swovr, 277 

Swovkis, 32 

Swors, 23 
Yaoos, 127 

Lworpary, 31 

Swras, 82, 115, 128, 252 

Dwras, Soddos, 106 

YwrTas, xaclapyos, 92, 109 

Swras, father and son, 249 
Swras, father of Orion, 2g0 

Swras, father of Papestreos, 108 

Swras, father of Pasocnopaeus, 81 

Swras, father of Pecusis, 250 

Swras, father of Satyriaena, 172 

Swras, father of Thermutharion, 34 

Zewras, son of Cetetus, 250 

Swras, son of Hatres, 41 

Swras, son of Heracleides, 47 

Swras, son of Pabous, 250 

Seras, son of Pacusis, 249 

Swras, son of Pancrates, 52 

Swras, son of Pareus, 160 

Swras, son of Pases, 109 

Swras, son of Ptolemaeus, 69, 70, 163, 200, 213, 

214 

Swras, son of Sarapion, 187, 188 

Lwras, son of Sat(abous), 250 

Lwras, son of Theogiton, 213 

Ywras, son of Theon, 172 

Ywras, son of Tryphon, 82 

Lwrnpis, daughter of Charaé, 246 

Lwrnpis, daughter of Philotas, 58 
LwTHpLyos, yépdios, 109, 249 

Lwrnptxos, father of Demetrous, 64 
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Lwryptxos, father of Orsenuphis, 249 

LwTyHptyos, son of Mysthas, 185 

Lwrypxos, son of Zosimus, 219 

Searts, Marovrws 6 cai, 208 

Tawyxopyrpeus, 40 
Taayyopudis, 231 

TaapBarOos, 31 
TaapBaHos, daughter of Patmuis, 33 
Taapera, 23 

Taapews, 30 ’ 

Taapptvots, daughter of Anchorimphis (?), 126 

Taappivors, daughter of Orsenuphis, 28 

Taappiwots, daughter of Paitites, 25 

Taapptvors, mother of Muis, 148 

Taappivors, mother of Sarou—, 24 

TaappwO(os ?), 231 
Taaprayabys, 112 
Taaprar—, 22 

Taapto—, 24 

Taapdanors, 25 

Taapda(n)ors, daughter of Ptollas, 33 

TaBepus (?), 231 
TaBovs, 201, 246 

TaBas, 232 

Tayas, 249 

Taextopts, 28 

Taepueus, daughter of Paautous (?), 26 

Taepteus, daughter of Phasis, 23 

Tanots, mother of Panetuatis, 37 

Tanots, mother of Papontos, 148 

Tantis, 27 

Tafavs, 39 

TaOnpis, 22 (see Corrigenda) 

Tatpovbos, 63 
Takavuis, 40 

Taxvyis, 38 

Tadns, 245 
Taps, 81 

Tapval— (?), 33 

Tapovms, daughter of Diodorus, 39 

Tapovris, mother of Mysthas, 148 

Tapvoba, 22, 47, 58 

Tapvoba, yepdiawa, 220 

Tapvoda, vewrépa, 185 

Tapvoba, al. Oauors, daughter of Chenthnuphis, 64 

Tapvoa, daughter of Dius, 33 
TapvoOa, daughter of Mysthas, 25, 37 

TapvoOa, daughter of Necpheraus, 32 

TapvoOa, daughter of Orsenuphis, 25, 26 
Tapvo a, daughter of Ptolemaeus, 35 

Tapvo-Oa, mother of Achillas, 147 
TapvoOa, mother of Apollonius, 46 

TapvoOa, mother of Mystharion, 230 

Tapvoa, mother of Mysthas, 147 

Tapvo a, mother of Onnophris, 148 

TapvoOa, mother of Panechotus, 35 

TapvoOa, mother of Phongous, 147 

TapvoOa, mother of Satabous, 230 

Tapvoda, wife of Cephalon, 24 

Tapvoba, wife of Olympus, 47 

Tapvoba, wife of Petesuchus, 22 
Tapvo a, wife of Ptolemaeus, 48 

Tapvo-ba, wife of Siderus, 52 
TapvoOa, wife of Tryphon, 48 

TaveyBaorts, daughter of Anubion, 26 

TaveyB(acus), daughter of Pepiris, 23 
TaveyBaors, daughter of Pnepheros, 26 
TaveyBaors, daughter of Theotimus, 28 
TaveyBys, 26 
Taveyevys, 231 

Tavexdepws, daughter of Areus, 23 

Tavexdepws, daughter of Harmiusis, 23 

Tavexdepws, wife of Petermuthis, 27 

Taveovevs, 32 

Taveovevs, daughter of Melas, 24 

Taveovevs, daughter of Patmuis, 31 

Taveovevs, daughter of Ponnas, 28 

TaveoTos, 22 

Tavevus, 147 

Tavedpeppus, 112 
Tavedpemps, al. —pouos, daughter of Harpagathes, 66 

(Taved)peupis, daughter of Pales, 39 

Tavedpepprs, al. Savedpepyus, daughter of Stotoétis, 

199 
Tavedpepwpes, mother of Tales, 245 
Tavedpeopus, 40 

Tavvevus, 28 

Tavopyevs, 39 

Tavop(yevs), daughter of Heras, 22 

Tavop(yeus), daughter of Pachrates, 24 

Tavop(yeus °), wife of Agron, 22 
TavovBiawa, 34 
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Taovvwdprs, daughter of Apunchis, 32 

Taovvwdpts, daughter of Heracles, 37 

Taovvwdpts, daughter of Panomgeus, 26 

Taovvwpts, mother of Papontos, 148 

Taovvwdprs, mother of Ptolemaeus, 231 

Taovywdpts, mother of Versenuphis, 168 

Taovvwdprs, sister and wife of Isidorus, 63 

Taopoevovdus, 216 

Taopoevovdgus, daughter of Heracles, 23 

Taopoevovdgus, daughter of Petesuchus, 24 

Taopoevs, 148 

Taopots, daughter of Mysthas, 33 

Taopots, daughter of Orsenuphis, 40 

Taopots, daughter of Pnepheros, 36 

Taopots, daughter of Ptollas, 34 

Taopors, mother of Papeis, 41 

Taoveus, daughter of Cephalon, 26 

Taovets, wife of Ammonius, 27 

Taovyris, daughter of Harpagathes, 72 

Taovunris, daughter of Stotoétis, 211, 212 

Taovyris, al. Tavytis, daughter of Tanephremmis, 199 

Taouts (?), daughter of Mysthas, 33 

Taraxvots, 106 

Tatracts, 148 

Tamatmouis, daughter of Cephalon, 35 

Tamatpouis, daughter of Sisois, 33 

Tamaxuptis, 25 

Tameflevs, 37 

Tazreuprous (?), 30 

Tazrets, 41 

Tare), 231 

Tazemupts, wife of Palamedes, 48 

Tazemipis, wife of Pancrates, 47 

Tametwook—, 25 

Tamere—, 148 

Tazrereevs, 148 

Tamereox— (?), 35 

Tamerecovy(os), 230 
TameteoTous, 23 

Tamerootpts, 47 

Tamer(oorpis), wife of Alcimus, 22 
Tazero(aupis), wife of Harmais, 22 

Tamewookpys (?), 34 

Tamyis, 148 

Tazovrws, daughter of Anub(ion), 23 

Taovtws, daughter of Chaeremon, 204, 205 

Tamovtws, daughter of Orsenuphis, 33 

Tamrovov, 28 

Tampageas, daughter of Philadelphus, 28 

Tampa€eas, daughter of Praxeas, 27 

Tamro\Xts, 25 

Taoevy—, 47 

Taoeus, 36 

Taos, father (?) of Orion, 265 

Taons, wife of Satabous, 65 

TacoKewo), 232 

TacoKkpyus, 36 

Taoovyws, 31 

Tacovr—, 147 

Tacopar—, 29 

Tacovk(aptov ?), 34 

Tagovyaptoy, 31, 58 

Tacovyaptov, daughter of Apollonius, 59 

Tacovyaptov, daughter of Soc(menis), 28 

Tacovyaptov, daughter of Socrates, 153 

Tacovy(aptov), wife of Asclas, 22 

Tacovy(apuov), wife of Asclepiades, 52 
Tacovyaptor, wife of Dioscorus, 55 

(Ta)covyapiov, wife of Peneésis, 55 
Tacwouvkis, daughter of Paiites, 27 

Taowovkts, wife of Satabous, 40 

Taows, 148 : 

Tarfs (?), 232 

Tartixts, 28 

Tavpeus, g2 

Tavpts, daughter of Heracles, 25 

Tavpts, daughter of Horus, 36 

Tavpts, daughter of Papontos, 22 

Tavpts, daughter of Patmuis, 30, 34 

Tavpts, daughter of Pnebseis, 38 

Tavpts, wife of Apollonius, 231 

Tavpts, wife of Heron, 231 

Tavpts, wife of Onnophris, 231 

Tavpts, wife of Orsenuphis, 40 

Tavpis, wife of Petheus, 231 

Tavpis, wife of Pnepheros, 231 

Tavpkos (?), 293 

Tavovpts, daughter of Pausiris, 37 

Tavovpts, daughter of Pepiris, 37 

Tavovpts, daughter of Socmenis, 37 

Tadvas, 32 

TayvovB—, daughter of Pepiris, 23 
Taypatis, "Adpodioia # Kai, 13 

Taypns, 28 
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Tarbas, daughter of Patmuis, 33 

Tarpats, daughter of Sisois, 35 

Taws, son of Panesis, 167 

Taws, son of Tryphon, 125 

TeBeoerw— (?), 232 

T(e)ymayevys, Baorixds ypappareds, 74, 77 
T(e)KOcevs (?), 148 
TeKtacwos, 104, 105, 106 

Texdapts, 158 

Texpnis, 34 
Teas, brother of Soterichus, 249 

Tejas, father and son, 160 

Tepas, son of Harpalus, 250 

Teas, son of Xiakis, 249 

TepBas, 159 
Tevavs (?), daughter of Anubion, 32 

Tevavs, mother of Socono—, 148 

Tevovotpis, 232 

Teprews, 105 

Teptews, mpdxtup, 80 

Tepkovits (?), 147 
TepoBaor(ts ?), 35 
Tepria *Ayxapyvia, 265 

Tepria, daughter of Capiton, 64 

Tepria, daughter of Erpaésis, 64 

Tépridda, *TovAla, 144 

Teoevoudus, 142 

Teoevoudis, father and son, 210 (47s) 
Teoevovdis, father of Horus, 196 

Teoevovdus, father of Panephremmis, 219, 220 

Teoevoudis, father of Stotoétis, 211, 217 

Teoevoudus, son of Akes, 234, 236, 238-241, 243 

Teoevoudis, son of Apollonius, 230 
Teoevoudus, son of Erieus, 180, 181 

Tecevovd¢us, son of Horus, 40 

Teoevoudis, son of Opis, 201 

Teoevovdis, son of Pacusis, tepevs, 71 

Teoevoudus, son of Petaus, 37 

Teoevoudus, son of Sambous, 113 

Teoevovdgis, son of Satabous, iepevs, 68 

Tedepoais, 148 
Tegepws, daughter of Anchorimpheus, 40 

Tedepws, daughter of Apis, 26 

Tedepws, daughter of Apunchis, 28 
Tedepws, daughter of Mysthas, 25 

Tedepws, daughter of Pausiris, 36 
Tedepws, daughter of Polemon, 25 

Tedepws, daughter of Sambas, 25 

Tedepws, mother of Pnebseis, 37 

Tedepws, mother of Pnepheros, 37 

Tedepas, wife of Kiamnes, 35 

Tedopas, 32 

Tewv (?), father of Teos, 41 

Tews, 169 

Tews, father of Orsenuphis, 41 

Tews, son of Onnophris, 223 

Tews, son of Teon (?), 41 

Tnptxos, 313 

TiBepetvos, *Avrdémos, 212 
TuBépios KAavéios Sapariwy, 193 

TiBépios KAavdi0s &9uE, 193 

TiBwpiwvos, 156 
TePtoers (?), 258 
Tufoevabnyns (?), 63 

TuOons, father and son, 148 

Twfons, son of Charmus, 148 

TiOovriwv, son of Acusilaus, 57 

TidAdwr, 153 
Tiymayévns, 231 

Tuyens (?) 134 

Tipdeos, overpavds, 296 

Tipdgevos, son of Ptolemaeus, 29 

Tipd€evos, son of Ptollas, 29 

Tipdéevos, son of Theon, 29 

Tiraviavds, Obadrépuos, 144 

TurrkerBys (?), 157 

Tradeus, 316 

Tvepepws, daughter of Pescas (?), 26 

Tvedepws, daughter of Phasis, 26 

Tvedepws, mother of Epicrates, 61 

Tvedepws, mother of Labois, 209 

Tvedepws, wife of Demas, 35 

Topoats, al. Oeuoas, 177 

Topeus (?), 35 

Topevs (?), daughter of Sambas, 26 

Topeus, wife of Sambas, 48 

TovpBwr, father of Pecusis, 145 

TovpBayr, son of Erieus, 108, 159 

Tpiddeh dos, grandfather and grandson, 23 

Tpiddeddos, son of Anubion, 206 

Tpupéptos, 318 

TpvAXos, 120 

Tpvdar, 7, 8, 110 

Tpvpor, mpaKktwp apyupikav, T10 
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Tpvdwr, father and son, 48, 122 

Tpvduwr, father of Ammonius, 126 
Tpvdar, father of Diodora (?), 58 

Tpvdwr, father of Sotas, 82 

Tpvdar, father of Taos, 125 

Tpvder, son of Ammonius, 126 

Tpvdar, son of Ella—, 126 

Tpvdwyr, son of Iolysas, 127 
Tvparvis, 48 

Tuppavos, Taos, pyemav, 164 

“Yrareia, 325 

@anors, father of Mysthas, 38 

Manors, father of Sisois, 156 

Panors, father of Zygias, 78 

®Panots, son of Papais, 225 

Dadets, 55 

@adovs, 22 

Dav—, 231 

Pavias, 105 

@Pavias, son of Jason, 126 

Davopyeus, 155 

Dapiwv, 221 

Pacays, 25 

®aceis, father of Aphrodisius, 59 

Pacets, father of Pasion, 197 

Pacis, 22, 23, 41, 69 (?), 155, 200 

@acts, father of Onnophris, 37 

®aots, father of Pases, 223 

®aocus, father of Taérieus, 23 

®aots, father of Timagenes, 231 

®acus, father of Tnepheros, 26 

®aous, son of Callitus, 28 

@®acus, son of Harmiusis, 222 

@®acts, son of Heracles, 35 

@aots, son of Marres, 127 

Pacts, son of Panomgeus, 28 

Macs, son of Patmuis, 34 

aos, son of Psamis, 25 

Pacts, son of Ptollis, 25 

®acous, son of Puoris, 22 

®arpys, grandfather and grandson, 232 

@arpys, son of Chensthotes, 15, 16 

Davotiwv, Sadadras 6 Kal, 58 

Pavoros, 96, 98 

DPydikico mos, Pdaovios, dux, 287, 298 
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Onr€, Movvdrwos, tyepav, 172 

OHNE, TiPépws Kravdws, 193 

Dyugevidys, 29 
iB, 332 

@iBis, 158 

@iiaded pos, father of Tapraxeas, 28 

@iddedpos, son of Polion, 95 

Pirrappov, 146 
Pid prov, 47 

@idypwr, father of Helena, 30 

Pidrjpwv, father of Thaésis, 33 

Pidypowv, son of Isas, 33 

@Puryjpwv, son of Ptolemaeus, 178-180 

@idurmos : artaba pérpw DBidirov, 260-264 passim 

@MidtaKos, 60 

Bid(ddypros ?), 125 
Bidokd7(s ?), 148 

Pudddoyos, 99 

@idd€evos, 2 

Pid Eevos, Ovarépios, 144 

@idd€evos, son of Theon, 128 

PDirovpevy, 46, 57 

Dido(vpevy), daughter of Keras, 35 
Pidovpevy, mother of Philotas, 53 
@udovpevy, mother of Pnepheros, 27 

Piiovpevy, wife of Didas, 47 

Pirovpevy, wife of Isidorus, 50 

@idwyv, son of Ptol(las), 35 
@idwyv, son of Theon, 122 

@urdras, father of Soteris, 58 

@ueras, grandfather and grandson, 53 

®wdoras, son of Heron, 58 

Pippos, Aovnos Otad€puos, otparudrys, 32 

Picts, 29 

P\aovios......- Fens 
@haovwos "ABuvaios, 271-307 passim 

P)aovwos ’ArodAddn0s, otparnyds, 76 

®)aovwos Acdvrws, consul, 273 
@P)aov.os Maxdpuos, émizporos Seomorixdv krioewv, 287 

®)aovwos WAdxidos, consul, 272 

@)aovwos Ipickos, 271, 272 

@)aovios ‘Pwpdtros, consul, 272 
Pdaovsos Sépyros, consul, 280 

®P)aovuos Pydixicopos, dux, 287, 295 

Poyyoouvs, father and son, 147 

Poyyoovs, husband of Tapasis, 148 

Do.Bdppwr, father of Aurelius Johannes, 325-329 
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Poi.Bappor, scribe, 329 
DoiBos, Sodros, 58 

PDoppovtis (or Goupovs), epistrategus of the Thebaid, 13 

Xaupas, 131 (?), 313, 316 

Xawpets, 47 

Xatpypav, 29, 225, 237 (?), 284 

Xaipypav, Atovictos 6 Kat, 206 

Xarprjpov, father and son, 182, 183 

Xapypwr, father of Diogenis, 36 
Xatprjwv, father of Hephaestion, 130 

Xatprjwr, father of Heras, 22 © 
Xatpyjpwr, father of Ischyrion, 50 
Xatprjpwv, father of Leontas, 62 

Xatpypwv, father of Petenephres, 151 

Xatpywr, father of Ptollion, 117 
Xatprjpwv, father of Tapontos, 204, 205 

Xatprpov, father of Tomsais, 177 

Xapywav, father of Zosimus, 106 
Xaprpov, son of Ammonius, 202, 203 

XaprHpav, son of Diodorus, 59 
Xatpyjpwv, son of Diogenes, 46 
Xatpyjpev, son of Herodes, 177 

Xaipypov, son of Patus (?), 127 

Xarpypwr, son of Petheus, 190 

Xatp7j.wv, son of Socrates, 200 

Xaipovs, 52 

Xadnvus, dmrdtwp, 102 

Xappors (?), 223 

Xapaypos, 218 

Xapan, 246 

Xapys, father and son, 141 

Xapys, son of Situs, 184, 185 

Xapia, 88 

Xapidnuos, 156 
Xdpus, daughter of Areotus, 32 

Xdpus, daughter of Situs, 185 

Xapiriov, daughter of Acusilaus, 54 
Xapiriov, daughter of Chaereis, 47 

Xappos, 128 

Xappos, father of Tithoés, 148 

XevOvovdus, al. OcvOvovdgis, 64 

Xevobwrys, 15 

Xeus, 31 

Xwadys, 31 

Xudwweis, 143 

Xparns, 114 

Xpjaoros, 308 
Xpvoas, 313 
Xpvoas, father of Heraeus, 208 

Xpvourmos, 127 

WVoaps, father of Thenapunchis, 25 

WVaps, son of Asclas, 25 

Wapts, son of Phasaés, 25 

Vappevors, 167 

WVapos, 143 

Veppavits, 3 
WVevapovvis, 10 

Vevarupis, 166 

WVernors, 265 

WVevoBaorts, father and son, 36 
WevoB(aorts), father of Apollonia, 31 
WVevoBaorts, father of Artemidorus, 36 

WVevoBaorts, father of Cephalon, 28 
WVevoBacris, father of Thermutharion, 34 

WevoBaorts, son of Apollonia, 31 (see Corrigenda) 

WevoBactis, son of Cephalon, 28 

WVevoBaotts, son of Phasis, 34 
Wor, 329 

WVooveus, ‘6 kat Tpiddeddos, 28 

Woovevs, father of Ancastes, 28 

Wovad, 248 

Onrevy (?), 67 

Os, 222, 224 

Oss, father of Petearmuthis, 224 

Quus, son of Apenneos (?), 222 

Ones, son of Chammois (?), 223 

Ones, son of Sambas, 223 

Outs, father and son, 125 

Ores, father of Erieus, 125 

Quis, father of Tesenuphis, 201 

Ourts, sons (2) of Petosiris, 164 

QOvzrts, son of Satabous, 125 

’Opryevys, Aipiduos “Ioidupos 5 Kal, 65 

’Opvyévns, father and son, 47 

’Opuyévys, grandfather, father, and son, 51 

“Opuyévys, son of Apollonius, 46 

‘Optyévys, son of Arianis, 58 

Opecs, grandfather and grandson, 35 

Opts (or pes), father and son, 32 

Opus, son of Pasion, 32 

Opts, son of Pueris, 34 
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’OApiwv, 156, 313 *Opos, father of Panephremis, 8r 

’Oplov, ypappareds, 316 *Opos, father of Panomieus, 240 

"Optav, & Kai Taretpuos, 189 *Opos, father of Papais, 224 

’Opiav, OvnddTYS, 235-237) 239, 240, 242, 243 *Opos, father of Peneeus, 235-238, 240, 242-244 

’OAplov, mpdktop oirixdv, 102 *Opos, father of Petesuchus, 224 

’Opiwy, father and son, 117 *Opos, father of Peteuris, 145 

*Opiwv, father-in-law of Apunchis, 24 *Opos, father of Sambas, 26 

’Opiav, father of Apion, 275, 278, 279 *Opos, father of Segathis, 40 

"Opiov, father of Apunchis, 108, 265 *Opos, father of Socmenis, 36, 38 

"Opiov, father of Onnophris, 265 *Opos, father of Stotoétis, 79, 118, 197, 211 

’Opiwr, father of Ptolemaeus, 169 *Opos, father of Taaresa, 23 

’Opior, father of Soéreus, 29 *Opos, father of Tauris, 36 

’Opiav, grandfather and grandson, 28 *Qpos, father of Thaésis, 24 

’OApiov, grandfather of Apollonius, 32 *Opos, father of Thatres, 27 

’Opior, son of Ammonius, 91 *Opos, grandfather of Pnepheros, 37 

*“Opiav, son of Apollonius, 82 *Opos, son of Acmilieus (?), 156 

’Opior, son of Chaeremon, 182 *Opos, son of Areotus, 33 

’Opiav, son of Cothon, 156 *Opos, son of Artemidorus, 232 

’Opior, son of Dioscorus, 311 “Opos, son of Chaeremon, 29 

’Opior, son of Heras, 22 *Opos, son of Harpaésis, 37 

’Opiov, son of Leon—, 145 *Opos, son of Harpagathes, 66, 231 

’Opior, son of Pabous, 251 *Opos, son of Harpagathes, iepevs, 112 

’Opiav, son of Pancrates, 78 *Opos, son of Hatres, 34 

’Opiar, son of Pases, 160 *Opos, son of Heraclas, 78 

*Opiar, son of Pembas, 265 *Opos, son of Heron, 109 

’Opiwy, son of Serapion, 79 *Opos, son of Horus, 33, 39 

’Opiov (MS. Op.), son of Sotas, 250 *Opos, son of Marses, 40 

’Opiwv, son of Tases, 265 *Qpos, son of Menches, 40 

’Opiav, son of Thasias, 2g0 *Qpos, son of Onnophris, 36, 39 

’Opiov, son of Tlaleus, 316 *Opos, son of Pacusis, 192, 193 

“Qpos, 102, 142, 170, 231 *Opos, son of Panegbasis, 27, 28 

*Qpos, father and son, 40, 148, 177 *Opos, son of Panephremmis, 218 

*Opos, father-in-law of Anchoreius (?), 33 *Opos, son of Panephrumis, 211, 212 

*Opos, father-in-law of Erpaésis, 64 *Opos, son of Papecas, 108 

*Opos, father of Ammonius, 23 *Opos, son of Papontos, 34, 40 

*Opos, father of Areotus, 33 *Opos, son of Pemais, 235, 237, 239, 240, 242, 243 

*Opos, father of Celené, 32 *Opos, son of Petearmuthis, 223, 224 

“Opos, father of Damas, 235, 237, 239, 241, 242, 244 “Opos, son of Puoris, 22 

*Opos, father of Ecusis, 74, 78, 81 *Opos, son of Socmenis, 38 

*Opos, father of Heracles, 36 *Opos, son of Stotoétis, 219, 220 

“pos, father of Marses, 40 “Opos, son of Tapeteeus, 148 
“pos, father of Onnophris, 34, 36 *Qpos, son of Tesenuphis, 196 
‘Qos, father of Pacusis, 80, 191, 192 *Opos, son of Thaisas, 159 
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3. INDEX OF KINGS AND EMPERORS. 

Ptolemy Philometor (B.c. 181-146) : 
TroAeuatos 6 Urodenaiov cai KXeordrpas bev “Emipavar, 4 

Augustus (Aug. 29, B.c. 30—Aug. 19, A.D. 14): 
Kaioap (a.D. 11), 96-98, 177 

Kaicap Oeds (A.D. 40-41), 169; (early first century), 223 

Tiberius (Aug. 19, a.p. 14—March 16, a.D. 37): 
TiBépios Katcap (A.D. 14-15), 166 
TiBepios Katoap SeBacrds (A.D. 15), 99, 1493 (A.D. 23), 217, 218; (A.D. 14-37), 127 

Livia : 
*TovAia SeBaory (a.D. 14-15), 167 

Germanicus : . 
Teppavixds Kaicap (A.D. 14-18), 167 

Caligula (March 16, a.p. 37—Jan. 24, A.D. 41): 
Taios Kaicap aitoxpdrwp SeBaords (A.D. 40-41), 168 

Claudius (Jan. 24, a.D. 41—Oct. 13, A.D. 54): 
TiBépios KAavdios Kaioap S<Bacrés Tepyarixds adtoxpdrwp (A.D. 48), 201; (A.D. 49), 103 

Nero (Oct. 13, A.D. 54—June 9, A.D. 68): 
6 ktptos Népwy KAavdios Kaioap SeBacros Teppavixds abroxpdtup (a.D. 55), 193 

Népwy KAavdios Kaicap S<Baords Teppavixds adroxpdtwp (A.D. 55), 1943 (a.D. 64), 147; (A.D. 66), 66; (aD. 68), 
178, 180 

Népwv (A.D. 72-73), 49-51, 55, 583 (AD. 94); 39 

Galba (April 3, a.p. 68—Jan. 15, a.p. 69): 
TérBa (a.D. 72-73), 49, 53, 59, 61 

Vespasian (July 1, a.p. 69—June 23, A.D. 79): 
abtoxpdtwp Kaicap Oveoraciavds SeBaords (A.D. 69), 1943 (A.D. 69-79), 180; (A.D. 72-73), 49, 55, 60 

Oveoractavds (A.D. 72-73), 46-61 passim 
eds Odeoractavds (A.D. 94), 39 

Domitian (Sept. 13, A.D. 81—Sept. 18, A.D. 96) : 
abroxpdrwp Katcap Aoputiavds SeBacrds Tepparvixds (A.D. 85), 89, 90; (A.D. 88), 181, 183, 184; (A.D. 90), 201, 202; 

(a.D. 91), 1853; (AD. 94), 38; (A.D. 95), 203 

atroxpdrwp Kaicap Aoputiavds Teppavixds (A.D. 94), 187 

Aoputiavos Kaioap 6 xiptos (A.D. 94), 40 

Aopuriavis 6 Képtos (A.D. 95), 203 

Aopuriavds (A.D. 94), 393 (AD. 97), 204, 205 

Nerva (Sept. 18, a.D. 96—Jan. 27, A.D. 98): 
abroxpdtwp Népovas Kaicap SeBaords (A.D. 97), 204 

Trajan (Jan. 27, a.p. 98—Aug. 8, a.D. 117): 
adtoKpdtup Kaicap Népovas Tpaavos SeBaords Tepyarvixds (A.D. 101), 66 

Népovas Tpavavds SeBacrds Teppavixds (A.D. 102), 102 

airoxpdrup kaioap Népovas Tpavavos XeBacrds Teppavixds Aaxixds (A.D. 105), 205; (A.D. 114), 187; (A.D. 103-117), 

264 

Tpaavds Kaicap 6 xipios (A.D. 102), 1025 (a.D. 98-117), 247 (?) 

3C 
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Hadrian (Aug. 8, A.D. 117—July 10, A.D. 138): 
abroxpétwp Katoap Tpatavds ‘Adpiavds SeBacrds (A.D. 119), 111; (A.D. 124), 79, 206 

‘Adpavds Kaicap 6 «tps (A.D. 118), 100; (A.D. 129), 151; (ADs 131-132), 63, 67; (AD. 133-134), 226; 

(A.D. 134-138), 189; (A.D. 136), 1173 (A.D. 138), 68 

“ASptavés 6 kvptos (A.D. 128), 151 

Oeds ‘ASptavds (A.D. 138-161), 153 

Antoninus Pius (July 10, a.p. 138—March 7, a.p. 161) : 
abroxpétwp Katcap Tiros Aiduos ‘Adpravds ’Avtwvivos SeBaords Hicefiys (A.D. 142), 1955 (AD. 143), 196; (A.D. 145), 

118, 207, 218; (a.D. 146), 208; (aD. 147), 80, 219; (A.D. 148), 1973 (A.D. 149), 190; (A.D. 150), 90; 

(A.D. 153), 1045 (a.D. 156), 209; (A.D. 157), 104; (A.D. 157-158), 198 ; (a.D. 159), 105; (A.D. 160), 81, 107; 

(A.D. 138-161), 256 

"Ayrovivos Katoap & xépios (A.D. 144), 72 73) 793 (AD. 145), 84, 119, 2193 (A.D. 149), 189, 220; (A.D. 150), 905 
(a.D. 134), 85, 87; (AD. 156-157), 88; (A.D. 161), 64 

Marcus Aurelius: 
a. With Verus (March 7, A.D. 161—c7rc. Jan. 169) 

aétoxpdétwp Kaicap Mépxos Adpyduos Avtwvivos ZeBacrds Kal adroxpdtwp Katoap Novos Aépydtos Odjpos SeBaords 

(A.D. 161), 106; (A.D. 166), 199, 210, 211 

abtoxpdtwp Katcap Mdpxos AtpyAaos Avtwvivos kal adroxpdrwp Kaicap AovKios Atpydvos Odjpos SeBacrol (A.D. 164), 113 

of Kvpuoe Hmav adroxpéropes "Avtwvivos Kal Odspos (A.D. 162), 74 
Aipipduot “Avtovivos Kat Odjpos of Kipiot SeBaoroé (A.D. 162), 190, 191 
*Avtuvivos Kal Odfpos of ktpioe BeBacrol (A.D. 163), 753 (A.D. 165), 155 
Adpyrtot Avtovivos Kat Odfjpos Kaloapes of kipior SeBacroé (A.D. 164), 88 

aétoxpdétwp Kaicap Mépxos AipyAos *Avtwrivos SeBaords “Appeviaxds Mydixds Tlap6ixds Méytoros kat atroxpérwp Katcap 

Aovkos Aipidros Obfjpos S<Bacros ’Appeviaxds Mydixds Taphixds Meyuotos (A.D. 167), 221 

’Avtwvivos kal Odfpos of Kipioe SeBacrot “Appeviaxol Mydixot TlapOxot S<Bacrol (A.D. 168), 107, 213 

b. Alone (circ. Jan. a.p. 169—c77re. Jan. A.D. 177) 

AipijAus *Avtwvivos Kaicap 6 kipios (A.D. 170), 68; (A.D. 172), 913 (AD. 175), 69; (A.D. 169-177), 173 

c. With Commodus (circ. Jan. a.p. 177—March 17, a.p. 180) 

AdpyAton Avruvivos Kat Képpo8os of kipior SeBacroé (A.D. 179), 70, 200 

Commodus (March 17, a.D. 180—Dec. 31, a.D. 192): 
Médpxos AtprAvos Képpodos *Avtwvivos Kaicap 6 xtpwos (a.D. 186), 106 

Adpidwos Kéupo80s Avtuvivos S<Baords (A.D. 183), 213; (A.D. 181-189), 91 

Adpjrtos Képpodos Avruvives SeBacrds EtceBys (A.D. 188), 82 
Apidos Kéupodos "Avtwvivos Katcap 6 xvpos (A.D. 188), 214 

Pertinax (Dec. 31, A.D. 192—March 28, a.p. 193): 
‘Edovevos ‘EXovuos (sac?) Teptivaé BeBacrds (a. D. 193), 77 

Septimius Severus: 
a. Alone (June 1, a.p. 193—Aug 28, A.D. 198) 

Aovxwos Serrios Seovgpos Meprivaé Katcap 6 kipios (A.D. 193), 114 
Aovktos Serripwos Seoujpos Meprivaé SeBacrds (A.D. 194), 92 
Aovxwos ertipsos Seovfjpos Meprivag SeBaords EiceBys (A.D. 195-196), 110 

6. With Caracalla (c’re. Aug. 29, A.D. 198—Aug. 28, a.D. 207) 
aitoxpdropes kalcapes Aovxios Sertipios Seovgpos EiceBys Weptivaé “Apa finds “AdiaByvixds TlapOuxds Mydixds kat 

Mépxos AipyAuos ’Avtwvivos EiceBys (a.D. 199), TOO 
Aovxtos Serripos Seovgpos Eboe Bis Weprivaé cat Mdpxos AdpyAtos "Avtwvivos EioeBys SeBacroi (a.D. 201-202), 65 

c. With Caracalla and Geta (circ. Jan. a.p. 201—Feb. 4, a.p. 211). [N.B. The datings with and without Geta 
overlap one another. | 

Aovxtos Serripios Zeounpos EioeBis Ieprivaé cal Mdpxos Aipydwos “Avrwvivos EtoeBys SeBacrot Kat TovaAxos 

Serripuos Téra Katoap S<Bacrds (A.D. 201), 71 
adtoxpdtopes Katcapes Aovxios Serriptos Seovypos EvoeBys Ieprivaé ’ApaBixds “AdiaByvixds TlapOuxds Méyiorros Kat 

Mdpxos AipyAuos “Avtuvivos EiceBys ZeBacrot xat TovBAtos Serripios Téra Kaicap S<Baords (a.D. 202-203), 214 
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Caracalla : 
a. With Geta (Feb. 4, a.p. 211—c7re. Feb. a.p. 212) 

Mdpxos Atpydtos “Avrwvivos cal Mov@duos Serriuios Téra Bperavvixot Méyioro: BioeBeis SeBacroi (A.D. 211-212), 115 

6. Alone (circ, Feb. a.p. 212—April 8, a.p. 217) 

abroxpétwp kaicap Mdpxos AtpyAtos Seovqpos “Avrwvivos TapOixds Méyrros Bperrayixds Méyioros EioeBiys SeBaords 
(a.D. 212), 193; (A.D. 213), 93. Ch 68 

Macrinus and Diadumenianus (April 11, a.p. 217—June 8, a.p. 218): 
avroxpdtopes Kaicapes Mdpxos ’OmédAdAtos Seovipos Maxpivos kat Mdpxos OréAXos *Avtwvivos Avadopenavds Edruyeis 

XeBacroi (A.D. 218), 93 

Elagabalus : 
a, Alone (June 8, a.p. 218—cire, Aug. a.D. 221) 

Médpxos Atpyrws “Avrwrivos EiceBys Eituyis S<Baords (A.D. 219), 1163 (A.D. 220), 1143 (A.D. 220-221), 109 

6, With Severus Alexander (crc. Aug. a.D. 221—March 11, a.D. 222) 
airoxpdropes Kaicapes Mdpxos Aipydtos “Avtwvivos Eice Bis Eitvyys kal Mdpxos AdpyAtos Seoujpos “AAéEavdpos Kaicap 

BeBacroi (a.v. 221), 113 

Severus Alexander (March 11, a.D, 222—Feb. 10, A.D. 235): 
abdroxpdtwp Kkaicap Mdpxos AipyAtos Xeounpos “Ad€Eavdpos EvoeBis Evruyys SeBacrds (A.D. 225), 1753 (A.D. 228), 94 

Maximinus : 
a. Alone (Feb. to, a.p. 235—Aug. 28, a.p. 236) 
6. With Maximus (Aug. 29, a.D. 236—c7rc. May, a.p. 238) 

abrokpdétwp Katcap Tatos *IovAtos Odjpos Makiu(e)ivos EvoeBis Eituyys SeBacrds Teppavixds Méyioros Aaxixds Méyoros 

Sapparicds Méyioros cat Tatos “Iovduos Ovjpos Magipos Tepparxds Méyioros Aaxixds Méyoros Sappartexds 

Méytotos 6 tepwraros Kaicup S<Bacros vids rod SeBacrod (A.D. 237), 266 

Valerianus and Gallienus, with Saloninus as Caesar (czvc. Feb. a. p. 254—circ. Aug. A.D. 260): 
aitoxpatopes xaicapes Ilovarhwos Ackivvios Odadepravds kat Tlovadtos Ackivvios Odadgepravds TaddAuqvos Tepparixot 

Méyioro: BiceBets Eitvyels xat [ovrduos Axivvios Kopvjduos 6 émupavéctaros Kaicap S<Bacrot (A.D. 259), 266 

Aurelian (czvc. March, a.p. 270—czrc. March, a.D. 275): 
5 ktpios Hav abtoxpdtup Aipydaves SeBaords (A.D. 270-275), 162 

Constantius and Constans (4.D. 337-350) : 
of Seordran Hyov Kwvordvtios kal Ka(v)oravs Avyovoro: (A.D. 346), 274-279 

Avyovoros : 
of Seomdran Hudv aidvior Avyovoto, 273; of deomdrar yay... . Avyourro, 274-279 

YeBaords : 
kpirys (2) SeBacrod, 99; SeBacrav vduopa, 317 

Heraclius (a.D. 610-641) : 
5 krewdtaros kat Ocooredis Hav Seordrys Bravwos “Hpdxewos 6 aidvios Avyovatos abroxpatwp (A.D. 616), 324; 6 Ta 

wévra vixav Seordrys jyav Baotwos “HpdkrAeuos 6 aidvios Avyoveros adroxpatup, 328 

302 
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4. INDEX OF PLACES. 

“Ayias Mapias (dudodov ?), 334 

“ASptavetov, temple in Memphis, 209 

"AOnvas ood, in Arsinoé, 198, 199 

"AOpiBirns (vous), 320 
Aiyvrr(e)ios, 285 
Alyvumtos, 48, 49 

AthavaBatwos, § Kai ’AOate’s, 206 

*"Akapvar, 2 

"Ada BavGis, village in Arsinoite nome, 226 

"AdeEcivopera, 48, 55, 79, 99, 203, 252, 285, 304 

"AdeEavdpes, 48-51, 224, 248, 317 (?) 

AdXarros (?), village in Arsinotte nome, 229 

*Avdpopayis, village in Arsinoite nome, 303, 312 

"AvTwoevs, 117 

"ATrapnvdes > xwpty mpwTn “Arapyvay, 207 

*Amuds, village in Arsinoite nome, 89, 90, 101, 110 

*AmrohNwviov TlapewBodr, street in Arsinoé, 42, 

45 (note), 49, 60 
"ATOANWVOTONITNS vouds, 325 
’ApaBia (= Egypt east of the Nile), 14 

"ApaBuKds, 265 
"Apetou érotxov, near Heracleia, 172 

"Apowotrns : q Tov "Apowoltav rods, 215, 273, 285, 

332 
"Apawoirns (vouds), 65-67, 72-77, 90, 99, 108, 112, 

114, 118, 151, 164-219 passim, 253, 265, 275, 277 

BaBvdavikds, 307 
Bakyxuas, village in Arsinoite nome, go, 102, 109, 116, 

160, 166-168, 189, 227, 229 

Bepevixis, village in Arsinoite nome, 235-244 passim, 
280 (MS. Bepwixes) 

Bepvetkn, 75 
Byoraop, éroixiov, 325 

BuOvvav addov Térev (dupodor), in Arsinoé, 218, 244 
BovBaoros, village in Arsinoite nome, 104, 106, 125- 

127 (?), 213, 234-244 passim 

Bovradiov (dudodov), in Ptolemais Euergetis (?), 131 

TadXa, 128 

Avovvords, village in Arsinoite nome, 88, 100, 185, 
187, 188, 271, 274-278, 280, 281, 287, 294, 297, 

303, 320 
AvomroXs, H peyadn, 14 

EBopyts (?), 99 

E\An—, 127 

’"EmdyaO(os °), place in Socnopaei Nesus, 105, 106 

“Eppovrots, village in Arsinoite nome, 275, 278, 281, 

291, 312; qu. Hermopolis Magna or Parva, 299 

Evnpepis, 184 

“HXtovzroXts, 209 

“Hpdxhea, village in Arsinoite nome, 93, I10, 118, 

125 (?), 162, 172, 191, 193, 195, 208, 218-220, 

250 

“Hpaxheidov pepis (division of Arsinoite nome), 65-67 

and passim 

“Hpaxheorronirys (vopds), 176 
“Hpaxov\us, place near Psenarpsenesis, 182 

@cpiorov pepis (division of Arsinoite nome), 118, 148, 
170, 172, 184, 187, 193, 195, 208, 218, 219 

@co€evis, village in Arsinoite nome, 276, 284, 290 (?), 

291 

Oy, field in Apollinopolite nome, 326 

OnBais, 2, 13; 7 dvwo ®., 294 

Oars, village in Arsinoite nome, 228, 229 

"1Biwy, village in Arsinoite nome, 282 

‘Iepa Nifjoos, village in Arsinoite nome, 227-229 
‘Tepas Ilvdns (dudodor), in Arsinog, 111, 206 

*Iyb.Kds, 265; “Iwduy} (77), 48, 49 

*IraXia, 48, 49 

*Iros, village in the Thebaid, 2, 6 

Kapavis, village in Arsinoite nome, 62, 66, 86, 117, 
183, 173, 178-180, 182, 183, 188, 203-205, 216, 

2147, 228, 229, 250, 265 

KapBaoniros (téros), near Socnopaei Nesus, 193 

Kepkecodya, village in Arsinoite nome, 116, 153, 189, 

196, 197, 226-229 

Kepxecovxwv "Opos, adjoining Cercesucha, 228 

Kepxaots, village in Arsinoite nome, 148 

Keo . as (romos), near Cercesucha, 189 

Kiricov (&udodor), in Arsinoé, 215 

Kémros, 153 
Kéyna€, village in the Thebaid, 14 

Kvuvay és, village in Arsinotte nome, 98 

Kupnvaikds : Acyuov tpiry Kupyvaixy, 203 
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Aevxiou fiun, in Dionysias, 185 
Aevxwrtiov, pov tot, 333 
AnromoXirns (vouds), 847, 88 

AvBikds, 290, 291 

Avo pay ides 8¥o, villages in Arsinoite nome, 96, 99 

Maxeddver (dudodov), in Arsinoé, 215 
Mapedrns, 285 
Medavat—, 26vos, 236, 238 

Meu d(e)izys, 209; % Meud(c)irev wédts, 161, 209 

Mépdis, 85, 86, 209, 276 

Mevdyoros (?), 11 . 
Mevétduos, 318 

Mytpddwpos (or Mytpoddpov xopn), village in Arsinoite 

nome, 226, 2247, 251 

Myrpézro\us (ze. Arsinoé), 51, 77, 172, 215, 230, 

254 (?), and cf “Apowoirdv rots 

, 3 i ones NaBdvn, village in Arsinoite nome, 114 
yj E A Po N(e)tAovzoNts, village in Arsinoite nome, 91, 92, 94, 

95, 125-127, 184, 202, 211, 227, 228 

Néoov ézoéxov, in Arsinoite nome, 151 

"Oaars, 285 

"Orrizav Korver ?), 226, 227 

Ovevadpwos, 309 

IlaOupis, 13, 15 

TlaOupirns (vouss), 4, 13, 14 
Tlept-O7Bas (vopds), 13 
Tlepxejors, village in Arsinoite nome, 227 

Ilepoéat (?), village in Arsinoite nome, 227 

Ilépons : II. rijs érvyovijs, 15, 182, 184, 186, 189, 206, 

208, 217, 218; II. tev zpooypadévrwr, 15 

Tlepoivy, 218, 219 

IIn\ovotov, 170, 208 

Tlucatros érotxov, in Arsinoite nome, 186, 191 

Tlod€pwvos pepis (division of Arsinoite nome), 169, 172 

TIroNepuais, village in Arsinoite nome: 6 xard IIroAe- 

paida dppos, 99 

IIrokewats Evepyeris, village in Arsinoite nome, 181, 

206, 215 

IIrodepats Néa, village in Arsinoite nome, 228, 229 

Ilpoowrreirns (vouds), 63, 87, 88 

c nd . . . 

Padawxis, village in Arsinoite nome, 272 

“Pwpatos, 51, 212 

Len, place in the Arsinoite nome, 332 

Loxvotraiov Njoos, village in Arsinoite nome, 66, 68, 

72-76, 80-115 passim, 158-220 passim; % vijcos, 

154 
orod ’AOnvas, in Arsinoé, 198, 199 

Xrp— (?), village in Arsinoite nome, 91 

Lupos : wrpds 3., 97, 98 (?) 
Lpos (?), 228, 229 

Dwokdop10s, & Kal AOae’s, 152, 210, 212, 317 

Tapats, village in Arsinoite nome, 228, 229 

Tapeiwy (&udodov), in Arsinoé, 210 

Tava.Ois, village in Apollinopolite nome, 325, 326 

Tavpwor (?), village in Arsinoite nome, 277 

Tepevovlis, 285 

Twvevs (or Twréws xdpy), village in Arsinoite nome, 
226, 227 

Tavahpets (?), tér0s, 251 

Paiyjcov (ddodor), 189 
Dex . . otKwLTOV Kén, in Heracleopolite nome, 176 

Pirayp(e)is, village in Arsinoite nome, 280 
Pidaded¢dia, village in Arsinoite nome, 85 (?), 106 

Didddypos (or Prodypov xwpy), village in Arsinoite 

nome, 125-127 

Pidwyv (or SiAwvos xsyn), village in Arsinoite nome, 226, 

224 

Diwrepis, village in Arsinotte nome, 37, 111 

Pp€uwer (Zudodsor), in Arsinoé, 221 

Xecovdpwv, téros, 251 
XyvoBockiwr IIpoétwv (dudodov), in Arsinoé, 67, 

1953; XnvoBdoka, 154 

Wat, place in Apollinopolite nome, 326 

WVevappevnois, rediov, adjoining Karanis, 153 (MS. 

Wevapoevnots), 182, 190, 216, 217 

WVevupéws mediov, 201 

Wew—, village in Arsinoite nome, 125-127 
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5. INDEX OF 

aBBas, 325, 326, 327 

ayopavdpos, 2, 15; dyopavouyoas, 215 

aypopvra€, 276 
AKTOUVApPLOS, 288, 294, 308 

appoddpyns, 45; 49 
dmrompoTiKwp > é& drompwrnktdpwv, 280 

apyépodos, 159, 162; d. Kduys, 156 
Baciduxds ypappareds : 

(‘Hpard<iSov pepiSos) 
*AckAnmadys (A.D. 11), 96, 98 

(first century), 169 
Knavdcos “IovAtavds (A.D. 101-102), 66 
‘Eppeivos (A.D. 137-138), 67 

Sapariwy (A.D. 143-144), 72 
“Hpaxdrciéys (A.D. 145-146), 73 
T(e)payévns (A.D. 158-159), 77; (A.D. 161-162), 

74 
Zwidos (A.D. 162-163), 75 
*AmroAAduios (A.D. 178-179), 76 

“Aproxpatiwv 6 kai ‘Iépag (A.D. 193), 114 
(second century), 116 

Movpos TéwedAos.(a.D. 212), 192 

Aipydos "Io®upos 6 kat Opryévys (a. D. 216-217), 65 
(a.D. 221), 112 

locality uncertain : 

(A.D. 15), 149 

BiBdvodtra€ > B. eyerycewy, 151 (475) 

Bon Os, 73-73, 163, 281 
Bovdeurys > B. tis "Apowoiray wédews, 215 

yernpatoypados, 320 
Ypappwareds, 90, 316 

Baordixds. See Bacirixds 
yewpyGv, 30, 31, 98 
mpakTépwv apyupikav, 116 

OlTiK@Y, IOI 

oiToAdywv, 94 

ypadeus, 196, 219, 220, 333 

yupvaciapyos, 1445 yeyvpvacipxyKkas, 151, 165 

dudKovos, 329 
Sixavoddrns, 173; cf 152 
Sov€, 272, 274-276, 278, 279 (acc. Sovear), 283, 284, 

287, 289, 2933 BrAaovis Pydixiooipos (circ. a.v. 

350), 287, 295 
Elpyjvapyos, 275, 278 
elpnvopvra€, 159 
EKATOVTAPYXNS, 149, 173 
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éfaxTwp, 290, 293; émoroAy é£axropias, 273 

eEnyntys, 144; eényntetoas, 153, 214 

eTapyXos : & Alydrrov, 319; &. eins, 271-281 passim ; 

dard érdpxwv etAns, 273 

ETULEANTHS, 290 
emiaTarns : é. tov pudakitav, 164 

ETLOTPATNYOS, 13, 71, 77 
€miTpomros ScorrorixGv KTycewv, 286, 287 

Cvyoordrns, 331-333 

Hyewar : 
Taios Tuppanos (cérc. B.C. 10), 164 
Taos Otutpdotos TwAAiwy (A.D. 40-41), 167 

TiBépios KAavdios PHrE (A.D. 55), 193 (?) 
“Ovaparos (A.D. 148), 172 
Movvdrios ®7AE (cere. a.D. 150), 172 
“Avitos Supiakds (A.D. 162-163), 75 
Unnamed, 48, 97, 256, 290 

HYoUpEVOS, 235, 238 
icpéwv, 66, 98 (?), 166, 184 

mevrapvAias Soxvorraiov, 191, 192 

KafoduKds, 286, 287 

Kaclapxos, 92, 109 

KOMNS, 287 
KOPVLKOVAGPLOS, 296 

KOO LNTYS : Kexoopntevkds, 210, 215 

KpiTys : K. XeBaorod (?), 99 

K@MOYPALLaTEvS, 45, 68, 71, 97, 98, 116, 150 

Aaoypados, 62 

Aoyoberns, 153 

pucbarns épypopvaAaxias, 87, 88 

iepod xerpiopov, ILI 

ovotakGv, 200 

HVYLOV, 151 
VOLAPXNS, III, 253 

VOTApLos, 331 
deomotikds, 205 

oppodvra€, 100 
bddpuidALos, 287, 290, 293-295 

Tamas: 7. “Eppovmédews, 299 

TATTOPOPOS : mpecPirepor w., 114 

Tedvopvra€, 156 

TMpaimocutos, 276 (MS. pe), 280, 282, 284, 285, 
289, 290, 298, 299, 305, 309, 320; mp. Kdorposy 

277 (MS. mpe.); ap. kdotpwv, 287, 297 
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TPAKTMP, 145 
dpyupikdy (xwuys), 31, 70, 79-81, 107, 110, 

I15, 116, 118 

o.TiKGv, IOI, 102 

oreparvikod, 108, 10g 

mpeaBvrepos (ris xdpns), 117, 158, 162, 163, 174, 
178, 237 (?); mp. racroddépo, 114 

apeo BvreEpos (ecclesiastical), 329, 333 () 
mpiyKes, 288 

TPOEGTAS : mw. povactynpiov, 325-327 

TpvUTavis, 273 

TLTONS oS, 30, 31, 88-102 

OTpaTnyos, 149, 152, 153, 165 
*Apowotrov 

Avovyaddwpos (A.D. 14-15), 166 (B25) 
“HpaxAcdov prepidsos 

Olaé (a.D. 11), 96, 98 

*ApxiBuos (A.D. 145-146), 73 
@cddupos (A.D. 158-159), 77 
‘Tépag (a.D. 161-162), 74 
Zrépavos (A.D. 162-163), 75 

Pdaovios “ArodANdn0s (A.D. 178-179), 76 
Anpaprpios (A.D. 199), 108 
Aitpydios Atoviowos (A.D. 216-217), 65 
Apidos Avdupos (A.D. 224-225), 174 

@cpicrov cai TLoAguwvos 
@éwy (circ. A.D. 148), 172 
Anparpios 6 Kat “Apmroxpatiwy (circ. A.D. 150), 172 
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otparnyds (continued) 
“HpaxXcoroXirov 

Aipyros “Pioos (third century), 176 

OnBat8os 
Poppodrs (B.C. 116-111), 13 

Mepudirou 

Aitpydwos Byoapiwy (circ. A.D. 270-275), 161 

Uncertain locality 
*Ariwv (first or second century), 135, 139 

TTPAToTEdaApYNS, 153 
ovyyevys, honorary title, 13 

TOTAPXYS; 97, 98 

TOTOYPApparevs, 4 

TPLNPAPXOS, 145 
UTaTOS : 

Pdaovios T1AdKidos Kal Pdaovios “PwytrAos of Aapmrpd- 
tatot (A.D. 343), 272 

pera THY brateiayv @daoviov Acovtiov xat “IovAiou 

Zadovotiov tov Aapmrporatwv (A.D. 345), 273 
of deomdrar yoy Kwvorayti(v)os 76 § Kal Keworavs 76 

y Advyovora (A.D. 346), 274-279 
peta Thy bratefavy B(aoviwv) Sepyiov cat N(e)eyp(e)iia- 

vod T&v Napmpotatwy (A.D. 351), 280 

duraxk(e)irns, 65, 120(?); émuordrys trav ., 164 

pvra€, 159 

XELPLOTHS, 147 
XALapxos, 289, 290, 308 (?) 

6. INDEX OF MONTHS 

(2x chronological order from the beginning of the Egyptian year. The synchronisms here 

asstgned are those for an ordinary year). 

OO (Aug. 29—Sept. 27), 6, 70, 84, 87, 116, 200, 209, 

210, 218, 246, 248, 279 

YeBaords = OHO, 123, 194, 204,205, 216, 218,243 

Paadu (Sept. 28—Oct. 27), 15, 68, 70, 79, 81, 118, 

151, 154, 155, 190, 193, 199, 211, 230, 246 

Aoputiavés = Paddr, 39 

*AmedAalos = Paddu, 8 

"A@Uvp (Oct. 28—Nov. 26), 9, 39, 68, 70, 97, 99, 102, 

105, 114, I15, 153, 177, 226, 246, 248 
Neds SeBaords = Ap, 39 

Xoudk or Xoudy (Nov. 27—Dec. 26), 38, 66, 67, 111, 

203, 226, 248 

“Adpiavds = Xowdk, 70, 71, 85, 107, 115, 226, 

227, 334 
Tlepirios = Xoidx, 203 

TvBu (Dec. 27—Jan. 25), 38, 40, 71, 72, 73, 79, 83, 

II5, 178, 180, 217, 220, 227, 246, 248, 249, 327 

*Iavovvapuos (sic) = January, 73 

Meyeip (Jan. 26—Feb. 24), 38-40, 50, 52, 55, 73-75; 

78, 86, 88, 108, 115, 151, 153, 161, 184, 185, 

201, 218, 219, 229, 246, 248, 273, 280, 312 

Eavéukos = Meyeip, 184, 219 (MS. Eavttxos). 

Dapevad (Feb. 25—March 26), 64, 69, 77, 80, 102, 

109, II5, 153, 202, 204, 205, 221, 245, 246, 298, 

319, 333 

*Aprepiovos = PapevasO, 202, 204 

Dappovde (March 27—April 23), 80, 82, 115, 122-124, 

IQI, 197, 203, 207, 208, 213, 246, 304, 327 

Nepwveios 2eBaords = Bappodh, 147 
Aaiowos = Bappodtht, 197 
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Tlayav (April 26—May 25), 15, 39, 88, 94, 106, 115, 

213, 246, 248 

Teppavixeios = Tlaydv, 41 (MS. Teppavixws ?), 86 

(MS. Teppavxov ?), 122, 187 

Tlavvi (May 26—June 24), 4, 69, 90, 92-95, 104, 118, 

174, 175, 181, 196, 214, 219, 272 

Sorijp(e)ios = Tavvi, 181 

AGos = Tlavvi, 196 

’Esreih (June 25—July 24), 40, 47, 67, 86, 89, 90, 91, 

MONTHS. 

94, 104, 105, 110, 123, 124, 149, 194, 249, 264 

275, 276 
Topmiaios = "Exreih, 206 

Mecopy (July 25—Aug. 23), 100, 104, 106, 107, 113, 

170, 187, 195, 221, 246, 249, 277, 325, 332) 333 
Kaiodpetos = Mecopy, 39, 41, 66, 103, 118, 122- 

124, 187 (dis), 188, 195, 201 (MS. Kawcapy- 

os), 244 
"Exrayopevar juépas (Aug. 24—Aug. 28), 39, 80, ror, 

118, 246, 278 

7. INDEX OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS. 

(2) SymBoLs. 

L = dpovpa, 10 

b = dpovpa, 102, 120, 130-141 passim, etc. 

Y = dpovpa, 122-124, 128, 222-225 passim 

K = épréBy, 15 
> = dpraBn, 84, 86, 90-93, eve. 

Sam = dprdBn, 316 
L = ard, 251 

{ = dpaxpy, 2, 3, 81 and passim 

S = 8paxpy, 247, 248 

L = éros and its cases, 4 and passim 

S = éros and its cases, 62, 81, 93, 100, ele. 

t= Exarovrdpyys, 173 

PR = éxarovrapyia, 207 (note) 

S = kai, 308 

.= KarouxtKod (?), 144 

G = kepdriov, 334 

—) = pytpds, 230-232 passim 

€= Earns, 311, 314 

+= apd, 333 
= TpwTov, 99 

£ = mvpoi, 15, 98, etc. 

t= mupod aptaBy, 16, 89-91, 120-124, etc. 

+ = mvpod (dpré Bn), 91-94, 116, 124-127 

+> =avpod dpraByn, 94, 95, 102 

A =éXavtov, 54, 153,.154, 308, 309 

C = raddarrov, 312, 314, 315 

S = trép (?), 87 

b = trép, 333, 334 

—=1 obol, 70, 230-232, 245, 248 

== = 2 obols, 230-233, 248 

f=3 obols, 128, 231, 232, 247, 248 

Foy, obols, 70, 80, 87, 107, 128, 166, 230-233, 248 

F=s obols, 71, 80, 110, 232, 233, 247, 248 
L 

x 
X° = 2 chalci, 54, 71, 80, 245 

0’ = 4 chalci, 70, 80, 128, 245 

pr Kat v/ =1 per cent. and 2 per cent., 84, 36 

“T. = 900, 54, 70, 122, 127, 226 

9 = 90, II, 123, 125, 128, ele. 

= 3, 94, 123, etc. 

8, =3, 89, 98, 120 

Z =}, 3, 4, 10, 14 
C = 3, 375 89, ele. 

d =1, 3, 94, 120, el. 

n= 4; 354 

L = minus, 126(?), 127 (?), 130-141 passim, 234-244 

passim 

J = total (yiverar), 88, 93, 251 

/ = total (yiverat), 2, 3 and passim 

=1 chalcus, 248 

~ = total (yiveru), 94 

— > = net total, 234-244 passim 

XeYy (uncertain), 324 

cé = dpnv, 324 

‘T., uncertain, 12 

A, uncertain, 113 

Wy, uncertain, 128 
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(6) ABBREVIATIONS. 

(Zhe most obvious abbreviations, consisting only of the omission of a few letters at the 

end of a word, are not included.) 

@ or @” =drd, 128, 131-140 passim, 224 

A/ = Aipyrtos (?), 161 

@ or a =airds and cases, 32, 33, 49, 52, 58-60 

passim, 104, 125-127 

aly! = aiyiadds, 125 

at* = ai doural, 130, 133, 134, 136, 138-141» 

av or av = dvd, 10, 122, 123, 128, esc. 

av? = dydpes, 38, 49, 54, 55 
ave = dvethnppévor, 51, 55, 57; 58 

avehnp = dvadnpupbeis and cases (?), 39 (425) 

aver. = averixpitos, 39, 48 

arr’ = érovoia (?), 46, 47 

atrap* or arapac”, uncertain, 48, 49, 55, 57 

aml = arndwwTns, 130-141 passim 

amr’ = amrédoots, 177 

ap = dpyupiov, 154 

ap’ = dpyupixay, 31 

ap! = dpucrepds, 170 

apw? = apiOpnors, 71 

api? = dpiOuds, 49 

ap° = dporip, 26 

ap° = dpovpa, 132-141 passim 

aon = donpos, 63 

ao", uncertain, 55-58, 60 

av* = abdnris, 28 

ac? = dpopos, 130-141 passim 

B”, uncertain, 307 

Bac, = Back ypapparet, 76 

Bao* YP) = Baordtxds ypapparevs and cases, 65 and 

passim 

BS = Bepevixidos, 235-244 passim 

Bi Br? = BiBdodidrakes, 151 

B° = Boppa, 131-141 passim 

B? or Bov® = BovBdorov, 125 (?), 234-244 passim 

Bot, uncertain (qu. Boyer = Bupav), 70 

Y) = ylvovra, 210 

yey’ = yeyupvaciapynxdres, 151 

Ye, ye” or yeryn = yerypatos Or yevnudtwv, 89 

ye” = yewpyds, 63 

y= yivetat, 154 

ye ~ = yelroves, 193 

II. 3D 

yro? = ywobérvra, 39 

y? or Yp)= ypapparers, 31, 90, 94 

YP. TP) = ypappareds wpaxtdpwv ovrexGv, 101 

YP) = yeadetov, 195, 196 

YP) = ypadeds, 196, 219, 220 

y", yv or yu = yuvy and cases, 14, 22, 23, 144 

5 = did, 333 

- = Sdveov, 16 

da = Sdveov, 246 

ol= Synpooros and cases, 91, 142, 143, 145 

87 = dypoo.oyv yewpydv, 90 

ONY = Sypsovos yewpyds, 21-39 passim 

dn = Snpuoupyds (?), 25 

du- = did, 81, 84-87 

84) = di€ypawev, 70 

dry) = bieypayev, 114 

due = SieAnAvOsros, 105, 106 

Ou" = Siolkynows, 125-127 

OX = Siyotwcov, or diyourkia, 122-124 

6= émt 76 avTo, 154 

€) = Erepov (?), 120 

ey? = éxBaive (?), 134, 137, 138 

eux’, uncertain, 55, 56 

eElp or ELpy = cipydoaro, 104-106 

e* = ddaudv, 128 

ev! = éyyevys, 51 

ev" or EVKT! = évatnoewy, 151 

e& = é£dOupos (?), 106 
e€ or efay = éédywv, 84-86 

ny = eénynris, 144 

385 

emy® or emvyey* = érryeyerio Oa, 53, 58-60 passim 

emu’ = émixadovpevos, 70 

emu = énuxpieis, 46-49 passim 

ETLO™ = émiox(omovpevat ?), 130-141 fassim 

Ep? = épydrys, 23, 31 

epy = épywv, 102 

€pn” = épnpodvAaxia, 85, 87 

[ev ]iuye = eipeyeOys, 3 

e€v~, uncertain, 108 

EX? = éxdpevar, 130-141 passim 

Co = Letyy, 314. 315 
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ny’ = tryépaca, 79 
yn, uncertain, 125-127 

np” = npyscaro, 103 

Oepp? = Wcppovddprov, 30, 33 

O° = Ge03, 34 

Owp' = Odpag, 11 
v= iStos, 22-37 passim 

® or vou? = iSudtys, 23, 26, 247 

Loto* = idudxtytos, 126 

l€ or Lep = leped's, 23, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39 

WV) or wv) = Wdixtiwv, 332-334 

io? = cio Baivw (), 131, 132, 134, 135, 139 

Ky = kai, 81 and passim 

K) =xard, 204 

K~ = kop, 198 

KO. = kdpydos, 74 

Ka” =kxar dvdpa, 145 

Ka™ = kar otkov (?), 110 

KaTaX or KaTAX® = kataxwpiopds, 38, 39, 59, 51, 535 

55) 57, 61 
Kat” = karotxia (?), 123 

Ke = xeevobeicar, 105 

KEXP" = Kexpypdrixa, 16 

kK = kowos and cases, 122-125 

Ko* or KON = KoAAnpA, 39, 62-64, 110 

Kot = KOUNS, Ito 

kv) = kupiov, 69 

Kup— = kvpius (?), 54 

K@ = kwpoypapparels (?), 150 

K®@ = kupiv, 289, 297, 300-302 

K@ = kin, 92, 94 and passim 

da? or Aaoyp) = haoypadias, 69, 70 

haoyp* = haoypadovpevos, 40 

Neo? = AeAoyiopévor, 38 

d = dds, 131, 132, 134, 137 

h = Arpiy, 86 

h=Alrpa, 312 

No) = Aourol, 117 

Be’, pw or by) =perd, 38, 185, 204 

aT or ETP = perpa. (?), 313, 314 

PE = peperpyysévar (?), 122-124 

[AS = pépos, 50, 51 

fore = peAixpws, 3 

MeL ® = peverpypeda, 89 

peTa* = peradrxds, 63 

[eX = péroyos, 131-140 passim 

PH OF [Ly = pytpds, 21-61 and passim 

penTpo? = pytpdrodis, 5% 

= popidbes, 307 

po O = pucbwrijs, 87 
puX = péroxor, 79, 89 

y= véuicpa, 335 

VE = vewrepos, 223 

v° = vorov, 131-140 passim 

& = kms ), 57 
6 = dpoiws 78 (?), 94, 230-232 

o= ovykia, 328 

> = oth, 39, 190 
OL” =ol dourol, QI, 92 

ov = of wdvres, 38, 58 

ode’ = of ddeAdoi, 10 

OLKO) = oixdreda, 62 

A = of Nourol, 57 ou 

o” = 6 kai, 22, 23, 35, 39 

of, O10, Of" or Of." = dpoius, 32, 59, 69, 246 

O[LO = Spodoyiav, 205 

opo* = dporoyotpeva (?), 228, 229 

ov? = obyxia, 334 (?) 

ovot = oiciakds (?), 125-127 

ovo’ = oiotas yewpyés, 30 

ogy or od) = édgprxiddios, 287, 293-295 

ar’ = apd, 76 

a = rpocdiaypaddpeva, 69 

Tan) = madrad, 11 

Tapa = rapdxecras (?), 132 

T apa = TapamreTTWKEval, 104 

ev? or Trev = mevOnpepov, 103 

a = r\wOoupyés (?), 235-244 passim 

\ = roditela, 49, 51 TO 

Tp) = tpaurdartos, 287 

Tp = mpecBurepos, 223 

Tp) = mpoxetTat, 335 

T pa” = rpdxtup (dpyupixdv), 31, 70, 81, 107, 110 

mpe® = mpecButepos, 29 

™p° or poo = mpocdiaypapdpeva, 38, 54, 70, 89, 107, 

122-126 

Tp° = xpocddou yewpyds, 23 

7 po* = mpoxeluevos and cases, 49, 89, etc. 

Tpo* = mpoxertat, 110, etc. 

mpoo® = mpooPeBAnpevor (?), 38 

qv or Tus = idys, 84-87 

mo = rbd, 78 
PU, = furapds, 81 

a= omépov, 131-133 
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CEO = ceonpeiopat, 103-106 

O* = attohédyos, 30, 31 

2? v= Soxvoratov Nicov, 87 

om = oépov, 130-141 passim 

COL = ceonpewpévny (?), 77 

OT) = otparnye, 76 

OTP) = orparnyds and cases, 65 and passim 

Gu~ or Guy = cvpddvus, 74, 76 

ou’ = ouvKupdyTav, 177 

oX or aX" = cxowiov, 131, 132, 134, 135, 138, 139, 141 

T =77, 106 

7 = 70d, I 5! . 

T =Tédos, 87 

TE = TEKVOV, 120 

Te = réhecpa (?), 76 

Tete = rerédeota, 84-87 

Tete = rereXevryxeés and cases, 38-40, 47, 50, 52-54, 

56-58, 100 

THS” = Tijs Kal, 47, §0, 52, 61 

TO = Toros, 2 51 

TO) = 7d atvodov, 147 

To“ = 76 kar’ dvdpa, 39, 57, 160 

T° = tod Kai, 50, 58, 61 

Tov* = tod Kal, 54, 58 

TP) = tpdrwela, 198 

TpaxX = tpaxnrv, 39 
7” = Tay, 102 

v= tmép, 104-106, 112, 231 

v) = bropviparos, 39 

vop — = tdpaywyds, 135 

uTep! = imp eros, 48, 49 

umep™ = izép THs, 79 

UT’ = broypadeds, 179 

up (?), uncertain, 122-124 

$O = golurxdy?), 230-233 passim 

go- = ddpetpov, 160 

¢° = optpos (?), 128 

Po = dopo, 81 

hop’ = dopéa or popryydv (?), 84 

X =xarxod, 69 

X) X” or x = xalpev, IOI, 117, 188 

X) X or x'=xadxds and cases, 5 (?), 70, 234-244 

passim, 263 

x = xépros, 139 

xX‘ = xépros, 134 

xeu = xeprorys, 147 

X = x'Alapxos, 289, 290, 308 (?) 

x’ = ois, 2 

X° OF YO = xXopdrov OF XopatiKGv, 104-107 

WS) = ds TpdKerTat, 93 

8. INDEX OF WORDS. 

(This Index is not exhaustive, but all except the commonest words are tncluded in tt. Those not 

contained in Liddell and Scott's ‘ Lexicon’ (8th ed. 1897) are marked with an asterisk.) 

aBaé, 12 

aBPas, 325 
aBpoxos, 97, 193 
ayallés, 226, 302 

ayaTaw, 303 (?) 

aya, 301, 303 

dyaTntos, 299-302 

ayy(e)tov, 329 

Glos, 324, 334 
ayKv\oKoTréw, 283 

ayKav, 211 

dyvados, 246 

dyvoud, 116 

ayvapoctvn, 328 

ayopa, 16; ad. Adcfavdpeias, 79 

dyopalw, 79, 180, 201 

ayopavoméew, 215 
GYPAUpLaTOS, 102, 193, 208, 2:2, 277 

dypados, 203-205, 215 

aypadas, 204, 205 

adyptos, 292 

Gy POS, 135, 251, 276, 282, 307; aypus = dypois, 304 

aye, 99, 162, 174, 175, 283 

aywyevs, 12 

adeua, 328 

adehdy, 151, 169, 172, 185, 208, 216, 278, 279, 314 

2D2 
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GSeXPds, 131, 144, 160, 165, 168, 179, 180, 182, 199, 

207, 217, 249, 254, 275, 281, 296, 297, 309, 317, 

318, 333. Asa title of respect, 283, 284, 287- 

290, 292, 294-296, 299, 300-302, 306 

ad€oToTos, 149 
adiadopew, 253 

adiknpa, 5 

QOLKOS, 172 

AOiKwS, 14 

adoXos, 8, 99, 186, 219 

adpacros, 317 
ddvvapéw, 170 

*GS@ortouKkia, 166 

*gdwotOuKos, 164 

GEiLYNOTOS, 304 

andia, 174 
abernoIs, 203, 210 

aderos, 294 
aiyiahtris : ai. yf, 192 
aiywahds, 125-127, 134, 137, 193, 308 

aiyidwov, 309 : 

*alywos, 291 

aidéoinos, 332 
aiei, 164 
atOpiov, 177 

ae, 77 
aipéw, 6, 9, 77, 179, 206, 211, 212, 221 

aipw, 290 

airew, 149, 297 

aiTnots, 325 

atwvLoS, 243, 324, 327, 328 

aKabapota, 187 

*dxarpl, 162 (MS. akcape) 

aKaKOUPYNTOS, 257 
*dxavOéa, 162 

*aKaTaXPNMATLATOS, 216 
akivduvos, 206, 208 

aKkodovbos, 150 

aKkohov0us, 6, 48, 96, etc. 

KOU, 275, 301, 303, 329 

axp(e)iBas, 165 

aK POTOILOS (or dxporouéw), 183 

aKupos, 185 

aKUpwots, 230 (dzs), 210 

akKwAUTOS, 326 

*ahaBacrtpovOyKy, 12 
*a(e)upds, 207 

adjOea, 147, 280 

addAndréyyvot, 182, 188 

GAAHAWY, 172, 221, 317, 325, 329, 330 

GANOTE, 275, 293 

adOTpLos, 284 

GApn : d. &popos, 130-141 passim 

*adOyevTos, 165 

adoyos, 174, 330 (?) 

ahoyws, 161 
adws, 190 

ApLELOTWS, 327 
apenera, 97 
apeh€w, 306, 318 

apy, 249 

apidda, 165 

ap€ia : év tols THs dperéias Kaipots, 14 

*dp€os, 99 

dprehukds, 161, 183, 332 

dprehos, 14, 128, 183, 326 

dpmedoupyds, 334 

OpTEeNdv, 14, 183 

*dprovAXLov, 265 
dppodor, 8, 54, 67, 111, 151, 189, 195 

ap.potepos, I3I, 141, 164, 182, 202, 212, 219, 221, 

317, 328 
avaBaivw, 154, 254 

dvayKalw, 275, 300 

avayKatos, 331 

dvaykaiws, 65, 176 

avayKn, 294, 297, 303, 325 
avaypapw, 49, 50, 55, 56, 62, 66, 67, 151, 180, 188, 

204, 205, 218 

avaryo, 326 

avadwoacKw, 298 
avadidwpt, 64, 203, 210, 256 (?), 317 

avalntéw, 274-276 

avalos, 174 

avarpeo, 280 (MS. avacd.) 

avaKEpat, 278, 279 
avaKpLots, 317 

dvahapBdvw, 40, 150, 165, 245; dveAnupbéertes (sic), 

39 (075), 40; dvedAnppOnoav, 48; dved, 51,55, 57, 58 

avahioKw, 150, 183, 273 

avddwpa, 330. Ch dvjAwpa 
GVALETOS, 135, 137 

avapprBorws, 332 
*dvatrahevw, 331 
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*dvamavpece (dat. plur.), 190 
avatreumo, 153 

dvatéypados, 47 

*avamdpipos, 195-197, 198 (b25), 199, 200, 211, 212 

avacréd\w, 280 

avartpepw, 172 

avapddavoos, 3 

avahépw, 66, 99, 272, 274-276, 284, 287 

avapopa, 184 
*avadédpuor (?), 188 
avdpdmosor, 173 

avéyK\nTos, 164 
aveeuTr@s, 327 

AVELTOOLTTWS, 326 

*daveEadotptwros, 216 
aveTixptTos, 39, 48 

avepyomat, 282, 285, 290, 303 

avevOuvos, 186, 213 

avyhwpa, 9, 15, 179, 226. Ch dvddupa. 

*dvnwrtikds : artaba pézpw dvputixd, 259-264 passim 
GVHP, 155-157, 169, 176, 187, 188, 190, 204, 211, 212, 

246, 328; Kar’ dvdpa as subst., 38, 39, 57, 98, 143, 

145, 147, 159, 160 
*avOydas, 332 

avbopila, 178 

avOpor(e)tos, 281 
avOparivos, 3, 7 

avOpwros, 293, 319 

aVVOVY, 293, 294 

avotyw, 179, 180 (MS. avvéi) 

dvouKkodopew, 179, 180 
dvo.Kodopny, 186 

GVOLKOS, 331 (?) 

dvopia, 284 

avojos, 172 

avratrodlowpt, 301 
avTEX@, 170, 172 

avriypaor, 63, 64, 149, 177, 188, 193, 199, 200, 217 

avTvypadw, 218 (?), 290, 291, 297 

GVTLOLKOS, 254 

avTuKvyp.ov, 118, 182, 187, 195, 202, 204, 206, 208, 

219, 221 

avriapBave, 256; dvrednppevos, 5, 14 

avTidoyia, 208 

GVTUTOLEW, 14 

avTuToinots, 317 

avTixetp, 39, 221 

avvdpos, 325, 326 

avuTrepOerws, 219-221 

avuTohoyos, 97, 186, 206, 208 
dvucis, 202 

avotépw, 326, 328 

akiopavys, 328 

a&ou, 14, 66, 162, 165-167, 169, 170, 172, 174, 176, 

272, 274-276, 278-281, 297, 299, 300, 329 

agiwows, 297 

ara, 335 
dmdyo, 162 

ATAOLKEM, 164 

Grape : adypkevar, 276 

amaitéw, 208, 224, 278 (MS. azer.), 279, 328 

aTaiTnots, 38, 159, 282, 287 

amad\doow, 246, 293 

GravTaXov, 328 

ATAVTAW, 293, 3033 dravtotyn, 273 

amaveev, 278 

amaé (MS. aBaz), 299, 300 

amaéathas, 273, 302 

arapaBaros, 325, 328 

amapaBdyTos, 296 

*amTapacTarLov, 51 

amaptila, 153 

aTaTN, 325 

diratwp, 64, 78, 98, 102, 159 

are (250), 176 

arrewut (sum), 172, 220 
areNacia, 274, 276, 284 

ATENAUVVW, 274, 275 

atrehevbepos, 67, 87, 99 

aTEpxXopat, 289, 298 

aTEXW, 6, 100, 177, 179, 180, 195-205, 207, 210, 215- 

217, 317, 319 
GMNALGTNS, 14, III, 130-141 passim, 177, 179, 180, 

Ig0, 211, 326, 330 

ATS, 193, 202, 203-205, 215 

amToBah)o : aréBara, 278 

atoypapy, 198; kar oikiay 4., 49, 51, 55, 62-64, 67 

aToypapw, 50, 51, 62, 72=75, 152, 189, 198, 215 
arodac 0s, 172 

GroSelKVUpLL, TOO 

aaro0(e)cEus, 64, 149 
arodiSapt, 7, 18, 16, 153, 170 (MS. arodwvat), 180, 

187 (MS. amodacw), 190, 192, 206, 208, 217, 219— 

221, 255, 288, 294, 304, 305, 317, 320, 332 
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dmddocts, 9, 119 (MS. amoSwois), 174, 219 (MS, azo- 

dwors), 220 (do.), 328 
arobvpopat, 282 

amokabiornpt, 15, 161 

aToKNElw, 278, 279 
aToKTeivw, 278 
aTohapBavw, 213, 297, 304 

amTrohavw, 296 

aohoyéw, 164 

Grohoyio pos, 49, 58, 73 

GToNVG pos, 167 

amoAvats, 114 

amrohva, 173, 174, 176, 194, 271, 293, 300, 318 

amrdmoupa, 128 

aTooTa, 284, 327, 328 
*dTOOTATLKMTEPOS, 164 

amdéaTacts, 165 

aATOTTEAAW, 284, 287, 289, 290, 292, 294, 297, 298, 

302 

amdoTovor (?), 99 

aATOTAKTOS, 159 

amoTivw, 6-9, 179, 188, 206, 220 

*andtpumros, 265 

GTOVXY, 200 

aropepa, 14, 97, 162 

GTOXY, 204, 209, 245, 308 

aToxwpéw, 51 

apyvpeos, 265 
apyupilo, 174 

GpyvpLov, 6, 102, 119, 153, 154, 164, 166, 169, 179— 

181, 184, 185, 188, 192, 196-200, 202—208, 210— 

213, 216-221, 230-233, 315, 317, 319 iad 

apyupavytos (MS. -ovyros), 173 

aprO new, 337 

aptOunors, 70, 71, 77, 80, 115 (?), 119 

apiOunriKor, 109, 110 

aprOuds, 49, 51, 71, 275, 276, 307 

GproTepos, 118, 170, 179, 180, 187, 190, 194, 195, 

I9Q7, 202, 203, 206, 211, 218-220 

* 

apKew, 170, 172 

appole, 97 
GpoTyp, 26 

Gpoupa, 14, 97, 292. 
apace, 166, 284 

See also Index 7 

appaBav, 204, 205, 211, 212, 298 

appnv, 79 (MS. epevos), 196 

aptaQn, 8 and passim. See also Index 7 

a.pTos, 5, 254, 304 

*apropoi€, 255 
d.pxatos, 331 (MS, apxeov) 
apyetov, 6, 179 

dpxvepaTevw : dpxreparetoas ‘ASpiavelov, 209 

apwpa, 314, 315 

aoadevTos, 328 

aonos, 63, 65, 99, 177, 197, 211, 245-247 passim 

acbevéw, 253 

do(€)iTéw, 253 

ao KOS, II 

aordalopat, 289, 292, 299, 301-305; domdoa, 252, 
256 

domeppel, 189 
aaoTpayahos, 203 

aovNos, 114 

aopadeia, 221 

aoyor€w, 299 

ATEANS, 545 Yh ds 325, 326 

*arives (?), 99 

aT Pwros, 328 

avdddus, 172 

avdaipérws, 193 

avAH, 36, 37, 111, 179, 180, 185-187, 217 

avArAnTHS, 28 
avToKpaTwp, 161. 

apatpew, 260-264 passim, 280, 327, 328 

apav”~s, 174 

apavilw, 165, 291, 292 (MS. ed.), 302 

apaviaTns, 33% 

apnré, 38, 49, 55, 68, 173 
apinpt, 192, 253 
adopos : dApn d., 130-141 passim 

adpodictos (?), 183 

Gxpt, 220, 289 (axprs) 

*dwihua, 130 (note) 

* 

See also Index 2 

BapBapos, 298 

Baowdreia, 324 
Bacrrevo, 4 

Baowtkéds: 70 BaotrKov, 6, 7; B. yewpyds, 168 ; 7 B. 

96; B. ypayparets, see Index 5; pin B., 177, 

179, 180,188; rdéts B. (?), 116 

Baordlw, 272 
Badetov, 244 

Badeds, 309, 310, 331 

BéBatos, 328 
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BeBada, 177, 179-181, 190, 195-200, 201 (MS. Be- 

Beoow), 202 (MS. BeBewors), 317 (MS. BeBew) 

BeBatwous, 177, 179-181, 189, 195, 196, 198-201 

BeBavwrys, 317 
Bnpa, 172 
Bia, 14, 172, 278, 325 

Biatos > Pradrepov, 14 

BiBdiScov, 116 

BiB\v0bHKn, 215; Sypoota B., 63, 64 

BiBXiov, 119 

Btkos, 298 

*Budtokos, 329 . 
BdcdBos, 6, 167, 179, 185, 188, 317 

BoyO(c)ia, 164, 287 
Bon és, 298 

Boppas, 131-141 passim, 177, 179, 180, 188, 190, 211, 

326, 329 
Booky, 328, 329 

Bookés, 2 
*Bortpevs, 157 

Bovdevrypiov, 284 

Bovdy, 295 

Bovddnpa, 176 
Bovropat, 151-154, 166, 182, 184, 186, 188-193, 255, 

285, 287, 289, 325, 326, 328, 330, 332 

Bods, 251 
Bpadvs, 207 
Bpaxiav, 197 

*Bpeovuoy, 292, 310, 311 

Bapds : ddpos Bwudy, 70, 112 

*vap Spa, 246 

yapos, 298 

y(e)urvia, 212 

y(c)irovr, 177, 179, 180, 190, 193, 211, 326 

yevevov, 211 

yeonpa, 14, 89-96, 99, 100, 186, 201, 226 

*vevnmatoypapew, 116 

yévos, 190 (?), 218 

yeovxew, 174, 176, 272, 276, 278 

yeovxos, 282, 334 (MS. xatoy.) 

*yepotawwa, 220 

*vépduos, 21-36 passim, 109, 248, 249 

yewperpia, 110, 128 
yewpy€w, 96, 201, 217 

yewpytKos, 189 

yedpyLov, 165 

yewpyos, 21-39 passim, 63, 127, 130-141, 166, 200, 

326, 3333 Bacrdexds y., 168; Syudcros y., 21-39, 

90, 96, 98, 164, 223, 224; ypappatets yewpyar, 

98. Cf also ovcias yewpyds and mpocddov yewpyds 

yn: 97, 201; yh aiywadtrs, 192; yy BacwdiKy Kal iepr Kat 

érépa, 96; yy Onpooia, 189 

yoo, 325-329 

yivopa., I1g, 135, 139, 150, 153, 161, 164, 1635, 170, 

172, 174, 185 (see Addenda), 193, 204, 206, 208, 

210, 211, 216, 219-221, 247, 284, 294, 301, 303, 

305, 306, 317; yevdpuevos, 48, 284, 307 

ywaoKw, 135, 139, 176, 252, 254, 273 (MS. yy), 

281, 284, 287, 292, 297, 299 

*yhuKvoov, 298 (MS. yAv«ou.) 

ydukis : yAvxitatov, 305 

y\oocokop'e)tov, 265 
yvadevs, 184 

yvapeKds : 4 yvadurr, 184 

YVG_wV, 39, 40 

yvapila, 296 

yvOos, 272, 274-276, 287 

yopos, 256 

you.ow, 292 (?) 

yovevs, 49-51, 64, 281 (MS. yur.) 

yovu, 185, 187, 219, 221 

ypaupa, 99, 172, 177, 180, 185, 191, 196, 203. 213, 

218-220, 283, 285, 288, 290, 293-298, 304, 329 

ypad(e)iov, 153, 180, 185, 188, 195, 203-205, 211, 

213, 215, 218-220 

Ypapy, 51, 60, 113, 114, 254 

ypahw, 14, 99, 102, 153, 165, 166, 177, 185, 191-193, 

196, 203, 206-208, 212, 218, 219, 254, 272, 274- 

277, 282, 287, 288, 290, 292-295, 300, 301, 303, 

304, 317, 319, 326, 328, 329, 333, 334 
yupvaclapyéew, 151 (25), 165 

YUPVATLOY, 209 

YUVaLKELos, 264 

yvvy, 14, 120, 144-146, 177, 182, 212, 246, 254. 271, 

272, 3183 y. odca kai ddeAgy, 62 (cf 63), 151 

SaKTvAos, 180, 202, 218 

*Saxrupitpuov (st), 245-247 passim 

dav(e)ila, 8, 9, 15, 153, 154, 166 

ddvevov, 8, 15, 16, 97, 166, 172, 203, 212 (MS. Sanov), 

217 (MS. Sarnov), 246 

Samravn, IIg, 183, 194, 252, 315 

daravnpa, 185, 188, 317 
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Sénors, 49, 281 

Set, 174, 259-264 passim; déovt, 97 

Setypa, 97, 99 
SelKVUpL, 259-264 passim 
detirvor, 2 
Sehdaxvov, 314 

Serda€, 308 
deEu0s, 3, 182, 185, 194, 198, 202, 204, 206-208, 211, 

215, 218, 220 

déopar, 253. 272, 274-276, 278, 279, 281, 300 

d€os, 295 

déppa., 12, 291, 302, 307 

Seppativos, 265 
d€optos, 307 (?) 
SeomoTEia, 327 

deomorys, 273, 281, 284, 289, 290, 293, 294, 296-299, 

324, 325, 328 
deoToTiKds, 287, 295 

Setpo, 172, 289, 304 

dey Hepos, 226-229 

déyopan, 285, 291, 297, 333 

déw: sdéo6u, 9. 

SnArovertt, 328 
Sydow, 5, 14, 116, 117, 149, 160, 285, 294 

See déopac 

Snpdotos 1 6. BiBrwoOjKy, 63; 8. yewpyds, 21-39 passin, 

9°, 96, 98, 164, 223, 224; 5. yq, 189; 6. edady, 

164; 5. €Anovpyov, 193 ; 6. Kuvyot, 163; pérpor 6., 

91-95, 99-101 ; 8. dvyAdrys, 32, 33; 5. Tupds, 92, 

94, 93, 102, 142, 143, 145; 6. attodoyos, 98, 99 ; 

8. oxdn, 99; 8. tparela, 118, 1473 5. xpnuatiopos, 

207, 213, 215. As subst. masc,, 165 (?), 2723 

neut., 7d Sypooiov, 7, IOI, I19, 179, 185, 2073 

7a Onuooia, 183, 190. Uncertain, 333 

Snvapiov, 306 
dtaBdréra, 303 

Sudyvwors, 172 

Stayopevw, 325 
Siaypahy, 116, 154, 209, 210 

duaypade : dieypae, 70, 71, 79, 80 (42s), 81, 82, 

107 (d2s), r10 (2s), 11x (d2s), 113-115, 116 (d75); 

Siaypdouev, 184; Siaypapovra, 119; diayeypap- 

pévas, 88 

diddoxos, 326-328 

dudfects, 139, 160, 162, 172, 285 

diabyKn, 168, 169, 176 

diaipects, 331 

diatpéw, 330 

StaKkaToxos, 326-328 

SudKepat, 173, 276, 277, 325 

SuaKovos, 237 (?) 

SudKpiots, 149 
StakwrVw, 329 

StarapBave, 169; diadraBely puoorovipws, 14 

diaréyw, 153 

Siahoyto pds, 149, 172 
diapapTupia, 328 

Sapiro Byr(éw ?), 181 

SuaTpdoow, 5, 165, 172 
diacadéw, 14 

Sudonos : Siacnpdratos, 287 

diac reipa, 38 

SiariOnps, 2, 176 

Siadhépa, 296 
diapleipa, 73 

Sagopa, 297 

Suadhopos, 125 (?), 126 (?), 259-262 passim 

StapvrAdaow, 301, 302 

Scaevde, 147 
didaoKw, 150 

didwpt, 3, 99, 153, 154 (7), 172, 192, 220, 251, 252, 

290, 292, 298, 303, 304, 306, 309 (MS. dedwxi), 

315, 319, 326, 329, 331, 333 
*Sveyytnua, 152 (MS. duevy.) 
dtexBadrdro, 179 (MS. dieyB.), 180 

Sr€pyopan : deAnAVOds, 66, 72-76, 105, 106, 209, 215, 

226; dueAdwv, 216 

Siepa : detppoOar, 187 

SuevTvKEW, 165, 169, 174, 272, 274-276, 278-280 
Sunyéopan, 256 

SuNverns, 326, 327, 329 

dukavodocta, 172, 317 

Stkatos, 166, 169, 183, 326, 329, 332. As subst., ra 8., 

326, 328; 708. rod povacrypior, 325; Téxvwv dixaiw, 

176, 317 

dikaiopa, 216 

diky, 9, 16, 206-208, 211, 219-221 

Suxains, 328 

d{jLoLpos, 89, 94 (MS. Suvpor), ror, 183 (MS. dprpor), 

199 (do.), 327 
duotkéw, 326, 328 

dioikyots, 102, 116, 125-127 

Siopohoyéw, 185, 188, 203, 328 

dud7L, 300 

duAovs, 185, 188, 206, 211, 317 
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*Sirroxos (?), 317 
*Survpytos (?), 215 
dis, 168 

Sicads, 207 
*Sudaviv(ds ?), 246 

Sidpos, 264 

Sixa, 325, 330 

diyolviKov or SixyowrKia, 121-124 

Sua@pv, 190 

Soxéw, 150, 294, 296, 305, 326, 328, 331 

Soxds, 194 
Sods, 325 
*SoperTiKds, 305 
SopKasd.ov, 302 

ddats, 183 (MS. S8wors), 246 

SovAn, 216 

SovAuKds, 220 

Sovdos, 55-59, 106, 317 
*Spdyhy, 265 
Spaxpatos, 220 

Spaxpe7, 6 and passim 

Spaxyputatos, 221 
Spdpos : artaba pérpw Spduw, 257-263 passim; pérpov 

Spduw Terpaxoivikov, 219 

Svvapat, 139, 153, 176, 253, 297, 327, 328 

Svvapis, 328 
Suvatds, 301, 305 

Sapov, 315 

éav with indicative, 301 

€40, 97, 331 
eBSopos, 211, 212, 217 
eyyatos, 13 
eyyevys, 51 
eyyiyvopat, 183 

€yyovos, 182 

eyypamros (MS. evy.), 203-205, 215, 221 
éyypados, 3253 e&vypada (subst), 284 
eyypada, 6, 172, 176 (MS. evy.), 328 

eyyvdw (MS. evy.), 220, 277 
eyytnpa (MS. evy.), 220 
eyyunTys (MS. evy.), 219, 220 

eyyvbiKn, 12 
€yyvos, 221 

eyKadéw, 99, 118, 178 (MS. evk.), 210 (do.), 216, 217 

(MS. ery.) 
éyKéhevats (MS. eve.), 75, 172 

Il. 
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*eyxepahaia(ua), 38 
eyKNelw, 294 

eykhnpe (MS. eve.), 165 
eyKAnors (MS. eve.), 185 

EYKTNCLS (MS. eve.) : BiBdAvopidrakes évetHoewv, 151 

*éyypnuatila (MS. evy.), 166 
*éadukds, 183 

€daos, 14, 117, 164, 167, 190, 193, 201, 224, 329 

€Ovos, 235-244 passim 

Gos, I1g, 176 

eloov : see ofda 

€ldos, IIo, 118, 183, 189, 190 

elKas, 86, 177, 178, 180, 216, 272 

ELKOOTOS, 204, 205 
ety, 271, 273-278, 280, 281 

€lToV, 153, 174, 252, 2993 «ira, 292, 297 

ELPKTH, 164 

celodyw, 186 

cio Baive (?), 131, 132, 134, 135, 139, 304 

*eia BatiKdv, TO, 333 

Elo dLOwpt, 149 

ELOELLL : eiovwv, TIQ, 217, 332 

ELT EPXOMAL, 319; <io@AOa(v), 272 

eid ode¥w, 179, 180 (MS. eforevon) 

€l-000S, 179, 180, 211, 331 (MS. wow.) 

elo TiTTH, 216 (?) 

cio Pépw, 193 

*elrwots, 330 

elwds, 333 

EKAOTOS, 165, 174, 183, 188, 216, 217, 220, 221, 24%, 

254, 330 
EKATEPOS, 172, 199, 325, 328 
EKATOVTAPXia, 207 

éxBatva, 134 (?), 137 (?), 138 (), 170, 282 (MS. exBer) 

EKOEX O[L, 296 

€xdlOwpt, 172 (MS. ey8.), 273, 325 
EKOLKEW, 272, 274-276, 278, 279, 282, 317 

eKOoXy}, 4 (MS. ey.) 

€KKOTI), 162 

E€KKOTTO@, 162 

exhapBave, 63 

exhynumTop, 164 (MS. eyd.) 
exeltTo : eyAchempevns, 3 

expr bow, 330 

EKOVOTWS, 193 

éxiretOw, 185 

exrrovew, 326 
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exrivw, 14, 211, 317 (MS. exrew.) éviavTos, 186, 294, 299 
EKTLOUS, 182, 188, 221 eviorynp: éverrds, 6, 66-68, 73-76, 78, et. 

EKTOS, 99 ; evoik.ov, 186 
EKTOS, 94, 95, 179, 211, 212 évoptoow, 326 
expoBéw, 174 evTAT OW, 195, 219, 220 
expdptov, 97, 183, 189, 190, 192, 193, 201, 217 évTadoa, 318 

EKOV, 325 EVTEANW, 152, 273 

é\aia, 255 (MS. ede.) évtevbev, 213, 325 
€Xauov, 2, 125, 216, 255 (MS. ede), 291, 311, 314 evt(e)iws, 176 

EaLovpyLov, 4, 169, 170; Syudovov é., 193 €VTOKOS, 218, 220, 271 

éX\atov, 128, 153, 154, 161, 182, 190, 216, 254 €VTOAH, 273 

(MS. ede.) EVTONLKOS, 273 

ELaTowpA, 38-40, 48 EVTOTLOS, 225 

é€dar(r)dw, 135 (MS. edaca.), 139 (do.), 201, 207, 208, evtvyx avo, 164, 172 
213, 214 *évtvdn, 11 

EXATTOV, 165 evTuxia, 294 

ehéyyw, 160 éfayw, 84-86 

éhioyéw, 150 (MS. ed.) *€EdOupos, 104, 106 (?) 

*éuBadicds : wiyus é, 179, 265 (MS. euBar.) E€alpeTws, 253 
euBarro, 99 (MS. evB.), 256 efaipw, 169 

euBareva, 14 e€aitéw, 303 

euBory, 290 *éEaxtopia, 273 
*euBpoxos, 97 (MS. ef.) e€ahhoTpidw, 179 
eupeva, 9, 188 (MS. evu.), 273, 328 e€aprOuew, 74, 76 

eumimrew, 172 (MS. evr.) e€apiOunots, 73, 75) 77 
*€umdypwcis, 326 EEaxoiveKov : pérpov &, 189 (875), 217 

EuTrorew, 179 e€eoTt, 183 
eumpoo bev, 181, 202, 203, 205, 215 e€épxopat, 319; effAOa, 305 
Eupepw, 116, 150 e€eralaw, 50, 254, 305 

EUPvTEVLA, 329 e€€racts, 50, 68, 284 

EUPUTEVTLS, 325, 326 *eEnyynteva, 153, 214 
*éudurevtixds, 325, 328 e&ns, 188, 325 
EUpuTEvo, 325 e€iornpe, 14 

év : with dat, after verb of motion, 285 €€o0devw, 179, 180 (MS. egorevty) 

eva—, tax on corn, 121-124 e€odiacp0s, 172 (MS. egw.) 

EvayyXos, 173 €&080s, 179, 180 (MS. eforos), 211, 331 (MS. efw8.) 
évavtios, 147 €€oixéw, 330 

évaTrohV@, 165 é€ovata, 194, 220, 283, 287, 303, 328 
evapxos: & mptraus, 273 €opT7, 300 (MS. ewpr.), 314, 315 
EVOopEvia, 173 erayyédo, 149 
evedpevo, 287 eTayw, 173 

EveLpt, 188 érako\ovbéw, 165, 294 

*évevepyeTéw, 169 eravaykalo, 5, 14, 153, 172 (MS. eravave.) 
EVEXUPOV, 167, 245-247 passim eTavayKES, 326 
€véxo, 162, 257 €TavaryKos : eavavKoy, 206 
EVLAVTLALOS, 327 ETAVAKELLAL, 49, 55 
EVIAVTLWS, 97 *éravep@ : eravepqobas (?), 188 
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*2 , 
eraoTalomat, 253 

erapy, 317 

ETEpYOMat, 177, 185, 200, 202-205, 215, 282; émmpdOay, 

174, 276 

eTEpwTdo, 273, 277, 317, 318, 328, 329, 335 

eTeXw, 285, 289 

emnpedlu, 255 
ETN pera, 164 

éemiBaivw, 280 

emiBaddro, 3, 14, 119, 166, 169, 188, 211, 212 

emBeBalwots, 178 
€miBody, 220 

ETLYLVOLLAL, 49, 51-53, 85, 58-60 passim, 62 

ETLYWOTKO, 165 

emvyovy : see Index 4, s.v. Mépons 

eriypapy, 207 
eTLypapw, 128, 188, 208, 284 

ETLOELKVUBL, 64 

eronuew, 296 (MS. en.) 
ETLOLOWpL, 68, 66, 68, 72, 74, 76, 109, 116, 150-152, 

164, 174, 193, 272, 274-276, 278, 279, 284, 293 
eTetKELa, 285 

*ériepyos (?), 186 

emulnréw, 327 

émuKanéw, 70 

2 

erik\yy, 279 

éemuKdvC@, 134, 137 

emLKpaTéw, 178 

ETLKpiVM, 38, 46-48 passim, 50, BI 

emixpiots, 38 
emipéer(e)ia, 154, 287 
*érused€w, 320 

ETLMEADS, 256 

ETLpeva, 166 
ETLLHVLOS, 354 

errij,ovos, 6 
eTLvEevo, 297 

ETLOPKEW, 147 . 
ETLTEMTO, 212 

€muTha, 169 
émim)oos, 174 (?), 256 

€rion[os, 217 
emir KEV, 186 

ria keysis, 135 
eTLTKYTTO, 9 (?) 

ETLTKOTEW, 14, 130-141 passim, 149 

E€TLOTATEW, 164 
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ETLOTATNS, 154 (?) 
EMLOTATLKOS, 114 

ETLTTEANW, 97, 151, 152, 304 

ETLOTOAH, 149, 254, 273, 298, 304 

ETLOTONLOV, 256, 319 
eTLOTpAaTYyew, 172 
€mLTvvioTyfLl, 117 

ema ppayilo, 97 
emTEh€w, 153, 183, 189 

ETLTHOELOS, 253 
€miTiOnpt, 152, 166, 172 

e€TriT Lov, 6, 179, 188 

ETLTPE—, 155 

ETLTPETO, 273, 326 

ETLTPOTH), 320 

émitpotros, 304 (? MS. emros) 

eTipaiva, 187 

emipepa, 6, 176, 273 

eTLyeipynua, 172 

ETLY@pEW, 184 

ETOLKLOV, 14, 181, 172, 186, 187, 191, 193, 284, 325 

ETOMVULLL, 328 

erroyoprat, 162 
€pyalopat, 103-106 
epyarns, 23, 31, 33) 35°38, 236, 237, 241, 242 

epyotaBéw, 174 : 
eEpyor, 170, 183, 189, 190, 264, 305, 328 

épeiKn, 292 (MS. epsyav) 

€peous, 11 (MS. epia), 309 (MS. epew) 

épnia, 172 

Epis, 97 
*épnmotedwvia, 88 
*épnpodudakta, 84, 85, 87, 88 

EPXOMAL, 253, 255, 293, 208, 299, 303, 305, 325, 326, 
328; 7AGav, 291, 292; av €XPover, 301 

EP@, 302, 328, 330 

ex Ons : éaOjrav, 280 

ETEPOS, 104, 165, 168, 179, 185, 193, 199, 20F, 210, 211, 

214, 215, 219, 220, 244, 285, 293, 325; yn érépa, 96 

ETOMLwWS, 170 

evayyS, 325-327 

EVAPETTOS, 332 

evyevia, 285, 296 

EVYV@POVvEW, 328 

evdoKew, 177, 179, 180(MS. ev8oy.), 185, 188, 192 

(MS. 7Soxes) 

evOOKNOLS, 185 

3E2 
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evepyeoia, 280 
evepyeTew, 166, 170 

evepyeTys, 169 
evbéws, 297, 305 

evOupéw, 288, 294, 2907 

*evOvpu, 182 
eVraBys : cddaBéoraros, 325, 327 

edpeyeOns, 3 

eVOpKEw, 147 

evpnodoyia, 206 
eupioka, 290, 300, 302, 304, 318, 326; etpay, 276 

evoe ns : eboeBéotaros, 325 

eVoXYONEW, 301 

evTUXew : cbrixer, 5, 14, 166 

EUTVXOS, 295, 326 

evyapioTéw, 280 

evyxepela, 300 (MS. evKepta) 

EVYEPOS, 14 

EV OLAL, 161, 254-250, 283-285, 287-292, 294, 296— 

300, 304, 305, 318 
efama€, 328 

epeEns, 327-329 
efodeva, 167 

ehodiala (?), 102 

épodos, 185 
Ex Geots, 307, 316 
€x Opa, 289 

EXO, 88, IOI, 102, 153, 167, 170, 172, 186, 188, 189, 195, 

201, 205, 206, 208, 209, 211-214, 210-221, 252, 

256, 283, 284, 289, 292, 295, 297, 298, 300-302, 

317; 319, 330, 333, 3343 éxdmevos, 130-141 passim, 
330 (?) 

Eas: eos dnrdcu, 5 

Caw, 3, 164, 276 

Cevyos, 254, 255, 264, 265, 314, 315 
lntéw, 277 

*Lyhya, 301 
Cvyootacia, 256 

*Curnpd, 118, 230-233 passim 

Coros, 2 

Coy, 168, 326 

*CooKrTyp, 29% 

ies 
Cworrotos, 324 

*Cworypvop (?), 11 
*Cadutevo, 162 

HyEMovevdw, 172 
Hyewovia, 325 

nd€us, 289 
HEPA, 154, 179, 182, 186-188, 202, 203, 205, 210, 

216, 226, 230, 231, 253, 254, 290, 299, 300, 302, 

315, 3315 adre yyuepe, 299 
HpLodrLos, 8, 16, 211 
Hpous : els pion, 261, 262 

NOTw?, 185, 188 

*Jadelov, 192 
Oaddds, 192 

Oavaros, 278 

Bapoéw, 164 
O(e)tos, 288, 294, 305, 328 

O(e)udrys, 273 
O€dAnpa, 303 
Oédw, 254, 281, 284, 292, 299, 303, 331 

eds, 34, 65, 68, 112, 114, 151, 153, 177, 184, 186, 

IQI, 192, 201, 202, 211, 221, 235-244 passim, 284, 

290, 292, 297, 298, 300-304, 326-328 

Deoorepys, 324 
Beodudys, 325 
Oepatredo, 294 

Oepyrds (?), 330 

Oéots, 215 

Ondus, 77, 170, 195, 197-200 
Onoaupés, 9°, 94, 95, 186, 187; Oyncavpol rHs pepidos, 

100 

Opéupa, 77 (MS. Opepa) 
OptE, 182, 203, 204 : 
Ovyarnp, 172, 176, 187, 188, 199, 245, 246, 278, 281, 

314 
*@vetov, 246 

Qvvov : rédos Oviwv, 71 

O¥pa, 179, 180, 187, 188 
Oupis, 179, 180 (MS. Bupitos) 

Oupda, 186 

Ova, 82 

Odpa€, 11 

TBis, 99 
iOuKOS, 331 

idudypados, 205 

idudKTnTOos, 126 
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tduos, 2(?), 9, 15, 51, 65, 97, 100, 176, 185, 189, 197 (?), 
220, 252, 280, 288, 317, 318, 326, 328, 330. As 

subst., = idiarys, 28 

idudTys, 23, 26, 27, 62 

LOLWTLKOS, 224 

iOo0v, 304 
*idpauov, rr (57) 
iepariKds, 164 
i€peta, 113, 15%, 211 

LEPEVS, 23, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 65, 66, 71, 95, III, 112, 

II4, 143-145, 181, 218, 224, 265 (?); i. “Apzo- 
kpdrov, 34; t. a (B', y’, 8, &) pudms Soxvordtov Ged 

peydAdov peyddrov, 68, 2113; t. Oeod kbuns Yoxvoratou 
Nyoov, 221; &. Geod peyddrov peyddov Soxvoraiov, 
2023 t. Oeod Yoxvoraiov peyddov peyddov, 2013 bi. 

mevrapurias Loxvoraiov Oeod peyddAov peydhov Kat 
oxvoriaiios Oeod peyiocrov Kal icpod yapityoiov Kat 
"Iowdos Nepepidos kat “Iowos Nehopoyjous kal Trav 
ovvvdwv Oedv tepod doyipov ev Kdpy Zoxvoraiov 
Nyoov, 112; i. Xoxvorraiov, 170; t. Yoxvorratov Geod, 

34; &. Sovxov Geod peyddou peyddou kal Tv cwvvdwv 
OcGv, 151. tyyovpevos tepéwy, see Index 5, s. v. Hyov- 

pLevos 

LepoviKns, 215 

iepos: yp &, 96, 190(?); & Kouiraros, 2733 £. vocos, 317; 

i. yerpiopds, ILI; lepwraros, 161,172. As subst., 

iepdv, 82, 113, 166, 170; t. Adyywov, 113, 114; L. 

XapiTHoLov, Ii2 

ikavos, 162, 165; ixavdv, 76, 153 

ikavas, 164 

iparvor, 246 

iVOLKTL@V, 325-327, 329, 332, 333 

ios, II9, 179, 185, 210, 215, 236-244 passim, 281, 

3043 70 icov, 68; Ta ica, 64 

LOTH PLL, 5 
ioxupds, 331 

*Cy Ovop, 315 (MS. txx6.) 

ixOvorrddys, 155 (?), 234-244 passim 

ixvos, 215 

Ka0a, 202, 206 

Kabapiopos, 190 
Kabapos, 8, 15, 97, 152, 183, 186, 207, 218, 317. 

As subst., ra kafapa, 314, 315 

*xa0apoupyos, 320 
Kade€ts, 303 

KkabyKw, 97, 151, 152, 183, 189, 190, 224 

Kabnovydte, 172 (MS. cary.) 

Kabixvéopar: Kabexopévov, 75 

Kabiotypt, 99, 164, 165 
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KkaOodov, 147, 203 
KaBopile, 178 

KaOort, 177, 203 

KaOas, 118, 179, 180, etc. 

KALVLO- LOS, 165 

KawOs, II, 104, 106, 155 (MS. xevor), 193, 241-244, 

264 

KALPOS, 14, 97, 165, 325) 327 
KaKoTpaypav, 274 (2), 275 

KaKoupyew, 284 

Kakoupyta, 280 

KQKOUPYOS, 272, 275, 276, 280; Kaxovpydraros, 172 

*xahapla, 183 

KaNAILOS, 128, 265 

*xahapoupyia, 183 

Kahéw, 161, 319 (?), 325 

Kaddatvos, 246 

Kahokayabia, 295 

KaNOS, 252, 303 

KAAQS, 252, 284, 296, 317, 319 

*kapndtov, 298, 318 

Kapnrtrns, 154 (?) 

Kapndos, 72-81, 84, 85, 88, 100, 198, 199, 256, 300 

*xapnrotpodos, 100, 235 (MS. xapydeurpodos) 

KQVOVLOV, 40 

Kavav, 287 

Kaptrile, 174 

KapTos, 39, 183, 190, 216, 326, 329, 332, 333 

Kapmos ( = wrist), 206 
KapTow, 326 

*kapTavia, 190 

KGOT pov, 24, 274-278, 280-282, 287, 290, 293, 294 

kataBatvo, 154 

KkataBoXry, 331 

KaTayivomat, 172 

KATAYLWOTKW, 14 

Karaypapy, 5 (d25), 211, 317 

KaTaypapw, 211, 212, 317, 325 

KaTaye : kate&a (?), 100 

KATOKNELW, 315 

KaTAKANPOVXEw, 117 

Kkatakodovbéw, 149 
KatahapBave, 161, 285, 305 

KATANELTO, 2, 3, 53, 168, 169, 173, 281 

KatavayKalo, 272, 274, 276, 281 

KATAVveLo, 167 
*karavtilo, 170 
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KaTAELOW, 297 

KaTACTaW, 179 

KaTaomops, 97, 98 

KatatlOnur, 97 
KaTapepw, 252 

KaTapevyw, 14 
Katappovew, 172 

KaTapuTeva, 14 
KaTAYwpew, 119, 147 

Kataxwpila, 54, 113, 207 

*aTaywplopos, 38-40, 50, 51, 53, 55 57, 61; 64, 

170 

KQTELOOV, 174 

*kate€épxopar: xateéédOn, 6 
KaTETElyw, 297 

KATEpXOMat, 173, 285 
KAaTEX@, 174, 290, 293, 294, 300, 318 

KAaTHYOPOS, 150 
KaTnxéw, 297 (MS. KaTyXevoev) 

KQTOLKEW, 13, 14 

Kkatouxia (?), 123 

KQTOLKLKOS : KAjjpos K., 152, 220, 224; x. Tddis, 182 

KGTOLKOS, 49-51, 88, 59, 143, 145, 146 

*caTtw@pnnr (?), 11 

KQUVOTH PLOY, 330 

KELLAL, 301 
KEeipw, 276 

KENEVM, 105, 161, 285, 290, 291, 293-295, 299 

*KeANApLov, 264 
KeVTUpia > Kk. Tloprwviov Zeovypov, 203 

KEpapevs, 157, 331 

KEpavov, 87, 128, 255, 304, 307-309, 313, 319, 334 
(MS. yep.) 

KEPATLOV, 327, 333, 334 
képoos, 296 

Keppa, § 

Kepadavos, 153, 154, 196, 211, 217, 218, 220, 221, 

2473 Kepdrauov, TO, 328 

KHTOS, 308 

KWWOUVEVM, 164 

KLVOUVOS, 206, 208, 252, 257, 284, 328 
KLVEW, 325 

ktwv (MS. xewyr), 75 

KNELVOS | KAeLVéTaTOS, 324 

k\ets, 187 

KeWatos, 318 

K\ypiov, 251 

WORDS. 

*khjpov, 76, 326 

KANpovepmos, 326-328 

KAI pos, 103 (?), 201, 204, 205, 3333 KA. KarotKiKds, 152, 

220, 224 

kdyp(ouxia ?) or KMAp(os), 103 
KANPOVXOS, 93, 188 
Khivy, 12 (bis) 
*eviOLov, 314, 315 

KOLWOS, 122-125, 179, 180 (MS. xvv.), 199, 326 

KOLWWULKOS, 54 
KOLWWULKOS, 166 

KOKKLVOS, 246, 264 

KOAaCLS, 165 

KOMANMA, 39, 62-64, 110 

Kopile, 167, 254 
*xopltatos, 273 

*KOMMPOMLTTOV, 335 

KOVOU, II, 12 
Koviacts, 186 

KOVTOS, 209 

*xompnyos : mXotov KoTpnyov, 209 

KOmptov, 188 

*xomTOpayKov, 192 (MS. —pavkov) 

KOTTOM, 275 
KOpac.ov, 154 
*KOpOLKLOV, 314 
KOO KLVEVW, 99 

KOO LNTEVM + KexoopnTevKis, 210, 215 

KOO}LOS, 173 

Koupa, 275, 276 

KOUpEvs, 23 

*Kodpt, 332, 334 
Kougos 1 Ta Kotha, 332 

KpaBatros, 265 
KpaTéw, 14, 150, 330 

KpGTLOTOS, 77, 152, 172, 173 
Kpedypa, 268 (MS. ypeaypa) 
KptOdptov, 292 

Kp.Oy, 100, 217, 226-229, 290, 291, 294, 306 

Kpiva, 48, 165 

Kpiots, 153, 206 

KTAOmat, 296 

KTHVOS, 100, 195, 284, 285, 310, 328 

KTHOLS, 127, 284, 287 
KuBepyyrys, 99 - 
KuPnyew, 174 

Kurnyos, 298 (MS. xow.); Sypdorot x., 163 
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Kuptakos, 15 

Kuplev@, 179 

KUpLOS, 3, 6, 7, 188, 203, 204 (MS. xupeav), 208, 207, 

273, 328. As subst., = legal representative, 8, 66, 

72, 176, 180 (425), 181, 185, 187, 188, 190, 199, 

204, 207, 208, 211, 212, 217, 220, 265, As title 

of emperors, 161, and see Index 2. As general 

title of respect, 173, 253, 272, 274-2476, 278-281, 

283-285, 287-300, 304-306, 333, 334. Kvpis = 
@eds, 289, 290, 292, 297, 300-302 

Kupow, 116 
KUpwots, 116 

, 

K@AV, 165, 179 

KOUN, 62, 66, 68, 72, 74, 75, 92-95, 94, 102, IOY—III, 

TI3Z-115, 117, 118, 154, 156, 160, 166, 169, 170, 

172-174, 176, 177, 184-186, 188, 189, 191-193, 

196, 198, 199, 208, 211, 213, 220, 221, 272, 274—- 

278, 280-282, 284, 325, 326 

KOLATNS, 292 
K@PNTLKOS, 292 

Laydviov, 254 
Aayxadvo, 330 

Adkkos, 326 
*\akkow : AcAakkwpeva, 265 

NapBave, 97, 119, 154, 211, 246, 259-263 passim, 

291, 295, 304, 314, 332; €AaBa, 309, 319; 
ed\dBare, 319; Aa, 309, 312 

Laprpds, Aapmpdraros, 75, 172, 256, 272, 280 

*\a€os, 108, 250, 251 

Aaoypadéw, 40, 51, 55, 61, 62, 67 

Laoypadia, 51, 69-71, 114 
*Naxavdoeppov, 189, 288 (MS. Aaxavacr.) 

Aayaverd, 128 

Adyavoy, 183, 314, 315 
Neyuady, d. Sevrépa Kai eixoory, 99; A. Tpirn Kupyvaixy, 

203 

hE€yo, 174, 185, 189, 193, 251, 282, 292, 305 

Ne)eroupyew, 154 
Nexcivy, 11, 12 

*NevKoyLoTys, 334 
*\evKoixtov (?), 295 
*\evKOMUOXpoUS, 196 
*\evxdrrupyos (?), 145 
NevKds, 77, 79, 170, 245, 246, 251 (MS. Acvyov), 264 

AevKdypous, 199 
*\ifyarov, 247 

AnkvOvov, 12 

Ajppa, 117 
Anvos, 128 

*\nvov (?), 14 

AnoTpiKds, 272, 276, 278 (MS. Awor.), 279, 280 

*\Buxds, 330 
AiOuwos, 246 

AyyV: A. Méudews, 83, 85, 86 

Ayvatos, 209 

Aivov, 246, 298, 301 

Nirpa, 312 
hip, III, 131, 132, 134, 137, 177, 179, 180, 188, 190, 

211, 326 

Noyapi(o)v, 304 
Noyeia, 174 

hoyilopan, 95; Acdoyropévor, 38 

Aoytpos : ipod Aoyipou, 113, 114 

NOyos, 170, 276, 278, 279, 325; =‘list” 38-40, 

50, BI, 53, 55) 87, 613; = ‘account,’ 65, 99, IIL, 

116, 119, 150, 153, 164, 169, 193, 204, 205, 207, 

213, 214, 226, 263, 293, 306-309, 312-314, 327, 

328, 331 
Oy, 265 

houmds, 326 
Aouroypadhéw + t&v Aeouroypadypevor, 48 

Nourds, 111, 167, 186, 188, 190, 199, 204, 205, 207, 

209, 211, 215, 261, 284, 288 

NouTyptov, 246 
vous, 215 

*\varyapn(oes ?), 193 
Avxvia, 264 

Avxvior, rr (MS. Avynayr), 246 (MS. Avxori) 

AVyVOS, 246 

Avo, 176 

*\@perkos, 265 

pakdptos, 333> 335 
pakpompdcwios, 182 
pavodve, 153, 176, 3043 éuafa, 301 

papTupew, 318, 328, 329, 335 (MS. paprap.) 

paprus, 2 

*uaupa (?), 298 

pavdpos, 331 

padyarpa, 11, 12 

paxatpopdpos, 157 (MS. paxep.) 
Méyas, 248; cds wéyas péyas, 68, 112, 151, 191, 207, 

202, 211; peilwy, 162; Oeds peyoros, 112 
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peBiornmt, 164 
pedavOdxos, 12 
fehavdypous, 199 
pédas, 197, 246 

Pedy pas, 182 
Ped, 162, 282, 296 

pepgpomar, 254 

penis, 294 

peeve, 170, 185, 188, 204, 205, 272 

Mepis, 96, 100, 108, 112, 118, 151, 160, evc., 334 

*wepiots, 331 

pepiopds, 7, 8 
PEPOS, 9, III, 119, 133, 134, 183, 177, 179, 180, 182, 

183, 185, 187, 188, I99, 211, 212, 216, 217, 303, 

325, 327-330, 333 
pea (e)ureta, 152 
pecitys, 281 

péaos, 118, 182, 183, 185, 196, 197, 202-204, 211, 

216, 219, 221, 298 

peTaypade, 254 

peTadlOwpt, 170, 172 
perakaréw, 282, 297 

PETAKELLAL, 51 
peTad\doow, 153, 185 
petaddukds, 63, 64 

peta€v, 168, 297, 331 
pEeTATELTO, 5, 14 

peETaToLew, 326 

*nerampoodye (?), 38 
peratiOnp, 159 
peraghepa, 291 

peradopd, 332 

*uwetemuypagy, 182 
/€TOXOS, 49-81, 89-91, 93, I00, 107, I10, I15, 130, 

131, 224 

peTpew : pepetpyeOa, 89-95; penetpnobar, 100; pepe- 

tpynpévan, (?), 122-1243 perpyow, 101; pérpycoy, 

96, 98 

METPYTHS, 216 
w€rpov, 8, 15, 177, 179, 188, As measure of capacity, 

xi, xii, 251, 313 (?), 314 (?); ys. Snpdcroy, go, 

100; pw. Sypdovov ~eordy, 91-95, TOL; p. Spdpw 

TeTpaXoiviKoy, 2193 p. éSaxoivixov, 189 (d75), 217; 

pb. mevti€eaTov, 329; p. Téraprov Heod Soxvorraiov, 186 

pérwmov, 77, 118, 177, 179, 182, 185, 194, 196, 197, 

202, 203 (MS uero.), 204 (do.), 211, 216 (MS, 

peto.), 219 (do.) 

HEX pt, 172, 190, ele. 
pndoeis, 97, etc. 

pnbeis, 7, 147 
prov, 179, 180, 195, 207, 215 

HAV, 154, 170, 178, 180, ede. 

pnviokos, 247 

pyvva, 194 (MS. pyvow) 

LYATHp, 153, 168-170, 180, 216, 220, 298, 319; pyrépay, 

305 
LTpLKOs, 3, 65, 153, 169, 182, 185, 212 

PTpOTONs, 51, 77, 172, 215, 230, 254 

PNXaVH, 111, 194 
puxkds, 298 

[tKpos, 180, 246, 264 

puoO6s, 183, 234-244 passim 

pc Oodopa, 75 

pio Oda, 169, 182, 184, 186, 188-192, 216 

picPwors, 9, 170, 186, 187, 189, 190, 194 

pcbwrrs, 186, 200 
PLooToVypws, 14 
PVG, 217, 220, 221 

PYpN, 325 
povalwv, 325 
povds, 329 
MOVACTHPLOV, 325-329 

pov”, 333 (MS. pov.) 

[Ovos, 189, 193, 272, 308 

HOpwov, 260 

[Ooxos, 82 

poovoros, 329 (MS. potcGos), 332 

*uvdavov, Ig! (MS. pupa), 192 

*uvdovikds, Tor 
*uvdxpovs, 195, 198 

Lupids, 304, 306 

Mupixn, 139 

*vavBuov 110 (bis), 114, 121-123 

vavTrnyos, 161 

VAUTLKOS, 319 
VELW, 326 

veopnvia, 170 

vos, 8, 15, 186, 218; vedrepos, 166, 185, 223, 248 

vedpuTos, 182 

YUKA, 328 
*YUKOTENELA, 5I 
vitpov, 285 

VOeW, 2 
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VOLY, 3217, 328 

vopilw, 285, 296 

VOMLLOS, 325 
VOMLT PLA, 217, 3353 YeBaorav v., 317 
VOPLOPLATLOV, 327, 331, 333 
vopds (division of land in Egypt), 14, 77, 99, 112, 118, 

161, elc., 320, 325 

VOMOS, 161, 164, 165, 206, 212, 280, 325, 326 

VOOOS : fepds v., 317 

voTOS, ITI, 131-140 passim, 177, 179, 180, 188, 190, 

211, 326 

*vouBas, 186 * 
vuvel, 78, 161, 193 
VUE, 272 

voOpevomar, 253 

Eevikds (?), 180 

E€vos, 36, 145, 253, 331 
E€oTNS, 311, 314 

* £eaT0s : péTpov Sypociov &5 gI-95, IOY 

EvNuKos, 188 

Ev\uvos, 265 
*EuNris, 134-137 

Evdov, 265 
EvaoTpa, 12 

*€votpiov, 264 

éBodds, 70 
600s, 137, 190 

oOev, 174 
6Advu0v, 11 

otda (€idov), 99, 149, 170, 172, 177, 180, 185, IOI, 
196, 203, 218-220, 255, 276 (MS. vda), 278 (do,), 

249 (do.), 282, 284, 299-303, 329 

oiKETNS, 317 
OlKETLKOS, 13 

olKkéw, 318, 326 

oikia, 3, 22-61 passim, 62, 111, 149, 168, 174, 177, 

180, 185, 211, 212, 215, 217, 255, 272, 278, 279, 

280 (MS. ouxera), 284, 292, 30%, 302, 304 (MS. v«.), 

308, 330 
otkodopéw, 181 

olkoodj.0s, 37, 185 (MS. otxoropos) 

olkovopia, 149, 178, 182 

OLKOVOMOS : ol. THs ovis, 333 
olkdmeoov, 62, 211 

II. 3 F 
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otkos, 110 (MS. ux.), 287, 301, 304 (MS. vx.), 330, 331} 

é€ otkov, 177, 179, 180 (MS. vx.), 203-205, 217 

oivos, 87, 300, 304 (MS. w.), 307, 309, 313-315, 329; 

3323 ot. Ovevadpios, 309 

olvoddpos, 12 

oivow, 282 

olopat, 172 

ologOynmoTE, 325, 327, 331 

ddiyos, 173, 292, 299, 302 
*6NoKAnpéw, 292 

OhokAnpta, 297, 303, 305 

SAOKANPOS, 329, 330 

OOS, 188, 293, 299, 304-306 

Shoo KEpHs, 220 
dpvda, 147, 256 

*6moyvjatos, 296 
Gpolws, 90, 94, 101, 114, ele. 

opodoyéw, 4,99, 100, 118, 166, 177, 179-181, 184, 

187, 188, 194-199, 202-208, 211, 212, 215-220, 

272-279, 281, 317-319, 325, 328, 228, 229, 

329, 335 
Gponroyia, 179, 204, 205, 215, 216, 325, 328 

Gporoyos, 42 
GPOuHATpPLOs, 62, 64, 66, 67, 151, 185, 199 

Spomarptos, 62, 66, 151, 185, 199 

dudaknpds, 298 

évnharns, 237, 239-241, 243, 2443 Sypdowos, 4., 

42;29 
*drndaTiKds, 190 

éviKds, 195 
ovopa, 68, 94, 95, 149, 172, 216, 273, 279, 289, 302, 

394, 305, 324 

dvos, 17, 79, 84, 154, 195-198, 200, 251, 265 

b€is, 12 

d£0s, 255, 315 
dévBadov, 265 

6mynvika, 206, 208 

émio-Otos, 265 

Om)ov, 11 

OmOTE, 211, 212 

OmrOTEPOS, 317 

6paw, 318 

6pAas, 317, 328 
opile, 9, 16, 116 

*6pwvos, 264 

Optov, 48, 49, 326 

OpKoS, 257 
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Oppaw, 325 

SpHLOs, 99, 100 
opus, 192 

dpoBos, 86 
6pos, 325, 326 

Opos, 152 

dpaves, 288, 289 
*oomutt (?), 304 

SoTpaKov, 291 

ovykia, 328, 334 (?) 

ovdEets : oddivay, 298 

*overpavds, 120, 176, 212, 271, 296, 308, 309 
ovbeis, 2, 99 

ovAy, 3, 39, 118, 170, 177, 179, 180, 182, 184, 185, 

187, 194-198, 202-204, 206-208, 211, 212, 215, 

216, 218-220 

ovpavios, 328 

ovota, 128, 161, 167, 235-244 passim, 3123 obclas (or 

obciaxés) yewpyds, 3, 31, 33, 34, 36 

ova(aKds ?), 125-1273 pucOwris odctaxdy, 200 

Speury, 152 

SdeiAnpa, 97, 203, 205, 215 
dd(e)iro, 41, 153, 154, 164, 168, 201, 203-205, 210, 

213-216, 221, 246 (?), 306 

dhOadpos, 3 
dppvs, 170, 187, 190, 198, 204, 212, 221 

dpapidiov, 315 
dapiov, 328 

Ovsov, 235, 237, 238, 240, 241, 243, 244 

évaviov, 251 (MS. oWonwyv), 254 

TALOa PLOY, 253 
TaLolov, 153, 256, 289, 299 (MS. zed.), 303 (do.) 

TawoioKn, 216 

ats, 285 

*TAaKTOV, 327, 328 
TAKTWY (?), 209 
TaNatos, 11, 155, 264 (MS. waren), 265 (do.) 

WANOS, 265 

*adpdocts, 264 

TavouKkynoia, 255 

TAVTAX), 203 

TAVTAXOV, 6, 273 

mavtobev, 193 
TAVTOLOS, 328, 330 

TAaVTOKpaTwp: Geds 7., 304, 328 

Tamas, 160 

WORDS. 

mapaBaiva, 188, 328 
mapaBac(e)ia, 328 
Tapayivouar, 97 

Tapaypaby, 325 

Tapaywyy, 128, 183 
Tapaoercos, 14, 128 

Trapadexomat, 193 

TApAdlOwpt, 99, 154, 187, 256, 264, 304 

mapdalects, 284 
Tapabykn, 205, 206, 208, 319 

Tapakahew, 253, 296, 297, 299 

TOpaKElpLat, 132 (?), 136 (?) 

TAPAaKAHOLS, 325 

TapahapPBave, 9, 15, 154, 169, 198, 209, 304, 325; 

mapéAaBav, 199 

Tapadoyi Copa, 165 

Tapapeva, 256 

Tapameumrw, 278, 279, 326 

TaparinTw, 104 

Tapararevw, 328 

Tapdonpos, 99 

Tapacelw, 318 

mapatiOnus, 297, 319 

*Tapaxeipoypapew, 150 

Tapayx pHa, 16, 177, 179, 196, 202-204, 211, 218, 

219, 234-244 passim, 317 

TApaYXwpew, 151, 325 

TApAKwpyTLKOS, 152 

Td. peut, 147, 149, 165, 172, 179, 220, 253, 272, 274, 

327, 329 

Tapehkw, 220 

tapenBorr, 296 

TapEevoxynrew, 162 

TapexXo, 75, 153, 162, 186, 287, 288, 297, 298, 317, 

320, 327, 328, 332 
TaploTnut, 6, 174, 272, 277 

*qapod.oy, 87, 88 

Tdpooos, 330 

Tapoixopat, 319 
*rdoTn, 264 

TacTopspos, 114 

TATXO, 3; éraba, 278 

TATHP, 153, 164, 168-170, 178, 315; marépay, 305; 
Tlaryp = Ocds Haryp, 324 

TATPLKOS, 13, 65, 153, 169, 179 

TATPwV, 281, 282, 289-291, 294, 297-299, 304, 305 
*reyxurns (?), 320 
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TEOLAKOS, 190 
TeOlov, 153, 201 
meiOw, 325, 328 

TEUTTOS, 216, 272 

TEUTW, 153, 254, 256, 291, 298-302, 319 

mevbepos, 296 
mrevOrywepos : epydlopar TH mevOjpepov, 103-106 

mevraer(e)ia, 192 
*revrapuNla, 112, 191 

*qrevti€eatos : 7. pérpov, 329 
TEepas, 172 

TEPalTepw, 327 

meptBodos : 7. ipod, 34 

TEprypagy, 161, 325 

TEpLo poy, 283 

TEpLEyLL, 14, 39, 220 

TEPLEPXOMAL, 325 

TEPLEXO), 295 

Tepixvn(e)is, 265 
TEPLKUKNOW : mepixvxrwbev (used adverbially), 325, 328 

TEptWETPOV, 177 

TepiTimTw, 168 

mepuTovew, 212 (MS. mepurvoveys) 

TEPLATEVW, 303 

TEepioTpapa, 264 
Tepirerxyila, 179 

TEpva wes, 255 
THYVUpLL, 292 
TNpOs, 196 

TNX LT HOS, 188 

THXVS, 180, 188, 219; 7. euBadixds, 179, 265 

mala, 328 

Fr(hwv, 329, 330 

TipTAnML, 319 

TWOAKLOV, 265 

TUTpacKe, 55, 72, 177-180, 194, 196-200, 247, 313 

TioTls, 273, 317 

TLOTOS, 317 

TLOTOS, 256 

TAAYN, 325 

mAaTOS, 179, 180 

TAATUT POT TOS, 3 

TaTUsS, 247 

mElwv, 150 

TAEOVATHOS, 223 

mdnyy, 172 
TAHOos, 192 
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TARPNS, 308, 309, 317, 3335 ek WArjpous, 177, 179-181, 

I95, 196, 200 

TrNPOW, 188, 291, 300, 306, 318, 326, 332, 333 

mrwOovpyods (?), 235-244 passim 

moLoV, 209 

TIvevpa “Ayov, 324 

TOLEW, 44, I19, 149, 154, 164,172, 174, 185, 188, 190, 

2II, 213, 219, 220, 252, 256, 259-264 passim, 

2472, 276, 280, 282, 284, 285, 287, 290, 293-298, 

301-303, 305, 319, 325-327, 331, 3325 mona, 6; 
memdnkev, 143 monoacOat, 8 ; woetrau (?), 1773 meno- 

nvTal, 317 

TOLULHV, 22, 167, 231, 251 

TOKOS, II, 309 
TONLS, 161, 256, 273, 282, 283, 204 

montTela, 48, 49, 51 

tohirns, 9(?), 319 () 

ToVnpos, 165 
Topeta, 75 

TOpos, 328 
*“roppupuriKos, 75 
TOC0S, 259-264 passim 
ToTHpLov, 1x, 12, 247 (MS. worn.) 

ToTLopOs, 183 

TOUS, 149, 203, 215, 2993 modes KAivys, 12 (b75) 

Tpaywa, 152, 153, 142, 184, 202-205, 215, 289, 296, 

297, 327 
TpaywartKos, 116 
mpakropera (MS, zpaxtwpia), 119 
*rpaxtopeva, 118, 119 

Tpasis, 9, 16, 166, 206, 208, 211, 219-221, 296 

Tpacts, 172, 177, 185, 199, 264 

Tpdoow, 9, 150, 160, 161, 193, 220, 254, 284; 

mpattw, 284, 296, 326 

*rpéda, 282 

mpeo BvrEpos, 9, 182, 186, 208, 215, 217, 223, 329, 

330; *mpecBurepwrépa, 169 

mper Burns, 355 
*TpoaTeX@, 204, 208 
TpoBatikds : gopos 7. (or zpoBdtwv), 79, 80 

mpoBatov, 77, 118, 167, 278, 276 
Tpoyovos, 178 

Tpoypapa, 67, 168, 177, 182, 185, 188, 210, 213, 

216, 218, 220, 221, 325-329 

TpoEloov, 165 

TpoEevTov, 297; mpoetra, 281 

*rpoeEahdoTpiow, 179 

Fo 
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MPOEPEW : mpocipypevos, 8, 296, 327, 329, ele. 

TPONYOUvpLevas, 294, 305 

mpolecpia, 119, 170, 220, 244 

mpobup(e)ia, 285 
mpot€, 207 

TpoKelmar, 64, 66, 89, 93-95, ele. 

TpoKoTTY, 296 

Tpo€yw, 325-327 

*irpomwros, 296 
*rpovyotov, 177, 178 
Tpovoew, 253 

MPOvoyntyns : 7. odatas, 161 
Tpovoud, 287, 288, 294, 305 

TpOTONTEVOMAL, 273 
Tpooayyedro, 194 (MS. mpooary.) 

Tpooadyw, 223 
Tpocatrorive, 185 
Tporyivopat, 49, 122-124, 194 
mpdaypador, 48 
Tpooypadew, 15 

*tpocdiaypade : mpocdiaypapdueva, 38, 80, 81, 89, 

I07, 120-126, 150, 245 

Tpooerpt, 177 
TpoweiTrov, 288, 289 

TpooeX@, 297 

TPOTKAPTEPEW, 153 
TpooKedahatov, 11 
TpooKvpa, 14 
TpoohapBava, 149 
Tp0c-000S, 4, 116, 150, 160; wpoaddov yewpyds, 22-24, 

2%, 31 
MTPOTTAS, 330, 331 
‘TpocTdaow, 287 
TpooTiOnpt, 117, 259-264 passim, 304 
TpoaTmor, 181 (MS. xpoorepov), 328, 331 

TpooTvyKX avo, 173 
Tpoapepw, 207 
Tporpavew, 162 
TporPavyats, 116 

Tpooxpyle, 104 

Tpoawirov, 256 

TpOTEPOS, 152, 153, 169 
mpopacts, 174 
Tpopepa, 328 
Tpopyrns, 177, 178 
Tpoxerpila, 77; of mpoxexerpurpevor, 50, 51 
TpoXwopew, 172 

mpwroBdonos, 197 
MPOTOS : wupds 7, 97, 99 

TpwroTvTws, 282 

mv\n, 84-87 

TUpyOs, 178, 186, 244 

Tupos, 5 (b25), 8, 85, 90, 93-99, IOI, 175, 186, 189, 

190, 193, 218, 219, 226-229, 256; 7. Snpdowos, 

92, 94, 95, 102, 142, 143, 1453 7 mpwTos Supiakds, 

97 (?), 99; 7. devrepos, 98 

TwWAEW, 220, 252, 281, 318, 330 (MS. moa.) 

TO@XOS, 75, 79, 85, 198 

PHTMP, 144, 165 

pis, 221 

*ddyatov, 288 
popn: p. Back}, 177, 179, 180, 188; fp. Aevxdov 

Aeyopévyn, 185 

putrapds, 81 

pvopat, 301 
POvvupt, 161, 252, 254, 256, 283-285, 287, 289-292, 

294, 297-300, 302, 304, 305, 318 

TAaKKOTY pA, 11 

OGKKOS, 11 (b75), 12, 290-292, 312, 314 

oampos, 252 

oapyavn, 291 

oepidadts, 255 
onpaiva, 14, 49-52, 55, 58-61 passim, 149 

onpedw, 77 (?), 79, 103-106, 151, 257 

or HEpoV, 173, 253, 295 

TlyVoV, 301, 302 
odnpdw, 318 
*ouduKvaplos, 332 
owWo—, uncertain, 235, 241 

aivamtt, 319 
*owyovdapis > a. émdpxov Alyimtou, 319 

oLpos, 186 

ouTdpwov, 313 
owrnpds (MS. ourndos), 246 
OUTLKdS, 246; mpdkrwp ourKdy, see Index 5 
ourdKpifov, 294 
*ourop(e)vdns, 332 

otros, 251, 282, 290-292, 294, 308, 312; 314-316 

olTa@viov, 119 (MS. ouréviov) 

oKady, 99 

oKapytds, 190 
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*oxadwvov (?), 245-247 passim 

oKddos, 183 

oKETN, 330 
*oKevoypapia, 264 
OKEVOS, 88, 168-170, 247 

oKevogdpos, 84 
*oKOOLOKOS, 265 
*oKOUTNLOV, 265 
aoxutevs (MS. ckovr.), 298 

otrafiov, 291, 300, 303 (MS. omar.), 307-309, 314, 

315 

on(e)ipa, 99 . 
*oTEelpavTiKos, 12 

oTeipw, 175, 189, 190 

oTrépua,, 97, 98, 201, 226 

oTEVOW, 288, 294, 297 
OTOpG, 201, 202, 312 
OTOPLLOS, 302, 325-329 
OTOPOS, 130-141 passim, 167 
otrovoalu, 285, 287, 288, 291, 303, 306 

OTOVOALOS, 301 
otabuos : XpUToXotkds oT., 327 

OTAPVOS, 264 

oTaTHp, 8, 172, 319 

oTeyy, 330 

OTEyVOS, 186 
, ¥ a 

oTepaviKov 2 mpaxtwp oTepavixov, 108, 109 
+ 

* 
orurmewv (gen, plur,), 334 

OTUTTOUPYOS, 332, 334 
TTOLXYEW, 329, 335 

OTPATEVH, 153 
oTpaTnyew, 172 

OTPATLOTYS, 6, 26, 32, 36, 173, 203, 207, 271, 274— 

278, 281, 282, 288-291, 299, 309, 316 

OTPATLWTLKOS, 287 
aTpoyyvnos, 11 

aotpovids, 298 
OTPGba, 11 

ovyyerys (MS. ouvy., except on p. 66), 66, 68, 72, 
174, 185, 187, 188, 208, 219 

ovyypady (MS. owy.), 2, 166, 181, 203, 273 

*ovyypagov (MS. owy.), 162, 166 

ovyKkataypage (MS. ove.), 317 
ovykatatiOnus (MS. ove), 153 
ovyKepahaiwors (MS, cvre.), 38, 50, 55, 56 

ovykh(e)iots, 294 
ovykheiw, 293 

ovyKpysa (MS. ovvx.), 149 
ovyKpiots (MS, ovre.), 150 

ovyKipo (MS. ow.), 14, 177, 179; 180, 185 

ovyxwpéw (MS. cvrx., except on p. 195), 6, 177, 179, 

180, 195, 216, 297, 299 

GUKLWWOS, 183 

OUKOY, 292 

avdrdw, 280, 284 

avAnotS, 272 

ovd\dapBdve (MS. owd.), 272, 274-276, 278-280, 284 

avihoyy, 296 

ovddoyilopat (MS. ovvrA.), 41, 48, 49. 51 

ovvdvo (MS. ovrr.), 164 

oupBaive, 256 (MS. owf.), 328 

avpBuos, 289 
avpBonrov, 38, 88, 94 (?), 95 (?), 104, 113, 147 

oupBovrevo, 288 
ouptapahapBave, 172 
oupTapeynt (MS. owz.), 6 
TULTARPWOtS, 204, 205 
ovptron(e)irys, 319 (?) 

*rupmpaKropevo (MS. ovvrpaxtwpevw), TI9 

ovpdopos, 284 

ouppavew, 196, 198-200, 211 

ovp.Pavos, 211 
TULPAVYS, 73, 74 

ovv, with gen.: otv rod elpnuévov, 330 

*ruvayopactiKos, 256 

ouvaywyy, 165 

ouvaddayy, 327 

ouvaraypa, 203, 215, 220 

*cuvaTrexa, 317 

TVVAPETKM, 325, 328 

ovvo(e)imvew, 253 
avvoovdos, 255 

TUVELpLL, 2 

ovverraKkodovbew, 97 

TVVETLOLO@pLL, 193 
CUvEpyEew, 172 

auvevooKew (MS. cuvevdwxun), 218 

ouvex@, 110 

ouvynOns, 77 
ovvOewpéw, 294 
*euvOyKvov (?), 303 
cuviotypt, 118, 164, 165, 174 

TVVVAaOS : olvvacr Geol, 112, 114, 151 
TVVOLKEW, 173 
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ouvoikia, 28 

TUVONOS : rot cvpPdrov (sic), 94, 95 

TUVOYX}, 165 
ovvTagis, 147, 150 

TVITATTW, 99, 166 
ovvTéheva, 3247 

ouvtiOnur, 172 
ovoTacts, I19 
oparpa(rip ?), 12 
odpayila, 176, 291 
oppayis, 183, 189 
oupis, 255. 

oXNA (MS. oxvpa), 331 

TKOWIOV, 129-132, 134, 135, 138, 139, 141, 202, 326 
oapa, 247 (?); SodAa odpara, 317; Sovduka o., 220; 

oikeTtKa o., 13, 14 

OOS, 257 

TwTHp, 169 
TwTNPia, 300, 301, 319 

Tdypa, 172 

*raxtop.o bos, 2 
TANAVTOV, 6, 7, 306, 308, 309, 312, 314, 315, 317 

Tap(e)vaKds, 285 
Tap.(v)ecov, 161, 186 

Taéts, 62, 68, 116, I19, 182 

TAPLYEVTHS, 32 

TAPLYNPOS, 255 

*TapoiKapLos, 331, 332 
TATOO, 66, 68 

TAVPEOS, 11 

TAXA, 302 

TAXOS, 292, 302 

TEKVOV, 120, 176, 317, 326 

TEKTOVLKOS, 179, 180 

TEKTOV, 157 

TENELOS, 49, 74-76, 179, 180, 195, 196, 198, 200, 314 

TEAELOW, 153, 203-205, 213, 215, 216 

TENET MA, 114, 127, 186; 7. Kayjrwv, 76, 80, 81 

TENEVTALOS, 152 

TENEVTAW, 38, 50, 52, 53, 55-58, 66-68, 168, 170, 176, 
281 

TEAEW, 54, 57}; TeréA(eora), 84-87, (cf Addenda), 100 

téhos (=‘end’), 153; = ‘tax,’ 7. éyedkAuov, III; 7. 
Oviwy, 713 7. KapyArwv, 81; 7. pdrxov Ovopevor, 82 ; 

7. olvov, 873 T. dvov, 79 

“TET PAKALELKOOTOS, IOI} TeTpaketKoaTOs, 94 

TeTpas, 177 
TETPAXOLVLKOS é pérpov TETp., 219 

TET PN[LEVOS (prob, for rezpappévos), 3 

TeTpéBodov (MS. rerpoBovdwv), 217 

THPHTLS, 186 

TiOnpt, 325, 329 

TULY, 16, 179-181, 195, 198, 201, 209, 300, 315, 318, 

329, 332, 3343 Tey, IOI, 102, 116, 177, 196, 

199, 200, 211, 317 

TUNA, 318 
Tiptos (MS. rup.), 333 

TiVHW, 292 

*ripwv, 174 (MS. repwr), 294, 296 

TOKOS, I5, 116, 166, 203, 211, 215, 217, 220, 221, 

246, 247 

TOAPAW, 169; ToAmodvTes, 272, 274-276, 278, 279 

TOAMO, 172 
TOMY, 183 

TOMOS, 63, 64 

ToTApXta, 100 

TOTOS, 14, 62, 149, 153, 160, 173, 177-180, 189, 193, 

251, 285 

TOPVEUTOS, 12 

*rouKepov (?), 303 

*rouT\a. (?), 303 

Tpamela : Sypooia t., 118,147 ; 4 ev Méuder AtoAAwviov 

tov “AckAnmiddov Tp., 209; 7 Adipov Tp. Bpéeuer, 

2213; Atovvoiov tov kal Xaipypovos tp. ‘Iepas IvAys, 
206; tp. Avogévov tod kal Sapamiwvos oroas “AOnvas, 
198, 199; Mépxov Aoyyeivov Tov kal Sapamiwvos tp., 

154; 7 €v Méudar Sapamriwvos tod "Apeiov dpyxiepa- 
tevoavtos ‘Adpiavetou Tis Mepudirav roAews Tp., 209 ; 

4 Yapariwvos tp. Tapeiwy, 210 

Tpaxndos, 39 

Tpérw : see TETPNMEVOS 
Tpiakds, 86 

Tpids, H dyla Kal Lworouds, 324 

Tpimnvos, 119 
*rpuxea (?), 312 
TPOTOS, 97, 179, 202, 203, 205, 215, 272, 276, 278 

(MS. zpwz-.), 279, 280, 303, 326, 328, 330 

Tpvyn, 183 

TvyX avo, 164, 169, 189, 272, 274-276, 278-281 

TUTOS, 325 

TUX, 226, 256, 328 

v for ol, 304 passim 

vatvuos (2 MS. vevatia), 302 
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Dados, 11 

bBpila : BBprxev, 4 

bBpis, 172, 174, 278, 282 

Uylaivo, 2, 3, 255, 288, 304 

byiea (MS. vyia), 395 

Ddpaywy6ds, 135, 137 
vdpioKn (MS. ur.), 246 
*HdpoPvtiov, 330 
VOWP, 311, 328; Kal’ Waros, 134, 137, 193 
vEed€éos, 265 

vlds, 164, 180, 199, 209 (?), 211-213, 21, 216, 219, 

220, 249 (MS. vewos), 250 (do.), 274, 275, 277-280, 

297, 306, 317, 319, 320; Yids=@eds Yids, 334 

Vi@VOS, 283 

vAy; 106 

DALKOS, 179 
*Shurrdyiov, 265 

UVMOTHP, 265 
vTrayopeva, 211 

UraKovw, 150 

UTapxa, 2, 65, 116, 153, 161, 168, 169, 177, 179, 

180, 182, 183, 187, 190, 195, 196, 198, 206, 208, 

2II, 215, 216, 219-221, 280, 320, 325, 326 

UTaTELa, 272-280, 325 

bomrékbeats, 206 

wrepaipw : trepatpovytuv (sec), 71 

*trepypapa, 220 (?) 
bmépbects, 208 

vTeppeyeOns, 162 
brepTiOnr, 149 

*jrepuTroKeypat, 179 

vwrevOuvos, 161, 288 

UTNPETYS, 162, 170, 172, 242, 243 

UTLOXVEOMAL, 245 

bToBadro, 278 

droypaevs, 185, 195, 197, 202, 205, 207, 211, 216, 

220 

UToypaPw, 51, 60, 98, 150, 179 

brdd(€)uEus, 333 

VTOSEXOMAL, 290, 293, 304 

vToonpa, II 
tmrobects, 285 

wToOyKn, 153, 154, 172, 215, 217, 220, 332 

UTOKELAL, 71, 98, 166, 300 

*{rroxdaaTos (MS. -ws), 3 
UTONOYOS, 97, 206, 208 
UTOPVYELG, 39-42, 49, 55, 60, 62, 66 

dropvnpatoypados, 161 
bropuypa. (MS. vropvxpa), 272 

UTOaTACLs, 328 
UToaTEAXW, 79 
UTOTATTM, 149, 325 
broTiOnp, 179, 220 
broupyew, 285 

UTTLOS, 39 

VOTEPOS, 174 
vdaiva : MS. opavror, 315 

vijos, 329 

dayetv, 328 
paiva, 164, 169, 178, 184, Igo 

akds, 180, 197 (misprinted Yaxos) 
pdppakov, 252 

dadoKw, 104, 164 

depvilw, 169 

PEpw, 139, 255, 273, 290, 298, 319 

pnp, 196, 208, 219, 220 

diiavOparia, 272, 274-276, 278, 279, 281 

piiavOpwrros, 71, 166 
diriavOparas, 166 

Pir(e)ialw, 289 

didoKadéw, 326, 328 

didrokan(e)ia, 326, 328 
diros, 252, 296, 306; PiAraros, 161, 252, 255 

drayéddov, 265 

PdBos, 303, 325 
owirneos (? MS. xow.), 192 
o(wikedv °), 230-233 passim 

oiw€, 254, 306, 315 (MS. du.) 

*hohdaTapov, 264 
POPETPOV, 100, 159, 160, 190 

Popysos, 128 (?) 

Pdpos, 81, 170, 184, 186, 187, 192, 216, 224, 283; 
db. Bwopdv, 70, 112; . tpoBdtwv, 79, 80, 118 

op(tyos ?), 84 
Ppeap, 4, 14 
ppovéw, 2, 164 

povris, 184, 175, 256, 282, 287, 296; ppovridar, 275 

PpovttaTns, 265 
poupa, 285 

duyy, 278, 279, 299 
pudraky, 6, 164 

pvdrdtrw, 162, 216, 282, 328 
pudy > dvd Yoxvoratov Peot peyddov peydAov, 68, 211 
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pureva, 14 

Xatpo: xaip(e)ur, 64, 88, 96, 98, 99, TOT, 117, 160, 161, 

188, 191 (MS. yepeww), 200, 201, 208, 207, 212-215, 

217, 252-255, 273, 280, 281, 287, 289, 292, 297, 

299-302, 305, 306, 319, 325 
xarKilw, 259, 261-264 passim 

Xa\Kwwos, 110 

*yahkurkdpiov, 264 
Xakes, 6, 234-244 pass?m; artaba pérpw xadk@, 257- 

264 passim 

XahKovs, 264 

Xapaxros (?), 245-247 
xapilopar, 288 

xXapis, 288 ; acc. xdpita, 272, 274-276, 278, 279, 281; 

xdpw (adverbial), 165, 254 

XapiTnovos : tepdv x., 112 

XapryS, 119 
xelp, 6, 39, 180, 218, 254 (MS. xépav), 300, 304, 3343 

dia _xeipds, 177, 179, 180, 195, 196, 202-205, 207, 

208, 211, 215, 217, 218, 220, 317 

*yerpaydyyos (?), 6 
xerpilw, 118 
xeEiptos, 114, 304 (?) 

XELplopds: x. fepds, 111, 112 
*yeipoypadta, 97 

XEtpoypador, 5, 6, 9, 172, 203, 207, 247, 319 

XELpOw, 283 

XEVVLOV, 298 

XEpoos, 14, 134-137, 139, 192, 325-328 

xs, 161 

Xiopa, 255 

XAwTHp, 11 (bz), 12 

XiTov, 11, 246 (MS. Ktwr) 

X'T@VLOV (MS. KLOwviov), 315 

xAwpds, 102, 202 (MS. xrop.), 319 

YouviKiov, 254 

ot, 240, 243 
Xotpos, 274, 275 

xopa (?), 77 
xopyyew (MS. yup.), 119 

XOPTOS, 202, 292 

NOUS, 255 

Xpdopat, 172, 179, 181, 276, 278, 279, 326 

WORDS. 

xpeta, 64, 75, 119, 252, 256 (MS. xpia), 265, 297 

(MS. xpia), 298 (do.) 

xX pews, 185, 278, 279 

XpewoTew, 333 

xpedaorns, 278, 279, 309 (’) 

XPHMA, 317, 328 
xpnuarila, 16, 98, 176, 319 

XPHNMaTLap.6s, 98; Sypdovos xp., 207, 213, 215 
XPT, 218, 220, 221, 245, 246, 331 

XPNTTYpLov, 128, 186, 244, 329 

Xpnororns, 282, 288, 293, 294, 296 

*ypuavras (?), 303 
xpdvos, 149, 168, 170, 177, 179-181, 183, 187, 188, 

192, 202, 203, 205, 215, 220, 283, 285, 287, 289- 

291, 297, 300, 304, 395, 326, 333 
Xpvoeos, 173 

Xpuoiov, 331 

xpvads, 327, 328, 333, 335 
KPUTOXOLKOS : xp. oraHp0s, 327 

Xpovaoxovs, 144, 145, 332 

XUpLA, 332 

X@NOs, 157 
X@pa, 104-107 (or xwparixd), 115 (?), 147 () 

*\VwpartiKds, 104 
Xopew, 252 

xopilo, 51 

xwptor, 161, 332 

*y opty : xeoptn tpatyn “ATapnvav, 207 

aw + WHoovew (?), 330 

Wevdomar (MS. zevé.), 299 

Widds, 149, 177, 178 (MS. Wer.), 180 (do.) 

Wux7}, 303 
Woptov (MS. You.), 304, 315 

@pOs, 255 
QVEOMAL, 209, 317 

@vy, 315 (MS. ovy), 318 

@VLOS, 264 

*dotdiov, 192 
apa, 278, 279, 300 

as = eis, 3 
WOAUTWS, 220 
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